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Lately Publijhtd,

In Two large Volumes Octavo, Price 15s. in Boards,

GENERAL INDEX

TO THE

MONTHLY REVIEW,

from its Commencement, to the End of the Seventieth Volume.

By the Rev. S. AYSCOUGH,

COMPILER OF THE CATALOGUE OF UN DESCRIBED MANUSCRIPT*

IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.

Containing a Catalogue of the Books and Pamphlets charac

terized, with the Size and Price of each Article, and References

to the Reviews wherein the Account of them, with the Book

sellers' Names, are inserted. Also an Index to the principal

Extracts, Observations, and remarkable Passages.

Sold by T. Becket, Pall Mall.

* AT length this Compilement, fa long and so frequently called

for by our Readers, hath made its appearance ; and we hope

it will answer the expectations of those who have been so desirous of

such a Publication.— Of the manner in which the Work hath been

executed, some idea may be formed, by attending to the following

extract from the Compiler's Preface.

«« The First Volume contains an Index to the Titles, Authors*

Names, Sizes and Prices, of all the Books and Pamphlets (digested

under their respective classes) which are characterized in the Reviews,

from the beginning of the Work, in 1749, to the end of the Sevek-

tjrth Volume, which was finished in the year 1784..

«« In respect to the Prices of Books and Pamphlets, they are given.

as they stand in the Reviews. The names of the Booksellers and

Publishers will be found in the Reviews themselves; to which the

reader is constantly directed, by the first Volume, or Catalogue part,

as we may term it, of this Work,

" For the accommodation of those who may wistt to know what

hath been •writ tea by or tencerning any particular Author, during

the period of the Rtviews, an Index to all the Names is added to

theTABi.E of Contfnts, of which the First Volume consists.

«* In the Second Volume is given an Index to the principal

F.xtracts, Observations, and remarkable Passages. As these mate,

lials could not be so properly arranged in Classes as those of the First

Volume, ti.ey are wholly comprehended under one General Alpha

bet; and the particulars are literally copied from the original In

dexes, subjoined to the different Volumes of the Review."

« To what Mr. A. hath observed, we need only to add on'.' re

mark, i'iz That even to readers who are not possessed of sots of the

Review, tbele volumes will be of great use, as they may, with strict

truth, he affirmed to comprehend the most general, and most com

plete priced Catalogue that ever was offered to the Public.

' It may be suit her observed, with respect to those whose sets of

the Review are incomplete, that to such persons, this publication

will be found peculiarly useful, as it will, in some measure, supply

the want of those volumes of Review in which their sets are deficient,

and whkh, perhaps, arc no where to be procured.'

Rev. March, 1786.



THE

MONTHLY REVIEW,

For JULY, 1788.

Art. I. />««/ uponseveral Occasions, English, Italian, and Latin,

with Translations, by John Milton : viz. Lycidas, l'Allegro, il

Penseroso, Arcades, Comus, Odes, Sonnets, Miscellanies, Eng

lish Psalms, Elegiarum Liber, Epigrammatum Liber, Sylvarum

Liber. With Notes critical and explanatory, and other llluilra-

tions, by Thomas Warton, Fellow of Trinity College, and late

Professor of Poetry at Oxford. 8vo. 8s. Boards. Dodfley. 1785."

WE should deem it necessary to begin this article with of

fering some apology to the Public for having so long

postponed the account of the work now before us, were we not

persuaded that all our Readers must do us the justice to recollect,

that our labours, like those of other men, will sometimes meet

with unavoidable interruptions. Of this, indeed, the late ap

pearance of Mr. Warton 's edition of the smaller poems of Mil

ton, in our monthly Journal, may be adduced as an. instance :

for- this is not a work which we could have overlooked, but the

consideration of which has been hitherto protracted, from cir

cumstances painful to our recollection.

That these Juvenile Poems should have attracted Mr. Warton's

attention, we may mention as a proof of an elegant taste, while

the many notes with which he has enriched them entitle him to

considerable, though not to unalloyed, praise.

Milton is undoubtedly the most learned of all our English

poets; and he has so interwoven his learning with his poetry,

that his readers will gladly accept the aslistance of an able anno-

tator. For this office his present Editor is peculiarly qualified,

being not only conversant with the elegant remains of Grecian

and Roman learning, but intimately acquainted likewise, as his

valuable Hi/lory of English Poetry sufficiently testifies, with those

treasures of Gothic and old English literature with which Mil

ton, in his younger years, appears to have been singularly de

lighted, and to which frequent allusions are made even in the

Paradise Lost.

Vol. LXXIX. B Considerable
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Considerable pleasure have we received from this learned at

tempt to illustrate the obscurities, and to display, and give addi

tional effect to, the beauties of our great poet ; who, little de

jected by the neglect of his cotemporaries, looked forward with

the calmness and confidence of conscious merit, to tl>e impar

tiality of a future generation ;—persuaded that a cordatior atas was

not far distant, when a just tribute would be paid to his poetical

abilities.

Turn (fays he in his Ode to Rouse) litiort fepulto,

Si quid menmur sana pojleritas feiet.

To behold the fulfilment of such predictions always affords plea

sure ;—in the case cf Milton we contemplate it with singular

satisfaction. Those violent party-prejudices which are well

- known to have been industriously propagated after the Restora

tion, both against the political and religious principles he espoused

(and which, so far from being extinct, have excited the acrimony

of his latest Critic and Biographer), contributed to render those of

his own and the following age insensible to the exquisite charms

of his Muse.

The peems, we find, which are here presented to the Public,

accompanied with the annotations and illustrations of Mr. W.

were published almost thirty years before the appearance of the

Paradise Loji : during which interval they were so totally disre

garded, at least by the general reader, as scarcely to confer on

their author the reputation of a writer of verses, much less the

distinction and character of a true poet ; and even after the pub

lication of that immortal work, they long continued to remain

in their original state of neglect and oblcurity. How little he

was esteemed as a poer, or at least how extremely averse the

writers of that period were to contribute to his poetic fame, may

be inferred from a circumstance or two that are mentioned by

Mr. Warton in bis ingenious Preface :

' In an old Miscellany, quaintly called Naps on Parnassus,

and printed in 1658, there is a recital of the moll excellent English

poets, who, according to this Author's enumeration, are Chaucer,

Lydgate, Hardyng, spencer, Drayton, Shakespeare, Jonson, Donne,

Beaumont and Fletcher, Sandys, Cowley, and Cleveland, with some

others then living, and perhaps in fashion, but now forgotten. But

there is not a syllable of the writer of L'Allegro, II Penseroso,

and Comus. Nor is there the quantity of an hcmillich quoted from

any of the.e poems in the collections of those who have digelted the

beauties or phrases of the English Poets, from 1655 to 1738 inclu

sively ;— though the author of one of these collections promises to

" give the reader the great images that are found in our poets who

arc truly great, as well as their topics and moral reflections ;" and the

compiler of another professes chiefly to consider " neglected and ex

piring merit, and to rei-ive and preserve the excellencies which time

.aud oblivion were upon the point of cancelling, raiher thin to repeat

' what
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what others had extracted before*."—The first printed encomium

which this volum? seems to have received was from the pen of Ad-

dison.' (Spect. N° 249.)

While thus contemplating the shameful neglect which the Poet

experienced, it is impossible to express any surprise as our having

so few of his early blojfoms. This, combined with the anarchy

of the times, involving him in political and religious' con

troversy, caused him, in a great measure, at a period of life

when the imagination is most warm and vigorous, to relinquish

the elegant exercises of his Muse. Not that his delight in, or

relist) tor, these, was impaired (as Mr. VV. wouKi uisr>uate) by

his zeal for innovation, and, what he calis, the deplorable polemics

of Puritanism; but the real fact seems to be, tha>, stimulated

by his patriotic attachment, by a classic love of liberty, and by

that enthusiasm natural to a great poet, he was led to take an

active part in the public commotion*, and the more effectually

to serve the cause he espoused, embarked on a sea of noil- and

hoarse dispute, where he had no leisure for cherishing those thoughts

that move harmonious numbers, and for building the lofty 'hime.

It was merely the critical situation of his country, irut kept

him from the Heliconian Spring. In proof of this, it is

sufficient to obierve, that when civil commotions ceaied, he

returned to his much-loved occupation, and produced, in (pice

of Puritanism, republicanism, and blindnef , that glorious work

the Paradise Loji. When feasting on his poetry, we are

ready to wish that, instead of his Apologyfor Smeclymnuus f, his

Tetrachordon, and some other of hts prole piece*, he had given

us immortal verse ; for though we would not be supposed to de

spise or undervalue his prose-writings, we cannot but think with

Mr. W. that on the topics agitated in some of these, c minds less

refined and faculties less elegantly cultivated might have been

as well employed :

——coarse compactions

And cheeks of sorry grain, will serve to ply

* See a good Preface by Oldys Pref. p. 20.) to a copious and ju

dicious compilation, called the British Muse, in three volumes,

by Thomas tfayward. We are furpriled to find Dennis, in his Let

ters, published in 1721, quoting a few verses from Milton's Latin

Poems, relating to his Travels. See p. 78, 79. But Dennis had

them from Toland's Life of Milton. - -

f Mr. Warton is mistaken in saying Milton wrote Smeclymnuus.

The writers of this book were five ; viz. Stephen Marshall, Edmund

Calamy, Thomas Young (the Junius to whom Milton's 4th Latin

elegy is addressed), Matthew Newcomen, and William Spurstovv; the

first letters of whose Christian and Surnames compose the word Smec-

tymnuus. See Birch's Life of Milton prefixed to his prose works,

z volj. quarto, p. 24. Of this book, Milton wrote a defence, called,

Au Afclcgy foi Smeclymnuus. '

B 2 The,
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The sampler, and to tease the huswife's wool :

What need a vermeil-tinctur'd lip for that,

Love-darting eyes, and tresses like the morn V

Comus, y. 7$d.

But after all, love-darting eyes must often be fixed on homely ob

jects, and the most sublime geniuses be sometimes employed in

discussing subjects which lie level to ordinary abilities. Instead,

therefore, of wasting our time in absurdly wondering and fruit

lessly regretting that Milton has not written more poetry, we

must express our obligations to him for those few juvenile poems

which he found leisure or inclination to present to posterity, and

proceed to consider what his present Editor has done to illustrate

them.

As to Mr. Warton's design and conduct in this edition, it

will be best set forth in his own words:

' My volume exhibits those poems of Milton, of which a second

edit on, with some slender additions, appeared in 1673, while the

Author was yet living, under the title " Poems upon several Occa

sions, by Mr. John Milton. Both English and Latin, &c. Composed

at several Times." In this collection our Author did not include his

Paradise Regained, and Samson Aconistes, as some later edi

tors have, perhaps improperly *, done. Those two pieces, forming

a single volume by themselves, had just before been printed together

in 16711 Milton here intended only an edition of his juvenile

poems ; and to this plan the present edition is confined, except only

that two or three Latin Epigrams, and a few petty fragments of

translation, selected from the prose works, are admitted.

* The chief purpose of the Notes is to explain our Author's allu

sions, to illustrate or to vindicate his beauties; to point out his imi

tations both of others and of himself, to elucidate his obsolete diction,

and by the adduction and juxtaposition of parallels universally

gleaned both from his poetry and prose, to ascertain his favourite

words, and to (hew the peculiarities of his phraseology.'

He concludes his Preface by further informing u?, that ' he

found it expedient to alter or enlarge Milton's own titles, which

seemed to want fulness and precision, yet preserving their form and

substance ; that he has disposed the pieces in a new order, and more

over that he has endeavoured to render the text as uncormpt ard

perspicuous as possible, not only by examining and comparing the

authentic copies published under the Author's immediate inspection,

but by regulating the punctuation, of which Milton appears to have

been habitually careless.'

That attention which Mr. Warton has bestowed on the hft-

mentioned object entitles him to peculiar commendation; for

nothing is more meritorious in an editor than an unremitting

* In this we do' not perceive any great impropriety. Though.

Milton did not originally print them with his smaller poems, au

Editor, surely, might afterward be allowed to include them, for

convenience, in the same volume.

care
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care to exhibit the text of his author with all possible purity and

correctness. This of itself will often preclude the labour of an

notation, being all that is requisite to render many passages per

fectly intelligible. How many of the obscurities of our divine

Shakespeare have been removed by the judicious use of commas,

semicolons, &c. ! And by availing himself of the assistance of

these humble auxiliaries of criticism, we find Mr. Wartpn im

proving, and in some places elucidating, the text of Milton.

However, therefore, the Poet may be disposed (should they here

after meet in the (hades) to frown, and lack with eyes askance on

his present Editor, for the very degrading mention he makes of

his puritanical and republican principles, he would still be

ready to aclcnowlege himself (for John Milton's ghost cannot be

a despicable ghost) under some obligations to him for this part

of his labour ; as there is reason to believe that these his Juvenile

Poems are here offered to the Public more minutely accurate than

they came even from his own pen.

But Mr. Warton would have just ground for complaint, were

we to give him no other commendation than that which he

merits for the care and accuracy he has displayed in the depart

ment of an Editor. To a corrected text, he has subjoined a

body of explanatory notes, and critical illustrations :—Notes and

Illustrations which are manifestly the fruit of diligent reading

and patient research, serving to unfold the treasures whence Mil

ton drew most of his beautiful imagery ;—to explain his Gothic

and classical allusions ;—to point out the source of many of his

conceptions, and at the fame time to demonstrate and display the

strength and sublimity of his genius. Those notes which may be

called historical, and those at the end of the larger poems in this

volume, containing a kind of general critique on them, abound

with valuable information, are drawn up with much judgment

and taste, and will be perused with peculiar pleasure. The notes

in Lycidas on the vision os the guarded mount, and the fable of

JBellerus, are happv explanations of a difficult passage, and do great

credit to Mr. Warton as a commentator on Milton. We

shall transcribe the whole passage from the poem, and then give,

entire, the notes referred to, for the gratification of our poetical

Readers.

Jj. 154. Ay me! whilst thee the shores and founding seas

Wasti far away, where'er thy bones are hurl'd,

Whether beyond the stormy Hebrides,

Where thou, perhaps, under the whelming tide,

Visit'st the bottom of the monstrous world ;

Or •whether thou, to our moist -vows denied,

Sleef'st by thefable of Belterus old,

Where she great <viston of the guarded mount

Looks towards Namanco's and Bayona's bold'.

Look homeward, Angel, now, and melt with ruth,

B 3 'The-
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< ' The whole of this passage (;', e. that in Italics) has never yet

been cxpl lined or understood. That part of the coalt pf Cornwall

called the Land's End, with its neighbourhood, is here intended,

in which is the promontory of Bbllerium so named from Bellerus a

Cornish giant. Ana we are told by Camderi, that this is the only

pm of oui island that looks directly towards Spain. So also Dray-

ton, Polyolb. S. xxiii. vol. iii. p 1107.

Then Cornwall creepeth out into the westerne maine,

As, lying in her eye, she pointed still at Spaine.

And Orosius, " The second angle or point os Spain forms a cnpe,

*' where Brigantia, a city of Cialicia, rears a most lofty watch-tower,

" of admirable construction, in full view of Britain." Hist. L. i.

c. ii. sol. 5. a. edit Paris. 1524. sol. But what is the me.ning of

" The Great Vision of the Guarded Mount ?" And of the line im

mediately following, " Look homeward Angel now, and melt with

ruth?" 1 flatter myself 1 have discovered Milton's original and lead

ing idea.

' Just bv the Land's End in Cornwall, is a most romantic projec

tion of rock, called Sa.nt Michael's Mount, into a harbour

called Mount's-bay. It gradually rises from a broad basis into a

very steep and narrow, but craggy elevation. Towards the sea the

declivity is aimoll perpendicular. At low water it is accessible by

land: and not many years ago, it was entirely joined with the pre

sent shore, between which and the Mount, there is a rock called

Chapel-rock. Tradition, or ra'her superstition, report?, that ic

was anciently connected by a large tract of land, full of chirches,

with the isles of Scilly. On the summit of Saint Michael's

Mount a monastery was founded before the time of Edward the

Confessor, now a feat of Sir John Saint Aubyn. The church, re

fectory, and many of the apartments, still remain. With this mo

nastery was incorporated a strong fortress, regularly garrilcned : and

in a patent of Henry the Fourth, dated 1405, the monastery itself,

which was ordered to be repaired, is styled Fortalitium. Rym.

Foed. viii. 102. 340, 341 A stone-lantern, in one of the angles of

the Tower oftheCnurch, is ca i led Saint Michael's Chair. But

this is not the original Saint Mic, a el's Chair. We are told by

Carew, inhisSuRVAY ot Cornwall, "A little without the Calile

[this fortress], there is a bad [Jangi rous] Seat in a craggy place,

called Saint Michael's Chaire, somewhat daungerous for accesse, ami

therefore holy for the auvemure." Edit. 1602. p. 1 54. We learn from

Caxton's Golden Legende, under the history of the Angel Mi

chael, that " Th' appr.racyon of this angell is manyfold. The

fyrst is when he appered in mount of Gvgnn, &C." Edit. '4.93-

f. eclxxsii a. William of Worccstre, who wrote his travels over

England about 1 \go, fays, in describing S ai mt Mi ch ae l's Moun r,

there was an " Apv>aricio Sancti Michaelis in ir.oiite I'u i.ba antea

vocato "Le Here Rck in rbe ivodd." 1 r iner a r. edit. Cantab. 1778.

p. 102. The Hear Keck in the IVoad is this Mount or Rock of Saint

Michael, anciently covered with thick wood, as we learn from Dray-

ton and Carew. There is still a tradition, that a vision ot Saint

Michael seated on this Crag, or Saint Michael's chair, appeared

to some hermits : and that this circumstance oaealioned lhc.iGunda-

8 . tioa
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tion of the monastery dedicated to Saint Michael. And hence this

place was long renowned for its fanctiry, and the object of frequent

pilgrimages. Carew quotes some old rhymes much to our purpole, ,

p. J 54. ut supr.

Who knows not Mighel's Mount and Chaire, .

The pilgrim's holy vaunt I

Nor mould it be forgot, that this monastery was a cell to another on.

a Saint Michael's Mount in Normandy, where was also a Vision of

Saint Michael.

' But to apply what has been said to Milton. This Great Vi

sion is the famous Apparition of Saint Michael, whom he with much

sublimity of imagination supposes to be still throned en this lofty

crag of Saint Michael's Mount in Cornwall looking towards

the Spanish coast. The guarded mount on which this Great

Vision appeared, is simply the fortified Mount, implying the fortress

above mentioned. And let us oblerve, that Mount is now the pecu

liar appropriated appellation of this promontory. With the sense

and meaning of the line in question, is immediately connected that

of the third line next following, which here I now for the first lime

exhibit properly pointed,

Look homeward, Angel, now, and melt with ruth.

Here is an apostrophe to the Angel Michael, whom we have just seen,

seated on the Guarded Mount. " O Angel, look no longer seaward

to Namanco's and Bayona's hold : rather turn your eyes backward

from the view of this calamitous shipwreck, which the sea, over which

you look, presents. Look landward, Look homeward now, and melt

with pity at the melancholy spectacle to which you have been a wit

ness." But I will exhibit the three lines together which form the

context. Lycidas was lost on the seas near the coast,

Where the great vision of the guarded mount

Looks towards Namanco's and Bayona's hold ;

Look homeward, Angel, now, and melt with ruth.

The Great Vision and the Angel are the fame thing: and the verb

lack in both the two last verses has the fame reference. I had almost

omitted what Carew fays of this situation, " Saint Michael's Mount

looketh so aloft, as it brooketh no concurrent." p. 154. ubi supr.

' Thyer seems to suppose, that the meaning of the lalt line i«,

" You, O Lycidas, now an angel, look down from heaven, Sec."

But how can this be said to look homeward ? And why is the (hip-

wrecked person to melt <with rutb? That meaning is certainly much

helped by placing a full point after surmise, v. 153. But a semi

colon there, as we have seen, is the p;>mt of the sirll edition : and to

shew how greatly such a punctuation ascertains or illustrates our pre

sent interpretation, I will take the paragraph a few lines higher, with

£ snort analysi-i. " Let every flower be lliewed on the hearse where

Lycidas lies, so to flatter ourselves for a moment with the notion that

his corpse is present ; and this, (Ah me !) while the seas have washed

it far away, whether beyond the Hebrides, or near the sliores of Corn-

Wall, &c."

Sleep's by the fable of Eellerus old.] ' No such name occurs among

the Coroisn giants. But the poet coined it from iJcllerium above-,

B 4 mentioned.
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mentioned. Bellerus appears in the edition 1638. But at first he

liad written Corineus, a giant who came into Britain with Brute, and

was made Lord of Cornwall. Hence Ptolemy, 1 suppose, calls a

promontory near the Land's End, perhaps Saint Michael's Mount,

Ocrinium. From whom also came our Author's " Corinbida

Loxo," Mans. v. 46. And he is mentioned in Spenser's M. M. or

Thestylis:

Vp from his tombe

The mightie Corineus rose, &c.

See GeofFr. Monm. L. xii. c. i. Milton, who took the pains to trace

the old fabulous story of Brute, relates, that to Corineus Cornwall

fell by lot, " the rather by him liked, for that the hugest giants in

rocks and caves were said to lurk there still ; which kimi of monsters

to deal with was his old exercise." Hist. Engl. ubi supra, i. 6.

On the south-western shores of Cornwall, I saw a most stupendous

pile of rock-work, stretching with immense ragged cliffs and shape

less precipices far into the sea : one of the topmost os these cliffs,

hanging over the rest, the people informed me was called the Giant's

Chair. Near it is a cavern called in Cornish the cave with

the VOICE.'

Ranking ourselves among the admirers of Milton's Lycidas,

we embrace with pleasure the opportunity which our examina

tion of this volume affords us of combating Dr. Johnson's criti

cisms on it with the more judicious ones of the Laureat.

' Dr. Johnson observes, that " Lycidas is filled <witb the heathen

deities ; and a long train ofmythological imagery, such at a College eajily

supplies." But it is such also, as even the Court itself could now

have easily supplied. The public diversions, and books of all forts

and from all sorts of writers, more especially compositions in poetry,

were at this time over-run with classical pedantries. But what writer,

of the fame period, has made these obsolete fictions the vehicle of so

much fancy and poetical description ? How beautifully has he ap

plied this sort of allusion to the Druidical rocks of Denbighshire, to

Mona, and the fabulous banks of Deva ! It is objected, that its

pastoral form is disgusting. But this was the age of pastoral * ; and

• Dr. Newton assigns another reason for its pastoral form, viz. that

Mr. King (Lycidas) and Wilton had been designed for holy orders and

the pastoralcare; which reason ought not to have been omitted, asit ac

counts for the introduction of several passages into it which have been

thought improper in a pastoral. As far as it relates to himself at

least, Milton confirms this fact, and moreover explains what it was

that kept him from entering into holy orders : " For this (the church)

by the intentions of my parents and friends I was designed of a child

and in mine own resolution, till coming to some maturity of years,

and perceiving what tyranny' had invaded the church ; that he who

would take orders must subscribe slave, and take an oath withal,

which unless he took with a conscience that could retch, he must

strait perjure or split his faith, I thought it better to prefer a blame

less silence before the office of speaking bought and begun with servi

tude and forswearing." Reason of Church Government, Fart ii.
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yet Lvcidas has but little of the bucolic cant, now so fashionable*.

The Satyrs and Fauns are but just mentioned. If any trite rural

topics occur, how are they heightened !

Together both, ere the high lawns appear'd

Under the opening eye-lids of the morn,

We drove afield, and both together heard

What time the gray-fly winds her sultry horn,

Batt'ning our flocks with the fresh dews of night.

Here the day-break is described by the faint appearance of the up

land lawns under the first gleams of light : the sunset, by the buzzing

of the chaster : and the night sheds her frtjh dews on their flocks.

We cannot blame pastoral imagery, and pastoral allegory, which

carry with them so much natural painting. In this piece there is

perhaps more poetry than sorrow. But let us read it for its poetry.

It is true, that pajjion plucks no berriesfrom the myrtle and imy, nor calls

upon Anthuj'e and Mincius, nor tells of rough Satyrs nuitb cloven heel.

But poetry does this ; and in the hands of Milton, does it with a pe

culiar and irresistible charm. Subordinate poets exercise no inven

tion, when they tell how a shepherd has lost his companion, and must

feed his flocks alone without any judge of his skill in piping : but

Milton dignifies and adorns these common artificial incidents with

unexpected touches of picturesque beauty, with the graces of senti

ment, and with the novelties of original genius. It is said " here is

no art, for there is nothing new." But this objection will vanish,

if we consider the imagery which Milton has raised from local cir

cumstances. Not to repeat the use he has made of the mountains of

Wales, the Isle of Man, and the river Dee, near which Lycidas was

shipwrecked; let us recollect the introduction of the romantic super

stition of Saint Michael's Mount in Cornwall, which overlooks the

Irish seas, the fatal scene of his friend's disaster.

' But the poetry is not always unconnected with passion. The

Poet lavishly describes an ancient sepulchral rite, but it is made pre

paratory to a stroke of tenderness. He calls for a variety of flowers

to decorate his friend's hearse, supposing that his body wac present,

and forgetting for a while that it was floating far off in the ocean. If

he was drowrred, it was some consolation that he was to receive the

decencies of burial. This is a pleasing deception : it is natural and

pathetic. But the real catastrophe recurs. And this circumstance

again opens a new vein of imagination.

' Our Author has been censured for mixing religious disputes with

Pagan and pastoral ideas. But he had the authority of Mantuan and

Spenser, now considered as models in this way of writing. Let me

add, that our poetry was not yet purged from its Qothic combina

tions ; nor had legitimate notions of discrimination and propriety so

far prevailed, as sufficiently to influence the growing improvements

* What Mr. Warton observes of Epitaphium Damonis is

equally applicable to Lycidas. ' It contains some passages which

wander far beyond the bounds of bucolic song, and are in his own ori

ginal style of the more sublime poetry. Milton cannot be a shepherd

long. His own native powers pften break forth, and cannot bear

the assumed disguise.'

of
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of English composition. These irregularities and incongruities must

not be tried by modern criticism.'

In addition to these remark?, we may observe that the very

faults pointed out in this poem are the source of so many beauties,

that we can scarcely wish them away. How strikingly does it

exemplify what Pope fays in his Essay on Criticism, 1. 159.

Great Wits sometimes may gloriousiy offend,

And rife to faults true Critics dare not mend.

From the many notes subjoined to the other poems, various in

stances of the Editor's labour, erudition, and judgment, might,

be easily produced ; but for these we must refer to the work it

self, finding it impuflible within our narrow limits to make room

for those we had particularly rrurked for insertion. We cannot,

, however, refill the temptation of transcribing the note affixed to

the following couplet in // Penfercso :

« Add to- these retired Leisure,

That in trim gardens takes his pleasure.

* Affectation and false elegance were now carried to the most ela

borate and absurd excess in gardening. Laurcmburgius, a physician

of Rostoch in Germany, has described some monuments, as they

may be called, of this extravagance. He fays, that at Chartres in

France there was a garden, where the Seven Wife mrti of Greece,

the Twelve Labours of Hercules, with clipped explanatory verses to

each Labour, the Three Graces, the Feast of the Gods, and &.e Ac-

tubitus "Rcmanorum, were all flourishing in immortal box. He adds,

that the gardens of Italy abounded in a wonderful variety of these

verdant sculptures. He then comes to the gardens of England.

*' Eodem artificio commendabiles sunt multi Anglix horti : inter-

que illos, is qiit est Hamptenkurti, in quo e ligullro efhgiata sunt

animnlia varia, insignia Rtgum Anglix, plurimaque alia." That

is, " Many gardens of England ate to l>e praised for the same curi

ous devices : and among others, the Garden at Hampton Court,

where in privet are figured various animals, the royal arms of Eng

land, and manv other things." Horticultur'a, Lib. i. cap. 29.

§ iii. p. 125. Francos, au Mcen. 1631. 4to. The pqdantry of ve

getation has not yet expired in some of our remote counties.

' Milton, I fear alludes to the tri m Garden in A;; c abes, v. 46,

Where the Genius fays, that it was one of his employments,

To curl the grove

In ringlets quaint, and wanton winding"; wove.

This was surely, to aerogate from the dignity of the high office and

character of his Genius, who is degraded to a frifieur. And in Co

in us, in his description of the Hesperian gardens, I suspect we have

something os V.Architecture du jardinage, in the spruce spring, the

etdarii allies, the crisped Jhadet and ici.ers, v. 5^4. 9S5. 990. But

he had changed his ideas ot agarden "y when he wrote the 1'aradisb

Lost, where the brooks, but not the Jkades, are crisped. B. iv. 237.

' I have

* There is nothing in this poem nor in any other part of Milton's

woiks which proves his ha\ing ever approved osi he il)le of gardening

described
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* I have a scarce black-lettered quarto, printed in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth called the Gardener's Labyrinth, Sec. It has

numerous wood-cuts, exhibiting great choice of me-mders both for

flowers and trees, but too intricate for modern sagacity, wich plans

and patterns of various invention^ for putting both nature and art

upon the rack in the formation of a fashionable garden. But J for,

bear, especially in the narrowness of a note, to siy more on a subject,

which has been recently discussed with so much judgment and ele

gance by Mr. Walpole and Mr. Mason.' ,

One r>> the profesied objects of Mr. Warton in this work is to

explain Mikori's obsolete words and phrase". O' his -abilities up

this department of criticism, we shall adduce, as no uniavouiablc

specimen, his note on the fallowing line in Comu$ :

'313. And every bnjky bourn from Jide toJide .] A BOURN, the fense

of whic. in this passage has never been explained with precision, pjor

periy signifies here, a winding, deep, and narrow vallev, with a'riva*

let at the bottom. In the present instance, the declivities are inter

spersed with trees or bushes. This sort of valley Comus knew from

fide to Jide.. He knew both the ofjiofitt fides or ridges, and had con,

sequently traversed the intermediate space. Such lituations hive no

other name in the welt of England at this day. In the waste and

open countries, Bourns are the grand separations or divilions of 0110

part of the country from- another, and are natural limits of districts

and parishes. For Bourn is simply notiing more than a Boundary,

As in the Tempest, A. ii. S. i. " Bou rn, bound of land, tilth,

&c." And in Antony and Cleopatra, "I'll set a bourn

how far to be belov'd." A. i. S. i. And in the Winter'- Tale,

A. i. S. ii. " One that fixes no bourn 'twixt his and mine."

Dover-cliff is called in Lear, " this chalky bourn," that h, thii

chalky Boundary of England towards France. A. IV. S. vi. See

Fu'eiiere in Borne, and Du Cange in Borna, Lat. Gloss. In

Saxon, Bu:;n, or jBurna, is a stream.of water, as is bourn at pre

sent in some counties : and as rivers were the most distinguishable ab

original separations vt divisions of property, might not the Saxon

word give rife 10 the French Borne ? There is a passage in the Fae

rie Queene where a river, or rather strait, is called a Bourn, ii,

vi. 10.

My little boate can safely passe this perilous bourne.

But seemingly also with the fense of division or ft. oration. For aster-

Wards this Bcurne i.". (tiled a shark.

When late he far'd

In Phedria's flr.t n.irck ovr that perlous shard.

described in Mr. Warton'i note. ; he j>loomv walks in these trim

gardens, are very properly enumerated among the things which jmvc

pleasure 10 the pensive man ; bin i' does not hence follow that these

were to the poet's taste. On the o'.her hand, as he does nc.-r mention

them in hK enumeration if things exciting pleasure in L'Allegroj

but for clipsed ever-greens and verdant sculptures in box, substitutes

* Hedge-roiu elmes on hillocks green j'

it is evident he approved of artless nature. - >

Here,
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Here, indeed, is a metathesis; and the active participle sharing It

confounded with the passive shared. This perilous Bourne was

the Boundary or division which parted the main land from Phedria's

ifle of bliss, to which it served at a defence. In the mean time,

shard may signify the gap made by the ford or frith between the

two lands. But such a sense is unwarrantably catachreltical and li

centious.

« Jbid. Bojiy bourn. ] That is •woody, or rather bujby. A»

in the Tempest, A. iv. S. i.

My bosky acres, and my unfiruhVd down.

Where unjhrubbed is used in contrast. And in Peele's Play of Ed

ward the First, 1593:

■■ In this bosky wood

Bury his corpse.——

It is the (ame word in First P. Henr. IV. A. v. S. i.

How bloodily the fun begins to peer

Above yon busky hill!

Spenser has Anglicised the original French word bosquet, in Mat*

v. 10.

To gather May buskets and smelling breere.

Chaucer uses Buske, " For there is nether buske nor hay." Rom.

R. v. 54. Where bay is hedge row. Again, ibid. v. 102. Of the

birds " that on the buskis singin clere." Boscus is middle Latin

for Wood.'

We must now leave our Readers to judge, from these speci

mens, what entertainment they may promise themselves from

perusing the work, reserving our farther observations on it for

another article'.

[To be continued.]

Art. II. Gibbon'j History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman E.m-

pire, continued. See our last.

THE fourth volume of Mr. Gibbon's valuable History, of

which, in our last, we promised to give an account in

this month's Review, comprehends nine chapters. The first

chapter relates to the birth, education, and exploits of Theodoric

the Goth, particularly his invasion and conquest of Italy, to

gether with his long and prosperous reign in that country, la

this part of the work, Mr. G.'s readers will be particularly pleased

with his account of the character, studies, and writings of the

philosopher Boethius, whose death, with that of his father-in-law,

the venerable Symmachus, tarnish the lustre of a reign, illiterate

indeed, -but generally equitable and vigorous. The guilt of

Theodoric did not pass unpunished.

4 Humanity,' fays Mr. Q. ' will be disposed to encourage any

report which testifies the jurisdiction of conscience and the remorse

of kings j and philosophy is not ignorant that the most horrid

spectres
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spectres arc sometimes created by the powers of a disordered fancy,

and the weakness of a distempered body. After a life of virtue and

glory, Theodoric was now descending with shame and guilt into the

grave : his mind was humbled by the contrast of the past, and jostljr

alarmed by the invisible terrors of futurity. One evening, as it it

related, when the head of a large fisli was served on the royal table,

he suddenly exclaimed that he beheld the angry countenance of

Symmachus, his eyes glaring fury and revenge, and his mouth

armed with long (harp teeth, which threatened to devour him. The

monarch instantly retired to his chamber, and, as he lay, trembling

with agueifh cold, under a weight of bed-clothes, he expressed in.

broken murmurs to his physician Elpidius, his deep repentance for

the murders of Boethius and Symmachus *. His malady encreased,

and after a dysentery which continued three days, he expired in the

palace of Ravenna, in the thirty- third, or, if we compute from the

invasion of Italy, in the thirty-seventh year of his reign.'

The five following chapters are devoted to the important

reign of Justinian, who restored, by his arms and his laws, the

ancient glory of the empire. To some fastidious readers, the

historian will appear to dwell too long, and with too little re

luctance, on the character and vices of the Empress Theodora,

a theatrical courtezan, invested with the purple, and entrusted

by the fondness of her husband with an equal and independent

fliare in the governmentof the Roman world. Her dissolute plea

sures, which are recorded in the notes, and veiled in the ob

scurity of a learned language f, Mr. Gibbon, indeed, does not ar

raign with the sharpness of a satirist, or the asperity of a bigot.

With a degree of gallantry suiting the liberality of his character,

he describes the wife of Justinian as a monster; but, in the soft

terms which he employs, he still remembers that (he is a woman

of singular accomplishments, and incomparable beauty. Yet the

picture which he draws, however mild and temperate in its co

louring, is sufficiently expressive in its design ; and might serve

to teach, if any thing could teach, the favourites of fortune, that

their vices, however protected by power, or disguised by flattery,

cannot, in the end, escape the reproach of history, and the de

testation or the contempt of succeeding ages.

In the following chapter, Mr. G. enjoys the opportunity,

which rarely occurs to him in the course of his great work, of

displaying a character os the most illustrious merit. Under the

auspices of Justinian, the valour of Bclisarius effected the con

gest of Africa. He was invidiously recalled from Italy; but

* ' Procopius, Goth. 1. i. c. I. But he might have informed us,

whether he had received this curious anecdote from common report,

or from the mouth of the royal physician.'

t In the famous, or rather infamous, passage cited from Proco-

pias (p. 53.) we desire Mr* Gibbon will insert x for % in the word

9 - royal
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foyal ingratitude served only to encrease his fame ; and the ad

miration of his contemporaries has been confirmed by the im

partial suffrage of posterity.

* After the second victory of Belisarius, envy again whispered,

Justinian listened, and the hero was recalled. " The remnant of

the Gothic war was no longer worthy of his presence : a gracious

sovereign was impatient to reward his services, and to consult his

wisdom ; and he alone was capable of defending the East against the

innumerable armies of Persia." Belisarius understood the suspicion,

accepted the excuse, embarked at Ravenna his spoils and trophies;

and proved, by his ready obedience, that such an abrupt removal

from the government of Italy was not less unjust than it might have

been indiscreet. The Emperor received with honourable courtesy,

both Vitiges and his more noble consort : and as the King of the

Goths conformed to the Athanasian faith, he obtained, with a rich

inheritance of lands in Asia, the rank of senator and patrician.

Every spectator admired, without peri], the strength and stature of

the young bnrbarians : they adored the majesty of the throne, and

promised to lhed their Wood in the service os their benefactor. Justi

nian deposited in the Byzantine palace the treasures of the Gothic

monarchy. A fl ttering senate was sometimes admitted to gaze on

the magnificent spectacle ; but it was enviously secluded from the

public view ; and the conqueror of Italy renounced, without a mur

mur, perhaps without a sigh, the well-earned honours of a (econd

tiiumph. Mis glory was indeed exalted above all external pomp ;

and the faint and hollow praises of the court were supplied, even in

a servile age, by the respect and admiration os his country. When

ever he appeared in the streets and public places of Constantinople,

Belisarius r.ttractcd and satisfied the eyes of the people. His lofty

lt.i ture and majestic countenance fulfilled their expectations of an

hero ; the meanest of his fellow-citizens were emboldened by his

gentle and gracious demeanour; and the martial train which at

tended his footsteps, left his person more accesiible than in a day of

battle. Seven thousand horsemen, matchless for beauty and valour,

were maintained in the service, and at the private expence of the

General. Their prowess was always conspicuous in single combats,

or in the foremost ranks ; and both parties confessed, that in the

siege ot Rome, tie guards of Belisarius had aione vanquished the

Barbarian host. Their numbers were continua!'.} augmented by the

bravest and most faithful of the enemy; a:;d his fortunate captive.-,

the Vandals, the Moors, and the Goths, emulated the attachment of

his domestic followers. By the union ot liberality and justice, he

acquired the love of the soidiers, without alienating the affections of

the people. The tick and wounded were relieved with medicinss

and money ; and tail more efficaciously, by the healing visits and

smiles of their commander. The ioss ot a weapon or an horse was

instantly repaired, and each deed of valour was rewarded by the rie!\

and honourable gifts of a bracelet or a collar, which were rendered

more precious by the judgment of Belisarius. He was endeared to

the hulbandmen, by the peace and plenty w:ikh they enjoyed undec

the shadow of his standard. Instead of being injured, the country

was enriched by the march of the Roman aruiesj and such was the

rigid
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rigid discipline of their camp, that not an apple was gathered from

the tree, not a path could be traced in the fields of corn. Belifarius

was chaste and sober. In the ficence of a military life, none could

boast that they had seen him intoxicated with wine: the most beau

tiful captives of Gothic or Vandal race were offered to his embraces ;

but he turned aside from their charms, and the husband of Antonina

was never suspected of violating the laws of conjugal fidelity. The

spectator and historian of his exploits has observed, that amidst the

perils of war, he was daring without rashness, prudent without fear,

/low or rapid according to the exigences of the moment ; that in the

deepest distress he was animated by real or apparent hopej but that

he was modest and humble in the most prosperous fortune. By these

virtues, he equalled or excelled the ancient masters of the military

art. Victory, by sea and land, attended his arms. He subdued

Africa, Italy, and the adjacent islands, led away captives the suc

cessors of Genseric and Theodoric ; filled Constantinople with the

spoils of their palaces, and in the space of six )ears recovered half the

provinces of the Western empire. Jn his fame and merit, in wealth,

and power, he remained, without a rival, the first of the Roman sub

jects : the voice of envy could only magnify his dangerous import

ance; and the Emperor might applaud his own discerning spirit,

which had discovered and raised the genius of Belifarius.'

Great as Belifarius appeared, his gi:-rv was rivalled by Nar-

ses. This eunuch, fays Mr. G. is ranked among the few,

who have rescued that unhappy n:mc item the contempt and

hatred of mankind :

' A feeble diminutive body concealed the soul of a statesman and

a warrior. His youth had been employed in the management of the

loom and distaff, in the cares of the household, and the service of

female luxury ; but while his hands were busy, he secretly exercised

the faculties of a vigorous and discerning mind. A strar.qer to the

schools and the camp, he studied in the palace to dissemble, to flatter,

and to persuade; and as soon as he approached the person of the

Emperor, Justinian listened with surprise and pleasure to the manly

counsels of his Chamberlain and Private Treasurer. The talents of

Narfes were tried and improved in frequent embassies ; he led an

army into Italy, acquired a practical knovvlege of the war and :he

country, and presumed to strive with the genius of Belifarius. Twelve

years after his reti>rn, the eunuch was chosen to atchieve the conquest

which had been lest imperfect by the first of the Reman Generals.

Instead of being dazzled by vanity or emulation, he seriously de

clared, that unless he were armed with an adequate force, he would

never consent to risk his own glory, and that of his sovereign. Justi

nian granted to the favourite, what he might have denied to the

hero : the Gothic war was rekindled from its ashes, and the prepara

tions were not unworthy ot the ancient majesty of the empire.'

Narfes defeated the Gotbs, the Franks, and the jilemanni; the

Italian cities opened their gates to the conqueror; he entered

the capital in triumph ; and having established the feat of his

government at Ravenna, continued fifteen years to govern'Italy

under the title of Exarch.

The
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The glory of Belisarius and of Narscs obscures the name of

Justinian, who is not the principal figure in the history of his

own reign. Yet Justinian had a rfierit, distinct from that of his

generals ; and after the vain celebrations of their victories are for*

gotten, the name of the Legislator remains inscribed on a fair and

everlasting monument. Under his reign, and by the labours of

the illustrious Tribonian, assisted by the ablest lawyers of the

times, the civil jurisprudence of the Romans, which had swelled

to an immoderate size, was digested into the Code, the Pandects,

and the Institutes.

In his 44th chapter, Mr. G. traces the history of the Roman

law from Romulus to Justinian, appreciates the labours of that

Emperor and his ministers, and pauses to contemplate the prin

ciples of a science so important to the peace and happiness of

society. In this masterly review, which is not less distinguished

by precision than elegance, he treats of the laws of the Kings,

of those of the Twelve Tables, the laws of the People and the

Senate, the edicts of the Magistrates and Emperors, the autho

rity of (he Civilians; and then remounting to the principles of

the science itself, explains the rights of persons and of things,

private injuries and actions, crimes and punishments. The

chapter in which these subjects are treated, appears to us the

most important in the whole work, and peculiarly adapted to

serve as an alluring and luminous introduction to the study of

the civil law, which has been silently or studiously transfused

into the domestic institutions of Europe, and which is still re

ceived as common law, or reason, in most countries on the con

tinent, and even in the northern division of our own island.

When we consider that, in one short chapter, Mr. G. has clearly

and fully illustrated a subject, ' which has exhausted so many

learned lives, and filled the walls of so many spacious libraries,'

we cannot help admiring the abilities as well as the industry of

the historian, who, in the course of a few months, could attain a

comprehensive knowlege of a science with which he was for

merly unacquainted, and explain its principles with such per

spicuity and beauty, as will encourage and facilitate its study in

all succeeding ages.

The example set by Justinian is worthy not only of praise but

of imitation. In some modern countries, and especially in our

own, the bulk and multiplicity of laws and statutes form an old,

and just, subject of complaint. In the present reign, the evil has

encreased with unexampled rapidity ; and, unless its progress be

checked in due time, the rights of individuals, and the order of

society, must be destroyed by the very means which had been in

vented to support and secure them. It would be congenial to

the spirit of improvement, which has appeared in so many in

stances in the present age, to employ men, capable of generaliza

tion,
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tion, and acquainted with the power of words, to abridge and

methodize our laws. This measure must at some future time be

adopted; for the spirit of the'nation will not always permit, that,

in order to enrich the retainers of one profession, naturally too

lucrative, all other professions .should be beggared and oppressed^

It deserves well to be considered, whether the present be not the

most proper season for introducing the improvement which we

propose; and, since much glory will be reflected on the age in

which an alteration so beneficial takes place, it is worthy of con

sideration, whether that glory ought to be reaped by ourselves, or

relinquished to distant posterity.

The forty-fifth and forty-sixth chapters contain the reigns of

the younger Justin, of Tiberius, of Maurice, and o' Heraclius j

and the forty-seventh, or last, chapter ot this volume, relates the

ecclesiastical history of the reign of Justinian, and his immediate

successors. The disputes on the Trinity were succeeded by those

on the Incarnation, which occasioned a religious war of two

hundred and fifty years.' The history of this sanguinary contest,

Mr. G. introduces by an interesting and learned enquiry into the

doctrines of the primitive church.

' A laudable regard for the honour of the first proselytes ha? coun

tenanced the belief, the hope, the wish, that the Ebionite«, or at least

the Nazarenes, were distinguished only by their obstinate perseverance

in the practice of the Mosaic rites. Their churches have disappeared,

their books are obliterated ; their obscure freedom might allow a

latitude of faith, and the softness of their infant creed would be va

riously moulded by the zeal or prudence of three hundred years.

Yet the most charitable criticism must refuse these sectaries any know-

lege of the pure and proper divinity of Christ. Educated in the

school of Jewish prophecy and prejudice, they had never been taught

to elevate their hopes above an human and temporal [viesfiah. If

they had courage to hail their King when he appeared in a plebeian,

garb, their grosser apprehensions were incapable of discerning their

God, who had studiously disguised his cælellial character unoer the

name and person of a mortal. The familiar companions of Jesus of

Nazareth conversed with their friend and countryman, who, in all

the actions of rational and animal life, appeared of the fame species

with themselves. His progress from infancy to youth and manhood,

was marked by a regular increase in stature and wisdom j and after a

painful agony of mind and body, he expired on (he cross. He lived

and died for the service of mankind : but the life and death of So

crates had likewise been devoted to the cause of religion a d justice;

and although the stoic or the hero may disdain the humble virtues ot

Jesus, the tears which he shed over his friend and country, may be

esteemed the purest evidence of his humanity. The miracies of the

Gospel could not astonish a people who held, with intrepid faith, the

more splendid prodigies of the Mosaic law. The prophets of ancient

days had cured diseases, raised the dead, divided the sea, stopped the

sun, and ascended to heaven in a fiery chariot. And the metaphori-

Rev. July, 1788. C cal
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cal style os the Hebrews might ascribe to a saint and martyr, the

adoptive title of Sox of Gon.

' Vet in the insufficient creed of the Nazarenes and the Ebionites,

a distinction is faintly noticed between the heretics, who confounded

the generaiion of Christ in the common order of nature, and the less

guilty schismatics, who revered the virginity of his mother, and ex

cluded the aid of an earthly father. The incredulity of the former

was countenanced by the visible circumstances of his birth, the legal

marriage of his reputed parents, Joseph and Mary, and his lineal

claim to the kingdom of David and the inheritance of Judah. But

the secret and authentic history has been recorded in several copies of

the Gospel according to St. Matthew, which these sectaries long pre-'

served in the original Hebrew as the sole evidence of their faith.

The natural suspicions ofthe husband, conscious of his own chastity,

were dispelled by the assurance (in a dream) that his wife was preg

nant of the Holy Ghost: and as this distant and domestic prodigy

could not fall under the personal observation of tlsc historian, he

must have listened to the same voice which dictated to Isaiah the

future conception of a virgin. The son of a virgin, generated by

the inefrible operation of the Holy Spirit,- was a creature without

example or resemblance, superior in every attribute of mind and

body to the children of Adam. Since the introduction of the Greek

or Chaldean philosophy, the Jews were persuaded of the pre-exist-

ence, transmigration, and immortality of souls ; and Providence was

Justified by a supposition, that they were confined in their earthly

prisons to expiate the stains which they had contracted in a former

state. But the degrees of purity and corruption are almost immea

surable. It might be sjirly presumed, that the most sublime and

virtuous of human spirits was infused into the offi-pring of Mary and

the Holy G'lost; that his abasement was the result of his voluntary

choice; and that the object of his million was, to purify, not his

own, lut the fins of the world. On his return to his native Ccies,

he received the immense reward of his obedience ; the everlasting

kingdom of the Messiah, which had been darkly foretold by the

prophe s, under the carnal images of peace, of conquest, and of do

minion. Omnipotence could enlarge the human faculties of Christ'

to the extent of his cælestial office. In the language of antiquity,

the title of God has not been severely confined to the full parent 'r

and his incomparable minister, his only begotten Son, might claim,

without presumption, the religious, though secondary, worihip of a

subject world.

' The seeds ofthe faith, which had stowly arisen in the rocky and

ungra-teful soil of }udea, were transplanted, in full maturity, to the

happier clirrrea of the Gentile?; and the strangers of Rome or Asia,

who never beheld the manhood, were the more readily disposed to

embrace the divinity, of Christ. The polytheist and the philosopher,

the Greek and the Uirbanan, were alike accustomed to conceive a

long succession, an infinite chain of angels or dæmons, or deities, or

aons, er emanations, isluing from the throne of light. Nor could

it seem strange or incredible, that th« first of these æons, the Lagos,

«r word of God, of the same sub^aace with the Father, thould de

scend
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scend upon earth, to deliver the human race from vice and error, and

to conduct them in the paths of life and immortality. But the pre

vailing doctrine of the eternity and inherent pravity of matter, in

fected the primitive churches of the East. Many among the Gentile

proselytes refused to believe that a cælestial spirit, an undivided por

tion of the first essence, had been personally united with a mass of

impure and contaminated flesh : and, in their zeal for the divinity,

they pioufly abjured the humanity, of Christ. While his blood was

still recent on mount Calvary, the Docetes, a numerous and learned

sect of Asiatics, invented the phantajlic system, which was afterwards *

propagated by the Marcionites, the Manichæans, and the various

names of the Gnostic heresy. They denied the truth and authen

ticity of the Gospels, as far as they relate the conception of Mary,

the birth of Christ, and the thirty years that preceded the exercise of

his ministry. He first appeared on the banks of the Jordan in the

form of perfect manhood ; but it was a form only, and not a sub

stance ; an human figure created by the hand of Omnipotence to

imitate the faculties and actions of a man, and to impose a perpetual

illusion on the senses of his friends and enemies. Articulate founds

vibrated on the ears of the disciples ; but the image which was im

pressed on their optic nerve, eluded the more stubborn evidence of

the touch ; and they enjoyed the spiritual, not the corporsal, pre

sence of the Son of God. The rage of the Jews was idly wasted

against an impassive phantom ; and the mystic scenes of the passion

and death, the resurrection and ascension of Cirist, were represented

on the theatre of Jerusalem for the benefit of mankind. If it were

urged, that such ideal mimicry, such incessant deception, was un

worthy of the God of truth, the Docetes agreed with too many of

their orthodox brethren in the justification of pious falsehood. In

the system of the Gnostics, the Jehovah of Israel, the creatdr of this

lower world, was a rebellious, or at least an ignorant spirit. The Son.

of Gcd descended upon earth to abolish his tempi* and his law ; and,

for the accomplishment of this salutary end, he dexterously trans

ferred to his own person the hope and prediction of a temporal

Messiah.'

Mr. G. then explains the dculle nature of Cerinthus, and the

divine incarnation of Apollinaris; concluding his inquiry with

the following paragraph :

' The groveling Ebionite, and the phantastic Docetes, were re

jected and forgotten: the recent zeal against the errors of Apolli

naris, reduced the Catholics to a seeming agreement with the double

nature of Cerinthus. But instead of a temporary and occasional al

liance, they established, and ime still embrace, the substantial, indis

soluble, and everlasting union of a perfect God with a perfect man,

of the second ppsson of the Trinity with a reasonable soul and human

flefli. In the beginning of the fifth century, the unity of the tnua

■natures was the prevailing doctrine of the church. On all sides, it

was confessed, that the mode of their co-existence could neither be

represented by our ideas nor expressed by our language. Yet a secret

and incurable discord was cherished, betweefl those who were most

apprehensive of confounding, an'd those who were most fearful of se

parating, the divinity and ths humanity of Christ. Impelled by

C 2 religioul
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religious frenzy, they fled with adverse haste from the error which

they mutually deemed most destructive of truth and salvation. On

either hand they were anxious to guard, they were jealous to defend,

the union and the distinction of the two natures, and to invent (ach

forms of speech, such symbols of doctrine, as were least i'uscepiible

of doubt or ambiguity. The poverty of ideas and language tempted

them to ransack art and nature for every possible comparison, and

each comparison misted their fancy in the explanation of an incom

parable mystery. In the polemic microscope, an atom is enlarged

to a monster, and each party was skilful to exaggera:e the absurd or

impious conclusions that might be extorted from the principles of

their adversaries. To escape irom each other, they war.der-.d through

many a dark and devious thicket, till they were astonished by the

horrid phantoms of Cerinihus and Apollinaris, who guarded the op

posite issues of the theological labyrinth. As soon as they beheld the

twilight offense and heresy, they started, measured back their steps,

and were again involved in the gloom of impenetrable orthodoxy.

To purge themselves from the guilt or reproach of damnable error,

they disavowed th. ir consequences, explained their principles, ex

cused their indiscretions, and unanimously pronounced the sounds of

concord and faith. Yet a latent and almost invisible spark still

lurked among the embers of controversy : by the breath of prejudice

and pastiort, it w,*s quickly kindled to a mighty flame, and the ver

bal disputes of the Oriental sects have shaken the pillars of the church

and state.'

[To be continued.]

Art. III. Memoir os a Map os Hindoostan, or the Mogul Empire ; with

an Introduction illullra:ive of the Geography and present Division

of that Country, and a Map of the Countries situated between the

Head of the In Jus and the Caspian Sea. By James Rennel, F. R. S.

late Major of Engineers, and Surveyor General in Bengal. To

which is added, an Appendix, containing an Account of the

Ganges and Burrampooter Rivers. 4W. 14s. Boards. Faden •.

1788.

THIS valuable work forms a volume in quarto, of 400

pages, and contains the most improved system of oriental

geography that has yet been presented to the public. Since the

death of the learned and accurate D' Anville, Mr. Rennel may be

regaidtd as one of the first geographers of the age ; and if he con

tinues his labours with the fame ardour and success, and should

he reach the fame advanced period of life, which we heartily wish

he may, there is reason to expect that his fame wil) not be

greatly inferior to that of the illustrious Frenchman.

As every particular respecting India is an object of popular

curiosity, this publication is now peculiarly seasonable. The

memoir is much augmented, and the map which it accom

panies is on a larger scale than the former, [See the 68th vo-

* The price of the map is one guinea in sheets, coloured.

lume
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lome of our Review, for an account of Mr. Rennel's former

work] in the proportion of two and a quarter to one ; the scale

of the present map being one inch and a half to an equatorial

degree. The quantity of land represented in it nearly equals

one half of Europe. Jn his preface, Mr. R. gives an account

of the new materials which have enabled him to exhibit the geo

graphy of India in such an improved state; and on considering

the facts which he relates, it is impossible to withheld our ap

plause of the munificence and spirit of the East India Company,

who have provided astronomical instrument', employed survey

ing pilots, encouraged geographers, caused accurate surveys

to be made of a tract of country equal to France and Eng

land taken together, and traced the outline of an extent of near

2000 miles of sea- coast, and a chain of islands reaching 500

miles farther.

■ These operations,' fays Mr. R. « indicate a spirit somewhat

above the mere consideration of gain, and ought to convince us, that

in a free country a body of subjects may accomplish what the state it

self despairs ever to attempt. The soundings on the coast of Bengal

are better known than those in the British channel, of which no tole

rable chart exists, even at this day. During the late war, an East

India (hip owed her safety to the knowlege obtained from a chart of

the mouths of the Ganges (made and published by order of the Com

pany), into one of which she escaped from two French c.uisers, and

afterwards came into the Hoogly river by an inland navigation.'

Beside the principal map, which is contained in four large

sheets, Mr. R. has given a small map for the purpose of bring

ing into one view the respective position of the places mentioned

in the tables of the distances between the principal cities - 1 d

towns of Hindoostan. There is likewise an elegant map of Mr.

Fofster's route from India tp the Caspian sea, including Samar

cand, and the marches of Alexander the Great from the bor

ders of the Caspian to the river Taxarte:. To these maps,

which are the most elegant that we have seen, the Author has

very judiciously added an Index, an invention seldom practiied,

but which will doubtless, on account of its utility, be often imi

tated. By a very simple contrivance, the index shews at once

the place in the map where the name is contained ; and if it be

not contained there, it saves the reader's time, by preventing

fruitless researches.

The account ot the Ganges, and of the Burrampooter river,

the latter of which owes its celebrity to Mr. Renne), first made

its appearance in the Philosophical I ransaCtions for 1781 *; but

the introduction to the memoir, which contains 140 pages, is

entirely a new work, and comprises the most distinct and satis-

* See a particular account of this paper in our Review, vol. lxvi.

p. 366.
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factory account of Indian affairs that we have any where met

with. Until it appeared, there did not exist, under anv form

whatever, a connected abstract of Indian histoiy. The Major,

with great modesty, presents it merely as a sketch, and that

chiefly with a view to render so dry and so unentertaining a

subject as the geography of a country somewhat more intettst-

ing and agreeable. His style is precise, perspicuous, and

manly ; as a specimen of it, we shall insert some observations,

which, coming from a man of such credit, may counter

act much false information that the Public hath recently re

ceived from the impure sources of rhetorical declamation and po

litical faction.

' The Bengal provinces which have been in our actual possession

rear 23 years ^that is from the year 1765 to the present time), have,

during that whole period, enjoyed a greater share of tranquillity than

any other part of India, or indeed than those provinces had ever ex

perienced since the days of Anrun^z^be. During the above period of

23 years, no foreign enemy has made any incursion into any part of

them, nor has any rebellion happened in any of the provinces (the

very inconsiderable one of the Z-mindar of Jungleterry in 1774. ex

cepted). Previous to the establishment of our influence, Invasions

were frequent, particularly by the Mahiattas ; and one province or

other was ever in, rebellion, owing to a want of energy in the ruling

power. Those who know what miseries arc brought on a country by

its being the feat of war, will know how to appreciate the value of

such a blessing, as that of having the horrors of war removed from

our habitations. There are doubtless evils that sre inseparable from

the condition of a tributary state, where the supreme ruling power

residi-s at the distance of half the citcumfercnce of the glebe ; but

these are, I hope, amply compensated by the advantages of military

protection ; and it is a fact not to be controverted, that the Bengal

provinces have a better government, and are in a better state as to

agriculture and manufactures, than any other of the Asiatic coun

tries, China alone excepted.' Page 105.

Art. IV. fit New Pharmacopœia of the Royal College of Physicians

of London. Translated into English, with Notes, Indexes of new

Names, Preparations, &c. &c. By Thomas Healde, M.D.

F. R. S. Lumleyan Lecturer at the College of Physicians, and

Senior Physician of the London Hospital. 8vo. 5 s. Boards. Long

man. 1788.

AFTER the account which we have already * given of the

^_ new Pharmacopœia, little more remains to be now done

tnan laying before our Readers a general view of Dr. Healde's

translation and notts. With respect to the former, it has the

great recommendation of being literal and true, so that had it

been published in 1588, or 1688, the good old words, "faith*

* See Review for last month, [vol. lxxviii.] P-449-

8 " full}
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fully done into English" would not have been in the least unippli-

c.ibie; and, doubtless, they would have had a place in she utie-

page. From this general Opinion, however, we must except the

preface, which we have already st\ led * a piece of elegant Latin ;'

and from the beginning of which [together with the translation]

we shall transcribe a passage, in order to justify our remark.

" Haud multum abest quin '. Almost half a century has

dimidium sæculum effluxerit,

ex quo antecessores nostri, cum

summa diligentiæ et judicii

laude, id expleverunt rriunus

quo nunc fungimur. Interea

temporis medicina, si cum aliis

bonis artibus non pari paffa

proceflerit, adjurnenta tamen,

. nee pauca neeparvi æstimanda,

<um aliorum industriæ & in-

ventis accepta retulit, turn eo-

rum, egregie et præter ceteros,

qui nupe, is abhinc annis in

chemiam altius subtiliufque ex-

colendam acriori studio incu-

bucrunt. Itaque cum ofiicik

nostri ratio postulure tandem

•visa est, ut hæc communia artis

medicinalis ir.strumenta de in-

tegro revocarentur ad txamen,

haud nos operi isti atqueofficio

satisfacturos exittimavimus, nisi

quicquid ab hodierna chemico-

rum disciplina hauriendum erat

auxilii hue t.-aniferremus, et

nostram facem ex collatitio eo«

rum lumine claram magis et il-

lustriorem exhiberemus."

From this specimen, our Readers will form their own opinion

of the merit of Dr. Healde's translation of this part of the work.

The elegant original demanded an elegant translation : the pas

sage here transcribed is not only inelegant, but erroneous—espe

cially where we have printed it in Italics.

The notes, which are not numerous, are chiefly explanatory ;

and many of them are extracted from Lewis's History of the Ma-

tcria Medica, or from his Dispensatory. These are signed L.

Some, which are marked P. are probably taken from Pemberton's

translation of the last Pharmacopœia ; others are signed A. R.

Those which have no signature,, are, we suppose, Dr. HealJt'g

C j. own j

elapsed since our predecessors

executed the fame task we have

now undertaken, no Ijs to the

praise of their judgment than

their diligence. If medicine,

during that space, advanced not

equally with other useful arts, it

received many valuable improve

ments ; as well from the in

dustry and discoveries of others,

as from those more particularly

who have, of late, studied che

mistry with unusual zeal and

penetration.

* As, for that reason, it became

our duty to examine anew the

common instruments of the art

of healing, we thought that

duty required us to employ all the

ajfijiante which could be derived

Jrom modern chemistry ; and,

from its collected light, render

our work mote clear and lu

minous*
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own % and though they contain much useful information for the

operator, and good rules for preserving medicines, yet much might,

in our opinion, be added, concerning matters which relate both

to the physician and the apothecary : such as, rules for determin

ing whether the simples be gocd, and the compounds genuine or

properly made,—for detecting sophistications, and discovering

the substance? with which valuable and efficacious medicines may

be adulterated.' Much, we are aware, nruv be said against this

opinion; for, teaching the method of discovering the sophisti

cation, is publishing to the world even the method of sophistica

tion itself; by which means many may become acquainted with

knowlfge that tends to the hurt, rather than to the benefit, of

mankind. Rules fir the detection of fraud may be unnecessary,

jf apothecaries would universally prepare their own medicines.

Af.er this general idea of Dr. H-aldo's notes, we (hall proceed

to particulars. Vin. antimonii is ordered to be made with pow

dered glass of antimony. The Doctor's note on this prepara

tion fay?, ' The filtration through paper must here be attended

to, lest some finer parts, of the glass should remain suspended in

the wine, the virulence of which remains unaltered.' We ap

prove the caution of the annotator. If the glass had been or-

dired not to be powdered, but only broke into small pieces, and

well * ashed before its infusion, the caution had been unneces

sary : and the wine would be as strongly impregnated as in the

cafe of using the powder. In the old- fashioned way of using

cups made of glass of antimony there was no need of filtrating

the wine.

The Sulphur precipitatum is thus ordered : R Kalisulphur at! p.

^vi. Aq. dijlillat. p. ft iss. Acid. Vitriol, dilut. q. t. Coque Kali

bulphuratum in Aq. diftillata donee solvatur. Liquorem per chartam

cola, cui adde Acid. Vitriolic, fulverem prœcipitatum lava affusa

Jeepius aqua donee injipidus fiat.

Dr. Hcalde's note : ' This preparation is not so white as that

of the last dispensatory, which was made with quicklime ; but

it is more purgative.' This is undoubtedly true; but a chemist

Would have gone farther; he would have said that the whiteness

of the old precipitate was owing to a gypseous precipitation

formed by the union of the vitriolic acid with the lime : this

gyps (■uuigo, plaister of Paris) cannot be waflied off by the water

from the sulphur : but in the present case, the vitriolaled tartar,

formed by the union of the acid with the alkali, is wholly so

luble, and may therefore be entirely washed off: consequently

^he new sulphur præcipitatum is pure, and unmixed with gyps;

and, on that account, though not so white, it is a better me

dicine.

In the note to the prescription for making Sal Martis, Dr.

Healde says, * If any cupreous particles are mixed with the filings,
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it may be known by dropping a little Aq. Ammoniac purae into

some of the solution, which will change it to a sapphirine colour.'

This is a just remark ; but ought not directions to have been

given either for purifying the iron filings from copper, or for

taking the dissolved copper out of the solution ? The first of these

operations may be performed by the magnet, provided that the

iron and copper are not melted together ; the second, by preci

pitating the copper out of the solution by means of pure iron or

steel. It is better, however, to make the Sal Mortis from the

purest iron.

A note is subjoined to the general directions for making syrups

of acid fruits, as lemons, mulberries, &c. wisely cautioning the

operator against the use of leaden or glazed vessels ; glass, or

china, or Mr. Wedgewood's vessels, are certainly the only ones

to be employed in making these preparations.

Several other notes might be produced, in which Or. Healde

shews himself in the different capacities of a physician and a

pharmaceutical chemist; sometimes displaying his abilities, and

sometimes betraying his deficiency, in the knowlege of the mo

dern improvements in chemistry. On the whole, however, his

translation of the College Pharmacopœia may be considered as a

useful book to those operative chemists, who are unable to read

the original. Conciseness seems to have been his peculiar de

sign, and a desire of benefiting the Public, rather than of shew

ing his own abilities as a translator and annotator, appears to

have been the principal motive of his having undertaken the

task. His immediate connection with the College would neces

sarily prevent him from pointing out any deficiencies or errors

which may be found in the Pharmacopœia j and the discharge

of the duties of his profession might be pleaded in excuse. for his

not having more minutely described the pharmaceutical opera

tions.

Art. V. Observations on the Principles of the Old System of Physic,

exhibiting a Compend of the new Doctrine. The whole contain

ing a new Account ofthe State of Medicine from the present Times,

backward, to the Restoration of the Grecian Learning in the

"Western Parts of Europe. By a Gentleman conversant in the

Subject. 8vo. 6s. Boards. Edinburgh, printed; and fold by

Murray, in London. 1787.

THE Brunonian system of physic is here defended, by dis

charging a blunderbuss, loaded with abuse of every other

systematical writer. We have, on former occasions, given our

opinion on this new doctrine, and we congratulate ourselves

that the present publication strongly confirms the sentiments we

formerly entertained, both of the doctrine and of its author.

This
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This gentleman, who fays he is conversant in the subject

(see Title), is also possessed of nearly the fame acrimonious spi

rit, that was so apparent in a former defender* of Dr. Brown's

opinions. After condemning several medical theories, our au

thor, in his introduction, thus attacks Dr. Cullen :

' The doctrine of spasm, started by an original very worthy

of it, the fanatic and visionary Van Helmont, and heavily

wrought up into a confused and perplexed system by the painful

and verbose labours of the truly Germannic Hoffman, after

having been, by the superior name and authority of Dr. Boer-

haave, suppressed, and banished from the country which gave it

birth, sound at last, amidst a new persecution raised against it by

the pupils of Boerhaave (then in possession of the medical chairs

at Edinburgh), a friend and protector in Dr. Cullen, who had

lately become one of the number of those professors.

* This brat, the feeble, half-vital, semiproduction of phrenzy,

the starvling of strained systematic dulness, the forlorn outcast

of the fostering care to which it owed i-ts -infect vitality'—and so

on for more lines than we chuse to transcribe.

Can any sincere enquirer into truth be satisfied with argu

ments like these? Will an illiberal abuse of the theory demon

strate its falsehood ? Will the inquisitive reader be convinced,

or can he receive information, by the painful and verbose ha

rangues of this Brunonian champion ?

He then proceeds to reprobate ' the noted or rather noto

rious doctrine of the antiphlogistic plan of cure.' All practi

tioners, without exception, from Hippocrates to those of the

present time, smart under the lash of this angry writer; and

yet not a single argument is brought to shew the impropriety

of their practice, or to evince the truth of the contrary mode

or cure. This chapter, which is replete with the most illiberal

reflections, thus concludes :

* As every country, in proportion as it is distinguished by

riches and openness of manners, for that very reason, becomes

the emporium, the scene of action, for highwaymen, footpads,

pickpockets, swindlers, sharpers, gipsies, regular practitioners

in law, regular practitioners in physic, quacks in both these pro

fessions; so England has long held, and still holds, the pre

eminence over ail her neighbour countries, in being, for the rea

son assigned, the place of common resort, in which a comfortable

subsistence is afforded to all those different denominations of

purse- takers f.'

* Dr. Jones. See Review, vol. l.xvii. p. 170.

+ Hath not Dr. Brown lately made his appearance in the metro

polis ?

The
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The Author then gives the outlines of the rv w dcctrine, which

are merely an explanation of Jobannis Brunonis Elements, except

ing the interspersion of abuse on several gnat medical jeharacters.

We are now arrived at the beginning of this work, after tra

velling through ccxliii pages of introductory matter.

The first chapter is entitled, ' Observations on the present

f. stem of spasm, as taught in the University of Edinburgh ;' and

the first paragraph is so very curious, that we cannot let it pass

unnoticed :

' The most difficult and irksome task, in which the reasoning

faculty can be engaged, is the attempt to refute a doctrine com

pletely false and absurd.'

We would not offend our Readers by seriously insisting on

what is self-evident, that the more false and absurd any doctrine

is, so much easier is the task of refuting it .'

With his usual virulence, this Author falls upon Dr. Cullen's

" First Lines of the Practice of Physic," especially that part of

the work which treats of the proximate cause of fever. His

chief view is to shew the faliacy of Dr. Cullen's spasmodic the

ory, and to persuade the reader, that debility is the only true

cause of all fever.

The I is medicotrix naturæ is next ridiculed ; Stahlianism is

refuted ; and the subject of Spasm is resumed. Would the Au

thor divest himself of abuse, would he refute by solid argumenta

tion the spasmodic doctiine, and calmly convince his reader of

the truth of his assertions by demonstrative evidence, his work

would then deserve a better criticism : at present what this.name-

lels gentleman fays of Dr. Cullen may be fitly applied to his

own work :

* Conclusions at variance with their premises; propositions in

perpetual repugnance with each other; assertions supported only

by the assertor's solitary testimony ; conjecture assumed for cer

tainty ; presumption for proof ; strained inference for evidence ;

emphasis for energy, &c. &c.'

Art. VI. Strictures 011 Female Education; chiefly as it relates to the

Culture pf the Heart. In four Essays. By a Clergyman of the

Church of England. Small 8vo. 3 s. Boards. Cadell.

THESEjlriclures, we find, are to be considered merely as a

specimen introductory to a larger work on the subject, in

Letters to a young Lady : whsthcr the letters will ever see the

lie.hr, depends on the encouragement given to these preparatory

sketches. In the mean time the Author fays, he cautiously con

ceals a name, which might only raise a prejudice against his bold

undertaking, and hides himself behind the shade of secrecy, until

criticism
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criticism shall fully have emptied its quiver, and ( the indigna

tion of public censure is overpast.'

The first of these essays contains a flight review of the treat

ment of women in the different nations of the world. The se

cond is on the influence which the treatment received by the fe

male sex will have on the public taste, manners, and morals of a

people, and on private happiness. The third enquires cinccrn-

ing the nature, quality, and extent of female talents. The last

consuls of reflections on the dangers and insufficiency of board

ing-schools, considered as a mode of female education.

This Author writes with fense and spirit, and presents many

observations worthy of attention. If at times he speaks of the fair

and amiable sex with freedom, yet he evidently discovers a warm

attachment to their comfort and happiness. In some instances,

his remarks are, perhaps, too general; or may admit of objec

tions which would considerably alter their nature.—When he

mentions that degrading treatment of the sex with which, in his

apprehension, the earliest ages of the world are disfigured, he re

curs to the sacred writings, which, fays he, « exhibit women en

gaged in the most laborious and servile employments, tending

flocks, carrying water, and performing many other domestic

drudgeries, which, while they strike us as unsuited to the dignity

of their character, or the delicacy of their frame, evidemly be

speak the very low estimation in which they were held.'—Now

we must acknowlege that we do not entirely accord with this

conclusion ; for is it not very conceivable that they might meet

with the truest affection and respect, that they might have" real

enjoyment, and take their share ' in moral culture and rational

instruction,* notwithstanding those employments which the na

ture and simplicity of the times called for ? Our Author far

ther adds,—l a considerable civilization must have taken place

in any age or country, btfore the manners of women will be

sufficiently captivating to raise our admiration, or we ourselves

shall have any susceptibility of their many little nameless and de

licate attractions.'—Here again we have some hesitation ; since

sweetness of disposition, wiih innocent and artless manners, may

probably do more to captivate and engage the heart, than the af

fectations, or hauteur, or artificial behaviour, too often produced

by modern refinement. He tells us, in another place, after

TacituSy that ' of all people, perhaps, the ancient Germans

had ihe greatest veneration for women .' now they, we imagine,

were not in any considerable state of civilization.

Whether that period has ever yet existed in which women

would find all that rational consequence he has described, this

writer is inclined to doubt. * It is not visible,' fays he, ' in the

present face of Euiope : has it been in the past ?' He proceeds to

obieive that tne morals of women will not fail to suffer in the

general
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general corruption occasioned by prosperity, luxury, heated

passion?, and unprincipled minds ; all aided and increased by licen

tious writings, romances, novels, pictures, and the varied, inde

licate representations of the stage, which, fays he, will accelerate

the last convulsions of virtue, and smother the just expiring em

bers of ffmale reserve. We will not stay to examine the justice

of so unpleasing a picture; nor to enquire minutely into his far

ther assertion, which, if true, affords the most debasing character

as the men ; viz. That, whatever a cold-hearted polueness fays,

or the affectation of sensibility may pretend to feel, women, in

this country, are considered by the majority of men, but as in

struments of vanity or pleasure.—We would hope better things'

—At the sime time it is to be feared there may be many to whom

the full severity of such an account belongs. May they feel the

lash in all its acutenefs ! But w.e will not detain the reader by

our animadversions. With these sentiments of the sex, he ob

serves, a corresponding education is given. Person and manner

are the great object. This 'in general is the employment of the

governess. To this are devoted all the labours of the toilet.

The consequence is, that they dazzle or inflame the fenses, but

convey no joy or relish to the heart. Young men, he adds, be

come insensibly assimilated to the srivolousness they address and

affect to admire. Hence we have very pretty preachers, we have

amiable senators, we have very polite officers, and few great men.

Consequences, he adds, so malignant, and so comprehensive in

their effect?, deserve consideration.

To these few extracts let us join the following paragraph, re

lative to a neighbouring kingdom : ' France is lo far from being

any proper model of female education, that I conceive it to be

tne vitiated talle of this people, which, set off with a graceful

and bewitching manner, has infected many other countries of

Europe, but particularly our own, and overwhelmed them, ac

least, with a deluge of frivolity, if not of crimes.'

In estimating female talents, this writer allows every thing to

their vivacity, their sensibility and fancy ; and observes, that so

far as the qualities of the heart are concerned, the sexes will not

bear a comparison. Women in this respect have a marked su

periority. If their retired domestic life did nor, of itself, lead to

more innocence and contemplation, their natural dispositions are

certainly more favourable to piety and virtue. At the fame time

we are told, that strong judgment and nice discrimination arc

the more peculiar prerogative of the men. Were the female

sex, says he, constituted to have our firmness and our depth, they

would want their native and their strongest attractions : they

would cease to be women, and they would cease to charm.—'

* Nor let the sex,' he proceeds, * suppose me their sVf. If I

have not wholly mistaken the method, I mem to be their advo

cate
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cate and friend. I have left them the seeds of every thing that

pleases and captivates in woman. Their brows were not intended

to be ploughed with wrinkles, nor their innocent gaiety to be

damped by abstraction. They were perpetually to please, and

perpetually to enliven. If we were to plan the edifice, they

were to furnish the embellifoments : if we were to lay out and cul

tivate the garden, they were beautifully to fringe its borders

with flowers, and fill it with perfume. If we were destined to

superintend the management of kingdoms, they were to be the

fairest ornaments of those kingdoms, the embellishments of so

ciety, and .he sweetners of life.'

On a subject so delicate, we will not presume to venture any

decision. We have endeavoured, as far as our limits would allow,

to make our Readers a little acquainted with this Writer. He

presents us with a considerable list of literary ladies in former

times, and mentions some in the present.— I wish not, says he, to

deny their fame, or pluck one single well-earned laurel from

their temples : but, he continues, prodigies of female genius do

not prove at all the general stale of female talents, or the ordinary

level of female understanding.

The last essay reprobates boarding schools, with some few ex

ceptions. In this mode of education, he apprehends, are lost

just sentiments of piety and virtue, the religious government of

the passions, with all the lovely train of Christian graces : this,

he conceives, first inspires the rage for pleasure and dissipation j

and whaiever undomejUcates a woman, so far unmakes her, as to

all the valuable purposes of her existence, and is at once the

bane of her usefulness, her happiness, and virtue: nor can he

imagine, that boarding-schools give the so much valued excel

lence of politeness, but rather z formality and flijfnefs. He con

cludes with remarking, that—reason, religion, the thrillings of

affection, the voice of nature, the voice of God, the interests of

society, the happiness of private life, the dignity and true policy

of women—all lay, that a mother should be the preceptress of her

children. We ought to add, what be farther observes himself,

that the general tenour of his remarks on boarding-schools,

principally applies to people in the higher ranks of life.

It is natural, in the close of this article, just to fay, that no age

has abounded so much as the present with discourses and rules

on the subject of education ; what benefit has been produced,

every one must determine by the effects and events to which they

are continually witnesses.—If, in any respects, the present per

formance should be thought defective, it, however, certainly

merits the regard and attention of the Public; as it contains

many observations, reflections, and hints, which the judicious

reader may apply to advantage.

Art.
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Papers of the Physical Class.

Experiments on the Motion of the Sap in Trets. By John Walker,

D.D. M.D. &c. &c.

ALTHOUGH the motion of the sap in plants is a fact

which none of the writers on vegetable statics have doubt

ed ; they have not however been uniform, or even consistent,

among themselves. Satisfactory experiments seemed to be want

ing in order to determine the direction, velocity, and quantity,

of the moving fluid. Dr. Walker has ascertained these points,

by numerous experiments on trees, especially on the birch, which

shew, that the bleeding sap begins to flow at the rojt, to ascend

slowly upward ; and that, as it ascends, the tree bleeds succes

sively to the utmost extremities. One year the sap required 43

days to ascend twenty feet in the trunk of a birch, that is, on an

average, nearly fix inches each day ; another year, in the fame

tree, the sap ascended to the same height in 33 days, or about

nine inches each day. In none of the experiments here related

could any sap be perceived to arise, either by the pith or the

baric ; the whole sap was conveyed by the wood, and between

the wood and the baric ; it appears also, that it moves both in

the substance of the ligneous circles, and in the veins by which

they are separated ; that in both it is in an ascending state; that

it moves more expeditiously in the veins than in the circles them

selves, and more freely in young than in old circles, and conse

quently more freely in the exterior than in the interior parts of

the trunk.

The cause of the ascent of the sap is a curious and important

point in the history of vegetation ; it remains, however, still in-

velloped in darkness. Dr. Walker's experiments, indeed, shew,

on many occasions, that heat is the prime agent in producing

this effect: the incisions on the birch ran freely in the day time,

especially during sun-shine, but dried up regularly as the cold of

the evening advanced. With a few exceptions, Dr. Walker

generally found the ascent of the sap constantly promoted by

heat, and retarded and even stopped by cold ; yet the manner in

which heat and cold produce these effects does not appear. It is

probable that other causes co-operate. A thorough knowlegc of

the structure of the plant might perhaps explain the pheno

menon.

The principal fact which Dr. Walker has ascertained is, that

the sap, before the leaves of the tree appear, continually rises ;

what course it takes after that period is yet undetermined. The

Doctor fays, that from a few trials which he has made, he has

been
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been led to suspect that, while the tree is in leaf, its sap observes

a different course. We hope the ingenious Author will favour

the Public with the relation of his experiments subsequent to

those which he hath already given.

The Theory of Rain. By James Hutton, M.D. F. R.S. Edin.

and Member of the Royal Academy of Agriculture at Paris.

It is a known fact that atmospheric air is capable of dissolving,

with a. certain degree of heat, a given quantity of water. Dr.

Hutton, in the first part of the present memoir, ascertains the

ratio of the dissolving power of air, in relation to water, in dif

ferent degrees of heat ; and shews, that by mixing a portion of

transparent humid warm air with a portion of cold air, the mix

ture becomes opake, and part pf the water will be precipitated,

or, in other words, the vapour will be condensed into rain.

Having formed his theory of rain, founded on a general law

respecting the condensation of watery vapour contained in the

air the Author proceeds to apply his theory to natural events ;

and, by considering the meteorological observations, he either

explains appearances that arenot otherwise understood, or, from

appearances that are evident, draws conclusions in confirmation

of his theory. In doing this, he treats of the generality of rain,

of its regularities and irregularities, of the comparative estimate

of climates, of the rife and fall of the barometer, and of several

meteorological phenomena.

On the Causes which affect the Accuracy of Barometrical Measure-

menu. By John Playfair, A.M. F. R.S. Edin. Professor of

Mathematics at Edinburgh.

The method of measuring heights by barometrical observa

tions has been brought to great exactness by M. de Luc, and

other observers, who have followed his footsteps. Their forms,

however, are all defective, being deduced from the supposition

that the density of the atmosphere varies as the heat. Mr. Play-

fair thinks other circumstances ought to be taken into considera

tion. He supposes that the atmosphere is warmed by the earth,

from the surface of which a quantity of heat is continually flow

ing off, and ascending through the different strata of the atmo

sphere into the regions of vacuity, or of æther: he {hews that

this ascent of heat is uniform ; and he investigates the degree of

heat at a given height.

Though the decrease of heat in the superior strata of the at

mosphere is proportional to their elevation, yet the condensation

produced by that decrease is not uniform, or, in other words,

the variations in bulk of a given quantity of air are not propor

tional to its variations in temperature. Experiments for esta-

blisliing these variations are wanting. Mr. Playfair therefore

ha$
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has recourse to reasoning ; and gives a formula for ascertaining

the expansion in a certain heat.

Another irregularity in the expansion of the air is produced

by the inequality of the compressing force; a formula for cor

recting this is also added. The Author mentions another cor

rection which is to be applied to the height of a mountain, as it

is usually found from observations of the barometer. This arises

from the diminution of gravity, in ascending or descending from

the surface of the earth.

Having enumerated all the causes which produce variations in

the density of the air, Mr. Play fair proceeds to investigate the

effect of them all together, and after an integral calculus, ma

naged with great ingenuity, he obtains a universal formula for

the distance, between the two places of observation, in the fol

lowing infinite series, where, b = hyp. log. of the height of the

mercury in the lower barometer, B = hyp. log. of that in the

upper one, H = the height of the mercury in the lower thermo-

meter, b = that in the upper one, m = .00245 = the expansion

of the air for an increase of i° of heat according to Fahrenheit's

thermometer at 32% r = 3a, p — 4342.9 &c. and gz=.hyp. log.

b_B l+rg + lrY + i ry Jtc. ad inf.

P' ' l+{g.H+b + ig\H> + Hh + b>Uc.

If, instead of the hyperbolical logarithms, Biiggs's be used,

then p becomes 100CO. And the two first terms of the series

will be found to be precisely M. de Luc's formula, which was

discovered by that ingenious and indefatigable observer, without

any inquiry into the principles on which it depends, but merely

deduced from a number of observations, made in different

situations, and different states of the atmosphere.

Mr. Play fair adds numerous remarks, tending to shew what

particular parts of this universal expression are the corrections

that must be made for particular effects. He mentions also se

veral circumstances necessary for perfecting the art of barometri

cal measurement, which are not yet determined ; and recom

mends such methods as he thinks will ascertain, or at least con

tribute to increase- out knowlege of, those facts which seem

wanting to complete the theory.

On the Use of negative Quantities in the Solutions of Problems bi aU

gebraical Equations. By William Greenfield, M. A. F. R.S.

£din. Profeifor of Rhetoric at Edinburgh.

In this paper Mr. Greenfield demonstrates the two follow

ing propositions: 1st, 'Where the problem allows us to con

sider x, one of the unknown quantities, as capable of existing

in two opposite situations, which may be represented by ad-

Rev. July, 1788. D. dition
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dition and subtraction; then the equation which expresses the

conditions required of x in one of these situations, and whose

positive roots determine the magnitudes of x in that situation ;

the fame equztion, by its negative roots, will determine the

magnitudes of x in the opposite direction. 2d, Where the pro

blem allows us to consider a, any of the known quantities, as

capable of existing in two such opposite situations; then the

equation which expresses the conditions of the problem, upon

the supposition that a is in one of these situations, will be re

duced to the equation expressing the conditions of the problem

on the contrary supposition, by simply changing the sign os the

terms involving the odd powers of a.' These are not new pro

positions. Mr. Greenfield has however demonstrated them in a

manner that we do not recollect to have seen before.

Experiments and Observations upon a remarkable Cold which accom

panies the Separation of Hoar-frostfrom a clear Air. By Patrick:

Wilson, M. A. F.R. S. Edin. Prof. of Astronomy at Glas

gow. / ,

In the 64th volume of our Review, p. 275, and 67th vol.

p. 127, we gave an account of Mr. Wilson's experiments, by

which it appeared that there is a constant difference of tempera

ture between the snow and the air at a few sect above its surface ;

the snow being the coldest. In the present memoir, Mr. Wilson

offers some conjectures as to the cause of this phenomenon, and

adds the relation of more experiments made with a view to esta

blish the facts. His general conclusions are, * That when bo

dies attract hoar-frost from a clear air, there is a cold produced

at their surfaces ; and that this cold does not originate from any

peculiar qualities of bodies upon which the hoar-frost settles,

any farther than as some bodies are capable of attracting from

the air more or less of it in a given time. That the disposition

of the air of thus parting with hoar-frost, and the cold which

accompanies that separation, has a constant dependence on the

general serenity of the atmosphere, and is always interrupted by

the sky being overcast with clouds or fogginess, especially near

the place of observation.'

Though Mr. Wilson's experiments afforded sufficient ex

amples of cold produced on the separation of hoar-frost from the

air, he relates the particulars of one set of experiments, from

which it appears that the phenomenon of an excess of cold at the

surface of the snow took its rife from a manifest evaporation. To

enumerate the particulars of these experiments would take more

room than we can allow; we must therefore refer the curious

meteorologist to the memoir itself.

An.
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An Account of a Method of making a Wine, called by the Tartars

Koumiss ; with Observations on its Use in Medicine. By John

Grieve, M. D. F.R.S. Edin.

The Author of the present memoir gives the following receipt

for making the Koumiss, as he obtained it from a Ruffian noble

man, who went into that part of Tartary, where it is made, foe

the falce of using it medicinally.

' Take of fresh mare's milk, of one day, any quantity] add

to it a sixth part of water, and pour the mixture into a wooden

vessel ; use then, as a ferment, an eighth part of the sourest cow's

milk that can be got ; but, at any future preparation, a small

portion of old Koumiss will better answer the purpose of sour

ing ; cover the vessel with a thick cloth, and set it in a place of

moderate warmth ; leave it at rest 24 hours, at the end of which

time, the milk will have become four, and a thick substance will

be gathered on the top; then with a stick made at the lower end

in the manner of a churn-staff, beat it till the thick substance

above mentioned be blended intimately with the subjacent fluid.

In this situation, leave it again at rest for 24 hours more ; after

which, pour it into a higher and narrower vessel, resembling a

churn, where the agitation must be repeated as before, till the

liquor appear to be perfectly homogeneous ; and, in this state,

it is called Koumiss ; of which the taste ought to be a pleasant

mixture of sweet and sour. Agitation must be employed every

time before it be used.'

From the foregoing account, the Koumiss appears to besoured

milk: on the authority of Mr. Oferetskowslcy, Dr. Grieve says

that it yields, by distillation, an ardent spirit.

The Author relates some cafes of Phthisis and Tabes, which,

the use of the Koumiss had completely cured.

An Improvement os the Method os correcting the observed Distance of

the Moonfrom the Sun, or a Fixed Star. By the Rev. Thomas

Elliot.

Every attempt to facilitate or simplify the practice of astro

nomy, especially when that science is applied to the art of navi

gation, merits the attention of mankind. Mr. Elliot's investi

gation of the problem is scientific and elegant ; and his practical

rule is concise. The methods now used in our navy are

sufficiently exact, yet it must be confessed that their prolixity,

aqd dependence on Tables, render them, and indeed all others,

subject to error or mistake.

Account of a remarkable Agitation of the Waters of Loch Tay. By

the Rev. Tho. Fleming.

Loch Tay is about 15 miles long, and one broad. On Sept.

12, 1784, by an unknown cause, its waters were violently agi

tated, and the river which issues from it was seen to run back,

D 2 and
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and its wafers for some time were dried up. Similar commo

tions, though much less violent, were observed for several days.

No accounts could be obtained of any earthquake in the neigh

bourhood, and the weather was remarkably calm, the wind being

gentle, from the N. £. and the barometer standing at 29^.

MJiraa of the Register of the Weather kept at Branxhoim, for Ten

Kears, ending Dec. 31, 178^. By his Grace the Duke of

Buccleugh.

This valuable meteorological Diary contains, 1st, The quan

tity of rain ; 2d, The height of the barometer ; 3d, Of the ther

mometer; 4th, The direction of the wind. In addition to the

abstract, the Duke gives a comparative view of the depth of

rain at Branxholm, Dalkeith, and Langholm, for five years.

Theory of the Earth ; or an Investigation of the Laws observable in

the Composition, Dissolution, and Restoration of Land upon the

Globe. By James Hutton, M. D F. R. S. Edin.

The theory of the Earth, which Dr. Hutton here delivers, is

diffuse, and at the same rime somewhat invelloped in obscurity.

Sixteen pages are employed in ' pursuing,' what our Author calls

• general or preparatory ideas,' in which be considers the Earth

as a * machine, constructed on chemical as well as mechanical

principles.' He fays, ' the globe of this earth is evidently made

for man ' and after some high encomiums on this lord of the

creation, he adds, * man, therefore, should be made the first

subject of enquiry.' This enquiry, however, the Doctor con

fines to an ascertainment of the period in which mankind were

created. The Mosaic history, he says, places this beginning of

man at no great distance ; and he thinks that no documents can

be found in natural history by which a high antiquity can be

attributed to the human race. He then proceeds to (hew, that

we possess many monuments which prove that marine animals

had existed long before the human species. This inquiry gives

rife to a long disquisition on marble or lime-stone, which termi

nates the first part (containing preparatory ideas) of the present

memoir.

The second part is * An investigation of the natural opera

tions employed in consolidating the strata of the globe.' The

Author says, * there are just two ways in which porous or spongy

bodies can be consolidated, and by which, substances may be

formed into masses of a natural shape and rrgular structure. One

of these is simple congelation from a fluid state, by means of cold ;

the other is accretion \ and rfhis includes a separatory operation, as

well as that by which the solid is to be produced.' In discussing

tins part of his subject, Dr. H is extremely diffuse j he thinks

that water is not the menstruum by which the consolidating

matter was introduced into the interstices of strata, but that

8 COB-
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consolidation is effected by means of heat and fusion; he sup

poses siliceous matter to be insoluble in water, and thence con

cludes that no siliceous crystallizations, or consolidations, can be

otherwise produced than by fusion ; from similiar arguments, he

concludes that all mineralization with sulphureous substances is

performed by heat and fusion. The variety of sulphured metallic

substances, in point of composition, is almost indefinite; the

consolidation of these heterogeneous masses cannot be performed

by water, unless each of their component parts be soluble in

water. The Doctor says, phlogiston, which is a principal in

gredient in these compounds, ' refuses aqueous solution.' Does

he mean, by that expression, that phlogiston cannot be united

with water? Metals, especially when in their native state, he

thinks, cannot ever be produced from solution, because the phlo

giston is insoluble in water. A familiar experiment will (hew,

that phlogiston may, in solution, be detached from one body and

united with another: to a solution of blue vitriol in water pur a

small piece of pure iron ; the vitriolic acid will part with the

calx os copper and seize the calx of the iron, while the phlo

giston of the iron unites itself to the calx of the copper, and the

precipitate will be pure copper in its metallic form.

Were we to follow the Doctor through the wnoie of his argu

ments, by which he concludes fusion to be the cause of all con

solidation, we should extend our article beyond measure, and

for little other purpose than to shew the fallacy of his conclu

sions ; we shall therefore proceed to the third part of trie memoir,

which is entitled, 'Investigation of the natural operations em

ployed in the production of land above the surface of the sea '

Heat is again produced as the powerful agent of nature in

raising the land above the waters. Subterraneous fires are (and

in this we perfectly coincide with our Author) the most pro

bable cause of the irregularities in the surface of our present

Earth, or in those internal parts which human industry hath

hitherto explored *.

In the fourth part of the memoir, Dr. Hutton is retrograde ;

for, after having considered those operations bv which the strata

of the Earth had been consolidated and then elevated above the

level of the sea, he investigates the source whence those mate

rials, from the combination of which the land was formed, were

derived. In this part of his inquiry, he treads nearly the fame

ground with the late ingenious Mr. Whitehurst, in supposing the

present Earth formed from the materials of a preceding Earth.

He advances however much farther, and supposes a regular suc

cession of Earths from all eternity! and that the succession will

* See Review, vol. Ixxv. p. 12, et feq. where these operations are

described.

D 3 be
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be repeated for ever !! And he concludes the long memoir (96,

Well filled, large 410 pages) with these words ; • The relult,

therefore, of our present enquiry is, that we find no vestige of a

beginning—no prospect of an end.'

The Orbit and Motion of the Georgium Sidus determined direcllj

from Observations, after a very eajy and simple Method. By

J»hn Robison, M.A F. R. S. Edin. and Professor of Na

tural Philosophy at Edinburgh.

The appearance of this planet has served to exercise the in

genuity of astronomers in most parts of Europe. The French

were, we believe, the first who gave the elements of its orbit.

The Russians and Swedes were not less active in their labours to

ascertain the true theory of this new phenomenon. We are now

prefen ed with a set of tables for computing the places of the

planet by the ingenious Professor Robison, who has deduced its

elements from five observed places of the planet, at its five

successive oppositions to the fun; in 1781, Dec. 21* jjb 20" 17".

1782, Dec. 26d gh q' 45". 1783, Dec. 31* oh 59' 13".

1785, Jan. 3d i6h 48' 41"; and 1786, Jan. 8d 8h 38' 9".

The theorem which he gives for constructing the ellipse is simple

and obvious, and at the fame time possesses a considerable degree

of accuracy. Of this no abridgment would be intelligible.

The result gives the following elements :

Mean distance, - 19.08*47

Excentricity, - - .90:6

Period, in years, - 83.359

Mean Anomaly, 1786, Jan. 8d 8h 38' 9" - 4« o° 32' 51 '

Longitude of the Aphelion, ) for the Epoch f 11 23 9 51

— oftheNode, J of Dec. 1783, l 2 12 46 14

Inclination of the Orbit, - - o o 46 25

From these elements, the Professor calculated the place of the

planet for Sept. 25, 1756, which was 3' 52" to the westward

of Mayer's star, N° 964, and 1" to the northward of it. So

small a difference renders it almost a certainty that this star, 964

of Mayer's catalogue, was the planet : on this supposition, the

Frofessor corrects the elements before found, making,

Mean distance, - 19.0858

Excentricity, - «9°737

• o , „

Mean Longitude, Jan. 1, 1786, M. T. Greenw. 3 23 41 13

Longitude of Aphelion, - - - 11 23 jo 38

. -of Node, - - 3, 12 48 45

Inclination of the Orbit, - o o 40 26

Period, - 304S6d ih 40" 48"

These elements give places of the planet which agree with all

the
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the observations made on it since its discovery ; and it is from

these that the Professor has calculated his tables for computing

its motions. He concludes with faying, * I have published

them [the Tables] not in the persuasion that they are perfect,

but because none have as yet been published in Britain ; and I

have seen only those of De la Place and Oriani, both of which

are less consistent with observations than mine.'

To examine the truth of these tables would be a task of great

labour. We have, however, computed several places of the planet

by them, and find that these places agree very nearly with those

in the Connoijsance acs Tempi. Out of eleven, that for February 15,

1789, is the most incongruous ; v. e make the geocentric longi

tude on that day 4' i° 50' 29" and G. latitude c° '.7' 29" N.

In the Connoijsance des Temps they are 4' 1° 49' and 0D 37' N.

The other ten are all within the minute. The tables may without

doubt be depended on for a few years at least, or until farther

observations on the planet, as it advances in its orbit, can be

matje.

Jbstratt of a Register of the Weather kept at Hawihill. By Mr.

Macgowan.

This abstract gives the mean heat for every fortnight, and

the quantity of rain and evaporation for every month, from 177 1

to 1*76 inclusive.

The Papers in the Literary Class, in a suture article.

Art. VIII. Discours fur la Division des Terres, ice. A Dissertation

on the Division of Land in Agriculture. By M. Herrenschwand.

Hvo. 39. Robinsons. 1788.

WE have so. repeatedly mentioned the name of this

writer, that few of our Readers, we presume, require

to be informed, that he has been engaged for some time past

in publishing a series of treatises on different branches of the

important science of political economy ; of which the work be

fore us is a continuation. We have likewise had occasion to

bestow on him our just tribute of applause for his ingenuity,

and the beautiful order and perspicuity of his arrangement,

of which the present performance exhibits a very agreeable spe

cimen. Indeed, when the Author abstains from that figure of

speech commonly called egotism, and from personalities respect

ing those who have preceded him in the route he pursues, he

writes in a manner sufficiently engaging to interest his readers

very strongly in favour of the system which he developes : and

we are happy in being able to fay that the present efLy is, in

these respect?, far less reprehensible than those which have pre

ceded it.

D 4 The
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The mind of man is so formed as to be greatly delighted with

order, and whatever tends to remove difficulties, and to explain,

in an easy and satisfactory manner, without much trouble to

him, the causes of interesting phenomena, proves on all occa

sions highly grateful. Our ingenious Author postisses the talent

of putting perplexing difficulties so much out of sight, of

witing on a knotty and intricate subject in an easy and familiar

manner, and of making every thing appear to be clear and distinct,

that we could not help frequently regretting that this work does

not prove altogether so satisfactory to us on a near examination,

as it did on a flight view. We are afraid that the degree of

human knowlege is not yet sufficient to admit of a develope-

ment of the principles of this science, with all the perspicuity at

which the Author so laudably aims ; or, at least, our own

knowlege on this branch of science is too limited to admit of

our being able to do it, notwithstanding the labours of this in

genious writer to effect it.

The question that M. Hsrrenschwand wishes to decide, in the

. pr sent cflay, is, whether large or small divisions of land tend

most to augment the prosperity of a nation, under that system

of political economy which he calls asyflem os relative agriculture

founded on a jyjlem of manufailuret \ for a definition of which

system, fee Review, vol. Ixxvi. p. 103.

To prep ire for an answer to this question, our Author, per

haps justly enough, observes, that the great point to be aimed

at is so to divide the land as to procure sustenance for as great a

number of manufacturers as possible, who are not employed in

the cultivation of the soil ; or, in other words, that mode of di

viding the lands will be productive of the greatest general pro

sperity, which leaves the greatest surplus produce, after maintain

ing those who cultivate the toil.

This being granted, he proceeds to enquire whether lands

cultivated by the plow, or by the spade, generally leave the

greatest surplus produce ; and on this head he decides at once,

from what he takes to be experience, that lands cultivated by the

plow leave a much greater surplus produce than those which are

cultivated by the spade.

« There is not,' fays he, ' a nation in Europe which does not con

tain within itself families reduced to the necessity of cultivating the

land by the spade only, and every where we observe this species of

culture attended with the fame circumstances ; that is to fay, we uni

versally see small portions of land well cultivated, and on their

product a great number of men nourished and maintained ; but in

the proportion only of what is necessary.

* These sects, which experience generally presents, seem to prove,

that the culture of land 'without the use of machines [/'. e. without the

use of the plow, »< he ellewhere explains hiiaself] is only capable

of producing subffence for the cultivator:, feeing, according to this

mode
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mode os culture, all who are in a condition to labour, do labour;

and nobody lives in idleness on the produce of the labour of

others.'

We have before, remarked, that M Herrenschwand frems to

take the above fact as the result of experience, but if he really be

lieves this to be a fair state of what experience every day pre

sents to the observation of any attentive man, we conceive that he

will find himself to be very much mistaken ; and that he has

thus assumed as a fundamental fact, on which he grounds a great

deal of reasoning, a circumstance thar is far from being proved.

Perhaps the simplest way of coming at the proportion of sur

plus produce of any land in a free country, is the rent that is

paid for land ; for where a free competition among tenants is

allowed, the proprietor will get, under the name of rent, nearly

as much as can be affirded by the tacksmen, after subsisting all

those who are err ployed in cultivating the soil, and giving him

self a reasonable return for the stock employed on that culture.

No rent, therefore, can be afforded for any land that yields no

spare produce, but which serves merely to subsist those who are

employed in cultivating it. But will M. Herrenschwand, or any

other man, presume to say, that in Great Britain, or any other

country where security to the cultivator is given, that none of

the lands which are cultivated by the spade pay any rent to the

proprietor ? Surely not. And if he admits that they pay a rent,

we should be at a loss to know on what data he presumes to

aflert, that such lands produce nothing more than is necessary

for the support of the cultivators only ? It is with respect to this

mode of assuming a fact as proved, and afterward reasoning upon

it as an undoubted maxim, that we chiefly object to M. Her-

renschwand's writings— as this mode of reasoning must lead to

error, while it seems directly to point at truth.

So far is it from being true, that smh lands pay no rent, that

we believe it will not be denied that lands which are cultivated

by the spade pay in general a higher rent, and consequently

afford more surplus produce, in proportion to the extent ofground,

than land which is cultivated by the plow. We should there

fore have expected, according to M. Herrenschwand'g mode of

reasoning, that the conclusion ought to have been directly the

reverse of what he has made it.

Though he docs not absolutely persist in maintaining that such

lands afford no surplus produce, he concludes universally that

the culture by the spade, affords less superfluous produce at least,

than that by the plow; and the only appearance of a reason he

gives for this, beside the supposed universal experience above

alluded to, is another fact, founded on a similar universality of

experience, viz. that, in all countries, men have chosen to culti

vate the land in general by the plow in preference to the spade,

from
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from which he concludes that they have found greater profit by

the one mode of culture than by the other. A man who has

taken a sufficiently extensive view of this subject, would not find

much difficulty in giving reasons that would appear to us satis

factory, why this practice should have in general prevailed,

especially in countries that can afford but little surplus produce. But

to enter on this discuffion would lead us too far j we must con

tent ourselves with barely observing here, that if our Author's

reasoning had been just, it would have happened that men, as they

advanced in knowlege, and in perfecting their practice by expe

rience, should have invariably banished the spade culture more

and more, and substituted the plow. But instead of this mode

of procedure, the reverse of this practice has universally pre

vailed. In countries just coming into culture and civilization,

where manufactures do not prevail, the plow-culture is universal.

As the country improves, as manufactures increase, as rents

augment, the plow gradually gives place to the spade— and the

whole country becomes nearly one general garden. The plow

alone cultivates the foil in Poland, where no manufactures ever

were established. In the Netherlands, where manufactures have

flourished for many ages, the spade has in a great measure ba

nished the plow.

By the above mode of reasoning, M. Herrenschwand con

cludes, that divisions of land too small for admitting the plow,

are incompatible with the manufacturing system of economy. He

then proceeds to enquire into the most proper kind of divisions

of land, supposing the whole to be cultivated by the plow; and

though we are not disposed, on this head, to dispute the justness

of the conclusion he draws, in certain circumstances^ at least, yet

we think that it is drawn from premises as fallacious as the

/ormer.

He supposes a country divided into a number of equal part;,

according to six different classes respecting the size of these divi

sions, which he distinguishes by the letters A, B, C, D, E, and

F. In the class A, the divisions are the smallest ; B, larger ;

and so C, D, E, larger and larger still, till they arrive at F,

which is the largest division of the whole. He then endeavours

to compute in which of the classes the culture can be carried on

with the least waste of labour ; and for that purpose he adopts a

mode of reasoning the most convenient that could be, as it will

infallibly, in all cafe9, with a little attention in the calculator,

give precisely the result he would previously wish it should do.

With this view, he supposes that the lands, according to the di

visions in the class F, could be properly cultivated by a given

number of plows, without any fraction. Suppose fix plows

could cultivate all the lands, according to that proportion,

the divisions of the class E, he finds on calculation, would

require.
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requires plows ; D 3!!; C i'f ; B i-j! ; and A T6r parts of a

plow. But as in every one of these cafes, excepting that of the class

F, there are fractions of plows, it follows, he contends, that there

must either be some part of the ground not completely laboured,

according to these class-s of divisions, or a greater waste of labour

must be incurred in cultivating them than if they had been di

vided. He then, as in class F, proceeds downward to the cLss

£, supposing it to be cultivated with five plow;, and tries what

would be the proportions required in the classes D, C, B, and

A; all of which he again finds produce fractions as before.

Then he tries D, as cultivated by four plows ; and so on down

ward to B; and, in 1 1 Ice manner, he still finds fractions of

plows inevitable. Hence he concludes, that it is more economi

cal to have the lands divided as in the class F, than £ ; that it is

more economical to have them divided as in the class E, thanD;

and so on downward ; so that invariably the class A is the least

economical of any, and F the most so :of course, he concludes,

large divisions of farms are invariably more profitable for the

community than smaller ones.

The inference is here, seemingly, very clear and natural ; but

if, instead of beginning with F, he had chosen to begin with A,

and supposed one plow exactly sufficient for that class of divisions ;

he would then have as necessarily found that the higher divisions

B,C, D, £, and F, would all have been split into fractions, while

the class A alone remained an entire undivided whole; of course,

in that cafe, the divisions according to the class A would have

been the best of any ; and by proceeding upward to B, and taking

it as divided without a fraction, and comparing it with those above

it, he would have found that these also would have been reduced

to fractions, while it remained entire ; so that, by following this

mode of reasoning, the conclusion would have been directly re

versed—the class A, in this cafe, would have been the most eco

nomical of all, and F the leust so. The ingenious Author seems

to have been fully aware of this inference, and therefore care

fully guards against bringing it under view, by avoiding to com

pare £, when he considers it as laboured by an exact number of

whole plows, with F, which would have produced a fraction,

also j and so with respect to D, C, and B; none of wh:ch he

ever compares, when he considers them as a unit, with those

above them, but merely with those below them.

We are sorry that our duty obliges us»to take notice of this

mode of reasoning, which we cannot help considering as some

what disingenuous, however ingenious it may be, and a<s tending

to mislead, instead of to inform, the well-intentioned readt-r. We

ihall only repeat, that a man of ingenuity, by an artful choice

of the absolute numbers he has admitted into the elements of this

calculation, might easily, at pleasure, make the results by pur

suing
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suing the same mode of reasoning, infinitely diversified, so as to

draw whatever conclusion he pleased. Truth, however, is but

one, and will, in all cafes when fully investigated, appear to be

the fame.

M. Hcrrensehwand will perceive, that we are so far from ad

mitting that he has * dtmcnjlrattd the advantage of large divisions

of land,' as he asserts, p. i j i , that we do not consider him, in this

supposed demonstration, to have said a single word that can affect

the question; and though he afterward seems to point at some

circumstances of real importance, yet it is done in such an in

direct and indecisive manner, that it deserves no farther notice

here. In short, we regret that he should have undertaken to

write on a branch of the subject, which it is evident he so little

understands, as that of agriculture, and the circumstances that

ought to influence the extent of the divisions of land so as most

to benefit the manufalluring system ; for thus we would, for bre

vity, denote that system of political economy of which he here

treats.

His own native good fense, however, on many occasions, in

duces him to make just conclusions even from fallacious pre

mises. In this class, we include his observations on the import

ance of manufactures for the encouragement of agriculture, and

the necessity of their advancing part pajj'u together; as also of

the essential utility of promoting the general well-being of the

people, if the minister hopes to augment the revenue of the state ;

both which positions he has illustrated by some strong and just

remarks. But be is much mistaken, if he supposes, as he fre

quently asserts, that he himself has sirst discovered these moment

ous truths. We scarcely know a person who has treated that

subject, who has not, more or less, admitted them; and we could

easily produce many passages from modern authors which would

shew that they had admitted them, as of equal importance with

what he himself ascribes to them.

It would be easy to shew that his reasoning on the conse-

quences of men using animal food, when compared with that of

vegetables, is also carried much farther than reason or experi

ence will allow ; but it is time to close our remarks on this per

formance.

On the whole, though we admire the talents of this Author,

and are astonished at his facility of moulding every fact so as to

suit his system, yet we have too long accustomed ourselves to a

mathematical mode of reasoning to be able to admit his plan of

demonstration as conclusive it is possible, however, that we have

as yet too little knowiege of his system to be able to judge of

it with absolute precision. He says himself, that hitherto he has

rather endeavoured to point out the errors of others, than to ex

plain his own principles. Pet haps the tice may come when he

will
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trill be able to do this last more to our satisfaction than he hai

yer done. We are glad, however, to find, that he has ac length

resolved to abandon the plan he has hitherto pursued, of publish*

ing detached essays on this subject, and that he has now deter

mined to apply himself to the great work of developing the prin

ciples of his system, which he means to offer to the world as soon

as it (hall be completed. We heartily applaud this resolution,

and sincerely wish him all the success be can desire. The man

who appropriates his time and labour to bring to perfection the

knowlege of others, deserves every degree of encouragement

that is consistent with the interests of society. Our strictures

have been intended to improve, and not to discourage, the Au

thor. When the time arrives, in which we shall be enabled to

judge of the whole, it will afford us a very sensible pleasure if

we can atone for our present seeming asperity, by being con

vinced that he has hitherto been obscure only by reason of

his seeing farther than others, and by alluding to particulars

we were not able to understand, because they had not been

fully explained. It is our duty to guard as much as possible

against error. It is our highest pleasure to be enabled, by the

labours of those whose works come before us, to correct the pre

judices of our compatriots, by unveiling truth, and exhibiting

her to mankind in her native purity.

Our best bow is due to the Author for the respectful man

ner in which he has mentioned our former remarks. And it will

add much to our satisfaction if, on a future occasion, he shall

put it in our power to pay him the tribute of applause without

any degree of abatement.

Art. IX. Original Letters, written during the Reigni of Henry VI.

Edward IV. and Richard III. by various Persons of Rank or Con

sequence, &c. &c. Digested in a chronological Order. With

Notes, historical and explanatory. By John Fenn, Esq. M. A.

and F. A. S. 2 Vols. 4to. 2I. as. Boards. Robinsons. 1787.

THE correspondence of private individuals affords, in gene

ral, little that can interest or entertain the public ; but if

the writers have been famous for beauty of style or brilliancy

of sentiment, their letters will doubtless attract curiosity. In

like manner, the epistolary correspondence of men who have

filled any important office of the state, or have been engaged in

public affairs, will be eagerly attended to : and such communica

tions may likewise furnish materials for the historian, or be the

means of elucidating obscure or ill-authenticated records. The

collection before us is of this kind. The letters were written

by men of considerable consequence, who lived during that pe

riod of time which was remarkable for the quarrels between the

houses
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houses of York and Lancaster. Almost the only registers which

we have of these distracted and turbulent years are written in

characters of blood. Battles and executions were the land

marks of the historian, and the epochs of the chronologer.

One confusion succeeding another, the animosity of party zeal,

and the general ignorance of the age, all contributed to obscure

the history of these disastrous times. * Whatever, therefore,'

fays Str John Fenn *, in his preface, ' tends to throw a gleam

of light on so clouded an horizon, must be a grateful present to

those who would investigate their country's story ; and when we

have despaired of recovering any important documents of those

disastrous times, the slightest relics of so obscure a season may

seem almost as precious as the better preserved remains of periods

fully illustrated.'

As to the authenticity of the letters, it is so well established,

that there is not the least shadow of a doubt concerning them ;

for beside the account which the editor gives of his materials f,

they have every internal mark of originality. They relate the

* tydyrigs' of the day, or the family affairs of the writers, in a

plain but [to us] uncouth phraseology ; they bespeak credit by

their total want of ornament. By the artless manner in which

they are written, the reader is convinced that they were never

meant to serve as records of the times; the events of the mo

ment are told by persons then living ; and the manners and

usages of the age are painted in the most familiar language, un

disguised and unadorned. The characters in Shakespeare's

drama are here represented free from poetical fiction and in their

own dress. The Lords of York and Canterbury, Salisbury and

Warwick, Buckingham, Norfolk, Suffolk, and Hastings, speak

for themselves.

The method which Sir J. Fenn has observed in publishing

these letters, we shall abridge, from his preface, first observing,

that the originals are printed on one side of the leaf, and the

transcript, according to the rules of modern orthography, &c.

on the opposite page.

* His Majesty was so pleased with this publication, that its Au

thor has since received the honour of Knighthood.

f * These letters were, most of them, written by, or to, particular

persons of the family of Paston in Norfolk (who lived in the reigns

of Henry VI. Edward IV. and Richard III.), were carefully pre

served in that family for several descents, and were finally in the

possession of the Earl of Yarmouth; they then became the property

of that great collector and antiquary Peter le Neve Esquire, Norroy

King at Arms ; from him they devolved to Mr. Martin [of Palgrave

in Suffolk], by his marriage with Mrs. Le Neve, and were a part of

his collections purchased by Mr. Worth [of Diss in Norfolk], from

whom, in 1774, they came to the editor.'

The
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The contractions, dialects, and modes of spelling and point

ing used in the original letters, are exactly followed in the copy ;

and wherever capitals appear in the one, they are continued in

the other. The thought of transcribing each letter, and put

ting it into a modern dress, arose from a hint which the editor

received from a respectable friend and antiquary, who was of

opinion, that many persons would be induced to read these let

ters for the fake of the matter which they contain, but who, not

having paid attention to ancient modes of writing and abbrevia

tions, would be deterred from attempting; such a task, by the

uncouth appearance of the original. The obsolete words are

continued, but the fense is expressed by modern words or phrases,

in Italics, between crotchets. The original letters are fre

quently without either breaks or stops ; this confuses the fense,

and renders it obscure to persons unaccustomed to read ancient

writings : in the transcribed letters, the editor has endeavoured

to amend these defects. He hath also, with great industry, sup

plied the dates of the years when the letters were written, which

seldom occur in the originals ; the day of the month, or the

saint's name to whom the day is dedicated, being generally all

the date they have.

With respect to the externals of the MSS. the editor gives a

full description •, and hath always, where it could be ascertained,

given the water-mark, of the paper on' which each letter wa»

written, the size of the sheet, the seal, and sometimes the man

ner in which it w;s folded. Specimens of these, of the hand

writing and of the autographs, are given in sixteen copper-

plates.

The family in whose possession the letters were preserved,

from and to different branches of which they were chiefly writ

ten, was that of Paston of Caister, in Norfolk ; they seem to have

been wealthy, powerful in the county, and many of them well ac

quainted with state affairs : Sir John gives a pedigree of the family

down to the death of the last Earl of Yarmouth. As an account of

the contents of all the letters in this collection would be tedious,

we (hall only offer a few general remarks on their utility, &c.

That they will prove very useful to the historian is obvious,

as in describing the manners of the times, they bring us ac

quainted with the language of the day, and consequently assist

us in judging of the authenticity of contemporary writings. But

as some readers may wish for a specimen of these curious origir

nals, we shall give them the following letter of John de Verc,

Earl of Oxford, to his lady, after the unsuccessful battle of

Barnet, April 14, 1471, when he retreated with some of his

men toward Scotland ; but, discovering a design to betray him,

he privately withdrew into Wales, to join the Earl of Pem

broke, with the intention of strengthening the Queen's army,

which
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which was, however, completely routed at Tewkefbury, on

May 4, before these noblemen could join it.

' To the ryght rev'ent and wyrchypfull Lady *.

' Ryght rev'ent and wyrchypfull Lady I recomande me to yow

lettvng yow wete that I am in gret hevynes at the makyng of this

lett' but thankyd be God I am eschapyd myselfe and sodenly dep'tyd

fro my men for 1 undyrtland niy Chapleyn wold have detrayed me

and if he com into the Contre let hym be mad feu' Sec. Also ye shall

gyff credence to the bryng' of thys Lett' and I beseke yow to reward

hym to hys costs for I was not in power at the makyng of this Lett'

lo gyff hym but as I wass put in trest by favar of strange pepyll, &c.

' Also ye shall send me in all hast all the redi money that ye make

and .isle mone of my me afle can com well horsyd and that they cu

in dyu'se p'cellys, Also that my horsse be sent w* my stele Sadelles

and byd the yoman of the horse cou' theym w' leddr. Also ye shall

send to my mod' and let hyr wete of thys lett' and pray hyr of hyr

blessyngand byd hyr fend me my Kafter by thys tokyn that (he hath

the key theroff but it is brokyn.

c Also ye shall send to the Pryor of Thetford and byd hym send me

the S'm of gold that he seyd that I schald have. Also fey to hym by

thys tokyn that I schewyd hym the fyrst p've Scale, ice. Also lete

Pastun, Fylbryg Brews com' to me. Also ye shall delyu' the bryng'

of thys Lett' an horsse sadell and brydell Also ye schallbe of gud

cher and take no thowght for I schall bryng my purpose abowtenow

by the g'ce of God qwhome have yow in kepyng.

tt> ID.'

Of the turbulence of the times, the above extract gives us a

true picture. An Earl was betrayed by his -own chaplain ; he

was in the greatest want of money, so as not to be able to pay

the messenger without borrowing of strangers ; for fear of creat

ing suspicions, he orders his horsemen to be sent in ' different

parcells ;' and the precision of the tokens (hews the cautions

which were necessary to be observed, lest any fraud should be

imposed on the persons to whose care his valuables were com

mitted.

In the second letter of this collection, we have an account of

the release of the Duke of Orleans, who had continued a pri

soner 25 years (by the Cardinal Bishop of Winchester, Beau

fort, and his party), in opposition to the Duke of Gloucester,

who, in consequence of the request ot Henry the Fifth on hit

death-bed, protested against the measure.

In another letter, the particulars of the murder of William dc

la Pole, Duke of Suffolk, are fully related. Being prime mini

ster, and a favourite with the king and queen (Henry VI. and

Margaret), he was banished for fear of the Commons. It ap

pears, however, that the ships which met him in the channel

were sent out by the Commons, and the York party, on purpose

* She was daughter to the Earl of Salisbury.

to
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to intercept and kill him. Sir J. Fenn's notes on this letter are

valuable and instructive. His death was a cruel one, according

to this account, which fays, ' oon of the lewdeste • of the fhippe

badde hym ley down hys hedde and he fhuld be fair ferd wyth

and dye on a swerd and tolce a rusty swerd and smottc of his

hedde withyn halfe a doseyn strokes.'

A letter from J. Payne, a trusty servant of Sir John Fastolf,

gives many particulars of Jack Cade'-s rebellion, which shew

the violence and barbarity of a body of men collected together

from the lowest and meanest of the people, and acting without

controul.

Margaret, queen of Henry VI. alarmed at the report of the ap

proach of the Earl of March (the Duke of York's son) toward

London with a great power, endeavoured to make what friends she

could ; and among other places, on her journey for that purpose,

(he visited Norwich. Mrs. Paston, in a letter to her husband, de

scribes the queen's visit ; and from the short sketch which (he

has given of her character, it appears that the Queen's fami

liarity and address were highly agreeable to the gentry, and that

she understood the right method of conciliating the affection of

the ladies with whom she conversed.

Two letters, one from the Duchess of Norfolk, and another

from the Earl of Oxford, plainly (hew that the election of

members of parliament, even for counties, was under the in

fluence of the great men of the time. Richard Plantagenet,

Duke of York, and John Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk, nomi

nate the members ; and, in express term;, the Earl of Oxford

fends instructions to John Paston Esquire (perhaps then sheriff

for the county), for their election. The letter from (he Duchess

is a request ; but it is made in a manner so exquisitely pressing,

and with such hearty promises of thanks, that 'Squire Paston

could not help complying with her Grace's wishes.

A long letter from Mrs. Paston, dated * the xxviij day of Je-

mir' the yer of Kyng Henry the Sext xxxvj' contains many

particulars of private life. She seems especially anxious about

Clement Paston (her son) and his ' lernyng.' Giving direc

tions for enquiring of Grencfeld, Clement's schoolmaster, (he

says, c And if he [Clement] hathe nought do well nor wyll

nought amend prey hym [Grenefeld] that he will trewly be-

lassch f hym tyll he wyll amend and so ded the last maystr and

y* best that eu' he had att Caumbrege. And fey Grenefeld that

if he wyll take up on hym to bryng hym in to good Rewyll

* What is tHe true meaning of this word? a different one to that

which we now give it. The Editor fays * meanest.'

t Whip.

Rev. July, 1788. E and
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and Lernyng that I may verily know he dothe his dever * I wyl!

gevc hym x m'rs for hys labor.' A catalogue of Clement's

wardrobe occurs in this letter, one item of which is ' afyde

Russet Gowne furryd w' bevyr was mad this tyme ij yer.' On

the word afyde we have the following note : * A side gown may

mean a long one ; for in Laneham's account of Queen Eliza

beth's entertainment at Kennelworth Castle, 1575, the min

strel's " gown hadfide [i. e. long] sleeves down to the mid leg."

The gown, however, described by Mrs. Paston, appears rather

to have been the Sib-peap. Lateral is vestis, fe. ad latera tegen-

da. Lumbaris toga. See Reubenii Glossarium 65, and Ælfr.

Gloss, p. 68, 69. A gown to cover the fides or loins.' With

deference to such learned authority, we think syde signifies long,

1st, because it is now a provincial word in the northern coun

ties, signifying long and -wide ; 2d, because Mrs. Paston first

enumerates all the short gown?, and after them all the syde

gowns ; and 3d, because one of the short gowns is said to have

been made of afyde gown.

A very curious letter from Sir John Paston describes the battle

of Barnet, and relates many circumstances on which our general

histories are silent.

To mention all the curiosities in this collection would require

more room than we can well spare: we shall, however, insert

one more letter entire, as we think it remarkable.

' On to Jon Paston in hast'.

' Mastyr Paston I pray yow yl it may plese yow to leue f yowr

fogeyrg for iij or for days tyll I may be porved J of anodyr and I

ichal do as muiche to yowr plesyr, for Godys fake fay me not nay

and I pray yow rekomaund me to my lord Chambyrleyn.

Polar ftcuo <Elt'?abetI).'

This Elizabeth was third daughter of Richard Plantagenet»

and Cecily, daughter of Ralph Neville, Earl of Westmoreland.

She was sister to Edward IV. and Richard III. By the latter,

her son, John Earl of Lincoln, was (after the death of his own

son) declared heir to the crown. She married John Duke of

Suffolk. Sir John Fenn rs surely right in thinking this letter

curious. It shews, he fays, the simplicity os the times, when a

princess of the blood royal, coming to London, unprovided

with a lodging, petitions for the use of that of a friend for three

* The Editor interprets this word by endeavour. We think it

more probable to suppose it means in this place duty, being a cor

ruption of the French devoir: aud thus he hath interpreted it in a

subsequent passage of this fame letter.

• t * Leue, or lend ;—I believe (fays the Editor) it is Ieve> but it is

so written, that it is very difficult to determine.'

% Purveyed, provided with.

or
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or four days in the most humble terms, " for Godys fake dy

me not nay." We think it is rather ihr mark of some great

distress in which she might he involved j or it might be true sijC

wished to be in London on some private affaiis, and have her

journey concealed.

Let it not be imagined th»t we have in this snort article

mentioned every circumstance thajt m iy be detmed instructive,

entertaining, or curious, in this valuable collection. Readers of

different denominations will be instructed and entertained by it,

accoiding to their d.stcrent tastes for history, antiquities, lan

guage, &c. And we doubt not that most of them will thank

the laborious and learned ediior for preserving these remains

from the wide- wasting hand of Tim>\

*** For the information of our R-aders, we transcribe the

following paragraph from the preface to the second edition of.

this work :

' As this work has been so very favourably received, the Editor is

preparing for the press a further selection of letters and papers, writ

ten during the reigns of Henry VI. Edward IV. and Richard III. to

which he intends adding such as are in his possession, which were

written in the reign of Henry VII. And as the fame care and atten

tion will be employed in the continuation as have been already ex

erted in the present volume, he flatters himself that' the expectations

of the inquisitive searcher into the usages of former ages, will not

be disappointed.'

Art. X. Poems and Trnnstations. By the Rev. William Bcloe. 8vo.

5 s. Boards. Johnson. 1788.

THE principal poem in this collection is the ' Rape of Helen,

from the Greek of Coluihus :' of which an account was

given in our Review for May 1787, p'ge 423.

The opening of this performance was originally thus :

' Ye Trojan nymphs ! the silver Xanthus' pride.'

We then objected to the epithet silver, as no way characteristic

of the river in question,—the famed Scamandcr, or Xanthus j—

and we now find it altered to beauteous: this is equally faulty,

and wholly inexpressive of its fabled colour, which was said to be

yellozv, and which, no doubt, gave rise to the afl'ertion of both

Aristotle and Ælian, who observe, that the fleeces of the sheep

which drank of this water became tinged with that hue. This

particular circumstance may be thus explained : In the moun

tains of the kingdom of Phrygia, and near to the spot where the

Xanthus took its riff, were many considerable mines of gold.

This gold, or gold-dust, washed by the torrents from those

mountains, settled in the beds of the adjacent rivers. It was

the practice of the earlier ages to sink in such rivers a certain

number of fleeces, by which means they collected this precious

£ 2 metal
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metal in considerable quantities;—and hence, according to Stra-

bo, the fable of the Golden Fleece. Now the river, which had

at first the name of Scamander, but which was afterward changed

to that of Xanthus (*'. t. the yellow river), received this latter

appellation, as there is every reason to suppose, from the abun

dance os gold it had been found to afford, and by way os distin

guishing it from the less valuable streams. In like manner, it

may be observed, that the Pactolus, which is a little to the south

of the Scamander, was termed Chryforrhoas (f. e. the golden

river), and evidently on account of its riches *.

But to return to the poem. Though we are dissatisfied with

the epithet beauteous, we have scarcely any one to propose in its

place. Golden or yellow, indeed, might be adopted, were it not

that the colour of the river is expressed in the very name of the

river itself. We may, perhaps, be allowed to read the * glitter

ing Xanthus' pride'—or the * rich Scamander's pride.' The

latter reading appears to be the best.

But as an account of this translation is to be found in a for

mer Review, we must desist from any farther examination of it.

With respect to the other pieces, we have only to observe, that

though the writer does not soar on strong and powerful pinions;

though he has not the bold and daring flight of the eagle ; he is

seldom content to sweep the ground with the swallow, but gene

rally rises to a pitch which keeps him above the range of the eri-

tic's-arrow, and which exhibits him to considerable advantage.

To speak without a figure, these poems are for the most part

above mediocrity. Some particularly faulty and inelegant lines

are, however, to be found in them. We will point out a few of

the exceptionable passages,—which appear to have arisen more

from inattention than want of judgment,—that the Author, in

any future publication, may be induced to revise his perform

ances with a suitable regard and care.

* As this is the river in which, according to the fable, Midas,

King of Phrygia, is said to have bathed, in order to wash away

the power which had been granted him of turning to gold every

thing he touched,—we must beg leave, in this place, as it strength

ens our opinion with respect to the reason for changing the name of

the Scamander, to interpret that fable in a manner somewhat dif

ferent from that in which it has been explained by MaximusTyrius,

and others, who understood it as alluding to the covetousness of the

King, whereas it is much more probable that it was intended to be

expressive of his country's wealth. Cicero and Valerius Maximus,

it may be remembered, have represented Midas as one of. the richest

princes that had ever rilled a throne. The mines of which we have

already spoken were discovered in his reign. It was therefore asserted,

in the figurative expression of che ancients—of which mode of speak

ing, by the way, they were particularly fond—that whatever be

touched he changed to geld.

6 ♦ They
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* They say, but oh ! how false the tale (hall prove,

That Hymen blights the fairest flowers of love;

That oft has his stern influence deform'd,

What truth has nourish'd, and what friendship form'd.'

The construction is :—He ( Hymen) has often by hitjlem influence

deformed what truth had nouristied. The expression is not very

happy. The third line is particularly reprehensible, the words

' has his' making an ugly kind of cacophony : this might easily

have been avoided.

' Sweet comfort to my soul she brings,

And promises the kindest things.'

The inanity or no-thingness of the second line might serve as an

example for Scriblerus himself. The appearance of an anti

climax should be carefully guarded against by the poet who is

ambitious of praise.

' Yes, Delia, long as beats this trembling heart,

Those scenes, those hours, shall sweet remembrance bring,

In which asyet had cold regret no part,

But we were gay and cheerful as the spring.'

But, as a disjunctive, is in this place improper : for had been

better, because it brings with it the necessary consequence. The

lines are feeble and prosaic.

We have selected these few instances from among some others

of a similar kind, not with any view of injuring Mr. Beloe as a

writer, but entirely from the regard due to his general merit;

and that cultivation to which his genius has an unquestionable

claim.

Art. XI. Letters written in Holland, in the Months of September

and October 1787. By Thomas Bowdler, Esq. 8vo. 5 s. Boards.

Robson. 1788.

THESE Letters appear to have been hastily written, and

without any great prospect of awakening attention. * What

(says the Author) can you expect from me ? A person unac

quainted with tactics is to give an account of military opera

tions ; and one unconnected with statesmen is to write of political

events. This being the cafe, I need not claim your indulgence

with regard to the imperfections that you will find in my let

ters.'

The fact is, they contain little more than a recapitulation of

what the foreign gazettes have brought us acquainted with ;

namely, the operations (if operations they must be called) of the

Prussian army against the States of Holland, in consequence of

their refusal to give the satisfaction demanded by Frederic William

for the i.-isuk offered to his lister by arresting her on the road to

the Higoe. The Author's description of the conduct of the

E 3 opposing
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opposing Hollander on the arrival of the Prussian troops, will

serve as a specimen of his work :

• I do not recollect to have ever heard a more remarkable instance

of general panic having seized a nation than that which now takes

place in Holland. Niewport and Schonhoven, which from their

situation were capable of a long defence, were abandoned without

firing a shot; and the same has been the cafe with other strong for

tresses. The rapid progress of the Duke's army has been well cal

culated to increase the terror of the patriots. You will readily con

ceive that the panic which has seized the patriots must have been

very great, when I tell you, that although the Prussians have taken

near 400 pieces of cannon, and about 600 priloners, they do not

know of more than eight Dutchmen who have been killed. The

truth is, they have every where fled or surrendered, I must however

take notice us one circumstance, which has contributed in a great de

gree 10 the facility with which the Prussian troops have advanced. I

am told, thit the friends of the Stadtholdcr r.re much more numerous

than I imagined ; .and now, that they find they can be supported,

they have exerted themselves in many places, and shewn very plainly

that nothing but fear had made them submit to their late govern

ors.'

The ReaJer of the foregoing extract will assuredly smile when

he is told, that the writer, in Ipeaking, in another place, of the

Duke of Brunswic, talks of the * glory he has acquired by the

campaign,' of the ' conquest of Holland,' &c. &c. A glory and

a conquest which we will venture to fay his Highness would never

think of arrogating to hid. self, when opposed to such holvday

soldiers as those he met with among the patriots, and of which,

indeed, their armies were cntiiely composed *.

But though Mr. Bowdler remarks with too much gravity on

the movements of the Duke of Brunswic in the little time that he

was at the head of his army, and which Major Sturgeon, per

haps, would likewise have called a campaign : he is nevertheless

a sensible and intelligent man, as may be gathered from several

observations in his book; and has, undoubtedly, the merit of

having given us au authentic detail of facts, which may prove

highly useful to the historian who shill hereafter chuse lor his

subject, Tin IrouLlu in HAland, A. D. 1788.

* It must !v remembered, however, that a Dutchman will be va

liant in an honest cause.

Art. XII. A. Jos. Testa, Phil. W M. D. &c. De Vitalibus Pe-

riodis Ægregantli/m et Sanorum : Seu Elementa dyr.amica: Animalis.

Svo. 2 Vols. 10s. 6d. Boards, Johnson. 1787.

ALTHOUGH the animal economy has ingrossed the atten

tion of several ab'e physicians, few autnors have rreated

the subject in its utmost extent. S.nce the time of Dr. Rufl'el,

Who chiefly confined his thoughts 10 glandular diseases, we dei

not
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not recollect to have seen a more comprehensive work than the

present.

M. Testa considers life as compounded of certain series of mo

tions. In a healthy state, these motions are imperceptible, be

cause all the actions are temperated and counteracted by proper

re-action ; but in a diseased state they are more observable, being

sometimes accelerated and sometimes retarded. The first part of

this work treats of the regularities, periods, &c. of the motions in

diseases; the Author enters particularly into an examination of

the writings of Hippocrates on this subject, and strenuously de

fends those opinions which, through a period of about 2000

years, have never been rationally refuted.

After largely explaining the critical days and the several symp

toms by which a perfect crisis may be pronounced, M. Testa

treats of the different states or periods of peculiar diseases, con

fining himself chiefly to fevers. His remarks on this subject

appear to be just, perfectly consonant to theory, and confirmed

by experience.

He absolutely denies the existence of a material morbisic

principle, excepting in certain diseases, especially those which

are communicated by infection or contagion. What he ad

vances on this subject is curious, and well supported, both by

argument and observation. He considers, separately, the state of

such diseases as depend on, or are caused by, what is usually

called the morbific principle, and such as are occasioned by some

immediate violence or hurt done to the solids; and points out the

causes why, in several diseases, no perfect crisis can be formed.

M. Testa concludes his first volume with shewing the simi-

latity of the symptoms in the fame disease observable in different

parts of the world ; and that the periods of fevers and other acute

diseases, contrary to the opinion of many modern writers, are the

fame now, in all countries, that they were in the time of Hippo

crates.

The second volume treats of the changes which the heakhy

body undergoes, in various stages of life, by different modes of

living,—by the vicissitudes of teasons and climates, by the in

fluence of the fun and the moon, by the force of the passions,

and whatever else can affect the human body.

We doubt whether the performance before us will be univer

sally well received. The learned physician, however, who has

made the ancients his study, and who knows the value of their

writings, and the justness of their remarks, will peruse the work

with pleasure; and though he may not receive much informa

tion from it, he will, nevertheless, be convinced, that a proper

basis for a rational system of physic can only be laid by means of

a thorough acquaintance with the natural phenomena occurring

in the animal economy, and that these phenomena have never

£ 4 been
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been more attentively observed, or more faithfully recorded,'

than by the Greek physicians, who generally rejected all hypo

thesis, and who, contenting themselves with a careful examina

tion .of those facts which were presented to them, pursued the

properest methods

■ " rerum cognosce™ causas."

Art. XIII. Two Sermons : I. An Enquiry, how far the Knowlege

and Manners of the World can with Safety and Propriety be

adopted in the Clerical Character. Preached at the Visitation of

the Right Reverend the Lord Bisliop of Chichester, at Hastings,

June 19, 1787. II. The present State of Discipline, Manners,

and Learning in our Universities : in which are noticed some Mis

representations on this Subject in a Work entitled, " The Talk."

—Preached before the University of Cambridge, Dec. 2, 1787.

By J. Lettice, B. D. Vicar of Teasemarch, in Sussex, and late Fel

low of Sidney-Sussex College. 410. is. 6d. Cadell, &c. 1788.

^"AHE subjects specified in the title-page of these Sermons, are

treated in a manner which discovers the writer to be pos

sessed of much good sense and liberality. The first is a seasonable

caution to the younger clergy; the second is an apology for the

English Universities, in reply to the censure of a late popular

writer.

If the subject of the second discourse were discussed in detail,

it would doubtless appear, that there is much room for improve

ment and correction in our public mode of education; but in

the article of discipline perhaps less than is commonly supposed.

College-life is necessarily subject to less restriction than domes

tic ; and the present modes of early education are extremely un

favourable to the execution of any plan of rigorous discipline at

a later period. On this subject, the Author makes the follow

ing judicious remarks:

4 The docility of childhood, the attention of our earliest years to

every object addressed to the fenses and even to the understanding,

ieem to be unnoticed or forgotten by many parents of these days.

And hence the wife maxim of, Reverence due to that innocentstate, has

roo generally ceased to be practised. Its merit and importance are

perhaps no longer understood ; children are now suffered to see every

thing that is done, to hear every thing that is said in the promiscuous

circles of their parents acquaintance : they are allowed to witness all

the unguarded levities of the social hour ; the licentious jest and al

lusive song are much sooner learned than they are meant to be

taught ; even the juvenile delicacy of the gentler sex is too often noc

spared on these occasions. — The smile os innocence, thus prema

turely surprised, has but too frequently hastened the blush of guilt,

and laid the foundation of those enormities, which poison the sweet-

eft charities of life, and bring a black scandal on Christian society,

gut this is not all.—Some parents, not only careless and inattentive

to
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to these consequences of their own folly, are so cmelly corrupt them

selves, that they are pleased with the lively forwardness their offspring

sometimes display in the imitation of their own depravities. Jt is

matter of their triumph to fee the young novice pledge the cup of

intoxication in his turn, nor are they shocked to behold him thus

unconsciously anticipating the shaking head and paralytic step of old

age. It were easy to continue this painting ; the canvas might soon,

be filled, did not the time and the place forbid me to dwelJ upon it.

It will be enough to observe, that those persons must needs be well

reconciled to their own frailties and deformities, who can delight to

fee the resemblance of them thus reflected in their children. But

though many parents are not to be accused of such madness, we are

sorry to fay, that, in the higher ranks of life, such is the horror ge

nerally entertained of the bashfulness of childhood, that best tint of

nature on our species in its bloom, so impatient are they that, above

all things, their children should adopt a smooth and easy commerce

with mankind, that the rising race of both sexes are hurried from the

nursery, by a surprising transition, into all the gayeties and promis

cuous scenes of polished life, and are taught to move without fear

or embarrassment, on ground, where the manhood of simpler times

could not stand without circumspection. Thus they become adepts

in the science of the world earlier than their better forefathers had

commenced their noviciate. Can we wonder, if children thus trained

in the way they should not go, thus ripened in practice before the

feeds of principle are sown, should prove refractory to their first seri

ous instructors, and sometimes fill our early seminaries with licen

tiousness and rebellion ? And shall those parents, to whose indis

cretion alone truth has obliged us to trace the origin of these alarming

evils, join our satirist, and be among the first to impute them to ne

glect of discipline or instruction here? No, we cannot patiently

abide this accusation : it has been shewn how little we deserve it.

They who come hither thus prematurely schooled in the ways of men,

and ignorant of better lore, must unlearn more than half their les

sons, or they will never be acknowledged the legitimate disciples of

our institutions.'

The evil, of which the preacher here complains, is experi

enced by every preceptor, both public and private, and is of

such magnitude, as to merit the serious notice of every one, who

wishes the prosperity of the rising generation.

Art. XIV. Eight Sermons; by Percival Stockdale. 8vo. 5s. Boards.

Faulder. 1788.

THESE Discourses are composed on the following sub

jects: I. An AJfixe Sermon, on Genesis i. 27. II. A Fu

neral Sermon, 1 Samuel xx. 3. III. On the Importance of proper

Externals in Public Worships Pfal. xxix. 2. IV. and_V. On the

Vongruity of Natural and Revealed Religion, with true Pleasure and

Happiness. VI. On the mischievous Charafter of a curious and

bujy Tale bearer; i Peter iv. 15. VII. On the great moral and

religious
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religious Advantages from a rigid Government of the Sensest I Cor.

jx. 25. VIII. A Visitation Sermon, Isaiah i. 18.

With the first Sermon in this volume is given a Preface, and

the second is introduced by a long Dedication; in both of which

the Author complains of the envy, virulence, and machinations

of his enemies. Whether Mr. Stocicdale has given provocation

to any people to become his enemies, or whether adversaries

have risen up against him from some unfortunate incident in his

life, we, who are unacquainted with the private history of this

gentleman, cannot possibly determine. Of this, however, we

can with truth assure him, that we are not his enemies ; that

we have no evil paffion rn our bosoms which would prompt ua

to militate against his comfort or his fame. Justice to the Pub

lic obliges us to descant on the defects we discover in the writ

ings of our best friends ; and therefore we hope he will not

charge our strictures with virulence. So much, indeed, were

we prejudiced in his favour by his prefaces, that we wished to

have had it in our power to have given him the solid pudding of

some rectorial preferment, together with empty praise ; for he ap

pears by these addresses to the Public, to have an open, honest

heart : his Sermons, too, discover him to be a man of reading,

and they contain many excellent sentiments, that are often very

well expressed. But we must observe, that the style of his com

positions continues to be somewhat objectionable. He is still

singular, but not yet, in every instance, happily so. His new

road is not preferable to the old one ; we cannot therefore wish

the clergy to follow him. He seems to have written rather from

the inspiration of some light Muse, than from that of the grave

and sober genius of Divinity ; and he too much, in our opinion,

interlards his discourses with scraps from the poets. An happy

thought or turn of expression from the poets may, with no im

propriety, be now and then introduced in the most serious dis

course ; but the frequent recurrence of poetic scraps, and poetic

descriptions, must finely prove unacceptable to many of his hearers

and readers. We were the more surprised at Mr. Stockdale's

committing a fault of this kind, after reading what he advances

on the mode of composition which is best adapted to the pulpit,

in his visitation sermon before the clergy of Northumberland.

At the conclusion of this discourse he says:

• I am sure you will agree with me, that we cannot address our

congregations in too perspicuous and easy language. If I remember

righr, it is a rule of Dr. Swift (and an excellent rule it is), that a

clergyman, when he composes a sermon, should imagine that he is

addressing himself to the moll illiterate-man of his audience.'

Were Mr. StockdaL- to employ himself in reviewing his own

sermons, he would be obliged to observe on them, that the au

thor r,j; not strictly adhered to hi: own tule. Had this rule,

which
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which he lays down for others, been observed by himself, he

surely would not have introduced to a country congregation,

Virgil's Dido, the Carthaginian Queen, nor have referred to the

sentiment which the poet has put into her mouth ; Nonignara

mali miferis fuccurrere disco ; he would not have called benevolence

she Great Mogul's mojl valuable jewel in the crown of the Chrijitan ;

talked of the vajl Pacific Ocean of Eternity ; personified the

Thames; and delcribed a certain fashionable amusement in the

following obscure manner:

* Rather than flab our neighbour's reputation, we had better de

vote whole days and nights to those unideal spots and Gothic pic

tures, which ingrosi the lives of many beings, who were born to the

inheritance of reason and immortality !'

We apprehend, that the forrgoir.g period was incomprehen

sible to many of his illiterate hearers ; for it was sometime before

we discovered that it meant card playing.

Notwithstanding we are ready to allow that Mr. Stockdale

has c (Fiied many just remarks in the 4 h and 5th Sermons, yet we

cannot he of opinion that they belong either to the title or the

text. The text, My yoke is easy and my burden lights relates to

the mild nature of the precepts of Christianity ; and the title,

The congruity of religion with trtu happiness, signifies that the

practice of religion is productive of happiness. What propriety

.then, is there in affixing such a text and such a title to a dis

course on the benevolent appointments and condutl of Divine Provi

dence? It occurred to us (for we sometimes read the Bible)j

that a better text for the first of these two sermons would have

been, The Lord is good to all.

He undertakes, in the 6th Sermon, to delineate the character

of the tale bearer; and having, we apprehend, smarted from the

lash of evil tongues, he appears to enter upon this task with pe

culiar feeling: but his zeal to expose the character betrays him

into rath;r a ludicrous description of it. The tale-bearer is,

first, a diabolical being ; next, he is a caricature-painter ; then he

is a conjurer ; then a culprit ; then a vagabond; then a pirate on,

the tights of humanity, then a pojlure majler ; then a witling;

then a despicable reptile ; and lastly, a pigmy geneal.

But it we were diverted to fee how Mr. Stockdale has 'Jlucithe

tale-bearer o'er with titles,' it did not prevent our taking notice of

the true picture he has given in this discourse of that phlegmatic

and dozing creature whom we vulgarly distinguish by the title of

a mighty goodfort of man ; whom every one affects to love, and praise,

and who affects to love, and praise every one ; though, in fact,

if the truth was known, he neither is a friend, nor has one. This

man's views are all confined within the petty circle of" self-preserva

tion, of his own welfare ; he never does a generous action ; and that

coldness of constitution, which prevents him from doing a generous

5 • actson.
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•ction, prevents him from ever doing an indiscreet one. He bows

to all the world, and all the world returns the compliment ; he gladly

associate? with every body ; and every body gladly associates with him ;

— but surely his universally good reception needs not to be envied by

an ingenuous and liberal spirit ; for it is obtained by having no cha

racter at all.'

Perhaps Mr. Stockdale himself, when he reconsiders the lat

ter part of the following sentence, will wish it had been some

what otherwise expressed : ' Several of the Apostles were fisher

men ; Paul, the enlightened, the learned, the great Apostle of

the Gentiles, was a tent-maker, and worked at his trade ; and

Christ himself, the Son of God, and God the Son, (hear it ye

proud, and be humble if ye can !) Christ himself was a car

penter.*

But our eccentric Author does not confine himself to dull di

vinity. To manifest his attachment to the present ministry, the

following compliment to Mr. Pitt is introduced in the first

Sermon :

' What possible prodigies of greatness, and success, are not to be

expected from a political hero, who, in the bloom and vivacity of

youth, is impaflive to intemperance and dissipation, and indefati-

gably applies himself to objects of the greatest importance;—who,

at that early term of life, possesses a surprizing variety and solidity

<!f knowledge ; all the flexibility, and ardour, and force of elo

quence ;— who has conquered a formidable faction ; and whose filial

remembrance must be, every day, fired with a great, preceding

example?*

He declares himself a great advocate for reason, and admirer

of the church service, and thinks ' that many of our clergy

ought to be ashamed os themselves, for the drawling and

lounging manner in which they read it over.' He is violent

against Mcthodistic preachers, and yet would not hurt a hair of

their heads.

Most heartily do we subscribe to the doctrine inculcated in

the following extract :

' All our religious belief, and all our worship of the Deity, are

only calculated, and intended to make us lead good lives, to stimu

late us to the practice of those disinterested and beneficent virtues,

which give peace, and satisfaction, to the individual who performs

them, and which promote the happiness of mankind. When we

use the expreslion of serving God in his house, or of the public ser

vice of the church, we should only to those expressions affix the ideas

of paying to Him, that honour and gratitude which are due from de

pendent beings to a great and good Creator : we are not rashly and

absurdly to imagine, that by the celebration of religious rites, we

do any real service, we bring any real advantage to our Maker. Of

hi? existence and his happiness nothing can deprive Him ; they can

not by any thing be diminished : they flow necessarily, uninterrupt

edly, and equally from himself. Our, belt actions cannot augment,

our worst cannot injure his enjoyment of supreme bliss. Therefore

the
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the public offices of religion were only instituted, and are only re

peated, for our own fakes ; to keep alive in our minds those good

sentiments and motions, which, without such monitors and remon

strances, are apt to be weakened by the trifles, and pleasures, and

business of the world ;—in short, those institutions were only meant

as aids (and in that view they are most important and respectable) to

that good and generous conduct, which is our reasonable service.*

This pafljge, with many others, is a proof that Mr. Stock-

dale can write well ; and, persuaded of this, we have under

taken to point out some defects in his Sermons, not from any en

mity to the Author, but from a wish that he may improve his

theological compositions.

Art. XV. Rules for drawing Caricaturas ; with an Essay on Comic

Painting. Svo. ts. sewed. Hooper. 1788.

BO I L E A U says, " Ilfaut toujours cbercher le beau." The

art of painting is called a polite art ; but some good judges

are of opinion, that it is only commendable in proportion to the

worth of the subjects chosen for imitation ; where it invites us

to the contemplation of praise-worthy actions, or characters,

and inspires us with a desire to imitate them. The objects then

represented, at the same time that they give pleasure to the eye,

produce a moral effect ;—they excite our respect and admiration,

and the shafts of ridicule can never reach them.—The fame cri

tics have contended, that delineations in caricatura neither ele

vate our ideas, nor improve our understanding; and that it

must be a sordid disposition which can take pleasure in seeing

human nature degraded, snd in triumphing over irregularities of

shape or countenance, which, though opposite to the beautiful

or the agreeable, are the inflictions of Providence; for which,

surely, a man not being accountable, ought not therefore to be

reproached.

As to Lord Shastesbury's notion, that ridicule is the test of

truth, we must allow that it has been sufficiently refuted. No

thing is properly ridiculous, unless two contrarieties are joined

by an ill-judged association, by affectation, or where supposed

worth is employed to cover inanity, folly, or vice.

The Author of the tract now before us justly praises Coypel

and Hogarth. The latter, indeed, was excellent in his walk.

He has, in an animated manner, ridiculed folly, and satirized vice;

but he had not the powers, either from the knowlege ot his art,

or of the modes of life (his acquaintance with the latter having

been chitfly confined to the purlieus of Covent Garden), to form

a just notion of beauty. His Analysis of Beauty may be considered

as the Analysis of Deformity. The province of the comic pencil

is to ridicule folly and affectation ; hut Hogarth has exposed

scenes that are very indelicate, snd some that may be thought of

vicious
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vicious tendency : such are not the proper subjects of mirth,

but objects of indignation, and of punishment.—But to our

Author.

We are informed, that this tract is the work of the ingenious

and humourous Captain Grose ; and indeed it bears one peculiar

mark of his pen, for sometimes we are rather at a loss to determine

whether he is in jest or in earnest. In a few instances he reminds

us of his own pleasant Instructions for Officers in the Army i

and in others, of Swift's ironical Directions to Servants.

He is aware, that the art of drawing caricaturas is generally

considered as a dangerous acquisition, tending to make the pos

sessor rather seared than esteemed ; but he justly remarks, that it

n unfair to urge the abuse to which an art is liable, as an argu

ment against the art itself.

In order to do justice to this art, he observes, that it ' is one

of the elements of satirical painting, which, like poetry of the

same denomination, may be most efficaciously employed in the

cause of viitue and decorum, by holding up to public notice

many offenders against both, who are not amenable to any

other tribunal ; and who, though they contemptuously defy all

serious reproof, tremble at the thoughts of feeing their vices or

follies attacked by the keen shafts of ridicule.'

After these introductory observations, he proceeds to instruct

the student who wishes to become a proficient in this art; and

in a note, p. 7. he gives the following necessary caution :—

* Caricaturists should be careful not to overcharge the pecu

liarities of their subjects, as they would thereby become hide

ous instead of ridiculous, and instead of laughter excite hor

ror: it is therefore always best to keep within the bounds of

probability.'—For want of the artist's attention to this excellent

rule, we have frequently seen their productions lose their intended

effect. By not doing too much, they would have done more.

Mr. Grose has given a number of engraved sketches, to elu

cidate his principles ; and these seem to have been drawn with

so much truth and correctness, that they ought, as he observes,

to be considered in the light of mathematical diagrams. To the

Rules and Instructions, are added an EJfay on Comic Painting.

This piece abounds with so many witty, sensible, and apposite

remarks, that we cannot help lamenting the want of room for a

few extracts from it, for the entertainment of our Readers ;

whom we must therefoie refer to the pamphlet for further

gratification.

A group of drol! faces is prefixed, by way of frontis

piece.

Art.
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Art. XVI. Memoirs of the celebrated Dwarf, Joseph Bokuw-

i.aski, a Polijb Gentleman ; containing a faithful and curious Ac

count of his Birth, Education, Marriage, Travels, and Voyages.

Written by Himself. 8vo. 7s. 6d. Boards. Becket, &c. 178a.

[ To be had likewise of the Author, N J \ti, Strand ]

WE (hall extract, from the bcolr, some account of thfs

gentleman ; for such he evidently appears to bs, both

from his birth, education, and accomplishments :

' I was born in the environs of Chaliez, the capital of Pskucia, in

Polish Russia, in November 1739. My parents were of the middle

size ; they had five sons and one daughter ; and by one of thole

freaks of nature, which it is impossible to account for, or perhaps to

find another instance of in the annals of the human species, three of

these children grew to above the middle stature, whilst the two

others, like myself, reached only that of children in general at the

age of four or five years.

* I am the third of this astonishing family. My eldest brother,

who at this time is about sixty, is near three inches taller than I am ;

he has constantly enjoyed a robust constitution, and has still strength

and vigour much above his siz2 and age; he has lived a Jong time

with the Castclane Jnowloska, who honours him with her esteem and

bounty ; and finding in him ability and fense enough, has entrusted

him with the stewardship and management os her affairs.

* My second brother was of a weak and delicate frame ; he died

at twenty-six, being at that time five feet ten inches high. Those

who came into the world after me, were alternately tall and short:

among them was a female who died of the small-pox at the age of

twenty-two. She was at that time only two sect two inches high,

and to a lovely figure united an admirably well proportioned shape.

' It was easy to judge from the very instant of my birth, that I

should be extremely short, being at that time only eight inches ; yet

notwithstanding this diminutive proportion, I was neither weak nor

puny : on the contrary, my mother, who suckled me, has often de

clared that none of her children gave her less trouble. I walked,

and was able to speak, at about the age common to other infants,

and my growth was progressively as follows:

At one year I was 1 1 inches high, English measure.

At three 1 soot 2 inches.

At six - 1 - 5

At ten .-1-9

At fifteen 2 feet I

This is the size at which I remained fi>:ed, without having afterwards

increased half a quarter of an inch ; by which the assertion of som«

naturalists proves false, vis. that ©warfs grow during all their life

time. If this instance were insufficient, 1 could 'cite that of my bro

ther, who, like me, grew till thirty ; and like me, at that age,

ceased to grow taller.'

The history and adventures of this extraordinary personage are

almost as uncommon as his figure and diminutive stature, Hij

fjmily having been ruined, and be being a sprightly, sensible,

and

At twenty - 2 feet 4 inches.

At tweaty-five 2 - 11

At thirty 3 - 3
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and pleasing little mortal, was taken into the protection of some

persons of the first rank in his own country j but whose savour

he unfortunately lost, at about the age of twenty, by falling in

love with, and marrying, a young lady of beauty and merit j by

whom he has had two children.

For some years after his marriage, he was chiefly supported

by presents from his illustrious friends and patrons, together with

an annuity given him by the King of Poland. He also received

considerable emolument from the concerts which were set on

foot, for his benefit, at several court9 in Germany, &c. ; but

these resources proving rather precarious, he listened to the joint

advice of Sir R. Murray Keith, then and now British ambassa

dor at Vienna, the Prince de Kaunitz, and the Baron de Bre-

teuil, to pay a visit to England, where they assured him he was

likely to meet with the most generous reception j and he was

promised letters of recommendation to the greatest personages at

the British court. Accordingly he and his family arrived in

London, by the way of France, &c. in March 1782. Among

his recommendatory letters, those directed to the Duke and

Duchess of Devonshire procured him their very kind and power

ful patronage. He was likewise introduced to the Royal Fa

mily, from whom he received several distinguished favours.

Presents and benefactions, however, being no certain provision

for the permanent and comfortable maintenance of a family,

Mr. B. very naturally grew anxious, and the most humiliating

sentiments took such post'esfion of his mind, that he at length

followed the advice of those who proposed his exhibiting him

self, first at one guinea, then at five shillings, and then at half a

crown.

Thus has our little hero been decently supported, as he very

properly expresses it, during the fix years that he has lived in

England ; but we fear, from his account, that, by this time, the

edge of curiosity being blunted, his income has suffered a consi

derable diminution. Among other unfortunate events, a dis

honest servant eloped with trinkets and valuables to a large

amount; and, which proved still worse, a false report of his

accumulating a fortune in this country having reached the ears

of the King of Poland, he discontinued Mr. B.'s pension.

This well- written narrative is concluded by the following

' painful reflection',' and pathetic address to England:

• Such is the picture of what is past : it is easy to see how pains

are mingled with pleasures, fears with hopes ; but what is the fate I

am to expect ?—Am I doomed to be for ever the sport of necessity, the

slave of the moment i—Though I should submit to this humiliating

idea, would it lead to the hope of securing, in future, a decent

maintenance for my wife and children ? I have but a weak constitu

tion ; the weight of years grows every day more pressing; should I

be snatched away from my familv, what will become of them t

Whose
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Whose assistance can they claim i Am I destined to have, on my last

day, nothing in view, but the misery and woe of all that is dear to

me ? These are the pains and inquietudes which assail my heart, and

dam with bitterness the moments of joy that I derive from my fa

mily. Had I been formed like other mortals, I could, like most of

them, have subsisted by industry and labour ; but my stature has irre

vocably excluded me from the common circle of society : nay, but

few people only seem to take notice of my being a man, an honest

man, a man of feeling. How painful are these reflections!

' O beneficent and generous nation ! —should I sink under my

griefs, 1 recommend to you my wife and children,—my children,

who came into life among you 1— if I am not at the end of my ca

reer, then I must repair to other climates, where, yielding to my

destiny, I will submit to that sate which seems to await me ; but I

will take with me every where, will cherish, and carefully keep in

the inmost recesses of my heart, the grateful sentiments which your

repeated favours have excited in me.'

Mr. Boruwlaski has written this work in French, in which lan

guage it is here printed, with an English translation, on the op*

polite pag;s, by Mr. Des Carrieres. A copper-plate frontispiece

is given, representing our amiable hero, with his lady, and one

of their children, in a family scene.

We have not yet had the satisfaction of seeing Mr. B. but we

are informed that this print affords a good resemblance of his

person. Of his pleasing manners and agreeable conversation

(os which we have heard a most advantageous account) a judg

ment can only be formed by paying him a visit; and that we

have resolved to do, at the first convenient. opportunity : mean

time, we thank him for the pleasure he has afforded us by a

perusal of his Memoirs, which, from the number of agreeable

anecdotes of eminent persons, of both sexes *, have many of

the graces of a well-told tale, with all the advantages and merit

of truth :—for we have not the least distrust of his veracity, in

any circumstance of the narrative.

* The pretty love-letters, which passed, during their courtship,

between Mr. B. and his fair Isalina, will, to young readers espe

cially, prove a very acceptable part of the entertainment which they

will and in the perusal of this volume.

Rev. July 1788.
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MONTHLY CATALOGUE,

For J U L Y, 1788.

Political.

Arf. 17- Considerations on the War with tht Turks. Translated from

the French of M. de Volney. 8vo. 2s. 6d. Debrett. 1788.

MDe Volney, whom we lately introduced to the acquaintance

. of our Readers, by the review which we gave of his Travels

jh Syria and Egypt*, here investigates and states the probable

consequences of the present war between the Turks, the Austrians,

and the Ruffians, with the profundity of an acute politician, but

with rather too much of the spirit of prophecy. He has busied him

self in disposing of the bear's skin before the bear is killed f. He,

however, offers many pertinent considerations on the subject, which

will much amuse, if not completely satisfy, the political speculatist.—•

M. de Volney is, certainly, a very sensible man, and an ingenious

writer.

Art. 18. Anecdotes of Juntas : to which is prefixed Tht King's Reply.

8vo. is. 6d. Bew. 1788.

If this gentleman's information, with respect to the identity of

Junius, be no better than that to which he has been obliged for his

list of Reviewers, we may venture to assure both him and the Public,

that he knows very little of the matter.

The Reply which he has manufactured for the King, is a piece of

good writing, and contains a well imagined vindication for the sup

posed royal writer, in regard to the errors charged on his government

by Junius :— that junius, whom this Author declares to bestir. Burke.

As for the Anecdotes respecting the hero of this questionable tale, they

thiefly consist of a detail of Mr. B.'s well known publications,—in

which we meet with nothing new : except a flight sketch of a parallel

between junius and Lord Bolingbroke, as ivriters ; —and here we

have the honour to agree pretty nearly with the Author.

Art. 19. The Speeches of Mr. Wilkes in the House of Common*.

Large 8vo. 6s. sewed. 1786. No Bookseller's Name.

It was but lately that this handsome edition of Mr. Wilkes'a

Speeches came to our hands. It contains, as the Preface assures us,

* a faithful transcript of the three volumes which the fame editor for

merly printed in izmo. with the addition of several speeches, since

the period of the last publication, drawn from the fame sources J,

with equal diligence and attention.'

* See the Appendix to Vol. Ixxvii. of the Review, p. 589.

f He predicts, the total overthrow of the Ottomans, and very

gravely proceeds to the dismemberment and partition of their em

pire ; in which, particular care is taken, that the interests of France

shall not be overlooked.

; From the public prints, and oral tradition,

The
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The additional orations contain a considerable quantity of new

matter, on the most interesting subjects. Among others, we have

Mr. W.'s excellent speech on the Bill for the further Relief of Pro

testant Dissenting Ministers and School-masters ; which is both argu

mentative and entertaining. The Dissenters were, indeed, greatly

obliged to their witty and sensible advocate on this occasion.

The Editor has added Notes, where he deemed some explanation

necessary. An Index would be a farther improvement.

Art. 20. A Review of the Government and Grievances of the Province

ofQuebec, since the Conquest of it by the British Arms. To which

is added, an Appendix, containing Extracts from authentic Papers.

8vo. is. 6d. Stockdale. 1788.

The province of Quebec having, since its conquest, been ceded to

the British empire, the government of the French inhabitants there,

together with such British settlers as have mingled among them,

became a difficult operation. The French wished to hold, and

convey their possessions, according to French tenures and usages,

while they preferred our commercial laws; the British required to

be governed altogether by their own laws, and to that end wanted

an elective house of assembly. It is pleaded, that in the space of

twenty-eight years, the inhabitants have been obliged to conform to

three different systems of laws, all improper, and at variance with,

each other: systems forced upon them in the aggregate, never de

fined, and of course never understood. Atiength ' the old and new

subjects were obliged to unite in the fame petitions and the fame

prayers. Time and experience had convinced them, that as members

of the fame province, their interests were inseparable; they now per

ceived the invidious policy of those who had kept them so long dis

united, in the view to disappoint both parties : they saw they were

left without any effective, any fixed or permanent laws, or at best, so*

loose, indigested, and frequently unintelligible, that eventually they

were worse than none, producing jealousies, public and private dis

agreements, and creating a general spirit of discontent.' To remedy

these evils, the writer recommends ' a constitution of a mixed kind,

so as to accommodate both parties, by selecting such parts of either

system, as would suit the situation of the province; which being Bri

tish, its constitution should of course be that of the parent state, and

the laws by which it is governed British also ; with a skilful engraft

ing of such parts of the Canadian laws as had reference to those fa

vourite and necessary points, where policy might safely indulge pre

judices, 'viz. landed property, inheritance, dower, and family

affairs.'

Education under despotism debilitates the mind ; and if we persist

in forcing new laws upon a people under which they remain uneasy,

the excellence of those laws will not hinder them from being oppres

sive : a person recovered from blindness cannot suddenly bear the full

light of the day.

East Indies.

Art. zi. The Trial of Warren Hastings, Esq. late Governor General

of Bengal, before the Court of Peers, in Westminster Hall. Tn>

which the Speeches of Mess. Adam, Pe-lham, Anstruther, Sberi-

F 2 dan,
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dan, &c. &c. are given at full Length. Part II. 6s. sewed.

Ridgway. 1788.

The former part of Mr. Ridgway's edition of this great national

trial> continued the proceedings to the 29th of February, in the pre

sent year, when the High Court adjourned to the 10th of April fol

lowing. This second part, in course, commences with the last men

tioned date, and the twelfth day of the trial. It amounts to a large

volume of near 500 pages ; and concludes with Mr. Sheridan's grand

speech, June 10,—when the House adjourned to the first Tuesday

in the next session of Parliament.

In this concluding part of what constitutes the first volume of Mr.

Ridgway's edition, the Editor, as in the former part, exhibits a

distinct view, and arrangement of the principal matters ; on which

plan, the speeches are necessarily abbreviated. But this circumstance

we have already noticed, in our brief mention of the first Part: See

Rev. April, p. 247.

Art. 22. The Speech of Sir Elijah Imfty, late Chief Justice of the

Supreme Court of Judicature in Bengal, at the Bar of the House of

Commons, Feb. 4, 1788. Being the Matter of his Defence to the

First Article of Charge exhibited to that House, by Sir Gilbert

Elliot, Bart. Dec. 12, 1787. 8vo. 6 s. Boards. Stockdale.

The Editor of this important publication assures his readers, in a

prefatory advertisement, that he ' took a very accurate note of Sir

Elijah's Speech, when it was delivered *.' He conceives that * the

Public has a right to know why so enormous a parliamentary charge

has not been prosecuted with effect. This delay has given him :m

opportunity of availing himself of the right Sir Elijah had given the

Members of the House to examine and copy the original papers

which had been left in the hands of a Member, for that purpose, by

which means the vouchers may be depended on as accurate and au

thentic'

The large Appendix to Sir Elijah's elaborate speech, is divided

into three parts ; I. Papers called for by the House. II. Papers re

ferred to in the speech. III. Minutes of the evidence before the

Committee. The 3d Part exhibits all the evidence on the part of

the prosecution ; and, consequently, contains the whole grounds on

which it could have been supported : so that those who need informa

tion, with respect to the nature of the case, and the proceedings on

the charge brought against Sir E. Impey, may be completely grati

fied by the perusal of this compilement.

British Fisheries.

- Art. 23. The Substance of the Speech of Henry Beausoy, Esq; to the

Britilh Society for extending the Fisheries, &c. at the General

Court held on Tuesday, March 28, 1788. To which is added, a

Copy of the Act for the Society's Incorporation. 8vo. 2 s.

Cadell. 1788.

Mr. Beausoy, the Chairman of the Committee of Parliament ap

pointed to enquire into the state of the British fisheries in the year

'ijah, himself, as we are given to understand, declined the
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T~$6, gives, in this pamphlet, an animated account of the benefits

which Great Britain might derive from the fisheries on her coasts ; and

a lively picture of the distressed situation of the natives of the remote

coast of Scotland ; and the circumstances that have prevented them

from pursuing the fisheries to advantage. In this part of the publi

cation, we meet with nothing that the Public were not before inform

ed of. But it is impossible to repeat too often, particulars of so inte

resting a nature.

We are sorry, however, to observe, that though one of the princi

pal obstructions that have retarded the fisheries on our coasts (by Mr.

Beaufoy's account) be our injudicious laws, yet little has been done

in that nuay to encourage them. And though our Orator, in very

strong terms, holds out, to public view, the few alterations of the

laws that have beers made of late, as highly advatageous to the com

munity, yet it must be owned that they do not by any means effect a

radical cure of this evil.

The patriotic efforts of -the Private Association for the purpose os

encouraging the fisheries, furnishes here an ample field for panegy

ric. They deserve much praise, and we sincerely wish success to their

benevolent endeavours. Mr. Beaufoy exerts himself to remove one

prejudice against this society, which may arise in the minds of those

who have not attended much to the subject, by proving, that in the

principles of its institution, it is essentially different from the society

that was instituted about forty years ago, under a name nearly simi

lar ; so that the objections raised against the former, do not affect the

present society.

The remaining part of the Speech contains a journal of the Au

thor's excursion to the Hebrides last summer, and a detailed account

of the advantages and disadvantages attending certain stations that -

had been proposed for erecting fishing village* on these coasts, with

the reasons that determined the society to make choice of Tobermory

in Mull, and Ullapool in Loch Broom, in preference to the oihers,—■

which appear, from the data here stated, to be very satisfactory.

Those who have no leisure to peruse the larger accounts that

have lately been published relative to this subject, will find pleasure

in reading this elegant abstract.

Neoroe Slavery.

Art. 24. Remarkt upon the Situation of Negroes in Jamaica, impar

tially made, from a local Experience of nearly thirteen Years in

that Island. By W. Beckford, Jun. formerly of Somerly in Suf

folk, and late of Hertford in Jamaica. 8vo. 2s. Egerton. 1788.

The observations of an intelligent writer, drawn from the expe

rience of so many years, will naturally, at this time, and on so im- .

portant a subject, excite the attention of the Public ; and the reader

who looks for important information, in this account, will not (we

imagine) be disappointed. Mr. Beckford appears to be personally

and fully acquainted with the real state of Negroe slavery in the

West Indies, particularly in Jamaica; and from such acquaintance, a

man of observation must be particularly qualified to give his opinion,

both with respect to the proposed regulation, and even to the great

question of an abolition, of the slave trade.

F j Mr.
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Mr. Becksord abounds with a variety of observations, and stric

tures, on the importation of Africans into the West Indies, and on

the sale and subsequent treatment of them when arrived there : and

he seems to speak with great moderation and candour on ail the

most material points which have been so warmly adverted to, in the

principal publications on this subject.

He is of opinion, that neither the abolition of the stave trade, nor

the. liberation of the Negroes already imported, can be either advise-

able or practicable ; and that the only good which can arise from

the interference of our legiflature, in consequence of the well-meant

applications that have been made by the friends of humanity, will

be, to restrain the rigour of a cruel master, and render .the situation

of the stave as tolerable and as comfortable as possible. He speaks

with the utmost feeling and commiseration of the unhappy lot of the

poor Africans, as in the following passage : ' While now,' fays he,

* the flame of humanity seems to glow in every breast, it should not

be suffered to cool ; for the spark once neglected will die away, and

receive, perhaps, a blaze no more; but the subject must be touched

with a delicate hand, considered in all possible points of view, lest

inhumanity should be the consequence of pity, the end of the petitions

be thereby defeated, the intended remedy fail, and the wounds of the

Negroes left incapable of a cure. The comforts that must attend

their future situation should originate in England, extend to Africa,

and be matured in the colonies.'- What the requisites are, by •

which this good purpose may be best effected, the Author endeavours

to explain, through the whole of his large and valuable pamphlet,

consisting of near ioo pages ;—which we are sorry to see dated from.

the Flat.

Art. 25. An EJsay on the Impolicy of the African Slaw Tradt. By

the Rev. T. Llarkson, M. A. iivo. 2 s. 6d. Boards. Phillips.

1788.

. Mr- Clarkson now attacks the opponents of the abolition scheme

in their strong hold, on which he has opened a powerful battery of

weighty arguments. He replies to every thing, of any consequence,

that he has ever heard (and he is well informed of all that has been

urged) in support of the polity of the slave trade, or against the ex

pediency of its abolition. On speculative ground (the only ground

which can be taken, till experience shall settle the dispute), he

seems completely victorious. His book is full of information, good

fense, and sound reasoning. For his former work, entitled, An

Essay on Slavery, see Review for April last, p. 343.

Art. 2(5. Observations on a Guinea Voyage. In a Series of Letters

addressed to the Rev. Thomas Clarklon. By James Field Stan-

field, late a Mariner in the African Slave Trade, izmo. ^&.

Phillips. 1788.

If all the devils in Pluto's dominions were regimented before

us, we do not apprehend that there would be found, in the whole

groupe, one half so black as a Guinea Captain, according to the

pourtraiture of Mr. Stanfield. His account of the barbarities exer

cised by these humanfiends on their unhappy sailors, as well as on

the African slaves, is really too horrid to read, and would appear too

monstrous-
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monstrous to be believed, had he not informed as, by his advertise

ment, that he hath substantiated the principal facts by an Affi

davit. His general representation is likewise corroborated by the

other accounts that have lately been published, relative to the Gui

nea voyages, and the inhuman traffic which is their object. Mr.

Stanfield appears to be a man of character, education, a/id senti

ment, much superior to the station of a common mariner.

Art. 27. A cool Address t* the People of England, on the Slave Trade.

By Thomas Maxwell Adams, Esq. 8vo. is. 6d. Faulder, &c.

1788.

Mr. Adams argues as a lawyer, a politician, and a merchant,

against the abolition scheme. On a subject of so much consequence,

every intelligent person, who has any opinion to offer on either side '

of the question, ought to be duly attended to. This gentleman has

a peculiar manner of writing ; but facts, and reasoning, on this great

occasion, are what we are principally to regard ; style, and the trap

pings of language, are here of little account.

Art. 28. A Scriptural Refutation of a Pamphlet lately published, by

the Rev. Raymund Harris, entitled, "scriptural Researches on

the Licitnefs of the Slave Trade." 8vo. is. Law. 1788.

This anonymous Writer has, in our opinion, given a very com

plete answer to Mr. Harris; but wherefore is our Author anonymous?

It does not seem quite fair to appear mafqued in the lists, against a

man who openly shews his face, and tells his name. But, possibly,

the Answerer, after having indulged in some asperity, when speak

ing of his antagonist, might not deem it expedient to be personally

exposed to retaliation. The information which he had received con

cerning the character and profession of Mr. H operated, he tells us,

* as a fort of comment on his work;' adding, ' The unnatural at

tachment to flavery,—the aversion and dread of the interference of

reason and common sense,—the artful and sub'tle positions which

are the foundation of his work, appear totally irreconcileable to the

character of an Englishman, but are perfectly consistent with that of

a Spanish Jesuit.'

We do not give the above as the most brilliant or the most liberal

passage in the pamphlet ; which, on the whole, is argumentative,

sensible, and, in our opinion, decisive of the contest.

Military Law.

Art. 29. Trial of John Browne, Esq; Major of his Majesty's 67th

Regiment of Foot, on the Charges exhibited against him by a

Court Martial in Antigua, January 30th, 1786 ; also on a Charge

of Oppression and Cruelty, as Commanding Officer, exhibited

against him by Captain Robert Hedges, of the said Regiment, be

fore a General Court Martial at the Horse-guards, Aug. 13, 1787.

With an Appendix, containing all the Correspondence, Sec. &c.

Folio. 10s. 6d. sewed. Bell. 1788.

Those who are curious, or interested, with regard to the rules and

etiquette of military and naval discipline and deportment, will, in

these voluminous proceedings, meet with abundant gratification.—

Major Browne was sentenced to lose 309 days pay, out of which the

F 4 sum
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sum of 40 1. was adjudged to be paid to Thomas Edwards, a soldier^

as a compensation for the oppression, &c. brought in charge against

his commanding officer. It appears to us, however, that the Major

had received great and just provocation, from the alleged misconduct

of the man.

Biography.

Art. 30. Remarkable Occurrences in the Life cf Jonas Hanixiay, Esq.

Comprehending an Abstract of his Travels in Russia and Persia,

. &c. ice. By John Pugh. The second Edition. 8vo. 3 s. 6d.

sewed. Payne, Sec. 1788.

We are glad to find that the world hath given so welcome a re

ception to a good account of a good man. Mr. Hanway had, in

deed, a just claim on the Public for so respectful a mark of attention,

and grateful regard to his memory ; for, by his extraordinary exer

tions in every good cause that attracted his notice, and interested his

benevolent heart, he had been a great benefactor, not merely to his

country, but to the human race.

This new edition of Mr. Pugh's Anecdotes, &c. appears to have

received the requisite corrections and improvements ; and among the

additions, we observe a copy of Mr. H.'s will, the terms of which

are perfectly characteristic of the piety and worth of his disposition.—

For our account of the first edition of this work, fee Review for

Sept. 1787, p. 220.

Philosophical, &c.

Art. j 1, Disquisitions on several Subjefls. I. On the Nature of

Time. 11. On the Imperfection of Human Knowledge. III. On

the Heavenly Bodies. IV. On Reason and Instinct. V. An

Essay on Education. By Richard Worthington, M. D. Author

of a Letter to the Jews. izmo. 3 s. sewed. Wilkie. 1,787.

This Writer seems to have taken for his model that ingenious dis-

quisitor, the late Soame Jeuyns ; but he falls far short of his pattern in,

ingenuity, and originality of thought. His language, indeed, is

easy and correct, but his reflections are too trite to excite the curio

sity, or fix the attention, of the reader.

On the subject of education, he complains, that our present plans of

instruction are not well adapted to facilitate the acquisition of knowlege

in any of the learned professions; he objects to the length of time which

is commonly devoted to the classics; and prefers private to public edu

cation, on account of the opportunities it affords for adapting instruc

tion to the present state of knowlege, and to the particular views and

exigencies of the pupil. These ideas are, perhaps, in the main,

right: but the Author would have rendered his observations more

useful, if, like the late popular advocate for classical and public edu

cation, he had laid down a clear plan of instruction, and given prac

tical rules for carrying it into execution. General observations on

subjects of this nature are of little value.

N. B This article was written some months ago ; but its insertion

has been, with that of many others, postponed from time to time,

for want of room.

Mathe
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Mathematics, &fc

Art. 32. Method to discover the Difference of the Earth's Diameters ;

proving its true Ratio to be not less variable than as 45 to 46, and

shortest in its Pole's Axis 174 Miles. Elucidated with five Cop

per-plates ; with a Variety of new Tables suited to the Subject.

Likewise a Method for fixing an universal Standard for Weights

and Measures. By Thomas Williams. 8vo. 5s. sewed. Stockdale.

1788.

It is with regret that we observe an Author employing his time

and labour in contradicting what has been mathematically demon

strated ; more especially when he does not shew any error in the de

monstration, or in the principles on which it is founded. Sir Isaac

Newton computed the ratio of the diameters of the earth, from the

principles of gravitation, to be as 2300 to 2290. The French aca

demicians, not satisfied with the conclusions of that grent philoso

pher, sent geometricians to different parts of the earth, in order to

make actual measurements ; and they found the ratio to be as 2300 to

3289?. The coincidence of this measurement with the former com

putation evinces the accuracy of both ; especially when it is considered

that the French academicians would willingly have (hewn Sir Isaac's

computation to have been erroneous.

Mr. Williams has, without any geometrical demonstration, stated

the ratio to be as 46 to 45, that is, as 2300 to 2250. We sincerely

lament that any person should thus misemploy his abilities on sub

jects already well understood, while he might, perhaps, by other

pursuits, render science a material service.

Art. 33. The Scholar's Question-beck : or, A Practical Introduction

to Arithmetic ; containing a great Variety of Examples in all the

fundamental Rules. By Thomas Molineux. The zd Edition,

izmo. is. 6d. bound. Lowndes. 1787. \

Art. 34. The Key to the Second Edition of the Scholar's Question-book ;

containing all the necessary Answers. By the Author, Thomas

Molineux. i:mo. 6d. Lowndes. 1787.

To the school-master who wishes to lessen his labours, we recom

mend this Second Edition, and Key. He will find it more useful

than the first, which we commended in our Review for February

1782, p. 153.

Education.

Art. 35. The Complete System of the French Language. By Nicholai

Salmon. 8vo. 5 s. Boards. Elmsley. I788.

In our last, we gave a character of Mr. Salmon as a grammarian, in

our account of his * Footstep to the French Language.' There is

nothing in the present publication to induce us to change our opinion

of him. We could point out many errors in his work, but have

little inclination for the unpleasing talk ; praise, where we can

honestly bestow it, being much more agreeable to our disposition. It

may be sufficient to inform the Reader, that the Author is a reformer

pf the language of the French Academy, on the one hand, and a

Sroscriber of the rules of Bishop Lowth, as laid down in his Intro-

faction to grammar, on the other; while he continually gives such

example*
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examples of his own writing as those which are instanced in oar

review of his former Essay. It must at the fame time be remarked,

that there are some truly useful observations in the book ; yet even of

these the Public were in possession long ago.

Art. 36. A comprehensive Grammar of the Englijb Language, for the

Use of Youth. By J. Rothwell, Mailer of the Free-school at

Blackrod. izmo. zs. bound. Cadell. 1787.

Bishop Lowth's English Grammar has given rife to many others,

which are more peculiarly adapted to the use of schools. Among

other compilers of children's grammars, Mr. Rothwell has, by this

publication, given proofs of his abilities as a teacher of the English

language, and we imagine his Grammar will answer the end pro*

posed.

Botany, &c.

Art. 37. Arbustrum Amtricanum : The American 'Grove, or an Al

phabetical Catalogue of Forest Trees and Shrubs, Natives of the

American United States, arranged according to the Linnæan Sys

tem. By Humphry Marshal. 8vo. 3 s. sewed. Printed at Phi

ladelphia ; and fold by White in London.

An error of the press in the first word of the title, and the ab

surdity of an alphabetical catalogue, arranged according to the Lin-

nean system, gave us, at first opening the book, no great opinion

of its merit : but we find that it contains some useful remarks con

cerning the œconomical uses of the trees that are natives of America.

The generic character of Linne is translated, and the Author de

scribes the varieties and species in terms of his own. Though he

has amply copied the writings of former American botanists, yet

by reducing into one view what was before scattered through many

volumes, and clearing many doubts, which, by bis residence in

America, he was better enabled to effect than a foreigner, he cer

tainly has contributed something toward the advancement of na-"

tural history, in that part of the world.

Chemical.

Art. 38. Method of Chemical Nomenclature, proposed by Messrs. De.

Morveau, Lavoisier, Berthollet, De Fourcroy. To which is added

a new System of Characters adapted to the Nomenclature. By

Messrs. Hassenfratz and Adet. Translated from the French, and

the new Chemical Names adapted to the Genius of the English

Language. By James St. John, M.D. 8vo. 5s. Boards. Kearfley.

1788. "

In reviewing the works of the French chemists, we have fre

quently had opportunities of laying before our Readers abstracts of

their theory, and the principles on which they have founded their

doctrine. It would therefore be needless at present to recapitulate

what we often said in various part! of our Journal ; especially as our

chemical readers are, we suppose, already acquainted with the anti-

phlogistian hypothesis ; and those of them who are not, may refer to

our account of Mr. Kirwan's Essay on Phlogiston, in the Review for

Septemberlast, • p. 207.

The present performance consists of several Memoirs read in the

Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris. 1 he first is by M. Lavoisier,

on
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on the neceflity of bringing to perfection the Nomenclature of Che-

inistry. The second by M. de Morveau, explaining the principles of

the Methodical Nomenclature. The third by M. de Fourcroy, il

lustrating the Synoptical Table that accompanies it. To these

are added two Dictionaries of Synonyms, viz. the Old, with their

corresponding nrw names, and the New, with their corresponding

old names.

The utility of symbols is so great in explaining the doctrine of

compound attractions, that they may be considered as absolutely ne-

ceslary. The old symbols, as used by Bergman, are inapplicable t«

the antiphlogistic theory, and its nomenclature ; on this account

Messrs. Hassensratz and Adet have invented a new system of symbols

applicable to the French opinions.

As the antiphlogistian hypothesis still wants the support and evi

dence of experimental facts, we therefore suspect it will not last long.

An explanation of the technical terms used by eminent writers is,

however, highly necessary for the tyro, and even in the present in

stance for the adept : 'and as the French chemists have adopted the

terms and symbols here explained, we think that the Engliih reader

is obliged to Dr. St. John for furnishing the intelligence in an Eng

liih dress.

• Gymnastic Exercises,.

Art. 39. Modern Manhood; or, the Art and Practice of English

Boxing, 4c 8vo. is. 6d. sewed. Parsons, &c.

Art. 40. The Complete Art of Boxing, according to the modern Method,

. &c. 8vo. 23. 'Follinglby. 1788.

Art. 41. The Battle-royal, or the Effects of Anticipation; with Stric

tures on The Odiad, an Heroic Poem *. With the Letters between

Humphries and Mendoza, &c. Svo. is.. 6d. Symonds. 1788.

No. 1. of the pamphlets in this class, enters circumstantially into

the theory and history of this delightful eye-darkening, jaw- break

ing, scull-cracking amusement; and furnishes a variety of anecdotes,

which cannot fail of proving acceptable to those who have a taste for

the subject. No. 2. is of the fame character, but, perhaps, some

what more elaborately written. No. 3> has altogether the air of

a catchpenny ; it has more wit than the two former pieces, but left

history ; that is, more froth, and less substance.

Poetry.

Art. 42. The Bfoiff Psalms illustrated, by an improved Translation

of the proper Psalms, more conformable to the Hebrew Original,

and a poetical Version ofeach agreeable thereto; with Notes criti

cal and explanatory, in which the Prophecies of the Messiah are

particularly pointed out; being an Attempt to render the reading

of the Psalms, as a Part of Divine Service, more intelligible and

instructive. By a Layman. 8vo. 2s. Robinsons.

A more intelligible and instructive method of using the Psalms of

David in divine service, than that which is at present adopted, is

certainly very desirable : but we cannot think that the introduction

*■ ■ 1 ■ ■ ' ' ' ■ ' *■'"" ' ■ "■' - 1 11 iw»»^n^—*

f See Art. 45. of the Post ay.

of
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of this layman's version and imitations would be any improvement.

The former is inelegant, and abounds with singularities ; the latter

are scarcely more poetical than the ancient doing intoEngliJh by Messrs.

Sternhold and Hopkins.

Art. 43. The Wrongs of Africa. A Poem. Part the Second. 410.

2S. Faulder. 1788.

After the particular account which we gave of the first part of this

poem, it may be sufficient to say, that this second part breathes, no

less ardently than the former, the true spirit both of poetry and of

humanity.

Art. 44. Beaver-bunting; a modern Fable. 4W. 6d. Strachan.

1788.

This poem is of the satirical kind, and breathe* a little of the spi

rit of Dryden. The following lines will scarcely be displeasing to

•ur Readers :

' Immortal Æsop ! whose sagacious pen

Instructed brutes to speak and act like men.

Permit one tale, by thee rehears'd of old,

In modern circumstance to be retold :

" The Hunted Beaver !"—Gorging in the east

An hungry hound descried the amphibious beast:

The hound of northern breed, alert and true,

Smelt the rich Castor, and its value knew :

His searching nose detects the tainted track ;

He opens—and is follow'd by the pack.

The conscious chace his strong attraction knows :

He lops the bag, and down the treasure throws.

The northern hound secretes his tempting prey,

And stily leads the clam'rous pack away.—

Homeward they trudge ; and ceas'd their noisy strain,

The hunted Beaver safely treads the plain.

' A needy cur this artful trick remark'd :

(The most vociferous cur that ever bark'd !)

Much fam'd for howling loud and howling long.

Alarming still the pack, yet ever wrong :

The pack at last his hackney'd voice despise,

Nor heed th' eternal babbler when he cries.

Vext, he determines'by one more endeavour,

To rouse their zeal, and calls—" to hunt the Beaver I"

A fav'rite sport he knew—for which he panted,

Hopeful the chace would drop the gift he wanted.

Where ? where? the pack rejoin—we cannot spy one.

Seeyonder in the east.—" Why that's a Lion !"

No, ivhen the tainted zephyr this ivay hlonvs,

Vhe Castor-scent ixiillstrikeyour conscious nose.

He gives the alarm, and bristling up his fur,

Howls, and is follow'd by a mungrel cur,

Half Greyhound, half he was of Spaniel kind,

This all before, and that complete behind.

Who roaming once to sill his hungry maw,

Bark'd ; and the Lion struck him with his paw ;—

to
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No Beaver, well he knew ! but smarting still,

He urg'd the pack to hunt him and to kill.

The howl becomes infectious through the place.

Staunch hounds accede, and puppies join the chace.' »

One of these hounds, at length discovering his mistake, exclaims—

' This is no Beaver which the pack pursue. <.

Let us desist : the case is now too clear ;

Trust me my friends> you'll find no Castor here.

' No Castor—"tis unsufferably strange !

Then let the pack pursue him for revenge !

Howler replies—Long since I warn'd this creature*

(Beaver or not, whatever be his nature :)

In sounds so loud, and epithets so foul,

The distant iky was blacken 'd with my howl * j

Him, him it was my purpose to pursue ;

I need not say for what—for well he knew.

His time was ample, rich, and rank his pasture :

He might have fiU'd a thousand bags with Castor

To blunt our rage.—Then be the chace more hot;

Tear, mangle, worry him who brought it not.

This is a common cause that needs no spur,

The cause of every Castor-loving cur !'

This comparison of the situation of a certain honourable gentleman

with that of the Hunted Beavtr, will by many be thought particu

larly happy ; while others who are persuaded of the good and virtu

ous motives which have prompted his pursuers to press him hard,

will be offended at the insinuation here meant to be conveyed. As

to ourselves, we pretend not to any opinion on the matter.

Art. 45. TheOdiad; or Battle ofHumphries and Mendoza ; a Heroic

Poem. To which is added, a prefatory Discourse on Boxing. 8vo.

is. 6d. Lowndes and Christie. 1788.

The poet seems to laugh at his subject, as well he may, both in

his verse and his prose panegyric on ' the gymnastic art of boxing.'

He has, however, one couplet which deserves to be quoted for its

singular felicity of expression :

' Bold Humphries totters,—foil'd in ev'ry thwack-

Head, eyes, ears, nose, lips, teeth, loins, belly, back.'

The title ofOdiad is taken from the name of the town, the gym

nasium on this occasion, Odiham, in Hampshire.

Art. 46. The Country Book-Club ; a Poem. 4MJ. 2S. 6d. Lowndes.

1788.

A pleasing description of a sequestered village, of a reading so

ciety established in it, and of what usually passes at their meetings.

We have been particularly entertained by the poet's recital of the

poor, the very poor, curate's joy on the success of his printed ser

mon, with the favourable report of it in the Reviews. The whole

is well imagined, and agreeably displayed, in a vein of easy, natural

humour, properly suited to the simplicity of the scene, and the cha-

• How can a howl be said to blacken the sky ?

rasters
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rasters introduced into the poem. The following lines, from the

{ketch of the curate, may be given as a specimen:

* —For many years he walk'd his parish rounds,

And serv'd three distant cures for thirty pounds.

And this, with seme few (hillings by the week, '

For teaching his rich Vicar's children Greek,

Was all he ever gain'd of hard -carn'd pelf.

To feed two orphan listers, and himself.

'Tis said, indeed, he was so very poor,

That e'en the starving vagrant, near his door,

Would hide his sickly face and wooden leg,

And bravely stagger by—asham'd to beg.—'

An etching, representing the principal members of the club at a

social meeting, is given, by way of frontispiece ; and it it not desti

tute of humour.

Art. 47. Vulcan's Rebuke. Submissively addressed to the Worshipful

Peter Pindar Esq. by his affectionate Cousin Paul Juvenal; Gent.

tec. Sec. 4«>. 3s. Scatcherd and Co. 1788.

The most striking proof that can be given of Peter Pindar's pre

eminence, isa' man of rhimes,' is his powerful attraction of the

minor bards of the day, who follow him like the small birds that usu

ally attend the flights of the kingly hawk. But let us descend to a

more familiar allusion, and ask a fair question. Why should Master

Peter bear so hard on a certain unfortunate gentleman on account of

one solitary creeper?—He, who, himself, so prodigiously swarms!

'Tis astonishing what a multitude of these poetical vermin crawl about

and feed on him ! Surely it is impossible for him to maintain them

all ! Some of them, we fear, are in a situation not much better than

that of Churchill's Scotch spiders.

Dramatic.

Art. 48. Ximenes ; a Tragedy. By Percival Stockdale. 8vo. 2s.

Faulder. 1788.

Instead of this tragedy, we sincerely wish our Author had given

us a 9th * sermon, for notwithstanding the strictures io aforegoing

article, p. 57. he evidently merits more applause as a theological

than as a dramatic writer. "While we admire his ingenuousness in

telling us, that the acceptance of his play was politely declined by Mr.

Harris, the Manager of Cement Garden Theatre, and that his friend

Mr Jerningham, doubted its theatrical success, we were necessarily led

to sulpect that as a play it mult have some defect. Our perusal os it

has convinced us tha; the suspicion was not ill founded. The piece

favours too much of his sacred profession, and the sentiments and ex

pressions with which it abounds, are more calculated for the pulpit

than the stage. There is nothing in it worthy the name of plot,

little that can interest us, and as little to entitle it to the name of a

tragedy.

* V ide account of his Eight Sermons in the preceding part of

this month's Review.

The
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The chief business of this drama consists in the Spaniards endea

vouring to convert the Moors to Christianity ; the scene lies in Gra

nada in Spain. Ximenes, regent of Spain, a pious old man, takes

great pains, by prayer, and frequent quotations of Scripture phrases,

to enforce the persuasion of the evangelical doctrine. In the first

scene of the second act, he enlarges on the blejfings of eternity, talks

of * the deathless regions' where ' <we Jhall fee and know the Deity*

where ■ -we Jhall converse <witb worthy men made perfeel,' and

range ' through infinite creation.' All the people of the court use

similar language, and Giraldo, a Spanish officer, begins his prayer

to the Supreme Being with the awful address—• Father ofmercies /'

If there be any character in this piece which interests us, it is Leo

nora, a Spanish princess, in love with Zaigri, a Moorish prince. She is

forbidden by her father to marry him, on account of his being an,

in ride 1 ; but our apprehension for the destiny of the lovers is soon re

moved by Zaigri becoming a proselyte to the Christian faith ; his

conversion being undertaken by the gond Ximenes, who, adopting

the language of St. Paul to Agrippa, first interrogates him, • Be-

licvest thou this faith?' and then exclaims, * / know that thou be-

licvcft.' To which Zaigri, in the words of King Agrippa, replies,

* Almost thou perfuadest me to be a Christian.' Even the courtship

between Zaigri and Leonora appears to have been theological and.

metaphysical ; for the latter fays,

• we should, there, converse,

As we were used, in sacred dialogue,

On virtue, on eternity, on God.'

Leonora, too, occasionally,' prays most fervently ; and in the sublime

language of devotion, calls on the ' Father of the universe, the omni

scient Author ofthe humanframe, &c.'

The prayers and pious sentiments of the principal characters are

all long and laboured; and we cannot but express our surprise that it

should never occur to the Author (who has shewn himself by his

writings to be a man of fense) during the progress of this devout

composition, that it would be totally incongruous with the scenes of

a play-house, and ill calculated to please the audience os a theatre.

On serious reflection, however, we make no doubt, he must be con

vinced, that prayers, texts of Scripture, references to the Messiah,

catcalls, and the vociferous importunities of orange-women, toge

ther with the licentious clamours of the galleries, must, when mixed

together, form a most heterogeneous medley. An Inquisitor-general

is introduced on the stage, who mercifully wishes, for the benefit of

the unbeliever,

* To plant the horrid stake, to pile the faggot,

To light the fire, and burn him into heaven—'

and could the actual representation of an Aui6 da se have been

brought about, this piece would have been better entitled to the ap

pellation of a tragedy. At present, as we observed before, there is

little to render this term appropriate. The good Ximenes is indeed

poisoned; but as at our first acquaintance with him he is old,' and

linking through natural infirmity to the grave, we are little affected

by the circumstance which hastens his dissolution ; especially since a

8 year
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year elapses from the time the poison was first given, and he sur

vives long enough to fay many good prayers, to propagate the Gos

pel, and terrify the Inquisitor-general, with threatening to make a

bonfire of him, and bang him up as high as Haman.

On luch a singular drama it is impossible to pass any encomium.

We lhall therefore take leave of our reverend Author, lamenting that

he has so misapplied his talents, and recommending to him, should

he ever be tempted to try his abilities again as a play writer, studi

ously to avoid the use of Scripture language, which, spouted from

the mouths of tragedians, would by all be considered as indecent,

and by many as profane.

Art. 49. SeletJ Dramatic Pieces; some of which have been acted

on Provincial Theatres, others written for Private Performance,

and Country Amusement. By Doctor Jodrell. 8vo. 6s. Boards.

Lowndes. 1787.

The dramatic pieces here selected are six in number. The Board

ing School Miss ; One and All ; The Disguise ; The Mufico ; Who's

afraid; and the Bulse. The last of these titles wants explanation,

and is therefore ill chosen. In the course of the piece, we are told

that Fitzwarren, the day before he went away, placed in a vault,

behind some bricks, an iron chest, containing a Bulse of Diamonds,

the richest that ever came into this country; the person, who did

this, having the secret of knowing the value of Bulscs without open

ing them. Thus the reader may form an idea of what is meant by

the name given to the' piece before us. The deposit was, it seems,

intended as a provision for the proprietor's son and daughter. The

son, not being in1 the secret, was on the point of felling the house,

with the concealed Bulse, and hence the difficulties in the course -of

the fable. As Dr. Jodrell has thought proper to exhibit his com

plaint against us. Reviewers, having, as he fays, experienced great

vicissitudes of censure and approbation ; we will not, in his ab

sence from this kingdom *, send after him a fresh cause of discon

tent. He bids defiance to our judgment and appeals to posterity.

To that tribunal we consign him, sincerely wishing that his works,

at some period, however late, may have their day of trial. God

fend him a good deliverance ! We are neither enemies to his pre

sent nor posthumous fame.

Art. 50. The distressed Family ; a Drama, in four Acts. Trans

lated from the trench of Monsieur le Mercier. 8vo. is. 6d.

Elliot and Co. 1787. ,

As this piece was read by Monsieur le Texier, in Lifle-street ; as

the whole has been before a number of audiences, and the polite

circles have already formed their judgment of the original, a formal,

criticism may be dispensed with ; and we shall only say, that in.

the rank of tender and pathetic comedy, this piece is entitled to a

distinguished place. The sentimental drama, though not equal to

the comic species, which displays the foibles and humours of man-

* Since the publication of his book, the author has been knight

ed ; and has failed to the East Indies, in quality of physician to the

Nabob of Arcott. % •

kind,

f
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kind, may yet, while it gives a true delineation of life, be received

with favour. It serves the cause of virtue, and on that account is

valuable. The translation may, in general, be allowed to have done

justice to the French writer, but is not always grammatical. * /

<vex you ! dear Charlotte, me /' The rule requires that it mould be

/. We only mention this that the writers of dialogue may not

imagine that Prifcian's head, because it is broken in real life, should,

without occasion, suffer in dramatic composition.

Art. 51. ImperfcQ Hints towards a New Edition of Shakespeare.

4to. 41. sewed. Robson, &c. 1787.

This is an account of pictures, prints, and engravings, that re

late to Shakespeare, or have been taken from his plays. The pro

fessed design of the publication is to furnisli hints to the undertakers

of Mr. Boydell's edition ; the time being now at hand, as our author

fays, when Shakespeare's works will receive every embellishment of

grateful art ; when a temple will be erected to his memory ; and when

the productions of the British artists will receive an eternal asylum.

It is remarkable that this plan of uniting the sister-arts of poetry

and painting was first suggested by Mr. Collins*, in his epistle to

Sir Thomas Hanmer :

*' O might some verse with happiest skill persuade

Expressive picture to adopt thine aid !

What wondrous draughts might rife from ev'ry page'.

What other Raphaels charm a distant age !

Me-hinks e'en now I view some free design,

Where breathing nature lives in ev'ry line : .

Chaste and subdued the modest lights decay,

Steal into (hade, and mildly melt away.

And fee where Anthony, in tears approv'd.

Guards the pale relics of the chief he lov'd :

O'er the cold corse the warrior seems to bend,

Deep funk in grief, and mourns his murder'd friend.

Still as they press, he calls on all around,

Lifts the torn robe, and points the bleeding wound."

Mr. Collins pursues his plan through several of Shakespeare's

characters. The idea was worthy of a poet, and is now happily

revived, at a time when the artists of Britain possess fancy, taste,

and execution. The account of the, various pictures and engrav

ings contained in the pamphlet before us, will, probably, furnish

several valuable hints for the completion of the present laudable and

extensive design; which, we hope, when finished, will be .an ho

nour to the literature and the artists of our country, and the noble

spirit of Alderman Boydell.

N. B. A second part of these Hints is just come to hand j but we

have not yet perused it.

1 ■ ■ 1

* For an account of hn works, fee Review, vol. xxxii. p. 393.

and lvii. p. 8z.

Rev\ Joly, 1788. <^ Art.
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Art. 52. Remarks on the favourite Ballad of Cupid and Pfycht.

With some Account of the Pantomime of the Ancients, izmo.

is. 6d. Stockdale. 1788.

An elegant little tract, abounding with observations of more

importance than could be expected on a subject, at the first view,

rather unpromising. It is pleasant to fee the present state of our

country in miniature, but niceiy touched. * Throughout the pre

sent reign, the patronage of the great, and more especially of the

greatest, has constantly promoted the advancement of the arts. Yet

has their progress been opposed by very hostile circumstances. Civil

fermentation and disquiet have often silled the minds of men with

faction, or inflamed them into rage ; and actual war, of such a

nauie as to drain, and apparently to exhaust, the resources of the

country, interposed for a while a still more dreadful obstacle. But

the security of peace has returned. Wealth has again increased be

yond what was hoped ; beyond what was imagined possible. Vir

tuous attention has discovered, and brought into action, the vigour

of the state. We are respected abroad, for our resources have been

slifwn ; we are tranquil at hrme, for government posl'esse?, as it

ought, the confidence of the people.' This is agreeable, because

jt is true : and this i.«, certainly, the time for genius to exert itself.

Good taste is connected wih morality ; and while the pleasures of

mankind tend not only to gratification, but to the refinement of the

understanding, great good is likely to ensue. We agree with the

author in tticie sentiments. After stating the progress of the arts,

and the cultivation of our language, he proceeds to the little ballet

which has lately attracted the public notice. The art of dancing,

he fays, consists of two parts, the gymnastic, and the mimetic, or

imitative. The former is the effect of bodily vigour, and the love

of exercise, refined in time to regular movements and sportive ele

gance. The second part consists in imitation, conducted by regular

gestures, and representing events, passions, and situations. It may

be divided into three species ; the tragic, comic, and farcical. The

last has been displayed in our pantomimes, but without regard to ele

gance. With the ancients, the dance, united with music, was em

ployed in the service of religion. Hence its dignity in former ages.

At Rome, the priests, who guarded the sacred Ancilia, were denor

minnted Salii. The mimetic dance was united with music in the

chorus of the drama. Unmixed pantomime was unknown to tha

Greeks, but, under Augustus, became fassiionable at Rome. The

two former, viz. the serious and comic, have been revived by No-

i-erre, and other artists of his notion. Le Picq is the Pylades ad»

mired by the ancients; and Veftris, the Bathyllus. In conse

quence of posstiling s'ch artists, the Ballet of Cupid and Psyche has

been wonderfully performed. The expression of looks and gestures

13 an universal language, and its power has been fully exerted in

this pantomime dance, where I'cjlris, like a real divinity, seems to

touch the ground by choice, not by necessity. After giving some

critical strictures on the performance at the Opera House, the auhor

proceeds to relate the very singular fable at Cupid and Psyche, which

forms the ground-work of Kpverre't pantomine. The story is no

where extant in any ancient writer, except Apuleius. It is beau

tifully
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tlsully told in this pamphlet, to which we refer the reader of taste :

our limits not allowing a quotation at length, and to abridge it, were

injustice.

Art. 53. The Stone-eater, an Interlude: As it is acted at the The

atre Royal, Drury Lane. By C. Stuart. 8vo. 6d. Symonds.

1788.

A stone-eater having undertaken to divert his Majesty'*

subjects with the facetious operation of grinding pebbles between,

his teeth, if is no wonder that the theatre, ever on the watch for

novelty, should lay hold of this extraordinary phenomenon. In this

little piece, a father believes that his daughter is to marry a stone-

eater, and is happy in the idea that he can easily provide for his son-

in-law. Captain O'Thunder was born at Stoxey Batter, and has

lived by the Black Rock, near Dublin. This the old man fancies

must be the stone-eater: but Captain Leek was born in Flintshire:

this must be another stone-eater. To decide between them a col-

lation of marble is ordered ; and with such farcical and laughable

mummery, a piece is made to suit the manners, and perhaps the

taste, of the times.

Art. 54. Tit for Tat j a Comedy in three Acts. Performed at

the Theatres Royal, Haymarket, Drury Lane, and Covent Gar

den, &c. 8vo. is. Dilly. 1788.

This piece is taken from the French of Marivaux ; the original is

called Le Jeu de VAmour et du Hazard : It is not a close or servile

translation, but we doubt whether, in the transfusion, some of the

spirit has not evaporated. Marivaux shines in delicacy of senti

ment, and his expression is elegant. - The hinge, on which the fa

ble turns, is the fame in both plays. An old father is wishing to

give his daughter in marriage to his friend's son, and neither he nor

the daughter has ever seen the son. The match is to be concluded

if the young couple like each other. To try this experiment, the

daughter, with her father's consent, changes clothes with her maid,

who is to personate the gentlewoman, while her mist/ess in disguise

is to observe the lover. She accordingly prepares : the lover arrives,

having taken a similar resolution. His man represents the gentle

man, and the master passes for the servant. The incidents, that

grow out of this contrivance, form the fable ; and a fable of the

fort which, with a variety of situations, and occasional misunder

standing between the parties, may furnish a pleasing entertainment

en the stage.

Novels.

Art. 5;. The EffeSs of the PaJJlons ; or, Memoirs of Floricourt.

From the French, i zmo. 3 Vols. 9s. sewed. Vernor. 1788.

Our friends and neighbours, the French (we date our friendship

from the settling of the commercial treaty), have ever, in their

writings, represented the passions with a more than ordinary degree

of skill. In proof of this we may refer to the romances of J. J.

Rousseau, Crebillon, le Jeune, the Abbe Prevost, Sec. Sec. In the

present performance, the wild and ungovernable impulses of youth,

together with their consequences, are delineated with considerable
• G 2 sire
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fire and spirit. The writer is evidently a person of sensibility, and *

nice observer of the conduct of mankind.

The scene of this novel is frequently in one or other of the mo

nasteries of France. Of this kind of institution the author appears

to be a bitter and implacable enemy. He has drawn a very dread

ful picture ofthe miseries to which the occupiers of these sepulchres of

the living are subjected, at the caprice of those who are styled supe

riors of the place. How far the representation may be faithful, we

cannot wholly determine. We hope, however, that the colouring

is heightened ; and that it is somewhat beyond the exact truth. The

translation is of a superior cast.

Art. 56. Heloife ; or, the Siege of Rhodes. A Legendary Tale, by

the Author of Maria *, or, the generous Rustic. Small 8vo.

2 Vols. 3s. 6d. Boards. Elliot, &c. 1788.

Though the author of these little volumes has with-held his

name, he is, notwithstanding, like the beautiful fair described by

Terence,

Ubi, ubi eft, diu celari non poteft .

Merit will force its way, and Mr. Berkley is now well known to be

the person who has obliged the public with this most agreeable no

vel ; very different from the trash that issues from the press, under

the title of cruel fathers, reformed r akes, and constant

lovers. The practice of virtue is here inculcated, and the truth

of imitation preserved. The scene is laid in the days of chivalry,

and the adventures are such as might happen in feudal times. The

incidents are contrived with art; the diction is elegant, yet natural ;

the sentiments are always interesting, often pathetic, and sometimes

sublime If the celebrated Bishop Berkley was, in fact, the author

of Gaudentio di Lucca, it is palpable, from this work, that a consi

derable portion of ætherial fire has descended to the grandson. Mr.

Berkley needed no apology for his work appearing in the form of a

novel : Montesquieu, Johnson, and others of that class, have ap

peared before him on the fame fairy ground. The following passage

may serve as a specimen of the author's taste and manner: ' Whilst

he stopped to refresh his steed at a small cottage, an old peasant ap

proached him, whose hoary locks and emaciated figure pleaded

strongly in his savour: he extended his hand to solicit charity, but

knowing human nature, he extended it iuith doubt. A big tear

glistened in his eye, uncertain whether it was to fall, as the tribute

of Gratitude, or as the effusion of Disappointment. He was relieved ;

the tear fell, but it was not lost ; it was recorded in the presence of

him, who inculcates the practice, and will reward the exertions, of

charity.' These are the delicate touches, that distinguish Mr. Berk

ley. Ex pede Herculem.

Miscellaneous.

Art. 57. The Country Curate , or Letters from Clericus to Benevo-

lus. 121110. 2s. sewed. Longman, Sec. 1788.

This Country Curate is intended to resemble the famous Yorick,

of benevolent and facetious memory. Each of his letters contains

* See Review, vol. lxxi. p. 387.

fonts
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some flight adventure, calculated to introduce a small tale os a pa

thetic turn, touched off in the evanescent manner of Sterne : and to

such as never read Tristram Shandy, and the Sentimental "Journey, if

any such there are, they may appear more easy and natural, than to

thpse who perceive the traces of imitation, down to the very un

meaning breaks and dashes, that begin, end, and divide every pa

ragraph, to no better purpose than to disgust the Reader at the servility

os the Writer. If a man has any thing to offer to the public atten

tion, his caun manner, it is to be hoped, will sit much more be

comingly on him, than any affectation or mimicry whatever.

Art. 58. The Affedionate Father, a Sentimental Comedy: together

with Essays on various Subjects. By James Nelson, Author of an

Essay on the Government of Children*. 8vo. 5s. sewed.

Dodfley. 1786.

[An accident bat delayed the appearance of this Article.}

The moral of this Comedy is worthy of the pen of a writer, who

has at heart the true interest of his fellow- creatures. It teaches, in the

words of the Author, that ' virtuous principles produce viruous

actions ; and virtuous actions are the surest ground on which to build

the happiness of society.' Mr. Nelson's scenes aim at the noblest

end, and in a moral fense are superior to the wit and brilliancy of a

Congreve. Whether the plot is conducted with that dramatic arti

fice, which ensures success on the stage, need not be made a ques

tion, when the piece is only offered to the reader in his closet. This

mode of conveying instruction is well chosen ; the characters are pro

duced in action, and may therefore be attended with a better effect

than in the way of essay-writing. On the other subjects, not suscept

ible of the dramatic form, Mr. Nelson has given several dissertations f,

and made an useful miscellaneous collection. The list of his sub

scribers is numerous, and may be considered as an honourable suf

frage to the character os a man, who employs his moments of relaxa

tion from business in works that may contribute to the entertainment,

and certainly aw'// to the morals and instruction, of his readers.

Art. 59. Dijsertations on the Origin, Nature, and Pursuits of intelli

gent Beings; and on Divine Providence, Religion, and religious

' Worship : in the Course of which, the Honour and Dignity of the

Supreme Being is vindicated from the absurd, if not impious Sup

position, that by a particular or partial Providence, he interferes, -

influences, and directs the Thoughts and Determinations of Indi

viduals, and the political Government, Changes, and Events of

States and Kingdoms. To which is added, A necessary and most

* See Review, vol. ix. p. 161.

t The titles of these are, * Reflections on Men and Manners.'

' On the Danger of Copper Vessels.' ' Letter to Mr. Gilpin, on

the Hobby-horse.' ' Dialogue between a Painter and a Cheese

monger.' ■ Seven Letters to Mr. Nelson, relative to the high Price

of Provisions.' ' Memoirs of Miss Anastafia Robinson, afterwards

Countess of Peterborow.' ' Memoirs of Henry Mill, Esq.' And,

* Ap Essay op Duelling.'

C 3 equitable
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equitable Suggestion and Plan for the Relief of the present Exi

gencies of the State, the Burdens of the People, and a more ho

nourable Mode for supporting the Clergy. Also an essential

Sketch for a more rational Form of Worship, and a new Liturgy.

By J. Z. Holwell, F. R. S. Most humbly inscribed, with all

Duty, Loyalty* and Reverence, to the King (as supreme Head

of the Church), and the Legislature of Great Britain and Ireland.

8vo. zs. 6d. Cadell, Ac.

We should leave this singular performance to speak for itself, in

the above preamble, if the Author had not omitted to inform the

Public, that the first principle on which his plans proceed is, that

men arefallen angels, condemned to suffer in human bodies for the

fins of their former state. According to Mr. H. every man is pos

sessed by, or rather is, an evilspirit, and the true cause of all the

corruptions and miseries we complain of is — that the devil is in us

all. Perhaps the world will be disposed to give our Author the retort

courteous, when they are informed, that the first proposition in his

plan for the reformation of the church is, that the dignified clergy of

every denomination shall be divested of all rank, precedence, and

title, in church and state, saving and except that of Dodor of Divi

nity, which shall be common to all the clergy.—This is levelling with,

a witness! We give Mr. H. much credit for his good intentions ;

hut we would advise him to leave the work of reformation to cooler

heads.

Art. 60. Memoirs of an Englijh MiJJionary to the Coast of Guinea ;

who went thither for the sole Purpose of converting the Negroes

to Christianity. 8vo. is. Shepperson and Reynolds. 1788.

Extracted from the Rev. Mr. Thompson's Account, first publish-

ed in 1758; fee Rev. vol. xx. p. 81. This abridgment affords us

but little information with respect to the capacity of the Negroes for

mental improvement. Their extreme ignorance, and their deplor

able superstitions, seem indeed almost, if not absolutely, insurmount

able obstacles to the task of religious conversion, especially in their

own country. If any great good is to be done in this way, we sup

pose it must be where they are held in slavery, under Christian

masters and judicious instructors. But of this matter the Writer of

the present article confesses himself an incompetent judge, having no

personal acquaintance with the West Indies, or any other places

where that species of servitude is known.

Art. 61. Memoirs of the late War in jisia. With a Narrative of the

Imprisonment and Sufferings of our Officers and Soldiers. By an

Officer of Colonel Baillie's Detachment. 8vo. 2 Vols. 12s.

Boards. Murray. 1788.

The anonymous Author of this work declares it to be ' the object

of these Memoirs, (at the fame time that they illustrate the connection

of military affairs with politics, the nature and relations of different

actions to one another, and their influence on the general result of

the war ;) to describe not only our own, but the valour and address

of our enemies, and to particularise the merits and the hardships of

our countrymen, and others in our service; for the promotion of

their
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their interest, if they have survived their sufferings, for perpetuating

their names if they have not; and in both cafes, for the satisfaction

or consolation of their anxious relations and friends.'

The volumes accordingly contain rather plain journals of eventr,

than details of the cabinet causes of those events ; and the relations

are highly favourable to the Indian administration of Mr. Hastings.

Th» miscellaneous nature of the transactions will render them espe

cially amusing to those to whom Oriental affairs are interesting 5

though the language may not always exhibit them to the best advan

tage. The narratives of the bru;al treatment of such of our country

men as were captured by those savage tyrants, Hyder Ali, and his

son Tippoo Saib, extracts from which have appeared in many of the

periodical prints, will affect every heart susceptible of humane im

pressions. Several characters, both European and Asiatic, are intro

duced, and described with great freedom ; and some Eastern customs

and scenes are deliaeated, particularly a visit received by a Maho

metan gentleman from an English officer, to whom he was under pe

culiar obligations, and whom he admitted into his haram, and pre

sented to his wives and family:—a most extraordinary instance of

Condescension, indeed !

*£* An index to this book is wanted, for occasional consultation :

No work of any consequence should be laid before the Public with

this deficiency.

Art. 62. A port Account of the Prince of Waless I/land, or Pulo Pee-

nang, in the East Indies, given to Capt. Light by the King of

Quedah. Ornamented with an elegant Engraving, representing

a View of the North Point of the Prince os Wales's Island, and

the Ceremony cs Christening it. Taken on the Spot by Elisha

Trapaud, Esq; Captain in the Engineer Corps on the Madras

Establishment. Also a Chart, including the Plan of the Island.

8vo. zs. 6d.^sewed. Stockdale. 1788.

The island cf Pulo Pcenang came to Capt. Light as a marriage

portion with a Princess of the royal house of Quedah, a kingdom on

the coast of Malaya. Capt. Light had assisted the King in quelling

some troubles in his dominions, and received this distinguished re

ward for hi» services. In recommendation of the island, we under

stand that it affords a convenient shelter for our ships during tem

pestuous weather, at the shifting os the monsoons, when our ships are

obliged to quit the coast of Coromandel, where there is no harbour

to protect them, and go round to Bombay, particularly if they have

occasion to refit in time of war : whereas, by the quantity of wood on

the island, even (hips of war may winter and refit here. Many other

advantages are pointed out, that invite us to settle and cultivate this

spot, both of a commercial and political nature: and the East India

Company, we are informed, offer encouragement for this purpose.

Among Mr. Dalrymple's valuable charts, is one of the Strait be

tween Pulo Peenang and the adjacent coast of Qiiedah, which is

added to the above pamphlet for those purchasers who chuse it, a;

the additional price of sixpence.

G 4 Mini
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Medical.

Art. 63. Some Account of the Walton Water, near Tfwkefiurj. With

• Thoughts on the Use ?nd Diseases of the Lymphatic Glands. By'

James Johnstone, M. D. 8vo. is. 6d. Cadell. 1787.

According to Dr. Johnstone's analysis, the Walton water contains a

small quantity of iron dissolved in fixed air, absorbent earth dissolved

in hepatic air, vitriolated mineral alkali, vitriolated magnesia, and

muriated mineral alkali. We could have wished that the learned

Author had ascertained the quantities of the component parts of the

water ; its qualities are, however, accurately determined, and ex

perience ascertains the dose much better than theory could do.

The water is principally efficacious in glandular diseases, espe

cially in their obstructions. This circumstance leads the Author to

offer some thoughts on the use and diseases of the lymphatic glands ;

he thinks that the use of these glands is to intercept, as sponges, and

to alter, as digestive organs, whatever is unfit to enter into. the mass

of blood. In ordinary cafes this is effected without obstruction, .but

in extraordinary cafes the no.\ious matter remains in the gland, de

stroys its powers, substance, and organization, and by re-absorption,

contaminates the habit.

Art. 64. The Gentleman's experienced Farrier ; containing the Me

thods of Diet, Exercise, Bleeding, Purging, &c. of Horses;—

the Anatomical Parts described ;—the Disorders incident to Horses,

and their respective Cures, &c. By William Foster, Farrier. 8vo.

6s. sewed. Robinsons.

In this age, when the arts are making a daily and rapid progress

toward perfection, we expected to find that a treatise on farriery

would have contained the latest improvements of the art. In this

performance, we meet with several good directions, but few, if any

of them, are new. The modern practice, for instance, of treating

bruises, and the use of Goulard's extract as a most powerful resolvent

and discutient, ought at least to have been mentioned.

Art. 65. The Gentleman's Stable Directory; or, Modern System of

Farriery. Comprehending the present entire improved Mode os

Practice ; containing all the most valuable Prescriptions and ap

proved Remedies, &c. Ac. By William Taplin, Surgeon. 8vo.

5s. Boards. Kearfley. 1788.

If the qualifications of a farrier consist in abusing preceding au

thors on the fame subject, and in boasting his own superior skill, Mr.

Taplin must be placed in a very distinguished point of view. His

abilities, as a theoretical farrier, are unknown to us, because he has

almost wholly confined himself, in this publication, to the practice

of the art:— In some instances, indeed, he attempts the investi

gation of the causes and the theory of diseases; but in these he fre

quently errs. A remarkable example of this occurs in p. 228,

where, treating of the jaundice, he talks of the gall-bladder. When

we studied equestrian anatomy, a horse had no gall-bladder : but

perhaps Mr. Taplin will fay with the man in the farce—" It used tfi

be so, but the college have altered that matter now."

Though we have discovered this, and some other flips, we cannot

pass a general censure on the performance before us. Most of Mr.

7 Taplin's
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Taplin's practical directions are excellent, especially those which ref

late tofeeding, and condition, and bleeding. As to purging, though

we are inclined to doubt the propriety of the practice, from the

length and structure of the intestinal canal, and from the difficulty as

well as the danger of the operation, yet, speaking from practical ex

perience, we must admit its good effects; we must also acknowlege

that Mr. Taplin's receipts, according to the trials which we have

made of them, are good ones.

We (hall not enumerate all the particulars of Mr. Taplin's prac

tice : we could have wished to jiave seen more of theory, and les*

dictation. The book is nevertheless a good one.

Art. 66. First Lines of the Theory and PraSice in Venereal Difeafet.

By William Nisbet, M. D. Fellow of the Royal College of Sur

geons at Edinburgh. 8vo. 5s. Boards. Elliot, &c. 1787.

The numerous capital works which many able authors have pub

lished concerning this malady, seem, in the opinion of several writ

ers, insufficient for explaining the nature of the disease, or for giving

the necessary instructions to the tyro, for forming a rational method of

core. The present performance appears to be the production of a

young writer, who displays an intimate knowlege. of the subject, and

gives some useful practical directions for its cure. We wish we could

stop here ; but we are under the necessity of denying our assent to the

greatest pare of the Author's philosophy concerning the mode of

the operation of mercury in curing venereal complaints. It is

a dark and intricate subject, and ought to be treated only by such,

as have made the more abstruse parts of natural philosophy, che

mistry, anatomy, &c. &c. their peculiar study. Mercury, which it

at least ten times the specific gravity of the blood, must, on its in

troduction into that moving fluid, considerably increase its mo

mentum, and consequently the symptoms which succeed the use of

quicksilver ought to be referred to the momentum of the blood. Few

physiologists, however, in explaining the circulation of the blood,

and the effects produced by it, have ever taken the momentum into

consideration.

Art. 6j. Cursory Remarks on the Neiv Pharmacopaia, By Liquor

Volatilis Cornu-Cervi. 8vo. is. Stalker. 1788.

Abuse of the College and Dr. Healde, should have been the title of

this scurrilous pamphlet, which is below criticism.

Art. 68. Observations on the Medical Prailice of Dr. Brown ; or,

An Inquiry into the Abuse of Stimulants in- Fevers. 8vo. is.

Gardner. 1788.

Dr. Brown's practice being built on an hypothesis contrary to that

which has lately been maintained by the Edinburgh professors, it is

no wonder that his doctrine should be opposed by the disciples of

those from whom he dissents. The Author of the pamphlet before

us. jee probates the practice of giving opium in fevers; he mentions

also the harm that may ensue from the use of wine ; but on this sub

ject he is a little more moderate, probably because many of the Edin

burgh professors have acknowleged its efficacy in certain species of

fevers. Although every rational practitioner must in general disap

prove the Brunonian doctrine, yet many fevers (we believe the

greatest
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r^-atest part of them), in this country at least, require a liberal use

ofcordials and stimulants : but in faying this we are also aware that

excessive quantities may be attended with the most fatal consequences.

It is no lets an old than a true adage, Qtnnn minium nocet,

A n t i qjj ities, Heraldry, &c

Art. 69. Prtflivicb's Rifpublica ; or a Display of the Honours, Cere-

monies, and' Ensigns of the Commonwealth under the Protector

ship of Oliver Cromwell, &c. 4to. 7s. Gd. Boards. Nichols. 1787.

The first article in this collection is a genealogical table, in which

Cromwell is derived from Eleibin ap Kywvyn, prince of Powis. The

surname os Cromwell was introduced into the family by William, the

Protector's great grandfather, who married the sifter of Thomas

Crumwell, liarl of Essex. The son of this marriage was surnamed

Cromwell. He was gentleman of the privy chamber to Henry VJI1.

The second article is an account of the ceremony of the very so

lemn investiture and installation of Oliver into the protectorship. The

title says, ' written by me Edmund Prestwkh, of the city of Lon

don, an eye and ear witness to all that pasted on this glorious occa

sion.' Then follow the descriptions of the flags and armorial bear

ings of 458 cominamicrs and c.iptiins of companies in the army of

the commonwealth—i lilt of the provincial governors —an account

of the military cflablisrnent—a list cf the navy—a list, titled, ' the

loyalist's bloody roll, or a list of the lords, baronets, knights, &c.

with their king and archbishop, that were slain in the late wars, or

executed by the high courts of justice,'— another list, titled, ' the

names and armorial hearings of sundry noble and worthy personages

in the commonwealth, with some account of their families.'

The next article describes the death and funeral of Oliver Crom

well, with engravings of the funeral ensigns of honour which were

carried in the procession. To this is sjbjoip»d a list of the members

of the parliament which began January 165*8 and was dissolved April

1659, being the last parliament of the commonwealth.

The next article is a treatise on the English constitution and go

vernment, at the conclusion of which we find a very minute and par

ticular account of the present royal family, with the arms of all its

branches.

The volume concludes with a few articles of a work, called ' the

Alphabetical Roll.' This is a curious performance, and must be ac

ceptable to genealogists and heralds. It contains the names and a

short history of the most respectable families in England, with a de

scription os their arms. This roll extends no farther than to Aspin-

hall; but the remainder of the alphabet is promiseJ in the second voT

lume : and in the mean time the communications of the curious are

requested by the Author, Sir John Prcllwich, directed cither to him

self at Bath, or his publisher in Eondon.

Theology, &c.

Art. 70. A floors Discourse on the Sabbath: By a Member of the

Society for promoting Christian Knowlege. 12010. 2d. or

12s. per 100. Johnson. 1787.

Serious without enthusiasm, and plain without meanness ; there

fore well adapted to ths design sor which it was written.

Art.
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Art. 71. A Letter to the Caput of the University of CambrUgt, on

the Rejection of the Grace for abolishing Subscription. By a Mem

ber of the Senate. 8vo. is. Johnson. 178S.

This is a spirited, sensible, and well-written remonstrance. The

author considers the passing of a rejection (Dec. 11, 1787) in the

caput, to a grace for the removal of subscription to the thirty-nine

articles, at the time of taking the degree of Bachelor of Arts, as a

despotic exertion of an arbitrary power, vested in the caput in dark

and arbitrary times. What apology the respectable body, against

whom this charge is brought, may chuse to offer for themselves, we

cannot take on us to fay. Considering the matter in the light of a

general question, in which the public is materially interested, we

must, however, express our hearty concurrence with the anonymous

author of this letter, in the opinion, that the requisition of sub

scription at the time of conferring degrees, is an encumbrance on

learning, and a snare to integrity, which, in the present state of

knowlege, might without the smallest inconvenience, or hazard, be

abolished.

Art. 72. A Recommendation of Brotherly-love, on the Principles of

Christianity. To which is subjoined, an Enquiry into the true

Design of the Institution of Malonry. By James Wright, A. M.

Minister at Maybole. 8vo. 4s. Boards. Edinburgh, printed.

London, fold by Murray.

The general subjects of the treatise are, the obligations of bro

therly-love ; its nature and proper expressions ; with tha pleasures

which flow from it. These subjects are considered and illustrated

with good fense, judgment, and animation. The author discovert

a pious, a benevolent, and a liberal mind. He appears to be a

friend to peace and liberty, and all the real interests of mankind.

They who peruse his book can hardly avoid the wiih at least to cul

tivate the spirit and pursue the practice it recommends. The argu

ments are powerful, and the style and manner, on the whole, are

agreeable. Yet, it must be said, that there is sometimes too much

appearance of negligence, or too much repetition of the fame

thoughts; perhaps, occasioned by the dissertations having originally

borne the form of sermons ; compositions which require to be some

times diffusive in order to be the more useful.

The latter part of this work is devoted to the fraternity of Free-

Masons. Brotherly-lo've, it maybe thought, has no more immediate

cr necessary connection with Masonry than with other arts or socie

ties among mankind. Nay, it might be apprehended that such an

association would promote too much a kind of party-spirit, and

abridge or prevent suitable regards to the human race in general.

On this point we (hall not determine. We have not the honour to

rank with the Brethren of the Trowel. Our author, we conclude,

is one of the initiated: he delivers to them some excellent ad

vice ; but his principal purpose is to point out a method by which

he thinks their institution might be rendered of the most extensive

and important service: it is by making it a means of spreading the

christian doctrine among those who are at present unacquainted

with it. He apprehends that a book on brotherly-lo've, as a branch

pf Christianity, could be easily introduced to the acquaintance of the

Brethren
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Brethren of all mason-lodge?, which, being to be sound in almost

every part of the world, might thus prove of use in propagating the

religion of Jesus* !

Mr. Wright, possibly, may have a view to his own book ; and we

do not think it ill calculated for the purpose ; but it mult be trans

lated into different languages.—Whatever are his particular views,

his general intention, whether visionary or solid, is undoubtedly

good ; and we heartily and fervently wish well to whatever may con

tribute in a smaller or larger measure to the comfort and welfare of

mankind.

Art. 73. Social Religiin exemplified, in an Account of the first Set

tlements of Christianity in the City of Caerludd. Written ori

ginally by the Rev. Matthias Morrice. Fourth Edition. Re

vised by Edward Williams. Small 810.3s. Shrewsbury printed:

London, fold by Longman.

This book, we are told, has been long out of print, and much

sought after, by persons of different religious sentiments a«id per

suasions. Mr. Morrice, the author, was a dissenting minister, first

in South Wales, his native country, and afterward at Rothwell, in

Northamptonshire, at which place he finished his days, in the year

1738. The work is, in fact, a view of the discipline, form of go- '

vernment, and religious worship among those christian churches

which are termed congregational, or independent. We make no doubt

that Mr. Morrice was a man of real piety and goodness ;— that he

bad a warm and zealous attachment to the sentiments and mode,

which are here so particularly described, is sufficiently apparent from

this performance. It carries some face of originality, and may be

perused with entertainment and improvement by those who do not

concur in all the author's opinions. There is somewhat ingenious

in this plan, which is laid in the very early times of Christianity, and

supposes that two gentlemen (pagans) travelling from Caer-ludd

(London) into Wales, there fell into the company of some christians,

and were introduced to their worshipping assembly, by which means

they were converted, and were afterward the cause of erecting a

christian church in the city to which they returned. If we have been

rather amused and pleased in running through the volume, and

think there seems more of christian simplicity in the scheme than in

that of some other churches which might be named ; if also we

can make allowance for the tenaciousness which is expresled or im

plied as to that side of disputable points which has been accounted

erthodox ; at the fame time we cannot withhold our disapprobation

and our censure of the treatment, which some persons, in the church

at Caer-ladd, are said to have met with, for what were deemed

heretical opinions, and which proceeded to excommunication.—It

may be urged, indeed, that the harshest measures here said to be

employed, and employed with a great appearance of humanity, are

far preferable to spiritual courts and star-chambers.—But when once

* How far this would be consistent with the original fundamental

principles of the society, which is said to be much older than.

Christianity, we know not.

this
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this kind of authority is admitted, who can fay to what extent it may

reach,—if there is but the p<nver ?

The editor has corrected and abridged the work, and added to it

occasional notes, together with an index particularly relative to Bri

tish or Welsh words, and also a preface containing some account os

the author. He observes that the dialogues were not originally com

posed, and are not now published, to solicit applause, but to

promote the most substantial interests of mankind ; the low and il

literate not excepted. To the improvement of the latter, he says,

this familiar treatise has a peculiar respect : and to this, we appre

hend, it may contribute—except in such cases as that we have

mentioned before, and which, in our view, have a tendency to pro

mote a narrow, bigotted, and uncharitable spirit.

Art. 74. Sermons on various Subject's. Published for the Benefit of

the General Hospital in Bath. By the Rev. Lancelot St. Albyn,

A. M. Rector of Paracombe, Devon, &c. 8vo. $i. Boards.

Robinsons.

The contents of this volume are as follows ; I. The nature of

truth, John xviii. 38. II. Duties arising from the knowlege of

the true God, 1 Kings xviii. 39. III. Interested motives allowable

in religion, Jobi. 9. IV. Blessedness of faith, John xx. 29. V.

Union between moral and positive duties, Matth. xxiii. 23. VI.

Happiness of self-approbation, Rom. xiv. 22. VII. Danger of self-

justification, Luke x. 29. VIII. The rich ruler, Luke xviii. 23.

IX. Peter's repentance, Matth. xxvi. 75. X. Joseph's advice to

his brethren, Gen. xlv. 24. XI. Moses's test of his divine com-

mislion : a visitation sermon, Numb. xvi. 29. XII. Christ cru

cified, the power of God, and the wisdom of God, 1 Cor. i. 23, 24.

XIII. Analogy between the Jewish-passover and the Lord's supper,

Exod. xii. 26. XIV. Shortness and misery of human life, Gen.

xlvii. 9. XV. Patience of Job, ^supported by the hope of a resur

rection. Job xiv. 14.

The immediate design with which these sermons are made pub

lic, would sufficiently forbid any observations that might retard their

sale, were we disposed to make them. They were not written, the

author says, with even the most distant thought of being ever sub

mitted to the public eye : but separate from the laudable purpose of

assisting an useful charity, the discourses themselves are, in gene

ral, well written, edifying, and persuasive. We might perhaps

object to some passages ; but, on the whole, we think these discourses -

justly entitled to our approbation, at compositions well calculated for

general utility.

Art. 7 j. Sermons on evangelical and practical Subjects. By the late

Rev. Thomas Gibbons, D. D. in three Vols. 8vo. I«. Boards.

Buckland. 1787.

Those who have had any acquaintance with Dr. Gibbons, will ex

pect that these discourses should be guided by a system, and that

system Calvinistic. Such they will be found, as to the doctrinal part,

but it should also be said, that they are directed to a practical pur

pose, and tend to form the heart to piety and goodness. The style

u plain, and, on the whole, properly adapted to the pulpit. If the

sermon*
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sermons are not distinguished by depth of thought or strength of

reasoning, they are often pathetic, affectionate, and persuasive.

Though scriptural, they arc not critical ; but rather take texts in a

popular fense, without regarding that different and real meaning

which farther attention might assign ; they are not, however, with

out the appearance, of being produced by a man of some taste and

learning ; such as the author was known to possess. Fourteen dis

courses in the first volume are from Titus iii. iv. v. vi. vii. Bat after

that the kindness and love of God our Saviour, &c. XV. Early ac

quaintance with the scriptures : z Tim. iii. 15. And that from a

child. Sec, XVI. Returning to the Lord. Jer. 1. 4, 5. In those

Jays, and at that time, faith the Lord, Sec. XVII. John xv. 8.

Herein is myfather glorified that ye bear much fruit, &c. Vol. 2nd.

XVI [J, Universal holiness. 1 Cor. xv. 58. Therefore, my beloved

brethren, be yeftedfast, &c. XIX. Human life ihort and uncer

tain. James iv. 14. XX. A crucified Saviour. John xii. ^z. And

if I he listed up, Sec. XXI. The Lord's supper. 1 Cor. xi. 24.

XXII. A christian church. 1 Cor. i. 2. Unto the church, Sec.

XXIII, XXIV. Spiritual blessings. Isaiah xii. 3. XXV. The

scapegoat. Levit. xvi. 21,22. And Aaron Jhall lay both hands, Sic.

XXVI, XXVIL Divine condescension. Isaiah 1 vii. 15. For thus

faith the High and Lofty One, Sec. XXVIII. Perseverance. Phil.

iii. 13, 14. Brethren, I count not myself to have apprehended, &c.

XXIX, XXX, XXXI. Benefits of godliness. 1 Tim. iv. 8. God

liness is, Sec. Vol. 3d. XXXII. Unseen things. 2 Cor. iv. 18.

While <we look not, Sec. XXXIII, XXXIV. Family government.

Gen. 18, 19. For I knew him, that he nvill command, Sec. XXXV,

XXXVI. Blessings of the gospel covenant. Isa. xxv. 6, 7, 8. And in

this mountain frail the Lord of Hosts make unto all people afeast, Sec.

XXXVJI. God all-suiHcient. Isaiah xl. 30,31. Even theyouths

stallfaint, &c. XXXVIII, XXXIX. Putting on the Lord Jesus

Christ. Rom. xiii. 14. But put ye on. Sec. XL. Rom. viii. z.

For the la-tu of the spirit of life, Sec. XL1. Triumph over death.

1 Cor. XV. 55. 0 death, where is thy sting?

We have only to add, that we consider Dr. Gibbons as a worthy

and respectable character, though we cannot always accord with his

opinions, or admire his poetry.

Art. 76. The Christian Remembrancer ; or short Reflections on the

Faith, Life, and Conduct of a real Christian. i2mo. is. 6d.

sewed. Trapp. 1787.

A plain and serious book, which may be useful to many readers.

It is rather of the puritanical cast ; but it meddles not with contro

versy : its language is, 'while others dispute, let me enjoy;' and

in order to this, it aims at forming the heart to piety and goodness :

and if this end is attained and advanced, the means of effecting it

are a very secondary consideration. We have thought sometimes, in

lo- king into this little volume, of Thomas a Kempis, or Bishop

Hall's Meditations. All we have farther to fay is, that the profits

of the treatise are devoted to some poor persons.

$ Art.
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Art. 77. A Letter to a Friend. 8vo. is. Bew. 1788.

This writer aims some heavy blows at national churches in general,

and at the Church of England in particular. Five questions are pro

posed respecting the latcer, which are answered much to her disad

vantage. The defence we leave to those' concerned, only we re

mark, that as to some points of doctrine the Author appears to ac

cord with the thirty-nine articles ; and farther, that he is a Baptist :

Infant-baptism is, in his view, the fruitful source of all evil, How-

ever, he does not seem to distinguish between the practice itself and

the manner of its administration.

Art. 7S. A Blow at the Root of pretended Calvinism, or real Antino-

mianism. By John Hampton. £vo. is. Johnson. 1788.

By pretended Calvinism this writer means that ' which, under the

(hew of attributing ail to grace, destroys the freedom of human ac

tions, reduces man to a mere machine, and runs into the stoical fa

talism. This (after Mr. Robertson) he calls pretended, because it

was not, he fays, the system of Calvin, nor is it the system of the

Scripture, which never so states the doctrine of the fall, as to excul

pate sinners, nor ever so speaks of divine influence, as to annihilate

moral agency.' Whether he is himself a Calvinist we enquire not:

he appears to be a man of thought and knowlege, and we apprehend

of piety and candour. He gives a strange account of the rant of

some who are ranked as pretenders. The topics of predestination or

necessity, liberty or free-will, are attended with great difficulties—.

happily for us, practical religion and moral duty are far more obvi

ous. This pamphlet is farther intended as a defence of another

which is called ' Free Thoughts on the Extent of the Death of

Christ, and on the Doctrine of Reprobation.'

SINGLE SERMONS.

I. The Sign give* to Ahaz. A Discourse on Isaiah vii. 14, ij, 16.

delivered in the Church of St. John, Devizes, at the triennial Vi

sitation of Shute Lord Bifliop of Sarum, July 26, 1786. By Ben

jamin Blayney, B. D. Rector of Poulihot, Wilts. To which is

subjoined, a proposed Emendation of a Passage in a Dissertation

formerly published by the same Author, on Dan. ix. ver. 20, &c.

410. is. Cadell.

The learned Author of this Discourse adopts the idea of Mr. Pos-

tlethwaite (in his sermon on the same text preached and printed at

Cambridge in the year 1781*), that in the prophecy in question, the

birth of Christ is not given as the sign to Ahaz of his approaching de

liverance, but the deliverance itself is the sign held forth to confirm

the certainty of the future extraordinary birch ; and adds, as a far

ther illustration, that the subsequent prediction of the calamities

which were coming upon Ahaz, were also intended as a sign of the

fame event. He understands the words " butter and honey, &c."

as denoting that the Messiah would appear in a humble station, and

be contented with the most ordinary food, and wouid select good

* See Rev. v»l. lxiv. p. 478.

men
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men from the multitude to be members of his spiritual kingdom. He

renders the passage thus: " Butter and honey shall he eat <wbtn he

frail know to refuse what is evil and chuse what is good." The

discourse will be perused with pleasure by those who are engaged

in the critical study of the Scriptures.

II. The Christian Pastor's Duty to teach the Divinity of Christ -with

Difinterestednefs and Charity. Preached at the Visitation at Rich

mond, Yorkshire, May 30, 1787. Published at the Request of the

Clergy. By the Rev. C.Francis, M. A. Rector of Wath. 410.

is. Baldwin, &c.

A flight apology for orthodoxy, which, though neatly drawn up,

goes very little farther than barely to (hew the Author's good in

tention*.

III. Preached August 22, 1787, at the Ordination of the Rrv. John

Love, Minister of the Gospel at Crispin-street, Spitalfields. By

the Rev. Thomas Rutledge. To which is added, the Charge, by

the Rev. William Smith, A. M. Published at the Desire of the

Congregation. 8vo. is. Elliot and Co. 1787.

Mr. Rutledge gives a very singular reason for not supplying the

defects and rectifying the inaccuracies of this discourse, namely, that

* the doingfo would have made it, in some measure, different from

that which was delivered to the auditors, and which they desired to

be printed.' The Public has certainly nothing to do with this apo

logy : however, if it satisfied the congregation to whdm it was de

livered, it may be sufficient; for it is not very probable that the

defects of the publication will be perceivid far beyond the precincts

of Crispin-street.

CORRESPONDENCE.

• In answer to Curiosa's inquiry (mentioned in your entertain

ing Miscellany for May last) concerning the ' Odes to the holy

Mountains,' which you could not -find out by your Index * ; I beg

leave to inform her by the fame channel, that the poem me inquire*

after is mentioned in the Monthly Review for August 1779 (vo'# '"•

p. 93.), and is entitled, ' The Jewish Bard. In Four Odes to the

Holy Mountains. By John Wheeldon> A. M. 4W. is. Gold

smith.' I am,

Alnwick, Gentlemen,

July 18, 1788. Your most obedient Servant,

R. R."

* It is to be found in the Girurtl Index, under the Author's name. Vide

letter W. in the class Poetry, &c.

%• Mr. Shaw'* letter, dated from Rochdale, August 21, 1787,

was not received till within a few days past.

4*+ Other Articles tf Correspondence will he fiund in our

Appendix [published with this Number], page 670.
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Art. I. Warton's Edition of Milton's Poems, &c. continued : See

our last Month's Review, p. la.

MUCH will be found in Mr. Warton's notes, for which

the admirers of the Milionic Muse will consider them

selves as indebted to this learned Editor, and which will con

tribute to convey his name to posterity, united with that of

our great poet. But notwithstanding the large portion of praise

which we confese is due to him for his long and learned at

tention to these Juvenile Poems ; we cannot compliment him

so far as to fay we have read all his notes with approbation.

We have observed in this volume, what is too frequently met

with in valuable and approved commentaries—explanations given

where no explanations are necessary, and omitted, where the

reader will expect to find them. Sometimes we meet with

notes which are neither critical, explanatory, nor illustrative;

and the pages are often crowded by the adduction and juxta

position of parallel places (if the occurrence of a particular word

may be said to constitute a parallel place) from various authors,

which may evince, indeed, the Editor's intimate acquaintance

with our old English poets, but which often appear to us un

necessary, either to explain the meaning, or to render more con

spicuous the beauties of his Author. Among the notes which

are neither critical nor explanatory, may we not reckon the fol

lowing ? .

11 Penseroso, line 62.

Most musical, most melancholy .] ' I recommend this verse as a motto

for an holian harp.'

106. Sucb notes, as warbled to the string

Drew iron tears down Pluto's cheek."] ' When Handel's L'Al-

legro and 11 Penseroso were exhibited at Birmingham a few years

ago, this passage, for obvious reasons, was more applauded than any

in the whole performance.'

The note with which Mr. Wai.'on presents us, on the 45th

line oiLycidas, will not, probably, make his readers smile, but will

Vol. LXXIX. H rather
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rather induce them to think he has given himself more trouble;

than was necessary, and afford them an opportunity of retorting

on him his own words, Critics mufl shew their reading in quoting

books.

' As killing as the canker to the rose.] Shakespeare is fond of this

image, who, from frequent repetition, seems to have suggested it to

Milton. Sonn. lxx.

For canker vice the sweetest buds doth love.

Again, ibid. xxxv.

And loathsom canker lives in sweetest bud.

Again, ibid. xcv.

Which, like a canker in thy fragrant rose,

Doth spot the beauty of thy budding name.

And of a rose again, which had feloniously stolen the boy's com

plexion and breath, ibid. xcix.

But for his theft, in pride of all his growth,

A vengefull canker eat him up to death.

And in the Two Gentlemen of Verona, A. i. S.i.

— As in the sweetest buds ,

The eating canker dwells, so eating love, &c

Again, Tempest, A. i. S. ii.

— Something stain'd

With grief, that's beauty's canker.——

And in the First P. of Henr. VI. A. ii. S. iv.

Hath not thy rose a canker, Somerset?

And in Hamlet, A. i. S. iii.

The canker galls the infants of the spring

Too oft before their buttons are diselos'd.

And in K. Richard II. A. ii. S. iii.

But now will canker sorrow eat my bud.

And in the Rape of Lucrece, Suppl. Shakes, i. cz.

Why should the worm intrude the maiden bud ?

And in the Mids. N. Dr. A. ii. S.iii. The fairies are employed,

Some to kill cankers in the musk-rose buds.

Canker-Blooms are mentioned in Shakespeare's Sonn.Hv.

The CANKER-Blooms have full as deep a dye

As the perfumed tincture of the roses.

But there the CANKER-Bloom is the dog-rose. As in Much Ado

about Nothing, A. i. S. iii. " I had rather be a canker in a

hedge, than a rose in his grace." Shakespeare affords other in-

stances.'

This is given as a specimen of what is to be often met with.

In L'Allegro, we have a similar list of parallel places on the

word triumphs; inlL Penseroso, another on arched walks ; in

Arcades, there is another on curl the grove; and in Comus we

have a number of passages brought together from various authors

where
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where the words trip, tripping and trippingly occur to illustrate

the line,

' Other trippings to be trod.'

Subjoined to Lycidas are notes to explain what the Author

meant by beaked promontory;—they knew not of his Jlory ;—reve

rend fire, and tender flops of various quills; but Mr. Warton of

fers not a syllable on ihe scrannel pipes, nor endeavours to point

out the precise meaning of the word scrannel by the aid of

one parallel passage. It is possible he might have searched for

it (as Johnson did) in vain ; but this he should have told us,

as this would have ascertained it to be a word of Milton's in

vention ; or at least first employed by him in poetry. In

stances of the like kind are to be found in the notes affixed to

the other poems. In L'Allegro, nods and becks are favoured

with an explanation ; but the wreathed smiles are left to explain

themselves. Day's garijh eye, in II Penseroso, furnishes an

opportunity of exhibiting a string of quotations from Spenser,

Joshua Silvester, Browne, Sir J. Beaumont, Phineas Fletcher,

Drayton, Shakespeare, and Gay, in which the word eye occurs;

but the word garijh, which is rather less common and not quite

so well under Wood as the word eye, is found in neither of them.

In Comus he condescends to inform his readers that quaint sig

nifies strange, odd, unusual; while on the phrase blear illusion he

is silent: and (not to adduce other instances) on line 293, ' And

the swinkt kedger at his supperfat,' it is observed that • hedger is a

pastoral word at once natural and new;' but on neither the

meaning or merit of the adjective swinkt is any observation of

fered.

It is the profesied business of this commentary to point out

Milton's imitations ; and this, in general, is happily executed,

his Editor having carefully traced him among the older poets,

and marked many passages in them which may reasonably be

supposed to have furnished him with ideas, or assisted his con

ceptions. But this investigation, though it might prove fatal

to an ordinary poet, serves only to increase the reputation of our

sublime bard. To him we may better apply an observation which

we recollect Mr. Warton has made relative to Pope, * he invades

authors like a monarch, and what would be theft in other poets,

is only victory in him. *' Places are taken notice of where he

has even improved on Shakespeare : an instance may be seen ia

Comus, I. 22.

But Critics, when employed in detecting imitations, are very

apt to pursue the matter too far. Later poets are generally re

presented by them as imitating their predecessors, in instances

where it is more reasonable to conclude they alike copied from

— —■ • 1 •

* See the Essay on the Genius and Writings of Pope.

H 2 Nature.
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Nature. Milton at the beginning of II Penseroso has these

lines,

' As thick and numberless

As the gay motes that people the fan-beams.'

Dr. Newton takes notice of this as a similitude copied from

Chaucer's Wife of Bath's Tale, 868, * As tbik as metis in the sunni

beme;' Mr. W. thinks it full as probable to be taken from Dray'

ton, or from Caxton's Golden Legend, where the fame mention is

piade of these motes. Is it not, however, most probable that

Milton was neither indebted to Chaucer, Drayton, nor Caxton

for this allusion ; but to Phœbus himself \ With equal reason

mav we charge every modern painter who introduces into his

picture the riling or setting sun, with copying preceding artilli

who have drawn this common object, as accuse our Author in

the above instance of copying older poets. Could a passage have

been exhibited where the motes were described as gay, and peopling

the solar beams, there would have been reason for concluding

Milton had copied it ; but his allusion to the numberless motes in

the beams of thefun, was not perhaps suggested to him by reading,

but by observation. Similes like this, so obviously presented by

Nature, cannot be well produced as examples of imitation.

Errors and omissions in such a body of criticism will almost

necessarily occur ; for where is the man whose vigilant enquiry

nothing can elude; whose recollection nothing escapes, and

whose decisions are always governed by unerring judgment i It

is, therefore, some compliment to our Editor's abilities and in

dustry to observe, that these are comparatively few. His per

formance has lustre, and will shine notwithstanding those spots

which the eye of criticism may discern on its surface. Hastily

correcting the press, he has suffered errors to appear, p. 3, where

fAi\ap<pv\\ai is translated nigra filia, instead of nigra folia, and

Japiai, myrti, instead of lauri.

We conceive Mr. W. mistaken in his note on this couplet in

Lycidas,

V. 130. ' But that the two-handed engine at the door

Stands ready to smite once and smite no more,'

.when he observes, ' that our Author here anticipates the execu

tion of Archbishop Laud by a two-handed engine or ax.' Milton

being only a poet, and not a prophet, it is not probable he re

ferred to this particular event ; but meant only in general to

assert that the great executioner, Death, stood ready at the door

with his two-handed engine or scythe to cut off the dissipated

clergy. The very argument of the poem expresses this. The

Author bewails a learnedfriend—and by occasion foretels the ruin of

eur corrupted clergy then in their heightb.

- To the quotation from the poem prefixed to Burton's Anatomie

of Melancholy, at the end of II Penseroso, he should have added

the
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the beautiful song in the Nice Valour, or Passionate Madman of

Beaumont and Fletcher, which was evidently well known to

Milton.

Arcades, 1. 97, by lillied banks, fays the Editor, perhaps we are

to understand water-Mies.' Perhaps not, as these do not grow on

banks but at the bottom of rivers, and have their leaves and

flowers floating on the surface.

The phrase, in the postscript of Sir H. Wotton's letter pre

fixed to Comus, Our friendjhip too soon interrupted in the cradle,

Mr. W. interprets • when you was but a child;' but surely it

means no more than that it was interrupted almost as soon as it

commenced.

Will not the objection made by Mr. W. to the propriety of the

Spirit's first speech in Comus, be removed by considering it as a

soliloquy ?

When he represents the word viewless (note to Comus, 1. 91.) as

almost peculiar to Milton, he must have forgotten a beautiful

passage in Shakespeare's Measure for Measure; where is this

line,

• To be imprifon'd in the •vieiuleft winds.'

He confounds the Mummers with the Wasfailers (note v. 178.),

and at v. 375. (not with his usual judgment) wishes to alter

' Were in the flat sea funk,' into, ' Were in the sea flat sunk. *

But were there no impropriety in describing the sun and moon

as sinking flat, we should prefer the present reading, as it accords

with the author's level brine in Lycidas.

V. 760. I hate when Vice can bolt her arguments. This verse

he explains as having a reference to a bolting-mill, or bolting'

hutch used for separating the flour from the bran. But here the

word bolt is borrowed from archery. The bolt is the arrow of the

cross-bow, and to bolt is the act of (hooting it. Hence it came

to be used in general to signify to Jhoot, dart, or throw out.

Sonnet viii. line 13. Of fad Electro's poet. * By the epithet

fad, Milton denominates the pathetic character of Euripides.' To

us, fad, in this place, appears rather to belong to Electra than

to Euripides.

These imperfections are trifling, and venial; but our duty to

the Public obliges us to take notice of some which will not be

thought to come altogether under this description.

Mr. Warton merits some little reprehension for the unfairness

•with which, in an instance or two, he has treated Dr. Newton,

his predecessor; but we think him most censurable for the violent

party prejudices which he gives vent to, on all .occasions, againft his Au

thor. Though lavish in his praises of Milton ihe Poet, he can.

give no quarter to Milton the Puritan. Here his observations

have offended us; not because we have espoused the principles

of Milton, and are partial to puritanical polemic:, but because

H 3 we
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we think them improper in a work of polite criticism, illiberal,

and such as his text by no means justifies.—Why these repeated

attacks on his author ? Does the Laureat esteem it impolitic

Rtgesub Augusta—laudare Catonem ? or has he so cordial an aver

sion to Puritanism, that the very shadow of its shade so discom

poses him, that he cannot refrain from thrusting his critical

rapier into every hole and crevice, where he suspects it to be

lurking? Without investigating the motive of his enmity, it is

sufficient for us to observe, that he appears to be so blinded by

zeal or passion in pursuing it, as sometimes to draw his sword

when no enemy is near, and aim a dreadful blow at Puritan

ism, when this spiritual monster is to all but himself invisible.

e.g. The following passage in Comus, v. 178.

In •wanton dance they praise the bounteous Pan,

And thank the gods amiss ■

is taken notice of as an early symptom of Milton's propensity to

Puritanism, and condemned as containing an indirect satire on

the festivals established by the church, and a censure of the book

efsports, which Mr W. appears to have no objection to revive,

thinking it would remove what he contemptuously, but at the

fame time improperly, calls the Calvinism os an Englijh Sunday.

We leave ecclesiastics to debate with him about the manner in

which Sunday should be observed, and sh II 01. ly comment on

the note as far as it relates to the text. Here we would ask him

wherein the passage favours in particular of Puritanism ? Do not

all sects agree in this, that to praise God wttb wantonness and in

decency, is to praise him amiss. Milton, no doubt, with many

others, disapproved of those recreations andsports which Charles II.

(that elegant and liberal monarch, as Mr. W. calls him) encouraged

by his Declaration, on the Lord's Day ; but if this passage, which

has provoked his Editor's animadversions, be descriptive of these

sports, it ought to be represented, not as a symptom of Milton's

propensity to Puritanism, but to Christianity. Surely he does

not mean to consider these as the fame. But why these remarks

about Puritanism, when the Editor, in a preceding note (p. 137. J,

tells us that his Author was not yet a Puritan, being only 26 years

old ; and that Comus was written before he had been deeply tinc

tured with thejludy of the Bible * ?

With as little reason is Milton accused, line 808, of ' ridi

culing establishments'

Against the canon laius of our foundation.

We took off our spectacles, wiped ihe glasses as clean as we

could, replaced them, looked, and looked again, considered

every word, revolved and re-revolved the whole passage in our

minds, but we could perceive not an atom of ridicule in it. To

* This expression for a divine is not (he most decent.

1 us
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us it appears as grave and harmless a line as ever was penned ; and

he who can take umbrage at it, must be as fore on the article of

establishments, as the North Briton was on the subject of a attain

disease, when he ran his dirlc into a poor sow that was rubbing

herself against a post because he considered her as casting a na

tional reflection. Laugh where we must, be candid where we can,

is the maxim we would ourselves observe, and prescribe toothers.

To accuse Milton of reflecting on the establishment, on such

slender evidence, discovers no great inclination for doing justice

to his character.

Many other observations, with an evident view of exposing

his Author's principles, are made in various parts of this work ;

observations which, as they contradict one another, appear to us

rather suggested by prejudices than dispassionate reason. We are

told (p. 0,5.) ' that no man was ever so disqualified to turn Puri

tan as Milton :'—« that the cold andphilosophical principles of Cal

vinism were unpoetical, andfurnished no pleasures to the imagination*

How then did Milton after he adopted thtse unpoetical principles

write the Paradise Lost? Mr. W. solves this question; but in

doing it, he completely refutes the foregoing assertions ; for he in

forms us (p. 154 ) ' that poetry is of all religions :' nor does he

merely confute 'hem in th s general way ; but directly affirms

(p. 234.) ' that what was enthusiasm in mofl os the puritanical

writers., was poetry in Milton.'

But why is the Puritanism of Milton made such a perpetual

theme? His works demonstrate that he loved the Muse before and

after he avowed himself a Calvinist. However absurd and ridi

culous, therefore, Mr. W. may deem the religious principles of his

Author, they are evidently not chargeable with those evils which

he imputes to them. Nor will his readers thank him for making

them (o very conspicuous ; for turning aside their thoughts from

the charms of his verse to points of religious controversy. Mil

ton the Puritan has long slept with his fathers, and let him

sleep in peace. As a Poet, we wish more especially to remember

him; and as such he must ever live the pride of the English

Muse.

We must not forget to add, that this volume is honoured with

some occasional illustrations by Dr. Joseph Warton. With his

opinion of the comparative merit of Milton's English Poems,

we shall conclude this article, and leave the Latin Poems for a

future review :

* If I might venture to place Milton's Works, according to their

degrees of Poetic Excellence, it should be perhaps in the following

order; Paradise Lost, Comus, Samson Aconistes, Lyci-

das, L'Allegro, II Penseroso *. The three lalt are in such an

* Quere, in point of merit, ought not 11 Penseroso to have been

named before VAllegro ?

H 4 exquisite
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exquisite strain, says Fenton, that though he had left no other monu

ments of his genius behind him, his name had been immortal.'

[To be continued.]

Art. II. The History of the Lives of Abeillard and Heloifa; com

prising a Period of eighty-four Years, from 1079 to 1163 : with

their genuine Letters from the Collection of Amboife. The Second

Edition*. By the Rev. Joseph Berington. 4W. 1 1. is. Ro

binsons. 1788.

THOUGH the loves of Abeillard and Heloifa have long

been famous, and have given birth to one of the most

beautiful and pathetic poems in any language, their story may,

by some, perhaps, be thought scarcely deserving of an industrious

investigation in the page of serious history. It can now, they

may suppose, be of little moment, to determine the exact degree

of criminality which attended this celebrated amour. Mr. Be

rington, however, seems to be of a different opinion. Finding,

as he apprehends, many particulars in the history of Abeillard

and Heloifa misrepresented by biographers, as well as by the

poet, he undertakes * to free from obloquy two characters that

have been much aspersed.' He has not, however, confined

himself to this single object. He has exhibited Abeillard in the

character of a philosopher, as well as in that of a lover. And

he has stepped beyond the province of the critical biographer

into that of the general historian, by giving some sketches of the

great events, respecting policy and religion, which distinguished

the period in which his principal characters appeared.

Amboisc's edition of Abeillard's works (printed at Paris in

161 6), with an apologetic Preface, and Notes on Abeillard's Me

moirs of his own Life, by And. Du Chesne ; Gervaise's Lives of

Abeillard and Heloifa, published at Paris in 1720; and the Life

of Abeillard in Moreri's General Dictionary, have furnished our

Author with his principal materials. In his arrangement he has

chiefly followed Gervaise. From these sources, and from the

records of general history, he has drawn together incidents,

which he has digested into an entertaining, and, in some respects,

an interesting work.

In the narration of the amour between Abeillard and Heloifa,

he has shewn much ingenuity and ability. As a specimen of

this part of the work, we shall extract his account of what pasted

between these lovers, at the time when Abeillard, after his mis

tress had brought him a son, made her a proposal of mar

riage :

* The first edition, which was published about two years ago,

escaped our notice. . .

« I am
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* I am come, said he, (after the first salutations were over, and ha

had kissed his child, whom Heloisa, with the countenance os an an

gel, presented to him,) I am come to take yon back toTaris, and to

marry you.—Heloisa laughed, for she imagined, that he only spoke

from gaiety, which was an usual thing with him.—I am serious, con

tinued he: I have seen your uncle; he is reconciled to me, and I

have promised to marry you.—If you be serious, replied Heloisa, it

becomes me likewise to be so ; and I tell you seriously, that I can.

never consent to be your wife.—The firm tone, in which the last

words were spoken, struck Abeillard with surprise.— Your aslertion,

said he, is peremptory; but 1 must hear your reasons.—You (hall,

said she; and then proceeded.

" If you imagine this step will so far satisfy my uncle, as to ap

pease his anger, Abeillard, you are deceived. I know him well, and

he is implacable.—If to save my honour be your object ; most evi

dently you mistake the means. Is it by disgracing you that I must be

exalted ? What reproaches should 1 merit from the world, from the

church, from the schools of philosophy, were J to draw from them,

their brightest star ? and shall a woman dare to take to herself that

man, whom nature meant to be the ornament and the benefactor of

the human race f No, Abeillard, I am not yet so shameless.—Then

reflect on the state of matrimony itself: with its littlenesses and its

cares, how inconsistent is it with the dignity of a wife man ! St. Paul

earnestly dissuades from it ; so do the saints; so do the philosophers

of ancient and modern times. Think on their admonitions, and

imitate their example.—I will suppose you engaged in this honour

able wedlock. What an enviable association ; the philosopher and

chamber-maids, writing desks and cradles, books and distaffs, pens

and spindles! Intent on speculation, when the truths of nature and

religion are breaking on your eye ; will you bear the sudden cry of

children, the lullaby of nurses, or the turbulent bustling of disor

derly servants ? I speak not of your delicacy, which, at every turn,

must be disagreeably offended. In the houses of the rich these in

conveniences, I own, can be avoided : with you and me, Abeillard,

it must be otherwise.—In the serious pursuits of wisdom, I am well

aware, there is no time to lose ; worldly occupations are inconsistent

with the state. Is philosophy only to have your vacant hours ? Be

lieve me, as well totally withdraw from literature, as attempt to

proceed in the midst of avocations. Science admits no participation

with the cares of life. View the sages of the heathen world, view

the philosophising sects among the Jews, and among us view the

real Monks of the present day. It was in retirement, in a total se

clusion from noisy solicitudes, that these men pretended to give ear

to the inspiring voice of wisdom.—May I speak of sobriety and con

tinence, Abeillard? But it does not become me to instruct you. I

know, however, how the sages, of whom I speak, did live.—You,

moreover, are a churchman, bound to severer duties. Is it in wed

lock you mean to practise them f Will you rise from my side to sing

the holy praises of the Lord i—The prerogative of the church may

perhaps weigh lightly with you ; support then the character of a phi

losopher: if you have no respect for holy things, let common de

cency check the intemperance of your designs. Socrates, my Abeil

lard,
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lard, was a married man ; and the example of his life has been set

up a* a beacon, to warn his followers from the fatal rock. The feats

of Xantippe are upon faithful record.—The hidden feelings of my

foul (hall be open to you. Abeillard, it is in you only that all my

wishes centre. I look for no wealth, no alliances, no provision. I

have no pleasures to gratify ; no will to serve, but your's. In the

name of wife there may be something more holy, something more

imposing: but 1 vow to heaven, should Augustus, master of the world,

ofF-r me his hand in marriage, and secure to me the uninterrupted

controul os the universe, s would deem it more honourable to be

called the mistress of Abeillard, than the iuife of Cæsar."

* During this address, Abeillard was silent; but a conflict of

passions varying his countenance, marked their strong emotions.

Heloisa fixed her eyes on his, and waited his reply. A pause of

some moments ensued.—My honour is pledged to your uncle, said

he at last and it must be done.—If it must, replied Heloisa with a

sigh that spoke the reluctance of her soul, it must : "But God grant

that the consequences of this fatal step be not as painful, as the joys,

which preceded it, have been great !"

* Uttering these words, her eyes were raised towards heaven ; and

from the solemn tone, with which they were delivered, it seemed,

says Abeillard, as if her mind presaged some disastrous event.'

The result of this conversation was, that the lovers were pri

vately married ; the consequences of which, with respect to

Abeillard, are well known. Although the whole narrative is

sufficiently interesting, yet, as it would suffer by mutilation, we

shall make no farther extract from this part of the work, but

shall proceed to observe Abeillard in the character of a philo

sopher. Aster many disappointments and mortifications, he de

termined to retire from the world.

* As formerly he had wandered through the forests of Cham

pagne, he had observed a spot, the recollection of which now re

turned upon his mind. It was a small sequestered vale, surrounded

by a wood, not distant from Nogcnt sur Seirie, and a rivulet ran

near its side. It did not appear that the foot of any mortal had.

hitherto disturbed its solitude. To this place Abeillard hastened,

and he spent his first night, as did the other tenants of the forest, pro

tected only by the wide branches which spread over his head. He

loisa says, it was, at that time, the receptacle of wild beasts, and the

retreat of robbers; that it had not seen the habitations of men, or

known the charms of domestic life.— He had one companion, who

was an ecclesiastic.

' Abeillard, delighted with the novelty of his situation, (for when

the mind is warmed bv a degree of enthusiasm, it can discover beau

ties in a wilderness,) waited on the owners of the land, and expressed,

to them his wishes of becoming an inhabitant of their woods. The

undertaking was then no unusual thing; and they very freely gave

their consent, and even made him a present of any extent of soil he

might chuse to occupy.—The philosopher returned, and had soon

measured out the district which could bound his desires.—His next

step was to apply to the bishop of Troyes, in whose diocese his new

possessions lay, for permission to build a small oratory. This likewise

was
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Was granted.—Without loss of time, Abeillard then, and his com

panion, planned the new building, and with the fame hands began

to erect it. The material* were not distant, nor was great skill re

quired to put them together. They collected some boughs of trees j .

these they tied with twigs ; and the structure rose visibly into form

before their eyes.—Having completed what they called their oratory,

and solemnly dedicated it to the holy Trinity, to express his disap

probation of the Unitarian system, which his enemies had also im

puted to him, they constructed a second building, which was to be

their own dwelling. This, it may be presumed, was not more highly

finished than the temple they had dedicated to their Maker.

' Seldom had Abeillard been more happy than at this busy mo

ment. Free from anxious cares, his mind enjoyed the present object.

It was not brilliant indeed; but it occupied him. He had escaped

from trouble ; the voice of malevolence sounded no longer in his

ears ; and persecution ceased to oppress him. It was the situation of

a weary traveller, who, at the end of his journey, lays down his

heavy burden, and feels contented, because the load, which pressed

him to the earth, is taken from his shoulders.—Abeillard rose with

the fun to adore his Maker ; he thanked him for the repose he en

joyed, and he lamented the follies of his life. The day he spent in

study, or in conversation with his friend, to whom he recounted the

adventures and the perils he had gone through. The water of the

brook allayed his thirst, and of the very scanty provisions, which the

forests of Champagne could supply, he made his meal. With the

birds which fang round him, he retired to rest ; and he laid his head

down on the turf, careless and undisturbed.—A mind like his could

not indeed circumscribe itself, within the precincts of his lonely ha

bitation : it would range the ideal world ; enter there into active

scenes ; and sometimes perhaps be pleased with the prospect of future

honours and renown. But foresee he could not, that this career of

glory was ready to open in the very wilderness, which seemed to have

put an eternal bar to the familiar intercourse of mortals.

' When it was publicly known, that Abeillard was again an in

dependent man, and had seceded entirely from the world, the lovers

of science, and many who had before been his scholars, enquired

anxiously for his abode, resolved, could the learned solitary be dis

covered, to put themselves under his tuition, and once more to draw

science from his lips. Their search was soon crowned with success :

they found him situated, as I have described, in the forest near No-

gem ; and they opened their wishes to him.—Abeillard in vain re

sisted ; he saw every avenue to his hermitage silling with young men,

and crowds were round him, before he had time to take the advice

of friends, or to consult the feelings of his own heart. The step

could not at first seem pleasing, unless already the pure delights of

solitude had begun to pall upon his mind. With one voice they re

quested, he would again become their master. He shewed them his

humble cell, the oratory he had raised, and he pointed to the wil

derness, which their eager steps had just penetrated. •* Your pro

posal, said he to them, is inconsiderate. I can but applaud your

thirst after knowlcge ; and the choice you make of me for an instructor

is truly flattering. But you forget yourselves. In a moment, this

dreary
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dreary spot will teach you, that science, without the conveniences of1

life, is not worth pursuing."—His remonstrance was to little purpose :

when the mind is strongly bent to an object, the view of ordinary-

difficulties does but animate its exertions.

" If want of conveniences, said they, be the obstacle which stands

in our way, we will soon remove it."— An extraordinary and in

teresting scene now commenced. They looked round them ; when,

aster a short conference, it was determined that, in imitation of

Abeillard, they should become their own architects, and provide,

in the first place, against the inclemencies of the air. Their master's

cell gave the general plan. They tore down branches from the trees,

and they twisted the pliant twigs. In a few hours the business was

nearly completed.—Abeillard viewed, with infinite satisfaction, the

busy scene ; his approbation gave fresh life to their exertions ; and it

was no longer possible he could refuse his assent to a petition, which

was pronounced with such unquestionable marks of sincerity.

' He came forward: they read consent in his looks: " With to

morrow's fun, said he, I will meet you under yon spreading tree,

and with the blessing os heaven on my endeavours, what instructions

it may be in my power to give you, you shall freely receive from me."

They heard his words with general acclamations.

• The wants of nature now called for attention ; but when the -

mind, engrossed with its own thoughts, retires in upon itself, these

calls are easily satisfied. They, whom the luxurious tables of Paris

could hardly gratify, now fat down to roots, and they found them

savoury. The oaten cake had a relish, which they had not experi

enced in the ortolan. Their beds were made of dry weeds, or of the

leaves which had fallen from the trees.—Thus did this new tribe of

philosophers prepare themselves for the approach of wisdom : the

academic grove was truly seen to rife again, and never had the ancient

sages, on whose praises history dwells with wonder, sought for truth

with more ardent enquiries.—Abeillard pronounced his first lec

ture : it was from the foot of the tree .( mentioned : his hearers were

seated round ; for they had made themselves benches of boughs, and

had raised the green turf into tables.

' I have before remarked how extraordinary was this thirst after

knowlege, which, with a degree of enthusiasm, of which we can

form no idea, spread itself over the states of Europe. But nothing

can mark more strongly the fallen condition of literature. When

learned men are common, and learning itself is very generally dif

fused, not only the means of acquiring it are at hand, but there is

also no novelty in the pursuit, calculated to excite peculiar energy

and to rouse the passions. In the times I am describing, a learned

man was a phenomenon ; and who can be surprised that he should

have been viewed with wonder i What is rare is highly prized ; and

what we prize is sought for, sometimes with an eagerness which asto

nishes cooler minds, and before which obstacles either vanish, or

only serve to give an additional spring to exertions —The scarcity of

books, before the invention of printing, was likewise another princi

pal circumstance, which, as it circumscribed the spread of learning,

so did it render those, who, surmounting every impediment, attained

it, objects of greater admiration.

« Before
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* Before t^e end of the first year, the number of Abeillard's scho

lars exceeded six hundred, situated in a forest, such as I have de

scribed, exposed to the inclement seasons, without a single conve

nience to smooth the rugged life, or without one amusement,

excepting what literary pursuits, scientific conversation, and their

own society, could supply.—The subjects they discussed were either

philosophical or religious, to which Abeillard added dissertations on

the moral and social duties, which he could enliven by the brilliancy

of his imagination, and by anecdotes drawn from sacred and profane

history. But it matters little, as I have elsewhere observed, what our

pursuits be, provided they excite attention, and we place oor interest

in them.—The compositions indeed of Abeillard I can read with

Jittle pleasure; they are jejune, intricate, and inelegant; and to me

such would have been his lectures. I could not have inhabited the

Champagne forests, nor have travelled in quest of such literary lore ;

and my European contemporaries will not dissent from me: but this

only {hews that, with circumstances, our dispositions vary, and that

nothing can be more irrational, than to measure by the same stand

ard, the notions and characters of two ages so remote, as this and

the twelfth century.

' Abeillard, as it may be collected from his memoirs, at their

hours of recreation, talked to his scholars of the ancient philosophers;

he told them how these sages lived ; he recounted the purity of their

manners, and the eminence of their virtues : he turned to the sacred

volumes, which relate the lives of the sons of the prophets; and here

he found men who, near the waters of Jordan, had emulated the per

fection of angels. With rapture he dwelt on the more than mortal

Virtues of the Baptist, and he followed the first converts to Christian

ity through their exemplary course of self-abasement, of prayer, of

recollection, and of temperance. With these splendid epochs he

compared the present day. They listened with complacency. In

Abeillard they saw the divine Plato : and in themselves that illustri

ous group of disciples, which had given renown to the academic

walks of Athens.'

From these specimens the reader will perceive that Mr.

Berington possesses no mean talents for description.

[To be concluded in our next.]

Art. III. -An Account of the Pelew Ijlands, situated in the Western

Part os the Pacific Ocean. Composed from the Journals and Com

munications of Capt. Henry Wilson, and some of his Officers,

who, in August 1783, were there shipwrecked in the Antelope, a

Packet belonging to the Honourable East India Company. By

George Keate, Esq. F. R.S. and S. A. 4^0. ll. is. Boards.

Nicol. 1788.

THE Antelope Packet was fitted out in England, by the

Court of Directors of the East India Company, in the

summer of 1782; and was then generally understood to be

going on some secret expedition ; but of this, or of its passage

•at to China, not a syllable appears in the publication before us.

Mr.
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Mr. Keate takes her up at her arrival at Macao, or, as he calls

it, Macoa, in China, in June 1783. They sailed from Macao on

the 20th of July following, directing their course S E. ; but

the object of their voyage is not even hinted at. 'Mr. Keate

has only assuicd us, that the Antelope was not particularly sent

out to explore undiscovered regions, or prepared to investigate

the manners of mankind. The object, therefore, of a voyage,

in the track which they were pursuing, is not easily guessed at,

unless they were bound to some part of the north-west coast of

America, to purchase the skins of the sea-otter, the value of

which, in China, had then been lately made known to us, for

the first time, by the surviving companions of that celebrated

but unfortunate navigator, Captain Cook.

They had, in general, dirty and squally weather, until the

25th, when they made the Bashee Islands, in latitude 21°^ N.

and longitude 12 1" or 122° E. of Greenwich. The squally

weather continued ; through which they made their way S. E.

until the 10th of August; in the night of which, being in lati

tude 70 19' N. and longitude 1340 40' E. of Greenwich, the

man who had the look-out suddenly called out, breakers! But

the found of the word had scarce reached the ears of the officer

on deck, before the ship struck, and stuck fast ; and in less than

an hour bulged, and filled with water up to the lower deck

hatch- ways.

Captain Wilson's first orders were, to secure the gun

powder and small arms, and to get on deck the bread, and

such other provisions as were liable to be spoiled by the water,

and cover them with tarpaulins, &c. to keep them from the

rain. As the (hip took a heel in filling, there was some reason

to fear she might overset ; to prevent which, they cut away the

mizen-mast, the main and fore top-masts, and lowered the fore

and main yards, to ease her. The boats were then hoisted out,

and filled with provisions ; a compass, and some small arms, with

ammunition, and two men, being put into each, with directions

to keep them under the lee of the ship, and to be ready to re

ceive their (hip- mates, in cafe the vessel should part by the vio

lence of the wind and waves, as it then blew an exceeding

strong gale.

Every thing being now done that prudence could dictate in so

trying and distressful a situation, the officers and people assem

bled on the quarter deck, that part being highest out of the water,

and best sheltered from the rain and sea by the quarter-boards ; and

waited for day-light, in hopes of feeing land, for as yet they had

not been able to discern any. During this dreadful interval, the

anxiety arid horror of which is much easier to be imagined than

described, Capt. W. endeavoured to revive the drooping spirits of

his crew, by reminding them, that shipwreck was a misfortune

n
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to which navigators were always liable ; and that although theirs

was rendered more difficult and distressing by its happening in

an unknown and unfrequented sea, yet he wished to remind

them that this consideration should only rouse them to greater

activity, in endeavouring to extricate themselves : and, above

all, he begged leave to impress on their minds this circumstance,

that whenever misfortunes, such as their}, had happened, they

had generally been rendered much more dreadful than they

would otherwise have been, by the despair of the crew, and by

their disagreement among themselves. To prevent which, he

most earnestly requested each of them, separately, not to taste

any spirituous liquor, on any account whatever ; and he had the

satisfaction to find a ready consent given to this most import

ant advice.

We have been the more circumstantial in our account of this

part of their transactions, because we think it diiphys, in a

most remarkable manner, the presence of mind which was pre

served, and the prudence that was exerted by Capt W. in one

of the most trying situations to which human nature can be ex

posed. They shew also, in the most unequivocal manner, the

temper and disposition of his officers, and the whole crew, and

pronounce their eulogium with ten thousand times the force of

any words that could be used.

The dawn discovered to their view a small island, at the dis

tance of about three or four leagues to the southward ; and as

the day- light increased, they saw more islands to the eastward.

They now began to feel apprehensions on account of the na

tives, to whose dispositions they were perfect strangers : how

ever, after manning the boats, and loading them in the best

manner they were able for the general good, they were dis

patched to the small island, under the direction of Mr. fienger,

the chief mate, who was earnestly requested to establish, if pos

sible, a friendly intercourse with the natives, if they found any,

and carefully to avoid all disagreement with them, unless re

duced to it by the most urgent necessity. As soon as the boats were

gone, those who were left in the ship began to get the booms

over board, and to make a raft for their security, if the ship

should go to pieces, which was hourly expected : at the fame

time they were under the most painful apprehensions for the

safety of the boats, on which all depended ; not only on ac

count of the natives, but with regard to the weather also, as it

continued to blow very hard. But in the afternoon they wete

relieved from their fears on this head, by the return of the boats,

with the welcome news of their having landed the stores in

safety, and left five men to take care of them ; and that there

was no appearance of inhabitants being on the island where

they landed : that they had found a secure harbour, well shel

tered

i
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tered from the weather, and also some fresh water. This good

account revived every one, so that they pursued their labour, in

completing and loading their raft. Toward evening, this

business was accomplished, and they loaded the boats again

with such stores as were most likely to suffer from the spray of

the sea. Capt. W. ordered all his people into the boats, with

which, and the raft, they left their old habitation, with heavy

hearts, and much reluctance. The raft was so large, and so

heavy laden, that it was not until very late, and after much fa

tigue and danger, they reached the cove where the fust part of

the stores had been landed, and where they passed the night in a

very uncomfortable manner, on many accounts : for the wea

ther turned out very wet and tempestuous ; and though the five

men who were left in the morning had laboured hard to clear

the place, and in erecting a tent, yet it was too small to accom

modate more than half of them, so that they were obliged to

take the advantage of it alternately. The turbulence of the

weather also quickened their anxiety, for fear the ship should go

to pieces before they were able to save out of her such necessa-

ries as might be most useful to them. And moreover, though

no traces of the natives had been seen while the boats remained

on shore in the morning, the men who had been left there

had discovered several places, in the course of the day, where

there had been fires, with fish-bones and pieces of cocoa-nut

shells scattered round them,—indubitable signs of human inha

bitants having lately been there: it was therefore absolutely ne

cessary to keep a constant watch, to prevent being surprised by

them.

The next day the boats were sent again to the wreck, for

such provisions and stores as they could procure out of it ; and

those who remained on shore were employed in drying their pow

der, and cleaning and fitting their arms for use, in case of need. As

the boats did not return till ten o'clock in the evening, it spred

much alarm among those who were on shore, especially as the

night came on with very heavy and boisterous weather: nor were

their spirits rendered much more tranquil by the arrival of the

boats, as they brought with them the melancholy intelligence, that,

on account of the badness of the weather, there was little hope

that the (hip would bold together until the morning, as she be

gan already to part,—the bends and wales being started out of

their places. This put an end to the hopes which had been

fondly entertained, by most of the people, that when a calm

succeeded, the ship might be got afloat, and repaired in such a

manner as to enable them to return in her to Macao. A gloom

now overspred every countenance, and every one seemed to

think himself cut off for ever from the world, and all that he

held dear in it. They could not help recollecting that they

were
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were utter strangers to the manners and dispositions of the inha

bitants of the islands on which misfortune had thrown them,

and th-.y resolved in their imaginations the hostile scenes which

they might possibly have to encounter. These reflections did

not contribute to make the night, which turned out more tem

pestuous than the former, more comfortable.

In the morning it b!ew exceedingly strong, so that the boats

could not go off to the wreck : the men therefore employed them

selves in dr' ing their provisions, and forming better tents, from

the materials whicn they had brought from the ship the d..y be

fore. About eight o'clock in the morning, the people being em

ployed as above, and in clearing the ground from the wood which

was behind the tents, and Capr. W. with Tom Rose, a Malay,

whom they had taken on bosrd at Macao, being on the beach,

collecting the fresh water which dro; ped from the rocks, they

saw two canoes, with men in them, coming round the point

into the bay. This gave such alarm, that the people all ran to

iheir arms ; however, as there were but few of (he natives,

Capt. W. desired them to keep out of sight, until they should

perceive what recepiion he met with, but to be prepared for

the worst. They loon perceived that the natives had seen the

Captain and the Malay as they conversed together, and kept

their eyes stedfastly fixed on that part of the shore where the

English were. The natives advanced very cautiously toward

them, and when they came near enough to be heard, the Cap

tain directed the Malay, to speak to them in his own language ;

which they did not at rl-st seem to understand ; but they

stopped their canoes, and soon after one of them ..sked, in the

iVIalay tongue, who our people were, and whether they were

friends or enemies ? Rose was directed to reply, that they were

Englishmen, who had lost their ship on the reef, but had saved

their lives, and were friends. Ob this they seemed to confer

together for a short time, and then stepped out of the canoes

into the water, and went toward the fho-e. Capt. W. instantly

waded into the water to meet them, and embracing them in the

most friendly manner, led them to the (hore, and presented them

to his officers, and unfortunate companions. They were eight in

number, two of whom, it was afterwards known, weie brothers

to the Rupack, or King, of thfc neighbouring islands, and one

was a Malay, who had been shipwrecked in a vtfl'cl belonging

to a Chinese, resident on the island of Ternate, one of the same

groupe of islands, and had been kindly treated by the King,

who, he said, was a good man ; and that his people also were

courteous. He told them farther, that a canoe having been out,

fishing, had seen the ship's mast; and that the King, being in

formed of it, sent eff these two canoes at four o'clock that

morning, to fee what was become of the people who had be-

Rev. Aug. 1788. I longed
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longed to her ; and they knowing of the harbour which the

Englishmen were in, had come directly thither.

Capt. W. and his people now going to breakfast, the natives

fat down with them, and tasted the tea, but did not seem to

like it: they appeared, however, to be better pleased with some

sweet biscuits, which our people had brought with them from

China ; and before they had been with them an hour, they ap

peared perfectly free, and under no apprehension whatever. They

seemed very desirous that one of the English should go with them

in their canoes to their King, that he might fee what fort of people

they were. Every one agreed that it would be right for some

person to go ; but as difficulties arose concerning who the person

should be, the Captain requested his brother, Mr. Matthias

Wilson, to go, who readily consented ; and about noon one of

the canoes left the harbour, having Mr. Wilson with them :

the other canoe, with four persons, among whom was Raa

Kook, the elder of the King's brothers, and who was also Ge

neral of his armies, remained with our people, of their own ac

cord, until the canoe returned with Mr. Wilson. The Cap

tain directed his brother to acquaint the King who they were;

to relate to him, as well as he could, the nature of their misfor

tune ; to solicit his friendship and protection, and permission to

build a vessel to carry them back to their own country. He also

sent a present by him to the King, of a small remnant of blue

broad cloth, a canister of tea, another of sugar-candy, and ajar

of rusk : the last article was added at the particular request of

the King's two brothers.

Those who remained behind, observing that our people had

much trouble to procure the fresh water which they had occa

sion for, conducted them across a narrow part of the island,

where it was more plentiful ; and the road to it being rugged

and difficult, they carried Mr. Sharp, a youth of about fifteen

years of age, who was sent on this duty, over the most difficult

parts, in their arms ; and were very careful in assisting, in those

places, the men, who brought two jars of water from the well.

The weather remained as bad as ever all the next night ; but

grew belter in the morning ; and about 10 o'clock one of

the boats went to the wreck. When they got there, they found

that some of the natives had been on board ; and that they had

carried off some iron- work, and other things ; and in particu

lar, that they had rummaged the medicine-chest, and tasted se

veral of the medicines, which being probably not very palatable,

they had thrown out the contents, and carried off the bottles.

This circumstance was made known to Raa Kook by the Cap

tain, not so much by way of complaint, as to express his

uneasiness for the consequences which might arise to the natives

from their having tasted, or perhaps drank, such a variety of

medicines.
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medicines. Raa Kook's countenance fully described the indig

nation he felt at the treacherous behaviour of his countrymen;

desiring that if they caught any of them attempting again to

plunder the vessel, they would kill them, and he would justify

the English to his brother for having done so : and he begged

that Capt. W. would entertain no uneasiness whatever on ac

count of what the plunderers might suffer, because it would be

entirely owing to their own misconduct.

The same evening, Capt. W. made a proposition to his offi

cers, the boldness and wildom of which, and the resolution and

firmness manifested in its execution, reflect the highest honour

on him and then), while the unanimity and cheerfulness dis

played by the crew in acceding to it, equally redound to their

credit. Every one who knows any thing of seamen, knows

that their grog " is the solace and joy of their lives ;"—that

their grog softens all their hardship;, and causes even the hor

rors of war to pass by them unfelt ;—that there is no under

taking so dangerous, or so desperate, that they will not most

readily attempt for it, nor scarcely a comfort in life that

they will not forego rather than relinquish it. Yet Capt. W.

finding them rather noisy when they returned from the wreck

(owing to a little strong liquor which the officer who was then

on duty had given them, and which coming after long toil, and

on an empty stomach, had opersted powerfully, rather from

these circumstances than from the quantity which they had

drank), it alarmed him so much, that he submitted to his offi

cers the propriety of staving (with the consent of the people)

every cask of liquor which was in the ship. He knew it was

too bold a step to be taken without their consent, and was

fully aware of the difficulty of obtaining it ; but he trusted

to the regard which they had for him, and his influence over

them ; and he intended to make the people themselves the

executioners of his purpose, while they were yet warm with

the project. He had the satisfaction to find that his officers

immediately acquiesced,—and the next morning he called all

the crew together, and told them he had something to pro

pose, in which their future welfare, nay, perhaps, their pre

servation, was most materially involved. He then submitted to

their judgment the measure on which he and his officers had

deliberated the evening before ; urged the propriety of it in the

most forcible terms, as a step which would best authorize the

hope of deliverance from their present situation, and of see

ing once more their own country, and those who were dear to

them ;—and he added, that however reluctantly they might

yield to trie proposition, yet they could not but be satisfied that

the understanding of every individual amongst them must, on

reflection, perceive that it was a measure absolutely neces-

I 2 far/
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sary to be adopted. The moment he concluded, all the sViloify

with the utmost unanimity, and to th^ir lasti^ honour as men,

replied, that however they might suffer from being deprived of

their accustomed recruit of liquor, yet being sensible, that hav

ing easy access to it, they mi^ht not, at all times use it with dis

cretion, they gave their full assent to the Captain's proposal ;

and added, that they were ready to go directly to the (hip, and

stave every cask of liquor on board. This they most con

scientiously performed ; and so scrupulously did they execute

their trull, that there was not a single man among them who

would tdlce even a farewel glass of his beloved cordial.

On the 14th, in the morning, Arra Kooker, the other brother

of the Knit:, returned to the ifl-ind where the English were, and

brought with him one os the King's sons. He informed Cap

tain W. that his brother was on his way back ; but that the

cano; he was in had not been able to make such good way

against the wind as his had done, which was the reason he was

not yet arrived : and he added, that the King gave them free

leave to build their vessel, either where they were, or in the

island where he lived, and where they would be more imme

diately under his protection. Soon after Mr. M. Wilson re

turned, and the account which he gave of his expedition was to

the fo'lovying purport:

" When the canoe which I went in approached the island

where the King lives, a vast concourse of the natives ran out of

their houses to fee me come on (hore. The King's brother took

me by the hand, and led me up to the town, where a mat was

spread for me, on a square pavement, and 1 was directed to sit

down on it. In a little time the King appeared, and being

pointed out to me by his brother, I rose and made my obeisance

aster the manner of Eastern nations, by listing my hands to my

head, and bending my body forward ; but he did not seem to

pay any attention to it. I then offered him the presents which

my brother had sent by me, and he received them in a very gra

cious manner. His brother now talked a great deal to him, the

purport of which, as I conceived, was to acquaint him with

our disaster, and the number of us j after which the King ate

some of the sugar-candy, seemed to relish it, and distributed a

]itt'e of it to several of his chiefs, and then directed all the

things to be carried to his own house. This being done, he or

dered refresh '>ents to be brought for me : the first consisted of a

cocoa-nut (hell of warm water, sweetened with molasses : after

tasting ir, he directed a little boy, who was near him, to climb a

cocoa-nut tree, and gather some fresh nuts ; he cleared one of

them from the husk, and after tasting the milk of it, bad the

boy present it to me, making signs for me to drink the milk,

and then return the nut to him ; and when I had done so,

he
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he broke the (hell in two, ate a little of the meat, and then re

turned it to me to eat the reft. A great crowd of the natives

had by this time surrounded me, who were curious and eager to

examine my cluthts and person ; but as it began to be dark, the

King, his brother, myself, and several others, retired into a

large house, where supper was brought in, consisting of yams

boiled whole, and others boiled and beaten together, as wo

sometimes do potatoes ; there were likewise some shell-fish, but

1 could not detern me what they were. After supper 1 w >s con

ducted to another house, at some distance from the first, by

a female. Here I found at least forty or fifty men and women ;

and signs were made for me to sit or lie down on a mat, which

fcemed spread on purpose for me to sleep on : and after all the

company haJ satisfied themselves with viewing me t:iev went to

sleep, and I laid myself down on the mar, and rested it y head on

a log, which these people use as a pillow, and drew another

mat, which also seemrd laid for the purpose, over me. I was

unable even to slumber, but lay perfectly still ; and some consi

derable time after, when all was quiet, about eieht men arose,

and m;.Je two great sires at each end of the house, which was

not divided by partitions, but formed one large habitation. This

operation of theirs, I confess, alarmed me very much indeed !

I thought of nothing less, than that 'they were going to roast

me, ami that they hid only laid themselves down, that I might

drop afl«p, for them to rfispuch me in that situation. How

ever, a* there was no possibility of escaping the miichief, if any

were intended, I collected all my fortitude, and recommended

myself to the Supreme Disposer of all events. I lay still, ex

pecting every moment to meet my fate; but, to my grear sur

prize, aster sitting a while to warm themselves, I perceived that

they all retired a^ain to their mats, and stirred no more till day

light. I then got up, a.id walked about, surrounded by great

numbers of men, women, and children ; and, in a little time,

was joined by the King's brother, who took me to several

houies, in every one 01 which I was entertained with yams, co

coa-nuts, and sweetmeats. I was afterwards conducted to the

King, to whom I signified, by signs, that I wished much- to re

turn to my bro*her~: he understood me perfectly, and expla'ned to

me, by signs also, that the canoes could not go out, on account

of the great wind. I spent the remainder of the day in walking

about the island, anJ observing its produce, which consisted

chiefly of yams and cocoa-nuts: the former tney cultivate with

great care, in large plantations, which are all in swampy

watery ground, such as the rtce grows in, in India. The cocoa-

nuts grow chiefly about tneir houses, as does also the betle-nut,

which they chew as tobacco,"

I 3 The
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The favourable account which Mr. Wilson brought, joined to

the message the King had sent to the Captain by his brother and

son, put all our people into great spirits; so that they applied to

their several avocations with redoubled vigour, and particularly to

getting every thing they could from the wreck.

On the 15th, the English were informed that the King was

coming; and soon after they saw a great number of canoes

turning the point which formed the harbour; but the King

flopped as soon as he got within the bay, and directed one

squadron of the canoes, which were all armed, to retire to the

back of the island ; thinking, probably, that so great a number

of armed people would create an alarm among the strangers.

He then came forward with the rest, in great foim, and with

much parade, as far as the tide, which was then low, would

permit them ; and it was signified to Capt. VV. by the King's

broihers, that he should then go and meet him. Accordingly

two of his own people took him on their shoulders, and carried

him through the water to the King's canoe, whxh he was re

quested to enter ; and he and the Kng, whose name was Abba

Thulle, embraced one another. The Captain then related the

nature of their misfortune to Abba Thulle, by means of the two

Malays, and repeated his tequest to be permitted to build a

■vessel to carry them home ; and the King again gave his per-

misliun for them to build it, either where they were, or at the

island where he resided ; but recommended the latter, adding,

that the island on which they had landed was unhealthy, which

was the reason it was not inhabited ; and that he apprehended they

would be ill when another wind began to blow. The Captain in

formed him, that they had a person with them whose business it

was to cure diseases; and that it would be very inconvenient to

them if they removed farther from the wreck of their vessel,

because they could not then procure from her such things as they

might want, without much Jrouble and loss of time. To these

reasons the King assented ; and making signs that he wished to

land, the Captain was carried on shore by his people, and Abba

Thulle, stepping into the water, followed him. He viewed all

the tents, and the stores and arms wheh they had got on shore,

with great attention, as his two brothers bad done before. He ac

cepted of such refreshments as they had to give him, as well as the

presents which were offered to him ; and, toward evening, he went

away to the back of the island, with all his attendants, seemingly

much gratified with what he had received and seen ; but his two

brothers, with their attendants, remained with the English.

The next morning they began laying down the blocks and

ways for building their intended vessel ; and in the afternoon the

King again came round to the cove where the English were.

Capt.
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Capt. W. and his people had observed a gloom on the faces of

the King's two brothers all that morning, and now perceived

the fame thoughtfulness, or, as they interpreted it, coolness, on

that of the King, which gave them much uneasiness, because

they could neither tell how they had given offence, nor how to

remove it. Capt. W. was again requested to go to the King in

his canoe, with which he readily complied ; and there, after

much apparent struggle within himself, Abba Thulle told him,

that he was then at war with some of his neighbours, who had

injured him ; and that having learnt, from what his brothers

had seen, and the Malay had told them, of the effects of their

fire-arms, he wished him to Lnd him four or rive of his people,

to go with them in a few days to battle against their enemies ;

not doubting but that they would give them the most decided

victory. Capt. W. not knowing what might be the conse

quence of a refusal, instantly replied, that the English were as

his own people ; that the enemies of the King were their ene

mies ; and that the people he asked for should be ready when they

were wanted. The countenance of the King, his brothers, and

all their attendants, instantly brightened up; and it fu'ly ap

peared to Capt. W. and his people, that the gloom which had

been seen on the faces of Abba Thulle and his attendants,

had arisen from their fear of asking a favour which it might be

inconvenient or disagreeable to their new friends to grant Abba

Thulle then told Capt. W. that they were to sight in four

days ; that he would call for the people to morrow, and take

them with him to Pelew, the island where he resided ; and that he

would bring them back as soon after the engagement as possible:

in the mean time, he said, he would leave with him the same

number of his own people, such as might be trusted ; and assured

him that all imaginable care should be taken that the men who

went to his assistance, should receive no hurt.

The next day, the 17th, the King came for the men ; and

five stout young fellows begged of their comrades to suffer them

to go without casting lots (as every man was eager to go),

which was agreed to. The Km;?, his brothers, and son, took

each one in his canoe; and the English giving their comrades

three cheers at parting, Abba Thulle and all his people, as soon

as the meaning of it was explained to them, got up and joined

in returning the salute.

Those who were left behind now set themselves earnestly

to the construction of their vessel : but the five men not return

ing until the afternoon of the 25th, and this being so much longer

than the time mentioned by Abba Thulle, C^pt. W. and his

people began to be under very disagreecable apprehensions on

their account ; and, in order to render themselves more inde

pendent on their neighbours for the future, in cafe any thing bad

I 4 ' ftouU
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should have happened, they raised a barricade round their tent-,

and got one of the great guns and two swivels from the (hip: the

former they mounted on its carriage, so as to command the

whole entrance into the harbour ; and the two swivels were

fixed on the stumps of two trees cut down for the purpose,

in such a manner, and in such positions, as would permit them

to be pointed in eveiy necessity direction ; and when these wrrkr

were completed, they began to think themselves almost inde

pendent of Abba Thulic and his people. However, the appear

ance of their companions, in the afternoon of the 25th, in good

health and spirits, and accompanied by their old friend Raa

Kook, dispersed their fears, but did not abate their satisfaction

at finding themselves en-ibled to be their own protectors.

The account given by Mr. Cummins, the third mate of the

Antelope, who was one of the rive men that went on this ex*

pedition, was in substance as follows:

They lay on the 17th, at night, on a small island, about

six leagues to the eastward of the Englishmen's cove, and three

or four miles from Pesew, the King's residence, where they

were received with great kindness, and treated with much

hospitality ; and next morning wenc to Pelew, where they re

mained until the 2isr, the King being not able to get all his

canoes together before that time. At Break of day, however, on

Jthat morning, they all mustered before the King's house, with

their arms, which consisted of bamboo darts, from five to e'ght

feet long, and pointed with the wot d of the betle-nut tree,

bearded. These they use for close fighting ;- but they had also

short ones, which they threw, by means of a stick of about two

feet long, to a great distance. The English embarked in five

different canoes, in which they went about ten or twelve

leagues still farther to the eastward, calling at several villages

which belonged to Abba Thulic, to refresh, and collect rein

forcements ; and about half p.ist two o'clock they arrived in

fight of the enemy. They had now with them a fleet of about

150 canoes, on board of which there were above looomen;

but of the enemy's force our people could form no very pro

bable conjedture. Before the act. on, Raa Kook went in his

canoe close to the town, and talked to the enemy Ibitie time,

having one of our men, named I hom« Dutun, with him;

but who had orders not to si: e until a signal, which had been

agreed on, should be given. Wnat the g neral laid being re

ceived by the enery with great indifference, he threw a spear

at them (n>c signal for batt.le), which vv^s instantly returned by

a volky from the enemy, and D itton fired at the fame time.

One man sell dir. illy ; and this threw them into such confu

sion, that the ptop!" on shore' r<in away with great precipita

tion, while thole wno were in the canoes leaped into the water,

7 and
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and made for land as fail as they could : a few more musque'rs

were fired, which dispersed the enemy entirely; and Abba

.Thulle and his people leemed perfectly sa'isfied with this mailc of

thei? victory, as .they never offered to puduc them, nor to make

any use of it, bit to land, and strip a few cocoa-nut trees of

their fruit, and carry off a few yams, and other provision. They

immediately returned ho/.eward, the King bein^ highly pioased

.with his triumph ; and stopped at several places in their wav,

where the women brought out sweet liquor for t'e people to

drink ; but it being too far to get home that night, the fleet dis

persed up several creeks, about eight o'clock in the everung, and

slept there. Tne next day, (eÆ were prepared in ail the neigh

bouring houses, and about three o'clock in the afternoon the

people re embarked, and arrived at Pelew the fame evLmng. Here

iheie was nothing but fealiing .and rejoicing all. the next cUy,

and on the following morning the King dismissed the English,

with great nurks of iati.st..eiion, and high encomiums on theif

behaviour and vaiour. He accompanied them to the water-side,

and sent two large canoes, laden with yams, and other provr-

sions, to their companions ; and the General, Raa Kook, would

accompany them back: they, however, got no farther that day

than the ImaW island where t:vey lay the first night ; for their old

friends received them, if possib'e, with greater hospitality than

before, and wore eager to express to them, by signs, that ihey

knew how much they had contributed to defeat the King's ene

mies. The next morning, they suffered the English to depart,

and rejoin their ship- mates; and Raa Kook law them safe to

the end ot their journey. ■ ,

The warmT* now joined their companions in labouring at

their new vessel, which wont on with as much expedition as

could be expecied, when the circumstances and the inconveniences

which they laboured under, are considered.

[ 'lo he concluded in our next. ]

Art. IV. Gibbon's Roman History, continued: Vol. V. See our

last, p. 20.

OF historical composition and œconomy, two different mode's

have been adopted, each of which is justified by gi'eat ex

amples. Among the writers of antiquity, ThucydiiJts, Xe.no-

phon *, and Drodorus Siculus, follow the order of time, and

adjust the transactions which they relate, according to the pre

cise dates when they happened. Herodotus and PJywus, on

the other hand, regard chiefly the order of events, and r- late the

• This is meant of his Gcecian history ; for his Institution of Cy

rus, and his E ipedition of the Ten thousand, are arranged on other

principles.

rife,
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rise, progress, and conclusion of one important action, before

they proceed to other actions, depending at the fame period of

time. By this means, the thread of the narrative remains un

broken ; the attention of the reader is kept awake ; his affec

tions are engaged : he fees the dependance of even's on each

other ; and when he has finished his perusal of the work, he can

look back with pleasure, recollect the order and connection of

the several parts, and contemplate the symmetry and beauty of

the whole. To this latter mode of historical composition, the

ancient * critics universally gave the preference ; and it is this

mode which Mr. Gibbon has followed, with uncommon in

dustry, and singular success. Without regulating his history by

the course of the year, or observing the exact order of time, he

has not however neglected chronology. In this particular, he ia

minutely accurate ; well knowing that it is the duty of an histo

rian to preserve, distinctly, the date of each event; but that to

crowd all events together which happen at the fame date, is to

tally incompatible with that duty, since it must inevitably dis

tract the attention of his reader, and destroy the unity and beauty

of his work.

We judged these observations necessary, to obviate an ob

jection, which has been made to this elaborate history, and

which must have a considerable influence on the minds of those

who, being accustomed to read the histories of particular king

doms, will imagine that Mr. Gibbon's work is irregular and de

serving of censure, in that very particular in which it is most

regular, and merits most praise. In the history of particular

kingdoms, an author can seldom look beyond the reign, or point

of time, to which his narrative relates ; but in a history of such

extent and compass as that of the Decline and Fall of the Ro

man Empire, in which the transactions of distant ages and re

mote countries verge to one point, and conspire to one end f, he

is often obliged to look back, and to anticipate, to combine in

one view wide intervals of time and space, and to harmonise

into one general system a variety of detached and seemingly dis

cordant particulars. This part of the historian's duty, which

Mr. Gibbon has fulfilled with equal ingenuity and judgment,

is so finely illustrated by a Greek writer, that we cannot torbear

exhibiting the passage in a literal translation.

* See particularly Dionysius of Halicarnassus, in his letter to Pom-

pey ; and Lucian on the composition of history.

f Polybius employs the fame words in speaking of his subject, the

" Formation of the Roman greatness." Fortune, he said, had

brought the affairs of the world to have, all of them, one single ten

dency, iiiiti) vt'i h% acst to avrot oKvnw.
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" In fine," says Lucian in the work above cited, " the histo

rian is to be considered as a Phidias, a Praxiteles, or Alcamenes,

or some other of those masters in the plastic arts. For, neither

are they the makers of the gold, the silver, the ivory, or other

materials on which they work. No ; these were furnished by

the Elians, Athenians, or Argives. Their business was to bring

them into form ; to saw the ivory, to shape and polish it, to

unite and harmonize the parts, and add the gold in suitable or

naments. This only is their proper art and business, to give to

their materials the shape, ceconomy, and composition; and such,

exactly, is the true art and sk 11 of the historian."

In the first chapter of his fifth volume, Mr. G. traces the

history of the Byzantine Emperors, from Heraclius to the Latin

conquest ; and describes the succession of families, the characters

of the Greek princes, and the tendency of their reign to accele

rate or suspend the downfall of the Eastern empire. At the con

clusion, he observes, that ' if we compute the number and dura

tion of the reigns, it will be found, that a period of six hundred

years is silled by sixty Emperors, including in the Augustan list some

female sovereigns ; and deducting some usurpers who were never ac-

knowleged in the capital, and some princes who did not live to

pc fiefs their inheritance. The average proportion will allow ten

years for each Emperor, far below the chronological rule of Sir Isaac

Newton, who, from the experience of more recent and regular mo

narchies, has defined about eighteen or twenty years as the term of

an ordinary reign. The Byzantine empire was most tranquil and

prosperous when it could acquiesce in hereditary succession : five dy

nasties, the Heraclian, Isaurian, Amorian, Basilian, and Corane-

nian families enjoyed and transmitted the royal patrimony during

their respective series, of five, four, three, six, and four generations ;

several princes number the years of their reign with those of their

infancy ; and Constantine the Seventh and his two grandsons occupy

the space of an entire century. But in the intervals of the Byzantine

dynasties, the succession is rapid and broken, and the name of a suc

cessful candidate is speedily erazed by a more fortunate competitor.

Many were the paths that led to the summit of royalty : the fabric of

rebellion was overthrown by the stroke of conspiracy, or undermined

by the silent arts of intrigue : the favourites of the soldiers or people,

ef the senate or clergy, of the women and eunuchs, were alternately

clothed with the purple : the means of their elevation were base, and

their end was often contemptible or tragic. A Being of the nature of

man, endowed with the fame faculties, but with a longer measure of

existence, would cast down a smile of pity and contempt on the

crimes and follies of human ambition, so eager, in a narrow span, to

grasp at a precarious and short-lived enjoyment. It is thus that the

experience of history exalts and enlarges the horizon of our intel

lectual view. In a composition of some days, in a perusal os some

hours, six hundred years have rolled away, and the duration of a life

or reign is contracted to a fleeting moment : the grave is ever beside

the throne ; the success of a criminal is almost instantly followed by

the
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%he loss of his prize ; and our immortal reason sur-vives and disdains

the sixty phantoms of Kings who have passed before our eyes, and

faintly dwell on our remembrance. The observation, that, in every

a^e and climate, ambition has prevailed with the fame commanding

energy, may abate the surprise of a philosopher; but while he con

demns the vanity, he may search the motive, ■ f this universal desire

to obtain and hold the sceptre of dominion. To the greater part of

the Byzantine series, we cannot reasonably ascribe the love of fame

and of mankind. The virtue alone of John Comnenus was bene

ficent and pure : the most illustrious of the princes, who precede or

follow that respectable name, have trod with some dexterity and

vigour the crooiied and bloody paths of a sclfilh poliev : in scruti

nizing the imperfect characters of Leo the Isaurian, Basil the First,

and Alexius Co.nnenus, of Theophilus, the second B.sil, an>J Ma

nuel Comnenus, our esteem and censure ^re almust equally balanced ;

and the remainder os the Imperial crowd could only desire and expect

to be forn;ntren by posterity. Was personal happiness the aim and"

object of ibeir ambition I I (hail not descant on the vulgar topics of

the misery of Kings; but I may surelv observe, th.u-their condition,

of all others, is the moll pregnant with fear, and the least susceptible

of hope. For these opposite passions, a larger seope was allowed in

the revolutions of antiquity, tstan in the. smooth and solid temper of

the modern world, which cannot easily repeat either the triumph of

Alexander or the fall of Darius. But the peculiar infelicity of the

Byzantine princes exposed them to domestic perils, without affording

any lively promise 01 foreign conquest. From the pinnacle of great

ness, Andronicus was precipitated by a death mere cruel :ind shame

ful than that of the vilest malefactor; but the most glorious of his

predecessors had much more to dread from their subjects than to hope

from their enemies. The army was licentious without spirit, the

nation turbulent without freedom : the Barbarians of the East and

West pressed on the monarchy, and the loss of the provinces was ter

minated by the final servitude of the capital.'

In the second chapter of this volume, which is the 49th of

the work, Mr. G. examines the intro :uction, worship, and per

secution of images, which was immediately followed by the re

volt of Rome and Italy from the Eastern empire. The Romans

once more attempted to afl'ert their freed tun ; the Popes aspired

at temporal as well as spiritual jurisdiction, and the Lombards

threatened the safety and existence of Rome- But the fate of

Italy depended on the movements beyond the Alps. Charles

Martel, who governed the French monarchy with the humble

title of Mayor or Duke, had saved his country, and perhaps

Eurcpe, from the yoke of the Saracens. His son Pepin, the

heir of his power and virtues, a flumed the office of champion of

the Roman church ; and Charlemagne, the son of Pepin, imi

tated and surpassed the glorious example of his father. The

mutual obligations of tne Popss and the Carlovingian family,

form the important link cf ancient and mojern, of civil and ec

clesiastical history i and Mr. G. has explained them with an ac

curacy,
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curacy, fulness, and perspicuity, which we have not met with

in any other writer. The passage being too long for insertion,

we (hall only mention that the Carl .vingian race were invested

by the Popes with the dignities of King of France, and of Pa

trician of Rome. The feeble Childeric, the last descendant of

Clovis, was degraded, shaved, and immured in a consent for the

remainder of his days. The royal unction of the Kings of Is

rael was dexterously applied in consecrating the title of Pepin; a

German chieftain was transformed into the Lord's Anointed ;

the Franks were absolved from their ancient oath ; ard a dire

anathema was thundered against them, and their posterity, ff

they should dare to renew the fame freedom of choice, or to Hect

a King, except in the holy and meritorious race of the Carlo*,

vingian princes. In consequence of the dignity of Patrician,

these princes were presented with the keys of the shrine of Sr.

Peter, as a pledge and symbol of sovereignty, and with a holy

banner, which it was their right and duty to unfurl in defence

of the church and city. Charlemagne,, having conquered the

Lombards, was received by the Romans as a saviour and a mas

ter. The people swore allegiance to his person and family ; in

his name money was coined, and justice was administered ; the

election of the Popes was examined and confirmed by his autho

rity ; and except an original, and self-inherent claim of sove

reignty, there was not any prerogative remaining, which the

title of Emperor could add to the Patrician of Rome. The

Carlovingians were not ungtateful for these obligations. The

farms and houses, which formed the ancient patrimony of the

church, were extended into the temporal dominion of cities and

provinces ; ' and the donation of the exarchate to the Pope was

the first fruits of the conquest of Pepin.' The splendid gift was

granted in supreme and absolute dominion ; and the world beheld

for the first time a Christian Biihop invested with the wealth and

prerogatives of a temporal prince. Not satisfied with this ample

jurisdiction, some apostolical scribe composed, before the end of

the eighth century, the decretals and the donation of Constan-

tine. The first of the Christian Emperors, according to the le

gend, being healed of the leprosy by Sr. Sylvester, the Roman

Bishop, declared his resolution of founding a new capital in the

East, and resigned to the Popes the free and perpetual sove

reignty of Rome, Italy, and the provinces of the West. This

fiction was received by the ignorance and credulity of the times,

and though universally rejected after the revival of let'ers, by the

contempt of historians and poets, it is still enrolled among the

decrees of the Canon law. The Popes themselves, fays Mr. G.

have indulged a smile at the credulity of the vulgar ; but a false

and obsolete title still sanctifies their reign ; and by the fame for

tune which has attended the decretals and the Sibylline oracles,

the
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the edifice has subsisted, after the foundations have been under*

mined.

In the three following chapters (the 50th, 51st, and 53d),

Mr. G. gives an account of the Arabians, or Saracens, whose

valour and enthusiasm had so great a share in the destruction of

the Eastern empire. This interesting part of his history opens

with an animated description of Arabia, with its inhabitants ;

which is followed by an account of the birth, character, and

doctrine of Mahomet, the voluntary or reluctant submission of

the Arabs to his authority—his death, and successors. Mr. G.

then pursues the victories and conquests of these successors,

through Persia, Syria, Egypt, Africa, and Spain ; and having

described the empire of the Caliphs, in its full extent and great

est splendor, he unfolds the causes which led to its decline and

dissolution : their unsuccessful sieges of Constantinople, their in

vasion of France, and defeat by Charles Martel, the civil wars

of the Ommiades and Abbassides, and the luxury of the Caliphs,

which at the fame time that it proved useless to their private hap

piness, relaxed the nerves, and terminated the progress, of the

Arabian power.

A ray of light beams from the darkness of the tenth century ;

and Mr. G. availing himself of the labours of Constantine Por-

phyrogenitus, ventures to describe, in his 53d chapter, the state

of the capital and provinces in that age, when the remnant of

the empire still exceeded the measure of the largest of the Euro

pean kingdoms.

1 « The fame princes (viz. the Greek Emperors) might assert, with

dignity and truth, that of all the monarchs of Christendom they

possessed the greatest city, the most ample revenue, the most flourish

ing and populous state. With the decline and fall of the empire,

the cities of the West had decayed and fallen ; nor could the ruins

of Rome, or the mud walls, wooden hovels, and narrow precincts of

Paris and London, prepare the Latin stranger to contemplate the

situation and extent of Constantinople, her stately palaces and

churches, and the arts and luxury of an innumerable people. Her

treasures might attract, but her virgin strength had repelled, and still

promised to repel, the audacious invasion of the Persian and Bul

garian, the Arab and the Russian. The provinces were less fortu

nate and impregnable ; and few districts, few cities, could be dis

covered which had not been violated by some fierce Barbarian, im

patient to despoil, because he was hopeless to possess. From the age

of Justinian the Eastern empire was sinking below its former level :

the powers of destruction were more active than those of improve

ment ; and the calamities of war were embittered by the more per

manent evils of civil and ecclesiastical tyranny. The captive who

had escaped from the Barbarians was often stripped and imprisoned

by the ministers of his sovereign : the Greek superstition relaxed the

mind by prayer, and emaciated the body by fasting ; and the multi

tude of convents and festivals diverted many hands and many day*

from
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from the temporal service of mankind. Yet the subjects of the By

zantine empire were still the most dexterous and diligent of nations ;

their country was blessed by nature with every advantage of foil, cli

mate, and situation ; and, in the support and restoration of the arts,

their patient and peaceful temper was more useful than the warlike

spirit and feudal anarchy of Europe. The provinces that still ad

hered to the empire were repeopled and enriched by the misfortunes

cf those which were irrevocably loft. From the yoke of the Caliphs,

the Catholics of Syria, Egypt, and Africa, retired to the allegiance

of their prince, to the society of their brethren : the moveable wealth,

which eludes the search of oppression, accompanied and alleviated

their exile ; and Constantinople received into her bosom the fugitive

trade of Alexandria and Tyre. The chiefs of Armenia and Scythia,

who fled from hostile or religious persecution, were hospitably enter

tained : their followers were encouraged to build new cities and to

cultivate waste lands ; and many spots, both in Europe and Asia,

preserved the name, the manners, or at least the memory, of these

national colonies. Even the tribes of Barbarians, who had seated

themselves in arms on the territory of the empire, were gradually

reclaimed to the laws of the church and state; and as -long as they

were separated from the Greeks, their posterity supplied a race of

faithful and obedient soldiers. Did we possess sufficient materials to

survey the twenty-nine themes of the Byzantine monarchy, our cu

riosity might be satisfied with a chosen example: it is fortunate

enough that the clearest light should be thrown on the most interest*,

ing province; and the name of Peloponesus will awaken the atten

tion of the clastic reader.'

Mr. Gibbon's description of the state of the Peloponesus is too

long for insertion ; but one paragraph, respecting manufactures,

especially that of silk, is so curious, that we cannot refuse it a place :

• But the wealth of the province, and the trust of the revenue,

were founded on the fair and plentiful produce of trade and manu

factures : and some symptoms of liberal policy may be traced in a law

which exempts from all personal taxes the mariners of Peloponesus,

and the workmen in parchment and purple. This denomination

may be fairly applied or extended to the manufactures of linen,

woollen, and more especially of silk : the two former of which had

flourished in Greece since the days of Homer ; and the last was in

troduced perhaps as early as the reign of Justinian. These arts,

which were exercised at Corinth, Thebes, and Argos, afforded food

and occupation to a numerous people: the men, women, and chil

dren, were distributed according to their age and strength ; and if

many of these were domestic staves, their masters, who directed the

work and enjoyed the profit, were of a free and honourable condi

tion. The gifts which a rich and generous matron of Peloponesus

presented to the Emperor Basil, her adopted son, were doubtless fa

bricated in the Grecian looms. Danielis bestowed a carpet of fine

wool, of a pattern which imitated the spots of a peacock's tail, of a

magnitude to overspread the floor of a new church, erected in the

triple name of Christ, of Michael the archangel, and of the prophet

Elijah. She gave six hundred pieces of silk and linen, of various use

and denomination : the silk was painted with the Tyrian dye, and

adorned
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adorned by the labours of the needle ; and the linen was so eyqoi-»

sitcly fine, that an entire piece might be rolled in the hollow of a

cane. !n his description of the Greek manufactutes, an historian of

Sicily dilcriminates their price, according to the weight and quality

of/ the silk, the closeness of the texture, the beauty of the colours,

and the taste and materials of the embroidery. A single, or even a

double or treble thread was thought sufficient for ordinary sale ; but

the union of fix threads composed a piece of stronger and more costly

workmanship. Among the colours, he celebrates, with affectation

of eloquence, the fiery blaze of the scarlet, and the softer lustre of

the green. The embroidery was raised either in silk or gold: the

more simple ornament of iiripes or circles was surpassed by the nicer

imitation of flowers : the vestments that were fabricated for the pa

lace or the altar often glittered with precious stones ; and the figures

were delineated in strings of Oriental pearls. Till the twelfth cen

tury, Greece alone, of all the countries of Christendom, was pos

sessed of rhe insect who is taught by nature, and of the workmen who

are instructed by art, to prepare this elegant luxury. But the secret

had been stolen by the dexterity and diligence of the Arabs: the

Caliphs of the East and West scorned to borrow from the unbelievers

their furniture' and apparel ; and two cities of Spain, Almeria and

Lisbon, were famous tor the manufacture, the use, and perhaps the

exportation, of silk. Jt was first introduced into Sicily by the Nor

mans; and this emigration of trade distinguishes the victory of Roq-er

from the uniform and fruitless hostilities of every age. After the

sack of Corinth, Athens, and Thebes, his lieutenant embarked with

a captive train of weavers and artificers of both sexes, a trophy glo

rious to their master, and disgraceful to the Grsek Emperor. The

King of Sicily was not insensible of the value of the present ; andj

in the restitution cf the prisoners, he excepted only the male and

female manufacturers of Thebes and Corinth, who labour, fays the

Byzantine historian, under a barbarous lord, like the old Eretrians

in the service of Darius. A stately edifice, in the palace of Paler

mo, was erected for the use of this industrious colony ; and the art

was propagated by their children and disciples to sati-fy the enercas-

ing demand of the western world. The decay of the looms of Si

cily may be ascribed to the troubles of the island, and the competi

tion of the Italian cities. In the year thirteen hundred and fourteen,

Lucca alone, among her sister republics, enjoyed the lucrative mono

poly. A domestic revolution dispersed the manufacturers to Flo

rence, Eologna, Venice, Milan, and even the countries beyond the

Alps ; and thirteen years after this event, the statutes of Modena en

join the planting of mulberry-trees, and regulate the duties on raw

silk. The northern climates are less propitious to the education of

the silk-worm ; but the industry of France and England is supplied

and enriched by the productions of Italy and China.'

From manufactures, Mr. G. naturally proceeds to the revenue

of the Greek empire, which, if it amounted to seven millions

sterling, must have far exceeded the incomes of the richest mo

dern kingdoms, considering the relative values of the precious

metals in the 10th and the ibth centuries. He next examines

the
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the pomp and magnificence of the Emperors, the offices of the

palace, the state, and the army, the ceremonial of the court,

and the proud superiority which the Greek princes affected over

the other potentates of the earth. He then compares the Greeks

with the Saracens and the Franks ; since, from the age of Charle

magne to that of the Crusades, the world was occupied and dis

puted by these three rival nations. Their respective military

strength, he observes, may be ascertained by a comparison of

their courage, their arts and riches, and their obedience to a su

preme head, who might call into action all the energies of the

state. The Greeks, far inferior to their rivals in the first, were

superior to the Franks, and at least equal to the Saracens, in the

second and third of these warlike qualifications. The reader will

be glad to find an account of the tactics and character of these

great nations,—an account so comprehensive and so concise, that

it is incapable of abridgment.

* The invention of the Greek fire did not, like that ofgunpow-

der, produce a total revolution in the art of war. To these liquid

combustible*, the city and empire of Constantine owed their deliver

ance; and they were employed in sieges and sea-sights with terrible

effect. But they were either less improved, or less susceptible of im

provement ; the engines of antiquity, the catapultæ, balistæ, and

battering-rams, were still of most frequent and powerful use in the

attack and defence of fortifications ; nor was the decision of battles

reduced to the quick and heavy fire of a line of infantry, whom it

were fruitless to protect with armour against a similar fire of their

enemies. Steel and iron were still the common instruments of de

struction and safety; and the helmets, cuirasses, and shields, of the

tenth century did not, either in form or substance, essentially differ

from those which had covered the companions of Alexander or Achil

les. But instead of accustoming the modern Greeks, like the legion

aries of old, to the constant and easy use of this salutary weight;

their armour was laid aside in light chariots, which followed the

inarch, till, on the approach of an enemy, they resumed with haste

and reluctance the unusual incumbrance. Their offensive weapons

consisted of swords, battle-axes, and spears ; but the Macedonian pike

was shortened a fourth of its length, and reduced to the more conve

nient measure of twelve cubits or feet. The sharpness of the Scythian

and Arabian arrows had been severely felt; and the Emperors lament

the decay of archery as a cause of the public misfortunes, and recom

mend, as an advice, and a command, that the military youth, till

the age of forty, mould assiduously practise the exercise of the bow.

The bands, or regiments, were usually three hundred strong; and, as

a medium between the extremes of four and sixteen, the soot soldiers

of Leo and Constantine were formed eight, deep ; but the cavalry

charged in four ranks from the reasonable consideration, that the

weight of the front could not be increased by any pressure of the

hindmost horses. If the ranks of the infantry or cavalry were some

times doubled, this cautious array betrayed a secret distrust of the

courage of the troops, whose number; might swell the appearance of

Kev. Aug. 1788. K. the
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the line, but of whom only a chosen band would dare to encounter

the spears and swords of the Barbarians. The order of battle must

have varied according to the ground, the object, and the adversary ;

but their ordinary disposition, in two lines and a reserve, presented

a succession of hopes and resources most agreeable to the temper as

well as the judgment of the Greeks. In cafe of a repulse, the first

line fell back into the intervals of the second ; and the reserve break

ing into two divisions, wheeled round the flanks to improve the vic

tory or cover the retreat. Whatever authority could enact was ac

complished, at least in theory, by the camps and marches, the

exercises and evolutions, the edicts and books, of the Byzantine

monarch. Whatever art could produce from the the forge, the loom,

or the laboratory, was abundantly supplied by the riches of the

prince, and the industry of his numerous workmen. But neither

authority nor art could frame the most important machine, the sol

dier himself; and if the ceremonies of Constantine always suppose the

safe and triumphal return of the Emperor, his tatties seldom soar

above the means of escaping a defeat and procrastinating the war.

Notwithstanding some transient success, the Greeks were funk in

their own esteem and that of their neighbours. A cold hand and a

loquacious tongue was the vulgar description os the nation : the au

thor of the tactics was besieged in his capital ; and the last of the

Barbarians, who trembled at the name of the Saracens, or Franks,

could proudly exhibit the medals of gold and silver which they had

extorted from the feeble sovereign of Constantinople. What spirit

their government and character denied, might have been inspired in

some degree by the influence of religion ; but the religion of the

Greeks could only teach them to suffer and to yield. The Emperor

Isiicephorus, who restored for a moment the discipline and glory of

the Roman name, was desirous of bestowing the honours of martyr

dom on the Christians who lost their lives in an holy war against the

Infidels. But this political law was defeated by the opposition of the

Patriarch, the Bishops, and the principal senators ; and they stre

nuously urged the canons of St. Basil, that all who were polluted by

the bloody trade of a soldier, should be separated, during three years,

from the communion of the faithful.

* These scruples of the Greeks have been compared with the tears

of the primitive Moslems when they were held back from battle ;

and this contrast of base superstition, and high-spirited enthusiasm,

unfolds to a philosophic eye the history of the rival nations. The

subjects of the last Caliphs had undoubtedly degenerated from the

zeal and faith of the companions of the Prophet. Yet their martial

creed still represented the Deity as the author of war : the vital

though latent spark of fanaticism still glowed in the heart of their

religion, and among the Saracens who dwelt on the Christian bor

ders, it was frequently rekindled to a lively and active flame. Their

Tegular force was formed of the valiant slaves who had been educated

to guard the person and accompany the standard of their lord ; but

the Musulman people of Syria and Cilicia, of Africa and Spain, was>

awakened by the trumpet which proclaimed an holy war against the

Infidels* The rich .were ambitious of death or victory in the cause of

Cod; the poor wtre allured by the hopes of plunder, and the old,

lb«
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'the infirm, and the women, assumed their share of meritorious service

by sending their substitutes, with arms and horses, into the field.

These offensive and defensive arms were similar in strength and tem

per to those of the Romans, whom they far excelled in the manage

ment of the horse and the bow ; the massy silver of their belts, their

bridles, and their swords, displayed the magnificence osa prosperous

nation, and except some black archers of the south, the Arabs dis

dained the naked bravery of their ancestors. Instead of waggons,

they were attended by a long train of camels, mules, and asses ;. the

multitude of these animals, whom they bedecked with flags and

streamers, appeared to swell the pomp and magnitude of their host ;

and the horses of the enemy were often disordered by the uncouth

figure and odious smell of the camels of the East. Invincible by

their patience of thirst and heat, their spirits were frozen by a win

ter's cold, and the consciousness of their propensity to deep exacted

the most rigorous precautions against tlie surprises of the night. Their

order of battle was a long square of two deep and solid lines ; the

first of archers, the second of cavalry. In their engagements by sea

and land, they sustained with patient firmness the fury os the attack,

and seldom advanced to the charge till thev could discern and op

press the lassitude of their foes. But if they were repulsed and

broken, they knew not how to rally or renew the combat ; and their

dismay was heightened by the superstitious prejudice, that God had

declared himself on the side of their enemies. The decline and fall of

the Caliphs countenanced this fearful opinion ; nor were there want

ing, among (he Mahometans and Christians, some obscure prophecies

which prognosticated their alternate defeats. The unity of the Ara

bian empire was dissolved, but the independent fragments were equal

to populous and powerful kingdoms ; and in their naval and mili

tary armaments, an hmir of Aleppo or Tunis might command no

despicable fund of skill and industry and treasure. In their trans

actions of peace and war with the Snracens, the princes of Constanti

nople too often felt that these Barbarians had nothing barbarous in

their discipline ; and that if they were destitute of original genius,

they had been endowed with a quick spirit of curiosity and imitation.

The model was indeed more perfect than the copy : their ships, and

engines, and fortifications, were of a less skilful construction ; and

they confess, without shame, that the same God who had given a

tongue to the Arabians* had more nicely fashioned the hands of the

Chinese and the heads of the Greeks.'

The common appellation of Franks was applied to the

Christians of the Latin church, the barbarous but warlike na

tions of the West, whose valour and exertions %*$ -been in

spired and united by the soul of Charlemagne. In the begin

ning of the joth century, the family of (hat conqueror had al

most disappeared ; the regal title was assumed by ambitious chiefs

who divided his monarchy j while the nobles of- every p> evince

disobeyed their sovereign, oppressed their vassals, and exercised

perpetual hostilities against their equals and neighbours. Every

peafant was a soldier, and every village a fortification. The

power* of the mind and body were hardened by the presence of

? ■ K a danger
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danger and necessity of resolution. The peaceful occupations of

society were abolished or corrupted ; and the Bishop, says Mr.

Gibbon, who exchanged his mitre for a helmet, was more for

cibly urged by the manners of the times than by the obligation of

his tenure. In the paragraph describing the manners which re

sulted from that situation, Mr. G. unites the splendor of Livy

With the energy of Tacitus :

' The love of freedom and of arms was felt, with conscious pride,

by the Franks themselves, and is observed by the Greeks with some

degree of amazement and terror. " The Franks," fays the Empe

ror Constantine, «• are bold and valiant to the verge of temerity ;

and their dauntless spirit is supported by the contempt of danger and

death. In the field and in close onset, they press to the front, and

rush headlong against the enemy, without deigning to compute either

his numbers or their own. Their ranks are formed by the firm con

nections of consanguinity and friendship ; and their martial deeds

are prompted by the desire of saving or revenging their dearest com

panions. In their eyes, a retreat is a shameful flight ; and flight is

indelible Infamy.*' A nation endowed with such high and intrepid

spirit, must have been secure of victory, if these advantages had not

been counterbalanced by many weighty defects. The decay of

their naval power, left the Greeks and Saracens in possession

of the sea, for every purpose of annoyance and supply. In the age

which preceded the institution of knighthood, the Franks were rude

and unskilful in the service of cavalry ; and, in all perilous emer

gencies, their warriors were so conscious of their ignorance, that they

chose to dismount from their horses and fight on foot. Unpractised.

In the use of pikes* or of missile weapons, they were encumbered by

the length of their swords, the weight of their armour, the magnitude

of their shields, and, if I may repeat the satire of the meagre Greeks,

by their unwieldy intemperance. Their independent spirit disdained

the yoke of subordination, and abandoned the standard of their

chief, if he attempted to keep the field beyond the term of their sti

pulation or service. On all sides they were open to the snares of an,

enemy, less brave, but more artful, than themselves. They might

be bribed, for the Barbarians were venal ; or surprised in the night,

for they neglected the precautions of a close encampment or vigilant

ccntinels. The fatigues of a summer's campaign exhausted their

strength and patience, and they funk in despair if their voracious ap

petite was disappointed of a plentiful supply of wine and of food.

This general character of the Franks was marked with some national

and local shades, which I should ascribe to accident, rather than to

climate, but which were visible both to natives and to foreigners.

An ambassador of the great Otho declared, in the palace of Constan

tinople, that the Saxons could dispute with swords better than with

. pens; and that they preferred inevitable 'death to the dishonour of

turning their backs to ah enemy. It was the glory of the nobles of

France, that, in their humble dwellings, war and rapine were the

'• only pleasure, the sole occupation, of their lives. They affected , to

''deride' the palaces, the banquets, the polished manners/ef the Ita-

* 'lifens, who, in the estimate of the Greeks' themselves, had degenc-

' lateo. from the liberty and valour of the ancient Lombards.'

7 Mr.
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* Mr. G. next examines a subject highly interesting to men of

letters, and to literature itself ; viz. the revival of Greek learning in

the 9th century. The Emperor Basil, who lamented the defects

of his own education, entrusted to the care of the learned and

laborious Photius, his son and successor, Leo the Philosopher ;

whose reign, and that of his son, Constantine Porphyrogenitus,

forms one of the most prosperous aeras of the Byzantine litera

ture. The scholars of the present age may still enjoy the benefit

of the library of Photius, the philosophical extracts of Stobæus,

the historic Lexicon of Suidas, the Chiliads of Tzetzes, and the

Commentaries of Eustathius on Homer. The Empress Eudocia,

and the Princess Anna Comnena, cultivated the arts of rhetoric

and philosophy ; and we must envy the generation that could

still peruse the History of Theopompus, the Orations of Hype-

rides, and the Odes of Alcæus and Sappho.

In speaking of literature, Mr. Gibbon is peculiarly on his

own ground ; and the two concluding paragraphs of his 53d

chapter may be considered as models of just criticism, and ele

gant composition ;—such models as do honour to our country,

and to our language. But our narrow limits will not allow us

to transcribe them.

s_ To be continued, }

Art. V. The Mystical Hymns of Orpheus, translated from the Ori

ginal Greek: with a preliminary Dissertation on the Life and

Theology of Orpheus. By Thomas Taylor. 8vo. 5s. sewed.

Payne, &c. 1787,

AS every man who deserves, or even endeavours to deserve,

well of the republic of letters, is entitled to our good

wishes, we lament that Mr. Taylor had not lived before the

Trojan war, or silled some lucrative and honourable post in the

schools of Alexandria. In the former case, he might have pro

fited by the personal instructions of his master Orpheus, and

even played on his lyre, without fearing the fate of Neanthus *.

*■ ' Afterwards, when Neanthus, the son of Pittacus the tyrant,

found that the lyre drew trees and wild beasts with its harmony, he

earnestly desired its possession ; and having corrupted the priest pri

vately with money, he took the Orphean lyre, and fixed another simi

lar to it, in the temple. Buc Neanthus considering that he was not

safe in the city in the day time, departed from it by night ; having

concealed the lyre in his bosom, 00 which h,e began to play. But

as he was a rude and unlearned youth, he confounded the chords ;

yet pleasing himself with the sound, and fancying he produced a

divine harmony, he considered himself as the blessed successor of Or

pheus. However, in the midst of his transports, the neighbouring

dogs, roused by the sound, sell upon the unhappy harper and tor?

him, to pieces.'

K 3 1st
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In the latter, he might have explored new regions of intellect

with Plotinus, or Proclus, whose society would, probably, have

been more congenial to his taste than that of Plato himself. At

present, he unfortunately seems to be somewhat out of his ele

ment ; for there are few, we believe, in these degenerate days,

who contemplate the history of Orpheus, or of his philosophy,

any otherwise than as a literary curiosity. For our own part,

though we would by no means dispute the existence os so cele

brated a character, on the authority of Tully's dubious quota

tion from Aristotle*, yet Mr. T. must pardon us, if, after his

zealous endeavours to initiate us in the mysteries of the Thra-

cian bard, we still retain our Christian prejudices, and even

doubt the truth of some anecdotes, which he has confidently re

lated ; for instance: 'This alone may be depended on, from

general assent, that there formerly lived a person named Orpheus,

whose father was Oeagrus, who lived in Thrace, and who was the

son of a King, who was the founder of theology among the Greeks ;

the institutor of their life and morals ; the first of prophets, and

the prince of poets ; himself the offspring of a Muse ; who taught

the Greeks their sacred rites and mysteries, and from whose wis

dom, as from a perpetual and abundant fountain, the divine Muse

of Homer, and the philosophy of Pythagoras and Plato, flowed ; and,

lastly, who by the melody t>f his lyre, drew rocks, woods, and wild

beasts, stopt rivers in their course, and even moved the inexorable.

King of Hell 5 as every page, and all the writings, of antiquity suf

ficiently evince.'

It is true, Mr. Taylor's faith seems to waver a little after

ward ; for he mentions the heretical opinion of Palæphatus, on

one of the most extraordinary miracles of Orpheus, certainly

without censure, and apparently with approbation.

* With respect to his drawing trees and wild beasts by the melody

of his lyre, Palæphatus accounts for it as follows ; The mad Baccha

nalian nymphs, fays he, having violently taken away cattle and

other necessaries of life, retired for some days into the mountains.

When the citizens, having expected their return for a long time,,

and fearing the worst for their wives and daughters, called Orpheus,

and intreated him to invent some method of drawing them from the

mountains. But he tuning his lyre, agreeable to the orgies of

B.icchus, drew the mad nymphs from their retreats; who descended'

from the mountains, bearing at first ferula: and branches of every

'kind of trees. But to the men who were eye-witnesses of these won

ders, they appeared at first to bring down the very woods ; and from

hence gave rife to the fable.'

After enumerating the different persons celebrated under the

name of Orpheus, Mr. T. proceeds to his Theology ; ex

changing, as he fays, the obscurity of conjecture for the light of

- * Orpheum poetam docet Aristoteles nunquam fuisse. De Nat.

Deorum, lib. >.

clew
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clear evidence, and the intricate labyrinths of fable, for the de

lightful, though solitary, paths of truth. The learned reader,

may easily guess at the nature of Mr. Taylor's clear evidence,

when he learns that it is collected intirely from the writings of

the later Platonists. That others may know where to sctk for

illumination on so sublime a subject, we (hall transcribe a speci

men of Mr. T.'s dissertation, in which he appears in the double

character of an Orphic theogogue, and the translator of P/oilus.

After having stated, and attempted to explain, the well-known

Orphic, or rather Platonic, division of beings into such as move

only, such as are intirely moved, and such as both move and'

are moved, he proceeds thus :

* All things, therefore, depend upon unity, through the medium

of intellect and soul. And intellect is of an uniform essence; but

soul of a mental form xx.oV, and the body of the world vivific, of

vital, ^nxi;. The first cause of all is indeed prior to intellect, but

intellect is the first recipient of a divine nature ; and soul is divine,

so far as it requires an intellectual medium. But the body which

participates a foul of this kind is divine, in as great a degree as

the nature of body will admit. For the illustration of intellectual

light, pervades from the principle of things, to the extremes ;

and is not totally obscured, even when it enters the involutions

of matter, and is profoundly merged in its dark and flowing recep

tacle.

* Hence we may with reason conclude, that not only the universe,

but each of its eternal parts, is animated, and endued with intellect,

and is in itr capacity similar to the universe. For each of these parts

isa universe, is compared with the multitude it contains, and to

which it is allied. There is, therefore, according to the Orphic and

Platonic theology, one foul of the universe; and after this others,

which from participating this general soul, dispose the entire pans of

the universe into order; and one intellect which is participated by

souls, and one supreme God, who comprehends the world in his in

finite nature, and a multitude of other divinities, who distribute in

tellectual essences, together with their dependent fouls, and all the

parts of the world, and who are the perpetual sources of its order,

union, and consent. For it is not reasonable to suppose that every

production of nature should have the power of generating its similar,;

but that the universe and primary essences should not .more abun

dantly possess an ability of such like procreation ; since sterility can

only belong to the most abject, and not to the most excellent na

tures.

' In consequence of this reasoning, Orpheus silled all things with,

Gods, subordinate to the demiurgus of the whole, a^mr,*, every

one of which performs the office destined to his divinity, by his su

perior leader. Hence according to his theology there are two worlds^

the intelligible and the sensible. Hence too his three demiurgic

principles : Jovial, Dionysiacal, and Adonical, aA©-, &io>v<nxxri,

"AiWiV.!, from whence many orders and differences of Gods proceed,

K 4 intel*
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intelligible*, intellectual, super-mundane, mundane, celestial, au

thors of generation. And among these some in the order of guardian,

demiurgic, elevating and comprehending Gods ; perfecters of work;,

viviftc, immutable, absolute, judicial, purgative, &c. and besides

these to each particular divinity, he added a particular multitude of

angels, dæmons, and heroes ; for, according to Pioclus, relating the

opinion of Orpheus, and the theologistsf, *' About every God

there is a kindred multitude of angels, heroes, and dæmons. For

every God presides over the form of that multitude which receives

the divinity." He likewise considered a difference of sex in these

deities, calling some male, and others female; the reason of which,

distinction Proclus J, with his usual elegance and subtilty, thus ex

plains :

. " The division of male and female comprehends in itself, all the

plenitudes of divine orders. Since the cause of stable power and

identity, and the leader x'fiy? of being*, and that which invests all

things with the first principle of conversion, is comprehended in the

masculine order. But that which generates from itself, all various

progressions and partitions, measures of life and prolific powers, is

contained in the female division. And on this account Timæus also,

converting himself to all the Gods, by this division of generated na

tures, embraces their universal orders. But a division os this kind

is particularly accommodated and proper to the present Theory, be

cause the universe is full of this two-fold kind of Gods. For that

we may begin with the extremes, heaven corresponds with earth, in

the order and proportion of male to female. Since the motion of

the heavens imparts particular properties aud powers, to particular

things. But on the other hand earth receiving the celestial de-

fluxions, becomes pregnant, and produces plants and animals of

every kind. And of the Gods existing in the heavens, some are dis

tinguished by the male division, and others by the female: and the

authors of generation, since they are themselves destitute of birth,

are some of this order and others of that, for the demiurgic choir is

abundant in the universe. There are also many canals as it were of

life, some of which exhibit the male and others the female form. But

why should I insist on this particular? since from the absolute unities,

whether endued with a masculine or a feminine form, various orders

of beings flow into the universe."

With respect to the Hymns, or Initiations, here translated,

Mr. T. agrees that they are justly ascribed to Onomacritus,

though he seems to think, with Gesner, that this Athenian did

not absolutely forge them, but rather altered the dialect of the

old Thracian poet, making probably such additions and sub

tractions as he is said by Herodotus § to have used in other in-

* ©ioi NodtoJ, Notpol, '"sTTiguhtriMtn, Eyxia-iMoi, Oufdnai, rmciafyoi- Et

inter hos, aliae -ra£ti; <ffa(vtix.u> 3ea», Anfua^yiKu: , 'Aizyuyu-, Xv.ixlixSt,

T«*wi»fy*ir, Zvoyoivr, Alffnlvi, AiroXvTu/ij Kjit.xuj, Ka9af!ix«», &C«

Esohemb. Epig. p. 58.

+ In Timaum, p. 67. J In Tim. p. 290.

j See -Herod, lib. vii. p. 508. with Wesseling's Note.

stances.
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stances. It is not probable, fays Mr. T. that they should have

been the invention of any writer more modern than Onoma-

critus ; and yet Cud worth * reasons plausibly, at least, to prove

they have been interpolated—-a charge which our translator, we

suppose, thought beneath his notice. Granting, however, that

the Orphic Hymns now extant may be in general attributed to'

Onomacritus, it is natural to suppose an agreement between;,

them and the Pythagorean theology, as far as any idea of it can

be obtained. Upon this principle Mr. T.'s industry has been

employed in examining the Denarius Pythagoricus of Meursius.

We suhjo'n the following instances of similarity, collected by

Mr. T. not because we think the real or supposed arcana of the

Pythagorean or Orphic theology admits of any satisfactory ex

planation, but to (hew that he has spared no pains in what he

thinks a useful pursuit :

* In the first place then, among the various names ascribed to the

monad or unity, are those of the. following Gods j viz. the Sun, Ju

piter, Love, Proteus, Vesta. Now in the hymn to the Sun we find

the epithet xd-JtJi Zv, O immortal Jove. In that to Love «-v{tfyopo<,

or wandering fire, which is likewise found in the hymn to the Sun.

In the hymn to Love, that deity is celebrated as having the keys of

all things f ; viz- of æther, heaven, the deep, the earth, Sec. And

Proteus is invoked as possessing the keys of the deep J. Again, Vesta,

in the Orphic hymns, is the. fame with the mother of the Gods ; and

the mother of the Gods is celebrated as " always governing rivers, and

every sea § ;" which perfectly agrees with the appellations given both

to Love and Proteus. Again, among the various epithets ascribed to

theduad, or number two, are, Phanes, Nature, Justice, Rhea, Diana,

Cupid, Venus, Fate, Death, ice. Now Phanes, in the Orpmic hymns,

is the fame with Protogonus ; and Nature is called w^Taynia, or first

born, and $,Xr, or Justice, as also bwjhW, or Fate. Likewise Rhea

is denominated Sv'yxTii ^oXufti^a U^oy.nU, or daughter of much-

formed Protogonus; and in the fame hymn the reader will find other

epithets, which agree with the appellation given to Nature. Again,

both Nature and Diana are called wxuv^iia, or swiftly bringing

forth ; and Love as well as Nature is called oi?n, or two-fold. la

like manner Rhea and Venus agree, for he fays of Venus tutk ?«j

tx aWu ir.r, for all things are from thee ; and of Rhea, m>i't>i? pi, t,

Siut u'Ji JWJi »'»6,-wVw», or mother of Gods and mortal men. After

whion he expressly fays that earth and heaven, the lea and the air,

proceed from her divinity. Besides this, he celebrates Venus as go

verning the three Fates; *J ng<*Ti!ic r^m-ct iv-A^m. And lastly, he sajrst

9s Love, after representing that deity as invested with the keys of all

* Intellect. Syst. Book i. chap. 4.

f —ncttrut **>]i?« i'^joiTa?,

/\it)ip.&-, Ufariti. X. A.

J —isirtu xXr.rJa? i'^oera.

§ Xo» srcUfxoi X(«Tie»T<*i au x} >gasa, ^ibaefai

things;
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things ; thou alone rulest the government* of all these • ; which he

likewise affirms of Death in the fame words. And thus much for

the duad.'

In the fame manner he proceeds through the remaining num

bers, from the triad to the decad ; and concludes his dissertation

by lamenting that, in an age so barbarous as the present, the

Commentary of Proclus on Plato's Cratylus, is not likely to be

published : he comforts himself, however, with the hope that

his own labours will in some measure supply its place, by open

ing the pure sources of genuine wisdom. To this end, he pro

mises copious and truly philosophic notes, which, together with

the translation, we shall now briefly consider.

Notwithstanding Mr. T.'s opinion, that the best effects are

to be expected from translations of such works as contain the

mysteries of ancient philosophy, we cannot help thinking that

this poetical version of the Orphic Hymns is exposed to a mani

fest dilemma. For scholars, who can read them in the original

Greek, will be disposed to decline Mr. T.'s assistance; and the

mere English reader will either never peruse the work so kindly

provided for him, or peruse it, we fear, with an ungrateful smile.

Grave though we be, our own risibility has been provoked, some

times by the strange appearance which the compound epithets,

so natural to the Gieek language, assume when literally trans

lated into English f ; and sometimes by the wanton adoption of

* In the hymn to Love, M«»&- yxg t«/t«» <aa.n»n otiw* xgaTimt;. And

in that to Death o" raim Smituk olnxx xiittvnt^

f Mr. Taylor was aware of this difficulty, though he seems to

claim the merit of subduing it. ' Indeed where languages differ so

much as the ancient and modern, the most perfect method, perhaps,

of transferring the philosophy from the one language to the other, is

by a faithful and animated paraphrase : faithful, with regard to re

taining the sense of the author ; and animated, with respect to pre

serving the fire of the original ; calling it forth when latent, and

expanding it when condensed. Such a one will every where endea

vour to improve the light, and fathom the depth of his author ; to

elucidate what is obscure, and to amplify what in modern language

would be unintelligibly concise.

' Thus most of the compound epithets of which the following

Hymns chiefly consist, though very beautiful in the Greek language;

yec when literally- translated into ours, lose all their propriety' and

force. In their native tongue, as in a prolific soil, they diffuse their

sweets with full-blown elegance ; but shrink, like the sensitive plant,

at the touch of the verbal critic, or the close translator. He who

would preserve their philosophical beauties, and exhibit them to

others in a different language, must expand their elegance, by the super

vening and enlivening rays of the philosophic fire; and, by the power

ful breath of genius, scatter abroad their latent but copious sweets.

' If some sparks of this celestial fire shall appear to have animated

the bosom of the translator, he will consider himself as well rewarded

for his laborious undertaking.'

other
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other expressions equally awkward, and utterly unauthorised by

the original. The epithets pjAwflrof, <pt\oirpoe, and [taiiixof, are

all translated fanatic, which word Mr. T. seems to have used in

the sense of the Latin word from which it is derived. Fanaticus,

we are well aware, means numint afflatus ; but fanatic, we appro-

hend, is never used in a good sense, by any author of repute*.- -

Of the following passages, our Translator seems to have totally

mistaken the meaning :

Kai !ifAihr,v, Benefit ti auviuarypas aV*v7af

Iv», AfuxeOtw te, YlaTunifjioiia r o^ftoJtJIw—•

' Bacchus and Semele, the friends of all,

And white Leucothea, of the sea I call,

Palæraon bounteous'—— p. 113.

Mavof i(pu<; afeauy tpyui Qcotpuvit fya€iu!*c—m

,. ' Of unapparent works thou art alone

The Difpensator visible and known'— p. 143.

Ev9n, ircoloKparup, Upwrart, ay'Kaoliy.t—

' O pow'r all-ruling, holy, honour''d light'— ibid.

—• Xoya SytiTOifft TspofrSx—

* Prophet of discourse'— p. 15a.

Tufjwagmra xopti, (ppixaJVi Su/xov txnaa, .'.

Topyo^ow, ifuyoMtcli, te^kuv [Atrip woxwAff,

'Op/juzrtipa, piXmrpt xaxcij, a.ya%i; Ji ppciwij.

Aporiv pt.iv >£Sn'\vt £0i/f, noteparoki ytxti/i.

Aio?.o^opf£ J'paxaiva, ipiAtvOff, ayXaoTlf**.—

' Gymnastic virgin, of terrific mind,

Dire Gorgon's bane, unmarried, blessed, kind ;

Mother of arts, impetuous; understood,

Rage to the wicked, wisdom to the good :

Female and male, the arts of war are thine,

Fanatic, much-fofm'd dragonese, divine'— p. 157*,-

Err' tv Kmrpu, avaaaa, xpepu aio

' Or if in Cyprus with thy mother fair*— p. 187.

A9p<wrof to owaSoc" au Spauii; yac oVavW

Ocrnt ifin to trav jiXOov Jjro tyyov a*X* i/Vrsp aunt

Ilxariyl-t fSpiapoKri iraptyK'hv/avlic ararAjjrwf—■

' A stable conscience, and an upright mind;

For men unjust by thee are undermin'd,

Whose souls perverse thy bondage ne'er desire.

But more untam'd decline thy scourges dire'— p. 195.

We must confess, that we have too little taste, or too little

knowlege, to discover beauty, or even propriety, in Mr. T.'a

translations of the following passages :

Nfjupai, Svyartpft pilyapropos Xl*ran«i9—

' Nymphs, who from Ocean's stream derive your birth'— p. 181.

■ ,■ 1 . . II, 1 ■'

* See pages 131, 133, 148, 151, 155, 182, and 183, of Mr. T.'s

translation.

Eipiw,
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Eijotw, C'/itiav ayojy, yo o?>€ov aiMptpr,—

' Add gentle peace, and fair-hair'd health beside»

And pour abundance in a blameless tidt'— p. 1+2.

—— Hvriroiv rnpiyfAa—

—— • basis of mankind'— p. 143.

P. 118. ' O mighty first-begotten, hear my pray'r,

Two-fold, egg-born, and wand'ring thro' the air,

Bull-roarer'

155. 1. 12. —— ' Bacchic King'—

etwptffitzVGV w/fii t'xpvxvy

Ti^u&Jiav, sroAi/flTiatyxTOv, euiitftov avfyumiTiv—

* Mankind's uiiconquer,d, endless praise is thine,

Sepulchral, widely-wand'ring, pow'r divine'— p. 203.

Avt rt TtzwiQtXoii rajiv xtpoj vyfOKiXtvQf*—

• The misty station of the air dissolve'— p. 218.

P. 186. <pi?.aicpt, an epithet applied by (he author of the

Hymns to Venus, is weakly and vulgarly translated by Mr. T.

*—* to men inclin'd.' The fame may be said of Xm/Atfif/.n, in

p. 152,— ' of care the loos'ner.'

As a favourable specimen, we transcribe the following Hymn

to Victory j

' O powerful Victory, by men desir'd,

With adverse breasts to dreadful fury sir'd,

Thee I invoke, whose might alone can quell

Contending rage, and molestation sell :

'Tis thine in battle to confer the crown,

The victor's prize, the mark of sweet renown ;

For thou rul'st all things, Victory divine!

And glorious strife, and joyful shouts are thine.

Come, mighty Goddess, and thy suppliant bless.

With sparkling eye, elated with success ;

May deeds illustrious thy protection claim,

And find, led on by thee, immortal Fame.'

The general character of Mr. T.'s Notes is such as rnight be

expected from the author of the dissertation. The following may

perhaps afford some amusement to our Readers :

« Rhea, according to the Orphic and Platonic theology, is one of

the zoogonic or vivific principles of the universe; having a maternal

rank among the universal paternal orders, »'. e. between Saturn and

Jupiter. Hence she calls forth the causes latent in Saturn to the pro

creation of the universe ; and definitely unfolds all the genera of the

Gods. So that she is filled from Saturn, with an intelligible and

prolific power, which (he imparts to Jupiter the demiurgus of the

universe; silling his essence with a vivific abundance. Since this

Goddess then is a medium between the two intellectual parents of the

universe, Saturn and Jupiter, the former of which collects intel

lectual multitude into one, but the other scatters and divides it ;

Hence fays Proclus, in Theol. Plat. p. 266. this Goddess produces

in herself the demiurgic causes of the urtiverse ; but imparts her dif

fusive power abundantly to secondary natures. On this account

Plato
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Plato assimilates her prolific abundance to the flowing of waters; sig

nifying nothing more by the word flowing, than that fontal power,

by which ste singularly contains the divisible rivers of life. And,

p. 267. Proclus informs as, that this Goddess, according to Orpheus,

when considered as nnited to Saturn by the most exalted part of her

essence, is called Rhea : but considered as producing Jupiter, and,

together with Jove, unfolding the universal and particular orders of

the Gods, (he is called Ceres.'

The definition of memory in the note on page 214. we seri

ously recommend to the Oxford lexicographer; to whose literary

pursuits we wish success as much superior to that of poor John

son, as the confidence with which he speaks of his own labours

convinces us that he merits— ' Memory, according to the Pla

tonic philosophy, is that power, by which the foul is enabled to

profer in some future period, some former energy : and the ener

gy of this power is reminiscence.'—We stall close this article

by transcribing a part of Mr. T.'s concluding note, in which he

drops the character of the translator, the critic, and the philoso

pher, and assumes that of an orator, but with what success we

leave to our Reader to determine :

' You then,' fays he to the liberal and philosophical part of his

readers, ' you then, as the votaries of truth, will, I doubt not, unite

with me in most earnest wishes, that every valuable work on the Pla

tonic philosophy was well translated into our native tongue; that

we might no longer be subject to the toil of learning the ancient

languages. The mischief, indeed, resulting from the study ofwords

is almost too apparent to need any illustration : as the understanding

is generally contracted, its vigour exhausted, and the genius fettered

to verbal criticism, and grammatical trifles. Hence an opinion is

gradually formed, that the Greek philosophy can alone be under

stood in the Greek tongue : and thus the books containing the wis

dom of antiquity, are for the most part deposited in the hands of

men, incapable of comprehending their contents. While an opinion

so sordid prevails, amidst all our refinements in arts, and increasing

mass of experiments, we must remain with respect to philosophy in a

state of barbarous ignorance. We may flourish, indeed, as a com

mercial people ; and stretch the rod of empire over nations as yet un

known. The waters of Thames, heavy laden with the wealth of

merchandize, and sonorous with the din of trade, may devolve abun

dance in a golden tide ; but we must remember that the Dæmon of

commerce is at the fame time advancing with giant strides, to trample

on the most liberal pursuits, and is preparing, with his extended sa

vage arm, to crush the votaries of truth, and depopulate the divine

retreats of philosophy. Rise then, ye liberal few, and vindicate the

dignity of ancient wisdom. Bring truth from her silent and sacred

concealments, and vigorously repel the growing empire of barbaric

taste ; which bids fair to extinguish the celestial fire of philosophy in

the frigid embraces of philology, and to bury the divine light of

mind in the sordid gloom of fense. Eut if your labours should prove

abortive j if the period is yet at a distance, when truth (hall once

more establish her kingdom ; when another stream, like that of Ilissus,

.~ stall
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fliall become tuneful with the music of philosophy ; and other cities,

like those of Athens and Alexandria, be filled with the sacred haunts

of philosophers ; there yet remains an inheritance for the lovers of

wisdom in the regions of intellect, those fortunate islands of truth,

where all is tranquil and serene, beyond the power of chance and

the reach of change. Let us then fly from hence, my friends, to

those delightful realms: for there, while connected with body, we

may find a retreat from the storms and tempests of a corporeal life.

Let ui build for ourselves the raft of virtue, and departing from this

region offense, like Ulysses from the charms of Calypso, direct our

course by the light of ideas, those bright intellectual stars, through

the dark ocean of a material nature, until we arrive at our father's

land. For there having divested ourselves of- the torn garments of

mortality, as much as our union with body will permit, we may re

lume our natural appearance ; and may each of us, at length,

recover the ruined empire of his soul.'

Art. VI. Concerning the Beautiful : or, a paraphrased Translation

from the Greek of Plotinus, Ennead I. Book VI. By Thomas

Taylor. 8vo. is. 6d. Payne, &c. 1787.

AFTER saying so much (our Readers perhaps will think too

much) of Mr. Taylor's translation of the Hymns of Or

pheus, we need only add, that the present work seems dictated

by the fame enthusiastic admiration of the Platonic school. We

have carefully compared it with the original, and cannot refuse

our testimony to its general fidelity, and our approbation ofsome

passages, in which the sense of an author, whose style is harsh,

and whose language is obscure, is skilfully preserved, in a para

phrase, at once perspicuous and sublime. This praise ought to

convince Mr. Taylor, that we are neither insensible to rtie real

value of his author's work, nor blind to the merits of the transla

tion. And yet, we cannot absolutely condemn the present age

for bestowing on natural and experimental philosophy some part

•f that attention which Mr. T. would confine exclusively to the

writings of the later Platonitts. We have our doubts whether

Plotinus •were united four times by an ineffable energy to the Divi

nity, though the Translator maintains that this will be credited"

by every one who has properly explored the profundity of his mind.

There may be destructive clefts and chinks in our fouls, introduced

by their departure from the light of good, and their lapse into corpo

real nature; and we seriously regard the writings ot Plotinus as

the productions of a vigorous mind, and active imagination, em

ployed io the contemplation of abstract ideas : and yet we have

some scruples about supplicating the irradiations ofwisdom, andfel*

lowing him at our divine guide to the beatific vision of the beautiful

itself. Indeed, we cannot forbear laughing at the singularity of

the following address, though the irritability of our risible muscles

l may
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may expose us to the philosophical excommunication which it

contains :

' But before I take my leave of Plotinus, I cannot refrain from

addressing a few words to the Platonical part of my readers. If such,

then, is the wisdom contained in the works of this philosopher, as we

may conclude from the present specimen, is it sit so divine a trea

sure should be concealed in shameful oblivion ? With respect to true

philosophy, you must be sensible, that all modern sects are in a state

of barbarous ignorance : for Materialism, and its attendant Sensual

ity, have darkened the eyes of the many, with the mists of error j and

are continually strengthening their corporeal tie. And can any thing

more effectually dissipate this increasing gloom than discourses com

posed by so sublime a genius, pregnant with the most profound con

ceptions, and every where full of intellectual light ? Can any thing

so thoroughly destroy the phantom of false enthusiasm, as establish

ing the real object of the true i Let us then boldly enlist ourselves

under the banners of Plotinus, and, by his assistance, vigorously repel

the encroachments of error, plunge her dominions into the abyss of

forgetfulness, and disperse the darkness of her baneful night. For,

indeed, there never was a period which required so much philosophic

exertion, or such vehement contention from the lovers of Truth.

On all sides, nothing of philosophy remains but the name, and this

is become the subject of the vilest prostitution : since it is not only

engrossed by the Naturalist, Chemist, and Anatomist, but is usurped

by the Mechanic, in every trifling invention, and made subservient

to the lucre of traffic and merchandize. There cannot surely be a

greater proof of the degeneracy of the times than so unparralleled a

degradation, and so barbarous a perversion of terms. For, the word

philosophy, which implies the love of wisdom, is now become the or

nament of folly. In the times of its inventor, and for many suc

ceeding ages, it was expressive of modesty and worth ; in our days, it

is the badge of impudence and vain pretensions. It was formerly the

symbol of the profound and contemplative genius ; it is now the1

mark of the superficial and unthinking practitioner. It was once re

verenced by Kings, and clothed in the robes of nobility ; it is now

(according to its true acceptation) abandoned and despised, and ri

diculed by che vilest Plebeian. Permit me, then, my friends, to

address you in the words of Achilles to Hector :

Rouse, then, your forces, this important hour,

Collect yqur strength, and call forth all your pow'r.

Since, to adopt the animated language of Neptune to the Greeks,

——~ on dastards, dead to fame,

I waste no anger, for they feel no shame ;

But you, the pride, the slower of all oar host.

My heart weeps blood, to see your glory lost.

Nor deem the exhortation impertinent, and the danger groundless}

For lo ! the fated time, th' appointed shore ;

Hark ! the gates burst, the brazen barriers roar.

Impetuous ignorance is thundering at the bulwarks of philosophy,

and her sacred retreats are in danger of being demolished, through

our feeble resistance. Rise/ then, my 'friends, and the' victory will

be
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be ours. The foe is indeed numerous, but, at the fame time*

feeble : and the weapons of truth, in the hands of vigorous union,

descend with Irresistible force, and are fatal wherever they fall.'

Art. VII. Mathematical Essays on several Subjefls : containing new

Improvements and Discoveries. By the Rev. John Hellins. 4to.

7s. 6d. sewed. Davis. 1788.

THE Public are here presented with a collection of Essays,

written, as the Author fays, ' to amuse solitude, and with

the hopes of producing something which might be useful to the

community.' That the firjl intention is fully answered there is

no room to doubr, because no amusement can furnish more ra

tional pleasure, or afford greater satisfaction to a contemplative

mind, than speculative mathematics. But this pleasure can

only be known by those who have tasted it ; and perhaps it may,

like a precious jewel, be held in greater estimation by its posses

sors, because os the difficulty of obtaining it. Nor is there more

reason to doubt that the second is also fulfilled, because the diffu-

. sion of knowlege must, in the end, become beneficial to the

Public.

Essay I. On the computation os Logarithms^ was published in

the 70th volume of the Philosophical Transactions j for an ac

count of which, see Review, vol. lxiv. p. 440.

The second is on the fame subject, and contains a variety of

theorems for computing logarithms, with a method of con

structing a table of Briggs's logarithms. Had such theorems

been wanting, and had no tables been already in the hands of

the Public, this essay would have been of great use to the ma-

• thematical world ; but although its extensive utility is not very

apparent, yet It displays great ingenuity and invention, and may

afford considerable assistance to those who are now engaged in

making logarithmic tables. The investigation of the theorems

here given is too long for insertion in this article, but we are

persuaded that it will afford pleasure to all lovers of algebra ;

and the theorems themselves, without the investigation, would

perhaps be unsatisfactory to the mathematical reader.

With respect to Mr. Hellins's method of constructing a table

of Briggs's logarithms to fourteen places of decimals, it begins

with finding the hyperbolical or Napier's logarithm often, and

thence the modulus 0.434&C The first, second, third, &c.

differences of the larger logarithms are computed from the pre

ceding theorems for that purpose ; and the whole table is filled up

by different means, which, were we to enumerate them separately,

Would increase the size of this article beyond our narrow limits.

Essay III. and IV. are On the reduction of Equations that have

■'two equal Roots. One of these essays was published in the Philo

sophical
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sophical Transactions for 1782, an account of which was given in

the 69th volume of our Review, p. 457 ; where the merits of this

paper were particularly examined. The other, which is now

first published, contains, beside theorems for finding the equal

roots, several useful theorems for discovering whether a given

equation has two equal roots.

At the end of these Essays, the Author fays, that they are two

sections of a new system of algebra, planned and begun several

years ago, in which he intended to treat distinctly of equations

that have two, as well as those that have three equal roots ; and

to apply those equations to such uses as he has not been 2b!e

to find in any other book. That they may be applied to several

uses, which have never yet been mentioned, there is not the least

doubt; for, in practice, cases continually occur which require

various modes of treatment ; yet it must be acknowleged, that

equations, with equal roots, are uncommon, and the method

of finding the equal roots is often, especially in high equation?,

a laborious operation, independent of the trouble of determining

whether the given equation have equal roots, or not.

Essay V. is On the Correction of Fluents found by Descending

Series. The introductory sentence to this Essay is as follows ;

* Although the finding of fluents by descending series has been

often mentioned by the writers on fluxions, yet that method

does not appear to have been brought into use in the solution of

problems, even by those late and celebrated writers, Emerson and

Simpson, who, in their treatises of fluxions, have given no in

stances of the actual use of such series.' When we sit ft read

this paragraph, we thought we had recollected to have seen the

descending series used for finding fluents; and turning to the

29th and 30th examples to Prop. 10th of the 1st section of

Emerson's Fluxions, we met, in each, with two methods for finding

the fluents of a fluxionary equation ; one by the ascending-, and

another by the descending scries; and the 27th example is ex

pressly given for finding the fluent by a descending series.

Mr. Hellins observes that the values of the fluents given by

the ascending and descending series are not equal ; that Sir Isaac

Newton bad mentioned this difference, but.that he had not no

ticed it to be constant ; and that Mr. Euler had observed the

difference to be constant, but that the method, which he used

for determining it, would not give the quantity sought ' very

accurately.' These particulars being premised, Mr. Hellins pro

ceeds to the solution of some problems, in which the difference

here mentioned is pointed out, and computed. His first cafe is

* to find z, the correct fluent ofxs/a+x, where * and z begin

together.' To illustrate his position, he gives the value of z in

finite terms, =s \a -\-x, V'f-f-* — \«>/a\ U» an ascending

Rev. Aug. tyfcS. L series,
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x x Q jp'

series, =x</aX: 1 -J + -— &c. j

22.ct 2.4.3. a1 2.46.4. a1

a* a1

and in a descending series, = »/x X : y * + « +

4.* 4.6.**

&c. He then shews that the correction \a /<?, to be applied to

the fluent in finite terms, found by the usual method, is the

difference between the two series :'—that the ascending series

gives the true fluent ; and that the descending series is too great

by that constant difference. The method of finding the correc

tion is also given ; but it is somewhat laborious ; in cafes, how

ever, where the ascending series diverges, or converges very slow

ly, this method of computing the value of the fluent, by the

descending series, is the only one that can be advantageously

used, and, on that account, is highly valuable. A typographical

error occurs near the end of this essay, at p. 112, line 4, viz.

aa , aa
—,for~.
4 64

Essay VI. On the Transformation of certain Series to others of

swifter Convergency, contains some curious inventions, of which a

calculator will avail himself with advantage. The series to

which Mr. Hellins has applied this method of transformation

are those usually employed for computing hyperbolical logarithms

and circular arcs. It will indeed apply to others, and it may

also be infinitely varied.

The last Essry is an investigation of the Force of oscillating Bo

dies on their Centers ofSuspension. The propositions here given do

not admit of any abridgment. They arc purely geometrical,

and cannot fail of pleasing the mathematical mechanic, by whom

indeed they can only be understood.

It appears from this enumeration of the contents of Mr. Hel-

lins's volume of Essays, that he has applied himself to some of

the more abstruse parts of mathematics ; and that his proficiency

in these studies is by no means inconsiderable. The tracts of

which we have just given an account are all of them useful, and

we do not doubt their being well received by all who are

judges of their merit. We (hall wait with impatience the pub

lication of a second volume, in which we are promised some

new theorems for extracting the square and cube roots, a me

thod of finding products and quotients to eleven or twelve places

of figures, by .meams of logarithmic tables only to seven places ;

and several improvements in algebra and fluxions.

. . -., - 1
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Ant. VIII. Memoir of a Map of the Countries comprehended le-

tiveen the Black Sea and the Caspian; with an Account of the

Caucasian Nations, and Vocabularies of their Languages. By

G. Ellis, Esq. 4to. 9 s. Boards. Edwards. 1788.

ClTHARINE the Second of Russia, whose encouragement

of the arts and sciences has been great, and whose ag

grandisement of her empire has been rapid, having completed

the lines extending from the Caspian Sea to that of Asoph, Lar.

43° 45' (which lines were thrown up as barriers against the

incursions of her barbarian neighbours, the inhabitants of the

country known by the general name of Circassia), sent, as we

are informed by our Author, a gentleman of the name of Gul-

denstaedt, to Mount Caucasus, with orders to traverse those

wild regions, in various directions, to trace the rivers to their

sources, to take astronomical observations, to examine the na

tural history of the country, and to collect vocabularies of all

the dialects that he might meet with; which might be after

ward referred to their respective languages, so as to form a gene*

ral classification of all the nations comprehended between the

Euxine and Caspian.

' It is hoped,' fays Mr. Ellis in his preface, ' that the map now

offered to the Public, will be found to be much fuller and more ac

curate than any which has yet been publilhed. It is still, however,

very imperfect; and many errors will doubtless be discovered in it,

when the countries that it represents shall have been completely and

accurately surveyed. To such a map it seemed necessary to annex a

few pages of narration, and I flatter myself that I shall not be

thought to have trespassed too much on the reader's patience. What

I have offered is principally drawn from the first volume of Mr. Gul-

denstaedt's Travel»,—from various papers inserted in the St. Peters-

burgh Journal—from Dr. Reineg's Description of Georgia, published

in a periodical work by Professor Pallas—from the materials con

tained in Muller's Samlang Russische Geschite, and from some ma

nuscript relations which it is needless to particularize.'

With respect to the accuracy with which the several places

are laid down in the present large and splendid map, it cannot be

expected that we should hazard any opinion. The country is

little known to Europeans, the Russians excepted ; and from

ancient writers, nothing satisfactory is to be gathered concerning

its geography, in any of its parts. Were we, however, tojudge

from the fulness of Mr. Ellis's draught, we should imagine (the

situation of the towns, &c. admitted as right) that scarcely any

thing remained to be done.

But leaving this matter to be determined by the researches of

geographers, we proceed to consider that part of the present Me

moir which brings us acquainted with the people occupying this

particular tract of land; i.e. the several provinces lying be-

L 2 tween
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tween the Euxine and the Caspian seas. ' It appears' (conti

nues Mr. E.), ' that there are in this district of country at least

seven distinct nations, each speaking a separate language*, viz.

i. The Tartars. 2. The Abkhas. 3. The Circassians. 4.. The

OÆ, or Osleti. 5. The Kisti. 6. The Lesguii. 7. The Geor

gians.'

As the Circassians of the Cabardas, properly so denominated,

are held as principal among these nations, we will extract some

few particulars respecting them for the information and enter

tainment of our Readers.

« The Cabardian Circassians, though disunited from the rest of

their, countrymen, are still the most powerful people of the northern

side of Caucasus, and this superiority has introduced among their

neighbours such a general imitation of their manners, that from a

description of these we shall acquire a general idea of all the rest :

besides which, the singularity of many of their customs, and their re

semblance to those of the most ancient inhabitants of these countries,

renders them an object of particular curiosity.

' The Circassians are divided into three classes: 1. The Princes.

2. The Nobles (called Usdens). And 3. The Vassals, or people. A

certain number of the people is allotted to each princely family.—

No Prince can be a landholder: he has no other property than his

arms, his horses, his slaves, and the tribute he may be able to extort

from the neighbouring nations. The person not only of the Chief,

but of every prince, is sacred ; and this extraordinary privilege ex

tends even to the princes of the Crimea. This is, however, the

only distinction of birth when unaccompanied by personal merit.

The greatest honour a prince can acquire is that of being the first of

the nation to charge the enemy. The present possessor os this privi

lege is said to have acquired it by an action of strange temerity : he

undertook, with three comrades, to cut his way through a Russian

column, and succeeded: his companions lost their lives in this bril

liant but useless enterprize. The princes are not to be distinguished

ia time of peace from the nobles, or even the peasants; their food

and dress are the fame, and their houses little better.

* The Usdens, or nobles, are chosen by the princes from the in

ferior clsss. They are the officers of the prince, and executors of the

laws, and are employed in the general assemblies of the nation to

gain the assent of the people to the measures proposed by the

princes.

* The people, as well as the Usdens, are proprietors of lands. By

an odd kind of contradiction, the princes claim, and sometimes at

tempt to exercise the right of seizing the whole property of their vas

sals ; but, at the fame time, the vassal has a right of transferring his

allegiance to any other prince, whenever he thinks himself ag

grieved : by this privilege the princes are compelled to gain the af

fections of their vassals, on whose readiness to follow them into the

• * Rather dialects of one and the fame language. But this we

shall briefly examine at the close of our article.

field,
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field, all their hopes of greatness and wealth must absolutely de

pend. '

' The Circassians have few manufactures. The points of their

arrows are the only articles of iron which they work up themselves.

They make, indeed, some very fine cloths, and felt for cloaks, which

is uncommonly light and durable ; and to these we may add, a few

articles of leather, embroidered housings for horses, &c. Their coats

of mail, which are very beautiful, are brought from Persia, and their

fire-arms from Kubescha. Their agriculture produces barely what

is sufficient for their own subsistence : sheep and horses are the prin

cipal articles of their commerce, particularly the latter, which fell

at a very high price ; but notwithstanding this, the balance of trade

would be considerably against them, were it not for the slaves which

they make in their predatory excursions. The art of conducting

these expeditions is therefore the most valuable talent of a Circassian

prince, and the great object of a long and painful education.

' At the birth of a prince, some Usdcn, or sometimes a prince of

another family, is chosen by the father as his future preceptor. At

a year old he is presented, at the same time, with some playthings

and arms : if he appears to prefer the latter, the event is celebrated

in the family by great rejoicings. At seven (or, according to others,

at twelve) years of age he leaves his father's house for that of his

preceptor. By him he is taught to ride, to use his arms, and to steal,

and conceal his thefts. The word thief is a term of the utmost re

proach among them, because it implies detection. He is afterwards

fed to more considerable and dangerous robberies, and docs not re

turn to his father's house, until his cunning, his address, and his

strength are supposed to be perfect. The preceptor is recompensed

for his trouble by nine-tenths of the booty made by his pupil while

under his tuition. It is said that this mode of education is perse

vered in with a view to prevent the bad effects of paternal indulgence.

The custom is, I believe, peculiar to the Circassians, but the object

of education is the fame among all the mountaineers of Caucasus,

who universally subsist by robbery, for which reason the accounts of

their ferocity appear to have been greatly exaggerated. Wars have

been frequently undertaken with no other view but that of plunder,

by nations who call themselves highly civilized, and such wars have

not been considered as an impeachment of their humanity. In an

swer to the complaints of travellers, the princes of these little tribes

might urge that the secrecy os their retreats is to them highly im

portant ; that they have, in common with all sovereigns, a right to

punish spies and enemies; that to pillage or enslave such merchants

as travel through their country without their permission, is not more

cruel than to condemn the contraband dealers to death or to the gal

leys ; and while they receive with disinterested hospitality and kind

ness such as court their protection, they might declaim in their turn

against the methodical extortions of European custom-houses.—

* The Circassian women participate in the general character of the

nation ; they take pride in the courage of their husbands, and re

proach them severely when defeated. They polish and take care of

the armour of the men. Widows tear their hair, and disfigure them

selves with scars, in testimony of their grief. The men had formerly

h 3 the
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the fame custom, but are now grown more tranquil, under the loss of

their wives and relations. The habitation of a Circassian is composed

of two huts, because the wife and husband are not supposed to live

together. One of these huts is allotted to the husband, and to the

reception of strangers ; the other to the wife and family : the court

which separates them is surrounded by pal li fades or stakes. At meals

the whole family is assembled ; so that here, as among the Tartars,

each village is reckoned at a certain number of kettles. Their food

is extremely simple, consisting only ofa little meat, some paste made

of millet, and a kind of beer, composed of the same grain fer

mented.

« The foregoing description of the Circassians, as far as relates to

the free spirit of their government, their general modes of life, and

many of their particular customs, is equally applicable to all the

mountaineers of Caucasus, and probably to every uncivilized nation

upon earth. But two of their customs seem peculiar to themselves.

The cine, by which the husbands are prohibited, under pain of in

famy, from publicly conversing with their wives, so that the two

sexes are divided as it were into two distinct communities;— the other,

by which the education of all male children is entrusted to strangers

in preference to the parents, the females only being brought up by

their mothers. It is not easy to conceive from what distant nation*

these strange regulations can be derived ; and if we suppose them to

have existed in an early period in Mount Caucasus, they may per

haps account in some measure for the sabulous description of the

Amazons and Gargarenses, who are placed by ancient geographers

in the country now occupied by the Circassians *.'

The

* ' The most wonderful parts of the ancient story are, the myste

rious commerce of the Amazons with their temporary husbands, the

Gargarenses—their mode of disposing of their male children (killing

them)—and the amputation performed on the breasts of the females,

which last circumstance was probably invented by the Greek Etymo

logists, in order to explain the name of the nation. Perhaps it

might not be more absurd to derive ihat name from the Circassian

word Maza, the Moon, which is reported to have been the favourite

deity of the mountaineers of Caucasus, than from the Greek word

M«fot, which signifies a woman's breast.' Ellis.

- The description of the Amazons, as given by the ancient writers,

is plainly allegorical. The amputation of one os tbs breasts was meant

to signify that the female only was nourished by the mothers—The

killing of the boyt, that they committed them entirely to the care of

strangers.

Diodorus Siculus has given an account of a nation of Amazons in

Africa. It is therefore highly probable that these are the femaU-s

originally distinguished by that appellation ; and who having fol

lowed the armies of the Ptolemies, in their expeditions into Asia,

settled in the mountains of Caucasus, retaining their primitive name.

History, it may be observed, informs us, that Æa, the metropolis of

Colchis, received a colony from Egypt so early as the time of Se-

sostris. But jf this opinion, that the name of Amazon proceeded,

imme-r
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The vocabularies which Mr. Ellis has presented to us of the

languages, as he calls them, or, as we rather chuse to term them,

the diaiefls of the Caucasian nations (since, from the similarity of

several of the words, they appear to have but one particular root),

are curious, and will furnish an agreeable entertainment to the

etymologist. We will select from two of these vocabularies a

few of the words which are evidently analogous to the Circassian

expression, and afterward consider the language of these people

as it may be derived from a Celtic or Gomerian source :

Circassians. Ahkhas. Lejguis.

Father— Yada. Father— Yaba. Father — Dada.

Mother—Yana. Mother—Yan. Mother—Nana.

Heart — Goo. Heart — Goo.

Moon — Maza. Moon — Mazia. Moon — Mayee.

Beard — Jaky. Beard — Jakay. Beard — Rheky.

The above will be sufficient to prove that the aforesaid people,

though dwelling in separate communities, use not an entirely

separate language ; but rather, as we have already observed, dia

lects of one original and particular tongue. This tongue we

believe to have been the Celtic ; and this, as (he matter is un

touched by Mr. Ellis, we will, britfly, endeavour to prove. It

is agreed then by most of the inquirers into the origin and form

ation of languages—at the head of whom we may place the in

defatigable M. Pelloutier—that the Celts, as they were the pri

mitive people of Europe, so were they necessarily the establishers

of a language which was afterward common to the several nations

inhabiting that quarter of the globe, and likewise to many in

Asia. To give force to the position advanced by us—that some

remains of the Celtic are to be met with in the mountains of

Caucasus, as it is known they are to be found in those of Wales—

and to confirm the opinion of the said M. Pelloutier and others

respecting the languages of Europe as beins; generally of Celtic

extract,—we will lay before our Readers some particular words

from Mr. Ellis's vocabularies, by which they will perceive the

affi iity of those words to the genuine Celtic expression, as well

as to its derivatives, the Saxon, Greek, Latin, and French : at the

fame time desiring it may be remembered, that as the ortho-

immediate I y from Africa, be rejected, we may surely be permitted

to hazard a conjecture as to its origin with the people of Caucasus.

In the vocabulary of the Cabardian Circassians then, we find, that

Maza is the moon, and Sana a mother. Hence, in alhprobabtlity,

Amazons, or they who, considering the Moon as the governing deity

and parent of all, were led to worship it, as we have already seen.

The women too jnight be thus distinguished, in exclusion of tlie

men, on account of their pretended skill in divination, and of which

historians have particularly spoken. As to the military reputation of

the Amazons, we have nothing to fay.

L 4 graphy
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graphy of ancient wards is frequently arbitrary, we must, in

determining on the analogy of languages, be directed principally,

if not entirely, by sound:

Father, Tad.erTader, Celt. Yada, Circajs. Dada, Le/g.

God, Dhue. Celt. Khoo, Circajs, Dieu, French.

Day, Dæj, Sax. Deh, Circajs.

Earth, Ge, Greek. Ch, Circajs.

Star, Stella, Latin. Stella, Circajs.

Name, Nom, French. Nom, Circajs.

Husband, Mari, French. Kmary, Circajs.

We observe that many of the Circassian or Caucasian words

are nearly the fame as those of the uncivilized inhabitants of

America. To point them out in a particular manner, and by a

necefLry deduction to account for the peopling of the western

world, would lead us into a disquisition much too elaborate for

our periodical pago. Such, however, is the fact; and they who

incline to the opinion of Hornius, and others, who have main

tained that America was originally peopled by colonies from

Asia,—particularly from Scythia or Tartary,—have here an ad

ditional argument in their savour.

Art. IX. The Aggrandisement and national Perfection os Great Bri

tain ; an humble Proposal, comprehending, under one simple and

practical Undertaking, without laying additional Burdens on the

Subject, the Means of paying off the Public Debt of Great Brir

tain, within the Space of 30 Years ; of perfecting the Police of the

Kingdom ; of promoting public and private Happiness ; of ac

complishing the national Improvements ; of rendering Provisions

plentiful ; of bringing forward the great mental Powers and moral

Disposition of Man, so as effectually to promote the public Wel

fare ; and secure the Stability of the Empire on a permanent,

solid Basis. Including the practical Art of ameliorating Land,

to the greatest Advantage. By George Edwards^ Esq. M. D,

4to. 2 Vols. 1 1. 5s. Boards. Debrett. 1787.

DR. Edwards appears to be a person of a truly patriotic and

benevolent turn of mind, and to have been induced tolaythis

work before the Public, on the best of motives,— the promotion

of the most valuable interests of the community to which he be

long*. For his good intentions, therefore, he is justly entitled

to the thanks of his country : as every author is, who exerts his

abilities on public-spirited principles, rather than with a view,

merely, to the private advantage which may accrue to himself,

from the sale of a book.

With regard to the Doctor's merit as a writer, we are sorry

to find ourselves obliged to be less liberal of our commendation.

In justice to the Public we must remark, that his mode of

composition is singular, desultory, and tedious j and that he

3 frequently
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frequently embarrasses his readers, by seeming to contradict him

self, and even by retracting *, in one part of his work, what h,e

had advanced in another : so that we are not always certain of

being in possession of his most mature sentiments. Yet if hi*

candour sometimes manifests itself at the expence of his consist

ency, he, nevertheless, merit* commendation for his honesty ;

and he has an old proverb in his favour, that second thoughts art

beji.

But, notwithstanding any instances of our Author's giving

way to unsteadiness, or fluctuation in point of opinion, and not.

withstanding a variety of seemingly wild starts of imagination f,

he throws out many important hints, and useful observations,

moral, political, agricultural, &c. and had he contented himself

with giving us his thoughts on the several subjects which his

very extensive plan [if plan it may be called] embraces, in a mo

derate compass, like Grewille's maxims J, without attempting*

systematic arrangement, such a publication would, probably,

have met with better acceptance, from the generality of readers,

than the two quarto volumes before us seem likely to obtain, ia

their present form.

We have hinted at some appearances of self-contradiction, or

inconsistency, in this writer ; and we (hall here briefly notice

one instance, of this kind, which, at first reading, struck us at

a very remarkable one : the extract will likewise serve as a speci

men of his manner of expressing his conceptions :

• France has, in the strongest manner, strengthened with Spain, bjr

having granted this [that] nation, on the termination of the last war,

the amplest spoils of the possessions taken from the kingdom of Great

Britain. It was intended Spain should have had a still greater booty:

• With respect to his strictures on the present praQice of the law,

in this kingdom, he has, most unreservedly, retracted them, in his

prefatory advertisement.

f Such, for iniUnce, as the following Antigallican sally : ♦ France,

of late, has made John Bull roar not a little, by dispossessing him of his

Thirteen Colonies. He has therefore began to be afraid of his old

enemy, not without good reason, for she has brought a great load of

misery and debt upon him ; beside having robbed him the last war,

of an infinite number of pailures over sea, where he was wont to

feed his catt'«. He has at last entered into a commercial treaty with,

France, to prevent any future bickerings ; and has agreed to buy her

cambrics, wines, silks, and whatever she can spare, even her frogs ;

and in return to let her have any of the commodities of Britain, such

as his best oak wood, nay, his favourite beef and beer.'— Surely, Sir!

we have no occasion to purchasefrogs os our neighbours : indeed, we

have not heard of their being yet introduced, in this country, to the

tables of even the warmest admirers of French dishes, and foreign,

cookery.

I See Review, vol. xiy. p. 488,

Jamaica,
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Jamaica, if it had fallen before the combined fleets in the West In

dies, as well as Gibraltar, were to be ceded to Spain ; and they are

still promised. Fortunately for this nation, neither of them were

wrested from it ; and perhaps Providence more particularly inter

fered to preserve Gibraltar, for the future safety of the empire.'

Vol. i. p. 14.

What is precisely our Author's idea with respect to the future

safety of our empire, is not to us quite clear ; but the man-

rier in which he has expressed himself, does not seem to corre

spond, perfectly, with the following passage, in another part of

the same volume :

• We do not hear of any attempts made by Government, to pre

vent or dissolve the confederacy, that at this time actually exists, or

is certain in a short time to take place between France, Spain, the

United Provinces of Holland, and the United States of America.

They may be right to postpone at this time such attempts ; it may

be wife and politic, not to interpose at present, until the ardours of

thiir mutual regards, and friendships, have somewhat abated. How

ever, the utility, and real necessity of weakening, or anihilating, so

formidable a combination, mull be admitted by all men ; and that

a friendly connexion with any one of them, convened into a durable

attachment, would be of the first importance to the kingdom.

' In my opinion, at a proper time, Spain should, before the others,

be courted to form so desirable an alliance ; with Spain, a confede

racy would be most advantageous to this country. The means of

forming it, are fortunately in our hands; by Gibraltar being ours,

which, on proper conditions, we fh-ould by all means cede to Spain,

for this purpose. The main question to be agitated on this subject,

is that of the utility of this fortress to Great Britain. I apprehend

it is of no utility, that can stand in competition with that, which

would ensue, from ceding it to Spain ; at least I cannot find (and I

have enquired much) what the use of Gibraltar is to this nation,

which ought in any degree to bar such cession. For the common

uses assigned, I regard as too nugatory to mention. I think it a

fortunate circumstance that Gibraltar is so unnecessary and costly an

appendage of the empire : for, in my opinion, it mould be relin

quished almost at any rate, to separate Spain from her confederacy

with France ; and put it out of the power of France to keep this

kingdom so constantly embroiled in a succession of wars. While

'this impregnable fortress remains in our hands, Spain must be a per

petual inveterate enemy.'—

In transcribing this passage, we think we have happily dis

covered our Author's meaning in the first paragraph, where he

speaks of the importance of Gibraltar to this nation, and of the

interposition of ' Providence' in our favour, by preserving that

fortress to us, * for the future safety of the empire.' He does not,

now, to us, appear so plainly to have contradicted himself, is he'

only meant to intimate the importance of our retaining the pos

session of Gibraltar, till a favourable opportunity should offer, of

our relinquishing that place, for a proper equivalent. Nor do

"wa
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we in the least differ from Dr. Edwards, with reTpect to his po

litics, on this particular point.

In brief, whatever imperfections may be found in Dr. E.'s

performance, we must observe, in behalf of his modesty, and

becoming diffidence of himself, that he does not pretend to give

it to the world as faultless. Let us, therefore, repeat, in this

conclusion of our short account of a greatly diversified work,

our testimony to the apparent rectitude of his design, and his

laudabie desire to promore the welfare of his country, by the

publication of his thoughts on the interesting topics on which,

he has bestowed his best atteation. Whatever may be deemed

of him as a writer, we cannot but consider him as a worthy

man, who has dedicated his time and labour to the genera) good

of mankind, and to the increase of the prosperity of this nation,

in particular.

Art. X. Bell's Edition os Sbakspert ; or, The Dramatic Writings 0/

Will. Sbak/pere, with the Prolegomena, and the Notes of all the

various Commentators ; printed complete from the best Editions

of Sam. Johnson and Geo. Steevens. In Twenty Volumes. iztno.

61. bound. Bell. 1788.

BY men of cold and phlegmatic constitutions, it may be

thought that the rage for Shakespeare h»s been carried to

excess j and that editions have multiplied so fast, that the Public

may now be said to be, not only encumbered, but distracted;

with variety. The critic of taste, however, who has the honour

of letters and of his country at heart, will not subscribe to a pro

position so frigid and spiritless. The genius of Shakespeare de

serves all the homage that has been offered by a grateful poste

rity :—but this is not the place for the panegyric of that extra

ordinary man, who, in many of his plays, intermixed indeed

with sce'.es of heterogeneous matter, has left to his^countrymen

the true model of dramatic dialogue ; a model, which has not

yet been in any degree rivalled, and always poorly imitated. The

glory of Shakespeare has been maintained in its proper lustre by

his commeniutors only : some of whom were men who, by their

own productions, were sure of extending their names to after-

times. In this class may be reckoned Rowe, Pope, Warbur

ton, and Johnson. The rest may have done some good by their

labours, but, as Dr. Bentley expressed it, they ride to posterity on

the back of an ancient. In the next rank to the commentators,

stand the Dooksellers, who have spared neither money nor atten

tion to decorate the name of Shakespeare by splendid editions of

his works. It has been said, that while he was by these

means advanced to the pinnacle of fame, the Greek and Roman

classics have been too much neglected, and that a complete and'

5 supeib
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superb edition os those great writers has never been published in

England. Their time, we hope, is so come: a noble edition of

Cicero has lately issued from the Oxford press *, and in the pre

sent age it is more than probable that the example will be sol-

lowed. For the attention shewn to Shakespeare, during a great

number of years, there was an immediate and pressing demand.'

To fay nothing of the emendations which the text required,

Voltaire called aloud on every Englishman to vindicate the me

mory of a genius, who did honour to their country. By de

crying, distorting, and misrepresenting the productions of the

great English bard, Voltaire had the presumption to hope that,

in the opinion of all Europe, he should be able to exalt Cor-

neille, Racine, and himself. We took the alarm at home, and

every new edition of Shakespeare was a full and decisive answer

to envy, malice, and detraction. Voltaire continued to traduce

and vilify : we held up the works of our bard, and thereby

the detractor stood refuted. The French nation have, at length,

opened their eyes : the truth is now diffused among them, and

Shakespeare stands as a Colossus, while the most that can be

done by Voltaire, and indeed the very best of our modern writers

at home, U to creep under his feet. More perhaps cannot now

be expected. Quintilian has observed, that where a great genius

has reached the summit of the sublime, to surpass him is im

possible ; and to equal him, too much to be expected. A falling

off is more likely to be the consequence.

To the number of those, who have contributed to the repu

tation of our immortal bard, Mr. Bell may now be added. His

edition has been well received by the Public, and it deserves all

encouragement. The whole is beautifully printed : the type is

elegant, and does honour to him, who had the spirit to under

take so expensive a work. The Editor has called in the best artists

to his assistance, and the number and elegance of the engravings

which he has given, are fine embellishments of the work. He

has printed from that text which was, at the time of his under

taking, thought to be the best. Mr. Reed's edition was not

then published : an account of it may be seen in our Review,

vol. Ixxv. p. 81. and 161.

We cannot aver that we have perused every play in the pre

sent edition, but what we have seen deserves applause; and the

whole has the reputation of being correct. We have now a set

of these charming dramas, not only fit for the library, but for a

pocket-companion. The size of the work, and the type, make it

convenient in all places ; and, therefore, he who has Bell's

Shakespeare, has amitut omnium horarum. The purchaser has

this farther advantage, that he may arrange the plays into vo-

* See Review, vol. lxxii. p. 56.

lume«
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lumes in what order he pleases :—this was judiciously contrived.

The works of the great Poet may be bound up separately, and

the Notes and Commentary on each play may be collected in

another set of volumes, and so placed as to correspond with the

series of the plays. He may then read the text, and let himself

be carried away by the current of the poet's imagination, with

out that frequent interruption of notes, which is apt to distract

the mind, and weaken the impression made by the Author.

The reader will observe that we have written the name of our

bard in the most received and accustomed manner. Mr. Bell

has thought proper to depart from the established form : he

writes Shakspere ; but whatever authority he may have for it,

there is, we believe, equal authority for the old accustomed way;

and we are not fond of useless innovations. If this be an ob

jection, it is, however, a slight one : and it is the only one in

our power to make. The Editor is justly entitled to the ap

plause we have given him ; and we congratulate the elegant

arts, on the success of that spirit of enterprise, which, by ex

citing emulation, cannot fail of rendering great service to the

literature of this country.

A&t. XI. Liberality ; or, the Decayed Macaroni. A Sentimental

Piece. 4to. is. Dodsley, &c. 1788.

THE character of that species of fop, called Macaroni, has

never, to the best of our recollection, been defined. If

we take our idea of him from this poem, he is a motly mixture

of the beau, the buck, the gamester : in a word, the fajhionable

profligate: a contemptible, as well as a detestable composition.

This is an admirable piece of satire. If it is not an Ansty,

it is, at least, of equal value with most of the productions of the

Bath Muse : and no writer, of the present day, will be afraid

of its being ascribed to him.

The hero of the tale is drawn in broken-down circumstances,

and reduced to solicit a subscription for his future support. He

relates the marked events of his worthless life; and in this de

tail consists the satire on his despicable tribe. Take the follow

ing stanzas, by way ef specimen :

VI.

* When I first came to years of discretion,

I took a round sum from the stocks.

Just to keep up a decent succession

Of race-horses, women, and cocks :

VII.

Good company always my aim,

Cemme il faut were my cellars and table :

And freely I asle'd to the fame

Ev'ry Jockey that came to my stable :

VIII. N«
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VIII.

No stripling of fortune I noted

With a passion for carding and dice,

But to him I my friendship devoted,

And gave him the best of advice :

* IX.

" To look upon money as trash,

Not play like a pitiful elf,

But turn all his acres to cast),

And sport it as free as myself."

At

And as Faro was always my joy,

1 set up a bank of my own,

Just to enter a hobbedehoy,

And give him a smack of the ton:

XI.

la the morning I took him a-hunting,

Ac dinner well-plyed with champaign,

At tea gave a lecture on punting ;

At midnight, on throwing a main :

XII.

His friends too with bumpers I cheer 'd,

And in truth should have deem'd it a fin

To have made, when a stranger appear'd,

Any scruple of taking him in.

XIII.

As I always was kind, and fofe-hearted,

I took a rich maiden to wise ;

And though in a week we were parted,

I gave her a pension for life :

A. I V .

My free and humane disposition

(Thank Heaven) I ever have shewn

To all in a helpless condition,

Whose fortunes I'd first made my own t

XV.

To ***»*• with whom long ago,

My friendship in childhood begun,

I presented a handsome rouleau,

When his all I had luckily won.

XVI.

My friends were much pleas'd with the action,

But charm'd when I open'd my door

To his wife, whom he lov'd to distraction,

But could not support any more.'

A vignette, not ill engraved, gives us the miserable figure of

this wretch. Whether the poet, or the painter, may have had

any individual in view, as the original of the picture, we know

not.— On the whole, we look upon the object, not as a particu

lar macaroni, singled out for the example's fake, but rather as a

general character :

"As Knight of the shire, to represent 'em all."

Art.
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Art. XII. Poems: Consisting chiefly of original Pieces. By the

Rev. John Whitehouse, of St. John's College, Cambridge. 8vo.

39. 6d. Boards. Robinsons. 1787.

THIS volume contains Elegies, Odes, Sonnets, and In/crip,

tions. The elegies are in the style of Tibullus, or rather

in that of his imitator, Hammond—

' Unblest is he, and born in evil hour,

Whom tyrant-love with iron sceptre sways :

Who lull'd supine within his syren bow'r.

Forgets the meed of honourable praise :

Who pines in youth, while on his sickly cheek,

Blasted by love the drooping roses die ;

Whose heart, to ev'ry manly effort weak,

Melts in the soft expression of a sigh.

Science or fame in vain their charms display,

In vain convivial, social hours invite :

In moody indolence he wastes the day,

And restless tosses all the live-long night.'

Mr. Whitehouse's imagination, though it be not remarkably

lively and fervid, " Acer spiritus ac vis" is yet by no means un-

poetical. The ' Verses written near the Ruins of a Nunnery'

have considerable beauty, as will be seen by the following ex

tract :

' Amidst these desolated aisles, where now

Springs the rank weed, and tangling briars molest,

The sainted Sisters from their cloister'd cells

Assembled, at the stated hour of prayer

Chanting their orisons : and th' evening bell

Swinging with constant toll from tbtmoffy toWr,

Summon'd them frequent 'mid the taper'd choir

To hold late vespers ; from th* embowed roof,

Solemn and stow, the pealing organ ro! I'd

The manly bass, to voices loud and clear

Answering at intervals; round the rude walls

Now clings the ivy pale, and props awhile

Some mould'ring column ; in each arched nook

Where legendary saints stood carv'd in stone,

Arid quaint Madonas on their bosom wore

A holy cross,— now wrei;hes full many a shrub

Its dusky branches, emulous to shade

The falling (hrine. E'en there where painting breath'd

High o'er the altar, each expreilive form .

Starting to life, and moving o'er the piece,

At Titian's magic touch, or, Raphael, thine ;

Now sits gaunt Ruin, grinning o'er the wreck

His ruthless arm has made : while Genius rolls

His fiery eyes around, that blaze at times

Like meteors in a storm ; the winds of night,

In hollow accents murmur to his sighs.

—Htre
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* *

—Here (hall come

Calm Contemplation from her sunless grot

To meet the favour'd youth, whom scenes like these

Can please ; who views with eye inquisitive

These rude memorials of ancient times.

Long o'er these stones the flow'ring weed shall spread

Its colour'd folds, and long the thistle (hake

Its white beard to the winds ; the wintry storm,

Oft through these cloister'd cells and arches dim

Shall howl amain ; and oft the summer gale

Wave the high grass that tops the ruin'd wall,

Ere he who loves the Muses shall forego

These simple beauties and un boastful charms,

For Folly's tinsel glitter, though her lyre

To Music's softest blandishments be strung

In hall or bower ;—these o'er the soul (hall shed

A placid calm, as when the rising Moon

O'er the smooth lake reflects her silver beam.'

Mr. White house, however, is not at all times attentive to the

harmony of his numbers :—for example,

4 Reur'd and sought th' ocean's utmost verge.'

* * * *

* Passing each flow'r that scents th' amorous gale.'

He seems to remember the remark of the poet, that

*' Oft the ear the open •voixiels tire;"

and therefore has recourse to elision; but as the flow of the verse

is necessarily interrupted by it, the practice is discontinued by

our better poets. The defect, indeed, is trifling, and we really

wish that there was nothing more material to be objected to him ;

hut justice obliges us to acknowlege that he sometimes runs into

error and absurdity,—of which we will produce an instance or

two:

— • bidd'st the soul-commending lyro

Some such magic numbers chuse

As love and tenderness inspire,

Till the sorrow soothing strain

On the rapt ear with nectar'd sweetness fall.'

A found may be said to fall upon the ear with sweetness; but If

is wholly impossible that it should fall with netlar'd sweetness.

The Poet has unwarily confounded the sweetness or melodious

ness of found, with the sweetness which is perceivable by the pa

late,—by the fense which we denominate taste. We know, in

deed, that the like incongruous metaphor is frequently found irt

poetry, but we have not the less objection to it on that account)

' Naiad, that lov'st to pour thy azure wave

In soft mæanders thro' yon shadowy cave ;

Whose woods faint-murmuring o'er the rocky steep,

0 'er all the place a solemn stillness keep'—

Bat
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Bat if the woods are * faint-murmuring,' how can they keep a

■solemn stilinels ?' Faint- murmuring isjound; and Jiillnesi it

privation, or absence, of all sound.

' Dear Goddess of each amiable Muse.'

This is the beginning of an address to Simplicity. But what it

is to be the Goddess of an amiable Muse, we do not know.* slant hillock gay,

With which erst Flora deck'd in trim array.'

The second line is faulty in its construction. ' Erst' appears

as though it were an epithet. It might be written thus :

Which Flora erst bedeck'd in trim array.

There are other inaccuracies in Mr. W.'s poems. We like

wise track him in the walks of Akenside, Warton, Shenstone,

&c. &c. He is, however, a man of abilities ; but let him study

to be correct : correctness (since the days of Pope) is a quality

expected in every one who aspires to the name of Pott.

Art. XIII. Remarks on the most important Military Operations of the

Englijh Forces, on the Western Side of the Peninsula of Hindoo-

ftan, in 1783 and 1784; in which the Conduct of the Army un

der the Command of Brigadier General Mathews is vindicated,

from the illiberal Mis-representations contained in a late Narra

tive, signed John Charles Sheen, and published by Order of

the Court of Directors of the East India Company. By a British

Officer. 8vo. 2S. Robson and Co. &c. 1788.

WHEN a writer presents a state of facts or events to the

Public, and pledges himself for their authenticity, he has

a right to a degree of credit, proportionate to the character and

rank which he holds in society. On this principle, we paid due

regard to the narratives of Capt. Oakes and Lieut. Sheen, and

mentioned them accordingly, in our jzd volume, p. 379. These

gentlemen, however, are here animadverted on, by a writer who

pretends to better information, but who has withheld the sanction

his name, and contented himself with "telling us that he is * A

British Officer;' and with signing the initials J. M. to his Dedi

cation * To the Officers in the Serwce of the King, and of the East

India Company, employed during the late War on the Western Side of

India ;'-—with whom he fays, he had the honour to share in

their toils, and to be an eye-witness of their services.

We wish that J. M. had given us his name at length, as it

might have added great weight- to his representations, and pre

cluded the objection of those who pay little regard to anonymous

accounts ; and who, beside, may deem it an infraction of the

laws of literary war, thus, in disguise as it were, or under a

masque, to enter the lists against the man who appears in pro-

pria persona*.

• Rev. Aug. 1788. *H Th«
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The Remarker premises, that his intention in writing these

letters, * is not to exculpate General Mathews from imputed

guilt, but to clear his officers and soldiers from the imputations with

which they have been indiscriminately aspersed, as if it Were not

posiible for them to be otherwise than guilty under him.—Admitting

him, therefore, in all respects, to be as culpable as represented,—

guilty of cruelties and peculation,— it must be unjust to make it a

necessary consequence, ihat the officers of the army under his com

mand were equally criminal: for in direct contradiction of all the

malicious representations to their prejudice in the public prints, I can

in conscience positively declare, that there never was an army in any

quarter of the globe less inclined to cruelty and opprr ffion ; nor one

which had exhibited stronger proofs of unwearied zeal, honour, and

humanity, than that employed on the western side of India, during

the last war.'

The narrative of Capt. Oakes comes first under this author's

notice. As we cannot descend to the enumeration of particular

facts, we shall here only observe, in brief, that our * British Of

ficer' considers the charges of licentiousness, rapine, and cruelty,

brought against the officers who served under General Mathews,

as totally groundless, and slanderous in the highest degree.

With respect to Lieut. Sheen's narrative, the Remarker is

equally strenuous in contradicting that part of it which repeats

and enforces tiie above-mentioned charges against the British

soldiers ; and, in return, he is occasionally very free in his

glances at the credit of the Lieutenant's testimony, and even

against the Lieutenant himself; frequently aiming at him a ran

dom shot from the battery of Ridicule—a battery which most

controversialists are ever forward to open on their opponents.

We hope, for the credit of the British name and nation, that

we have here a more fair and just account of the conduct of the

unfortunate General M. and his troops, than that which had

before been given. The Author does not undertake the General's

vindication in every point, but only where tyranny and oppres

sion have been laid to his charge ; and we regret with him, that

no general and impartial history of the military operations of the

British forces in Hindoostan, has been published under the sanc

tion of any respectable authority, though, as he observes, the

subject ' is of the highest magnitude, and deserves to be recorded

in the most circumstantial manner.' As to some particular pa

pers, including Lieut. Sheen's narrative, the Remarker considers

them as having been published under the Company's authority,

and as adapted rather to strengthen than to remove those ' illi

beral aspersions' which have gained too much credit ' with the

uninformed part of mankind.'

The tract now before us is well calculated to do justice to the

injured reputation of our troops, and to give the Public more

satisfactory information than had before been obtained, concern

ing
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ing the principal events which are here brought under review.

The relations, with respect to many of the circumstances, are

highly interesting, and the traits of Tippoo Saib's character will

increase the abhorrence and detestation, in which that Eastern

tyrant has long been held by the friends of humanity in every

Eart of the globe to which the report of his horrid barbarities

ath extended.

Art. XIV. Elements of Natural History, and of Chemistry: being-

the Second Edition of the Elementary Lectures on those Sciences,

first published in 1782, and now greatly enlarged and improved,

by the Author M. de Fourcroy, Doctor of the Faculty of Medi

cine at Paris, of the Royal Academy of Sciences, &c. &c. Trans

lated into English. With occasional Notes, and an historical Pre

face, by the Translator. 8vo. 4. Vols. il. as. Boards. Robin

sons. 1788. '

WE expressed our hearty approbation of the first edition of

M. de Fourcroy's work *, regretting only that the office

of translating it bad been undertaken by a person, who was un

equal to the task. ~ The present publication is, as the title-page

expresses, very much improved throughout, and enlarged from

two volumes to four; the discoveries made since the former

went to the press (in 1781) having required many corrections'

and additions. The translation is executed with fidelity and

propriety, and we think we can recognise in it the same masterly

hand, to which the English philosophers have already been in

debted for several valuable productions of the continent.

The Translator's notes are few, but judicious. There is one

very curious, and of considerable length [in vol. i. p. 108— 1 1 5-J»

containing a series of propositions, drawn up in the geometrical

form, on the theory of heat ;—not its chemical theory, but that

of its communication, quantity, and the different capacities of

bodies for containing it; which are objects of mathematical de

monstration, and must obtain equally, whatever its nature may

be. From these propositions, a rule is deduced, for investigat

ing (from the ratio of the capacities of the fame body in its (olid

and fluid states, and the number of degrees that the fluid would

increase in temperature by the heat which simply melts the solid)

the number of degrees between the temperature of the solid just

melting, and the natural zero, or absolute privation of heat ;

and from experiments on water and ice, the zero is determined

to be 1 300 degrees of Fahrenheit's scale, below the freezing point

of water.

The Translator has given, in his Preface, a concise historical

account of some of the principal changes which the chemical

• See Monthly Review, vol. Ixxiii. p. 329.

M 2 science
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science has, of late years, undergone. A fair and impartial

statement of these points, which we believe this to be, is now

the more necessary, as * it is certain' (to use his own words)

« that the want of a speedy and faithful communication of philosophi

cal discoveries between Great Britain and the continent, together

with the unprincipled conduct of such persons as are daily employed

in endeavouring to appropriate to themselves the discoveries of others,

have produced many historical mistakes : and on the other hand,

among the variety of new theories of chemistry offered to the Public,

few have been exhibited with a proper discrimination between hypo

thesis and matter of fact.'

Of the above-mentioned want of speedy and faithful commu

nication between us and our neighbours, we observe a striking

instance in the present work, vol. i. p. 153. ' An instrument

capable of indicating with exactness the high degrees of heat' (M.

de Fourcroy fays} ' would be an acquisition of great value and import

ance. We are assured that such an instrument has been constructed

in England. It consists of a very acute angled cone, on which a

ring of the fame matter is occasionally placed. The contraction of the

dimensions of the cone by heat causes the ring to fink to a position

nearer the base, according to its intensity. This ingenious instru

ment is yet unknown in France.'

This strange misrepresentation of Mr. Wedgwood's thermo

meter is corrected by the Translator in a note ; but we could

hardly have believed that such a chemist as M. de Fourcroy should

be so ill informed respecting an invention (of which he so well

understood the importance, and felt the want), that was described

at large in the Philosophical Transactions so long ago as the

year 1782*, and connected with the common thermometer,

so as to form one regular scale of heat from the freezing's mer

cury, up to the strongest fires of our furnaces, in 1784 s.

With regard to the different theories which have lately di

vided the philosophical world, the Author, in the first volume,

embraces the phlogistian, as explained and modified by Mac-

quer ; but many important facts which arose in the progress of

she work, induced him to change his opinion, and to adopt the

principles of Lavoisier. As these facts could not be inserted in

the places which they ought properly to have occupied, he has

prefixed a connected view of them, with all the others that re

late to the fame subject, so far as they are known, under the

title of * A short Account of the Nature and Properties of Elastic

Fluids ;' stating, clearly and distinctly, the system of Lavoisier,

in its full extent. We shall here just observe, that some other

important facts have arisen since the time of M. de Fourcroy't

publication, which, had they been then known, ingenious and

• See Review, vol. Ixix. p. 386.

f ■ -■■■— vol. lxxii. p. 250.
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alluring as his theory certainly is, would probably have still

prevented his becoming a proselyte to it : we shall soon have oc

casion to lay these facts before our Readers, in the course of our

monthly labours.

Those parts of the work which relate to Natural History are

much improved and enlarged, as well as the directly chemical

parts. The two sciences indeed are in many places so closely con

nected, that they cannot be entirely separated : os the subjects of the

mineral kingdom, in particular, no useful or perfect arrange

ment can be made but from their chemical properties ; and ac

cordingly the mineralogic systems of Kirwan and Bucquer,

founded on those properties, are introduced very consistently

with the general plan of the work. We cannot fay so much of

M. Daubenton's, which is here displayed con amore, and which

is built upon external configuration, texture, hardness, transpa

rency, and other similar circumstances, that are rather adventitious

than essential to the respective subjects, and afford moreover, in

many instances, not very perfect discriminations. Still less do

we approve of introducing the classification of animals, as esta

blished by Linne, Daubenton, BrifTon, Gouan, and other Na

turalists ; for though it is only from the figure, and from the

number and disposition of the different parts, that any methodi

cal arrangements, or discriminations, of animals can be taken,

yet we conceive that systems of this kind do not very well accord

with a system of chemistry : to us, at least, they appear to form

rather an heterogeneous assemblage. And beside, when two

branches of Natural History (Mineralogy, and Zoology in all

its subdivisions) are so minutely treated, we can perceive no

good reason why the other great branch, Botany, should have

been excluded.

But whatever little incongruities there may be in this respect,

the work upon the whole has great merit, and we recommend it

as a very valuable system both of the practical and scientific che

mistry of the present time.

Before we conclude, we must take the liberty of observing to

the translator, that some literal inaccuracies have escaped him,

which a little attention in revising the sheets from the press might

have corrected. There occurs to us at present only one that

materially affects the fense, or can much embarrass the reader : it

is in a note of his own, vol. iii. p. 407. ' Platina' (he fays)

when purified from iron by repeated coition in spirit of salt, so

lution in aqua regia, and precipitation of the iron by aqua regiat

may be fused with a strong heat.' This last aqua regia is ob

viously either a mistake of the transcriber or compositor, Or one

of those inadvertencies quas bumana parum cavtt natura: but

what should the word be I We suppose Prufiian lixivium,

M 3
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Poetry.

Art. IC. An Epistle from Pindar to bis pretended Cousin Piter; In

which are many curious and original Anecdotes of the P/eudo Pin

dar ; with an Appendix, containing Peter's celebrated Song of

" O the Roast Pork of Old Truro, being one of the earliest of

his satirical Productions. 410. 2s. 6d. Bcw. 1788.

^"AHE style of the old Theban bard is greatly altered, and he has

abated much of his spirit, since he took to writing in English.

—To whatever cause it may be owing, it somehow happens, that all

Peter Pindar's antagonists are out of luck, as the phrase goes. We

should be glad, however, for once, to see him meet with his match.—

Pindar (the Englijh Pindar, whose performance is now before ut) hat

dressed up some stories about Peter's having once had an hostile opera

tion performed on his nose, when he was an apothecary in Corn

wall ; of his fiddling ; and of his preaching in Jamaica, where he

was Chaplain to Governor Trelawney ; of his ill success in phar

macy; and of his being reduced to wear stockings without feet.

Some of these anecdotes are illustrated by satirical engravings ; —but

where is the Must ofFun t Peter's Muse, we mean, " to set the table

in a roar." Such J'oier lays as these will never gain the laugh against

*' the pleasant scoundrel,"—as Johnson once called a member of our

corps *, whose humour the Doctor would have refilled, on a particu

lar occasion, but he was forced to give way to a burst of risibility,

and growling approbation.

Art. 16. Piter provided for without a Pension. A Poem. With.

Notes, critical and explanatory. By Carnaby Currycomb, Esq.

4to. 2S. Bew. 1788.

Here, indeed, Peter Pindar is matched, but not in the way spoken

of in the preceding article. The man is married ; and the Devil is

the match-maker. This was one way of ' providing for him, with

out a pension ;' for we hear nothing of the lady's fortune.—" And who

is the lady ?"—No other than the celebrated Mrs. Margaret Nichol

son.—There is humour in the courtship. The fair maniac is shy, at,

first, and repulses her lover with a ' flap on the chops ;'— but she re«

Ients, on Peter's representing to her, that

' from their_/S innocent embrace

Young Pindars shall spring forth, a hopeful race,

Assassins born and bred, whole hands shall forge

Poems and knives to stab each future George.'

There is energy, invention, and variety in this poem ; the author

of which may be considered as the most formidable of Peter's anta

gonists, though, on the whole, we think him rather too serious ftr

* Since deceased. He was well known in Norfolk, by the name

ef the Philosopher of Massingbatn.

the
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the occasion. The great point, in this contest, would be, to carry

the laugh against the Cornisli poet ; for, surely, his opponents give

him the greater consequence, by being so angry with him,—which,

however culpable he may appear in the eyes of a good and loyal sub

ject, should, if possible, be avoided.

Art. 17. Poems on several Occafiont, never before published. By

James Woodhouse. With an Address to the Public. 410. 35.

sewed. Sold by the Author, No. 10, Lower Brook-street.

Mr. Woodhouse, who, as we have before remarked*, is not a poet

of the very lowest order, is displeased at the ridicule which has re

cently been thrown on his sovereign, and he thus invokes his coun

trymen in support of the royal cause : ,

' Is there no champion in the lists offame,

Who dare stand forth to guard a sovereign's name?

Who dare take up the glove, return the stone,

Presumption has dropp'd down, and pride has thrown ?

No hero, mail'd with wealth, with honour cafqu'd.

Who dare disdain disguise; appear unmaflc'd

With warlike weapons, boldly to oppose

A King's false friends, or hosts of ambush'd foes ?'

As Mr. W. possesses a respectable private character, and as it is

ever our wish to contribute as much as may be in our power to the

relief of indigent merir, we will transcribe a page or two of his pre

fatory address to the Public :

' Possessed of little, and encumbered with much, my duty forcibly

urges me to some trial, to retrieve my circumstances, and subsist my

family. My present attempt appeared the most plausible for repel

ling those wants that must inevitably, without an effort, soon sink

myself, and them, to ruin and wretchedness. It is a little like at

tempting to make discoveries in an unknown sea, without a compass,

and without a crew; without proper provision, and without a pilot.

My own weak and wavering abilities are but poor directors ; so that

I am left to depend on the kind and generous volunteers in society

who may humbly condescend to engage in my service (some of whom

Providence has already procured me), and the Author of that Provi

dence, the Parent and Governor of the universe ; who never fails

to supply the place of a pilot to all who implicitly confide in his pro

tection and guidance; and^ though I should be wrecked in the ex

pedition, yet will he not fail to conduct me, finally, to an haven of

repose, beyond the reach of all suture calamity. My views are vir

tuous, and my endeavours (hall be upright ; and I shall wait with

patience, and hope, for the indulgence and encouragement of all

those whose humane hearts that gracious and good Providence (hall

influence in my favour; and to whom, next to the first Mover, I

shall look up, as a constant debtor: still endeavouring to deserve

their countenance and support, by all the means that duty and de

ference shall suggest. It may be asked why I attempt a business so

foreign to all my former experience. Without inclination nothing

essential is ever atchieved : the want of that inclination prevented me

* See P-ev. vol. xxxv. p. 78.

M 4. making
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making any great proficiency in my original employment*; and!

eighteen years of inattention to that employment, in a state of servi

tude, have lessened those abilities, as well as diminished that dis

tinctness of sight, which are necessary to complete execution, with

out making an adequate compensation for such essential sacrifices.

Being pressed into the service, J have procured no pension ; and,

though not entirely disabled in body, I have received some wounds

which will not be readily cured. I had conceived myself possessed of

some attainments in the agricultural art (an art the most congenial

to the human constitution) ; but the opinion of one, whose opinion

may, perhaps, have some weight with the world, has precluded me

from that resource. A repetition of servitude still remains ; but I

have given so little satisfaction to others, and have found so small

comfort and advantage to myself, in that condition, that I neither

hope, or wi(h, or feel, much encouragement to make another trial.'

Art. 18. Poems on various SubjeSs, by Charlotte Eliz. Sanders,

izmo. 3s. sewed. Wilkie. 1787.

Miss Sanders, in her Preface to this collection of poems, fays—

f Urged by the solicitations of many friends, I have ventured to offer

to the Public these trifling productions of my youthful Muse. When

their errors meet the pervading eye of Criticism, may they prove too

simple to provoke its frown: or if found entirely uninteresting, may

they be permitted to pass uncenfured to the regions of oblivion.'

These performances are in truth so very simple, so entirely uninte

resting, that we shall certainly comply with the lady's request. We

will not attempt to arrest them in their progress to the shades.

" The gates are open night and day :

Down hill the path,—a smooth and easy way."

Vine. Æneid. Book 6.

Art. 19- Miscellaneous Pieces, Original and Colleiled. By a Clergy.

man of Northamptonshire, late of Trinity College, Cambridge.

izmo. 2S, 6d. sewed. Nicoll. 1787.

This clergyman (who talks of being sometimes assisted in his writ

ings by a friend) is a maker of verses, but not a poet. '

Art. 20. Tie Cock-pit ; a Poem. By Charles Fletcher, M.D. Au

thor of A Maritime State considered, Sec. 410. 2 s. sewed. Mur

ray, &c. 178?.

The country Squire who sends for this poem, in consequence of

feeing it advertised in his Evening Post, will be sorely disappointed.

Instead of a feast for his imagination, by a poetic display of the

bloody conflicts between those gallant soldier-birdt whom he delights

in prompting to flaughter each other, with " barbarous civil war,"

he finds himself, presto! on ship-board, and is carried down into the

surgery -.—that is the cock-pit here described ; and disagreeable, in

deed, are the circumstances!

We have, likewise, in this performance, a great variety of other

particulars, relative to maritime situations, beside those that relate

more immediately to the cock fit department ; though we supposed, at

* A shoemaker,—if we remember right,

the
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the first glance over Dr. F.'s performance, that his chief object was

to impress the reader's mind with the peculiar hardships that fall to

the (hare of a Navy-surgeon. He had, himself, been three yean in

that line.

Many useful observations are also interspersed, on such points at

are most likely to strike the curious observer, in the course of a

voyage. Various scenes, natural appearances, and incidental situations,

are well described ; particularly the distress and danger of a ship, in

a violent storm : and, throughout the whole, the poetry, if it has

no claim to the praise of elegance, seems not ill adapted to the sub

ject, and to the rugged element on which, perhaps, the work was

composed. In a word, not wishing to regard a production of this

peculiar cast, with too much critical attention, we have been consi

derably entertained, as well as informed, by the perusal of it.— For

the Author's " Maritime State considered, at to the Health of Sea

men, &c." fee Rev. Dec. 1787, p. 497.

Art. 21. Euphrojyne, an Ode to Beauty: addressed to Mrs. Crouch.

By Sylvester Otway. 4W. is. Faulder, Sec. 1788.

If there is a * Poet's Corner' in the great temple of The Sub

lime, in Moorfields, this writer (should he continue in the glorious

career in which he sets out) will certainly be entitled to a conspicu

ous feat in it. We may apply to him his own motto,

" Can any mortal mixture of earth's mord

Breathe such divine enchanting ravishment i"

Comus.

Art. 22- Philosophic Venus: an Ethic Epistle. Addressed to a young

Nobleman. With Notes and Illustrations. 8vo. is. Ridge-

way. 1788.

This piece of poetic libertinism was first published in 1775 : See

Rev. vol. lii. p. 552.

Art. 23. The Lyric Works of Horace, translated into English Verse:

to which are added, a Number of original Poems. By a Native

of America. 8vo. 2 Vols. 5s. sewed. Philadelphia printed;

and sold by Diliy in London. 1786.

This article involves us in some difficulty. To praise the publica

tion before us, would be gross violation of conscience ; and is we

honestly express our opinion, and treat this Transatlantic versifier as

we really think he deserves, he will be ready tt> exclaim—" Did I not

prophesy that, as an American, I must expect little quarter from the

Reviewers of England ?"— Dedication, p. v. A pi on iW/ucb-

prophecyings ! Here, boy! put this book on the lower shelf there,

in the corner, among the respites, next to the condemn'd hole.

Dramatic.

Art. 24. A Smarter of an Hour before Dinner; or Quality Binding.

A Dramatic Entertainment of one Act; as performed at the The

atre Royal in the Haymarket. 8vo< is. Lowndes. 1788.

The unknown author, in his prefatory advertisement, congratu

lates the Public, on their ' being able to bear with a single Act of

plain, common life, that endeavoured to speak to the heart, rather

than
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than the fancy.' It is seldom that any literary effort which is well-

aimed at the human heart, fails of success.—If we may judge of the

representation from the satisfaction that hath been afforded us in the

perusal of this little piece, it could not fail. Its object is to satirize

the affectation of associating with those of superior rank, and to (hew

the folly of depending on the specious professions and civilities of the

Great. This plan is executed in an easy, natural, and agreeable

manner.

Slave Trade.

Art. 25. An Address to the Inhabitants, in general, of Great Britain

and Ireland ; relating to a few of the Consequences which must

naturally result from the Abolition of the Slave Trade. 8vo. is.

Liverpool printed, and fold by Evans, &c. in London. 1788.

The Author contends, that the consequences of an abolition of

our African trade for slaves, would be most ruinous to this country.

His arguments are arranged under the three following heads :

I. ' The slave trade lawful, according to the different states of nations

over the face of the earth.' 2. '* The situation of the Negroes bet

tered by their changing African masters for those in the Welt Indies.'

3. « The trade useful to society in general, and to this country in par-

cular.' For his statement of facts, and his reasoning on these beaten

subjects, we refer to the pamphlet at large.

Biography.

Art. 26. Authentic Memoirs, and a Sketch of the real Character, of

the late Right Honourable Richard Rigby. Svo. 1 s. Debrett.

1788.

These Memoirs were originally published in the daily papers, soon

after Mr. Rigby's death ; and, in all probability, they are au

thentic.

Novels.

Art. 27. The American Hunter, a Tale. From Incidents which

happened during the War with America. To which is annexed,

a Somersetshire Story. 12010. zs. 6d. sewed. Kearsley. 1788.

The first of these tales is said, in the introduction, to be inten-ed

to awaken an attention to conscience in young persons, to counteract

a hardness of heart. It is called, we scarcely know why, the Ameri-

tan Hunter, and contains a narrative of the miserable deaths of a

lady and her two children, in the woods of America, in consequence

of being deserted by a faithless husband : who is afterward very pro

perly consigned to poetical justice. It is a pathetic story that in

terests the humane reader in the sufferings of injured innocence,

without the aid of unnatural and surprizing adventures; but it would

have read much better, had the author totally omitted his occasional

machinery of good and evil geniusles, which encumber the narrative,

only to recal us from sympathising with the unfortunate, to a recol

lection that the whole is fiction.

The Somersetshire story is of a less melancholy complexion ; being

a narrative of the distresses of a young lady, who having accidentally

been the occasion os burning her lather's house, ran away to shun

parental
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parental resentment ; when (he was supposed to have perished in the

flames. Her adventures in search os laborious subsistence, are na

tural enough, until (he married a young farmer, with whom (he

had lived as a servant. The most unlikely part of the story is, that

neither (he, from natural affection, nor her rustic mate from views

of interest, ever relieved the concern of her family with the informa

tion of her welfare.

The writer understands human nature well, and in a little episode

concerning a beautiful, a good, but unfortunate gypsey girl, hat

insinuated some reflections that will, as usual in such cases, be lost oa

those for whose use they are intended. Those of her sex in any degree

removed from the lower ranks of life, reject with disdain any senti

ments that thwart their exalted ideas of their own deserts, and inter

rupt their golden expectations.

The style of these tales is easy, but the language grossly incorrect;

and a page and a half of errata, though they proclaim a shameful

number, do not contain all the typographical errors in this small

volume : these circumstances persuade us that it is the production of

some writer not familiar with the press.

Art. 28. The Inquisitor; or invisible Rambler. By Mrs. Rowson.

izmo. 3 Vols. 7s. 6d. sewed. Robinsons. 1788.

Mr. Inquisitor is presented by his guardian genius with a ring;

which ring, when placed on his finger, is to render him invisible.

Thus, like the Asmoueus of Le Sage, the writer has an opportunity

of viewing the secret transactions of mankind, and of commenting

on them accordingly— that is to fay, as good or evil manners may be

found to prevail.

There is nothing of novelty in the idea, nor any thing particu

larly striking in the execution of the work. It may, however, be

perused with prosit by our youthful friends, as in some of the stories

here presented to us, the duplicity and dishonesty so frequently to be

found in the world, are exhibited with a tolerable degree of (kill.

The Authoress is evidently in possession of a feeling heart. But

style, and the various graces of composition, are yet to come.

Art. 29. Rosa de Montmorieit. By Miss Ann Hilditch. 12010.

2 Vols. js. sewed. Lane. 1787.

Rosa de Montmorien is a lively and agreeable lats. Let her not,

however, imagine that (he is a goddess, because we allow her to be in*

pofleffion of some personal charms. There is a degree of beauty

both in the physical and the moral world, which may be intitled to

a favourable report, though not to particular and absolute praise.

In other words, the story of this novel is trifling; and, from a bad

arrangement of the incidents, it is somewhat obscure.—But the lan

guage is often pretty, and might, with a little attention, have been

rendered correct. ' Miss H. will one day, we think, present us with

a better work.

Art. 3<j. The ffidow of Kent; or the History of Mrs. Rowley.

l2mo. 2 Vols. 5s. sewed. Noble. 1788.

Mrs. Rowley, with several children, and in narrow circumstances,

is left a widow, at an early age. She is deprived of her little pro

perty
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perty by the machinations of a villain, and her daughters are re

duced to a state of servitude. The manner in which she conducts

herself amid the severest trials of fortune, 8re such as elevate her cha

racter above the crowd ; and sliew that ftrtngtb of mind—a quality

by many supposed to be peculiar to man—is yet to be found in the

female form.

This novel may be perused with advantage by every woman in

the situation of our heroine; deprived

" Of every stay, save innocence and Heaven ;"

but whose virtue is at length rewarded with temporal happiness.

Art. 31. The Viilim os Deception. izmo. 2 Vols. 5s. sewed.

Lane. 1788.

This novel appears to be of French extraction. The story is

briefly as follows : A young and beautiful female becomes ena

moured of a man of libertine principles, and 'very delicately invites

him to her bed. The gentleman, as will be readily imagined,

complies; and then abandons her to the sorrows of remorse. How

far he is to be justified in his conduct, or whether the lady can pro

perly be termed the Viilim of Deception, we must leave to the de

termination of casuists. With respect to the merits of the work, we

must remark—that the passions are represented by our author in such

warm and glowing colours, that the woman who rises from the study

of his pages with an unheated imagination, may safely sit down

to the perusal of There/e Pbilosophe.

Art. 32. The Half-pay Officer', or Memoirs of Charles Chanceley.

uiiio. 3 \ ols. 7s. 6d. sewed. Robinsons. . 1788.

Though not remarkable for variety of incidents, or strength of

character, yet, on account of its truly moral tendency, the manly

sentiments it breathes, and the agreeable manner in which it is

written, this performance is entitled to a considerable share of

praise. The situation cf the half-pay officer is here delineated by

the pen of compassion.—' The feelings of the soldier (says the

Author) who is obliged to barter his sword for his support, must be

poignant indeed. I would you were the only one who has felt that

necessity!—But, alas! I fear too many brave fellows, whose services

merited a happier fate, now pine in circumstances which their sword

can never retrieve.' We fear so too, and sincerely commiserate their

ills. But where are we to look for the class, the particular body of

men, who are wholly exempt from calamity and pain }

Education, csV.

Art. 33. Seleil Stories for the Inftruilion and Entertainment of Chil

dren, from the French of M. Berquin. Embellished with foux

Copper-plates, izmo. 3s. bound. Stockdale, &c. 1787.

Considered as an whole, VAmi des Enfans of M. Berquin has been,

universally admired; a selection from it, therefore, as we have be

fore observed in a former article, will be agreeable to those who do

not chuse to purchase it entire. This volume is introduced by a

preface written by the editor, in which are several just observations ;

and it is dedicated to Mr. Raikcs of Gloucester, who is well known

as
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as the great patron * of Sunday Schools. The Editor adds,

that he thinks M. Berquin's work is well calculated for that va

luable institution, but we think that most of those who have read the

* Children's Friend,' will join us in being of a different opinion ;

for M. Berquin intended his work chiefly for children of a rank that

will never be met with in a Sunday school. Some cf his ' Petites

PiecfJt' indeed, relate to those of a lower class, and might not, per

haps, be thought improper for this purpose ; if no other objection*

are urged.

The stories here selected, are taken from that translation of the

entire work, which was published in four volumes by Mr. Stock-

dale, and noticed in our Review for June last, p. 537.

Art. 34. The Parental Monitor. i2mo. 2 Vols. 5s. sewed. Lane.

1788.

" Delighful task! to rear the tender thought,

To teach the young idea how to shoot,

To pour the fresh instruction o'er the mind," &c.

The writer of these volumes (Mrs. Elizabeth Bonhote) appears to

have felt the full force of the above-quoted observations of the gen

tle, natural, and elegant Thomson. The introductory part of the

work contains an address to her children, in which the maternal

character is seen in its proper colours : bright and vivid, but simple

and unadorned with foreign ornament. The instructions she lays

down for them in their progress through the rugged and perilous

stages of life are excellent, and are farther enforced by apt and ju

dicious selections from the most admired British writers both in

prose and verse. In a word, the fair Authoress has eminently suc

ceeded in what she proposed to herself, ' to endeavour—by the force

of example—to guard youth from error, and by so doing, shield old

age from many of its agonizing sorrows: to caution the thoughtless,

humble the vain, and reform the vicious.'—We hope her publication

will meet with that encouragement from the world to which it is en

titled, as well from its principle as from its intrinsic merit.

Art. 35. The Children's Miscellany. 8vo. 3s. Boards. Stockdale.

1788.

The Editor's Preface to this Collection inform us that,

* Some gentlemen of fortune and literary abilities had once con

ceived the scheme of contributing to the entertainment and instruc

tion of the rising generation, by a selection of the most interesting

and improving histories from different authors.'—' After they had

made some progress in the execution of this scheme, they were com

pelled by accidents which it is unnecessary to relate, to abandon their

design. But, though the modesty of the authors would rather have

led them to suppress what they could not engage to finish, the

Editor, to whom their papers were entrusted, has judged them too

valuable to be entirely suppressed.'

The volume commences with ' the history of Little Jack,' which,

we are informed, is the production of the ingenious Mr, Day. It is

m

• We fay patron, because some people have lately disputed his claim

to being called die founder.

entertaining
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entertaining and instructive, and fully demonstrates the truth of the

Author's position, that it is of very little consequence, under what

circumstances of birth or fortune a man comes into the world, pro

vided he behaves well, and discharges his duty when he is in it.—

Various amusing stories follow, interspersed with the natural history

cf the elephant, lion, rhinoceros, &c. and the book concludes with

* the history of Philip Quarll,' of which we need fay nothing, as)

most of our readers will perhaps remember their having read it,

when they were young. It is here introduced by a short preface

likewise written by Mr. Day, which is replete with good fense, and

found observations, characteristic of the Author.

Art. 36. The History of Little Jack. By the Author of Sandfood

and Merton. nmo. is. bound. Stockdale. 1788.

This instructive little history is published separate from the above

mentioned ' Children's Miscellany,' to accommodate its admirers, at

a low price. It is embellished with twenty-two neat wooden cuts.

Art. 37. Tie Sunday Scholar's Manual, Part I. By Mrs. Trimmer,

izmo. is. bound, or 10s. per Dozen. Longman, &c. 1788.

Art. 38. The Sunday School Calechist ; consisting of familiar

Lectures. With Questions for the Use of Visitors and Teachers.

By the fame. izmo. zs. bound. Longman, &c.

The indefatigable Authoress has published these two little tracts

at the fame time, because, as (he observes, each corresponds with the

other, and either, alone, would be incomplete.

In her preface, she fays, ' I have given to my work the title of

the school catechist, because I would not be regarded as invading the

province of the clergy. It has long been considered as a part of the

business of schools to prepare catechumens for the examination of

their respective ministers. The school catechist pretends to nothing

more. Jt is not my design to supersede the works, or to exalt myself

to a level with persons of acknowledged eminence, who in this or

former ages have condescended to writ£ lectures, catechisms, Sec. for

the poor ; on the contrary, my wish is to render their valuable tracts

more profitable by opening the minds of the illiterate sufficiently to

enable them to improve by writings which have no fault, but that

of being above the comprehension of those whose understandings

have had no previous culture. In pursuing the proposed plan, it

will be my endeavour to conduct the scholars step by step, to such a

degree of Christian knowledge as may furnish them with solid prin

ciples for the cheerful performance of the duties of their humble sta

tion ; enable them to understand all that it materially concerns them

to know of ihe/acred writings ; and excite and keep alive in their

minds the hope of obtaining an eternal inheritance. I have at

tempted to prove in a familiar manner, the certainty of divine reve

lation—the truth and authenticity of the holy scriptures. In the

second part of this work, it will be my endeavour to make the scho

lars acquainted with the general scope of the scriptures of the Old

Testament, and in a third, to enable them to study the New Testa

ment to advantage. I shall make the lesions as general as 1 can,

consistently with my own fixed principles; for it is my desire not

only to avoid giving offence to Christians of different persuasions,

but

8
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but to promote, as far as possible, that harmony which at present

unites them in the fame good work.' Such liberality of sentiment

cannot fail of recommending these performances to all, in general,

who are concerned in the education of children ; and to those in

particular who wilh to promote the important institution of Sunday

schools.

Political.

Art. 39. Tiuo Pair of Portraits, presented to all the unbiassed

Electors of Great Britain ; and especially to the Electors of Weft-

minster. By John Home Tooke, an Elector of Westminster. 8vo.

is. Johnson. 1788.

In the first pair of portraits here exhibited (in contrast, not as com

panions, or by way of parallel), we are presented with the late Lords

Holland and Chatham ; who had each been Paymaster of theforces,

but with very different effect to themselves. The one— ' refusing all

perquisites, and retiring •voluntarily, no richer than he entered ;—in

ihf settlement of his accounts neither delay, nor distrust, nor dis

pute, nor arrear. The other, making every possible emolument,

and reluctantly removed, immensely rich,—his accounts not to this

moment fettled,' &c. This is a small specimen of the manner in

which the principles and practices of the originals are here set in

opposition.—We need no: anticipate the political spectator in his re

marks on these performances.

In the second pair of portraits, we view the two sons of the above-

named pair as Lords, Mr. Fox, and Mr. Pitt ; and here the contrast is

equally strong and remarkable. The drawing seems to be very ac

curate, and the characters and Colouring are well supported by our

recollection of facts which are fresh in every one's memory ; and to

which the artist has taken effectual care to refer us.—But when we

remind our readers that Mr. Home Tooke is the painter—(he who

so lately, and so strenuously, distinguished himself in the Westminster

election, and in the interest of Lord Hood) need we say more ? Yes—

we will copy the witty conclusion.

After having sufficiently engaged us in the contemplation of the

two Satans, Senior and Junior, and in the comparison of them with

two angels of light,—the following questions are fairly put:

* The Author now begs leave to propose two [every thing here is

\n pairs'] questions to his readers; which all men, he conceives, will,

in their closets, answer in the same words : you have here been pre

sented with four portraits (merely an assemblage of known indisput

able facts). Quest. 1. Which two of them will you chuse to hang up

in your cabinets—the Pitts, or the Foxes? Quest. 2. Where, on

your consciences, should the other two be hanged ?'

Art. 40. A Letter to the Right Hon. William Pitt, Chancellor of the

Exchequer, on the Reform of the internal Government of the

Royal Boroughs of Scotland. By Robert Graham, Esq. President

of the Delegates from the Burgesses, &c. With an Appendix.

8vo. is. 6d. Murray. 1788.

Published by appointment of the London Committee for con

ducting an application to Parliament, in order to procure a re

form of the internal government of the royal boroughs of Scot

land;
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land ; for which measure there appears to be a great and urgent ne-

cclEty. The Letter is well written, and strongly enforces the plan

fur restoring to the burgesses their ancient liberty and privilege of

choosing their own magistrates, common council, ice. for the ma

nagement of the property, revenues, and affairs, and to superintend

and direct the police, of the boroughs. This right, it appears, has

been long usurped; and a new system of borough government has

taken place; the old councils being permitted to chuse their succes

sors ; and thus a power ofyi^-election is universally exercised, to the

great injury of the burgesses, whose right of appointing their own

officers, and power of control over their management, have been an

nihilated. Hence, as was natural to expect, the police of the bo

roughs has been neglected ; their revenues have been misapplied ;

enormous and unnecessary debts contracted; the public property pro

fusely squandered, or alienated to the self-created counsellors, their

friends and connexions ; and what is still worse, the spirits of the in

jured town's-people, affected with the languor and dejection which

naturally accompany a deprivation of freedom, were, for a long

time, incapable of any vigorous exertions of industry, or commercial

enterprise. It is, surely, high time that such abuses should be cor

rected ; and therefore, from our well-known regard to the rights and

liberties of our countrymen, whether situated north or south of the

Tweed, we cordially wiso success to the burgesses of Scotland, in

their laudable endeavours to recover their violated privileges.

Art. 41. The Guardian ofPublic Credit. Containing important Ob

servations on the Nature of our public Debt ; and a Proof of the

Certainty of its Liquidation, &c. Sec. 8vo. 2s. 6d. Debretc.

1788.

' It was not,' fays the Author in his Preface, ' originally my in

tention to have troubled the Public with this work, I had therefore

submitted it to the opinion of gentlemen in office, hoping they would

have been much pleased with the appearance of an opportunity of

having it in their power, to relieve a suffering, though loyal people.—

In this however I was mistaken, there not having been the least no

tice taken of my applications.'

As Ministry did not ' take the least notice' of the Author's commu

nications, he addresses the Public, and proposes a plan for the dis

charge of the national debt. He shews that an annuity of one mil

lion sterling, in the 4 per Cents, at 75, will, in 48 years, amount

to 299,288,775/. 9/. jd. ; but the difficulty consists in raising the

annual million. He proposes a reduction of the present stock to

sterling, and to pay interest at 4 per Cent. The annual interest of

the debt would then be 6,619,249/. 14s. o\d. which, substracted from

8,073,265/. 19s. lid. our present expenditure in interest, leaves

1,454,016/. 5*. \\d. for the annual saving. This annuity will, i»

43 years, at 4 per Cent, amount to 2,662,802/. or. id. more than

the national debt.

This is all very plausible; but, 1st. The Author calculates the

amount of annuities different from any computation that we have

before seen, making the interest payable half-yearly, and the an

nuity yearly ; and in this calculation, he makes the interest for half

a year half of the interest for a whole year, which is not allowable

in
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in compound interest, zi, There is a great uncertainty in the time

required, on account of the fluctuation of the stocks, which can never

be prevented in a commercial country.

After this plan for discharging the national debt (which is in fact

110 more than consolidating the funds, and reducing tbt rate of interest

to 4 per Cent.), the Author offers several observations on lotteries,

taxes, our gold coin, and salt ; he also passes some strictures on the

mode of conducting the funds. The letters which the Author wrote

to the Ministers are interspersed through the work.

Art. 42. A Short Statement of the Services ofthose Naval Officers iuho

•were overlooked in the last Promotion of Admirals : with Observa

tions on the Question agitated in Parliament regarding that Mea

sure. With an Appendix, containing the seeches of Mr. Bas

tard, Mr. Pitt, Sir George Howard, Mr. Fox, Sir Peter Parker,

Mr. Dundas, Sir John Miller, Mr. Loveden, Sir Richard Hill,

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Edwards, Capt. Macbride, Mr. Powis, Sir

Edmund Affleck, &c. 8vo. 2s. 6d. Stockdale. 1788.

The parliamentary arguments urged on both fides, in the course

of this very delicate discussion, which could scarcely be conducted

without severely wounding the feelings of individuals, and injuring,

instead of aiding, the naval service ; have already been sufficiently

Circulated, and had better be forgotten. Since the rule of promo

tion by seniority, is disavowed by both parties, the only points to be

settled are, how discretion is to be exercised, and where it is to be

placed ? These are points that will be explained away ; the con

tending parties will grow tired of the subject ; they will catch up

something fresh,—and leave the flags as they sound thorn.

Naval.

Art. 43. An Efay on Signals. By an Officer of* the British Navy,

izmo. 6 s. Boards. Hooper. 1788.

The Author of this Essay informs his readers, that he has, ' in the

course of many years service, had frequent opportunities of remark

ing the egregious mistakes and dangerous disappointments that re

sulted from the imperfection os signals.' He was therefore induced

to attempt making improvements on the general method. To assist

him in the undertaking, he professes ' to have carefully examined and

compared all that the industry and ingenuity of others have fur

nished; and after the most diligent application he at length formed

the system here offered to the Public'

It is impossible to give a description of the method here recom

mended, as it chiefly depends on the different arrangement of two,

three, or more flags of different colours, in different order. It seems

to possess three very necessary and important advantages, viz. sim

plicity, clearness, and variety ; the last article indeed is, if we may

ose the expression, almost infinite, and -at the same time so regular

that the signals can be changed with the greatest cafe, aud without

the least confusion.

To landmen, this book will be an entertaining curiosity. To sea

men, especially those belonging to the navy-royal, it may be not

only carious, but very useful.

Rev. Aug. 1788. N Medical.
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Medical.

Art. 44. Jn extraordinary Case of lacerated Vagina, at the full Period

of Gestation, &c. By William Goldson, Member of the Corpo

ration os Surgeons. 8vo. 13. 6d. Murray. 1787.

The cafe which Mr. Goldson here relates, was a laceration of the

vagina early in parturition. The circumstances attending it were

clearly marked during the few days which the patient survived, the

accident, and were confirmed by dissection after her death.

The author's judicious remarks on the cafe, throw new light on

this part of midwifry, and tend to lhew, that many cafes deemed,

irremediable, from being considered as ruptures of the uterus,

were only laceration! of the vagina, and capable of effectual asliilance

from art. ^*

Art. 45. An Enquiry into the Nature, Causes, and Cure, of tie Con

sumption os the Lungs ; with some Observations on a late Publica

tion on the fame Subject. By Michael Ryan, M. D. Member

of the Antiquarian Society at Edinburgh. Svo. 3s. 6d. sewed.

Elliot. 17S7.

Dr. Ryan first describes the disease, then investigates its causes,

and, lastly, treats of the method of cure. In the descriptive part,

nothing extraordinary occurs. The author thinks that the hectic

fever is produced by the absorption of the purulent matter, and not

by irritation. He adds some remarks on the methods of distinguish

ing fus and mucus.

The causes of the phthisis employ much of the Author's attention ;

he enumerates the opinions of many preceding writers on the sub

ject ; refuting some of them, and approving others. He seems • to

think that no phthisis can exist without an ulcer in the lungs, but

that the ulceration may be brought on by a variety of causes.

The method of cure is adapted to the opinion that the disease is

owing to ulcers, or, at least, to abscesses. In those species of phthi-

fe6s which proceed from tubercles, or from obstructions, which is

the cafe, we believe, in at least nineteen out of twenty consump

tions, Dr. Ryan thinks the most eligible method would be ' the re

moval of the tubercles and obstructions, by remedies endued with a

deobstruent power ;' as, however, we are not possessed of medicines

powerful enough to answer this purpose, little can be expected from

following that indication. The principal intentions of the physi

cian, our Author fays, in this cafe, should be, to prevent the in

flammation, and consequent suppuration, os the tubercles; to cor

rect the cachexy which frequently accompanies this species of tumor,

and obviate, by a suitable diet, the effects of the hectic fever. In

the cafe of a mere topical inflammation, and a simple purulent

ulcer, he directs the practitioner's attention to the local disorder,

2nd recommends, first, to abate the inflammation, which always

supports the fever and the purulent discharge; and, next, to guard

against the emaciation of the body, by a well-conducted regimen.

Such is the outline of Dr. Ryan's practice. Without entering into a

* We fay seems, because the Author h, sometimes, a little ob

scure.

" ' detail
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detail of the particular means which he uses for attaining these pur

poses, we refer our medical readers to the hook itself; which con

tains much good advice, and passes many just censures on erroneous

practice.

An Appendix, consistingof about 50 pages, is employed in refut

ing some -of the opinions advanced by Dr. Reid, of whole works an,

account was given in Rev. vol. lxviii. p. 33 1 .

Art. 46. A Jhort Description of Pyrmont, with Observations on the

Use of its Waters. Abridged from the German of Dr. Msrcard,

and revised by the Author. 8vo. is. 6d. Johnson. 1788.

This pamphlet contains a short description of the celebrated

spring, and its environs. For an account of the analysis of the

water, the reader is referred to the large work of Dr. Marcard.

The Editor gives some general directions for drinking the waters with

advantage : and he enumerates the diseases in which it is sound be

neficial. The most material information which the reader will col

lect from a perusal of these pages, is the manner of living at the

wells, the expences of board and lodging, &c. An account is

added of the different roads from England to Pyrmont.—We have

been agreeably amused in the perusal of the descriptive part of this

tract.

Art. 47. Remarks upon the Causes ivhhh produce Diseases among nettt-

raised Troops upon long Voyages, &c. &c. 8vo. is. 6d. Egerton.

1788. . -

Many books have been written on the diseases to which Europeans

are subject in warm climates, and several modes have been suggested

For preserving the health of seamen and transports in long voyages:

these treatises, the Author of the present performance thinks, are

entirely adapted to medical practice, and theoretical reasonings

about the methods of cure after the diseases have appeared ; and

are calculated more for the surgeon than the officer : he therefore

points out the errors which arise from the present mode of transport

ing our troops to warm climates — from their clothing—their food—»

their duty while on board, and the attention which their offi.cers

shew them. The Author treats separately on each of these heads, and

with judgment fh^vs the truth of his opinions.

As a proof of the consequence of preserving the health of the

transports, the Author states, at the end of his pamphlet, the ex-

pence which government is at for a private soldier (who is raised to

serve in India), before he arrives at his destination, to be 861. us".

Moderate as the estimate seems to be, it is doubtless incumbent on

the state (independent of moral obligations) to adopt any measures

which seem likely to preserve the lives of our soldiers employed in this

service.

Art. 48. An Essay on the Treatment os Consumptions ; in which the

Causes and Symptoms are considered, and a new Mode of Treat

ment proposed. By Rd. Charles, Surgeon at Winchester. 8vo.

is. Herdsfield. 1787.

Mr. Charles considers consumptions as arising ' from obstructions

in the small vessels and glands, either in the lungs, which are the

N z common
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common seat of the disease, or in the glands of the various parts

contained in the lower belly; such as the liver, mesentery, &c.' He

thinks also, ' that inflammation, varying in degree, attends these

obstructions ;' and that ' a portion of the coagulable lymph (the

most viscid fluid in the human frame when altered from its natural

slate) is thrown out, and principally occasions the further obstruc

tion and tumefaction near the parts inflamed.' Having thus given,

his theory of the disease, which, in our opinion, wants more demon

stration for it« support than the Author has laid before his readers,

he proceeds : « If a saponaceous fluid capable of dislblving this ex

treme viscidity of the coagulable lymph, and penetrating the inmost

rece/Tes of the obstructed glands: if such a fluid is readily absorbed,

and, when received into the circulation, appears to produce those

changes which reason would point out to be proper, we have just;

cause to expect'the best effects from its use. Such in several cases

have been the properties of the following liniment: ft Liquaminis salts

diuretic!, saponis mollis, aa 5i. Effcntiie limonum si. M.'

The mc:hod of applying the liniment in cafes where the lungs are

principally affected, is as follows: ' Let a tea-spoon-ful be stowly rub

bed on the sides, between the breasts, and over the stomach, with a

warm hand, morning and evening, while the patient is in bed;—

after it has been used a few days, increase the quantity to two or

three teaspoonfuls.' If the cpmplaint originates from obstructions

in the abdomen, the Author applies the liniment nearest to the part

affected.

Such is the substance of the present publication : should future ex

perience, added to that of the Author, confirm the success of this

method of treating consumptions, the practice of physic will gain

considerable improvement. That the liniment will be received into

the circulation by the absorbing vessels is beyond a doubt ; and it

will, probably, also attenuate the viscidity, and remove obstructions:

but will it be received, or rather can it find an immediate paffagt into

.the glands of the lungs, through thejiiit, muscles and pleura? The

being carried by the absorbents immediately to the glands, before it

is mixed with the blood, is a circumstance which, in the Author's

opinion, is ©f great weight. The thought is doubtless ibgenious;

and experience, which in practice is preferable to theoretical specu

lations, will, we hope, determine the efficacy of this mode of curing

an obstinate and destructive disease.

The immediate conveyance of a remedy to obstructed glands by

means of the cutaneous absorbents, deserves attention. It may serve

as a basis for the foundation of a rational practice in many cafes,

which have hitherto been the opprobria of medicine.

Art. 49. An EJsay en the Bite of a mad Dog ; with Observations on

John Hunter's Treatment of the Cafe of Master R . And

also, a Recital of the successful Treatment of two Cases. By

Jesse Foot, Surgeon. 8vo. 2s. Becket. 1788.

Mr. Foot enumerates the several remedies that have been offered

to the world for curing the canine madness, none of which, he

thinks, are to be confided in, either as prophylactics or specifics.

He recommends, as the only sure prevention of the disease, the ex-

3 cision
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'xasion of the wcunded part ; and recites two cafes from which it

appears that the patients were bitten by dogs evidently mad—that

the wounded part was cot out— and that neither of the patients had

the least symptom os madness.

The cafe of Master R , as here related, was treated unsuc

cessfully, with caustic, by a celebrated anatomist.

Art. 50. Tabula Nomina Medicamentorum Pharmacopœia; Londinenjis,

Anno 1746, editor, alibique promulgatorum, qua ejujdem Editione Anno

1788, tamen Nominibus no-vis injignita, retintntur <vel accipiuntur,

ofiendentes; et, -vice -versa, &c. A Sheet, Royal Folio, is. Evans.

1788.

Art. 51. Tie Medical Memento, containing ihe Materia Medica, and

the Alterations of the Names made in the Chymical Preparations,

agreeable to the New Pharmacopœia of the Royal College of Phy

sicians, London. Small 8vo. is. Darton. 1788.

These tables may be convenient for those persons who have not

the New Pharmacopœia, or Dr. Healde's translation of it, being

compiled from the indices of these books.

Art. 52. A Treatise on the Intermitting Febris, commonly called the

Ague and Fever. To which is added, a radical and approved

Cure. By S. Thompson, Surgeon. 8vo. is. Wade,

Calculated to recommend the Author's nostrum.

Art. 53. Medical Remarks on Natural, Spontaneous, and Artificial

Evacuation. By John Anderson, M. D. The z<\ Edition. 8vo. 3s,

sewed. Murray. 1788.

In this second edition of his valuable performance, Dr. Anderson

has added many cafes which corroborate the doctrines that he ad

vanced in the first; for an account of which, fee our Review for

August 1787, p. 172.

Art. 54. E/fays on the Hepatitis and Spasmodic AffeBiqns in India \

founded on Observations made whilst on Service with his Ma

jesty's Troops in different Parts of that Country. By Thomas

Girdlestone, M. D. 8vo. 2s. Murray. 1788.

The Author of this performance, having frequently seen the

diseases which he describes, thought he could not render a more

material service to people going to the East Indies, than by publish

ing his remarks, and the method of cure which he found successful.

He divides hepatitis into three stages, and describes the pheno

mena in each, viz. the chronic, inflammatory, and suppurative.

From the enumeration of the symptoms, the disease appears to be

an obstruction, slowly formed, in the liver, which terminates in

inflammation, and subsequent suppuration. This circumstance sup

ports that doctrine which supposes all inflammation to be preceded

by obstruction.

Dr. Girdlestone thinks the remote causes of the disease are to be

found among those particular circumstances to which the army was

exposed, viz. a hot climate, injuries of the cranium from the fun's

rays, abuse of spirits, passions of the mind, violent exercise, bad

water, want of vegetables, great repletion after long fasting, and

N 3 abuse
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abuse of mercury. Each, cs these he considers separately, and

stiews how they may affect the liver and the biliary secretions.

With respect to the proximate cause, the Author wishes not to

be dogmatical on a point of so much uncertainty : his conjectures,

however, are ingenious, and (hew that he has not studied pathology

in vain.

No part of pathology is so difficult as the determinating with pre

cision the diagnostic symptoms. The pain in the shoulder and fide

is (as the Author observes) a certain characteristic, when it exists,

but he acknowledges that it is by no means constant: he, therefore,

thinks, that the presence of the disease can only be ascertained by

attending to the whole of the phenomena taken together.

In the cure, the author chiefly relies on mercury : for the me

thod of administering it, and the regimen necessary to be observed,

we must refer the reader to the pamphlet, where he will find many

judicious practical rules concerning several assertions of the liver

and bowels.

In treating the spasmodic "tiiseases which are endemial to hot

countries, Dr. Girdlestone dissers not much from other writers on

the subject. The remote causes of spasms, he thinks, are damps

from the earth, net using capsicum in sufficient quantities, bad

arrack, and coffee made of stramonium. These circumstances being

peculiar to the East Indies, are judiciousty pointed out by the

Author. Cold, however, or damps, are the most common causes ;

und the cure which Dr. G. directs, consists in the use of the

warm bath, wrapping the patient in warm, and frequently heated,

blankets, and a liberal use of opium, in a liquid form, joined

with a strong and active cordial, in small, and frequently repeated,

doses.

Art. 55. Chemical Observations on Sugar. By Edward Rigby.

8vo. 2s. Johnson. 1788.

A chemical investigation os the constituent principles of sugar

was never satisfactorily accomplished until Bergman, with his usual

accuracy, gave a complete analysis of this substance. The result

of his experiments, joined with those of Scheele, was, that sugar

consists of a peculiar acid and phlogiston.

Mr. Rigby enquires, in the present performance, whether any os'

the facts and phenomena observable in the natural production of

sugar, and the changes produced on this substance by other chemical

operations, agree with the analysis which the Swedish chemists have

given. He divides his work into three parts; in the first of which

he considers the production, or composition, of sugar by natural

processes; in the second, he describes the manner in which it is,

decomposed by art, especially by the most general operation to

which it is subjected, viz. fermentation ; and, in the third, he

treats of its revivification by the artificial reunion of its constituent

parts.

After establishing the fact, that sugar is produced only from ve

getables, Mr. Rigby enters into an ingenious examination, how a

peculiar acid and phlogiston are united in the process of vegetation.

He iuppofes sugar, or saccharine substances, to be the only objects

capable
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capable of being fermented ; he then shews that, during the opera

tion of fermentation, the phlogiston, being separated from the acid,

unites with the water of the solution, and that the compound will.

in that cafe, be wine, or vinous or ardent spirit. If the process be

continued with an increased degree of heat, the phlogiston will be

evaporated, and the acid only will remain in the water of the

solution.. This is doubtless ingenious, and leads to the following

conclusion, that the acid of sugar, of tartar, aud of vinegar, are

the same acid, under different modifications.

Having thus determined the constituent parts of sugar, the Author

shews how sugar may be, and -actually is, produced by combining

phlogiston with the acid. Thus sugar of lead is, he thinks, the

union of the phlogiston of lead with the acid of vinegar. This is

doubtful. The other instances which Mr. Rigby produces seem

more satisfactory, vie. the dulcisication of four wines, by impregnat

ing them with sulphur, and the preparing malt, by impregnating

it with the fumes of coake or charcoal.

Mr. Rigby is aware that various experiments are yet wanting to

complete the theory which he has here offered. It must, however,

be acknowleged, that he has given an account of fermentation

that merits the attention of the chemist, and promises to lead us

into a wide field, hitherto unexplored by the inquisitive philosopher,

wherein many vasuable discoveries may be made, tending both to

elucidate the subject, and become beneficial to mankind, by facili

tating several operations which depend on the process of fer

mentation.

Miscellaneous.

Art. 56. An impartial Account of the Dispute between Sir Thomas

Bee-vor, Bart, and John Money, Esq; late Major in the 9th Regi

ment of Foot. With Observations. 410. is. Ktrkman and

Co. No. 79, Fleet-street. 1788.

Relates to a personal disagreement between Sir Thomas Beevor

and Major Money, which originated in the contest during the late

election for Norwich, The Editor of this publication appears to be

the friend of Sir Thomas ; but we cannot pretend to judge how far

his account is strictly impartial: nor does the subject appear to us

entitled to much enquiry. Hovvever, with regard to the public im

portance of any private altercation, the bystander should bear in

mind, that a man's feelings, in his own cause, will, sometimes,

very naturally, make that appear to him a mountain, which, to

others, seems only a mole bill.

Art. 57. Pleasing Rcfleclions on Life and Manners; with Essays,

Characters, and Poems moral and entertaining. Principally selected

from fugitive Publications, i2mo. 3s. Hooper. 1788.

Miscellaneous collections, of this kind, are become very numerous ;

bat as they generally consist of moral pieces, they are, to fay the

least of them, innocent, as well as entertaining. The multipli

cation, therefore, of such compilements, is of no disservice to so

ciety. The pocket volume now before us, is calculated for the in

struction, as well as the amusement, of young people, of both

sexes. The Editor is Mr. Wright, whose former publications, of

N 4 a similar
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a similar nature, we have noticed, as intended to subserve the good

purposes of religion and virtue.

Art. 58. The Appeal os an injured Wise against a cruel Hi/stand.

Written by Mrs. Farrer. 8vo. 2s. Stalker. 1788.

It cannot be supposed that we should give our readers an analysts

of this publication, nor presume to doubt, or vouch for, the au

thenticity of the horrid facts which it relates. We need only inform

them that Mrs. F. is the " wedded wife" of Capt. Farrer [well

known as the ProteBor of Lady Strathmore when she was forcibly

carried off by Mr. Bowes] — that she accuses him of using her in the

basest and most inhuman manner—os being Lady S—'s paramour, &c.

&c, and that an affidavit is prefixed, of the truth of her narrative:—

which is dedicated to Lady S. From this dedication, we shall tran

scribe the first and the last paragraph.

' I cannot adopt the common-place flattery of dedications in ad

dressing a work to you, the contents of which would make the roost

servile adulation silent, instead of pleasing your vanity.—This de

tail of my miseries will wring your heart, if it be made of " pene

trable stuff;" and if there be but one nerve of sensibility in it, will

awaken that nerve to anguijh.——

' I remain a depressed and miserable being, struggling with ca

lamities of which you are the principal cause and origin ; I shall add

no more,—but leave the reader to bestow his pity, and deal forth his

execration, on the objects who respectively deserve the one or the

other. M. Farrer.'

Art. 59. Additions and CorreSions to the former Editions of Dr.

Robertson's History of America. 8vo. 6d. Cadell. 1788.

Our readers may, perhaps, remember, that, some time ago, we

gave an account of Clavigero's History of Mexico*; in which

work, the author threw out various reflections, tending, in several

instances, to impeach the credit of Dr. Robertson's History of

America. This attack, it appears, induced our learned historian

to revise his work, and to enquire into the truth of the charges

brought against it by the Historian of New Spain ; and this he ap

pears to have done with a becoming attention to the importance of

the facts that are controverted, and to the common interests of

truth. In many of the disputed passages, he has fully answered the

Abbe Clavigero, and vindicated himself; in others, he has candidly

submitted to correction, and thereby given additional value to hia

own work. The additions refer to the octavo edition, printed in

1783 ; the purchasers of which are obliged to the bookseller for this

separate publication of the improvements.

Theology.

Art. 60. Sacred Biography : or the History of the Patriarchs. Being

a Course of Lectures delivered at the Scots Church, London Wall;

by Henry Hunter, D.D. Vol. IV. 8vo. 6s. Boards. Murray.

1788.

Dr. Hunter here carries forwrrd his plan of lectures on the his

tory of the Old Testament, in thp sime declamatory style, in which

* Vid. Appendix to Review, vol. lxxvi. p, 633,

tfce
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the former volumes were written ; but gives his fancy a still freer

scope, when he finds himself on the fairy ground of types and em

blems. He speaks of it as probable, that the Grecians borrowed

their style of architecture from the Hebrew model. The variegated

deling of the holy place he understands to have been a representation

of the impenetrable recesses of the eternal mind ; the quadrangular

figure of the altar, and the equality of its sides, an emblem of the

impartial extension of divine goodness to tne four quarters of the

world ; and its materials of Shitlim wood and pure gold, a figure of

the twofold nature of Christ.

These pretty fancies might, for aught we know, have had a power

ful effect in preaching ; but we very much question whether, in read

ing, they will have any other effect than to raise a smile. There is

a point of condescension to vulgar conceptions, below which no

writer of real ability should ever suffer himself te pass.

Art. 61. Six Chapters of the Gospel according to St. Luke, from the

10th to the 15th inclusive ; with the long Words divided into SyU

lables, at the Head of each Chapter, after the Method of Mr.

Brown's Family Testament : with a Morning and Evening Prayer,

taken from Dr. Adams's Pastoral Advice before Confirmation,

noio. id. or is. 6d. per Dozen. Johnson. 1788.

Useful for Sunday schools.

Art. 62. Tivo E/says on Justification, and the Influence of the Holy

Spirit. By W. Ludlam, B. D. Rector of Cockfield, Suffolk, and

formerly Fellow of St. John's, Cambridge. 8vo. is. 6d. Davies.

1788.

For an account of some theological essays *, formerly published by

this worthy writer, we refer to our Review for January 1786, p. 15.

Mr. Ludlam, both in that tract, and in the present publication,

justly reprehends the mistaken and injurious use, which has been

made, by some writers and teachers, of the metaphorical language of

scripture; and he also opposes the explications and pretensions of

those who lay claim to the teaching of thespirit, or a kind of divine

inspiration. He still appears, as in his former publications, to be a

man of genuine piety and good sense; and while he pleads for the

use of our understanding, in religious inquiries, he reasons like a

firm friend to Christianity and virtue. We are sorry to add, that

the learned world was deprived of this excellent man, soon after

the publication of the present tract, a few months ago —He was

eminent as a philosopher, mathematician, mechanic ; and, to crown

all, a candid and rational divine f.

Art. 63. The Young Christian's Introduction to the Knowledge of hit

God and Saviour Jesus Christ. By J. Hodson, M. D. izrno. 6d.

Deighton, Sec. 1788.

The Author undertakes to explain the doctrine of the Trinity

' in an easy and familiar manner,' for the use of Sunday schools.

* On scripture metaphors, Sec.

+ We have heard that in his very advanced age, he (hewed some

partiality toward the Methodists; but we question the truth of the

feport.

If
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If the children can comprehend his notions, they will have the ad-

vantage of those who are of ri; eryears.

Art. 64. Sermons en Public Occasions, and Trails on Religious SubjeHs.

i By R. Watson, D. D. F. R. S. Lord Bishop of Landaff, and

. Reg. Prof. of Divinity at Cambridge. Svo. 6s. Boards. Elmfley.

1788.

The articles in this Volume are :

I. Asermon preached at Cambridge affixes, March 9, 1 769 ; for an

account of which, fee Review, vol. xl. \. 352.

■ II. A sermon preached before the Governors of Addenbrook's Hospital,

Cambridge, July 1, 1774. This sermon hath not before appeared in

print. The text is Gal. vi. 10. As "we have therefore an opportunity,

let us do good unto all ; frnm which words the persuasive preacher al

most compels his hearers to contribute their mice for the relief of

their poor dek hresl-.ren.

HI. The Principles of the "Revolution -vindicated; asermon preached

hesore the University of Cambridge, May 29, 1 776. This admirable

discourse met with our fullest approbation on its first appearance in

print (fee Review, vol. Iv. p. 80.), and was the cause of a contro

versy, in which the adherents to the Stuart f.mily made a despicable

attempt to overturn \he arguments of the worthy preacher. See Re

view, vol. Iv. p. 317. two articles ; and p. 478.

IV. A sermon preached before the University of Cambridge, on the

anniversary of bis Majesty's Accession to the Throne, October 25, 1776."

For an account of this excellent constitutional discourse, see Review,

vol. Ivi. p. 80.

V. A sermon preached before the University of Cambridge, on the

day appointed for a General . Fast, Feb. 4, 1780. Of this fust-rate

pulpit production, fee our account, with large extracts, Review, vol.

htii. p. 329.

VI. Asrmon preached before the Lords, Jan. 30, 1784". We have

already bestowed, in our 70th vol. p. 166. a just tribute of praise on.

this discourse, which is indeed worthy the philosopher and poli

tician.

VII. Asermon preached in the parish church of St. Bride's, London, be

fore the Lord Mayor, &c. on Monday in Easter iveei, 1786. This ser

mon, which is now. first published, is uniikc the generality of discourses

on charitable inliitntions, being void of those common-place ideas,

and worn-out expressions, which commonly fill the Easter Monday

city sermons. The text is John, xiii. 35.

VIII. A discourse delivered to the Archdeaconry of Ely, May 1780.

This learned (.barge was noticed in oar Review, vol. lxiii. p. 371. It

is now reprinted wish considerable additions. v

IX. An apology for Chiiltianity, in a series of letters addressed to

Ed-ward Gibbon, Esq. fee Review, vol. Iv. p. 453.

X. A letter to his grace the Archbishop of Canterbury ; fee Review,

Vol. Ixviii. p. 431 .

In August 1786, the Bishop received a letter, signed by two clergy

men, together with a printed one, giving an account of an intended

meeting of the curates in Lancashire, to consider of some mode of

applying for a relief of their distresses, requesting his assistance in

supporting their cause. The worthy prelate's answer to this letter

5 closes
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doses the present volume. He politely excuses himself from inter

fering in the affairs of the curates of the county of Lancnfler, and1

gives very sufficient and satisfactory reasons for his conduct on that!

occasion. In his letter to the Archbi(hop, he declared, that the mat

ters contained in it should never be brought forward by him, unless

a general approbation of the proposed plans (hould in some degree

insure their establishment. His w. ifh was, that the attempt to relieve

the inferior clergy, might originate from another body of men.

His Lordship is aware that the political principles contained in>

this volume of tracts, may not be acceptable to all parties. Many of

them, he fays, ' were not originally written, nor are they now re-

poblishcd, with a view of pleasing or displeasing any party, but from

a conviction, tha,t they are wholly consonant to that system of civit

government, which it would be the interest of freemen every where!

to submit to; and intirely repugnant to that, which it is the un-1

happiness of (lives, in many countries, to endure.'

This character of the Bilhop's volume of tracts so entirely agrees;

with our own opinion of its merit, that we have adopted it as the

best general account which we could give of his Lordship's coll

lection.

Art. 6;. A Short Account of theDoclrines and Practices ofthe Church of

Rome, divested of all Controversy, and humbly recommended to the

Perusal of all good Catholics as well as Protestants. 8vo. p. 74a

Dublin, printed for Watson. 1788".

This is a brief, familiar, and, in all probability, a just representa

tion of the distinguishing tenets of the church of Rome ; at least, the

Author, in his introduction, and in several other parts of his- perform

ance, appeals to Mr. O'Leary for the truth of what he writes. ' If

in any particular I am mistaken, I doubt not, but Mr. O'Leary, a

gentleman of great learning and known moderation, will set me

"ght-'

If, as we have been credibly informed, this is the performance of a

clergyman of eighty-eight years of age ", it may be considered as a

rare exertion of a vigorous understanding, at a time of life when few

of the sons of men who attain such an advanced age, possess either

mental or bodily powers, capable of much exertion.

* The Reverend Daniel Beaufort.

SINGLE SERMONS.

I. Preached before the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, in the Abbey

Church of Westminster, on Wednesday, January 30, 1788, being

the Anniversary of King Charles's Martyrdom. By Samuel, Lord

Bishop of Gloucester. 4to. is. Cadell. 1788.

Those political prejudices and passions, which the religious ob

servance of the 30th of January was designed to perpetuate, are now

so much erased from the minds of the people, that multitudes, and

among these someof the firmest friends of our national establishment,

begin to be offended with what formerly gave no offence, but ra

ther pleasure, viz. hearing passages of Scripture, which can only

refer to the immaculate Saviour of the world, applied to an earthly

prince,
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prince, whom his warmest advocates cannot pronouncefaultle/s, and

of whom his own son, Charles II. on being reproved for swearing,

did bear this testimony: " Your martyr swore more than ever I

did." The members of the House of Commons did certainly ex

press the fense of the majority of their constituents, by pasting this

flay over unobserved ; but the Lords spiritual and temporal, for rea

sons we will not attempt to investigate, did not choose to let the

royal martyr go without his accustomed honours. Nor can we re

pine at their observance of the day, since it has given birth to a

very elegant and well composed discourse. But the sentiments it

contains will not justify the conduct of Charles, nor prove his death

a martyrdom. Our learned Bishop, from the words, Let every foul

he fubjeB to the higher powers, does not undertake to maintain, as

some have formerly done, that it is the duty of the subject to submit

to the will of the sovereign in all cases whatsoever; nor on the phrase,

the ordinance of God, does he attempt to set up superstitious ideas of

the regal character; but vtry candidly confesses,, that ' cafes may

happen, in which the powers usurped by the magistrate may be so ex

orbitant, so contrary to the trull reposed in him by the people, and,

if submitted to, so ruinous to all their dearest rights and privileges,

that the bond of civil society may by this means become not barely

loosened, but dissolved. Such a case, we all know, happened to

ourselves, now near a century ago ; which occasioned that memor

able æra of our history we call the Revolution. The avowed de

signs of the king were in direct contradiction to the established laws,

and abhorrent from the spirit and principles of our constitution : the

antiquated claim to a dispensing power, which had hung like the

rusty armour in some trophy'd hall, as an harmless ensign of former

glory, was taken down and furbtstied again for use; and that pre

rogative, which some of his ancestors had principally employed for

an ornament of speech, or as the decoration of an harangue, he was

preparing to exert in sober sadness against his people : the yoke that

was meant to be thrown upon our necks was popery and arbitrary

power: and by the signal goodness of Providence, a remedy was at

hand, and within our reach, to which we could, and to which we

did, with success, thank God ! apply, to remove the calamities

which then oppressed us. When we labour again under the lika

malady, the like methods may again be lawfully used for our re

covery.'

The Sermon opens in a manner which may induce the reader to

expect a different doctrine ; and we think Dr. Halliftx has not so

fully explained the Apostle's argument, as to set in a clear light the

conclusion, though a true one, which he draws from it, ' that it was

altogether besides the Apostle's intention to state and ascertain what

are the bounds and limits os civil authority, on the one hand, or of

civil subjection, 'on the other.' For a more complete discussion of

this subject, we refer our readers to Mr. Paley's Moral and Political

Philosophy, b. 6. c. 4. which treats expressly Of the Duties of civil

Obedience, as stated in the Christian Scriptures.

After taking a review of the causes and consequences which pre

ceded and followed the event of the day, our Right Reverend Au-

ther deduces from it the following instructions: ill, The folly of

refining
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refining too much, and endeavouring to attain an imaginary pre-

fection in any human institution, whether of government or reli

gion, zdly, The necessity of an establishment. 3dly, The use

and equity of a test-law, by way of security to the church establish

ed *. 4thly, The pronenesa of human nature to run into extremes

of doctrine. And, lastly, that the history of the day should teach

us to watch, with a jealous eye, the unruly workings of that spirit

(improperly called the spirit of reformation), which, under pretence

of preventing and correcting abuses in our religious polity, and, ne

ver satisfied with things settled, would, too probably, were the vi

sionary schemes proposed attempted to be realized, be followed with

the most ruinous effects.

Objections might be made to several things advanced under these

heads of instruction ; but few will be disposed to controvert the ob

servations with which the Sermon concludes :

* Liberty itself cannot be supported without authority; nor can

authority be maintained without subjection to law. Every kingdom

divided against itself is brought to desolation \ : it is either overturned

at once by the invasion of a neighbouring power, ever on the watch

to take advantage of its confusions; or else, after long languishing

uader public want and private luxury, dies away, like rivers that

are lost in the sands. The knowledge of such events, held out to

our contemplation in the faithful monuments of past ages, should

stimulate us, as we value the blessings of our free constitution, to

cultivate in ourselves and others, that duty and affection to our So

vereign, that reverence and respect for magistracy, that sobriety of

deportment, and above all that virtuous simplicity of manners,

which distinguished the manly character of our forefathers. And

then the civil and religious distractions, which have formerly weak

ened us at home, and rendered us contemptible abroad, will return

no more ; and amity and concord being at length restored, and our

angry passions subdued by the correcting influence of religion, we

may aspire, with well-grounded affiance, to the continued pro

tection of that Almighty Being, in whose hand all events, whether

natural or civil, become proper instruments of reward or punishment

to his rational subjects, who with one nod controuls and pacifies the

tumults both of the physical and moral world, andstilleth, with equal

ease, the raging ofthe sea, and the madness of the people \'

II. The Advantages of Knovjledge, illustrated and recommended, April

30, 1788, at the Meeting-house in the Old Jewry—to theSupport-

ers of a New Academical Institution among Protestant Diiient-

ers. By A. Rees, D. D. F. R. S. 8vo. is. Cadell.

No one can be better qualified for illustrating and recommending

the advantage of knowlege than Dr. Rees, who (as Johnson would

* A hint this to the Dissenters, that they must look up to other

Lords, for the repeal of the test-aft, than the Lords Spiritual. Eut

they, perhaps, will fay, even allowing the necessity of a test (for

which there is no more reason here than in Ireland or Scotland),

ought this test to be the sacrament ? ought this to be forced on every

Deist? ought this to be made (as one expresses it) a picklock to a

flacet " t Matth, xii. 25. J Psalm lxv. 7.

terra
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term it), by the completion cs his new edition of Chambers'* Cyclo

pædia, has made a Lr.rd Alison's -voyage of universalscience . A ser

mon on such a subject, from such a writer, will be deemed worthy

of attention ; nor will the perusal of it disappoint the reader. It

abounds with judicious observations, clothed in nervous language.

What he has here advanced on the importance of knovjlege, in gene

ral, and of religious kntnvlege, in particular, claims the most serious

consideration ot all parents, guardians, and those entrusted with the

education of youth. As the New Academical Institution

amona Protestant Dissenters (to recommend which is the chief object

of this discourse) is principally intended for the education of persons

designed for civil life ; the learned preacher makes it his chief orject

to state the benefits of knowlege in this point of view. We are

particularly pleased with that part of his discourse where he repre

sents the neceflity of mental improvement, to enable the successful

and opulent trader to retire from the hurry of business, to the calm

scenes of rural life. Retirement soon becomes a gloomy solitude to

the illiterate. While there is novelty in the scene, the uneducated

citizen, retiring from trade to some sequestered villa,

otium et oppidi

Laudat rura sui——

but when the charm of novelty is over, and he is obliged to draw

upon himself for amusement, he will exclaim with the lady in Pope's

Satire, 0 odious, odious trees ! and

—— mox resicit rates

Quaflas, indocilisfegnitiem pati.

The Doctor observes, ' that at a period, when the judgment is ap

proaching to maturity, and before it has contracted any improper

bias and prejudices, it is of great importance to direct and aid it in

forming just sentiments of the principles, obligations, and evidences of

religion.' We most heartily subscribe to this, and we were a little

surprized (seeing that the noble seminary, over which he is appointed

to preside, is in a great measure intended for the education of gentle

men's sons) to find Dr. Rees omitting to enforce the necessity of this,

as the only antidote against the common effects of foreign travel.

The omission of this, is a lamentable defect in the common educa

tion of our young nobility and gentry, and we wish this new acade

mical institution may be a means of remedying it. As the fashion

of the present time is, cur youth are sent abroad to associate with the

discjples of Voltaire, on the continent ; and being unable to give a

reason of the hope that is in them, are soon converted into sceptics and

libertines ; but had they been led to form just sentiments of the

eternalprinciples of religion and morality, they would not confound the

errors of popery with the doctrines of Christianity ; nor conclude, as

our travelled men of fashion generally do, that because the former

are ridiculous, the latter must be false.

Toward the conclusion of the sermon, some strictures are naturally

introduced, on the conduct of our universities, in requiring all who

come to receive the benefits and honours of a university education to

subscribe the 39 Articles. To insist on subscription to a system of

doctrine previous to the possibility of examining it, must strike every

person
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person as a glaring impropriety. It has, however, been so for a long

time; and this, perhaps, is the only argument which can be offered

for its continuance ; but then, is not this like the reasoning os the

old farmer against turnpike roads: Ourforefathers went thrtugh the

dirt, and ivhj Jhould not •we ?

III. Preached at Christ Church, Middlesex, for the Benefit of the

Humane Society*, March 30; and at the Parish-church of

Wandsworth, April 27, 1788. By the Rev. Robert Pool Finch,

D. D. Prebendary of Westminster, and Rector of St. John the

Evangelist in that City. 8vo. 2s. Dilly, &c.

An eloquent and well-adapted discourse; to which the learned

preacher has prefixed an address to the Reader, containing a parti-

cular eulogium on this charity; and very properly taking notice,

that although in Germany, at Venice, at Paris, and in some other

places not only of Europe but America, similar institutions have

happily taken place ; yet, he adds, that it may be said, without a

boast, that the fullest display both of skill and success, has been

made in England : ' where such a systematic course of medical

study, still in improving progress, is established, as is entitled to the

highest praise, and should excite the emulous encouragement of all

ranks of people.'

The appendix contains some select accounts of recovery, in various

cases of suspended animation ; with the methods of treating such

cases, whether from drowning, suffocation by damps, hanging, (its,

intense cold, noxious vapours, or strokes of lightning. Also lists

of directors, contributors, assistants, &c. &c.

IV. Occasioned by the Death of the late Rev. Michael Pope, wha

departed this Life February 10, 1788, in the 79th Year of his

Age. With an Address delivered at his Interment, by Thomas

Jarvis. 8vo. is. Buckland,

The character here given of the worthy Mr. Pope, who was long and

well known in our metropolis, is just, and not overcharged ; The

address at the. grave is what such orations, in general, should "

be,—not so much a panegyric on the deceased, as a pathetic appli

cation to the audience,— calculated to excite such proper reflections

in the mind, as tend to a suitable conduct in life.

CORRESPONDENCE.

QUR Roman Catholic Correspondent, P. C 1, who some

times talks to us about religious prejudices in a style which almost

makes us conclude, that he deems those of his own persuasion alone

free srorn them, has sent us the following remark on the death-bed

declaration of F. Couraycr, " that he died a member of the ch'urch

of Rome f ;" which we insert as a proof of our possessing that libe-

* Is it not rather inaccurate to say ' for the benefit of the Humane

Society? Would it not be proper, in suture, to substitute the Word

Institution p

t See Rev. for January last, p. 37.

rality
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rality and candour which this Correspondent expects from us. The

following is an extract of his letter :

4 The intention of this address, is only to rectify, what I rather1

chuse to think a mistake, than the effect of a malevolent spirit. P.

Courayer, dying with the sentiments ascribed to him, did not die a.

Catholic— could not die a Catholic, with any other opinion of the

person of Christ, than what St. .Athanasius has recorded to be the

avoixcd belief of the faithfulfrom the origin of Christianity to bit owa

time ; and which continues to be the belief to this day ; and rnujl con

tinue, of necejjity, in -virtue of the promise, and under the immediate

direSion, of Jesus Christ, to the end of the <world.

' Let this address, also, inform you, and, by your means, the un

informed reader, that a member of that church is distinguished by his

trofs, by the commanded signal of the Lord, by the testimony he

bears to all its doctrines; and that that qualification does no more

depend on his own bare ipse dixit, than Rousseau's calling himself a

Protestant, or Voltaire a Catholic, entitles either of these infidels to

the name of Christian ; which neither of them renounced formally,

but either ridiculed or reasoned against the principles of Christianity.

For, as by our sinful departure from the grace of God, we are no

longer protected by its distinctive influence ; so, by a departure from

the prescriptive rules of the Catholic church, the fallen member is'

no longer acknowleged. But, if the benighted only mistook his

way, -and did not forsake it through perverseness, or a fondness for

novelty or deviation ; with the anxious solicitude of a regretful pa

rent for the apparent loss of a strayed child, sue consigns him to the

mercy of her all-wise Director, who alone knows the springs that

govern the actions of his creatures, and the rewards due to their ef

forts ; but, in nowise, is lhe -warranted to ensure that crown ofglory,

which awaits the faithful servants of the Lord, through the prepara

tion of his church upon earth.'

We have inserted the above stricture, partly to oblige our Corre

spondent, but more especially from our regard to the sacred cause of

truth (a cause infinitely superior to the party interests of any church

on earth), if that cause can be any way affected by the subject of his

letter. For the rest, we abide by our declaration against all theo

logical controversy with this writer : See Rev. for May last, p. 448.

*#* Mr. Samwell's Letter, and Adokscens, with some others, are

under consideration.

Errata in the last Appendix.

P. 577, 1. 2, for ' cool,' r. calm ; and in the next line, for ' calm,*

r. cool.

588, 1. 11 from bottom, dele ' an.'

654, 1. 32, for ' dedaignanant,' r. dedaignant.

In the Index, Article Selinus, for ' rains,' r. ruins.

%*&
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MONTHLY REVIEW,

For SEPTEMBER, 1788.

Art. I. Capt. Wilson's Account of the Ptlevj I/lands, concluded:

See our last Month's Review.

WHILE the vessel was building, Capt. Wilson, his son, the

surgeon, and another person, at the pressing instance of

AbbaTnulle, paid a visit to him atPelew, where they resided seve

ral days, and were treated with all the respect and hospitality that

the King, the General, and all others, could devise. They

bad, in this visit, considerable opportunities of seeing and study

ing the disposition and manners of the inhabitants, and came

away highly prepossessed in their savour : indeed the account

here given of them greatly exceeds that of any other Indian

nation that we have leen or read of; and the civility and hospi

tality of the natives of the Society and Friendly I/lands, in the

Pacific Ocean, as described by Capt. Cook and his companions,

are cast at a great distance. We much fear, that if our voyagers

had been cast on some parts of the coasts of their own country,

they would have received far less friendly treatment than they

appear to have met with from the inhabitants of the Pelew

I/lands.

This visit terminated, however, in another request from Abba

Thulle to (he Captain, for ten of his men, with their arms, to

accompany him in another expedition against the natives of the

fame island, as their victory had not produced the effects he

wished for ; and to this the Captain again consented.

On the 4th of September Capt. W. and his party returned to

Orool jng, tne island on which the English were ; and had the

satisfaction to find the building of the vessel considerably ad

vanced. In the afternoon of the 8th, the King came to claim

the Capun's promised reinforcement of tan men ; and seeing

now the swivel guns and the fix pounder mounted, and heing

informed of their effects, was not easily denied the ule of

one of them in his intended expedition against the people of

Artingall ; but the quantity ol ponder which it would expend

Was an insuperable objection to complying with his request, and.

Vol. LXXIX. . O he
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he left them the next day, seemingly but little satisfied with ob

taining only the ten men. Those who remained behind continued

to work on the vessel with unremitting diligence ; and on the

15th, canoes arrived with the ten men who had been sent with

Abba Thulle. One of the canoes, in which were two of the

English, was overset in returning, and they narrowly escaped

with tjieir lives. They informed Capt. W. that they arrived at

Pelew the night after they left Oroolong; and that Abba Thulle

kerned desirous of proceeding to Artingall directly ; but, as it

w;s rainy weather, they objected to it on account of their

arms being wet : that voyage was therefore put off to the next

day; the evening of which proving fair, the King assembled his

Rupacks, and canoes, to the number of 200, on board of which

considerably more than 1 000 people embarked; and they ar

rived off Artingall a little before break of day the next morning.

Heie they brought-to until sun- rise, and then sent a light canoe

with four men in it, to enquire whether the enemy would submit

to the terms which Abba Thulle had proposed, by way of atone

ment for the injuries of which he complained; and if not, to

defy them to battle: it being a maxim with the natives of Pe

lew, never to attack an enemy in the dark, or by surprise. All

the men who went in this canoe had the long white feathers of

the tail of a tropic bird stuck upright in their hair : the persons

who wear those feathers being regarded in the fame light by the

natives of these islands, as a flag of truce is by us. The people

returned with a flat refusal ; on which the King immediately

gave the signal for battle. While this was doing, the enemy

assembled in their canoes close under the land, and blew their

conch-shells in defiance, but did not seem inclined to quit the

shore. The King, seeing their unwillingness to come to an en

gagement, directed one part of his canoes to conceal themselves

behind a point of land, and, after exchanging a few distant spears

with the enemy, made a feint as if he ran away, setting the ex

ample in his own canoe, and all the rest of his own squadron

following him. This had the desired effect; the enemy pur

sued them immediately, on which the squadron that lay con

cealed rushed out, and put themselves between them and the

land ; and as soon as the King saw his stratagem had taken ef

fect, he turned about, and attacked them in front, while the

other squadron assailed them in the rear. The spears were di

rected with mutual animosity, and the English kept up a conti

nual sire, which not only did great execution, but puzzled and

distracted the enemy, who could not conceive why their men fell

without receiving any apparent blow. They therefore betook

themselves to flight, but were greatly obstructed by the canoes

who had formed in their rear. Most of them, however, made

their way to the shore, six canoes only, on board of which were

nirf

»4
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nine wounded men, being taken. All these, in despite of what

ever could be urged against it by the English, were soon dis

patched by the victors : the head of one of them, who was a

Rupack, was carried to Pelew, and fixed up in triumph, before

the King's house, on a bamboo. The victors paraded along the

Coast, blowing their conch-shells for some time, and then left it,

and returned home, where great rejoicings were made for the

victory.

Thomas Rose, the Malay, who belonged to our people, staid

behind the rest at the request os Abba Thulle ; but on the 221), he

also returned, with a large present of yams and molasses, and was

directed to acquaint Capt. W. that the King had been prevented

from returning him thanks for the services his men had done him in

ttie late engagement, by the great number of (hose who had come

from other islands to congratulate him on his victory, and who

could not be prevented from going with him, were he to pass over

to Oroolong while they were at Pelew ; arid the number of thenj

was so great, that he feared they would not only incommode the

English in the works which they were carrying on, but would

also be more than the island would supply with fresh water.

We cannot help r< marking that there appears to be a degree

of consideration, and what is more, of delicacy, in the conduct of

Abba Thulle, which we could not expect to find in an unlettered

Indian ; and which is not, indeed, always to be met with amongst

the most civilized nations. In the midst of his care not to distress

his friends the English, by bringing with him a crowd of people

to visit them, whose curiosity would impede a work on which he

knew the strangers were intent, his delicacy was alarmed lest they

should impute the tardiness of his acknowlegements to his forget

fulness of those obligations which he felt himself under.

On the 28th, in the evening, Raa Kook arrived at Oroolong

with an application for fifteen men, and one of the swivel

guns, to go on a third expedition against Artingall, as the two

former had not produced in the people of that island those marks

of submission which he now seemed bent on exacting from them ;

and we are almost sorry to say that, after requiring an explana

tion of some matters which had lately happened, not quite to

the satisfaction of the English, Capt. W. and his officers con

sented to send the swivel, and ten men.

After supper, the General informed Mr. Sharp [the Surgeon]

that his son had been wounded in the foot by a spear, in the last

battle; that the point of the spear, which was barbed, was

broken off, and left in the wound, and could not be extracted

by them : and he requested him to go to Pelew, and extract

it. Mr. Sharp told him he could not go then, as three

of their best men were ill; but as the part was very much in

flamed and swelled, he directed him to use fomentation, to abate

O 2 those
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those symptoms ; and he would sec him as soon as possible. About

noon, the next day, Raa Kooic embarked for Pelew, with the

swivel and ten men.

On the 2d of October, the three men being much better,

Caps. W. desired the Surgeon to take his instruments, and go

in the jolly-boat to PHew, and see if he could be of any service

to Raa Kook's son. When he arrived at that place, he found

the people returned from Artingall, who informed him that the

battle had been more obstinate and bloody than either of the two

former, and that much execution had been done by means of

the swivel, which they had contrived to fix in a canoe; but the

joy that attended this vidory had been greatly lessened by the

death of Raa Kook's son, and another Chief. The foot of the

former having been greatly reduced by the fomentation, they

had been able to force the point of the spear through the bottom

of the foot, and by that mode had extracted it; and the young

man finding himself able to stand, and to throw a spear, though

he could not walk, would not be prevailed on to refrain from

going in the expedition against Artingall, where he was killed

by a spear.

Though Mr. Sharp told Raa Kook, as soon as he saw him,

the purport of his journey to Pelew, the latter took no notice of

his son's death, but led him to the place where the King and

Rupacks were sitting with the English ; but after they had taken

some refrelhment, he came up to him and the boatswain, who

was always a great favourite of his, and desired them to follow

him. He led them to the sea-shore, and they found there a

large canoe, in which they embarked, with the General and

twenty-one other Rupacks ; and soon found that they directed

their course toward the small island which lies between Pelew

and Oroolong. On landing there, he took them a little way up

the country, to a place where there was a square pavement, in

closed by four or five houses, seemingly uninhabited ; as no

people were seen moving about, and the grafs was growing be

tween the stones of the pavement. After they had seated them

selves, Raa Kook dispatched one of his attendants on a message,

who was absent near an hour; during which time, all the natives

remained very grave and silent; and Mr. Sharp and the boat

swain were, as yet, totally ignurant of the purport of their in

vitation to the place. When the messenger returned, they all

arose, and the General conducted them to a town, which was

about half a mile distant from the place where they had waited.

Here they arrived at another square pavement inclosed with

houses, where many people were sitting, who all arose very

respectfully, when the General and his company appeared. In

the middle of the square, were great quantities of yams and cocoa-

nuts, in piles, with sweet drink and sherbet; and as soon as the Ge

neral
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neral and his friends were seated, the attendants began to serve

out the provisions, first to him and his companions, and after

wards to those round about. But our people observed that, con

trary to the custom at all other entertainments which they had

seen, the nuts were all old : however, they took away the

old ones which had been set before the two Englishmen, and put

young nuts in their places. During this repast, the most profound

silence was observed ; and when it was nearly ended, there was

heard, at some distance, the lamentation of women. Raa Kook

touched Mr. Sharp on the sleeve, without speaking, and made

signs that he and the boatswain should go and see what it was

that occasioned this distress. They arose and went directly to

ward the part whence these sounds of sorrow seemed to proceed ;

and soon saw a great number of women following a dead

body, which was tied up in a mat, and laid on a kind of bier,

formed of bamboos, and carried on the shoulders of four men ;

and no other males were attending. Mr. Sharp was now satis

fied that this must be the funeral of Raa Kook's son, but could

not conceive why it had been conducted so silently, and why

not a word or hint of the matter had been imparted to them.

They arrived at the place of burial just as they were ready

to lay the body in the grave which had been prepared for it.

The corpse was deposited without any ceremony, and the men

who had carried it began, immediately, to throw the earth over

it, and fill up the grave, with their hands and feet, whilst the

women knelt down, and, with loud cries, seemed as if they

would tear it up again, and as if resolved not to be separated

from the beloved object which death had snatched from them.

A heavy shower, which j ust then happened, drove our country

men, together with some of the natives, away to the first shelter

they could obtain ; and after it cleared up, they returned to Raa

Kook and the Rupacks, who they found had also taken shelter

in an adjoining house.

The weather turning out tempestuous, they did not return to

Pelew that night, but lay where they were; and next morning,

before they set out, Raa Kook took Mr. Sharp and the boat

swain to a house in the neighbourhood of the place where

his son had been interred the preceding evening. There was

only one old woman in the house; who, on receiving some or

der from the General, went out, and returned with two old

cocoa-nuts, a bundle of betle-nut with the leaves, and some red

ochre. He took up one of the cocoa-nuts, and crossing it trans

versely with the ochre, placed it on the ground by his fide ; and

after sitting pensive awhile, he repeated seme words, which,

by his gestures, our people took to be a prayer, and then did

the fame by the other cocoa-nut. He afterward crossed the

bundle of eedc-nut, and then sitting pensively over it, he

O 3 called
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called the old woman, delivered it and the cocoa-nuts to her,

with directions j and Mr. Sharp observed (he carried them to

ward (he place where the young man was buried ; but notwith

standing their cutiofity was very strong to have lee n the end of

this ceremony, their respect for the General's sorrow, and the

fear of giving him offence, restrained them from gratifying it by

following her. They soon after returned to Pelew, and '.hence

to Oroolong ; the General accompanying them tb;ther.

On the 8th of October, Capt. VVVset out with Raa Kook on a

visit to Abba Thulle. When they arrived at P<r ew, they

found he was gone to another island, called Emun.s, which is

very large, and lies about ten or twelve leagues to the northward

of Pelew ; but he had left his eldest son to entertain them, and

conduct them to him. Our people supposed this island to be

subject to another Rupack, from several CTCumstancts ; and yet

there were some reasons for concluding that he was not of equal

rank with Abba Thulle. Here was great feasting, with enter

tainments of singing and dancing ; and Ca^t. W was loaded

with presents, which he had reason to suppose they esteemed

costly. On the 1 2th, they returned to Pelew, where tht-y ar

rived about io o'clock in the evening. N^xt morning Abba

Thulle made a fourth request to the Captain for his men to go

once more to battle with him, to which he consented, on con

dition that he found them all well on his return to Oroolong ;

for which place he set out with Raa Kook that morning, and

arrivtd about 4 o'clock in the afternoon. On the 16th, a canoe

arrived at Oroolong to inform Raa Koik that the people of Ar-*

tingall, tired of war, had sent ambassadors to sue for peace,

Abba Thulle himself arrived on the 17th with eight or nine

women, and many attendants, all of whom ttstified great sur-

Erise at the works which they saw carrying on. The Kins with

is retinue left them en the 21st, but not without reminding

Capt. W. of bis promise of sending him the men and arms.

On the 27th, he returned with Raa Kook for the men ; and

our people now learned that the expedition they were going on

was against Pelelew, an ifland which lies to the southwad of

Pelew and Oroolong. On the 31st some of the Englsh re-»

turned, and the rest soon after, and informed Capt W. there

had been no battle, the Pelelew people having asked for peace.

The King of Pelelew returned with Abba Thulle, and both paid

a visit to the English at Oroolong.

The vessel being now almost completed, Abba Thulle ret

quested that Capt. W. would not leave the island without ac

quainting him, because he wished to send two men with him to

England ; they made but a short stay, and returned to Pelew.

On the 9th of November, about j in the morning, they suc

cessfully launched their new vessel, which, at the request of

Abba
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Abba Thulle, who was present, with his. brothers, on the occa

sion, they called the Oroolong, after the island on which it was

built. On the 10th Abba Thulle sent to request Capt. W.'s

attendance at the watering place, on the other fide of the island ;

and being arrived, he told the Captain that it was his intention

to confer on him the honour of a Rupack of the first rank;

and having received the Captain's acknowleeements for this in

tended honour, the King and all the Rupacks retired under the

shade of some large trees, and Capt. W. was requested to sit

down at a little distance : then Raa Kook receiving a hoop made

of the bone of some animal, and which is the badge of the order,

from the King, put it on Capt. Wilson's arm. But before he did

this, he was very particular in determining which hand Capt. W.

chiefly used, and when he had done so, he rasped the inside of

the hoop away, until, by the assistance c.f several of the Rupacks,

he could just force it over the Captain's hand and wrist. During

all this time, a most profound silence was observed, both by the

Rupacks who assisted in the ceremony, and the people who at

tended as spectator ; but Abba Thulle did not refrain from

speaking, but frequently suggested in what manner they might

facilitate the operation of passing the bone over the hand. After

it was effected, Abba Thulle addressed the Captain with great

solemnity, and told him, That the bone must be rubbed bright every

day, and carefully preserved as a tejlimony of the rank whuh he held

among them ; that this mark of dignity must, on every occasion, be

defended valiantly^ nor be suffered to be torn from his arm but with

the lo/s of his life. The ceremony being ended, all the Rupacks

congratulated Capt. VV. on being admitted into their order, and

the people paid their respects to him.—And why, ye who may

be supposed to know the value by being in possession of it, should

not the Order of the Bone be as honourable as that of the Car

ter?

In the evening, they put all the tents and other stores on

board from the Cove; which being done, they failed out of the

harbour, and anchored off the well of fresh water which was on

the other side of the island. Raa Kook and Arra Kooker went

round with them, but the King chose to walk across the island.

As soon as they had anchored, Capt. W. went on shore to the

King, who now introduced to him his second son, by name Lee

Boo, a youth of about seventeen or eighteen years of age, whom

he wished to send to England with him ; and, as he expressed

it, that he might be made an Englishman, and be, by that

means, enabled to benefit his country on his return. The ac

count here given of this young man, and of his behaviour while

he lived, is a pleasing one indeed ! We are sorry to add, that he

died of the small pox, about five months after he arrived in Eng

land.

O 4 On
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On the 1 2th of November the Oroolong foiled for China.

Abba Thulle accompanied them until they were near the reef,

when he took his last farewell of his son, and a m ft tender and

affecting one of Captain W. and his people. But what was this

to the parting with their fiist, their faff, and constant friend Raa

Kook ! who would stay on board until he saw them safe over the

reef; and when that was passed, he remained silent and pensive

for some time, so that the vessel had got a considerable way be

fore he could prevail on himself to leave them. And when, at

length, he was obliged to do it, he was unable to speak, but

pointed to his heart, as much as to fay, here it is I feel the pain

of bidding you farewell. He addressed his nephew, Lee Boo,

by name, and spoke a few words to him, but being unable to

proceed, he hastened into the boat which waited along fide for

him, and-, as it dropped a- stern, gave them a last and most affec

tionate look.

This excellent man appeared to be turned of forty years of

age, was of a middling stature, rather inclined to be lusty. His

countenance was expressive of much sensibility and goed nature.

He was firm and determined, yet full of humanity. Steady and

persevering in whatever he undertook; he gave his orders with

great mildness, but would be obeyed ; and the people appeared to

serve him with ardour and affection. He was not of so serious a

east as the King ; nor hnd he that turn, for humour and mimicry

which his brother Arra Kooker had. He pesstsstd an eager spirit

of enquiry, and an ardent desire to examine the causes and reasons

of every effect which he saw produced; he had a mind strong

and active; was wonderfully quick in comprehending whatever

was described to him, and possessed so nice a sense of honour,

that he was always much hurt when the natives, by any of their

little thefts, hod violated, as he thought, the laws of hospi

tality, which he held sacred, and was impatient until he had

made them restore what they had taken away. He beheld all

duplicity with indignation ; and publicly treated the Malay with

contempt, notwithstanding he was a great favourite of the King,

because he thought he had been guilty of it. Such is the cha

racter of this great and good man ; both of which he must have

been, in a very high degree, if a just regard was paid to truth

by those who drew it.

On the 25th they passed the Bashee islands, and on the 30th

arrived safe at Macao, without any occurrence happening, wor

thy of notice.

The book concludes with a general idea of the Pelew islands,

their extent and progress, the manners and customs of the in

habitants, particularly their mode of living, their religion, mar

riages, funerals, &c. &c. but having given lo long a narrative, as

we have done, of this well-written and entertaining publication,

we
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we mull refer our Readers to the work itself for farther informa

tion, and doubt not but they will find themselves highly grati

fied by the perusal of it. It is decorated by a number of maps,

charts, views, portraits of the natives, and figures of weapons,

implements, furniture, and ornaments, from drawings taken on

the spot, or from the things themselves which were brought

home by Capt. Wilson.

We are rather apprehensive that some people will blame the

Captain for entering so readily into the quartels of the natives.

Indeed we think, ourselves, that it ought to have been avoided, if

it could have been done with safety, and without occasioning

quarrels between the natives and the English. Of this, how

ever, we are by no means proper judges : those only are such

who were on the spot ; because many little circumstances may

have been seen, and felt likewise, by them at the time, which

would have great weight then, but which do not strike us in the

narrative. Many others must undoubtedly have elcaped their mt- .

mory when the transactions of the voyage were to be recorded ; and

many, important at the time when they happened, may afterward

have appeared too minute and trifling to be handed to (he Pub

lic : and if there were any substantial grounds for supposing that

a refusal would have brought on a quarrel between the natives

and the English, we must confess that we, for our part, think

Capt. Wilson perfectly justified in acting as he did. For be

side the greater risk of having more of his own men killed

in the latter cafe than in the former, and an almost total cer

tainty of their being all cut off if they were overcome, the ha-

vock which must have been made among the natives before either

party could have been mastered, would, most probably, have

been prodigiously greater than that which was occasioned by their

assisting the natives of Pelew against those of Artingaj). On the

other hand, those who adopt the ideas which are entertained of

the natives of the Pelew Islands by the writer of the narrative,

will not be easily persuaded that there was any cause for appre

hensions of this kind ; but will be ready to attribute the easiness

with which this assistance was obtained, to that horrid disposition

with which Ds. Forster and some others (we sincerely hope, with

out cause) have endeavoured to stigmatize seamen, viz. the taking

a pleasure in dipping their hands in the blood of their fellow

creatures. On this account, and this only, we sincerely regret

that Capt. Wilson ever consented to aid the King of Pelew

against his enemies ; for we are so far from thinking that the affist-

ance of the English occasioned more blood to be spilt, that we

question whether it might not lessen the carnage, by shorten

ing the contest between the two nations. Nor are we unwilling

to acknowlege that the argument which may be drawn from

the character of the natives of the Pelew Iflcs against Capt. W.

as
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as it stands in his own publication, does not weigh so much

with us as might be expected ; because, granting the justness of

that character in its fullest extern the Captain could not be so

thoroughly apprized of it at the tune when he granted the assist

ance, as he was when the narrative was drawn up; and he might

think that he had cause for suspicion then, which he has since

found to be groundless. Beside, there is nothing uncharitable

in suppqfing that the behaviour of these people may have risen in

his estimation since he left them, from his reasoning on the events

as they turned out: and, possibly too, the portrai'ure of the Pc-

lew islanders has not suffered by the pencil of Mr. Keate. Not

only the general character of that gentleman, which is philan

thropy itself, but the very face of the publication, seems to inti

mate a partiality for the subject. And who, that is capable of

making the observation, does not fee, daily, in what various points

of view the dispositions of different relators will place the fame

•transactions, without entertaining the least design of misrepre

senting it; nay, even the fluctuating temper os the same man, at

different times, will cause him to put constructions on the fame

action, or the fame words, as opposite as can well be imagined.

Mr. Keate's own narrative informs us that several of the people

saw the actions of the natives, at the time, in a very different

light from that in which he has exhibited them ; and we know

that some had not altered their opinions of them, even after they

arrived in England, notwithstanding the favourable termination

of the business, but were inclined to attribute more to the great

care and circumspection of the English, than to the good inten

tions of the natives. It is, moreover, obvious, that with the

best intentions, it is almost impossible for one man to convey pre

cisely the ideas of another ; and for this reason we would

rather peruse a mere common journal (provided it was written

daily, as the transactions occurred, and on the spot, by an intel

ligent person) than the most elegant composition, drawn up by

one who was not present at the transactions which he records.

Who, now, looks on the narrative of Lord Alison's Voyage, as

drawn up by Robins (under the name of Waltir)t otherwise than

as a most elegantly written romance, in which the leading cir

cumstances only are to be depended on ? And it is well known

that Capt. Cook was greatly dissatisfied with the account of his

first voyage as drawn up by Dr. Hawkesworth ; and that he

constantly declared that many of the transactions in which he

was concerned, were incorrectly stated : and yet we are far from

supposing that either of these compilers was guilty of wilful

misrepresentation ; but we fear they were more attentive to the

introduction of sine thoughts, and elegant language, than to ex

press the ideas of their authors with correctness and pre

cision*
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Let it not be imagined that the foregoing general observation

en works of thi» kind is intended to glance, in the smallest de

gree, roward Mr. Keate'a execution of the tafk'of preparing

Capt. W 's papers for the press. We have not the smallest

doubt of his fidelity, or his judgment. We respect his abilities

as a writer, and his character as a man ; and we think his read

ers are trulv obliged to him for the, information and entertain

ment afforded them, by a work, highly interesting in its subject,

and pleasing, with respect to the form and dress in which it it

presented to the P bite.

Art. II. Tie Transactions of tie Royal Irijb Academy, for 1787. 4W.

16s. Boards, hlmfley. 1788.

HAD we no other proofs of the advancing state of science

and literature in Europe, the numerous institutions for

the promotion of universal knowlege, that have been formed

within (his century, clearly shew that almost all its civilized na

tions are inspired with a desire of cultivating the arts, and dif

fusing a general taste for polite literature.

From the short Preface which is given with this volume we

lesrn, that as early as the year 1683, a society was formed in

Dublin, similar to the Royal Society in London. Of this in

stitution much might have been expected, had the distracted

state of the kingdom, at that time, been propitious to the culti

vation of philosophy, and the pursuits of the learned.

About the beginning of the present century, the plan being

resumed, the Eail of Pembroke, then Lord Lieutenant, presided

in a philosophical society established in Dublin College. In the

year 1740, a Pnysico-Hiftorical Society was instituted, of which

two volumes of minutes are still extant ; and under the patron

age of this society, the ingenious Mr. Smith published his histo

ries of Waterford and Curk*. That gentleman was engaged

to write the history of other counties in Ireland; but this So

ciety soon declined, and Mr. Smith published his History of

Kerry in 1756 f» af£er ,nev had discontinued their meet

ings. In 1772, the ancient state of Ireland re-attracted- the at

tention of the Dublin Society, who appointed a Committee for

the express purpose of investigating Irish Antiquities. The meet

ings of this Committee, however, ceased in about two years;

but the zeal of a few of its members has since produced seme

valuable works. About the year 1782, another Society wai

established, consisting of an indefinite number of gentlemen,

most of them belonging to the University ; who, at weekly

meetings, read essays in turn. Anxious to make their labours

■

* See Rev. vol. v. p. 257. 265, \ See Rev. vol. xvii. p. 506.

redound
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redound to the honour and advantage of their country, they

formed a more extensive plan, and, admitting such additional

names only as might add dignity to their new institution, they

became the founders of the Royal Irish Academy : an

Institution in which the advancement of science is united with

the history of mankind, and of polite literature ; and which, by

embracing all objects of rational enquiry, makes provision for

the capricious variations of literary pursuits.

The present volume is divided into three parts, comprehend

ing Science, Polite Literature, and Antiquities.

The Scientific Papers, in this the Society's first publica

tion, are,

I . Account of the Observatory belonging to Trinity College, Dublin.

By the Rev. H. Useher, D.D. M.R.I. A.* andF.R.S.

The late Dr. Francis Andrews, Provost of the College, be

queathed a considerable sum of money toward building an ob

servatory, and furnishing it with proper instruments ; this sum

was to arise from an accumulation of a part of his property, to

commence on a contingency in his family : as soon as this hap

pened, the College, with a distinguished liberality, and a true

ieal for the promotion of science, determined not to lose time

by waiting for the accumulation ; but, in order to hasten the

execution of the plan, advanced, from their own funds, a greater

sum thah the original bequest. They elected Dr. Ussher, Pro

fessor, and committed to him the superintendence of the build

ing, with the choice and arrangement of the instruments.

The present memoir contains a minute description os this

Observatory, with its ground-plan and elevation; but the most

valuable parts of it are those in which the learned Professor de

livers his reasons for the peculiar structure and situation of the

building. Stability, and a convenient disposition of the instru

ments, form, in buildings appropriated to astronomical observa

tions, the architect's great object} and in these respects, the Ob

servatory here described, though by no means deficient in orna

ment and architectural elegance, is greatly superior to many

others in Europe. As any description would be imperfect with

out the plan, we shall only abridge the account of its situation.

It stands on a high ground, about four miles N. W. of Dublin.

The foundation is a solid lime-stone rock, of several miles ex

tent, which, near the Observatory, rises to within six inches of

the surface, and so hard as to require blasting with gunpowder

for the ordinary uses of the farmer. The foil is composed of

loam, and a species of calcareous gravel, that is highly ab

sorbent. The horizon is remarkably extensive, without the

smallest interruption on any side, except on the south, where

* We suppose, Member of the Royal Irish Academy.

th«
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the Wicklow mountains, distant about 15 miles, rife nearly a

degree and a half. From £. to S. £. the sea is visible, at the

distance of about 12 miles, a circumstance that in seme particu

lar cafes is not without its use ; and the light-house, which is

five miles from the land, will afford excellent opportunities for

making observations on the terrestrial refractions both by day

and night ;—a subject hitherto little investigated, but which we

hope, from the manner in which Dr. Ussher mentions this cir

cumstance, will be minutely attended to by him. In particular

states of the atmosphere, especially on the approach of severe

weather, the Welsh mountains are distinctly visible, particularly

that ridge of hills which runs S. W. to point Braich-y-pwll,

and bounds Caernarvon Bay in that direction.

The principal instrument are, a transit one, of 4 feet

axis, and 6 feet focal length, having an aperture of 4s inches,

with three different magnifying powers, up to 600.—An entire

Circle of 10 feet diameter, on a vertical axis, for measuring me

ridional altitudes.—An Equatorial, the circles of which are five

feet diameter.—An achromatic telescope on a polar axis, and

carried by an heliostatic movement j with others of less note,

for occasional observations.

In an Observatory so well situated, built with every necessary

convenience, and furnished with such excellent instruments, Dr.

Ussher cannot fail of improving that science for the advancement

of which he appears to be well qualified.

Account of Parhelia seen at Cookjlown, Sept. 24, 1 783. By the

Rev. James A. Hamilton, D. D. M. R. 1. A.

As Dr. Hamilton was preparing to observe the passage of the

Sun over the meridian, before the first limb touched the centre

wire, he found it to be obscured by a dark cloud about 10 deg,

in diameter. Going to the door of the Transit room, to see if

it was likely to pass off the Sun's disk, he observed the follow

ing phenomena. From the western edge of the cloud issued a

luminous arc, parallel to the horizon, perfectly well defined,

and extending exactly to the northern meridian ; it was about

30 minutes broad, white, and with a blunted termination.

On it were two parhelia. That nearest to the fun, 26 degrees

distant, displayed the prismatic colours ; the remote one, at go

degrees distance from the true Sun, was white ; they were both

ill defined. While Dr. H. was measuring the distances of these

parhelia, he observed a prismatic circle to surround the Sun im

mediately within the prismatic parhelion, and another coloured

parhelion appeared on the east of the Sun, at the same distance,

the luminous almicantar still remaining perfect. In about 10

or 12 minutes, some whitish clouds came on, and obscured these

uncommon phenomena. The wind was a light breeze at S. S.W.

18 Bar.
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Bar. 19.6, rising. Therm. 550. A drawing of the hemisphere

is subjoined to the account.

Observation! on tht Lunar Eclipse, March 18, 1 78 3. By the

Rev. H. Ussher, D.D.

Beside account* of observations on the eclipse, Dr. Ussher, in

this Paper, determines the longitude of his Observatory, which

is oh 24' 57">9 weft °* Greenwich. This we think is a typo-

{raphical error, and that it should be 57.6 instead of 57.9 j for

)r. Ussher fays, the longitude, determined by one of Mr. Ar

nold's time-keepers, * was oh 24' 58". 2 differing only six tenths

of a second from what I made it by observation.'

A Synthetical Demonstration of the Rulefor the Quadrature offimpU

Curvet, in the Analysts per Equationes terminorum numero infini-

tat. By the Rev. M. Young, D. D.

This demonstration of Newton's first rule for the quadrature

of simple curves, is founded on the principles of prime and ulti

mate ratios.

Description of a new portable Barometer. By the Rev. Arthur

M'Guire.

This is an ingenious contrivance, but the machine is not a

little complicated. Experience must determine whether it is

more convenient or more accurate than those now in use.

Observations on Pemphigus. By Stephen Dickson, M.D. Fellow

of the College of Physicians, and one of the King's Professors

of Physic in the City of Dublin, M. R. I. A. &c.

The disease here described docs not frequently occur, and Dr.

Dickson, who has given a journal of a cafe with great minute

ness, appears to have formed a just notion of its nature, a/id the

method of cure.

On tht Extraction of the Cubic and other Roots. By ——

This is merely an application of Newton's binomial theorem,

by which any root may be approximated.

Tht History of an Ovarium, wherein werefound Teeth, Hair, and

Bones. By James Cleghorn, M. B.

The cafe here recorded is not without parallels, which, indeed,

Dr. Cleghorn has recited. He then proceeds to describe the parti

culars observable on dissection, which being merely anatomical,

and similar to others recorded by former writers, can afford little

instruction or information.

*#* The Papers on Polite Literature and Antiquities (hall be

the subjects of future articles.

Aut.
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Art. III. Btringtttft History tf the Lives as Abeillard and Htkistt,

concluded : See our last Month's Review.

IN the character of a general historian, whatever applause we

may think due to our Author's abilities, we cannot allow

him the merit of impartiality : for we are of opinion, that his

attachment to the Roman See has, in several instances, misled

his judgment. The manner in which he has glossed over the

character and conduct of one of the most haughty and ambitious

tyrants that ever wore the triple mitre, fully justifies this cen

sure :

' Hildebrand, the famous Gregory the Seventh, then wore the

triple crown. He had been educated at Cluni, a French monastery

of high renown, in the severity of monadic discipline ; had tlica

risen to the first dignities in the church ; and during the pontificate*

of five successive Popes, had been honoured with their confidence in

the discharge of the most arduous business.—It is well known what

a torrent of vice had then spread itself over the face of Christendom:

to stem this, in vain had every effort been made, which honest virtue

and Christian zeal could suggest. Hildebrand, with the keen sensi

bility of a virtuous mind, had long viewed the fallen state of reli-

fion, and he ascended the Papal throne, with the unanimous appro-

ation of all orders of the Roman church, big with vast designs of

reformation. " We chuse Hildebrand for the true vicar of Christ,

(they are the words used at his election,) a man of much learning,

of great piety, of prudence, justice, fortitude, and religion. He is

modest, abstemious, and chaste ; regular in the discipline of his fa

mily, hospitable to the poor, and from his tender years nursed in the

bosom of our holy church : to him we give those powers of supre

macy, which Peter once received from the mouth of God."

' The source of theevils, he lamented, lay, it was evident, in the

general corruption of manners, in the unbounded sway of paflion,

and in the abuse of power. With an intrepidity of soul, that per

haps was never equalled, he dared singly to oppose this multitudi

nous enemy, and he called the sovereigns of Europe to his tribunal.

The motives which led him on, and the habits of stern virtue, which

had steeled his character, excluded almost the possibility of suspicion,

that he himself perhaps was arrogating a power, which belonged not

to him, and from the abuse of which even greater evils might ensue,

than those he aimed to suppress. Minds of the widest comprehen

sion may be sometimes so engrossed by a single objeit, as to be insen

sible to the most obvious deductions, which reason in vain holds up

before them. But the misconceptions of Gregory were those of a

great man, and his errors were, in part, the errors of the age.

* To effectuate more completely the schemes he had in view, he

conceived the bold design of making himself sole monarch of the

earth. The concerns of Europe, whether ecclesiastical ot civil,

would then be brought within his own cognizance; he should

distribute favours, as merit might seem to call for them ; and he

would dispose of crowns, which, too often, he observed, sell upon

the
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the heads of the unworthy, or of men who knew not the proper use

of power.

■ Enthroned in the chair of the humble fisherman, Gregory put

his hand to the work. The sinioniac.il disposal of church livings

was a crying sin, which called aloud for redress, and he hesitated not

to aim the first blow at the very root of the disorder, though it lay

in the rapacious breast of power, and in the courts of Princes.'

Mr. Brrington proceeds to enumerate the most remarkable

instances of the domination which Gregory assumed over the

potentates of Europe, and particularly relates the extraordinary

occurrences which passed between him and the Emperor Henry

IV. and thus concludes :

* Such was Gregory the Seventh. It has been his lot, as it has

been that of all great men, to be admired by some, and to be cen

sured by others. These reflect not that he lived in the eleventh cen •

tury, when the manners of the age, and the ideas of men, were so

different from those of the present day. We generally measure the

conduct of others at a very unfair standard.—The notions of Gre

gory were, some of them, J confess, even then novel ; but they were

principally grounded on a newly-discovered collection of decrees, to

which the weak criticism of the times gave great authenticity. The

high powers he exercised were not disputed in their principle; he

was even urged to the use of them, as contending factions judged

they might oe serviceable to tlieir views.

* If we contemplate Gregory with the fame eyes, with which we

look on an Alexander or on a Cresar, I think, we may be disposed

to raise him far above the level of those mighty conquerors. With

them he aimed at universal empire, but with views far more merito

rious than theirs. His great ambition was to extirpate vice from the

earth, and over its surface to extend the benign influence of that re

ligion, which himself practised and revered. Before a mind, swell

ing with this noble project, was it not natural, that Princes and

sceptred Kings should sink into insignificancy ? He would treat them

as impediments, which lay in the way of his designs. Gregory, at

the head of armies, would have called after him the admiration of

posterity: we view him in another light, because habituated to ap

preciate what are called great qualities, by the conquest of king

doms and the overthrow pf armies, we have not eyes for other ta

lents, or for atchievements formed in another order of things.'

This artful attempt to apologize for that insolent ambition,

which aspired at universal despotism, both civil and ecclesiastical,

is a sufficient proof that Mr. B. is not the new character in the

republic of letters which he wishes to be thought—' a Roman

Catholic writer, attached to his religion, but unshackled in his

thoughts, and free n; his expressions.'

He discovers no common share of credulity, in the following

marvellous relation :

* The ordeal trials, by boiling water, or red-hot iron, were now in

great use. In vain had councils by their canons, and Popes by their

decrees, attempted to suppress them. The superstitious obstinacy of

the
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the age could not be controuled. Yet, iswe can at all rely on accounts,

which cone down to us with all the air of authenticity, it must b*

owned that the event of these trials was sometimes truly wonderful.

In 1067, were great dissensions in Florence between the Bishop and

the people. They accused him of having obtained their see by lino.

niacal practices. The Monks of a neighbouring convent supported

the accusation. The Bisliop denied the charge. In this state of in»

decision, which no ordinary process could then terminate, the Monks

o(s"fd to verify their acculation by the trial of fire. The bold

challenge was applauded by the people, and they assembled round

the convent. Two piles of wood were railed, ten feet long, five feet

wide, and four feet high. A space of six feet separated the piles,

which was also covered with combustible materials. A young Monk,

named Peter, came forward. He had been chosen for the awful ce

remony, and he was habited in his priestly vestments. By order of

his Abbot he then advanced to the altar, and began the service of the

day. The people, silent and in dread expectation, waited round the

altar. Towards the close of the sacrifice, four Monks came down to

set sire to the piles. They carried in their hands twelve lighted

torches. In an instant the piles were in a blaze. Peter, having

finished the service, advanced towards the fires, bearing a cross in

his hand, and singing with the choir as he advanced. Silence being

made, the conditions of the trial were read to the people. They

applauded with loud acclamations, aud called on heaven to support

its own cause.

* By this time the piles were nearly reduced to glowing embers ;

when Peter, standing at a small distance, pronounced, with a firm

voice, the following prayer : " Lord Jesus," said he, «' if Peter of

Pavia has usurped by simony the see of Florence, succour me, I be

seech thee, in this tremendous trial, and save me from this fire, as

thou didst preserve the three children in the burning furnace." So

fS)'ng> he embraced his brethren; and the people were alked, how

long they chose he should remain in the fire? Let him buc pass

ilo.vly through it, said they.—He fixed his eyes on the cross, and

with a gay countenance, slowly entered the burning passage. Hi*

feet were bare. For a time he was invisible in the smoke ; but he

soon appeared on the other side, safe and uninjured. The flame

seemed gently to move his hair, and his linen garments floated

lightly on the current : but not even the hairs en his legs were singed.

The people crowded round him ; fell at his feet, and called him their

deliverer and the friend of heaven.—The Bishop confessed his guilt,

and was deposed.

' The account is abridged from the letter which the clergy and

people of Florence wrote to the Pope on the occasion ; and its truth,

is attested by the historians of the age. Peter was afterwards made

a Cardinal and Bishop of Albano. He acquired the name of Igntui.

' I could mention many similar events, but none so splendid aa

this. Our philosophers, versed in the chymistry of nature, will ac

count for the phenomenon. To me it seems, that heaven, propi

tious to the good intentions and simplicity of the age, might some

times perhaps thus visibly announce itself, to excite a just horror of

crimes, which by their frequency had ceased to be regarded. 1 can-

Rtv. Sept. 1788. P not,
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not, at least, subscribe to that fastidious criticism, which rejects every

fact as sabulous, that does not square with the measure of modern

maxims, and theories.'

The two preceding passages will not lead our Readers to give

this writer much credit for enlarged views and liberal sentiments.

We must, however, before we take leave of his work, do

ruin the justice to quote the following observations on the sub

ject of toleration :

' The persecutions, to which his [Abeillard's] doctrinal ideasexposed

him, give a strong portrait of the times ; but it is a portrait, I fear,

which, with somelittlc variation, may be made to represent almost every

sera of human existence. Yet we are struck when we fee Abeillard

before the Council of Soissons, treated with such unmerited severity,

and we seel comfort in the reflection, that we do not live in so in

tolerant an age. Comfort we may feel ; but he, I think, who with

some attention has observed the re^l character even of the present

times, will be ready to acknowlcge that, if they are less intolerant,

it is not because either their principles or their passions are different,

but because they dare not, or are ashamed, to profess them. The

philosophy of a seiv, the Christian moderation of others, the religious

indifference of many, and the modish vices of more, have gained so

much on the bigotry, the superstition, the false zeal, the fanaticism

of the multitude, that he who dares to be intolerant is laughed at,

and he vyho would persecute is ridiculed.

* Yet what are the points which, in the times I am describing,

could s> warm the breasts of churchmen, and which, in 1786, would

perhaps communicate to the fame order of men an equal portion of

holy fire, were the impediments removed, which 1 have mentioned ?

View them abstractedly, as they are generally considered, and it will

be found that they regard not the important worslrp of our Maker,

nor the great interests of religion, nor the good of iociety, nor moral -

worth, nor our own improvement in virtue, justice, and piety. It

has been said, with some semblance os truth, that the holy sounder

of the Christian system, therefore expressed certain doctrines in am

biguous or mysterious language, that men who, he knew, from va

riety of character, could never adopt unity in belief, might not in

deed be free to think as they pleased, (for his language is sufficiently

perspicuous,) but that, when they differed from one another, they

might find indulgence. If such was his intention, how much have

we striven to counteract the wife arrangement ? We have quarrelled,

and have persecuted, and have tormented one another, with as much

presumption, and with the same stubborn acrimony, even when we

owned the matters in litigation were impenetrable to human reason,

as if they had been self-evident principles, or the most obvious

maxims in common life. ■• -

* And what is it that can rouse this preternatural zeal ? When

our interest is engaged, or the business comes home to our own feel

ings, then, I conceive, we may be ardent, we may rusti into opposi

tion, or into faction : but when the object is as remote as earth from

heaven ; when it constitutes, perhaps, a part of those essential attri

butes, which the Deity has pleased to conceal from us, in the dark

14 * . abyss
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abyss of his Own infinitude ; when he has not constituted us his dele

gates, to represent his person, or to vindicate his rights : why arc

we arrogantly to erect a tribunal, and call our equals before its He

who made us what we are, would very willingly, I presume, dispense

with the forwardness of our zeal, and be more satisfied, that we

lived as men, in the improvement of our own natures, and left the

things above us to that administration, the wisdom and beneficence

of which are best adapted to the important work.'

Though we cannot say that we clearly understand the whole

of this passage (particularly what is said concerning an intention,

in the holy founder of the Christian system, to conceal certain

doctrines under ambiguous or mysterious language, which lan

guage is, nevertheless, sufficiently perspicuous), we heartily ac

cede to the general sentiment, and concur with Mr. Berington

in reprobating that acrimonious spirit which theological dispu

tants too commonly discover.

In the Advertisement prefixed to this second edition of hit

work, the Author announces this volume as an introduction to

the history of the period from the time of Abeillard to the begin

ning of the sixteenth century, comprehending 356 years. He

proposes to complete the whole in two additional volumes, which

are to be published separately.

Art. IV. Tbc Microcosm, a periodical Work, by Gregory Griffin,

of the College of Eton. 8vo. 73. Boards. Robinsons. 1787.

MR. Gregory Griffin, like his predecessor the Speflator, and

many others of that family, is a Being, possesling a com

pound personality;—in other words, the Microcosm is for the

most part the joint production of some ingenious young men of

Eton College. With great modesty they speak of themselves as

* puny authorlings who are sucking the milk of science;' had

they, however, kept their own counsel, we should have con

cluded, from these specimens, that they were persons who had

been long feeding on its Jirong meat. Hard indeed must they

have tugged at the breast of their Alma Mater, rapid must have

been their growth, and proud will she be to call them her chil

dren. By way of motto, their work is introduced with thia

question, §>uid vetat et nosmet? which we have ventured thus to

translate, Why might not young men u/rite a periodical Paper ? So

far from our having any objection, we should lament were there

any statute of prohibition against them in the republic of letters.

With pleasure we proclaim them entering the lists, confident

that some experienced knighrs would find it no flight achieve

ment to break a lance with them.

It must be confessed, that to offer observations on human life

and manners has generally been considered m a province be.-

P 2 longing
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longing to »r>c and grey experience ; but we are induced by thii

work to suppose that age and experience have been too pre

sumptuous in expecting (hat so very extensive a field should be

abandoned to their frigid and flow cultivation. While Miss

Caroline Herschd (See Phil. Trans. vol. Ixxvii. part i.) is look

ing at the fiery tails of comets through her brother's telescope,

why .night not the sons of genius and science be allowed to tiace,

with the. telescope of moral and critical observation, the wild

flights, the fiery passions, and eccentric vanities and follies of

mankind > It is always, to us, an high gratification to behold

t^e blossom of early genius, and contemplate its promising

growth and vigorous expansion ; nor should we detm ourselves

at all wonhy of that confidence with which our judgment is ho

noured, wye we, by any harsh and ill-natured criticisms, t<> re

press its laudable essorts. Mr. Griffin may be assured, that * the

higher powers (by which we conclude he means real critics and

the true friends of learning) will not look with a discouraging

eye upon his attempt, nor frown on him for having dared, at an

early age, to tread in the steps of those heroes of wit and litera

ture who have preceded him as writers of periodical papers.' It

is true that the field which he has chosen to enter has so often

been gleaned, that there is little of any real value left to be

picked up. Sensible of this, he dors not profess novelty, or aim

at absolute originality. His mode of treating subjects is in the

usual way of periodical essjyisis. The papers are, in general,

agreeably written ; the language, for the most part, is good j

many of them, more especially those signed B, possess consi

derable humour, and there are none without some merit. We

were much pleased with the burlesque critique on the poem,

The §>tieen of Hearts, Jhe made feme tars, &c. and with many

judicious observations, and little pleasantries, scattered up and

down in the Microcosm, which we have not room particularly

to point out ; but we think he has failed in drawing some cha

racters, particularly those of Narcissus and Octavius (the Diary

of the one, and the Letter of the other, are both out of nature) ;

and he should have left dreaming of dream; to old men, for this

juvenile essayist is too much awake to dream well. We must

mrice likewise the reflection on the London booksellers, who are

said to pay far learning and potatoes with the fame remorjeles, Jtu-

pidity. This does not come with a good grace from the uouth

of an authorling, as he cannot be supposed to speak from experi

ence. One who was much connected with them has given

them a very d.ff<;rent character: " A substantial bookseller,"

said Johnson, «* is the best Maecenas."

As to this many-headed gentleman's intention in writing the

Microco m, it will be fairest, and perhaps best, to let him give

hit own explanation :

1 . * 12 « My
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' My design (says he) is to amuse, and as far as I am able, to in»

struct. Trilling I (hall endeavour as much as it is in my power to

avoid ; and ihe least tendency to immorality or profaneoeA, I abso

lutely, and in the strongest terms, reprobate and disavow. Does any

one ask from whence am I to collect die ma crisis for such an under

taking 'from whence can I have acquired a fund of knowlege, lan

guage, or observation, sufficient to pursue this arduous plan ? My

materials are copious ; the whole range, the inexhaustible fund of

topics, which every event in life, every passion, every object 'present,

lie before me ; add to these, the stores which history, reading, and

morality, or the offspring of a Muse just struggling into notice, can

supply, combined with the topics of the moment, or thv.fe which our

peculiar situation can afford, together with the hints, which thole,

who think the correspondence ot the Microcosm woith their atten

tion, may casually contribute; survey all these, and can i hesitate a

moment, can 1 complain of a dearth of matter, or call my subject a

barren one ?

£>uicquid agunt pueri ; noftrifarrago libelli.

withfaithful hints pour trays

The various fajfions youth's inarm foul displays. -

4 Not that^J mean to exclude every thing cf the light or humorous

kind. The mind must sometimes be relieved from the severity of its

stricter studies, and descending from the fublimer heights of specula

tive thought, deign to bend to inferior objects, ar.c participate in

less refined gratifications.

' I consider the scene before me as a Microcosm, a world in mi

niature, where all the pasiions which agitate the great original, are

faithfully pourtrayed on a smaller scale ; in which the endless variety

of character, the different lights and shades, which the appetites, or

peculiar situations throw us into, begin to discriminate, and expand

themselves. The curious observer may here remark in the bud the

different casts and turns of genius, which will in future strongly

characterize the leading features of th • mind. He may lee the em

bryo Statesman, who hereaftef may wield and direct at pleasure the

mighty and complex s)stem .of European politics, now employing

the whole extent of his abilities to circumvent hu companions at their

plays, or adjusting the important differences, which may arise be

tween the contending heroes of his little circle ; or a General, the

future terror of France and Spain, now the dread 011U of his eejuais,

and the undisputed Lord and President of the boxing-ring. '1 he

Grays and Wallers of the rising generation here tune their little

lyres ; and he, who hereafter may ling the glor.es of Britain, must

first celebrate at Eton the smaller glories of his College.'

There is- not much poetry in the Mkiocomh ; but as it may

be expected that we shoul.i give a lpccimen of Mr. Gregory

Griffin's verse, as well as of hispiofe, we here present our Read

ers with the little poem, entitled, An Ahntiendi, or The Art of

Lying * ■"

* By Lord Henry Spencer.
F 3 ■ « When
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4 When sordid man by justice unrestrained

Rang'd the wild woods, and food by plunder gain'd j

Yet unenlighten'd by mild reason's ray.

Coarse Nature rul'd with undisputed sway.

But when some sage's great aspiring mind

Bv bonds of mutual interest link'd mankind,

Then Art restrain'd her sister's wide domain,

And claim'd, with Nature, a divided reign.

Yet still distrustful of her own success,

She sought to please by wearing Nature's dress.

' So that great art, whose principles and use,

Employ the pen of my unworthy Muse,

Tho' great itself, in these degenerate days

Is forced to shine with adscititious rays,

Nor ever can a lasting sceptre wield,

Unless in robes of purest truth conceal'd.

* Hear then, whoe'er the arduous task will try,

Who wish with fense, with {kill, with taste to lie\

Ye patriots, plotting ministers disgrace,

Ye ministers who sear a loss of place ;

Ye tradesmen, who with writs the fop entrap,

Ye fops, who strive those tradesmen to escape ;

Ye reverend Jews, enrich'd by Christian spoil,

, Ye parsons, who for benefices toil ;

No longer hope by open war to win,

Cease, cease, ye fools, to lie " tbrs' thick and thin.™

" But know this truth, enough for rogues to know,"

Lies ne'er can please the man who thinks them so.

* Would you by flattery seek the road to wealth ?

Push not too hard, but slide it in by stealth.

Mark well your cully's temper and pursuit,

And fit to evtry leg the pliant boot.

Tell not the spendthrift that he hoards with fense,

Tell not the miser that he scorfis expence.

Nor praise the learning of a dunce profest,

Nor swear a sloven's elegantly dtest.

Thus, if by chance, in harmless sport and play,

You coolly talk a character away ;

" Or boldly a flat perjurer appear,

Nor gallows dread, nor lacerated ear,

Still let your lies to truth near neighbour* be,

And still with probability agree.

So shall you govern with unbounded reign,

Nor longer cringe, and toil, and lie in vain ;

While Truth laments her empire quite o'erthrown,

And by a form ufurp'd so like her own.'

That we should review a collection of Essays, by way of ana*

lysis, cannot be expected of us, nor, considering the' limits of

our journal, that we should copy the table of contents. We

cannot however resist our inclination to transcribe Mr. Griffin's

Will-, in which, in a method somewhat new, the several Authors

of
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of this collection have each ,their portion assigned them.—The

Will is contained in No. 40 (the ialtj, in wnich are al o hit

Dying words :

' The melancholy event predicted in a late Number has taken

place—Gregory Griffin is no more.

' About five minutes three seconds after nine o'clock on Monday

evening, his friends were alarmed by a hasty summons to his bedside.

The good gentleman seemed to be perfectly sensible that the moment

of his dissolution drew near.

* It has been usually customary with the biographers of eminent

men, when drawing towards the conclusion of their Hero's exist

ence, to make the world acquainted with every little symptom at

tending his exit. But the effect? of a Cathartic, or the operations

of an Emetic, have been too minutely investigated, and too frequently

discussed, to be any longer interesting ; and the various circumstances

of this kind which marked the termination of Mr. Griffin's exist

ence, would be of as little consequence to the literary, as medical

wo^Jd. These therefore we (hall omit mentioning.

" My friends!" (said he, as we stood round him, raising himself

a little on his left elbow, while the bookseller';, boy placed a pillow

under his head,—Wi intnv there <was but one ivay, for bis nose <ir«r as

sharp as a fen) — '1 my friends," said he, " 1 could not quit this

•world satisfactorily to my own conscience, without acknowledging

my obligations to you. i die, it is true, at an age, when I might,

without presumption, have hoped for the enjoyment of a protracted

existence. But I have long foreseen this event, and am happy to be

prepared to meet it. It is a great coniolation to me, that I leave

you behind me, the defenders of my conduct, in that official cha

racter, which I have during my lise-tinie supported. Jr has beea

my endeavour to blend the instruction of my fellow-citizens with

their entertainment ; to temper my censure with lenity ; and to laugh,

away their follies, rather than to scourge their vices, if, in any on*

of these points, my success has been equal to my wishes ; the end of

my existence is fully answered.

" It has indeed lo happened, that, contrary to my expectitions, my

name has found its way beyond the limits of our little republic.

Even there, cast as I was on the tuidi world, I have met with such a

reception, as to convince me, that the tendency of my plan has been

warmly approved ; however inadequate may have appeared its exe

cution. And if by these means, I may have added one more citizen

to our commonwealth, or contributed to diffuse a patriotic love of

Eton among its present members, then indeed shalt I be proud to

congratulate myself on the success of my endeavours.— But 1 seel my

strength going from me."—The Publisher pulled out his pocket-

handkerchief—*' Adieu !"—the Publisher applied his pocket-hand

kerchief to his eyes. " To your care 1 entrust my will,—you will

find, I have not forgotten you, my friends;—ycu will execute my

commissions with fidelity."—" Mr. Griffin is dead," said the

bookseller.—" Sure enough," said the bookseller's boy.—The prin

ter's devil blubbered.—It was too much —We were forced to retire,

'to give vent to our feelings—and Open the will.—A copy of it we

now lay befor#the Public.

P 4 ' The
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« The LAST WILL and TESTAMENT of G.-.bcory Grikhn,

Esq.

" Vicefima lertio die JULH, anno regni GEORGII Tertli, M^gn/g

JSritannitt, Francite, et Hikemiie Regis, Fidei Defcnfiris, i3c. •uicrjima

Jeptimo ; Domini, millelimo septingentejimo oSogrstmo feptimo.

" I, GREGORY GRIFFIN, of the College of ETON, in the

County os BUCKS, being weak in body, but sound in understand

ing, on this twenty-third instant of this July present, in the twenty-

seventh year of the reign of his Msjesty GEORGE the Third, of

Great Britain, France, and Ireland, King, Defender of the Faith,

ice in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundreJ and

eighty-seven, do hereby commit my body to the press, from whence

it came ; my spirit to the comprehension os my readers.

" Of my VVordly Effects, consisting chiefly of Essays, Poems, Let

ters, Sic. &c.

" IMPRIMIS, I do give and bequeath the whole of the afore

said Essays, Poems, Letters, &c. Sec. to my mudi-b'loved Iriends

J. SMlfH, G. CANNING, R. SMITH, and J. FRF.RE ; to

be among them divided as (hill be hereafter by me appointed ; ex

cepting only such legacies, as (hall be hereafter by me assigned to

Other my worthy and approved friends.

" And I do further constitute and appoint the aforesaid, my much

beloved friends, the Executors and Administrators of this my last

Will and Testament, to divide my Effects, according to* the form

appointed therein.

" ITEM. I DO GIVE AND BEQUEATH to Mr. JOHN

SMITH. late of the College of Eton, now of K^NG's College,

CAMBRIDGE, all my Papers, Essays, Sec. Sec which bear the

Signature of A.

" ITEM. To Mr. GEORGE CANNING, now of the Col

lege of ETON, I DO GIVE AND BEQUEATH all my Papers,

Essays, Sec. Sec. signed witri B.

" ITEM. To Mr ROBERT SMITH, now of the College of

ETON aforesaid, I DO ASSIGN all my Papers, &c. &c. (as

aforesaid) signed C.

" ITEM. I DO MAKE OVER to Mr. JOHN FRERE, now

of the aforesaid College of Eton, all my Papcis, Sec (as btfore-

rnentione-1) marked D.

" ITEM. To Mr. JOSEPH MELLISH, of TRINITY Col

lege, CAMBRIDGE, in token cf my respect and esteem, I DO

ASSIGN the Faper bearing the signature os M.

«' ITEM. To Mr. B. WAY, J DO BEQUEATH the Letter

signed MUSIDORUS; to Mr. L1TTLEHALES the Letter of

CÆMETERIUS ; to LORD H. SPENCER the Letter and Poem

of IR.OMCULUS, with the Letter of X??:; u-AvQxy*.

" The rest of my Papers, Sec. Sec here undisposed os, I DO

HEREBY ENJOIN my EXECUTORS, to make over to such of

my CORRESPONDENTS as shall severally make good their

claims thereunto ; DECLARING moreover, that all such PAPERS

as do not bear any of the aforesaid signatures, A. r^C. or D. are

not to be considered, ai the property os my EXECUrO'R.-^

' ** Dated
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*' Dated this Twenty-third Day of July present, in the Year, Scz.

kz. 178;.

Signed GREGORY GRIFFIN.

Witnesses

J. SMITH",

G. CANNING,

R. SMITH,

J. FRERE.'

The Microcosm, as the name imports, is professedly written

for the Little IVorld, but we may venture to affirm that many of

tne Papers in it will be perused with pleasure in the Great World;

and we flatter ourlelves with the hope of much amusement in fu

ture from the ingenuity and learning of Gentlemen, who have

begun their career of science with so much reputation.

Art. V. Principles of Military Movements, chiefly applied to In

fantry. Illustrated by Manœuvres of the Prussian Troops, and by

an Outline of .the British Campaigns in Germany during the War

of 1757. Together with an Appendix containing a practical Ab

stract of the Whole. By Colonel David Dundas. 4:0. 1 1. 1 j.

Boards. Cadell. 1788.

AN elementary treatise on tactics, deduced from clear prin

ciples, and expressed in perspicuous language, has long

been considered as a desideratum in English literature *. We

entertained hopes, on perusing the title and preface of the pre

sent work, that it might have served to supply this defect; but

we are forced to acknowlege, that although Col. Dundas's per

formance contains many good observations, yet in what we

chiefly expected from it, our hopes are disappointed. To those,

however, who are previously acquainted with the language of

war, and the manœuvres of armies in the fidd, the work before

us will afford entertainment and instruction; a;id will perhaps

suggest, to persons in power, the necessity of some military al

terations and arrangements, which, without endangering our

liberties, would conduce to the defence of our empire. The

great point at which the Au:horaims, will app-ar from the fol

lowing pafl'oge, which is judiciously imagined and nervously ex

pressed :

' Permanent and detailed regulations for the conduct of every mi

litary individual, in every possible situation, obviously useful in all

services, are particularly necessary in the British. Such regula

tions prepare the materials, wind up the springs, and give unity and

energy to the whole machine : without such, chance and caprice di-

* The French have not been deficient in productions of this kind;

for which, consult our General Index, in the Military Class; par

ticularly undetythe ward Taelics. '■

rest,
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reft, negligence and confusion follow, and the operations of so Tar

tar-like an army, can only be attended with ruin and disgrace.

* It is onr misfortune to have had no line of conduct laid down :

tne good order of regiments "has less depended on the rules of the

service, than on the accidental efforts of individuals, and on the

fashion of the day, equally as that changing : where zeal or science

were wanting, the consequences have been too'often apparent.

* Hence our very thin and extended order to make more (bow—

an affected extreme of quickness on all occasions— the running of one

movement into another, without those necessary pauses which tend

lo show their propriety, and justness of execution—-the system of

central dressing, filing, and forming on almost all occasions— the

tingle person attempting to direct the battalion and its parts, in every

situation, in order to beget a false and improper precision,—the form

ing and breaking on the move, the easier to conceal and cover lost

distances and accidental lines, which otherwise would be apparent—

the several methods of wheeling established—the different and false

compositions of columns, which each battalion at pleasure adopts—

the chance movement of the line in front, regulated by no fixed

principle.

' Unaccustomed to form or move on determined points (the ne

cessity of which is not so immediately striking in the management of

a single battalion), a given position is taken up with no degree of

precision— filing, which was formerly little known or practised in the

infantry, is now general and often misapplied where division-march

ing should take place— the hurry practised by individual regiments,

becomes improper and impossible when acting in conjunction with

others ; confusion and inaccuracy follow ; and time is consumed in

endeavouring in vain to correct those errors, which original method

would prevent from ever arising.

* Our ranks are so thin, our siIes.so open, and such intervals per

mitted between companies of the fame battalion when in line ; that

all idea of solidity seems lost.—We have begun at the wrong end,

and have endeavoured to deduce the useful movements of the line,

from the showy and review ones of the battalion. We have esta

blished as general rules, what ought to be regarded only as excep

tions—we have started from parade, as our primary order, instead of

considering it as only secondary to that of attack— our conclusions

have been false, as our data were defective.

' Nor do these irregularities operate only in the field, and in

great bodies. They equally take place in the internal composition

and management of our battalions ; each has its singular mode of

discipline, unknown to the other, and often as opposite as those of

two distinct services.—A detachment or guard, is as heterogeneous a

body as an army, and the command of it on a small scale, is attended

with the fame difficulty. The whole forms a scene of intricacy,

which no individual can be sufficiently master of, and which nothing

but the substitution of one over-ruling and universal method can

ever dissolve.'

In order to introduce uniformity into the military system of

this country, Colonel Dundds proposes the example of the na

tion
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t'ton best acquainted with the art of war, and most distinguished

for its military success. Talcing the Prussians for his model, he

examines the field service of troops, under all the proper

heads.

In explaining these operations, which are illustrated by 25

copper-plates, the Author continually makes use of the abbre

viated technical language, employed by officers in the field,

which, though useful on that occasion (because words of com

mand, provided they be understood, cannot be too short and

prompt), is yet extremely unfit for explaining military move

ments, and the principles on which they are founded. This

observation applies to every treatise on Tactics, which we have

seen in the English language, and renders such performances far

less agreeable and instructive than the woiks of Guifcharr, Mau-

villon, and other French and German writers on the fame sub

ject j not excepting the King of Prussia himself, the great in

ventor, as well as explainer, of the military art among the

moderns. These learned foreigners universally describe the

manoeuvres and operations of war in perspicuous and precise,

but common language. They lay down the general principle,

show the object to be attained, and point out the readiest way

of attaining it. - Our English writers, on the contrary, are con

tinually involved in the peculiar phraseology of their profession ;

a phraseology, mixed, imperfect, and rude: without regularity,

and without precision. Beside this defect, it must be acknow-

leged that our military treatises, deduced from crude rules of

practice, want that spirit of generalization, which forms the

principal charm of a book ; and our officers, though better edu

cated than any in Europe in whatever relates not to their pro

fession, yet when they come to speak of the military art, com

monly do it in such a manner, in words so appropriate and pro

fessional, that strangers would imagine they were unacquainted

with every other study or pursuit, and so much wedded to par

tial rules of practice, as to be regardless of the principles on

Which all rules must be founded.

The outline of the British campaigns in Germany, by which

the Author has chosen to illustrate his military movements, con

tains nothing but a dry itinerary of the contending armies, with

out sufficiently elucidating the reasons of their respective motions,

and deducing clearly and fully the consequences which resulted

from them. This episode, indeed, is so little connected with

the principal subject, that it might be introduced with as much

propriety into any military or historical work whatever, as into

the present publication.

Notwithstanding these strictures, which justice has extorted

from us, Culonel Dundas's work is entitled to a distinguished

place
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phce among the military treatises produced in this country*.

He justly holds forth the Prussian discipline as a Diode], particu

larly in the operations of cavalry ; but his admiration of the late

King carries him too far when he observes, * that no certain

principles were yec established, and the flow regularity introduced

in:o the cavalry, tended to cramp the spirit, instead os adding to the

vigour os the body ; every thing ieemed calculated for resistance only ;

a squadron was thought hardly capable of a trot ; for a line it was

supposed impossible; ranks and files were so crowded, that the least

violent movement put them in confusion : it remained a lifeless and

inactive mass, till put in motion by the wonderful talents of the

King of Prussia.

' He saw that the great business of the cavalry, is the offensive,

rather than the defensive; giving the attack, rather than receiving

it 5 that the velocity or its movements, and quick change of place,

must ensure the most decided advantage over an enemy, inferior in

t-ither, and while it inspirits the one body, in the fame proportion

tci.ds to intimidate the other.

• He has mown the facility of moving gi eat bodies of cavalry from

one point to another.

• From experience, he has proved the possibility of a full line ar

riving upon the cm my with rapidity and order ; and in the impulse

of the charge has ihown, that the spur tends as much to overset the

opposite enemy, as does the sword which should complete that de

feat.

' Sensible, that the great intervals betwixt squadrons when in

line, only tended to make them irresolute, and to swerve in ad

vancing upon the enemy, under pretence of taking them in flank ;

he formed his first line of cavalry in a full line, and insisting on the

rapidity of the charge, obliged them to the direct attack upon the

opposite enemy. Behind that line he had his bodies of reserve to

support ; to repair any loss ; or improve any advantage gained.

' The superior advantages of the Prussian system, has obliged

molt of the nations of Europe to adopt it, and to endeavour to im

prove upon it.'

• In the infeuor parts ot this work, excellent -is, in general, it is,

there are a few articles, to which ue have some objection. One of

them is the Jide Jiep, wh ch has been fied in our service, and ex

ploded, at an awkward movement,—militating against that tincon-

trovertible maxim, that a soldier (hould alvv.ivs Ice before him,—

otherwise, in uneven ground, he will be liable to sali. Beside,

ground may be more quickly taken, either to the right or the lest,

by facing and marching by files.

Ofening the ranks itu-kward is still more liable to the fame objec

tion ; and the intention may be much better answered by the front

and centre ranks taking their proper number of paces to the front, or

by the centre and rear ranks facing to the right about.

The division of the battalion adopted by Col. Dundas seems to

differ unnecessarily frcrri the established practice. Beside, our com

panies never come strong enough into the field, pariirularly in time'

of service, to admit o£.a platoon being divided iruo two bodies.

The
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The genius of the King of Prussia did not invent, but bis dis

cernment adopted, the equestrian manœuvres which had. been

long practised by the most enlightened nations of antiquity, and

which, till revived by him, had been neglected since the darkness

and ignorance which overspread Europe during the middle ages.

The Qtam t^foAu, or violent impression, of the cavalry, so often

mentioned by Adrian, and other Greek writer5, and the decisive

effects produced by it in many engagements which determined

the fate of kingdoms, proves that the service of cavalry had b:en

reduced to its true principles before the age of Alexander the

Great. In this, as well as in other particulars, the merit of the

King of Prussia consisted in adopting the practice invented by

nations almost constantly engaged in war ; the principles respect

ing cavalry remain the same in every age; but the invention of

gunpowder made an important change in the service of infantry.

The King of Prussia perceived this difference, and, with equal

skill and perseverance, modified the Grecian manœuvres, and

adapted them to the nature of our offensive arms, though origi

nally contrived for others of a totally different kind.

It is with pleasure that we have announced, to our military

readers, this useful and scientific treatise ; which, in our opinion,

notwithstanding its defects, will rank very high, as we have al

ready observed, among the best books on the subject, that have

been written in the English language.

Art. VI. Mr. Gibbons Roman History, concluded.

THE sixth volume of Mr. Gibbon's work comprehends four

teen chapters, of which the first four contain the history

of the Crusades. These singular expeditions are related with

great elegance and vigour, but without the kast spark of that en

thusiasm, by which thry were inspired. With the philosophical

balance in his hand, our Historian weighs precisely the motives

of the Crusader.«, and appreciates the merit, or rather arragns

the flagrant injustice, of that romantic and fanatical enterprise.

' So familiar, and as it were so natural to man, is the praeiiee of

violence, thnt our indulgence allows the flighted provocation, the

most disputable riglu, as a sufficient ground of national hostility.

But the name and nature of an holy war demands a more rigorous

scrutiny ; nor can we hastily believe, that the servants of the frince

of Peace would unsheathe the sword of destruction, unless the mo

tive were pure, the quarrel legitimate, and the necessity inevitable.

The policy of an acton may be determined from the tardy lessons of

experience ; but, before we act, our conscience should be satisfied of

the justice and propriety of our enterprise. In the age of the Cru

sades, the Christian?, both of the East and West, were persuaded of

their lawfulness and merit; their arguments are clouded by the per

petual abuse of scripture and rhetoric ; but they seem to insist on the

right
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fight of natural and religious defence, their peculiar title to the Holy

Land, and the impiety of their Pagan and Mahometan /oes. I. The

right of a just defence may fairly include our civil and spiritual allies:

it depends on the existence of danger; and that danger must be esti

mated by the two-fold consideration of the malice, and the power,

of our enemies. A pernicious tenet has been imputed to the Maho

metans, the duty of extirpating all other religions by the sword.

This charge of ignorance and bigotry is refuted by the Koran, by

the history of the Musulman conquerors, and by their public and

legal toleration of the Christian worship. But it cannot be denied,

that the Oriental churches are depressed under their iron yoke ; that,

in peace and war, they assert a divine and indefeasible claim of uni

versal empire ; and that, in their orthodox creed, the unbelieving

nations are continually threatened with the' loss of religion or liberty.

In the eleventh century, the victorious arms of the Turks presented

a real and urgent apprehension of these losses. They had subdued

in less than thirty yean the kingdoms of Asia, as far as Jerusalem

and the Hellespont ; and the Greek empire tottered on the verge of

destruction. Besides an honest sympathy for their brethren, the La

tins had a right and interest in the support of Constantinople, the

most important barrier of the West ; and the privilege of defence

must reach to prevent, as well as to repel, an impending assault.

But this salutary purpose might have been accomplished by a mode

rate succour ; and our calmer reason must disclaim the innumerable

hosts and remote operations, which overwhelmed Asia and depopu

lated Europe. II. Palestine could add nothing to the strength or

safety of the Latins; and fanaticism alone could pretend to justify

the conquest of that distant and narrow province. The Christians

affirmed that their inalienable title to the promised land had been

sealed by the blood of their divine Saviour : it was their right and

duty to rescue their inheritance from the unjust possessors, who pro

faned his sepulchre, and oppressed the pilgrimage of his disciples.

Vainly would it be alleged that the pre-eminence of Jerusalem, and

the sanctity of Palestine, have been abolished with the Mosaic law ;

that the God of the Christians is not a local Deity, and that the re

covery of Bethlem or Calvary, his cradle or his tomb, will not atone

for the violation of the moral precepts of the gospel. Such argu

ments glance aside from the leaden shield of superstitrbn ; and the re

ligious mind will not easily relinquish its hold on the sacred ground

of mystery and miracle. III. But the holy wars which have been

waged in every climate of the globe, from Egypt to Livonia, and

from Peru to Hindustan, require the support of some more general

?nd flexible tenet. It has been often supposed, and sometimes af

firmed, that a difference of religion is a worthy cause of hostility;

that obstinate unbelievers may be slain or subdued by the champions

of the cross ; and that grace is the sole fountain of dominion as well

as of mercy. Above four hundred years before the first crusade, the

eastern and western provinces of the Roman empire had been acquired

about the fame time, and in the fame manner, by the Barbarians or"

Germany and Arabia. Time and treaties had legitimated the con

quests of the Chrijiian Franks; but in the eyes of their subjects and

neighbours, the Mahometan princes were still tyrants and usurpers,

who.
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who, by the arms of war or rebellion, might be lawfully driven from

their unlawful possession.'

The origin and preparations of the Crusades, together with

the character and circumstances of the Latin princes, as well as

of their warlike followers, are described at great length; because

such particulars tend to illustrate the condition of the times;

but the military operations, which were repeated in seven sue-

ceslive expeditions, and in the course of two centuries, exhibit

continually the fame causes producing similar effects, and are

therefore related with brevity; not displayed in separate pictures,

but grouped as it were into one general composition.

With regard to the effects of these extraordinary expeditions,

which form the principal transactions of the twelfth and thir

teenth centuries, the opinion of Mr. Gibbon is the more wor

thy of attention, because he differs materially from most writers

on this subject, and particularly from his friend Dr. Robert

son *.

' Aster this narrative of the expeditions of the Latins to Palestine

and Constantinople, 1 cannot dismiss the subject without revolving

the general consequences on the countries that were the scene, and

on the nations that were the actors, of these memorable, crusades.

As soon as the arms of the Franks were withdrawn, the impression,

though not the memory, was erazed in the Mahometan realms of

Egypt and Syria. The faithful disciples of the prophet were never

tempted by a prophane desire to study the laws or language of the

idolators ; nor did the simplicity of their primitive manners receive

the /lightest alteration from their intercourse in peace and war with

the unJcnown strangers of the West. The Greeks, who thought

themselves proud, but who were only vain, (hewed a disposition

somewhat less inflexible. In the efforts for the recovery of their

empire, they emulated the valour, discipline, and tactics, of their

antagonists. The modern literature of the West they might justly

despise ; but its free spirit would instruct them in the rights of man ;

and some institutions of public and private life were adopted from

the French. The correspondence of Constantinople and Italy dif

fused the knowlegeof the Latin tongue; and several of the father*

and classics were at length honoured with a Greek version. But the

national and religious prejudices of the Orientals were inflamed by

persecution ; and the reign of the Latins confirmed the separation of

the two churches.

' If we compare, at the æra of the crusades, the Latins of Europe

with the Greeks and Arabians, their respective degrees of know

ledge, industry, and art, our rude ancestors must be content with thp

third rank in the scale of nations. Their successive improvement

and present superiority may be ascribed to a peculiar energy of cha

racter, to an active and imitative spirit, unknown to their more po

lished rivals, who at that time were in a sta'ionary or retrograde

* See the History of the Reign of Charles V. vol. i. p. 30 te

feq. Svo edit. . ....

Jtate.
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state. With such a disposition, the Latins should have dnrived the

moll early and essential benefits from a serifs of events which opened

to their eyes the prospect of the world, and introduced them to a

long and frequent intercourse with the more cultivated regions of the

East. The first and most obvious progress was in trade and manu

factures, in the arts which are strongly prompted by the thirst of

wealth, the calls of necessity, and the gratification of the fense cr

vanity. Among the crowd of unthinking fanatics, a captive or a

pilgrim might lometimes observe the superior refinements of Cairo

ana Constantinople: the first importer of wind-mills was the bene

factor of nations; and if such blessings are enjoyed without any

grateful remembrance, history has condescended to notice the moie

apparent luxuries of silk and sugar, which were transported into

Italv from Greece and Egypt. But the intellectual wants of the

Latins were more floivly felt and supplied ; the ardour of studious

curiosity was awakened in Europe by different causes and more re

cent events ; and, in the age cf the crusades, they viewed wkh care

less indifference the literature of the Greeks and Arabians. Some

rudiments of mathematical and medicinal knowledge might be im

parted in practice and in figures ; neceflity might produce some

interpreters for the grosser business of merchants and soldiers ; but

the commerce of the Orientals had not diffused the study and know

ledge of their languages in the schools of Europe. If a similar prin

ciple of religion repulsed the idiom of the Koran, it should have ex

cited their patience and curiosity to understand the'originfcl text os the

Gospel ; and the same grammar would have unfolded the sense of

Plato and the beautiei of Homer. Yet in a reign of sixty years the

Latins of Conllantinople dildained the speech and learning of their

subjects ; and the manuscripts were the only treasures which the na

tives might enjoy without rapine or envy. Aristotle was indeed the

oracle of the Western univcrlities ; but it was a barbarous Aristotle ;

and, instead of ascending to the fountain-head, his Latin votaries

humbly accepted a corrupt and remote version from the Jews and

Moors of Andalusia. The principle of the Crusades was a savage

fanaticism; and the most important effects were analogous to the cause.

Each pilgrim was ambitious to, return with his sacied spoils, the re

lics of Greece and Palestine; and each relic was preceded and fol

lowed by a train of miracles and visions. The belief of the Catholics

was corrupted by new legends, their practice by new superstitions ;

and the establishment of the inquisition, the mendicant orders of

Monks and Friars, the last abuse of indulgences, and the final pro

gress of idolatry, flowed from the baleful fountain of the holy war.

The adtive spirit of the Latins preyed on the vitals of their reason

and religion ; and if the ninth and tenth centuries were the times

■/darkness, the thirteenth and fourteenth were the age of absurdity

and fable.

* In the profesiion os Christianity, in the cultivation of a fertile

land, the northern conquerors of the Roman empire insensibly

mingled with the provincials, and rekindled the embers of the arts

of antiquity. Their settlements about the age of Charlemagne had

acquired some degree of order' and stability, when they were over

whelmed by new swarms of invaders, the Normans, Saracens, and

Hungarians,
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Hungarians, who replunged the western countries of Europe into

their former state of anarchy and barbarism. About the eleventh

century, the second tempest had subsided by the expulsion or con

version of the enemies of Christendom : the tide of civilization,

which had so long ebbed, began to flow with a steady and acce

lerated course ; and a fairer prospect was opened to the hopes and

efforts of the rising generations. Great was the increase, and rapid

the progress, during the two hundred years of the Crusades; and

some philosophers have applauded the propitious influence of these

holy wars, which appear to me to have checked rather than for

warded the maturity of Europe. The lives and labours of millions,

which were buried in the East, would have been more profitably em

ployed in the improvement of their native country ; the accumulated

stock of industry and wealth would have overflowed in navigation

and trade ; and the Latins would have been enriched and enlight

ened by a pure and friendly correspondence with the climates of the

East. In one respect I can indeed perceive the accidental operation,

of the Crusades, not so much in producing a benefit as in removing

• an evil. The larger portion of the inhabitants of Europe was chained

to the soil, without freedom, or property, or knowledge; and the two

orders of ecclesiastics and nobles, whose numbers were comparatively

small, alone deserved the name of citizens and men. This oppres

sive system was supported by the arts of the clergy and the swords

of the barons. The authority of the priests operated in the darker

ages as a salutary antidote : they prevented the total extinction of

letters, mitigated the fierceness of the times, sheltered the poor and

defenceless, and preserved or revived the peace and order of civil

society. But the independence, rapine, and discord, of the feudal

lords were unmixed with any semblance of good ; and every hop* of

industry and improvement was crushed by the iron weight of the mar

tial aristocracy. Among the causes that undermined that Gothic

edifice, a conspicuous place must be allowed to the Crusades. The

estates of the barons were diflipated, and their rice was ofeen extin

guished, in these costly and perilous expeditions. Their poverty

extorted from their pride those charters of freedom which unlocked

the setters of the stave, secured the farm of the peasant and the (hop

of the artificer, and gradually restored a substance and a soul to the

most numerous and useful part of the community. The conflagra

tion which destroyed the tall and barren trees of the forest gave air

and scope to the vegetation of the smaller and nutritive plants of

the soil.'

Constantinople was recovered by the Greeks, in the year

1 261 ; an event to which the abilities of Theodore Lascaris and

John Ducas Vataces had, in some measure, paved the way.

Under these princes, • the plough was restored to its ancient

security and honour ; and the nobles were taught to feck a sure

and independent revenue from their estates, inltead of adorning

their splendid beggary by the oppression of the people, or, what

is almost the fame, by the favours of the court.' But this pro

sperity was not lasting. In his 63d chapter, Mr. Gibbon de

scribes the civil wars, and internal disorders, which ruined the

Rev. Sept. i;88. Q. power
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power of Constantinople, and its dependencies ; and in the five

following, he relates the origin, progress, and aggrandisement of

the Tartars and Turks; by the last of whom, under Mahomet

the Second, the crescent at length prevailed over the cross, and

was eredled, in the year 1453, en the dome of Sr. Sophia. This

revolution might naturally terminate his work; but as ancient

Rome was the main object of his history, he has added three

chapters more ; the first containing an account of that imperial

city, from the twelfth century, and particularly explaining the

temporal dominion of the Popes; the second exhibiting the last

struggles of R .man liberty, and the final settlement of the Ec

clesiastical state; and the third, which is the 71st and conclud

ing chapter, affording a prospect of the ruins of Rome in the

fifteenth century, and tracing the causes of its decay. He refers

these causes to four p-incipal sources, I. The injuries of nature,

earthquakes, fires, and inundation*. II. The hostile attacks of

the Barbarians and Christians. III. The use and abuse of the

materials. And, IV. The domestic quarrels of the Romans.

In the extensive review of nations, here pitsented to the men

tal eye, the separate pirts of the variuus narrative are intimately

connected with the whole, and with each other, by their rela

tion to one important event, the destruction of the Roman em

pire in the East. Bat, to an inattentive reader, this connection

wwll not always appear ; and he will be apt to imagine that our

Author has improperly dilated his history by the introduction of

foreign and superfluous matter. -To expose the frivolity of (his

objection, we shall mention a fact from Ma thew Paris, p. 396.

*' In the year 1238, the inhabitants of Sweden were prevented

by their fear of the Tartars from sending, as usual, their lhips

to the herring- fishery on the coast of England ; in consequence

of which, herrings were so plentiful that year, that forty or fifty

of them (old for a (hilling." Whimsical therefore as it seems, it

is nevertheless true, that the orders of a Mogul Khan, who

reigned on the borders of China, lowered the price of herrings

in the English market. But the orders of the Tartars, the Sara

cens, aud the Turks, produced more important efttcts ; and in

the movements of those b.irba-ous and remote nations, we are

to trace the decline and fall of the Eastern empire, and the im

mediate consequences of that event to the nations of the West.

In explaining the most interesting and the molt permanent of

those consequences, the revival of letters, our Historian writes

like a man who feels the dignity of his subject, and his observa

tions on this useful yet neglected theme, are worth whole vo

lumes of negotiations and battles.

* fn their lowest servitude nnd depression, the subjects of the By

zantine throne weie still possessed of a golden key that could unlock

the treasuics of antiquity ; of a molica! and prolific language, thac

gives
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gives a foul to the objects of fense, and a body to the abstractions of

philosophy. Since the barriers of the monarchy, and even of the

capital, had been trampled under foot, the various Barbarians had

doubtless corrupted the form and substance of the national dialect ;

and ample glossaries have been composed, to interpret a multitude of

words, of Arabic, Turkish, Sclavonian, Latin, or French origin.

But a purer idiom was spoken in the court and taught in the college;

and the flourishing state of the language is described, and perhaps

embellished, by a learned Italian, who, by a long residence and

noble marriage, was naturalized at Constantinople about thirty years

before the Turkish conquest. " The vulgar speech," says Philel-

phus, " has been depraved by the people, and infected by the mul

titude of strangers and merchants, who every day flock to the city

and mingle with the inhabitants, ft is from the disciples of such a

school that the Latin language received the versions of Aristotle and

Plato; so obscure in sense, and in spirit so poor. But the Greeks

who have escaped the contagion, are those whom <we follow; and

they alone are worthy of our imitation in familiar discourse, they

still speak the tongue of Aristophanes and Euripides, of the historians

and philosophers of Athens ; and the style of their writings is still

more elaborate and correct. The persons who, by their birth and

offices, are attached to the Byzantine court, are those who maintain,

with the least alloy, the ancient standard of elegance and purity ;

and the native graces of language most conspicuously shine among

the noble matrons, who are excluded from all intercourse with fo

reigners. With foreigners do 1 fay? They live retired and se

questered from the eyes of their fellow-citizens. Seldom are they

seen in the streets ; and when they leave their houses, it is in the

dufle of evening, on visits to the churches and their nearest kin

dred. On these occasions, they are on horseback, covered with a

veil, and encompassed by their parents, their husbands, or their

servants."

* Among the Greeks, a numerous and opulent clergy was dedi

cated to the service of religion : their Monks and Bishops have ever

been distinguished by the gravity and austerity of their manners; nor

were they diverted, like the Latin priests, by the pursuits and plea

sures of a secular, and even military, life. Aster a large deduction

for the time and talents that were lost in the devotion, the laziness,

and the discord, of the church and cloyster, the more inquisitive and

ambitious minds would explore the sacred and profane erudition of

their native language. The ecclesiastics presided over the education,

cf youth; the schools of philosophy and eloquence were perpetuated

till the fall of the empire ; and it may be affirmed that more books,

and more knowledge, were included within the walls of Constanti

nople than could be dispersed over the extensive countries of the

West. But an important distinction has been already noticed : the

Greeks were stationary or retrograde, while the Latins were ad

vancing with a rapid and progressive motion. The nations were ex

cited by the spirit of independence and emulation ; and even the

little world of the Italian states contained more people and industry

than the decreasing circle of the Byzantine empire. In Europe, the

lflwer ranks of society were relieved from the yoke of feudal servitude;

Q^z and
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and freedom is the first step to curiosity and knowledge. The use,

however rude and corrupt, of the Latin tongue had been preserved

by superstition ; the universities, from Bologna to Oxford, were

peopled with thousands of scholars ; and their misguided ardour

might be directed to more liberal and manly studies. In the resur

rection of science, Italy was the first that cast away her shroud ; and

the eloquent Petrarch, by his lesions and his example, may justly be

applauded as the first harbinger of day. A purer style of composi

tion, a more generous and rational strain of sentiment, flowed from

the study and imitation of the writers of ancient Rome ; and the dis

ciples of Cicero and Virgil approached, with reverence and love, the

sanctuary of their Grecian masters. In the sack of Constantinople,

the French, and even the Venetians, had despised and destroyed the

works of Lyfippus and Homer: the monuments of art may be anni

hilated by a single blow ; but the immortal mind is renewed and

multiplied by the copies of the pen ; and such copies it was the am

bition of Petrarch and his friends to possess and understand. The

arms of the Turks undoubtedly pressed the flight of the Muses; yet

we may tremble at the thought, that Greece might have been over

whelmed, with her schools and libraries, before Europe had emerged

from the deluge of barbarism ; that the seeds of science might have

been scattered by the winds, before the Italian foil was prepared for

their cultivation.'

In the year 1360, Leo Pilatus was appointed Greek Professor

at Florence, on the recommendation of the celebrated Boccace,

the father of the Tuscan prose, who derives his reputation with

posterity, from the Decameron, an hundred novels of love and

pleasantry, but who is entitled to the more serious praise of re

storing in Italy the study of the Greek tongue. Boccace, whose

congenial mind panted for the treasures of taste and knowlege,

lodged the stranger in his house, prevailed on the republic of

Florence to allow him an annual stipend, and devoted his leisure

to the first Greek Professor who taught in the Western schools.

From the explanation of Leo, Boccace composed and transcribed

a literal prose version of the Iliad and Odyssey, which satisfied

the thirst of his friend Petrarch, and which perhaps, in the suc

ceeding century, was clandestinely used by Laurentius Valla,

the Latin interpreter. From his narrative, the fame Boccace

collected his materials for his treatise on the genealogy of the

heathen Gods, a work (in that age) of stupendous erudition.

The inconstancy of Leo, who at the end of three years relin

quished an honourable and beneficial station, deprived Italy of

the advantage of his lessons. In returning to that country, the

vessel in which he sailed was, at the entrance of the Adriatic,

endangered by a tempest; and the unfortunate teacher, who, like

Ulysses, had fastened himself to the mast, was struck dead by 2

flash of lightning. * The humane Petrarch dropped a tear on

his disaster; but he was most anxious to learn, whether some

copy
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copy of Euripides or Sophocles might not be saved from the

bands of the mariners,' , ,

Leo was succeeded by Chrysoloras, who had been sent by the

Emperor Manuel to implore the compassion of the Western

princes. After visiting the courts of France and England, he

repaired to Florence, and the Envoy was invited to assume the

office of a Professor. His school was frequented by a crowd of

disciples of every rank and age; and one of these, in a general

history, has described his motives and his success :

'« At that time," fays Leonard Aretin*. " I was a Undent of the

civil law; but my foul was inflamed with the love of letters; and I

bestowed some application on the sciences of logic and rhetoric. On

the arrival of Manuel, I hesitated whether I should desert my legal

studies, or relinquish this golden opportunity ; and thus, in the ar

dour of youth, I communed with my Own mind—Wilt thou be want

ing to thyself and thy fortune? Wilt thou refuse to be introduced

to a familiar converse with Homer, Plato, and Demosthenes ? with

those poets, philosophers, and orators, of whom such wonders are

related, and who arc celebrated by every age as the great masters

of human science ? Of professors and scholars in civil law, a sufficient

supply will always be found in our universities ; but a teacher, and

such a teacher, of the Greek language, if he once be suffered to

escape, may never afterwards be retrieved. Convinced by these

reasons, I gave myself to Chrysoloras : and so strong was my passion,

that the lessons which I had imbibed in the day were the constant

subject of my nightly dreams." At the fame time and place, the

Latin classics were explained by John of Ravenna, the domestic pupil

of Petrarch : the Italians, who illustrated their age and country,

were formed in this double school ; and Florence became the fruitful

seminary os Greek and Roman erudition. The presence of the Em

peror recalled Chrysoloras from the college to the court ; but he

afterwards taught at Pavia and Rome with equal industry and ap

plause. The remainder of his life, about fifteen years, was divided

between Italy and Constantinople, between embassies and lessons.

In the noble office of enlightening a foreign nation, the grammarian

was not unmindful of a more sacred duty to his prince and country ;

and Emanuel Chrysoloras died at Constance on a public mission from

the Emperor to the Council.'

The Author proceeds to mention Cardinal Bessirion, whose

ecclesiastical honours diffused a splendor and pre-eminence over

his literary merit and service ; his palace was a school ; and as

the titular Patriarch of Constantinople, he was respected as the

* ' The name of Aretinus has been assumed by five or six natives of

Arexzo in Tuscany, of whom the most famous and the most worth

less lived in the 16th century. J_,eonardusBrunus Aretinus, the dis

ciple of Chrysoloras, was a linguist, an orator, and an historian, the

Secretary of four successive Popes, and the Chancellor of the republic

of Florence, where he died A.D. 1444, at the age of seventy-five

(Fabric. Bibliot. medii Ævi, torn. i. p. 190, &c. Tiraboschi, torn,

vii. p.33—38,).'

Q. 3 chief
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chief and protector of his nation. Favoured by the Cardinal,

Theodore Gaza, George of Trebizond, John Argyropylus,

taught their native language in the schools of Florence and of

Rome. The eloquence, politeness, and imperial descent of

John Lascaris recommended him to the French monarchs ; and

in the fame cities he was alternately employed to teach and to

negociate. By these masters, the fense, though not the spirit,

of the Greek elastics, was interpreted to the Latin world. The

beauties of style evaporate in a version ; but the judgment of

Theodore Gaza selected the more solid works of Aristotle and

Theophrastus, and their natural histories of animals and plants

opened a rich fund of genuine and experimental science.

The literary merits of the Greeks were seconded and surpassed

by the ardour of the Latin;. The ambition of republics and

princes vied with each other in the encouragement and reward

of literature.

* The fame of Nicholas the fifth has not been adequate to his

merits. From a plebeian origin, he raised himself by his virtue and

learning: the character ot the man prevailed over the interest of the

pope ; and he sharpened those weapons which were soon pointed

against the Roman church. He had been the friend of the moll

eminent scholars of the age : he became their patron ; and such was

the humility of his manners, that the change was scarcely discernible

either to them or to himself. If he pressed the acceptance of a

liberal gift, it was not as the measure of desert, but as the proof of

benevolence ; and when modest merit declined his bounty, " accept

*' it," would he fay with a consciousness of his own worth ; " yon

" will not always have a Nicholas among ye." The influence of

the holy fee pervaded Christendom ; and he exerted that influence

in the search, not of benefices, but of books. From the ruins of the

Byzantine libraries, from the darkest monasteries of Germany and

Britain, he collected the dusty manuscripts cf the writers of anti

quity; and wherever the original could not be removed, a faithful

copy was transcribed and transmitted for his use. The Vatican, the

old repository for bulls and legends, for superstition and forgery,

was daily replenished with more precious furniture ; and such was

the industry of Nicholas, that in a reign of eight years, he formed

a library of five thousand volumes. To his munificence, the Latin

world was indebted for the versions of Xenophon, Diodorus, Poly-

bius, Thucydides, Herodotus, and Appian ; of Strabo's geography,

of the Iliad, of the most valuable works of Plato and Aristotle, of

Ptolemy and Theophrastus, and of the fathers of the Greek church.

The example of the Roman pontiff was preceded or imitated by a

Florentine merchant, who governed the republic without arms and

without a title. Cosmo of Medicis was the father of a line of

princes, whose name and age are almost synonymous with the resto

ration of learning : his credit was ennobled into fame ; his riches

were dedicated to the service of mankind ; he corresponded at once

with Cairo and London : and a cargo of Indian spices and Greek books

was often imported in the fame vessel. The genius and education

of
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of his grandson Lorenzo rendered him, not only a patron, but a

judge and candidate, in the literary race. In his palace, distress was

entitled to relief, and merit to reward : his leisure hours were de

lightfully spent in the Platonic academy : he encouraged the emula

tion of Demetrius Chalcondyles and Angelo Politian ; and his

active missionary Janus Lafcaris returned from the East with a treasure

of two hundred manuscripts, fourscore of which are as yet unknown

in the libraries of Europe. The rest of Italy was animated by a

similar spirit, and the progress of the nation repaid the liberality of

her princes. The Latins held the exclusive property of their own

literature : and these disciples of Greece were soon capable of trans

mitting and improving the lessons which they h:ul imbibed. After

a short succession of foreign teachers, the tide of emigration subsided;

but the language of Constantinople was spread beyond the Alps ;

and the natives of France, Germany, and England, imparted to

their country the sacred sire which they had kindled in the schools of

Florence and Rome. In the productions of the mind, as in those of

- the soil, the gists of nature arc excelled by industry and (kill : the

Greek authors, forgotten on the banks, of the Ilissus, have been il

lustrated on those of the Elbe and the Thames: and Bessdrion or

Gaza might have envied the superior science cf the Barbarians, the

accuracy of Budæus, the taste of Erasmus, "the copiousness of

Stephens, the erudition of Scaliger, the discernment of Reifke, or

of Bentley. Dn the side of the Latins, the discovery of printing

was a casual advantage : but this useful art has been applied by

Aldus, and his innumerable successors, to perpetuate and multiply

the works of antiquity. A single manuscript imported from Greece

is revived in ten thousand copies ; and each copy is fairer than the

original. In this form, Homer and Plato would peruse with more

satisfaction their own writings : and their scholiasts must resign the

prize to the labours of our western editors.

■ Before the revival of classic literature, the Barbarians in Europe

were immersed in ignorance, and their vulgar tongues were marked

with the rudeness and poverty of their manners. The students of

the more perfect idioms of Rome and Greece, were introduced to

a new world of light and science ; to the society of the free and

polished nations of antiquity ; and to a familiar converse with those

immortal men who spoke the sublime language of eloquence and

reason. Such an intercourse must tend to refine the taste, and to

elevate the genius, of the moderns : and yet, from the first experi

ment, it might appear that the study of the ancients had given set

ters, rather than wings, to the human mind. However laudable,

the spirit of imitation is of a servile cast; and the first disciples of

the Greeks and Romans were a colony of strangers in the midst of

their age and country. Th» minute and laborious diligence which

explored the antiquities of remote times, might have improved or

adorned the present state of society : the critic and metaphysician

were the slaves of Astristotle ; the poets, historians, and orators, were

proud to repeat the thoughts and words of the Augustan age ; the

works of nature were observed with the eyes of Pliny and Theo-

phrastus ; and some Pagan votaries profesied a secret devotion to the

gods of Homer and Plato. The Italians were oppressed by the

Q_4- strength
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strength and number of their ancient auxiliaries : the century after

the deaths of Petrarch and £occace was filled with a crowd of Latin

imitators, who decently repose on our (helves ; but in that æra of

learning, it will not be easy to discern a real discovery of science,

a work of invention or eloquence, in the popular language of the

country. But as soon as it had been deeply saturated with the ce

lestial dew, the soil was quickened into vegetation and life; the

modern idioms were refined: the elastics of Athens and Rome in

spired a pure taste and a generous emulation ; and in Italy, as

afterwards in France and England, the pleasing reign of poetry and

fiction was succeeded by the light of speculative and experimental

philosophy. Genius may anticipate the season of maturity ; but in

the education of a people, as in that of an individual, memory must

be exercised, before the powers of reason and fancy can be ex

panded ; nor may the artist hope to equal or surpass, till he has

learned to imitate, the works of his predecessors.'

It is with pleasure that we have dwelt on this part of Mr.

Gibbon's work, the history of letters, which is far more in

teresting and agreeable than " the history of blood."

We now proceed, according to our promise, to point out the

characteristic beauties and defects of this extraordinary produc

tion of industry and elegance, which deservedly excites unusual

attention both at home and abroad. On this copious subject,

we (hall comprize our observations under three heads ; I. The

Original Materials. II. Arrangement. III. Style.

The value of the materials can only be estimated by those who

have explored the rubbish of the middle ages, a period of a thou

sand years, between the taking of Rome and the conquest of

Constantinople ; and which, though it produced a total revolu

tion in the affairs of the world, has not been illustrated by a

single writer deserving the title of a classic. The desire of giving

full satisfaction to the Public has induced Mr. Gibbon to read

such books as no other consideration could probably have pre-

vailed on him to open. The catalogue of the works which he

has perused or consulted, would fill a moderate volume. Their

most striking passages adorn the bottom of his page, in the form

of Notes; and the reader, while he is conducted through the

labyrinth by the steady light of criticism, enjoys the advantage,

at least the pleasure, of domestic and contemporary witnesses.

Yet it is deeply to be regretted that some of those materials, in

passing through the intellectual crucible of Mr. Gibbon, undergo

a very unfavourable transmutation. Clear, comprehensive, and

impartial, on every other subject, in all that concerns Christian

ity he discovers the bitterness of an adversary, alternately em

ploying the sophistry of the sceptic, or the sneer of the satirist.

This we regret, not for the fake of Christianity or the Public,

because we are firmly of opinion that neither of them can receive

any material or permanent injury from the arguments, or sar

casms-,
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casms, of infidels ; but we regret it for the fake of Mr. Gibbon,

and for the fake of bis friends, who may be swayed by his ex

ample, and biassed by bis authority; and we lament that, in a

work which in other parts breathes the liberal and manly spirit

of Greece and Rome, the Author should descend to employ

against the religion of his country, and its professors, the ob

lique and insidious artifices of the Gallic school, and of Voltaire,

its superficial master. In one passage, he hints, disrespectfully,

' that Cnristianity is the only religion in which the Gcd is the

victim ;' in another he invidioufly remarks, ' that the God cf

Mahomet re'gned without unequal, and xvithout a son T and in

a third, laying aside the mask, he boidy arraigns the whole body

of the clergy :

' The influence of two sister prostitutes, Ivsarozia and Theodora,

was founded on their wealth and beauty, their political and amorous

intrigues: the most strenuous of their lovers were rewarded with the

Roman mitre, and their reign may have suggested to the darker ages

the fable of a female pope. The b.istard son, the grandson and the

great-grandson of Marozia, a rare genealogy, were seated in the

chair of St. Peter, and it was at the age of nineteen years that the

second of these became the head of the Latin church. His youth

and manhood were of a suitable complexion ; and the nations of

pilgrims could bear testimony to the charges that were urged against

him in a Roman synod, and in the presence of Otho the great. Ai

John XII. had renounced the dress and decencies of his profession,

the soldier may not perhaps be dishonoured by the wine which he

drank, the blood that he spilt, the flames that he kindled, or the

licentious pursuits of gaming and hunting. His open soiiony might

be the consequence of distress : and his blasphemous invocation of

Jnpiterand Venus, if it be true, could not possibly be serious. But

we read with some surprise, that the worthy grandson of Marozia

lived in public adultery with the matrons of Rome ; that the Lateraa

palace was turned into a school for prostitution, and that his rape*

of virgins and widows had deterred the female pilgrims from visiting

the tomb of St. Peter, lest, in the devout act, they should be vio

lated by his successor. The protestants have dwelt with malicious

pleasure on these characters of anti-christ ; but to a philosophic eye,

the vices of the clergy are far less dangerous than their virtues.'

This passage, which puts us in mind of the verse in Cato,

" Curse on his virtues, they've undone his country,"

betrays the genuine sentiments of Mr. G. which he most com

monly endeavours to conceal, under a thin disguise of hypocri

tical respect. Yet, in justice to him, we must acknowlege that

he seldom loses an opportunity of extolling the amiable system of

morality inculcated in the Gospel.—Its purity is the frequent

subject of his panegyric ; while, with the inconsistency natural

to a man whose opinions are warped by authors far inferior to

himself in learning, he too often disgraces his page with ludi

crous and obscene notes. In the translations of the passages

. , which
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which be cites, or to which he refer?, Mr. Gibbon is some

times biafied by a more laudable partiality, than his antipathy to

Revelation. Chalcondyles, in describing the countries and cities

of the West in the year 1402, mentions London, AoiJiw . . . .

T}oiyj£'Joi. ruv tv T7t urn rautr, ttcktuv irohiuv, oAffa re xai tij a\Xy

tucai/jtoma, aSiy.iaj Tjiv too; iantpav l.enrotAtm. viz. London, sur

passing all other cities in the i/land, is inferior in wealth and

splendor to no one city in the West; which Mr. G. paraphrases in

the following words : ' In populousness and power, in riches

and luxury, London, the metropolis of the isle, may claim a

pre-eminence over all the cities of the West.'

Secondly, In the arrangement of his work, Mr. Gibbon has

rot always observed the exact chronological order. According

to Cicero's definition (De Orator. I. ii. c. 15.), he has consi

dered it as his duty not only to relate events, but to explain

their causes; and in explaining those causes, he has been chiefly

attentive to their mutual connection and dependence. Fcr this

reason, there is sometimes an obscurity in his narrative, which,

for the most part, vanishes on a second perusal ; and s learned

reader will readily comprehend the difficulty of arranging, with

lucid order, such a variety of matter, collected from sources the

most remote ; and instead of reproaching Mr. G. with obscuri

ties of this kind, which sometimes occur, will rather admire his

dexterity in allowing them to occur so seldom. On this subject, v»e

presume to advise the reader to examine occasionally the con

tents of the several volumes, in which the transactions related in

the work are stated with great brevity, and accurately distin

guished by their dates. By this method he will gain a char and

complete idea of the narrative, and be enabled to perceive the

Author's reasons for deviating from the precise order of time, a

minute attention to which has disfigured many valuable histo

ries. In geography, which, as well as chronology, has been

called the eye of history, but which is often dim, or otherwise

defective, Mr. G. is equally copious and accurate; and almost

every page of his work is enlivened by the beauty of geographi

cal description, in which he has few equals, and no superior.

In this particular we have met with one, and but one consider

able error, which we shall mention. * At the mouth of the

Adriatic gulf, the shores of Italy and Epirus incline towards

each other. The space between Brundusium and Durazzo, the

Roman passage, is no more than one hundred miles; at the lait

station of Otranto, it is contracted to fifty ; and this narrow

distance had suggested toPyrrhus and Pompey the sublime or ex

travagant idea of a bridge.' . But we can assure Mr. G. and our

Readers, that the distance, instead of fifty, is not thirty miles ;

a circumstance that must have occasioned a great difference in

deed, in the construction of the projected bridge.

On
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On the subject of geography, we cannot omit recommending

to the perusal of our Readers, Mr. Gibbon's admirable descrip

tion of Arabia (vol. v. p. 170, & seqq.), in which, however,

we disapprove the expressions, ' The sides of the triangle are

gradually enlarged ;' and, * The entire surface of the peninsula

exceeds in a four- fold proportion that of Germany or France.'

For the first we would substitute these words ; ' Toward the base,

the surface of the triangle widens.' In the second passage, the

phraseology is uncouth, and the thought ambiguous ; for the

surface of Germany is considerably larger than that of France,

exceeding it precisely by one sixth ; so that if Germany be di

vided into six equal parts, five of these parts will be exactly

equal to the surface of France.

We now proceed, Thirdly, to consider the Jlyle of our

Historian ; a subject on which much has been said, and much

has been written, and concerning which each individual will

decide according to the company that he keeps, and the books

that he reads; and of which, therefore, similar judgments can

not be expected, since the principles of judging are not the

fame. To those who have confined their studies chiefly to their

vernacular idiom, or who seldom carry their literary researches

beyond the limits of the English tongue, Mr. Gibbon's compo

sition and imagery, though in general they will excite and cap

tivate attention, must often appear uncouth and affected, and

sometimes prove obscure and unintelligible. To those, on the

ether hand, whose minds have been early invigorated by the

converse of Greece and Rome, and whose congenial feelings

have led them to maintain an habitual intercourse with their fiist

and best instructors, the elegant artifice of elaborate composition,

which perplexes superficial vanity, and bewilders vulgar igno

rance, will appear with brighter and more alluring charms,

when arrayed in an English garb. To such advantages should

the critics add a familiar acquaintance with the more refined

languages of modern Europe, and have culled the flowers of

France, and imbibed the perfumes of Italy, they will be still

more delighted with an author who pours from his horn of

plenty the treasures of distant ages, and remote countries; whose

images are borrowed sometimes from the Gothic tournaments,

and sometimes from the games of Greece ; and whose fancy has

been ennobled by the sublimity of Homer, and enriched by the

luxuriance of Ariosto.

It forms no inconsiderable prejudice in favour of Mr. Gib

bon's style, that it has so long excited, and so long detained,

criticism. Had it possessed no other characteristic but that of

singularity, it must naturally, as soon as the first gloss of novelty

was worn off, have been regarded with inattention, and its

merits or defects must have gradually funk into oblivion. But

Oil
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on each successive publication, the style has been the perpetual, and

still louder theme, and as highly extolled by his partisans, at

decried by his detractors. For the fake, therefore, of those

among our Readers who are less conversant in matters of philo

logy, we shall consider it more particularly under the twofold ob

jection : I. Artificial and pompous; 2. Obscure and incorrect.

That it is artificial, no one will deny, who knows that gram

mar is an art, that rhetoric is an art, and that composition, par

ticularly the historical, is a very complicated art, requiring the

knowlege of these, and many other requisites. But that Mr.

Gibbon's style is artificial in a degree beyond what the genius of

the English language admits, is a position that we cannot allow.

Though richer in its imagery, it is less intricate in its structure,

than the composition of Sir Walter Raleigh, and other writers

of the age of Queen Elizabeth, which have been considered,

with some propriety, as the standards of genuine English turn of

sentiment and expression, with respect to compositions of this

kind. After that period (with some exception in favour of Cla

rendon, the follower of Raleigh), an inundation of barbarisms

overflowed the land ; the jargon of foreign harlots, of scribbling

ladies, and of lords equally effeminate, formed the model for

servile imitation ; and the dignity and purity of our tongue were

alike profaned by the wits and flatterers of a corrupt court.

The genius of Dryden, which raised his head above the stream,

was unable to stem its force: the impetuous torrent carried him

along; and while one part of his works do honour to the man,

the far greater portion attest the depraved taste of the age.

The reign of Queen Anne was a continual conflict of parties.

Ingenious men prostituted their talents to the service of faction,

and employed their pens in transient and temporary composition,

which would have been speedily condemned to obscurity, had

they not furnished the arguments, and formed the language,

of still subsisting parties; arguments and language which have

been re-echoed ever since that reign, without addition and with

out improvement. Such a busy and turbulent period, when

letters, as an engine of policy, opened the road to preferment,

was extremely unfavourable to the writers of history, which, as

Cicero (De Orator. 1. ii.) observes, requires long, prepared,

and uninterrupted leisure. The literary industry of the times,

when free from the purposes of party, evaporated in agreeable

verses and sprightly miscellanies. Its highest effort was the pe

riodical essay, which being dignified by men of uncommon ge

nius and distinguished virtue, has been long regarded as the best

specimen of English purity. Yet the language, even of Addi-

son, is too feeble and familiar, and descends too often into col

loquial idioms, to be admitted as a model for any species of his

tory, much less for that which, describing the revolutions of

5 the
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the greatest empire of the world, aspires to emulate the majesty

of the subject in the loftiness of its composition. This was the

noble ambition of the historians of Greece and Rome, from the

elegant Herodotus and the elaborate Thucydides, to the flowery

Livy, and the ardent though sententious Tacitus. The gene

rous flame, kindled in the free nations of antiquity, was caught

by the republics of- modern Italy; it has blazed forth in Eng

land during the present age; and, while the eye of philoto-

phy was dim, and the wing of poetry flagged, the pen of history

has maintained and increased the literary fame of our country.

That Mr. Gibbon's style is often tbscure, and frequently jn-

correfly we allow; but it is in the fame fense, and for similar

reasons, that the style of Tacitus or Plato sometimes labours un

der these defects. A writer, ambitious always to please, must

sometimes offend; and the ungrateful reader forgets ten ob

ligations, and remembers one disappointment. By an atten

tive observer, Mr. G.'s obscurity and incorrectness will be

traced to two sources ; I. His love of variety, which engages

him, in order to avoid the frequent repetition of the fame namej

of persons and of things, to employ too lavishly the figure

called circumlocution. In the perplexity of doubt, the reader,

we acknowlege, is sometimes tempted to exclaim with Swift,

*' I much prefer the plain Billingsgate way of calling names,

which would save much time that is lost, and prevent much ob

scurity that is occasioned by round-about circumlocution,"

II. His studied attention to unvaried elegance, which has in

duced him frequently to employ turns of expression, which,

however forcible, beautiful, and harmonious they may appear,

are not sufficiently justified by the practice of English classics,

nor sufficiently conformable to the genius, or rather the caprice,

of the English language. For the fake sometimes of analogy,

but more frequently of elevation or harmony, he rejects the

common expression, which naturally presented itself, and substi

tutes one more excellent perhaps, but less intelligible, because

less familiar. Of these obscurities and defects, which are nu

merous in so vast a work, we forbear the invidious task of cull

ing examples, which would be exaggerating deformity, and ac

cumulating in a narrow span the widely-scattered blemishes of

six ponderous quartos. For any useful purpose, it is sufficient

to point out the sources whence these imperfections flow ;—im

perfections that, after all, but faintly disfigure a work, at

which (though philosophers have approved it, and Europe ad

mired it) collegians have sneered, and critics have snarled, but

which the serious Christian alone is justly entitled to treat with

indignation.

Art.
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Art. VII. A Voyage to the Ri-ver Sierra Leone, on the Coast os

Africa ; containing an Account of the Trade and Productions of

the Country, and of the Civil and Religious Customs and Manners

of the People. By John Matthews, Lieutenant in the Royal

Navy ; during his Residence in that Country, in the Years 1785,

1786, and 1787. With an additional Letter on the Subject of

the African Slave Trade. Also a Chart of Part of the Coast of

Africa, from Cape St. Ann, to the River Rionoonas; with a

View of the island Bananas. 8vo. 4s. Boards. White and Son,

&c. 1788.

AFRICA is a part of the world with which the other parts

have little acquaintance ; and travellers, before the pre

sent century, had more prejudices and less knowlcge, than the

generality of those who now gratify the public with their ob

servations on remote places and things. For this reason, and

more especially as the public at:ention has been directed that

way by some friends of humanity, who wish to relieve the

country from the misery of furnishing slaves for our West Indian

islands, the information contained in this volume comes to us

with double recommendation.

On the event of the peace, lieutenant Matthews engaged in

the African trade ; and though this publication has no pre

tension to the title of a Voyage, it contains a very intelligent

description of such objects as came under the Author's notice

on the coast of Africa. He gives several entertaining articles

of natural history, and some that might be converted to profit

able uses ; among other things, he controverts the abbe Raynal's

account of the poisonous quality of manioc, or caflada, and his

alleged cause of the black colour of the natives of Africa: but

the subject which most interested our curiosity, was the Author's

sentiments on the present popular endeavours for the abolition

of negroe slavery ; in refeter.ee to which he observes,

' It does not appear that the intercourse which has so long sub-

fisted between the Africans and Europeans has made any material

change in their customs or manners, except giving them a relish for

society, and the enjoyment of what they consider as the luxuries of

life, European manufactures. I have endeavoured to discover the

causes of their wars, and whether the accusation so often made, —

that the natives of Africa were excited to make war upon each other

by the Europeans who traded with them—was, or was not, founded

in fact. And this, I am free to declare, never was the case in any

instance which fell under my observation : and from every account

i could collect it never had been the case.

* When I first arrived at the Ifles de Loss, I sound an almost ge

neral war raged throughout the extent to which we traded. The

Suzees, aided by the Mandingo slaves who had revolted from their

masters, were at war with the Bagoes and Mandingoes ; and the

people of Sherbro' were at war with each other. The origin of the

war between the Suzees and Bagoes, and their allies, arose from a

Bagoe
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Bagoe man killing a native of a Suzee town, where he at that

time resided : he fled from their resentment among his countrymen,

who refused to deliver him up to the friends of the person he had

killed, agreeable to the laws of the country. The war in Sherbro'

arose from a quarrel between two chiefs, and involved the whole

country in their dispute. After fixing my establishment at Sierra-

Leone, I made a trip into Sherbro', in a mediatorial capacity, to

endeavour to terminate their disputes. I visited both the principals

in person, and sent to the allies of both parties. Reciprocal presents

passed between us ; but such was themutual jealousy and distrust of

each party, that 1 never could prevail on them to meet each other

on board my vessel, though they separately visited me. 1 had how

ever the satisfaction to lay the foundation of a truce, which has con

tinued ever since.'

Still the question remains, how are the negroe (laves pro

cured ? What our author produces on this head is as follows:

* The modes of dealing and procuring staves are in most places

extremely different ; bur, as 1 cannot pretend to describe them all,

I shall confine myself to a description of the method of trade of these

parts only.

* When the adventurer arrives upon the coast with a suitable

cargo—which for this place consists of European and Indian cotton

and linen goods, silk handkerchiefs, taffaties, coarse blue and red

woollen cloths, scarlet cloth in grain, coarse and fine hats, worsted

caps, guns, powder, shot, sabres, lead bars, iron bars, pewter

basons, copper kettles and pans, iron pots, hardware of various

kinds, earthen and glass w.ire, hair and gilt leather trunks, beads

of various kinds, silver and gold rings and ornaments, paper, coarse

and fine check, and linen ruffled sliirts and caps, British and foreign

spirits and tobacco—he dispatches his boats, properly equipped, to

the different rivers. On their arrival at the place of trade they im

mediately apply to the head man of the town, inform him of their

business, and/cquest hij protection ; desiring he will either be him

self their landlord, or appoint a respectable person, who becomes

security for the person and goods of the stranger, and also for the

recovery of all money lent, provided it is done with his knowledge

and approbation. This business finished, and proper presents made

(for nothing mis done without), they proceed to trade either by lend

ing their goods to the natives, who carry them up into the country,

or by waiting till trade is brought to them.—The former' is the

most expeditious way, when they fall into good hands; but the

latter is always the safest.

' When the country people come down themselves to trade with

the whites, they are obliged to apply to the inhabitants of the villages

where the factories are kept, to serve as brokers and interpreters.

' When a slave is brought to be sold he is first carefully examined,

to fee that there is no blemish or defect in him ; if approved, you

then agree upon the price at so many bars, and give the dealer so

many flints or stones to count with ; the goods are then delivered to

him piece by piece, for which he returns so many stones for each,

agreeable tp its denominated value; and they always take care to begin

With those articles which they judge most essentially necessary. '

2. * Exclusive
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' Exclusive of this method of dealing directly with the natives,

transient ships, or those who only come for a small number, gene

rally barter with the white traders resident on the coast, or with the

factories established there, who take their whole cargo at once, and

deliver them slaves, camwood, ivory, &c. according to their agree

ment, in a certain time.

' From the great number of slaves which are annually exported,

and which, from this place and the parts adjacent, including

Sherbro' and ihe Riomoonas, amounts to about three thousand annu

ally, one would be led to imagine the country would, in time, be

depopulated ; instead of which no diminution of their numbers is

perceived ; and, from every account we have been able to acquire

from the natives themselves, who travel into the interior country, it

is extraordinarily populous : but how such a number of staves are

procured, is a circumstance which I believe no European was ever

fully acquainted with.

< The best information I have been able to collect is, that great

numbers are prisoners taken in war, and are brought down, fifty or

a hundred together, by the black slave merchants ; that many are

fold for witchcraft, and other real, or imputed, crimes ; and are

purchased in the country with European goods and salt; which is

an article so highly valued, and so eagerly sought aster by the na

tives, that they will part with their wives and children, and every

thing dear to them, to obtain it, when they have not slaves to

dispose of; and it always makes a part of the merchandice for the

purchase of slaves in the interior country.'

Again,

' A description of the method of procuring slaves in the part of

Africa where I resided, I have, in some measure, anticipated in my

former letters from Sierra-Leone, which were written at a time

when I had no idea of a design to abolish that trade being formed,

or I should have applied myself with greater industry to have ac

quired a more particular knowledge of the manners and customs of

the natives of the interior countries; 1 shall however endeavour to

combat such asiertions as are made use of by the advocates for the

abolition of this commerce, as my own knowledge and information

may suggest. That slaves are often captives taken in war, is a

position I readily accede to ; but that those wars are undertaken

merely for the purpose of procuring slaves, is by no means the case ;

for it is neceslary to observe, the king, or chief of a tribe, has not

power to make war upon any other tribe without the consent and

approbation of the principal people of his nation; and it cari

scarcely be conceived that such consent could be obtained to a mea

sure that would draw down upon them the resentment of the neigh

bouring slates. Neither is it (as is alledged) in any instance which

has occurred to my observation or inquiries, by the instigation of

the European traders ; for, whenever the people on the sea-coast

are at war, it puts an entire stop to trade; and I always found it

roy interest, as well as my inclination, to reconcile their differencer*

and to preserve peace.—But surely no person (an seriously imagine tbat

the Africans are without passions, or that their dispositions are Jo

flatid, as to he unmoved by anger or resentment, and excited to action

h
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&y avarice alone. In my former letters I have described the causes

of the wars that subsisted in the countries about Sierra-Leone when

I arrived there; and I believe I may with confidence assert, that

such causes are generally the origin of their quarrels.

' In answer to the charge of kidnapping Haves, I can only fay

that I never heard of such a practice, nor do I know a word in their

language expressive of such a custom ever having had existence '

The author then states ahd considers the interesting question

that meets the utmost wishes of our associators.

' Let us suppose that the stave trade was abolished by every na

tion in Europe, would it abolish it in Africa, or would it in any mea

sure add to the happiness of the natives of that country ? That it

would not abolish it in Africa is an incontrovertible truth to those

who are at all acquainted with the state of the interior country, or

the commerce that is there carried on.

1 The troops of the emperor of Morocco are composed of black

slaves purchased in the more southern parts of Africa ; and it is not

unlikely that other despotic princes, both in the south and east parts,

may compose their armies in the fame manner ; and I am credibly

informed that in the northern and eastern parts of Africa the stave

trade is carried on in large caravans of two or three thousand staves

and people travelling together, and are dispersed over every part of

Turkey, Persia, and Arabia: but, independent of the numbers ex

ported out of the country, either from the western or other parts of

the continent, by the Arab or by the European, there is an internal

traffic amongst the natives.

' Slaves are the medium, instead of coin, for the purchase of

every necessary, and the supplying of every want ; and e\eiy article

is estimated by its proportion to the value of a stave.'

We have extracted these arguments in the author's own lan

guage, that, on so interesting a subject, we might stand clear of

any suspicion of warping them by abridgment.

He concludes with some general observations on the slave

trade, which seem to merit attention j and which lead him

finally, to this conclusion :—that the trade carried on by the

Europeans, with the natives of Africa, for staves, * is probably

permitted by Providence, as a means of preserving the lives of

many thousands who would otherwise be put to death, and are

thus made useful members of society.'

On the whole, we farther recommend this book, on account

of the entertainment and information which it affords in respect

of the manners and customs of the people, as well as of the

natural history of the country.

Art. VIII. Emmelini, the Orphan of the Castle. By Charlotte Smith.

i2mo. 4 Vols. 12s. Boards. Cadell. 1788.

NOVEL-writing having for its object a delineation of theman-

ners and characters of men, is, necessarily, a difficult task ;

yet it is a province in which the tyro in literature is ever eager to try

. Rev. Sept. 1788. R bit
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his skill. He views, perhaps, the production of some distin

guished genius with astonishment and delight : then hastily and

rapturously exclaiming with Corregio, Ed io ancbe son pittort !

he presently commences a writer of novels. But, alas! he has

mistaken inclination for ability ; he has forgotten the precept of

an eminent poet—totally forgotten that he is to

" Admire superior sense, and doubt his own."

Hence the many trifling, the many wretched productions in the

line in question, which have recently come before us : for though

—to continue the allusion we set out with—a painter may have

produced the foam he found it difficult to represent, by throwing

his pencil in anger at the picture he was about to finish ; yet it

is not by accident, it is not by a casual dash of the pen, that a

literary work is to be perfected, and fitted for the eye of the

world. It must be the result of attention, of a long and labori

ous study.

Thus much premised, our sentiments thus made known, the

censure we have so frequently passed on the modern novelist will

scarcely be considered as severe. But we have here a task very

different to thaj in which we have been lately engaged.

Mrs. Smith, the ingenious, and (knowing her only by her

writings) we will venture to add the amiable authoress of the

present performance—since almost every page of it breathes the

purest and most benevolent affections—has long since distin

guished herself in the poetical character *. Having wandered

for some time in woods and wilds with the tuneful Maids, she

now steps forth with courage into the haunts and resorts of men.

Possessing a nice and accurate judgment, her drawing is elegant

and correct. All is graceful and pleasing to the sight : all, in

short, is simple, femininely beautiful and chaste. Let it not be

urged, in objection to this, that grandeur and sublimity are the

surer indications of genius ; and that in the walks of nature, the

greatest objects are the most deserving of our particular regard.

To many, indeed, the wild but magnificent scenery of Salvator

Rosa is much less pleasing than the calm, the regular composi

tions of Claude Lorraine. But a difference in taste will distin

guish the connoisseur, as well as the professional artist.

To follow the agreeable Biographer of Emmeline through the

course of her work, or to attend to the order and disposition of

its several parts, as the incidents are various and many, would

employ by far too great a portion of our time. We must there

fore content ourselves with observing, in general terms,—that

the whole is conducted with a considerable degree of art ; that

the characters are natural, and well discriminated : that the

* See Rev. vol. lxxi. p. 368, &c. &c.

fable
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fable is uncommonly interesting ; and that the moral is forcible

and just*

The following animated picture of virtue and merit " wait

ing on superfluous folly," will serve as evidence- of the

Authoress's susceptibility and fense of wrong. Mrs. Stafford*

one of the principal personages of the history, is supposed to

speak:

' It is to you* my Emmeline, I could perhaps learn to be Indebt

ed, without being humbled ; for you have an heart which receives,

while it confers an obligation. But think what it is for one, born

with a right to affluence, and educated in its expectation, with feel

ings keen from nature, and made yet keener by refinement, to be

compelled, as I have been, to solicit favours, pecuniary favours,

from persons who have no feeling at all ;—from the shifting, paltry-

spirited James Crofts, forbearance from the claims of debts ; front

the callous-hearted and selfish politician, his father, pity and assist

ance ; from Rochely, who has no ideas but of getting or saving mo

ney, to ask the loan of it, and to bear with humility a rude refusal.

I have endured the brutal unkindness of hardened avarice, the

dirty chicane of law, exercised by the most contemptible of beings ;

and have been forced to attempt softening the tradesman and the

mechanic) and to suffer every degree of humiliation which the inso

lence of sudden prosperity, or the insensible coolness of the de

termined money-dealer, could inflict. Actual poverty, I think, I

could have better borne.

" 1 should have found in some place os my soul

A drop of patience."

But ineffectual attempts to ward it ofF by such degradation I can no

longer submit to.—While Mr. Stafford, for whose love I encounter

ed it all, is not only unaffected by the poignant mortifications which,

torture me, but receives my efForts to serve him, if successful, only

as a duty—if unsuccessful, he considers my failure as a fault, and

loads me with reproach, with invective, with contempt. Others

have in their husbands protectors and friends ; mine not only throws

on me the burthen of affairs which he has himself embroiled, but

adds to sheir weight by cruelty and oppression. Such complicated

and incurable misery must overwhelm me} and then—what will be

come of my children ?'

These volumes contain' some few pieces of poetry, remarkable

for their melancholy and plaintive air. Our Readers will be

pleased, we think, with the foWawing sotinet .:

' Far on the sands, the low, retiring tide*

In distant murmurs hardly seems to flow.

And o'er the world of waters, blue and wide*

The sighing summer wind forgets to blow.

As finks the day-star in the rosy west,

The silent wave, with rich reflection glows;

Alas I can tranquil Nature give me relt,

Or scenes of beauty soothe me to repose ?

R * Can.
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Can the soft lustre of the sleeping main,

Yon radiant heaven, or all creation's charms,

•* Erase the written troubles of the brain,"

Which Memory tortures, and which guilt alarms ?

Or bid a bosom transient quiet prove,

That bleeds with vain remorse, and unextinguifli'd love !'

We (hall pass over the little errors in point of language, which

have struck us in the perusal of this performance. They are

but as freckles on a beautiful face ;—freckles, however, which

we cannot but wish away.

Art. IX. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society

of London. Vol. LXXVIN. For the Year 1788. Parti. 410.

8s. sewed. Davis. 1788.

THE Philosophical Transactions are justly considered as

the barometer of science in England. Their contents are,

/or the most part, either new discoveries in natural history, im

provements in the various branches of philosophy, or the appli

cation of scientific principles to the useful arts. The pursuits

which engaged the attention of the learned at the end of the last

century were chiefly confined to the new philosophy which was

then introduced by Newton. Philosophers of the present times

have been much employed in the investigation of the properties

of the lately discovered elastic fluids, and in the improvement of

philosophical chemistry. A taste for the Newtonian philoso

phy, however, is still to be found among us ; for the only ma-

thematical paper in the First Part of the present volume treats

on a subject which hath been deemed the foundation os the pre

sent doctrine of the motions of the heavenly bodies; viz.

The Doctrine of Centripetal Forces. By Edward Waring, M. D.

Prof. Math. Cantab.

It is divided into thirteen propositions. Those of them which

are the most useful, have been demonstrated with great simplicity

by Sir Isaac Newton, and others, on different principles. Dr. Wa

ring proceeds analytically. In the first proposition he proves that

the area described by a body moving round any centre of force in

a given time, is a given quantity ; and that in unequal times, the

areas are proportional to the times; that the sagitta is ultimately

as the force when the time is given, but when the time is not given,

that >t is as the force into the square of the time. The second pro

position is a problem to find the relation between the distance of a

planet from the centre of force, and the perpendicular on the tan

gent from the centre ; the relation between these lines being given

in another curve, and the forces and velocities in both curves be

ing equal at equal distances. The third contains two problems

in the doctrine of curves •, to find the relation between -the two

lines
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lines above-mentioned (viz. the distance of any point from the

centre of force, and the perpendicular on the tangent), from an

equation expressing the relation between the abscissa and ordi-

nate of the curve ; and the contrary, to find the relation between

the latter, having the relation between the former expressed in a

given equation. The solution by Dr. Waring is extremely

laborious and complex, and we have tiied in vain to simplify

it. Its chief excellency consists in its universality ; for it applies

to all curves. The relation between these lines in any particu

lar curve may indeed be more easily found by other methods ;

but then the operation must be different in different curves.

The fourth proposition is, to find the forces F and F' tending

to the centres S and S', when the velocity in any point, and

the forces F", F'", &c. to the given centres, S", S'", is'c.

are given. The fifth is to find trie velocity in any point of a

given curve when the forces F, F', F", &c. to the given

centres S, S', S", (Sfc. are given. The sixth is, to find F in a

given curve, when F' F", &c. are given. The seventh shews

how to find the curve described when the force to the centre,

the velocity, and direction of the moving body, are given. The

eighth relates to the forces in different parts of curves, com

pared with those of a falling body in different parts of a given

line. The ninth and tenth respect the resistance of bodies

moving in a medium. The remaining three propositions are on

the motions of bodies round moveable centres, and acted on

by different forces in different directions. Here the reader will

meet with investigations and demonstrations which require no

small share of penetration in order to be understood.

Having specified the contents of the present Memoir, which

hath taken up much of our time in the perusal, our Readers

might expect that we should enter into an examination of each

proposition : this, however, cannot be expected in a Review ;

the want of the figures, the few readers to whom it would

afford entertainment, and above all, the difficulty of abridging

what is already too concise, are all obstacles to such an attempt.

We must therefore refer those of our Readers, who wish to enter

tain themselves with perusing this abstruse paper, to the volume

in which it is contained, informing them by the way, that

they will sometimes meet with typographical errors that may oc

casion difficulties of considerable magnitude. Page 96 lme4from

bottom, \Zz± jt1 ~t" \/u ± y *) occurs for ^z±xV -f-« ±7l*.

In many places the fluxional quantities want the point, which

is of little consequence to adepts, but it may confound the

novice, especially where the omission occurs twice in the fame

expression, and in the fame line.

R 3 Msoi<
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Medical.

"the Croonian Lecture on Muscular Motion. By George For

dyce, M. D. F. R. S.

Muscular motion having been so often considered, Dr. For

dyce begins his lecture with apologizing to his learned audience,

if he should repeat what others have said on the subject before

him, or should advance what might be deemed trite, or even

puerile. He offers some observations on motion in general, and

on the inactivity of matter; and considers motion either as

communicated or original. If a body at rest be impinged by a

moving body, the impinging body will impart some of its mo

tion to the body at rest ; and the motion thus imparted by an

impulse he calls communicated motion. We (hall use the Doc

tor's own words. ' If two simple particles of matter, of any

species, nos farther distant from one another than the fun is

from the earth, were both at perfect rest, these two particles

would instantly begin to move toward one another, if no other

particle of matter whatever existed. Motions produced in this

way I call original motions.'

Why the distance between the bodies is limited, we know

not, nor do we apprehend the Author can justify any limitation :

* If no other particle of matter whatever existed,' and if the

force of gravitation be, as stated by Newton, reciprocally as the

square of the distance, the bodies would act on each other at any

distance.

Dr. Fordyce proceeds: • Many observations shew, that mus

cular motion is not a communicated, and therefore an original

one.' To support this assertion, much reasoning is adduced. As

to the opinions of those physiologists, who attributed muscular

motion to some agency of the nerves, our Author ' leaves them

as mere chimeras of the brain,' p. 26.

The Doctor must surely have made some mistake in this

bold declaration. Does not daily experience evince, that if

3 nerve be either cut through, or even compressed, those

muscles to which it fends ramifications lose all power of

action ?

Pursuing his reasoning a priori, he says, in the fame page,

* It follows, that it is not necessary for any motion or commu

nication to pass through any other matter, in order to bring the

muscular fibres into action.'

Having, as he thinks, totally destroyed all former hypotheses,

Dr. Fordyce delivers his own. He supposes that ' all the origi

nal power exerted by any of the moving parts consuls in a

power of particles coming nearer one another ;' and as the

power in two or more particles of matter, of coming nearer to

one another, has been called by the general term ettraclion, the

peculiar
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peculiar attraction which brings the parts of the muscles nearer

to each other, he calls ' the attraction of life.' Of this attrac

tion there are two species, one that is constant in the living ani

mal, by which the particles are nearer to each other than in the

dead animal, and which constitutes the tone : the second is,

when a moving part, for a short time, has its particles brought

nearer one another than they are from their tone. If it conti

nues only a few seconds, it is called action ; but if for a longer

time, it is called spasm. He does not enlarge on tone and

spasm, but calls the attention of his audience to the considera

tion of that action, which is produced by applications to some

part of the body at a distance from the moving part. He sup

poses, that when any stimulus or application whatever is made

in any part, such application, without having any operation on

the intermediate parts, gives a power of greater attraction to the

particles of the moving part. He illustrates this, by supposing that

there is a machine moving by various powers, either original or

communicated ; and that in this machine are two magnets,

which by their attractive power have come to a given distance

from each other, but have been prevented from coming nearer

by some power endeavouring to draw them back : A much

stronger magnet applied to a part of the machine, in a certain

manner, so as not to touch sither of the two already there, nor

to affect any other part, may increase their power of attraction,

so as to make them overcome the resistance, and come nearer to one

another. By this illustration, however, he fays that he does ' not

mean to insinuate, in the smallest degree, that the powers of the

body at all depend on, or have any thing to do with, magnetism.'

He then produces several instances in which external appli

cations produce motion in distant parts of the living body ; and,

after a short historical detail of the discoveries in anatomy and

physiology, he considers the motions of the fluids in their re

spective vessels. In this, part of his discourse, he offers some ob

servations on topical bleeding. In certain cafes, a small quan

tity of blood, taken from the cuticular vessels in the affected

fide of a pleuritic patient, has been sound to cure the disease

much more easily and speedily than a large quantity from the

arm. ' The act of flowing out of the blood,' he says, ' from

the vessels of the (kin of the breast, has an immediate action on

the action of the moving parts of the pleura, and carries off the

inflammation independent of the circulation or any of its laws.'

We regret that the learned Lecturer has not described the moving

farts of the pleura, and in what manner an inflammation can be

tarried off, independent of the circulation.

He concludes his lecture with attempting to shew, ' that

all the knowledge of the properties of the fluids, which has been

acquired by modern and accurate experiments, hardly con-

R 4 tributes
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tributes any thing to the knowledge of applying medicines for

the cure of diseases ;• and the study of the laws of tt-'c attraction

of life, or what has been called muscular motion, is of consi

derable importance.'

Natural History, &e.

An Account os a Mas of Native Iron, found in South America.

By Michael Rubin de C' lis.

At Otumpa, a place in South America, in latitude 270 28' S.

(long.?) a mass of native iron, three yards long, and two yards

and a half broad, was found in a bed of pure clay and ashes.

The Author supposes it the production of a volcano.

Some Observations on the Heat of IVeltt and Springs in' Jamaica;

and on the Temperatwe of the Earth below the Surface in different

Climates. By John Hunter, M. D.

Dr. Hunter, after making some prefatory remarks on the

temperature of the atmosphere, and of the earth's surface under

particular circumstances, fays, * For obtaining the temperature

of the earth, the best observations are probably to be collected

from wells of a considerable depth, and in which there is not

much water ;' that is, we suppose, thermometrical observations,

made in deep wells containing little water, are the best means of

ascertaining the temperature of the earth. Fiom what the Doc

tor advances in support of this opinion, it seems to be an accu

rate method of determining the temperature. The observations

here recorded give the temperature of the earth in Jamaica, 80

degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer, which is found to be alia

the mean temperature of the atmosphere there.

Some Observations on the Irritability of Vegetables. By James Ed»

ward Smith, M. D &c.

Here we have an account of some experiments made on the

Barberry, by which it appears, that the silamen'S of its flowers

possess a considerable degree of irritability. The fact was known

before, but the particulars of it were never, to our knowlege at

least, so well or so minutely described as by the author of the

present paper. In the natural state of the expanded flower, the

Stamina lie on the petals, under the concave tips of which the

Anthem shelter themselves, and in tli s situation they remain

perfectly rigid ; but on touching the inside of the Filament near

its base, with a sine bristle or blunt pointed needle, the Stamen

instantly incurvates itself, the Anthera embraces the Stigma, and

sheds its Pollen. A curious enquiry here presents itself. Why

is the inside of the base of the filament the only part which, being

touched, produces the effect above described ? In what manner

is the incurvation produced, or what change takes place in the

internal structure of the fihment, so as to cause it to alter its

J 4 rigid
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rigid position, and remain afterward crooked ? Attentive mi

croscopic observations may perhaps explain this phenomenon,

which, if satisfactorily known, may probably throw much light

on vegetable physiology ; a subject hitherto little understood,

although it has been much cultivated by some of the greatest na

turalists of the last and present century.

Meteorology.

A table of the mean Heat of every Month, for ten Tears, In Lon

don. By William Heberden, M. D. &c.

This table extends from 1763 to 1772 inclusively; the ob

servations were made 8 A. M. and 2 P. M.

A Meteorological "Journal kept at the Apartments of the Royal

, Society.

The Journal, which is for 1787, contains seven columns.

1. The thermometer without; 2. Within; 3. Barometer;

4. Rain ; 5. Direction of the wind ; 6. Force of wind ; and,

7. The weather. An abstract of the whole is given at the end

of the Journal. The greatest height of the thermometer with

out was 83s, the least 27, and the mean of the whole year 51.

Greatest height of the barometer 30.64., least 28. 67, mean of

the whole year 29.80. Depth of rain 16.971 inches.

No account is given of the electricity of the atmosphere, nor

of the thunder, nor of the aurora borealis ; the two last pheno

mena were very remarkable in the course of last year.

%• The Philosophical- Papers in afuture Article.

Art. X. Discourses on Scripture Mysteries, preached at St. Mary's,

Oxford, before the University, 1787, at the Lecture founded by

the late Rev. John Bampton, Wl. A. Canon of Salisbury ; with

Notes Illustrative and Critical. By William Hawkins, M. A. &c.

8vo. e> Boards. Rivingtons. 1787.

IT may reasonably be questioned, whether institutions esta

blished for the express purpose of fanning the flames of theolo

gical controversy, be equal proofs of the wisdom as of the zeal

of their founders. The world has for so many ages experienced

the mischievous effects of these disputes, and seen so little reason

to expect that they will ever be brought to an amicable decision,

that, if it were not for the unseasonable violence of a few

zealots, we might hope to fee the time, when all parties would

agree to retire from the. field of disputation, and meet on the

common ground of general principles. But while annual pre

miums are given to champions on one side, voluntary knights-

errant v/;ll not be wanting, t» accept the challenge, on the

Other,

The
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The champion of the present year, in the Bampton-field,

thinks himself particularly fortunate, in having ( chosen more

advantageous ground than many of his fellow-soldiers in this

warfare,' and boasts of having conducted the fight, in the

spirit of candour and impartiality, without any undue warmth,

or unwarrantable resentment. - We are much mistaken, if the

world will be of the lame opinion. He certainly could not have

chosen a subject less promising for the display of ability, or

more perfectly exhausted, than the doctrine of the Trinity :

and we do not perceive that he has been so happy, as to convert

the difficulty of the undertaking into an occasion of triumph.

When he has condescended to make use of old weapons, he has

discovered no extraordinary skill or address in handling them :

and his new arms are too flight to do much execution. One

circumstance, however, there is, in favour of bur combatant:

he possesses the better part ofvalour^ discretion ; for we observe,

that he chuses to fight with the dead, rather than the living.

We (hill lay before our readers two or three specimens of the

new arguments which Mr. Hawkins has produced in defence

of the doctrine of the Trinity, and which he seems to think per

fectly conclusive.

* Thestn against the Holy Ghost is pronounced by our blessed Lord

himself to be of ail sins the most damnable. 1fay unto you, all man

ner ofJin and blasphemy Jhall be forgiven unto men ; but the blasphemy

against the Holy Ghost jhall net be forgiven unto men. And whosoever

speaketh a nuord against the Son os Man it jhall be forgiven him ; but

•whosoever speaketh against the Holy Ghost, it stall not beforgiven him,

wither in this vjorld, neither in the vjorld to come * . Now without

staying to inquire here into the precise nature of this sin, or how

far it may be absolutely incapable of remission, or in what sense our

Saviour's audience understood him, or he meant to be understood, it

will be sufficient for our purpose to remark, that the doctrine of the

Holy Trinity in general, and particularly of the personal existence,

and coequal divinity of the Holy Ghost with that os the Father, and

ef the Sen, is plainly and truly though covertly comprehended in

the above texts, and in their parallels in the other Evangelists. For

otherwise we sliall be unavoidably driven into the following absurd

and execrable conclusions, via. that the highest degree of impiety

■nd profaneness against God the Father is a mere venial sin ; and

that a blasphemy, or a sin, a sin, humanly speaking at least, with

out hope, or possibility of pardon, may be committed against a

Being less than the Supreme God ; and even against a kind of spi

ritual chimera, a motion, a virtue, a quality, or an operation.

* Again. As touching brotherly love, says St. Paul, ye need not thai

1 virile unto you ; for ye yourselves are taught of God to love one ano

ther +. Now that by him who in this place is absolutely styled

God, we are to understand Jesus Christ, 1 have little or no difficulty

to pronounce, for the two following reasons ; first, because, though

* Matt. xii. 31. f i Thes. iv. g.

we
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we may very properly be said to be taught of God, when we are in

structed by the mouth, or by the preaching of his prophets, or

apostles, or others commissioned by him, yet the doctrine of univer

sal love and charity was more immediately and peculiarly the doc

trine of our blessed Saviour: A new commandment, fays he, / give

untoyou, that ye love one another ;—by this jhall all men know thatye

are my disciples, ifye have love one to another* ; this is my command

ment, that ye love one another \ : and secondly, because the Apostle

seems to regard this great duty as a principle recently taught, and

particularly enforced by the precept and example of our Divine

Master.

' Again. He that hath seen me hath seen the Father \, fays our

Lord, and he that feeth me, seeth him that sent mt. Now in what

fense are these declarations true? Not in the literal ; for the Father

could not be visible in the human person of the Son; because God is

a Spirit, and no man hath seen God at any time ; •whom no man hath

seen or cansee § : and by necessary consequence our Saviour hereby

in effect asserts, that, notwithstanding his appearance in the flesh,

he himself really and truly partook of the Divine nature; that, ac

cording to his own expression, the Father dwelt in him; or, in the

language of the Apostle, in him dwelt all the fulness of the Godhead

bodily, or substantially.

' Again. In the Gospels St. John the Baptist is called the voice of

one crying in the •wilderness, prepareye the tvay of the Lord, make his

paths strait \\ : but in the evangelical prophet the style is at once

more explicit and more majellical ; prepare ye, fays he, the way of

the Lord, make strait in the desart a high-way for our God fl. In the

course of the same sublime chapter Jerusalem is called upon to list up

her voice with strength, to lift it up andsay unto the cities of Judah,

Beholdyour God. And then the prophecy proceeds in the following

words. Behold, the Lord God will come with strong hand, and his

arm Jhall rulefor him : behold, his reward is with him, and his •work

before him. Hejhallfeed his flock like a shepherd, &c. Now, unless

it can be demonstrated, that these passages do not refer, ultimately

at least, to the coming, and to the person of the Messiah, he is

manifestly here announced under the different characters of a good

Jhepherd, a righteous judge, and the Lord God. Besides, if there is

no such reference, the several apostolical citations from the prophet

are most impertinently ridiculous.

' Once more. The first and second persons of the blessed Trinity

are expressly distinguished, and respectively characterised as equal,

in a passage wheiein the Apostle occasionally asserts the unity of

essence in the Godhead. We know, fays he, that there is none other

God but one ; for though there be that are called Gods, to us there is but

one God, the Father, ofwhom are all things, and we in him; and one

Lord Jesus Christ, by •whom are all things, and we by him"*. It may

be pretended, indeed, that the terms under which the Son is here

characterised are not of equal weight and significance with those

• Johnxiii., 34. + John xiv. 9. J John i. 18.

§ 1 Tim. vi. 16. || Matt. iii. 3. f 11a. xl. 3.

Mi Cor. viii. 4, &c.

12 which
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which are descriptive of the Father; but I will take upon me to

aver, that the same might have been pretended, had these terms

been transposed, and the passage had run thus ; to us thtrt is but one

God, the Father, by whom are all things, and ive by him ; and one

Lord J'e/us Christ, of whom are all things, and <we in him. And in

many places the three divine Persons are severally specified and re

ferred to, as jointly concurring in the wonderful scheme of man's

ledemption ; particularly in the following. St. Peter inscribes his

first epistle to the strangers scattered through Pontus, Galatia, ice.

eleli according to theforeknowledge of God the Father, through fanSifi-

talion of the Spirit unto obedience, and sprinkling of the blood of 'Jesus

Christ : and tit. John salutes the churches of Ajia with wishing them.

grace ar.d peace from him whi'b is, ivhich ivas, and -which is ft

eome, andfrom the Jevtn /pints which are before his throne, andfrom

Jcjus Christ f. I am sensible indeed that by the seven spirits, just

men. i<med, interpreters do not universally understand the Holy

Ghost ; but this .it least, I cannot help remarking, may be offered in

favour (.t the fense in which I have taken the expression, that it is a

fense of which tiie words are full as capable as of any other what

ever ; and that by the present construction a very considerable dif

ficulty is removed which clogs a different interpretation. For ad

mitting the Holy Ghost 10 be signified by the fe-ven spirits, there will

be nothing singular or unprecedented in this inversion of the order

of Persons in the Trinity ; but why angels, according to the sense of

some commentators, should be mentioned before Jesus Christ (who

is higher than the angels even in many of our adversaries' concep

tions), seems accountable only by forced and unnatural expli

cations.'

This explication of the seven spirits is somewhat Angular, as

it increases the difficulty attending the doctrine of the Trinity,

by making one of the personsyrtvs spirits.

In another place, Mr. H. proves the doctrine of the Trinity

from the term The Lord's Day ; and calls in the authority of the

Koran (what no one ever yet doubted), that this doctrine was

held, by Christians, at the time of Mahomet, in the seventh

century.

* In confirmation of what has been offered, I desire to add one or

two more facts, which, if I mistake not, have more weight in them

than is commonly apprehended ; as, for instance, the appointment

of the Lord's day ; and the style or title Ki^iuxa t» oikcmc by which

churches were in the primitive times distinguished. For can we do

less in common reason than worship him with the supreme God, and

as the supreme God, to whose particular honour one day in the week

it for ever to be kept holy ; on whose particular account the most sacred

observances of religion were transferred from theseventh day of the

week to the- first ; and whose peculiar house is now the only house of

prayerfor all people ?

4 I lhall conclude this discourse with reminding you of a circum

stance, if possible, still more decisive: I mean the Unitarian doctrine

* 1 Rev. 4..

whick
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which is so copiously, and so emphatically inculcated in the Koran

of Mahomet *. Of the person of Jtfui Christ, in his prophetical charac

ter, this arch impostor speaks in terms the most respectable, ' God.'

says he, • gave miracles to Jesus, the son of Mary, and strengthened

him with the Holy Spirit, &c. Jesus said in the cradle, verily lam

the servant of God. This was Jesus the son of Mary, the word of

truth, &c. Verily God promiseth thee a son, named John, (fays

the angel Gabriel to Zecbaria, according to the Koran,) who shall

bear witness to the Word, which cometh from God, an honourable

person, chaste, and one of the righteous prophets.' To do honour

to the author of Christianity in this capacity, Mahomet positively

asserts, that ' they (the Jews) flew him not, neither crucified him ;

but that he was represented by one in his likeness. They did not

really kill him,' fays he, ' but God took him up unto himself.'

* But with respect to our Lord's Divinity, or equality with the

Father, you have, among a thousand parallel ones, the sentiments

following. ' They (viz. the Christians) fay, God hath begotten

children ; God forbid. It is not meet for God that he should have

any son ; God forbid. Blessed be he that hath revealed the Forian,

(Koran,) to whom belongeth the kingdom of heaven and earth;

who hath begotten no issue, and hath no partner in his kingdom,

&c. Yet have they taken other Gods besides him, which have

created nothing, but are themselves created, &c. Jejus is no other

than a servant whom we favoured with the gift of prophecy, Sec.

When Jesus came with evident miracles, he said, now am I come

unto you with wisdom, and to explain unto you part of those things

concerning which ye disagree; wherefore fear God, and obey me.

Verily God is my Lord, and your Lord ; wherefore worship him.

He is God, besides whom there is no God, &c. Far be God ex

alted above the idols which they associate with him. The 112th

ch. of the Koran is entitled the declaration of God's Unity, and the

whole runs thus: Say God is one God ; the eternal God ; he be-

getteth not, neither is he begotten ; and there is not any like unto

him. In the 6th ch. is the following question : How should he

have issue, since he hath no consort?'

' That these carnal sentiments, this gross language, (the language

of infidels and scoffers every day,) is directly levelled, not at a ueiu

otstrange thing; not at a peculiar tenet of a few enthusiasts ; or a

particular sect of Christians ; but at the leading article, the funda

mental principle of our religion, may be affirmed in utter defi- -

ance of the united powers of effrontery and equivocation. The

doctrine of the Trinity was most indisputably the standing doctrine

of the Christian church at the time this falie prophet broached his

imposture, in the beginning of the seventh century. All these con

siderations combined, demolish in a moment the several sorts of infi

delity, in early corruptions, in Monastic superstition, in Gothic

barbarism. Scholastic subtilty, and Papal innovation.'

We (hall next give a 'tew examples of the candour of the

Author's censures.

See paffim.

Beside
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Beside the general charges of audacity, dissimulation, conceal

ment and infidelity, which Mr. H. on every occasion liberally

bestows on heretics, he employs an entire Discourse in accusing

individual writers of presumption, perverseness, and prevari

cation ; on no better ground than that they have presumed to

put a construction on controverted passages of Scripture, which

is inconsistent with the Trinitarian hypothesis. Among other

severe censures which we meet with in this Discourse, and in

the notes, are the following. Dr. Clarke is said to have been

guilty of fine artifice in his paraphrase of St. John's introduction

to his Gospel.—* We find instances,' fays our Author, ' of

perverse interpretation in the work of a specious Writer, Mr.

Taylor *, who smothers himself in a dust of his own raising !'

Mr. Locke is charged with cavilling, capricioufnefs, and

quibbling, and with taking refuge in pitiful evasions. Dr.

Sykes he speaks of, as capable of all the effrontery of quackery,

and as using more art than honesty.

Mr. Hawkins is not entitled to higher praise for the candour

of his sentiments, than for the propriety and elegance of his

language. * Human wisdom,' says he, ' has fatigued itself to

no purpose in the ventilation of these subjects.' ' Squeamish

gentlemen, who know not how to digest the wholesome doctrine

of the Gospel, expect us to swallow with greediness a kind of

spiritual nostrum, prepared by human imagination.'—' Dr.

Sykes, with all the effrontery of quackery, would make us believe

his dose may be taken without any sort of inconvenience.'—

* This passage [Rom. ix. 5.] is a rankling thorn in the eyes of

unbelievers, which Dr. C. wished to extract with the poultice

of a devised ambiguity.' Nostrum ! dose ! poultice !—Can the

Author fetch his metaphors only from the apothecary's shop ? —.

1 In controversy, it is neither unusual, nor is it bad policy, to

cry f 1 first.'—Shall a Bampton Lecturer condescend to use

words, which he does not chuse to print at length ?

But, that we may not tire our readers, we will only add one

farther remark: Mr. Hawkins has, we observe, written almost

an entire volume to establish a single point, without taking the

precaution to inform his readers, what that point is. Toward

the close of the work, indeed, the reader is told incidentally,

and by way of note, that by a Trinity, 'we ought in reason to

understand, a Trinity of three efficients living, intelligent persons,

the sovereign Causes and Rulers of all things: But, what will

logicians fay to a definition, in which the term to be defined is

introduced? or what will even found Athanasians fay, to the

doctrine of three Causes and Rulers of all things ? Dr. Croft

* N. B. Mr. Hawkins means Doctor John Taylor, the Author of

An Htbrnu Concordance, a Key to the Romans, and other valuable pieces.

himself*
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himself, the last Bampton Lecturer, acknowleges, that to speak

of the persons in the Trinity 'collectively, as three Gods and

three Lords, has an air of Polytheism.'—Mr. H. would have

proceeded much more prudently, had he adhered to his own

maxim : * We cannot be too cautious, too reserved, or too gene

ral, in our doctrine, from the pulpit or the press, respecting the

holy Trinity.'—The truth is, as Dr. Balguy has judiciously

observed, " We cannot believe the truth of a proposition, unless

we understand its meaning :—words not understood are no ob

jects of faith:—many doctrines are unjustly censured for false

hood, when they are only void of meaning."

Art. XI. 'The Life of Baron Frederic Trend; containing his Ad

ventures ; his cruel and exceffive Sufferings, during Ten Years

Imprisonment, at the Fortress of Magdeburg, by Command of

the late King of Prussia; also, Anecdotes, Historical, Political,

and Personal.- Translated from the German, by Thomas Hoi-

croft. 121710. 3 Vols. izs. sewed. Robinsons. 1788.

MA N, considered in his social capacity, is an object at

once both amiable and interesting. Prone, perhaps, to

acts of the highest benevolence and kindness, yet born with ap

petites and passions unknown to any other of the animal crea

tion, he feels, when restricted in the exercise of his particular

propensities (whatever the nature of those propensities may hap

pen to be), that his situation is inferior to the condition of the

brute. Consciousness is, in such a case, his greatest evil.

The Gentleman, whose Memoirs we are now to consider, is

a signal and striking example of the truth of the preceding re

mark. Formed, both by nature and education, for great and

distinguished actions, but wholly unable to subdue or even checlc

a turbulent and insolent spirit, he was deprived, by the hand of

power, of the liberty he ardently loved :—chains and a dungeon

were bis doom. Thus, by imprudent conduct, did he pull

down vengeance on his own head; and thus were his endow

ments and excellencies rendered useless to the world and to

himself! To such a man, indeed, Consideration will probably

come, as she does to most. But alas ! she is then unable to do

him good *.

In perusing that part of our Author's narrative which compre

hends the many years passed by him in prison, we naturally com

miserate his sufferings, as men, while as citizens weareobliged toac-

knowlege that the sentence, by which he was subjected to them,

appears not to have been wholly unjust. That Frederic the Second,

* * Consideration like an angel came,

And waipp'd the offending Adam out of him.'

Shakespeare.

of
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of Prussia, a man distinguished by the elegance and refinement of

his manners: a Monarch, who, in possessing arbitrary power,

bad openly attacked the political principles of the generally

censured Machiavel f (though by the way we have always

considered the performance in question, * The Prince,' as partly

ironical), and who in making this public attack was conse

quently defending the rights of mankind against the invasion of

the despot and the tyrant—That such a man should wantonly

and inhumanly (that is, on account of flight and trivial offences)

imprison the objtct of bis immediate regard j the soldier whom,

as we gather from the Baron himself, he had in early life dis

tinguished by particular rewards and employments ; is highly

improbable indeed J !. But let us attend to particular circum

stances.

The Baron in his dedication to the ' Ghost of Frederic'—

which dedication is omitted by Mr. Holcroft in his transla

tion— has the following energetic expression : ' I will. not dis

guise facts, nor relate untruths.—If I do, may posterity call me

a liar, and the present world deem me a villain.' We give

him full and entire credit for his veracity in almost every essen

tial point. It is indeed from his openness and candour that we

are enabled to determine on his peculiar character, and that we

are induced boldly to pronounce him in the wrong.

In the first place, then, he had won over to himself the affec

tion of the Princess A ; and this, in the opinion of the

Prussian Monarch, was undoubtedly a capital crime: and in

the second, he was charged with holding a correspondence with

the Pandour Trenck, a commander in the Austrian service, and

consequently an enemy to the King. Now, as the Baron ac-

knowleges that Frederic was led to conclude him a traitor, from

f See the * Anti Machiavel,' ou ' Examen du Prince de Machiavel,*

of the King of Prussia : a work replete with sentiments the most

liberal, manly, and just. In proof of this we beg leave to cite a

single passage from it. * Combien n'elt point deplorable la situa

tion des peuples ; lorfquils out tout a craindre de l'abus du pouvoir

souverain, lorsque leurs biens font en proie a 1'a.varice du Prince,

leur liberte a ses caprices, leur repos a son ambition, leur furete a fa

perfidie, et leur vie a les cruautes ? C'est la le .tableau tragique

d'un Etat ou regneroit un Prince, comme Machiavel pretend le

former.'

% Witness the remark of Frederic to the French ambassador, on

the Baron's returning from a foraging party with considerable spoil'.

• Ce'il le matadore de ma jeunesse." We do not, however, perceive

the force otmatadore, and have little doubt but that the expression

made use of by tht King was matamore de ma jeunesse. i. e. The

Hitler : the defender of my youth. The French explain matamore

byfaux brave.

the
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the misrepresentations of a man of the name of Jasehinsky, who

was constantly about the Royal Person, and who had forged a

letter from the aforesaid Pandour to our Author, inviting him

to join his forces, declaring that he would ' receive him with

open arms, like his friend and son '—As this, we observe, was

really the cafe, it is surely not a little extraordinary that Baron

Trenck should attack his sovereign with vehemence and passion :

nay, that he should in one page rail against him as the pattern of

injustice, and in another vindicatehim intirely from the charge.

That such are the inconsistencies exhibited in his narrative, the

following passages are selected to prove :

' It had been written from Vienna to Berlin, that the King must

beware of Trenck, for that he would be at Dantzic at the time

when the King was to visit his camp in Prussia. What thing more

vile, what contrivance more abominable could the wickedest wretch

on earth find to banish a man his country, that he might securely

enjoy the property of which the other had been robbed ! That this

was done, 1 have living witnesses in his Highness Prince Ferdinand

of Brunswic, and the Berlin ministry, from whose mouths I learned

this art'fke of villany. It is the more necessary to establish this

truth, because that no one can comprehend why the Great Frederic

should have proceeded against me in a manner so cruel as, when it

comes to be related, must raise the indignation of the just, and move

hearts of iron to commiserate.' * Frederic the Great, who

by the breath of his power, entailed misery upon me, who gave me

sufficient cause to speak truth undisguisedly, will, certainly, in his

now enlightened state, behold the moderate manner in which I have

justified myself, with very different eyes to what he would, had he,

while on earth, perused it with ail the perversity of despotic obsti

nacy, and clouded by the prejudices of human weakness.'

So much for the inju/iiee and oppression of which our Author

so bitterly complains, in the progress of his history. But now

Jet us attend to his reasoning on the conduct of the King.

' I wrote to the King (Baron T. was at that time a prisoner in the

fortress of Glatz), and sent him a true state of my case : sent incu-

bitable proofs of my innocence, and supplicated justice, but received

no answer.

' In this the Monarch may be justified, at least in my apprehen

sion. A wicked man had maliciously and falsely accused me : Colo

nel Jasehinsky had made him suspect me for a traitor, and it was

impossible he should read my heart. The first act of injustice had been

hastily committed. I had been condemned unheard, unjudged, and

the injustice that had been done me was known too late; Frederic

the Great found he was not infallible. Pardon I could not ask, for

I had committed no offence*; and the King would not, probably,

own, by a reverse of conduct, that he had been guilty of injustice,

* It must be remembered," that Frederic, at this time, supposed

him to be in correspondence with the Austrian Trenck.

JRkt. Sept. 1788. S My
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My resolution increased his obstinacy ; but, in the discussion of the

cause, our power was very unequal.

• The Monarch once really loved me; he meant my punishment

should only be temporary, and as a trial of my fidelity. That I had

only been condemned to a year's imprisonment, had never been told

me,, and was a fact I did not learn till long after.

' Major Doo, who, as I have said, was the creature of Fouquet *,

a mean and covetous man, knowing I had money, had always acted

the part of a protector, as he pretended, to me, and continually told

me I was condemned for life. He perpetually turned the conver

sation on the great credit of his General with the King, «nd hit

own great credit with the General. For the present of a ho\se, on

which I rode to Glatz, he gave me the freedom os walking about the

fortress; and for another, worth an hundred ducats, I rescued

Ensign Reitz from death, who had been betrayed when endeavour

ing to effect our escape. I have been assured, that, on that very day

on which I snatched his (Major D.'s) sword from his side, desperately

passed through the garrison, and leaped the walls of the rampart, he

was expressly come to tell me, after some prefatory threats, that by

bis General's intercession, my punishment was only to be a year's

imprisonment, and that consequently I should be released in a saw

days.

• How vile were means like these, to wrest money from the unfor

tunate ! The King, after this my mad flight, certainly was never

informed of the Major's base cunning : he could only be told that,

rather than wait a sew days, I had chosen, in this desperate manner,

to make my escape and go over to the enemy. Thus deceived, and

strengthened in his suspicions, must he not imagine my desire to

forsake my country and go over, to the enemy was unbounded ? How

could he do otherwise than imprison a subject who thus endeavoured

to injure him and aid his foes ? Thus by the calumnies of wicked

men, did my cruel destiny daily become more severe, and at length

render the deceived Monarch irreconcileable and cruel.'

Thus have we brought the Reader acquainted with the cir

cumstances which had induced, or, as we perhaps should rather

fay, compelled the Northern Hero to imprison the Baron Trenck.

To the petitions which were presented in his favour, the King

bad uniformly answered—* He must not be released.'—4 He is a

dangerous man.' That our Author was naturally haughty and

vindictive, he repeatedly informs us, in the course of his work.

How far he might be dangerous we cannot pretend to fay, but

he was certainly troublejome in no trifling degree. What, for

instance, can more fully mark his irritable disposition, than ih«

following passage in his dedication to the shade of Frederic?—

' 1 had no army to defend "my rights, or your Majesty knows

I would have led it on.' Such was no doubt his language to

the Monarch when living:—and the words, * your Majesty

* Governor of the citadel of Glatz.

knows,*
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Jmows' £if<r. confirms us in the opinion •• That there is a

necessity for confining the contumacious and refractory man,

we have a recent example among ourselves. The Writer is

much dissatisfied at not having been brought to trial for his

* imaginary crimes.' It is by no means our intention to em

ploy a single argument in favour of despotism, but in a case like

that before us, we knew not why a formal process lhould have

been instituted against the offender. The King was openly

insulted by one of his Officers. Could he then, to talk in the

language of the Baron himself, do otherwise than imprison such

insulterf?

The severities inflicted on the Baron, in the castle of Mag

deburg, were certainly very great. We have some little doubt,

however, whether these severities proceeded from the actual

* In corroboration of what we have advanced respecting the un

happy temper of Baron T. we will state the address of General

Krufcmarck to him when in prison, together with the answer which

was given to it.

• —•" Had you curbed this fervour of yours : had you asked pardon

of the King, perhaps you would have been in very different circum

stances ; but he who has committed an offence in which he obsti

nately persists, endeavouring only to obtain freedom by seducing

men from their duty, deserves no better fate." * The Philosopher

itiill al-wayi be able to brave and despise the Tyrant.' Is this the lan

guage of reason and philosophy? Were these the proper means by

which to obtain a release from imprisonment I We are really sorry

to observe it, but the Baron appears in almost every action of his

life to have erred from the violence of his passions. He fays of his

production, entitled, The Macedonian Hero—' This is a poem that,

by the daringness with which it is written, might, indeed, well

draw down the vengeance of tyranny.'—He tells us also, in another

place,—* I visited Professor Gellert at Leipsic, shewed him my ma

nuscripts, and afleed his advice concerning what branch of literature

he thought it was probable I might best succeed in. He most ap

proved my Fables and Tales, but blamed the excessive freedom with

which I spoke, in my political writings. I neglected his advice, and

many ensuing calamities were the consequence.' Again, in speak

ing of his marriage,—' Marshal Laudohn knew my mistress, and

promoted the match. He and my friend Professor Gellert, both ad

vised me to take this mode of calming passions that often inspired

projects too vast, and that, seeking tranquillity, I should fly the

commerce of the great.' Every incident which he has related, in

short, is a proof that he was thoroughly an un tractable man. It was

once the intention of the Court of Vienna to confine him as being

insane.

t This imprisonment, as appears by the foregoing extract, was

intended to be of short duration. It was properly a military arrest ;

and fliould have been endured with the temper becoming a man.

S a order*
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orders of the King. Our Author had, confessedly, mans

enemies, and it is natural to suppose, that they rejoiced at

having him in their power. The chains and mortifications might

therefore have originated with them. Let it be remembered

too, in extenuation, or justification of the proceedings of the

great Frederic, that Baron Trenck, at the time of his being

committed a prisoner to the fortress of Magdeburg, was actually

a captain in the service of the Empress Queen. He went over

to the enemies of his country, and yet he is continually talking

of his honour. Absurd ! The honour of a soldier can only be

compared with that of a woman.—It must be free from the

smallest blemish, the most inconsiderable spot or stain. But he

will answer, that he was particularly aggrieved. Admitting,

for argument, that it were really so, he should then have re

mained entirely neutral.—But to engage himself to fight against

his King and country ! Such a crime must naturally have ap

peared unpardonable, in the eyes of any prince or potentate on

the face of the earth.

We have not leisure to enter into a detail of the various

grievances set forth by Baron T. in the course of his narra

tive, any more than to give an account of his actual miseries

when in confinement, and of his very many endeavours to effect

his escape. For these, as well as for the several anecdotes,

* political and personal,' which are scattered through his pages,

we must refer our Readers to the work. But whatever opinion

may be entertained of the Writer as a man, his history will

furnish an agreeable and instructive lesson to the world. The

impetuous and the daring will be taught to bridle their inclina

tions. They will learn too, that the man who offends his Sove

reign—the Sovereign, especially, who is showering favours on him

—and who, after having offended, pertinaciously refuses to ask

that pardon which the Monarch may be ready to grant him, is,

whatever wretchedness he shall have entailed on himself, less an

object of pity than . But we foibear ; the Baron has

received his punishment, and it is not our desire to add to his

pain. With relpect to the preceding remarks, we have been

influenced by nothing but a strict and inviolable regard to truth,

—or what, as such, presents itself to our judgment.

Notwithstanding the remarks we have made on the Baron's

conduct, it is but justice to acknowlege, that in perusing his

Memoirs, we found ourselves much interested, and entertained,

by many of his details and anecdotes. He is, certainly,' a very

extraordinary man, and a most intrepid officer.

Art,
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Aut. XII. RecolleSion of some Particulars in the Life of the latt

William Sbtnjlone, Esq. in a Scries of Letters from an intimate

Friend of his to —— —-, Esq. F.R. S. 8vo. 3s. sewed.

Dodfley. 17&8.

"rr\HE man of eminence (says the celebrated Montaigne)

I will at all times command our attention : even his do

mestic occupations, his petty habits, will be contemplated by

us with pleasure." The observation is certainly just ; and the

present ingenious Writer has evidently entertained the fame

idea with respect to Mr. Shensione. In our opinion, how

ever," he comes not fully under such description.—As a poet, his

little peculiarities are seldom interesting to us ; yet, as the creator

of the Leasowes, we generally follow him with satisfaction and

delight.—To the amcenities of the place we must give large and

unqualified praise.

The Gentleman * who now presents us with some particu

lars in the life of Mr. S. carried on an occasional correspondence

with him for the space of thirty years. He was consequently

well acquainted with his manners, character, &c. and has here

delineated them with a skilful hand. Vellem in amicitid fie

erraremus is the motto to this performance. Much is undoubt

edly allowable on the score of friendship : yet still we must

repeat with the Philosopher—Plato we love, and Socrates we love,

but Truth we love in preference to either. We do not mean by

this to insinuate that the Recolleclor has at any time misrepre

sented facts, but only that we fear he has frequently exagge

rated on the subject of Mr. S.'s poetry f. When, for example,

he speaks of his favourite as a man, we readily give him credit

for every circumstance that he has advanced in his praise; but

when he places him, as a writer, on a level with Mr. Gray J,

we think we perceive a want of knowlege of the poetical charac

ter. It may farther be remarked, that there is not a single

instance in which the comparison will hold. The former is

remarkable forsimplicity, the latter (ot sublimity in his expression.

* The Rev. Mr. Graves, Author of the Spiritual Quixote, Eu-

phrosyne, Peter of Pomfret, Sec.

-(- Os this, indeed, he appears himself to be somewhat sensible,

since, in another place, he has observed—' My friendship for Mr.

Shensione may probably have made me partial to his abilities. I

must shelter myself under my motto from Horace,

< In friendship I would wilh to be

Accused of partiality.'

But this is an apology which impartiality can never admit; as far as

it regards the literary qualities of one's friend.

J * Mr. Shenstone might dispute the prize of genius with Mr.

Ca/* though he is far surpassed by him in learning.'

S 3 In
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In a word, the mens divinior, the fire of genius, is frequently

to be seen in Gray, but not a spark of it in Shenstone ; and as

to our being able to " track him in the snow of the Ancients,"

as Dryden has so elegantly observed of Ben Jonson, the examples

are extremely rare. If, therefore, we rank the late proprietor

of the Leasowes a little above the Dorsets and Hallifaxesof

former days (the " mob of Gentlemen who wrote with ease,")

and next below, in point of merit, to the natural and elegant

Prior, his deare/ifriends, we hope, will be contented.

This publication is principally occasioned by the observations

of Dr. Johnson on the life and writings of Mr. S .With

the extract of a page or two, in reply to those observations, we

shall close our remarks.

* I think (fays Mr. Graves) I have a right to question the

Doctor's intelligence on some few occasions, and even the just

ness- of some of his remarks.' He has said of Mr. Shenstone,

*' His mind was not comprehensive, nor his curiosity active : he

had no value for those parts of knowledge which he had not

himself cultivated." * Now, in answer to this, I can only

oppose my own opinion, who knew Mr. Shenstone intimately,

to that of Dr. Johnson, who confessedly was a stranger to

him.—I will venture to fay then, that no one had a quicker

comprehension of any subject to which he applied his mind; and no

one had a mind more capable of comprehending a variety of sub

jects, though, from various circumstances, he might not have

cultivated or furnished it with learning and knowledge to the

extent of which it was capable. Few people wrote better upon

business when the occasion required it. In politics I am con

vinced he would have made no inconsiderable figure, if he had

had a sufficient motive for applying his mind to political studies ;

as, I think, might appear from the letters written during the

rebellion in 1745, and from others which I received about

the year 1762, on the state of public affairs at that critical

period.

* As to his curiosity, it was so active in his youth, that, on

whatever interesting subject he was employed, no regard to

health or exercise, nor even to the hours of refreshment, could

divert his attention. This irregular indulgence of his curiosity,

indeed, was one cause perhaps of that languid state of health,

under which he afterwards laboured, and which brought on,

by degrees, an habitual indolence and inactivity, rather preju

dicial to his future progress; and which prevented his acquiring

that extensive knowledge, and penetrating so far into the deeper

recesses of learning and science, as his mind was naturally ca

pable of doing.—Neither did Mr- Shenstone undervalue any

branch of science, and had some knowledge of most. He knew

lomething of matnematics, and all the liberal sciences taught In

8 the
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the university : he was well read in history and travels; but

polite literature was his principal study, and classical learning

his forte. In short, I will conclude with Dr. Johnson's own

words, though with a slight, but what I think, a necessary al

teration :—" Had Mr. Shenstone's mind been better stoied with

knowledge, he certainly would have been great ; with hig pre

sent store, he is universally allowed to be agreeable"

This alteration should not be termed flight. It departs too far

from the sentiments of Johnson, as the Reader will perceive by

the following transcript :—" Had his mind been better stored

with knowledge, whether he could have been great, I know

not : he could certainly have been agreeable."

MONTHLY CATALOGUE,

For SEPTEMBER, 1788.

History.

Art. 13. Universal History, commencing with the Creation, and

ending 536 years before the Christian Æra. In Letters from a Fa

ther to a Son. By Francis Dobbs, Esq. Vol. I. 121110. 35.

sewed. Kearfley. 1787.

THIS writer, speaking of his work, observes, that ' it can

be of little use to men of literature, unless I should for

tunately throw some new lights on the order of Providence, and the

vast design of this terrestrial creation.' But, he adds, ' to those

whose occupations do not admit of deep researches, I trust, it will

give a general view of the world, that they have not at present the

means of obtaining: and I flatter myself the youth of both sexes will

find, in the following meets, amusement blended with instruction.'

We think that the above is on the whole a just account of the pre

sent performance. Those who peruse it with attention (and at

tention works of this kind particularly require) will no doubt find it

beneficial. The author makes use of Sir Isaac Newton's chrono

logy ; and perhaps, on a subject so intricate, he could not have

chosen a better guide ; and as he has in no instance ventured to de

part from it, he hopes to escape the censure of the learned. Three

farther volumes are to carry up the history of the world to the time of

the death of Christ: after which it is intended co pursue it to the

present day.—\!ix. Dobbs has taken considerable pains (as the

phrase is) with th s epitome; and we hope he will meet with en

couragement in the prosecution of his design.

Natural History.

Art. 14. Tie Natural History of Birds ; containing a Variety os

Facts selected from several Writers, and intended for the Amuse

ment and Instruction os Children. With Copper-plates. Part I.

izmo. is. 6d. Johnson,

It' is certainly right to draw the early attention of . hiidren to the

more conspicuous objects of nature. The present performance seems

S 4 " well
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well calculated for this end. The two first orders of birds are de

scribed in a plain and intelligible style; the substance is chiefly taken

from BufFon, though the Linnean order is preferred.—Only the first

part of this work is yet published.

Geography.

Art. 15. A Short and Easy Introduction to the Science of Geography.

•Designed for the Use of Schools'. By Thomas Keith, izmo.

is. 6d. bound. Lnw. 1787.

This little publication, though not materially different from other

introductions to geography, is concise and accurate. It contains, as

usual, the situation, extent, boundaries, divisions, &c. of the seve

ral countries in the world ; and the description and use of the ter

restrial globe.

Foiice

Art. 16. A Letter to the Patrons, Trustees, CS'c, of the Charity

Schools, recommending a more efficacious Mode of educating the

Children of the Poor. 8vo. 6d. Turner. 1788.

The Writer of this well intended Letter (hews the insufficiency of

the Charity Schools, in their present state, to answer thole valuable

purposes which the sounders of them designed, -viz. to educate the

children of the poor so as to make them useful members of society,

by instructing them in the religious and moral duties, and by teach

ing them to read and write. He proposes, as a more effectual means

of accomplishing these laudable designs, that the children should be

taken into the house, and be employed in some useful easy work,,

during those intervals when they are not engaged in mental improve

ment, &c.

The Author is awareof the objections that may be made to his

scheme His aim, however, is to promote the reformation of a con

siderable branch of our police ; and, whether his plan be carried into

execution or not, he certainly merits the thanks of the Public.—

What he fays, in regard to the apprenticing of parish children de

serves particular consideration.

Inland Navigation,

Art. 17. A Short Reply to a Pamphlet entitled «* Observations on t,

Design for improving the Navigation of the River Severn, in the

Counties of Salop, Stustord, Worcester, and Glocester." 8vo. is.

Cadel). 1788.

Of the " Observations, Ccc." some account was given in our Re

view for May, p. 452. That publication is here I'maitly attacked ;

but it is impoŒble for a literary journalist, as such, to judge, with

decision, on a subject so invelopert in locil circumstances. The au

thor of the present tract confines his arguments, chiefly, to the con

sideration of the injury that may accrue to landed property from the use

of locks and weirs ; but he hints, likewise, at other very material in

conveniences that, in his apprehension, would arise, were the scheme

for improving the navigation of the Severn to ,be carried in to effect: for

these, however, we mull refer to the pamphlet; which is well written.

Necroe
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Negroe Slavery.

Art- 1 8. The Ail of Assembly os the IJIand of Jamaica, for the better

Order and Government of Slaves, Sec. commonly called '* The

Consolidated Act,"—exhibiting most of the essential Regulations of

the Jamaica CodcNoir; passed by the Assembly, Dec. 19, 1787.

Communicated to the Public by Stephen Fuller, Esq. Agent for

Jamaica. 4to. 2s. White, &c. 1788.

These laws and regulations are, as far as we can pretend to judge,

every way consistent with the principles of found policy, justice, and

humanity. Could all our islands and plantations, in which Negroe

slaves are employed, boast a Code Noir equally just and expedient,

the charge of cruelty and oppression, so frequently brought against

the slave-holders, would be much lessened, if not totally removed.

Trade, &V.

Art. 19. A Review of the Laws and Regulations rtfpeliing the Dis

tillery of Scotland, Sec. 8vo. is. 6d. Murray. 1788.

A contest has long subsisted between the London and the Scotch

distillers, in which, as in all contests among manufacturers, for par

ticular immunities, each party has seemingly exerted itself to mislead

the Legislature, with a view to obtain regulations tending to promote

its own interest. The respectable author of this pamphlet favours

the Scottish distillers, and brings some heavy charges [though with

an appearance of candour and moderation] against the London did

tillers. An appearance of moderation gives great weight to an ar

gument; and it must be owned that our Author's charges against the

London . distillers, as having formed a settled plan of obtaining for

themselves a monopoly of this important branch of business, and of

persisting in it with very great obstinacy, seems to be supported by

strong proof and circumstances. But where so much ingenuity may

be exerted on both sides, it is not an easy matter to decide, without

danger of error.

Nothing, however, can seem to be more equitable than this Au»

thor's proposal, that the law respecting the distillery should be the

same in all parts of the island *. ' If then, on the present occasion,*

says he, ' t*o different systems shall be proposed for taxing the dis

tillery of Great Britain, one of them split out into distinction*

sounded on the vain attempt of estimating with precision, and poising

with perfect equality a variety of partial interests, held forth as ob

jects of national importance, by persons who have every temptation

to deceive, and, yet, on whose information alone they must be con

sidered ; the other a plain and general system to operate uniformly,

eithr- by general licence or general excise, as the wisdom of the legisla

ture shall determine ; by which the same sort of duties shall be levied

in the same manner upon the same manufacture, whether in Eng

land or in Scotland. If two such different modes are proposed, upon

what solid principle of policy, or of finance, can it be supposed the

former will prevail ?'— Yet we know it did prevail.—This seems to

be an important question ; and it deserves to be more deliberately

■

* A,nd why npt the fame with respect to the foaf manufacture ?

examined.
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examined, than it ever yet has been. We would therefore recom

mend the subject to the consideration of some enlightened philoso.

pher, who, altogether unconnected with either of the contending

parties, (hould treat it as a speculative question. One circumstance,

and that alone, seems to have led the Legislature of Great Britain

into the seeming absurdity of adopting two different systems of police,

in different parts of the country ; viz. the smaller duty of excise paid

on malt in Scotland than in England. Many reasons may be urged

for this distinction ; but we suspect that more weighty argument*

might be produced for its abolition: and should our brethren of Scot

land be convinced of this, should they come forward with a candid

liberality of conduct, and renounce it, nothing could oppose an ex

tension of the same system of regulations to every part of the coun

try ; we question, however, if this will be easily '.nought about.

The pamphlet before us has been ascribed to Sir John Dalrymple ;

bat we have satisfactory reasons fur saying it is the production of ano

ther pen.

Political.

Art. 20. Thoughts on the Disqualification of the Eldest Sons ofthe Peer*

ef Scotland, to elect, or to be elected from that Country to Parlia

ment. With an Appendix. By Alexander Lord Saltoun, Advo

cate and F.S. S. A. 8vo. ys. Boards. Cadell. 1788.

Lord Saltoun vindicates the rights of the eldest sons of the peers of

Scotland with great energy and force of argument, and shews, by a

train of reasoning that seems liable to no objection, that the resolu

tions of the Scottish parliament in 1685 and 1689 (by which the eldest

sons of peers were first discharged from sitting in parliament) were

only violent infringements of their natural and undoubted rights,

obtained by a factious majority in troubled times ; and that the reso

lution of the British parliament to the fame purpose in 1708, founded

on the former resolutions of the Scotch parliament, had been agreed

to without due attention to the subject, or the more recent deter

mination of the Scottish parliament ort that question, Jan. 27, 1707,

explaining the notion that parliament er tertamed on that head. The

noble Author, considering that some persons in England may think

the question of little importance to them, thus bespeaks their atten

tion : * Let it not be imagined that the refusal of justice to one or

der of men, is, to those who are in the full enjoyment of all their

rights, a matter of indifference. Example has a wonderful power of

multiplication. Depart from the spirit of our constitution in one in

stance, and you have a pretext for departing from it in another.

Thus precedents, accumulated into laws, have, 'in different ages and

countries, converted free into arbitrary governments. In proportion

as ideas of disfranchising and oppressing any class of men become

familiar, in that proportion are new avenues opened for the exercise

of injustice, faction, and tyranny. Every act of justice, on the other

hartd, but especially every reparation of injustice, is an homage paid

to she genius of freedom, and adds fresti vigour to our political sys

tem.' From an instance of reparation of a similar act of injustice by

theBrltifh parliament, which lately rescinded the resolution of the

House of Lords in 1 7 1 1 , by which the Scotch peers were declared to

• • bo
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be incapable of being created British peers, and of obtaining an he

reditary feat in the legislative assembly of the nation,—he augurs

that a similar determination will take place, whenever the question,

here agitated shall be properly brought under review in that august

assembly.

Several other questions respecting the civil polity of Scotland, are

incidentally mentioned in this patriotic performance, which deserve

the serious attention of every well-wisher to that country.

His Lordship takes notice of a singular inadvertence in the conduct

of parliament on the late impeachment of Mr. Hastings, which may

possibly furnish a handle for annulling the whole of their proceedings.

He is impeached in the name of the Commons of England; but since

the union, there is no such body of men existing. The lower House

of Parliament since that time can be only denominated the Commons

of Great Britain,

Medical.

Art. J I. Critical Introduction to tit Study of Feveri. Read at the

College of Physicians for the Gulstonian Lectures. By Francis

Riollay, M. D. Fellow of the College. 8vo. 2s. Cadell. 1788.

To display his own knowlege and abilities, rather than to instruct

bis audience, is too often the first intention of the lecturer. Al

though Dr. Riollay, by his excellent history of the different systems

and opinions of fevers, that have been formed and defended by their

different champions, from the time of Hippocrates to the present

day, has given an undoubted proof of his intimate acquaintance, not

only with the names but with the doctrines of ancient and modern,

medical writers; yet he hath, at the fame time, fully discharged. his

duty as a lecturer, by the great quantity of real information which is

contained in the three lectures here offered to the public, especially

in the historical part.

The Author's opinion of fevers is briefly as follows. Fever is no

disease in itself. In all cases it is symptomatic of some affection, but

pever primary nor essential. Thefluids, solids, nerves, and the mind,

are susceptible of various alterations that produce fever.—We shall no

otherwise animadvert on these opinions, than by faying, that the

theory of physic was never more obscured or confused than by call

ing the causes os diseases, diseases, and by not properly distinguish

ing between disease;; and their symptoms. M. Sauvages attempted

to establish these distinctions on the plan proposed by Sydenham ; he

has been imitated by Linne, Vogel, Cullen, and others; much

however yet remains for posterity to effect. We can by no means

acquiesce in Dr. Riollay's opinion, of this plan being ' open to many

objections arid exceptions,' until he hath shewn, more fully than in.

the present publication, what these objections and exceptions are.

Art. 22. Bath Waters ; a conjectural Idea of their Nature and Qua

lities. In three Letters. To which is added, Putridity and In

fection unjustly imputed to Fevers. By A. W. M.D. Reg. Coll.

Med. Edin. Soc. 8vo. 2s. Robinsons, &c. 1788.

As Dr. Wilson applies the word conjectural to the opinions which

he here advances, the necessity of a demonstration is obviated. His

conjectutes are doubtless ingenious ; but as they are not supported
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by evident proofs, or convincing arguments, we cannot presume t«

pronounce them true.

In the first letter, the Author describe* the springs, and gives

a short analysts of the water ; in the second he continues the subject,

with a supposition concerning the cause of their heat ; and in the

third he ' enquires what qualities and virtues the waters may ra

tionally be supposed to contract from the manner {this was Mo sup

posed] of their being heated.'

The reflections on fevers merit attention ; they are chiefly intended

to shew that many fevers are thought putrid, and infectious, in which

no signs of putrescence are visible. Dr. Wilson adds some excellent

rules for the management of fevers in general.

Art. 23. A new experimental Enquiry into the Nature and Qualities of

the Cheltenham Water ; to which are now added, Observations on

other Waters, &c ; with an Appendix on the Mephitic-alkaline

Water, a new and approved Remedy against the Stone and Gra

vel. By A. Fothergill, M. D. F. R. S. Member of the Royal

College of Physicians, and of the Medical Societes of London,

Edinburgh, and Paris. The second Edition. 2 s. Bath printed—

and sold by Baldwin, London. 1788.

« The increasing reputation (says the Author in his preface) of

the Cheltenham spa, has indeed long attracted public attention ; but

surely its salubrious powers were never before exerted in so noble a

cause as that of the health of its Sovereign. An attempt, there

fore, towards an improved Analysts of the waters will not, it it

hoped, at this juncture, be thought unseasonable.'

In our account of the first edition of this essay (Rev. vol. Ixxiii.

p. 300.), we gave the results of the Doctor's experiments, shewing

the quantities of the component parts in a gallon of the Cheltenham

water. From this improved Analysts, we find the ingredients to be

the fame, and their quantities also the fame, except that the Author

has now determined the quantity of phlogisticated air to be 8 ounces

measures.

With respect to the additions, their utility is unquestionable, par

ticularly in (hewing the general method of analyzing water, and of

determining its contents by re-agents, or precipitants. The me

phitic-alkaline water, i. e. a solution of alkaline salt impregnated

with water, is, from experience, recommended as a lithontriptic,

and a receipt is added for making artificial Cheltenham water.

Art. 24. Observations on the inefficacious Use of Irons in Cafes of Luxa

tions and Distortion of the Ancle "Joint, and Children horn ivith de

formed and crooked Feet: A much more agreeable and effectual

Mode of Treatment being pursued. Illustrated with Cases. By

William Jackson, Member of the Corporation of Surgeons. S.o.

la. Symonds. 1787.

Mr. Jackson is possessed of a secret, viz. a method of effectually

curing distortions without the use of consining-irons. We readily

allow, that all cases of distortion are not remedied by the use

of irons; yet, when the instruments are properly adapted, we have

often—very often, found them to succeed under the most unpromising

circumstances. We therefore think that the use of irons is justifiable,

until
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until Ms. Jackson has revealed his secret, which, for the benefit os

the public, and improvement of surgery, we hope he will not long

conceal.

Art. 25. An Essay on the Operation of Mercury in the Human Body ; ia

which the Manner how Salivation is produced by that Medicine,

js attempted to be explained. Interspersed with Observations on

the Treatment of the Venereal Disease. By Robert Maywood,

M. D. of the Isle of Wight. 8vo. is. 6d. Symonds. 1787.

This essay is a translation of Dr. Maywood's inaugural thesis.

The doctrine contained in it is built on the hypothesis, ' That the

' increased action of an animal fibre is followed by a relaxation or de

bility of the fame.' Dr. M. thinks, that mercury acts as a stimu

lant, and consequently produces debility ; and that the salivation

proceeds from the general debility: but this requires demonstration..

We are not told why salivation, rather than any other evacuation,

should be caused by the general debility induced b/ mercury.

. Dr. Maywood sometimes uses new technical terms, which he hath

not defined, of which ' Ostensible qualities of mercury,' page 8, may

serve as a specimen.

Art. 26. PraHical Observations on Hernia ; illustrated with Cases.

By B. Wilmer, Surgeon in Coventry, izmo. is. 6d. Longman.

1788.

This well-informed Writer begins with describing the hernia con-

genita ; and, in order to give his readers clear ideas on the subject,

he very properly inquires into the state of the testis in the foetus, and

the changes which it undergoes, previous to, and soon after birth.

The theory which Mr. Wilmer delivers, shews his anatomical know-

lege ; and his practice seems to be the joint result of experience and

reason. The cases which are produced not only illustrate and sup

port the Author's opinions, but will prove highly acceptable to the

practising surgeon, as they contain many judicious remarks, and

point out a number of minutia, which, if unattended to, may frus

trate the surgeon's intentions, and be detrimental to the patient.

We recommend this work to the perusal of our medical readers,.

who will find in it ample directions for the proper treatment of all

kinds of hernia:.

Education, &c.

Art. 27. The Friend of Youth ; being a Sequel to the Children's

Friend ; and, like that Work, consisting of apt Stories, enter

taining Dialogues, and moral Dramas, &c. Partly translated

from Mr. Berquin, and other French and German Writers, and

partly original, being written by the Editor himself, the Rev.

Mark Antony Meilan. In twelve Volumes. i2mo. 12 s. sewed.

Hookham.

I f it be a just observation of the wisest among the ancients, " Train

up a child in the way he Jhould go, and tuben be is old be will not de-

fartfrom it," and if we are to credit the general assertion, that ac

cording to the education of the child will be the conduit of the man,

then we must allow, that every attempt to facilitate the arduous task

of
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of rearing the tender mind is commendable in itself, though, in the

execution, it may prove somewhat deficient *.

Some years past, indeed, such attempts were highly laudable, at

being seldom made, and therefore much wanted. But it is a gene

ial remark, and in this instance it is verified, that when any commo

dity is much called for, the market soon overflows.—Now, we have

books on education one after another, in such rapid succession, that

teachers must be at a loss which to prefer.

In our Review for January 1788, page 71, we gave an account of

Mr. Meilan's translation of UAmi det Ensans % and we there men

tioned, that we understood Mr. M. was a foreigner, but we have

since been informed that we were mistaken. We are sorry for it, as

we have now the fame reason to complain of his being ' unac

quainted with the English idioms,' and not the fame apology to

■suggest. Negligence, therefore, must now be asligned as the cause of

his Frenchified Englijh, which might easily have been corrected.

However, as the work is intended for English readers only, and

those not critics, the mistakes will bs of little consequence ; and,

otherwise, the language is sufficiently correct and easy for its young

readers,—who will also be pleased with the variety afforded them by

the little poems interspersed in each volume.

Having premised thus much concerning the translation, we now

come to the work itself.—Those who were so much pleased with

The Children's Friend, will find equal pleasure in this sequel to it.

Chiefly written, indeed, by the same Author, and in the same man

ner, it will prove equally agreeable and instructive to children who

are a few years older than the readers of the former work. The

pieces which Mr. Meilan has added of his own composition, are in

the same spirit and style, and deserve a share of that commendation

which has been so liberally bestowed on the writings of his pro

totype.

The pretty frontispieces to each volume will, we do not doubt,

contribute to the entertainment which this publication will afford to

young readers.—We must just mention, that the story of ' The Hus

band fortunately rivalled,' in vol. vii. is evidently an abridgment of

the beautiful novel called " Caroline of Lichtfeld." See Rev. vol.

Ixxvi. p. 265.

Art. 28. The Friend of Youth. Translated from the French of

M. Berquin. Complete in two Volumes, izmo. 5 s. Boards.

Dilly, &c. 1788.

After the general judgment we have so repeatedly given on M.

Berquin's merit as a writer, and our particular opinion on this work

in the preceding article, we need not dilate on the subject on the

present occasion.

* Jt should be remembered, however, that to this rule, as to all

Others, exceptions may be made : for instances often occur, of per

sons acting in a manner totally opposite to every virtuous principle

that wjs carefully implanted in their minds while young ; and also

of honest and virtuous men, who, when children, were scarcely taught

the difference between right and wrong. Such is the force of natu

ral disposition.

The
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The Translator tells us, that < the following sheets contain what

has hitherto been published entire by the Author on this plan ;' and

that ' this work in the original came out, as did the Children's

Friend, in detached periodical pieces, and therefore has not yet

arrived at the ultimate point to which Mr. B. proposes to con

tinue it.'

Not having the original at hand, we cannot contradict this asser

tion ; nor can we speak as to the fidelity of the translation, which

appears, however, on the whole, to be tolerably executed. But we

cannot perceive why a fourth part of the first volume was filled with,

a drama on the distresses of Charles II. during the inter-rrgnum ;

nor why the second volume should open with Ensign Prentiss's Nar

rative of a Shipwreck*, published in 1782, and reviewed in our

67th vol. p. 153.

Repeating what we have already said, that the Friend os Youth

is a very entertaining and instructive Friend, we have only to add,

that these volumes are embellished with frontispieces.

Art. 29. Elegant Orations, ancient and modern, for the Use os Schools ;

originally compiled for the Instruction of his own Pupils. By the

Rev. J. Mossop, A. M. Master of the Boarding-school at Bright-

helmstone. i2mo. -js. 6d. bound. Kearfley. 1788.

Persuaded that ' reading and speaking with facility and accuracy

are acquired in less time by the frequent use of harangues or ora

tions, than by that of any other species of composition whatever,'

Mr. Mossop here presents a compilation, which he has himself used

and made for the purpose. We shall not strictly enquire into the

justice of his observation, because we are satisfied that he cannot

mean to exclude youth from other kinds of composition ; nor can we

give any particular account of the collection he offers. Beside an

cient names, as Demosthenes, Cicero, &c. &c. we meet with those

of Walpole, Pulteney, Argyle, Dundas, Fox, Pitt, Burke, Sheri

dan, Thurlow, Burgoyne, Saville, Nugent, Beaufoy, North, &c.

&c. &c. Their orations may no doubt prove of some service to

youth, especially if they are guarded against being misled by what is

party and personal, and farther taught, that the mere power of de

clamation is not, in general, an attainment of the first importance.

Art. 30. Original Stories from real Life ; with Conversations calcu

lated to regulate the Affections, and form the Mind to Truth and

Goodness, izmo. 2s. 6d. Johnson. 1788.

This little book appears without a name : we suspect it to be the

production of a female pen, which has very lately contributed to in

struct and entertain us on the subject of education. The present col

lection forms an agreeable and useful addition to the former. Among

other excellent principles and morals, this Authoress is studious to

recommend tenderness to the brute creation, but not that kind of

foolish pity or delicacy which is sometimes felt, or affected, and is

found to be very consistent with an overbearing and insolent spirit

toward those of our own species, or a great insensibility and inatten

tion to their wants and afflictions. It is solid piety and virtue which

» ' « ■ 1 ■ ■ • 1 q .

* The author's name is here suppressed.

this
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this book inculcates, and presents to the choice and cultivation of

youth, in a judicious and engaging manner.

Art. 31. Le Livre iti Enfans. The Children's Book ; by a Grand-

mother. For her Grand-daughters. Parti. 12010. is. bound.

Boosey. 1787.

This work seems calculated to fulfill cur grandmother's wish, of

aflisting ' the little children, so as to enable them to read to her some

pretty French book.' It may however be asked, whether, while

the children are instructed in the French language, in the manner

here proposed, there may not be a danger of their learning bad

English?

SCHOOL-B 0 0 K.

Art. 32. The Pronunciation and Orthography of the French Language

rendered perfectly easy., on a Plan quite original. By John Mur

doch, izmo. is. 6d. bound, Forster. 1788.

There is something peculiar in the motto to this book; Je ne salt

qu'une chose a la sots. De Witt. ' I do but one thing at a time.'

The Author, we conclude, intends this to apply to the mistake of

grammarians, who are supposed to involve too many subjects in what

they propose to their scholars, instead of simply offering a single ob

ject at once to their attention. He makes pertinent observations on

this and ether subjects in his preface. His plan appears to be judicious,

and likely to prove useful ; but this must be determined by farther

experiments. He devotes a considerable part of his book to ortho

graphy and pronunciation, not concurring with the opinion, that the

latter can be learned only by the ear. He admits that rules alone

are insufficient, but is persuaded that they are highly useful. With

out farther remarks, we will dismiss the little volume, by adding

the paragraph with which the Author concludes his preface :

' If I might here moralize for a moment, I would humbly offer it

as my opinion, that in proportion as method is attended to in the

education of youth, they not only make progress in learning, but

also in virtuous habits. If the love of regularity, order, or method,

and the love of <virtue, be not quite synonymous terms, it must

at least be allowed that they are nearly allied, and that the transition

from the one to the other is easy. There are but few methodical

men, comparatively speaking, who are either very foolish or very vi

cious : whereas those who are unmethodical, and indifferent about

trdcr and regularity, are, in general, the pests of human society.'

We leave this to the consideration of the reader.

Miscellaneous.

Art. 33. A sure Guide against Waste in Dress; or, the Woollen

Draper's, Man Mercer's, and Taylor's Assistant; adapted also to

the Use of Gentlemen, Tradesmen, and Farmers: Shewing the

exact Quantity of Cloth, &c. necessary to make any Garment,

from a Child to a full-sized Man. In Tables, &c. By M. Cook,

Taylor. 8vo. 5 s. bound. Egerton, &c.

No men can be so early apprized of the rapid advances of lite

rature, as those who are bound to read all that others chuse to write.

When therefore the management of hair was reduced to principles of

1 ait.
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art*, we were prepared to expect the taylor, the shoemaker, and

other mechanics, to follow, as soon as the respective trades could

produce professors who had attained to the auxiliary arts of reading

and writing, with an ambition to exercise them. A taylor, quit

ting his goose for a goose-quill, has now stepped forth to emulate

the literary boldness of the tonsor ; and has dared to ascertain the

exact quantity of cloth necessary for all parts of dress, under all cir

cumstances, in a set of tables as nicely adjusted as those of sines and

tangents, arid, like the dog in the manger, without any allowance

of cabbage, or recollection of hell. It is a new subject ; let the tay

lor explain himself;

' These tables will afford that information to every purchaser,

which many, whose profession requires that knowledge, labour in vaia

their whole lives to acquire.

* The woollen-draper, man's mercer, &c. will also be informed

of the real value of the remnants they have by them, and of the pur

poses to which they may with most propriety be adapted.

' Masters of academies, captains, &c. of the navy and army,

wishing to have their, or their children's cloaths, made to fit with

ease, elegance, and taste; may have a suit, or any garment, made

at six hours notice, by sending their cloth, &c. and meitioning

the part of the book they took the quantity from ; or sending their

height and width, as described in this work, and the fashion or

fancy they would have their cloaths made, without the trouble of

their being measured (if they are not deformed -f), and their cloaths

sent to any part of the kingdom.

« The Author likewise makes lusty men's breeches, and fends

them to any part of the kingdom, by gentlemen sending the length,

of the side-seam, waistband, and width round the knee below the

garter of the breeches, on a new plan. These breeches give room;

to the belly, and set up about the loins, by the assistance of an ela

stic strap, which prevents them from coming down ; without which

method the loins are left exposed below the waistcoat, from whence

a multiplicity of disorders ensue.'

Now, without being taylors, we may presume to remark, that

our Author assumes his men to be as regularly formed as triangles,

of which, by having any three parts given, we, can complete the

figure : but there is so little correct symmetry in the human frame,

that we apprehend a coat made for one man five feet six inches high,

and thirty-nine inches in girt under the arms, should it chance to sit

easy and becoming upon him, might be very uneasy and awkward

upon another of the same given dimensions, without any observable

deformity in cither of them.

—

* See Barker's Principles ofHair-drtjpng, Rev. vol.lxxii. p. 471.

•f- We should have suppressed this very awkward parenthesis, out of

regard to a literary taylor, could we have reconciled it to the prin

ciples of integrity ; as it is certainly unpolite in Mr. Cooke to admit

the possibility of deformity in any of his customers. It would have

been more delicate, to have expressed himself by a periphrasis, some

what in this manner: ' Supposing no peculiar deviation from the

common proportions.'

Rev, Sept. 1788. T We
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We shall, probably, in due time have a Complete Black and If 'bite

Milliner; with The Artificial Hat-maker ; and The nvho/e Art and

Mystery, Composition and Application, cf Cosmetics, ice. &c.

Ar\ 34. The present State os Sicily and Malta. Extracted from Mr.

iirydone, Mr. Swinburne, and other modern Travellers, izmo.

3«. sewed. Kearily. 1788.

Those who have not the originals whence this compilement is

taken, or cannot iftbrd to purchase them, will be glad to peruse the

ex'racls here collected for their entertainment. The materials of

uhic'i this little volume is composed are certainly interesting, in the

grea;ist dfgrei ; and will b? particularly so to young persons.

/ •. uj; other abstracts, we here meet with the substance of Vertot's

b.itory of the valorous exploits of the Knights of Malta ; particu

larly th» memorable siege of that place, in which the Christians, in

gai-iiio:' there, b.'.ffled the whole force of the Turkish Emperor, So-

lyman the Second, at that time the most powerful Prince in the

w rid. Perhaps the efforts on both sides, the courage of the be-

iieg,r«, ar»d ihe desperate defence of the besieged, were never

equalled,- certainly not exceeded.

Art. 35 The Fssays os Francis Bacon, Baron of Verulam, Viscount

' St. A'bii, and Lord High Chancellor of England, on civil, mo-

;,;!. iifrary, and political Subjects. With the Life of that cele

brated Writer. A new Edition. 8vo. z Vols. izs. Robson,

sic 17H7.

'I h'- Fsl'ays of Lord Bacon are sufficiently known to the Public. The

prelrrr ( dition of them comes forth without the name of the editor,

w'v, a we have found on examination, hath taken no small liberties

wth the original. All of the Essays, which we have compared, are

?!tced hy changing the style, and some are mutilated by sentences

being left out. Of both we would give specimens, had we not

lately* been under the disagreeable necessity of pointing out similar

fault? in ihe last edition of Bacon's Life of Henry the Seventh; and

we wou'd n<.t disgust our Readers with a continuation of such criti-

t Hm as ive have really no pleasure in making, and which, we are

i.r<". they . m have little entertainment in reading.

The volumes before us, however, contain a Life of the Author,

'Dr. Willymott, which seems correct, and well written. Autho-

. ncs are not quoted by this biographer; but the facts, we believe,

:y be relied on, since, on a comparison, they are found to agree

*■ ■ 1 those related by other biographers of this great man.

/i-r. 36. Memoirs of Frederick Baron Trend. Written by himself.

rranihied fom the Geiman Original, by an Officer of the

i'fiyal Artillery. 8vo. 2 Vols. 6s. sewed. Egerton. 1788.

. 'i in .iciount of the Memoirs of Baron Trenck, we must refer

c :.- l' traders to the nth Article of this month's Review. The pre-

i-i:: translation is said to have been ' attempted merely as an exercise

.- •• Uermm language.' It is evidently the work of a man who

... :. •.''<■ accjstomed to literary exercises. The inaccuracies are many

* See Review for October 1787, p. 309.

and
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and great. A considerable portion of the Baron's performance is

likewise omitted by his Translator; but for this he apologizes in the

following words :

* The Translator has here (vol. ii. p. 179.) exercised a liberty

which he has found himself under the necessity of taking in many

other parts of the original. He has omitted a variety of anecdotes

and occurrences, which, however interesting to Baron Trenck,

would be not in the least so to the English reader.'

The omissions appear not, on the whole, to be injudicious, la

the Author's narrative, we find on every occasion

" dear self prevail,

And 1 the {noble] hero of each tale*."

There isi indeed, so much of self, as not unfrequently to excite

disgust. High German fride is there to be seen, in its genuine an4

glaring colours.

The Baron's dedication to Frederick's Ghost is prefixed to this

translation, which Mr. Holcroft, as we observed, has omitted in his

edition. See p. 256 of this month's Review.

Art. 37. The 2>uip Modest; a few Words by way of Supplement to

Remarks critical and illustrative on the Text and Notes of the

last Edition of Shakespeare ; occasioned by a Republication of

that Edition, revised and augmented by the Editor of Dodslev's

Old Plays. 8vo. is. Johnson. 1788.

This Writer, who some time since informed us, that ' his self

was preparing for the press an edition of the plays of our favourite

poet, is extremely dissatisfied with the gentlemen who have the ma

nagement of the well-known publication entitled, Johnson's and Stee~

'vens't Shakespeare. He particularly remarks of Mr. Malone, that

' while such critics as he have the liberty to write notes in the mar

gin of Shakespeare, it will be in vain to expect either honour or jus

tice done to the author.' Be this as it may, we do not think that

the present unknown annotator (who signs J. R. of G. I.) is the per

son born to Jet us right. The man who takes up half a dozen pages

in inquiring whether ' Country,' 'Angry,' ' Henry,' &c. &c. are to

be pronounced as dissyllable1 or trissyllables, and which every schoolboy

may determine by the structure of the verse,—the man, in snort, who

" lives on syllables," will never be considered by os as the elucidates

of Shakespeare. Very different requisites are expected. He must be

equally judicious and acute; Pir maxime limatus & subtilis, as the

Roman orator expresses it,—and then we may insure him success.

Art. 38. Miscellanies Moral and Instructive, in Prose and Verse ;

collected from various Authors. For the Use of Schools, and Im

provement of young Persons of both Sexes. i2mo. 2s. 6d.

bound. Philadelphia printed ; London reprinted. Phillips. 1787.

This Miscellany was, as the preface informs us, collected some

years ago by a female moralist, not with a view to publication, but

* It must here be remarked, that Baron T. was at all times indus

trious to make himself a party in matters which no way concerned

him. See particularly the pompous account which he has given of

hi* endeavour to bring about a reformation of manners at Spa.

T 2 merely
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merely for her own amusement. At the request of friends, how

ever, and from motives wholly disinterested, Ihe has given her com.

pilement to the public ; and it now appears with a recommendation

from the celebrated Dr. B. Franklin, who thinks, that " a book

containing so many well-chosen sentiments, and excellent instruc

tions, put into the hands of our children, cannot but be highly use

ful to the rising generation."—We perfectly agree in opinion with

the venerable patriot of America ; but we should have been much

better pleased with the book, had its materials undergone some pro

per arrangement, and had the extracts been referred to their respec

tive authors. For this omission some apology is made in the preface;

'but no apology can supply the deficiency. Some of the pieces,

however, both in prose and verse, are sufficiently known, as being

found in the works of our best writers.

Art. 39. The Printer's Grammar, be. &c. Chiefly collected from

Smith's Edition. Svo. 6s. Boards. Evans. 1787.

We are here presented with a new edition' of a truly useful work.

Some little addition is made to it, namely, ' A concise account of

the origin of printing,' and ' Practical directions for pressmen ;' both

of which are, no doubt, proper to the Printer's Grammar.

Authors would do well to attend to the rules laid down by

Mr. Smith, for preparing copy, pointing, corrector's marks, &c. &c.

since by such attention, a manuscript will be rendered perfectly clear

to the compositor ; authors will know how to correct their proofs ;

and thus will their writings have the better chance of coming in

a state of correctness and elegance from the press.

Art. 4.0. A Narrative of the extraordinary Cafe of G"eo. Lukins, of

Yatton, Somersetshire, who was possessed of evil Spirits for near

eighteen Years ; also an Account of his remarkable Deliverance

in the Vestry-room of Temple Church, Bristol. With Mr. Easter-

brook's * Letter annexed, authenticating the Particulars which

occurred at Temple Church. Svo. 4c). Bristol printed, aod

fold by seme Booksellers in London. 1788.

We have not yet heard that this impudent imposture (as it ap

pears to us) hath been detected, to the satisfaction of the public.

Perhaps, like the Cock-lane Ghofi, it may remain undisclosed, to amuse

the scoffer, and edify the fanatic.

* ' Joseph Eastefbrook' is given as the name of the ' Vicar of

Temple, Bristol.' Possibly there may be such a person.—But what

comes next i

Art. 41. Authentic Anecdotes of Geo. Lukins, the Yatton Demoniac r

with a View of the Controversy, and a full Refutation of the Im

posture. By Samuel Norman, Member of the Corporation of Sur

geons in London, and Surgeon at Yatton. 8vo. is. Evan». &c.

Mr. Norman's publication chiefly consists of controversial letters,

&c. originally published in the Bristol and Bath news-papers ; in1?

eluding the materials of which the preceding Narrative is composed.

The credit of that account having been publicly attacked by Mr. N.

he, in his turn, was violently assailed by the Rev. Mr. Wake, whom

he represents as a Methodist preacher, in some degree of connection

with Mr. Welby, and whom Mr. N. considers aj a promoter of Lu-

kias'i
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kios's imposture. The controversy has been conducted, like most

other controversies, with much personal abuse on both sides, but

without throwing a satisfactory light on the dark subject. It ap

pears, however, that Mr. N. has had good opportunities of judging

with respect to the real character and mysterious conduct of the pre

tended demoniac, particularly from the man's having been his pa

tient, when it was thought proper to try the effect of medical treat

ment in this very extraordinary cafe. Physic, however, could do

little with seven devils, compared with the power of seven Methodist

preachers, who, by their pious adjurations, soon did the business.

But we question whether the reverend exorcists will find it so easy a

matter to subdue the incredulity and spirited animadversions of Mr.

Norman.

Art 42. A perfeS Description of the People and Country of Scotland-,

reprinted from a very scarce Pamphlet, written by James Howel>

Gent. I2D10. 6d. Egerton, &c. 1788.

If Howel had written nothing but this low and silly abuse of Scot

land, his name would never have been transmitted to us as a wit, or

a scholar. This piece is,' indeed, a poor sample of his literary ta

lents. It is chiefly composed of such buffoonery as this: —* As for

fruit, for their grandsire Adam': fake, they [tie Scots] never planted

any; and for other trees, had Christ been betrayrd in thisenuntry

(as doubtless he should, had he come as a stranger), Judas had

sooner found the grace of repentance, than a tree to hang himself

on.'—This is rather a favourable specimen.

Poetry.

Art. 43. Messiah : a Poem, in Two Parts. Published for the Be-

nrfit of the General Ho.pital at Bath. By Miss Scott, Autnor of

The Female Advocate. 410. 2s. Johnson. 1788.

Miss Scott cannot represent her Muse as pursuing things unattempted

in prose, though we believe she might truly say things unattemptedyet

in rhime ; for we do not recollect having ever seen a poem ennued

Messiah written by a person of her theological principles. Her

numbers do not move in the beaten p2th of popular opinions, nor

does her description of the Mciliah accord with thoic ideas respecting

the person of Christ, which have been rcceivi-d by the multirude as

the orthodox faith ; there is ground to suspect, therefor*, that her

Muse will be deemed an heretical one. As we, grown wife by ex

perience, are resolved to leave writers, male and female, to abide by

their own sense os scripture, we therefore mail not enter into any

dispute with this enlightened Lady, atout systems of faith, but shall

content ourselves with suggesting that her poem might probably have

been more beautiful, and more sublime, had her religious principles

been less heterodox. Many will wonder that a person of her sentiments

should have chosen such a subject. In the following note is all the

explanation we can give them. ' This poem was occasioned by

reading Mr. Hayley's animated exhortation to Mr. M^lon to write a

national epic poem (See Mr. Hayley's Essay on Epic Poetry, 4to.

p. 114.). The perusal of those elegant lines .ihsentinly lexi the Au

thor to contrail the character of that Hero on whom the Christian's

T 3 eye
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eye should be invariably fixed, with the Heroes of the world.' Miss

Scott has executed this in a pleasing manner, and though some may

object to her piinciples, few will deny her present work to be a

poetical composition. It has our praise, not because it is published

ior the benefit of a very charitable institution, to which we wish well ;

but because it has intrinsic merit. The versification is for the most

part easy and harmonious ; and those passages of scripture which ne

cessarily came in her way she has rendered into poetry with judgment

and elegance. Some prosaic lines, and bad rhimes, we have noticed ;

but these are few, and by the generality of readers they will pass un

observed. All who agree with this lady in sentiment, will no doubt

lie delighted with her poem ; and every liberal-minded person will

heartily unite in the prayer with which Miss Scott concludes her

poem ;

* Hasten, great God ! the long predicted time

When Jesus shall be known in every clime,

When the red torch of war no more shall burn,

Nor feeling hearts o'er flaughter'd millions mourn j

And when, malignant scourge of every age,

Shall bigot iury cease its dreadful rage ;

When ever-smiling Concord's golden chain

Shall bind each clime through Nature's fair domain ;

When man his destiny divine shall prove

By all the tender charities of love ;

When to the child of virtue shall be given,

To find e'en earth the blissful porch of heav'n !*

For Miss Scott's Female Advocate, fee Rev. vol. li. p. 387.

Art. 44. Pcemi cnscveral Occasions. By W. Upton. 8vo. 5s. Boards.

Strahan. 1788.

On the Qneen's birth-day:

'. Ambrosia deck'd in odoriferous sweets,

Taint quick around and every mist dispel ;

. Wiih doubled ardour every bosom beats,

To bless the Queen where every virtue dwell.'

* ♦ * *

—* O may his virtues, like, dear Maid, thy own,

Be both accepted where they both are known ;

Where angel hosts the starry regions rend,

In praising him who all mankind defend.'

* * * *

— * Now cast aside a loathsome weed,

To walk the dreary street;

From whence the cause, one fatal deed.

Soon every other greet.'

Many will be of opinion, perhaps, that the writer of the foregoing

verses should be severely punished by our Critical Court. Alas ! we

fear he is altogether incorrigible. Beside, were we even to question

him on the charge of having repeatedly written nonsense, he would

very probably plead privilege : according to the following poetical

statute in that case made and provided :

—•'* Those
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—■" Those that write in rhyme still make

The one <uerse for the other's fake ;

And one for sense, and one for rhyme.

Is quite sufficient at one time." Hudibras.

Such authority is not to be resisted.— Officer ! discharge W. Upton

by proclamation, and put the remaining culprits to the bar.

Art. 45. Miscellaneous Poems. By Thomas Hudson. 4W. I s.

Rivingtons. 1788.

These poems, which are truly Scernholdian, will very shortly be

condemned

" (the fate of Dulness' heirs)

To wrap up pepper, figs, and such small wares."

Mr. Hudson's performances, however, if not brilliant, are inno

cent, and we much prefer them to those effusions of wit and fancy,

where morality is sacrificed to licentiousness.

Art. 46. Lints written at Twickenham. By D. O'Bryen. 4W. 13.

Debrett, Sec. 1788.

Delighted with the beautiful scenery around him, whiie on a visit

at the pleasant village named in the title-page, Mr. O'Bryen catches

3 ray of poetic inspiration, and proceeds to celebrate

' The cool recess of Twick'nam's hallowed (hade,

Twick'nam, by poets' lays immortal made.'

There are some pretty descriptive lines in the piece, and several

that are very faulty.—If the Author should ever compose a poetical

work of more consideration than this small performance, it would,

no doubt, be worth criticising: but we would advise him not to de

grade the Muse, by subjecting her to the drudgery of party -politics.

Art. 47. Boileau's Satire of Man, imitated. 8vo. 6d. Bladon.

1787.

This ' Satire «/"Man,' as it is styled, presents us with some of the

sentiments of Boileau, but with very little of his spirit. Pope, in

deed, who was his great admirer, has drawn off much of it into our

language. The extract made by the poetical chemist of 1787 is con

sequently poor and weak.

Next to the Art of Poetry and the Lutrin, the satires of this ele

gant and witty Frenchman are considered as the most finished and

ingenious of his works. His humour is certainly exquisite ; but his

wit is frequently severe and caustic. 'Tis ærugo mera, as the Roman

poet expresses it :—and this is, perhaps, his only fault.

When the works of Boileau were first collected and printed at

Paris, Monsieur Le Verrier, the friend of the Poet, affixed to hit

portrait the following verses;

" Au joug de la Raifon asservissant la rime ;

Et, meme en imitant, toujaurs original,

J'ai feu dans mes ecrits, doste, enjoue, sublime,

{.assembler en moi, Perse, Horace & Juvenal."

The writer now before us may likewise boast os being original

nubile he imitates ;—but his originality is of a very different kind from

that of his illustrious predecessor.

T 4 Art.

£
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Art. 48. Tie Clerical Barometer. Canto I. A Poetical Epistle, ad-

dressed with 'all Respect to the Honourable and Right Reverend

James, Lord Bishop of Litchfield and Coventry ; and dedicated

to all the Curates of that Diocese (who are Graduates of either of

the Universities), to whom it is delivered gratis. 4:0. is. 6d.

Bew. 1788.

This epistle seems to be a violent ebullition of splenetic disap

pointment. It states, indeed, real causes of complaint; but in a

style, which will do little credit to the writer, or service to the re

spectable body of men, whose grievances he represents.

Dramatic.

Art. 49. Egerton's Theatrical Remembrancer ; containing a complete

List of all the Dramatic Performances in the English Language,

&c. &c. 8vo. 3s. 6d. Boards. Egerton. 1788.

Of a publication like the present, which is simply a catalogue of

plays, we can have nothing more to fay, than that it appears to be

correct, and that it may be useful to lovers of the Drama. '

Art. 50. Anti-Drama, Part the First ; or, some very serious Thoughts,

ard interesting Reflections, respecting Theatres,- and Theatrical

Exhibitions, &c. 8vo. is. Evans. 1788.

This rhapsodical invective against plays and players is dedicated,

* with the highest adoration, to the Lord Jesus Christ.' It is evi

dently the production of some fanatic, who has been taught to con

sider the theatre as the Devil's bouse. Hear him ! hear him ! ' The

appellation of Christian (which evidently implies the Temple of

the thrice holy living God, the Lord of oabaoth whole holy

residence is deep within) must be entirely given up by the lovers, the

admirers, the votaries of Drama.' . . . ' The soul that wishes to

retain and deserve that appellation, that n.ew name, that white

stone, that shining gar m e nt, must give up going to plays, and

all such vitiating entertainments. There is no alternative— they are

inconsistent, incongruous things.' Let Jeremy Collier, the heretofore

renowned Jeremy Collier, " hide his diminished head."

Theology, &c.

Art 5 1 . An Attempt to illustrate -various important Passages in the

Epistles, &c. of the New Testament, from our Lord's Prophecies

of the Destruction of Jerusalem, and from some Prophecies of the

Old Testament. To which is added, An Appendix, containing Re

marks upon Dr. Macknight's Commentary and Notes on the Two

Epistles to the Thessalonians. By N. Nifbett, M. A. 8vo.

2s. 6d. Johnson, &c. 1787.

The point which Mr. Nifbett here maintains, is, that the expres

sions in the Gospels and Epistles concerning the coming of Christ, do

not refer to the final judgment, but to the destruction of Jerusalem.

He examines the phraseology in the 24th chapter of Matthew, and

compares it with the prophecies of the Old Testament, from which

our Saviour appears to have borrowed his highly figurative language,

to prove that both in the original prophecy, and in the application,

temporal calamities alone aie described. He then fiiews, that the

fame
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same language was adopted by the Apostles, probably in reference

to the fame event. The argument is supported with much inge

nuity, and merits the attention of those who are engaged in the criti

cal study of the scriptures.

Art. 52. Tie Conversion, the PraSice of St. Paul, and the Prayer of

Jabex, considered: with Devotional Exercises ; Two for each Day

of the Week. To which is added, a Sermon preached before the

Society of An'ient Free-masons; and an Ode to Masonry. By

the Reverend Daniel Turner, A. M. 12010. 2s. 6d. Cadell.

1788.

The three sermons in this volume are serious, sensible, and prac

tical. A little farther correction from the hand of the Author might

have improved them, both as to style and matter : but their tendency

is good, and the ability of the Writer is conspicuous. If he is or

thodox, he is candid ; or if in some respects he is negligent, he

appears faithfully attentive to the interests of truth and good

ness.— As to masonry, we have not the honour of being initiated,

but Mr. Turner tells us, that no truly sensible man will ever speak

against what he doth not understand.—And he asks, of ' iuhat use

is it, to reason with bigots, whether in religion, morals, or poli

tics?—They are in fact so many nedge-hog> ; and therefore, the

best way is to let them and their prickles lay in the ditch together.'

Art. 53. Observations on the Rev. Andrew Fuller '1 Reply to Philan

thropies. In Thirteen Letters to a Friend. By Dan. Taylor.-

jztno. is. Buckland. 1788.

This Writer appears to be a good man, and he engao-es in a

ivorthy cause, to vindicate the ivays of God. We agree with him en

tirely when he says, * I confess, it appears to me as equitable to

condernn a porter because he does not calculate the eclipses by the

strength of his body, Or a philosopher because he docs not perform

the-business of a porter by his refined understanding, as to condemn

a man who has only natural ability, and never had, nor ever could

have any other, becr.use he does not perform moral and spiritual

duties, and therefore I am persuaded that this is inconsistent with the

perfections and proceedings of the holy, righteous, and gracious

God.' Here is a distinction between what is called a moral, and a

natural power, with which these writers perplex themselves; per

haps if they introduced the term rational, which separates man

from the brute, it might assist them a little in the contest.

Art. 54. Discourses on the Parable of the Soiver. By Samuel Slen-

nett, D. D. izmo. 3s. Buckland.

These discourses are all founded on one passage of Scripture, <viz.

Matth. xiii. 3—9 ; though each distinct sermon may be confined to

a particular clause. Their number is six, each consisting of two

parts. I. Of Parables in general, and the leading Ideas of this in.

particular. II. The Character of inattentive Hearers considered.

III. Enthusiastic Hearers. IV. Worldly-minded Hearers. V. Sin

cere Hearers. VI. The Duty of Consideration: ivho hath ears to

hear, let him hear.

Publications by this Author have at different times fallen under

our notice j one of the last, or most considerable, is tha: on Dimejtic

Duties,
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Duties, which forms the ninth article of the Review for December

1783, p. 488. and the account there given will very well accord with

the smaller volume now before us. These discourses are adapted to

general use, and fitted to assist persons in a proper attention on, and

improvement of, those public institutions which are designed to pro

mote their virtue and piety. We are particularly pleased with what

Dr. Stennett fays in the former part of his first discourse concerning

* the intemperate use of figure and allegory in discourses on moral

and religious subjects.' It is very true, as this pious and sensible

Writer observes, that * The pulpit is too often disgraced with a kind

of language, action, and manner of address, better suited to the fami

liarity of the market or the sire-side, yea, in some instances, to the

drollery of the stage, than the gravity of a Christian assembly,'

And again, speaking of the abuse of metaphors and similitudes, he

remarks, ' It is lamentable to think, what numbers of weak people

are imposed on in this way. Their imagination is amused, and

their passions excited at the expence of their understanding and judg

ment.—Figures we shall hear applied to what they bear no resem

blance to: —The doctrine of types (hall be treated with the greatest

freedom, as if no bounds were to be sixed to a wild imagination :—

the very outlines of a shadow shall become the foundation of some

important doctrine. Scripture histories shall be converted into alle

gories, the common actions and intercourses of the patriarchs and

ethers assume the air of mystery ;— and thus the Bible shall be made

to fay, in an infinite variety of forms, what no man ofcommon fense

can believe it ever meant to say.'—To ut this seems very just rea

soning.

Art. 55. A candid and friendly Reply to Mr. Dan. Taylor's Dijscrta^

tion on Singing in the Worjhip of God. By Gilbert Boyce. Small

8vo. is. Buckland. 1787.

Two well-meaning men seem here engaged in a dispute, the

result of which will probably be, not to convince, but merely to

confuse and puzzle each other. Mr. Boyce addresses not only his

immediate antagonist, but also the great community of Christians,

under every denomination, throughout the world. He professes a

high respect for Mr. Taylor, and great solicitude to manage his

cause with temper and Christian charity : in all which we doubt not

he is sincere, though at the fame time, we apprehend, there is, pos

sibly unknown to himself, some appearance of warmth, and eager

ness, in his performances.

Farther to demolish the present mode and practice of singing in

public worship, a letter is added from Fhilologus to Theophilus,

intended still more to explain the controversy. Mr. Boyce, arguing

from the practice of the Jewish church, seems to suppose, that if

vocal music is employed, instrumental ought to be united with it :

and should the Jewish ritual alone be consulted, or could that be sup

posed at present to have any authority, it is probable there might be

seme weight in his argument.— But we leave to others the discussion

of the subject.—The Writer appears to lament that ' for the fake

of pleasure and prosit it has never been contrived that preachers

should stag their sermons.'—It is not impossible, however, but that

some time or other he may be an advocate for Jiknt meetings, some of

his
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kis arguments may perhaps incline that way.—-For our account

of Mr. Taylor's Dissertation, fee Review for December 1787,

p. 509.

Art. 56. Sermons and Discourses on several Occasions. By George

Skcne Keith, M. A. Minister of Keith-Hall, Aberdeeushire,

8vo. 5s. Boards. Evans. 1785.

Most of these sermons are in two parts, some in three, and one in

four. The subjects are the following : 1. Character of Jesus Christ :

John i. 14. II. Religious Inquiry ; Luke vii. 35. III. Greatness

of Mind; Exod. xxxiii. 32. IV. True Eloquence; A8sxx\v, 25.

V. False Eloquence; Alts xii. 21, 22, 23. VI. Progress of Virtue

and Happiness; Proverbs iv. 18. VII. Progress of Vice and

Misery ; Pro-verbs iv. 19. Vill. Union of Prudence and Inno

cence ; Matth.x. 16. IX. Abraham offering up Isaac; Genesis xxii.

I — 14. X. The Parable of the Prodigal Son; Luke xv. 11—end.

It would not be difficult to make some extracts from these discourses

which would be acceptable to many of our Readers, but brevity

obliges us to be satisfied with a general account. They are rational,

sensible, and useful ; partly of a declamatory, partly of an argu

mentative kind. On the whole, they are well calculated to advance

those great and good ends, which whatever is delivered from the

pulpit ought always to subserve.

Art. 57. Evangelical Truth defended : or, a Reply to a Letter con

taining Strictures on a Sermon preached at Lancaster, by the Rev.

Mr. Housman ; in which the principal Doctrines of the Gospel

are enumerated and enforced. By George Burder. 8vo. 6d.

Evans. 1788.

The letter to which Mr. Burder's tract is opposed, was noticed,

together with Mr. Housman's discourse, in our 76th Vol. p. 544.—

We take no part in this controversy; but any one may observe the

advantage which our Author possesses over his antagonist, by having

on his side the articles, homilies, and liturgy of the church ; to

which he can, at pleasure, add quotations from Archbishop Seeker,

&c.—Separately from this connexion, every man has, certainly, a

right to judge for himself concerning religious truth. And Christian

charity, together with common observation and experience, will

teach us, that there are wise, learned, pious, and worthy persons,

under every denomination, and every peculiarity of opinion and

sentiment.—Why, then, will good people continue to keep alive

disputes which answer no truly valuable end, and only serve to set

neighbours at variance with each other?

Art. 58. The Influence of Piety in promoting the personal Happiness of

Man and the Peace of Society, illustrated in a Series of Sermons.

By William Lamport. Vol. I. izmo. 3s. Buckland. 1787.

Of these eight discourses, the subjects are as follow ; I. General

Description of Piety; Gen. v. 24. II. Prosperity; Job xxix. 14.

III. Adversity ; Job xiii. 15. IV. Foundation of Piety ; 1 Peter 1.

16. V. Influence of Piety on the Passions ; Gen. xxxix. 9.

VI, VII. Mature, Design, and Tendency of Christianity ; Titus ii.

11—14. VIII. Enlarged Views, Purposes, and Conduct of a

Christian ; Phil. i. 21. The sermons have a connection with each

other,
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other, and bear the marks of the Preacher's good heart, as well aa

of his respectable ability ; they are composed with some attention,

and directed solely to a practical purpose. The first five discourses are

taken principally from the general character ofGod, as our Creator and

Governor; those which follow are derived chiefly from Christianity;

the essential principles of which, observes the Preacher, have the

most powerfully pleasing influence on the heart. Whether another

volume will follow, seems uncertain, on account of the ill state of

the author's health.

Art. 59. An appeal to the Scriptures in general, on the Universality of

Di-vine Love to Man, and the universal Extent of our Saviour'*

Death. By William Kingsford. 8vo. 5 s. Boards. Buckland.

1788.

This volume owes its rise to a pamphlet published by W. Button,

fee Review for July 1786, p. 79. — Nothing can be more inconsistent

with the ideas of wisdom, justice, and rectitude, not to speak of good -

'-";■■, than the supposition that the Almighty Creator dooms any of

his creatures, without any fault of theirs, to unavoidable misery, or

places them in circumstances of which this must be the necessary con

sequence.—Excited by some such thought, this writer tells us, that

he searched the Bible from the beginning to the end : ' and,' he fays,

' on summing up the evidence of the passages, I found those which

spake of the universal extent of the death of Christ, and of the free,

gracious, and generous intentions of God towards al! men, to be

numerous, clear, and undeniable, and so very full and expressive,

that a wayfaring man, though a fool in the eyes of the great and wise,

may understand them : and on the contrary, 1 could find none that

confined the extent of the death of Christ to only a number, or part

of the whole; and but very few that seemed to favour the doctrines

of personal, unconditional election and reprobation, and these sew

were so far from being plain, and express to that purpose, that they

might, without any perversion, be understood in a different fense.'

Mr. Kingsford has used great attention aud dil-gence in his inquiry.

The work consists of three par's, or, as the Author terms them, Scales :

the first of which con:ains explications, remarks, &c. very pertinent

to the design ; the second is a numerous collection of passages to

shew that Calvinistic notions are unsciiptiiral, and to prove that the

Christian salvation is offered to and designed for all, without excep

tion ; and the third part examines passages which have been sup

posed to favour election and reprobation. Our present limits

forbid any extracts ; but we cannot refrain from inserting the fol

lowing short passage relative to reprobation : ' I know that some of

them are astiamed to own this hornble doctrine, and well they may.

But it is not so with all. The lae Dr. Gill, in his answer to

the Birmingham Dialogue, p. z8, fays, " That, as infants come

i"to the world children of wrath, he sees no injustice in it, if they

should be taken out os the world under wrath." O rare doctrines !

that paint the God of love, the Father of mercies, as others would

paint Hercd and the devil.' The style of this work might admit of

some correction and improvement, yet it is on the whole a sensible

and useful performance: it manifests thought and study, with the

use of proper helps on the subject. Witnout entering into verbal

6 and
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and learned criticism, a variety of phrases and passages seem to bo

here rationally explained, which have for ages been, and still are,

misapplied by numbers of Christians.

Art. 60. An Evangelical Summary ofcorroborative Testimonies concerning

the holy Birth, -virtuous Life, painful Death, and glorious Rcfur-

Ttilion and Ascension of Jtfus Christ. By a Member of the Church,

of England. 8vo. is. 6d. Evans. 1788.

Simple truth has sometimes more efficacy than a long train of ar

gument and elaborate proof. On a principle of this kind we may

suppose our author offers this performance to the Public, it

consists of a collection of passages from the Evangelists on the sub

jects mentioned in the above title, each subject being introduced by

a quotation from the Old Testament, of prophecies relative to it.

He very properly concludes that a cool and thoughtful attention to

these topics is likely to convince us of the truth of Christianity, and

confirm a practical adherence to it. The intention is good ; and the

introduction contains several pertinent and useful remarks. He ap

pears to be a young adventurer who wishes to serve the cause of .

Christian piety and virtue.

Art. 61. An Address to the "Deists ; or an Inquiry into the Character

of the Author of the Book of Revelation. With an Appendix, in

which the Argument of Mr. Hume against the Credibility of Mi

racles is considered and refuted. By one who thinks, with that

eminent Judge, Sir Matthew Hale, That Religion is the first Con

cern of Man. 8vo. 2s. Rivingtons. 1788.

The principal intention of this piece is, to vindicate the character

of the Author of the Book of Revelation from the charges of en

thusiasm and impolture, and to prove that many prophecies in that

book have been actually accomplistied. Those who are acquainted

with the writings of Mede, Lowman, and others, on this subject,

will not find much new matter in these remarks. The Appendix

adds little to what was long ago offered in reply to Hume by Dr.

Adams. The work is, however, written with clearness and can

dour; and the laudable views of the Author are farther evinced by

his declaration, that ' it is intended to give the whole receipt of this

publication, to the Society for promoting Christian Knowledge, for

the purpose os carrying on their religious designs.'

Art. 62. An EJay on the Church. 8vo. 23. Gloucester printed; fold

by Robinsons, &c. in London. 1787.

This cry against heresy and schism might have passed in the

days of Sacheverel, but it will have little effect in the present

day, in which the position, strenuously denied by this writer, is almost

universally admitted, that all men have a right to judge and chuse for*

themselves in matters of religion.

SINGLE SERMONS.

I. Preached to the Convicts under Sentence of Death in Newgate,

April 20, 1788. By the Rev. Edward Barry, M. D. Assistant

Preacher at Fitzroy and Bethel Chapels. 410; is. Bew, Sec.

A poet of the first order, if we rightly recollect, among the Me-,

^ihodists, has the following couplet, or something very like it :

" Selievt,
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*' Believe, and all your fins forgiven ;

Only believe, and yours is heaven."

Dr. Barry's sermon is, with respect to the doctrinal parr, all set t«

the same tune. Such doctrine, no doubt, mull be comfortable to

poor wretches so circumstanced as those were to whom this pioua

preacher had the goodness to address his discourse; but some (and

those not men of (hallow reflection) have questioned whether it is al

together right, thus to free the most flagitious outcasts of society

from the terrors of an ester-reckoning; since it is too well known,

that most of them make little account of .their punishment in tbit

world.—Instead of the " fearful looking for of [future] judgment"

they are enraptured with the prospect of a joyful flight * to the ex

panded arms of a loving Saviour,'—' longing to embrace his long

lost children 1' Surely this is not the way [humanly speaking] to

check the alarming progress of moral depravity: to which, one would

think, no kind of encouragement ought to be given.—Christian cha

rity, however, will have much to fay on this subject; and tve must

leave the question where we found it ; having neither leisure nor op

portunity to give it so ample a discussion as it seems to deserve.

Is. The happy Tendency and extensive Influence of tbe Christian Dis'

sensation. Preached at Salters-Hall, April 7th, 1788, before the

Correspondent Board in London of the Society in Scotland (incor

porated by royal Charter) for propagating Christian Knowledge in

the Highlands and Islands. By Robert Winter. 8vo. 6d.

Cadell.

Mr. Winter has chosen a subject (Luke ii. 32. Alight to lighten

tbe Gentiles) proper for the occasion, and has discussed it in a judi

cious and pleasing manner. His discourse has none of the frippery

of false eloquence, but is in that serious and manly style which is pe

culiarly suited to addresses from the pulpit.

III. Preached at Great Baddow, Essex, on Whit-Monday 1788,

being the first Anniversary Meeting of a Society of poor Trades

men and Labourers in that Parish, formed for their mutual Sup

port in Sickness and Old Age. By A. Longmore, LL. B. Vicar.

4to. is. Robinsons.

Societies of this kind, properly conducted, may prove highly bene

ficial. The preacher offers seasonable and useful advice on the occa

sion, from Ails iv. 32. He makes some just observations on the

community of goods among the early Christians, and urges the necessity

of sobriety and industry, if men would pass comfortably through the

world; and on the other hand exposes the meanness and dishonesty

of that intemperance or improvidence by which many suffer them

selves to become burthensome to their neighbours.

IV. Read in the Chapel at Belvoir Castle, after the Funeral of his

Grace the Duke of Rutland, late Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.

By the Rev. George Crabbe. 4to. is. Dodsley. 1788.

•High panegyric ! Happy the man by whom the eulogium is

justly merited ! How far this was the cafe, in the present instance,

we pretend not to judge. What more immediately concerns us is,

that goed admonitions axe here conveyed to us in suitable language.

. C O R R E-*
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CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Monthly Reviewers.

GENTLEMEN, ,

T AM much obliged to you, for having taken notice, in your va

luable literary journal, of a German publication of mine, relative

to a View os the present State os Politics, Literature, Arts and Com

merce in Great Britain. It has, however, put me into a kind of em

barrassment, on account of a wish which it has excited in some of your

readers, that it might be translated into the English language. 1

never had the vanity to suppose, that my book, which was written

merely for the benefit of my own countrymen, could convey any in

formation to Englishmen ; and had, therefore, not the least intention

of publishing it in English. But as I find, that other persons have

formed a serious design of printing a translation of my work, I have

resolved, since it is to be done, to perform the task of a translator

myself. I am undoubtedly the most proper interpreter of my own.

words ; and as I am about to publish a new edition in German, with,

corrections and additions, I shall be able, at the same time, to in

troduce them into the English translation. As the appearance of my

book, in an English dress, will be chiefly owing to the attention

which the Monthly Reviewers pay even to foreign publications, I

hope. Gentlemen, that you will do me the favour of inserting these

few lines, at the end of one of your monthly publications, that no

other translation may be attempted and rendered useless, by thac

which I have resolved, though somewhat unwillingly, to undertake

myself. I am,

GENTLEMEN,

Ne--w-Inn, Your most humble Servant,

Sept. 6, 1788. F. A. Wendeborn.

*.* Adolescens accuses us of having ' betrayed the trust tacitly re

posed in us by the public,' because we have not condemned the

writings of M. Herrenschwand with all the asperity which he thinks

they deserve. We are not, however, convinced that this charge is

well sounded ; nor has Adolescens suggested one reprehensible parti

cular concerning that writer, which had not been previously noticed

by ourselves. If we have not adopted that knock-down Jijle which

Adolescens seems to wish for, it is because we deem it altogether im

proper in a work which we hope will ever be distinguished for all the

lenity that is consistent with the strictest impartiality. Were we to

adopt the style that would prove agreeable to the friends, or thac

would please the envious opponents of the several authors whose works

come under our inspection, the Monthly Review would soon sink

into merited contempt. We must therefore resolve to disregard the

reprehensions of the two classes of men just named, and speak of the

works that come before us, as they are ;

" Nothing extenuate, nor set down aught in malice."

Can Adolescens be serious when he calls upon us to stigmatise M.

Herrenschwand as a plagiary, because, on various occasions, his ideas

are
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are of the same sort with some of those who have preceded him in

the same walk ? According to that mode of reasoning, even Dr.

Adam Smith (a writer of the highest respectability) and every other

person who, in modern time*, has treated that subject, might be

branded with the same odious epithet. It is scarcely necessary for us

to add, in this place, that we are by no means admirers of M. Her-

renschwand's mode of reasoning, as we have repeatedly said so al

ready ; but it does not follow that we should not wish to fee him

treated with ail manner of justice, and fair play, in the arduous

struggle that awaits him, should he proceed in the undertaking that

he hath chalked out for himself.

*.|.* We agree, entirely, with our Correspondent Bis, as to his

explanation of the passage in Habakkuk ; but he should have ob

served that in our Review for June last, p. 483. to which he refers,

it was by no means our object to give the full force and exact mean

ing of the verse, but merely to compare it, as to the use of two

single words which it contains, with another verse in which the same

words occur. At the fame time, we must remind him that our ex

pression, to which he objects, may be fully justified from Isaiah, i. 16.

Prov. xv. 3, Jerem. xvi. 17. Psal.x. 14.

4-*+ We are obliged to Mr. Woodhouse for his attempt to illustrate

a passage in Milton's Comus ; but he appears to be very unfortunate

in his explication. The true meaning is, no doubt, as given in the

Review for last month, page 101. It rather surprises us, that a man

of common understanding should fall in with the idle story of the

London apprentices bolting thiir victuals *. Whoever believes so

great an absurdity, will, we question not, with equal facility, bolt

down the other story—" As bow a London 'prentice killed two lions vt

once, by tbrujiing his hands down their throats, and tearing their hearts

out."

• This nonsense used to be fathered on the Kentish farmers, and their ser

vants.

3j||t The request of J. A. shall be complied with as soon as possible.

XT The conclusion of our account of Warton's Edition of Milton

will appear next month.

||!|| We cannot yet inform « A Constant Reader,' whether Mr.

Jani has completed his edition of Horace. We have been disap

pointed in our expectation of intelligence on this head from abroad;

but will renew the inquiry, as opportunity may serve.

(jfH Mr. Rothwell's Englijh Grammar was reviewed in our Nurubct

for July last, page 74.—Other letters in our next.

Erratum in our last.

F. 113. 1. 41. read, on one of the fame groupe of islands.
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Art. I. A Defence of the Constitutions of Government of the United

States of America. By John Adams, LL.D. Member of the Aca

demy of Arts and Sciences at Boston. Vol. III. 8vo. 6s. Boards.-

Dilly. 1788.

IT is an old faying, that the character of a King cannot be

known till after his death : it is equally true, that the cha

racter of a book cannot be ascertained till aster it is entirely com

pleted. The first volume of the work before us issued from the

press as a complete work ; and considered in that point of view,

it was doubtless a most defective performance; a second volume

afterward appeared, without any intimation that the work was

not finished ; and still it could only be viewed as very imperfect ;

now, at length, a third and concluding volume comes forth, ia

which the whole plan is completed ; and it is, of course, now

ooly that we can judge of its real merits. Had we known that

the work was meant to be continued, we should have suspended

our judgment till the whole came before us. But being pub

lished in this way, without any intimation of the extent of the

plan, we have been drawn in to decide somewhat prematurely,

and have reason to complain that the Author misled us, and

probably many others.

Still, however, the work appears to us to have been arranged

in a fanciful manner. Had the order of its materials been re

versed,—had the two last letters or chapters been placed at the

beginning, as the text, and had all the others been printed as

notes, illustrations, or authorities, that might have been occa

sionally consulted by those who were ignorant of the histories of

which they treat, the book would have assumed a natural and

proper form ; but it would, perhaps, have been yet more ac

ceptable, and more extensively useful (because it would have

been more generally read), had these historical details been en

tirely omitted. The volume now before us is a continuation of

the account of the Italian republics in the middle age; viz. of

Pistoia, Cremona, Padua, Mantua, and Montepuleiano—the ac-

Vol. LXXIX. U count
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count of which occupies nearly half of the volume—•and after all,

the subject is left unfinished. The interval, our Author re

marks, between the fall of the two empires (the Eastern and

Western), c making a perbd of about a thousand years, is called

the middle age. During this term, republics without number arose

in Italy, whirled upon their axles or single centres; foamed, raged,

and burst, like so many water spouts upon the ocean. They were

all alike ill constituted ; all alike miserable ; and all ended in similar

disgrace and despotism. It would be curious to pursue our subject

through all of them, whose records have survived the ravages of the

Goths, Saracens, and bigotted Christians; through those other re

publics of Cajiile, Arragon, Catalonia, Gallicia. and all the others

in Spain; through thole in Portugal ; through the several provinces

that now compose the kingdom of France, through those in Germany,

Stveden, Denmark, Holland, England, Scotland, Ireland, Sec, But, if

such a work should be sufficiently encouraged by the Public (which

is not probable, for mankind in general dare not as yet read or

think upon constitutions), it is too extensive for my forces, and

ought not 10 be done in so much haste.'

The Author then apologizes for his own performance, it

having been written, as he frys, on the * spur of the occasion;'

and published with precipitation. With due deference to Dr.

Adams's judgment, we should have thought that where so much

was to be omitted, perhaps the whole of those historical deduc

tions might have been set aside ; especially as we observe, that,

in the course of his particular investigation, he rests his argu

ments chiefly on the histories of Rome, Athens, Carthage, and

Lacedcmon ; which are very generally known.

The portion of this work which we think might have consti

tuted the text, as being the most important and original part,

and to which the following remarks solely relate, begins at the

209th page of this volume, and is entitled The right Constitution

of a Commonwealth examined. This long and important letter

profesies to be a particular examination of a once, very popular

treatise, printed in the year 1656, by Marchamont Nedham*,

under the title of " TsK excellency of a free state, or the right

constitution of a republic." This was an able defence of.the

commonwealth of England, and is, we presume, a favourite

book in America, where republican principles have long been

highly cultivated. It is therefore with great propriety that our

Author, at this time, bestows his particular attention on it ; that he

analyzes its principles, and traces, with great care, the effects

0/ each institution recommended in that work, on the happiness

of the people, and the general welfare of the community. In

this particular department, Dr. AJams (hows himself to be an

.

• It was reprinted in 1768, with a preface by the Editor, Richard

Barren : See Review, vol. xxxviii. p. 38.

able
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able and attentive observer, an acute reasoner, and particularly

well acquainted with history, and the us s that ought to be made

ofir. He seems to have attentively studied the human heart,

and he developes its natural bent and tendencies with strength,

justness, and precision. His expressions are strong, and manly ;

and though they may not possess all that elegance which en

chants the man of taste, they are clear, and intelligible to the

understanding. The language is, indeed, unequal, often dif

fuse, and abounding in repetitions of the fame idea ; but these,

considering the readers to whom the work is chiefly addressed,

may perhaps be thought rather excellencies than defects. In

short, had this letter, with a very few alterations, been printed by

itself, we are persuaded it would have been very generally read

by his countrymen, and might have proved of essential service, to

direct their judgment in the present interesting crisis.

The great point that Dr. Adams wishes to establish is, that a

democracy, if such a government could exist, is the very worst

possible form of government ; that those devices which have been

often recommended as of such essential consequence for pre

serving liberty,—such as frequency of elections into the general

council,—a general right of voting among the people, rotations

among persons in office, &c. &c. are of very little consequence

to mankind, and that freedom can only be preserved by esta

blishing proper checks on the different branches of administra

tion,—or, as he calls it, balances,—and by dividing the legisla

tive from the executive power,—and rendering the judicial

independent of either : in short, by making it in every respect

as much as possible the fame with the actual constitution of Great

Britain.

This is rather a praclical treatise, than a speculative disserta

tion on the principles of government. The Author does not,

with Locke and his followers, enter into long disquisitions con

cerning the natural rights of mankind, or strive to rear up a

system of government on principles of abstract speculation.

Without stopping to enquire what are the natural rights of

man, he proceeds directly to examine, by the test of facts and

experience, what system of government is most likely to insure

the peace of society, and promote the happiness of the persons

governed. The Author whose opinions he scrutinizes, was an

advocate for the republican form of government in preterence to

all others, particulaily that kind of republic which has been

called a democracy, in which the supreme power is lodged with

the people themselves ; and his work consists of certain direc

tions, regulations, and cautions, founded on the best arguments

he could adduce,—all tending to prove, that under this lorm of

government alone, liberty and happiness can be enjoyed, and ef

fectually secured to the people- Dr. Adams follows him, step

U 2 - by
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by step, through all his arguments, and in every particular endea

vours to (hew that he has reasoned unfairly, and has drawn con

clusions that could not be authorised from the facts adduced. It

would far exceed the bounds to which we must confine ourselves,

should we endeavour to give but a flight idea of the various to

pics insisted on at large in this dissertation ; but, after what we

have already said of the former part of this performance, it be

hoves us, injustice to its Author, to enable the reader to judge,

in some measure, of his mode of arguing in this part,

Ned bam lays it down as a fundamental principle, " that the

people, that is, such as shall be succeflively chosen to represent

the people, are the best keepers of their own liberties." Dr.

Adams controverts this position : ' If by the people,' fays he,

4 is meant the whole body of a great nation, it should not be

forgotten, that they can never tct, consult, or reason together,

because they cannot march five hundred miles, nor spare the

time, nor find a place to meet; and therefore the proposition

that they are the best keepers of their own liberties is not true—

they are the worst ; they are no keepers at all ; they can neither

act, judge, think, nor will, as a body politic, or corporation. . .

If it is meant by the people,' as our Author explains himself, * a

representative assembly, "such asjball be successively chosen to repre

sent the people-" they still are not the best keepers of the people'*

liberties or their own, if you give them all the power, legisla

tive, executive, and judicial : they would invade the liberties of

the people, at least the majority of them would invade the liber

ties of the minority, sooner and oftener than an absolute mo

narchy, such as that of France, or Spain, or Russia, or than a

well checked aristocracy, like Venice, Bern, or Holland,'

Again ; Nedham fays, that the people never think os usurping over

ether men's rights ; but Dr. Adams thinks this proposition should

be reversed, and that it should have been said * that they mind

so much their own, that they never think enough of others.* . .

' A great majority of every nation,' he observes, 'is wholly desti

tute of property, except a small quantity of clothes, and a few

trifles of other moveables. Would Mr. Nedham be responsible,

that if all were to be decided by a vote of the majority, the eight

or nine millions who have no property would not think of

usurping over the rights of the one or two millions who have ?

Property is, surely, a right of mankind as real as liberty. Per

haps, at first, prejudice, habit, shame, fear, principle, or religion,

would restrain the poor from attacking the rich, and the idle

from enfringing on the industrious: but the time would arrive

when courage and enterprizc would come, and pretexts be in

vented, by degrees, to countenance the majority in a division of

all the property among them, or at least in sharing it equally

with its present possessors. Debts would be abjlilhed first j taxes

laid
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laid heavy on the rich, and not at all on the others; and at

last a downright partition of every thing be voted. What would

be the consequence ? The idle, the vicious, the intemperate,

would rush into the utmost extravagance and debauchery, fell

and spend all their (hare, and then demand a new division cf

those who purchased from them.' He supports these opinions

by a variety of examples from history, and proves that many of

the disorders that have so often distressed society have proceeded

from the temporary injustice of democratic majorities. Dr.

Adams has perhaps had, before his eyes, examples of the power

of such popular majorities, and the uses which have been made

of them, which probably left a strong impression on his mind,

though he does not choose to adduce them as authorities. Abun

dance of others occurred to him, that, in his situation, were less

exceptionable.

Many good people in England seem to entertain a very high

idea of the beneficial effects of a quick succession of election for

representatives; and it seems that in America equal confidence

at least was put in this measure, as a preservative of the liberties

of the people. But Dr. A. thinks that this opinion is far from

being well sounded ; and that these frequent elections would be

productive of many bad consequences. ' When these elections,'

fays he, * are in a single city, like Rome, there will be always

two sets of candidates : if one set succeeds one year, the other will

endeavour to succeed the next. This will make the whole year a

scene os faction and intrigue,, and every citizen, except perhaps a

very few who will not meddle on either fide, a partizan or factious

nan. If the elections are in a large country, like England for ex

ample, or one of the United States of America, where various cities,

towns, boroughs, and corporations are to be represented, each scene

of election will have two or three candidates, and two or more par

ties, each of which " will study its sleights [words of Nedham] and.

projects, disguise its designs, draw in tools, and worm out enemies "

We must remember, that every party, and every individual is now

struggling for a share in the executive and judicial power, as well as

legislative, for a share of the distribution of all honours, offices, re

wards and profits.' Every passion and prejudice of every voter will

be applied to, every flattery arid menace, every trick and bribe that

can be bestowed, and will be accepted, will be used; anc?, what is

horrible to think of, that candidate or that agent who has fewest

scruples ; who will propagate lies and slanders with most confidence

and secrecy; who will wheedle, flatter, and csjole ; who will de

bauch the people by treats, feasts, and diversions with the least he

sitation, and bribe with the most impudent front, which can consist

with hypocritical concealment, will draw in tools, and worm out

enemies the fastest: unsullied honour, sterling integrity, real virtue,

will stand a very unequal chance. When vice, folly, ivrpudence, and

knavery have carried an election for one year, they will acquire in the

course of it fresh influence and power to succeed the next,' Sec. Sec.

U 3 Nor
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Nor will these evils, he thinks, be prevented by establishing a

relation in respect to the persons elected, that is, a law forbidding

the fame person to be continued in office beyond a certain spe

cified time. This he considers as, in the first place, a violation

of the natural righ's both of electors and candidates.

' There is no right (he observes) clearer, and few of more import

ance, than that the people should be at liberty to choose the ablest

and best men, and that men of the greatest merit should exercise the

most important employments ; yet, upon the present supposition,

the people voluntarily resign this right, and shackle their own choice.

This year the people choose those members who are the ablest,

Wealthiest, and best qualified, and have most of their confidence and

affection. In the course of the three years [that he supposes they are

allowed to continue in office] they encrease their number of friends,

and consequently their influence and power, by their administration,

yet at the end of three years they must all return to private life, and

be succeeded by another set, who have less wisdom, wealth, and vir

tue, and less of the confidence and affection of the people. Will

either they or the people bear this i Will they not repeal the funda

mental law, and be applauded by the nation, at least by their own

friends and constituents, who are the majority, for so doing? But

supposing so unnatural and improbable a thing as that they should

still respect the law, what will be the consequence ? They will, in

effect, nominate their successors, and govern still. Their friends are

the majority, their successors will be all taken from their party, and

the mortified minority will fee themselves duped. Those who have

the most weight, influence, or power, whether by meri"t, wealth, or

birth, will govern, whether they stay at home or go to parliament.

Such a rotation, then, will only encrease and multiply factions.'

Those who are wrll acquainted with the management of par

ticular corporations, even in this country, will be best able to

judge whether the foregoing picture is just. The examples

of Appius, Sylla, Marius, and Cæsar, among the Roman?,

are produced as apposite illustrations of the doctrine here in

culcated. Our Author paints, in very striking colours, the

devices which artful men adopt for duping the people, when

all depends on their votes at an election, and continuing them

selves in power ; but our limits do not permit us to follow him

in thele interesting details.

After having shewn, by a variety os examples, that de

mocracies always run into absolute power under one form or

another, Dr. Adarm considers a long passage in Ncdham, in which

that wr'ner disc, sirs the various changes that took place in the

government of Athens ; after which the Doctor thus proceeds:

' Absolute monarchy, unlimited power, in a particular person who

governed by his own will, runs through all the history of Athens,

according to Nedham's own account, even when the people had

placed the supreme power in an orderly revolution of persons elective

by themselves. Why ? " Because the people did not keep a strict

7 watch
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watch over themselves *." Did any other people keep a strict watch

over themselves? Will any people ever keep a strict watch over

themselves ? No, surely. Is nor this then, a sufficient reason for in

stituting a senate for keeping a strict watch over them ? Js not this a

sufficient reason for separating the whole executive power from them,

which they know will and must corrupt them, throw them off their

guard, and render it impossible for them to keep a strict watch over

themselves ? " They did not observe the rules of a free state." Did

any people that ever attempted to exercise unlimited power, observe

the rules of a free state? Is it possible they should, any more thaa

obey, without sin, the law of nature and nature's God ? . . . *' The

people were won by specious pretences, and deluded by" Created ne

cessities, to intrust the management of affairs into some particular

hands." And will not the people always be won by specious pretences,

when they are unchecked ? Is any people more sagacious or sensible

than the Athenians, those ten thousand citizens who had four hun

dred thousand staves to maintain them at leisure and study? Will not

a few capital characters in a single assembly always have the power to

excite a war, and thus create a necessity of commanders ? Has not a

General a party of course ? Are not all his officers and men at his

devotion so long as to acquire habits of it ? When a General saves a

nation from destruction, as the people think, and brings home tri

umph, peace, glory, and prosperity to his country, is there not an

affection, veneration, gratitude, admiration, and adoration of him,

that no people can resi;t ? It is want of patriotism not to adore him—

it is enmity to liberty — it is treason. His judgment, which is his

will, becomes the law : reason will allay a hurricane as soon ; and if

the executive and judicial power are in the people, they at once give

him both, in substance at first, and not long afterwards in form.

The representatives lose all authority before him ; if they disoblige

him, they are left out by their constituents at the next elections and

one of his idolaters is chosen.'

Though the judicious reader will perceive that these observa

tions are the dictates of sound fense, grounded on experience,

yer, if we judge of the sentiments of the people of America by

the writings that are popular among them, we fear that such re

marks will not, at the present mrment, be received with all the

cordiality which he may wisti. The Author seems, himfi»lf, to

think so j and, if we mistake not, he has employed his utmost

address to express them so as not to give disgust. Probably,

many of those passages which we consider as defecls, may be

ascribed to this cause. The regal authority, it is well known,

is exceedingly distked by many of the Americans; and an here

ditary nobilisy is looked on as little less destructive to the com

munity ;—yet it is plain, from innumerable parts of his work,

that Dr. Adams considers these two clafies of men, as beir g, un

der certain circumstances, not only harmless, but most useful, as

bulwarks of freedom. Openly to avow these principles mi^ht

* The words within double commas, are Medium's arguments.

U 4 have
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have frustrated his aim, and to suppress his notions on that head

would have been mean and disingenuous. He has chosen to

steer a middle course; and he thus explains himself:

* It may be, and is admitted, that a fiee government is most natu

ral, and only suitable to the reason of mankind ; but it by no means

follows, " that the other forms, as a standing power in the hands of

a particular person, as a King ; or of a set number of great ones, as

in a Senate ;" much less that a mixture of the three simple forms

*' are, beside the dictates of nature, and mere artificial devices of great

men, squared only to serve the ends and interests of the avarice, pride,

and ambition of a fe*, to a vafTaling of the community." If the

original and fountain of all power and government is the people, as

undoubtedly it is, the people have as clear a right to erect a simple

monarchy, aristocracy, or democracy, or an equal mixture, or any

other mi.'.ture of all three, if they judge it for their liberty, happi

ness, and prosperity, as they have to erect a democracy ; and in

finitely greater and better men than Marchamont Nedham, and the

wisest nations that ever lived, have preferred such mixtures, and even

miitb such standing povjers, as ingredients in their compositions. But

even those nations who choose to reserve in their own hands the pe

riodical choice of the first magistrate, senate, and assembly, at cer

tain stated periods, have as clear a right to appoint a first magistrate

for life as for years, and for perpetuity in Us descendants as for life.

"When 1 fay for perpetuity, or for life, it is always meant to imply,

that the fame people have at all times a right to interpose, and to

depose for mal-administration—to appoint a new. No appointment

of a king or senate, or any standing power, can be, in the nature of

things, for a longer period than quamdiu ft bene gtfscrit, the whole

nation being judge. An appointment for life, or perpetuity, can be

no more than an appoinrment till further order; but further order

can only be given by the nation : and until the nation (hall have

given the order, an estate for life, or in fee, is held in the office. It

muit be a great occasion which can induce a nation to take such a

subject into consideration, rind make a change. Until a change is

made, an hereditary limited monarch is the representative of the

whole nation, for the management of the executive power, as much,

as the? house of representatives is, as one branch of the legislature,

and as^ guardian of the public purse; and a house of lords too, or a

standing senate, represents the nation for other purposes, viz. as a

watch set upon beth the representatives and the executive power.

The people are the fountain and original of the power of kings and

lords, governor and senates, aj well as the house of commons, or

asirmbly of representatives: akd if the people are sufficient

ly ENLIGHTENED TO SEE ALL THE DANGERS THAT SURROUND.

them, they will always be represented, by a distinct personage to ma

nage the ivhole of the executive power, a distinct senate, to be guardians

of :' ro/erty against levellers for the purposes of 'lunder, to be a repository

ef the national tradition ofpublic maxims, customs, and manners, and to

be controulers in turn both cf kings and their ministers on one fide, and tbe

representatives of the people on the other, when either discover a disposi

tion to do nurong ; and a distincl house of representatives, to be the

guardians of the public purse, and to proteSt the people in their turn

6 against;
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against both kings and nobles. A science certainly comprehends all

the principles in nature which belong to the subject. The principle*

in nature which relate to government cannot all be known, without

a knowledge of the history of mankind. The Englijb constitution is

the only one •which has considered and provided for all cafes that art

knonvn to have generally, indeed to have always happened in the

progress of every nation ; it is therefore the only scientific government.

To say then " that standing pavjers have been erected as mere arti

ficial devices of great men, to serve the ends of avarice, pride, and

ambition of a few, to the vassalizing of the community," is to de

claim and abuse. Standing powers have been instituted to avoid

greater evils, corruption, sedition, war, and bloodshed in elections;

it is the people's business, therefore, to find out some method of

avoiding them, without standing powers. The Americans flatter

themselves they have hit upon it; and no doubt they have for a

time, perhaps a long one : but this remains to be proved by experi

ence.'

From these extracts the reader will be able to form an idea of

the general tendency of this work, and the mode of reasoning

adopted by the Author. It is not, indeed, as its title fays, a

defence of the American constitutions ; but it is a warm defence of

the constitution of Great Britain. It is the best anti-democrati-

cal treatise that we have seen ; for Dr. Adams appears to dread

that that is the extreme to which his countrymen will naturally

lean—and he has exerted his best endeavours to obviate that

evil.

The volume concludes with a copy of the new constitution of

government for the United States of America now under the

consideration of the different States, and agreed to by most of

them. In the last section, he ably refutes some notions of Mon

tesquieu, which have been too long acquiesced in without exa

mination, A copious Index to the three volumes is sub

joined.

On the whole, we consider this latter part of the work, as a va

luable addition to the public stock of political writings. The

Author here discovers a great extent of reading ; not that kind of

reading which consists of storing up names and dates only, but

that which discriminates between realities and appearances, and

distinguishes pretexts from aflual causes. History has been so sel

dom studied in this way, that we are of opinion, if Dr. Adams

should ever find leisure to re-digest this part of his work, and

give it its highest polish and best arrangement, it will be an ac

ceptable present to the republic of letters, as it would tend to

correct many popular errors that have been too long current

among mankind.

Art;
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Art. Is. Archaologia; or, Miscellaneous Tracts relating to Anti

quity. Published by the Society of Antiquaries of London.

Vol. VIII. 4to. 1 1. is. Boards. White, &c. 1787.

WE always peruse with pleasure those volumes with which

the Antiquarian Society sometimes favour the Public,

and did the nature of our work allow it, would willingly devote

a few more pages to them than we can now spare. An account

of the last volume will be found in the Reviews for February and

April 1786, p. 116 & 266. The number of articles in this pub

lication is thirty- seven, besiJe an Appendix: we proceed, al

usual, to give some distinct account of each.

The Rev. Samuel Pegge introduces them by, A Sketch of thi

History of the Asylum, or Sanctuary, from its Origin to the final

Abolition of it in the Reign of James I. This dissertation is di

vided into two parts j the first * takes a general view of sanctuary,

as in use anciently and abroad;' the second 'examines how mat

ters were carried here in our own island.' A short but just re

lation is given of the Mosaic institution of this kind, which ap

pears wholly different from what prevailed in other countries,

and to have had its foundation in wisdom and companion. The

Greeks, and also the Romans, had their Asyla ; but they often

were productive of great evil. It could hardly have been ex

pected, that in such a reign as that of Tiberius, they should have

been regulated, if not suppressed, at least for a time, as we are

tolJ by Suetonius and Tacitus. Mr. Pegge very properly points

out the different motives of the institution in Judeaand in Greece;

in the former, he observes, it sprung from a motive of tenderness

toward innocent men ; in the latter, it proceeded from a blind

reverence and devotion to the facrednefs of the place of refuge,

and the deity or hero supposed to preside over it. Christianity

ought to have checked the practice, and certainly would, had its

dictates been really regarded ; but state-policy knows too well

the benefit that may arise from superstition ; and interested

churchmen were very sensible that great advantages might flow

from the institution for the aggrandisement of their order, and

the increase of their power. To what excess it was carried, and

what wickedness it occasioned, is in some degree known to every

one who is at ail conversant with history. Boniface V.* is com

monly reputed the founder, fays Mr. Pegge, of that pestilent

mode of sanctuary which afterward prevailed so generally in the

West. It is rather wonderful that the Reformation did not en

tirely dissolve the practice in this country : this is here ascribed

to the excessive clamour which the body of the clergy would

have made at such an attempt. In the reign of James I. the

* About the beginning of the 7th century.

old
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old usage of sanctuary wag, however, wisely and totally abo-

lifted.

The article which follows is of a more critical and learned

kind, and to some readers will be interesting. It is written by

Francis Philip Courdin, a Benedictine of the congregation of St.

Maur, who styles his tract, Reasons for dtubting whether th*

Genii of -particular Persons, or Lares properly jo call:J, be really

Panthea: by the latter word, we are probably to understand

such Gods as have the symbols or attributes of several deities be

longing to them. We cannot pretend to accompany him in his

enquiry, which he concludes by adding, ' I think therefore I

have reason on my fide, when I say that the name of Lares., or

Dii Domeflici, was only bestowed on the Dii Majores, because

their images were placed in houses in the Lararium, but that

they were never confounded with the Lares propirly so called.'

Mr. Pegge appears again in Observations on the Sianton Moor

Urns; in a letter to Major Rooke *. He tikes particular notice

of the singular discovery of one urn enclos d, or buried as it

were, within another. He supposes that it appertained to the

Britons, who, if not before, yet certainly after, they were Ro

manized, used urn-burial. He adJs some remzrks on the posi

tions of the circles and barrows, which he considers as mysteri

ous, and worthy of farther attention.

An Account of Stone Coffins, hz. found on making some Alterations

and Repairs in Cambridge Cajlle, by the Rev. Robert Masters,

B. D. Rector cf Landbeach, contains nothing particularly curi

ous. Another letter on the fame subject, relating to a similar

discovery, forms the 5th number in this volume.

Miscellaneous Observations on Parish Regijlers ; addressed by

John boiule, F. S. A. to the honourable Daines BarringUn. Here

it appears that parochial regijlers had been in use in Spain some

years before their introduction to England, which was in con

sequence of (he injunction of Thomas Lord Cromwell. But though

Mr. Bowie remaiks that regsters were kept in Spain thircy-two

years earlier than in Eng!.-.iid; we observe that they were en

joined by Lord Cromwell in the year 1538 ; and that among

burials in the register of Sberborne, we are told of William Howiilt

hermit of St. John the Baptijl, 1538.

Tne letter to the Rev. fames Douglas, from John Pownal,

Esq. on a Roman Tile found at Reculver in Kent, requires only

to be mentioned ; there are some rude scrawls on it which may

perhaps be intended as an inscription, and may therefore serve to

engage the attention of those who have ingenuity and leisure.

Dr. Glass's letter to Mr. Marsden furnishes a more curious, 'or

more important, subject of enquiry : it is On the Affinity of cer-

* See Rev. for April 1784, p. 265 ; snd Feb. 17S6, p. 124.

tain
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tain Words in the Language of the Sandwich and Friendly I/les in

the Pacific Ocean with the Hebrew. Dr. Glass offers at present

only one instance to prove the resemblance. He is of opinion

that the word taboo, so common in all the islands of the Pacific

Ocean, and occurring so frequently in the journals of circum

navigators, is pofiibly of Hebrew original. Thus much, fays he,

is certain, 'hat the word fO^l/l Taooba, from "y$T\ has the

fame precise signification with the word Taboo in the above men

tioned places. The Hebrew word signifies to loathe, abominate,

&c. But we can only just mention the instance, and farther

add Dr. Glass's persuasion, that researches of this kind will ter

minate in some new discoveries of the connection between the

language of every kingdom on earth with that presumed to have

been spoken by Adam and Noah.

Two of the three articles next in order relate, to the

Jiine.'d Street; and the other, to the Roman Partway. Mr.

Richard Willis, late of Andover, has bestowed great attention on

these subjects, but it would take more room than we can allow,

to furnish our Readers with a clear idea of them. Mr. Willis

claims the merit of discovering the road from Southampton by

Winchester to Gloucejitr to be the great Ikineld Street, beginning

at the mouth of the river Ichin ; and also of the further discovery

of a road from Silchejler to Andover, and thence to Old Sarum,

known through Hants and Wilts by the name of Partway, being

part of a Roman road from Norwich to Exeter. Among other

particulars in the course of these dissertations, we observe the

account of a tejfelated pavement, which was found in the year

1736, in the park of Littlecott, by Mr. George, steward to the

Popham family. The pavement, which has been since destroyed,

was curious in itself, but is rendered more remarkable by a beau

tiful carpet in needle-work, made by the widow of Mr. George,

from an exact draught which he had taken of it on several (beets

of paper : on this carpet, all the parts and figures were expressed

in their proper colours j—it was afterward presented to Mr.

Popham.

Mr. Willis furnishes another article, An Account of the Battles

between Edmund Ironside and Canute. Some of our historians

are doubtful as to the spot on which these battles were sought.

This gentleman determines, with probable evidence, concerning .

two ot them : for one he fixes on Sarjlan Fields, not far from

Andover; and for the other, on the valley between Old Sarum

and Figbury Ring, which last he supposes to have been Canute's

camp, and for which he seems to have greater reason than Dr.

Slukely had for terming it Campus Chlori, from Conjlantius Chlo-

rus, rather of Conjlantine the Great.

Captain Grose's Observations en ancient Spurs offer some

luiuiiiig particulars. He p.-operly remarks that goads or spurs

of
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of some kind must be nearly coeval with the art of riding on

horseback. That the Romans used them cannot be doubted.

We have here, among other sketches, a copy of one as deli

neated by Terence. The rouelle, or wheel spur, is thought to have

been worn here about the time of the Conquest. Some which

are mentioned seem to have been merely calculated for walking

in solemn processions, or being carried on such occasions.

Discoveries in digging a Sewer in Lombard Street and Birchin

Lane, 1786, constitute the 14th and 15th Numbers. The last

is communicated by Dr. Combe, from Mr. Jackson of Clement'*

Lane. We have here a relation of pavements and walls, of

coins, aud of utensils, chiefly earthen ware, and in fragments,

which were found in digging the new fewer in the places above

mentioned. What rather surprises and disappoints us is, that

though there are a number of drawings, we do not meet with

any remarks that tend to explain the uses for which the utensils

may be supposed to have been designed. BesiJe pavements, there

were some remains of painted walls of plaister; and beside the

earthen ware, pieces of glass urns, bottles, &c. with keys, horns

and bones of animals, together with coins of gold, silver, and

copper, of Claudius, Nero, Galba, and other emperors, down to

Constantine. The earthen wares are of different colours, some

highly polished and ornamented, among which is a beautiful red

bason, but not without fractures. From all circumstances, it ap

pears that there was a row of houses here in the time of the Ro

mans. They are supposed to have been built of wood, and de

stroyed by fire.

The sixteenth article contains Observations on a Picture by Zuc-

caro, from Lord Falkland's Collitlion ; by the Hon. Daines Bar-

ringion. This picture represents Lord Burleigh playing at cards

with three other persons of distinction : the game is supposed to be

Primero, which prevailed much in the reign of Queen Elizabeth,

having been probably brought from Spain by Philip II. This

naturally introduces three other essays on the Antiquity of Card-

playing ; by Mr. Harrington, Mr. Bowk, and Mr. Gough. These

gentlemen, although in some particulars they may d ilcnt from

each other, all seem to agree that the Spaniards have the best pre

tensions to be considered as the original inventors of this amuse

ment. The time of their first appearance in this country is un

certain. A passage is produced from the Wardrobe Rolls in the

sixth year of Edward the First, which mentions the grant of

viii s. v d. to the King for playing ad quatuor reges; but whether

these four kings have any relation to cards, or refer to some other

diversion, it seems not possible at this distance of time to deter

mine : the latter is, perhaps, on the whole more probable. It is

very reasonably supposed that they might have their origin in the

days of chivalry : the first certain notice of their having beeri

known
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known in England is from a record in the time of Edward IV.

1465, by which we learn that the importation of them was pro

hibited, and ' this', fays Mr. Gough, * is about fifty years after

their probable invention.'' He observes that the use of cards

among the Chinese is evident, not only from a Chinese painting

where their ladies are represented playing at a game with something

much thicker in substance than cards, yet shaped and numbered

like them, but also from a pack of Chinese cards in his pofllssion,

made of the (ame materials as the European. However, the de

vices on these cards are very different from those known in this

fart of the world.

Observations on our ancient churches, by the Rev. Mr. Ledwich,

form a mon* learned and laborious article, and furnish some use

ful and agreeable information. The Britons, beside their wattled

and wooden churches, had, even more lately, only some poor

stone fabrics, so that we are not to look among them for any

thing curious in the arts of masonry or architecture; nor did the

Anglo Saxons greatly excel them : it is certain, fays this writer,

that what are called the Saxon ornaments, and the Saxon style,

have not the most distant relation to that people, as inventors ;

it was truly the Roman style ; and for all the sculptures which

adorn our capitals and arches we are indebted to foreigners.

After the demolition of the monuments of ancient architecture

in the time of Conjiaitine, a new style of building and ornament

commenced, which was a corrupt imitation of Eajlern, Grecian,

and Roman models. Hence the origin of what this gentleman

terms the Saxonfeuillage \ the most perfect instance of this style,

we are told, is the capitals of the French church at Canterbury ;

which, from the account here given, we conclude to be the fame

with the crypt or substructure of the cathedral in that city, and

which is of very ancient date. It presents a number of these

capitals, consisting chiefly of Egyptian hieroglyphical figures, of

which here is a list taken from the Antiquarian Repertory. All

this occasions some pertinent and ingenious remarks on the super

stitions which prevailed about the ninth century, ' when the de

cay of learning and the corruption of religion reduced 'Christianity

almost to (emi paganism.' In the close of this paper, Mr. Led

wich adds some strictures on what is commonly called the Gothic

arch; but he tells us sufficient evidence remains to evince that

the pointed arch was known and used many centuries besore the

Gothic power was established, or the romantic expeditions, to the

Holy Land commenced.

We shall finish our present account by taking notice of the

20th Number of this collection, which is, A circumstantial Detail

»f the battle of Lincoln, A.D. 1217, 1 Henry III. This was the

battle which put an end to the pretensions of Lewis the Dauphin

ef France, who was compelled, after some other losses and dis

appointments,
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appointments, to leave the kingdom in that year. Mr. Pegge

compiles, from our ancient historians, a detail of what passed at

Lincoln on this memorable occasion. Matthew Paris, he regards,

with reason, as the most authentic testimony, by whom there

fore he corrects other writers. He considers Rapin as having had

a just and clear idea of the business ; and accordingly inserts the

general and concise representation of the conflict as given by that

judicious and impartial historian, and then adds farther illustra

tions on the subject, suitable to such a memoir. The gallant de

fence of the castle (for the King) by the Lady Nicholaa dt Harat

widow of Lord CamviU, renders this historical event yet more

remarkable. This lady was three times Sheriffess of Lincoln/hire.

The city, which had sided with the Barons against the King,

was abandoned, after, the battle, to a general plunder ; the sol

diers found an inestimable booty, and therefore called it Lincoln

Fair.

[To be concluded in our next. J

Art. III. Principles of Anatomy and Phyjiology. By John Aitken,

M.D. Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons, &c. &c. 8vo.

2 Vols. 12s. Boards. Murray. 1786.

NOTWITHSTANDING the many valuable works on

anatomy and physiology which are already in the hands of

the Public, Dr. Aitken thinks that a book, exhibiting, in a con

cise and perspicuous manner, and in a portable form, the prin

ciples or rudiments of the science, is still wanting. Allowing

this, it is the part of a critic to determine how far the present

performance is calculated to supply the defect.

The Osteology (which part of anatomy every systematic writer

has judiciously placed first in order) is briefly comprehended in

70 pages, not of the closest print. It is not however too short :

the bones being accurately, though not minutely described. As

this part of anatomy is chiefly subservient to surgery, it has been

usual with osteologists, when describing a bone, to give an ac

count also of the diseases and accidents to which it is liable.

They have even gone farther, and have detailed the method of

cure in such cases. Thus three distinct branches of medicine,

Anatomy, Nosology, and Therapeutice, arc blended together, to

the no small embarrassment of the student. Dr. Aitken has in

some measure, though not altogether, avoided this inconvenience,

for he seldom introduces practical remarks, while he is engaged

in describing the parts.

Myology follows Osteology. This arrangement is perfectly na

tural. The order which our Author pursues is not that in whkh

the muscles appear on dissections. He begins with the face and head,

proceeds to the trunk, and thence to the extremities. This me

thod
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thod is, in our opinion, better than any other ; because the muscle!

belonging to any particular part come into one view ; wherea*,

in other methods, part of the muscles of the abdomen is first

considered ; the other being left till the end of tbe dissection.

With respect to the particular description of each muscle, Dr.

Aitlcen has judiciously followed the example of our best anato

mists, and divided each article into three parts, shewing the ori

gin, insertion and use of the muscle described.

Angiology is next considered. After describing the heart and

pericardium, the Author follows the ramification? of the blood

vessels through the whole body. In this part he is very concise;

especially with respect to the venous system. We should have

thought he might have enlarged his account of the lymphatic

system, which is placed at the end of the Angiology, like an

appendix, and is comprized in less than three pages, though

Mr. CruikQianks (See Review for June last, p. 5C0.) could

write a quarto volume on the subject.

The Neurology forms the first part of the second volume.

Here we discover nothing new. The descriptions are short,

but accurate, and easily comprehended.

Splanchnology, the most important part of anatomy, is largely

and judiciously treated. Dr. Aitken appears to have carefully

avoided entering on any controverted points, his business being

to describe the parts, and not to perplex the student with opi

nions concerning their uses, except such as are evident, and easily

discoverable.

Having finished the anatomy of the human body, Dr. Aitken

subjoins a short and comprehensive summary of the principles of

Physiology. He has made much use of Dr. Reid'j Inquiry

into the Human Mind, in describing the senses, and endeavouring

to account for the mode by which external objects affect the

senforium ; we say endeavouring to accountfor, because no explana

tion, however plausible, hath satisfactorily accounted for the

action of external objects on the nerves of fense, nor shewn how

these nerves convey to the mind the ideas excited by the im

pressions received. The great difficulty rests on this question ;

How do the body and soul act reciprocally on each other ? The

one we kmw to be material, the other, we are taught, is imma

terial. The anatomist and physiologist must confine his thoughts

to the former ; when he comments on tbe latter, he is generally

bewildered. Dr. Aitlcen judiciously leaves all farther enquiries

on this dark subject, to the metaphysician.

Before we conclude our account of this useful performance,

we must not omit mentioning the great number of explana

tory plates, which, though not very elegantly engraved, are

good representations of the several part* of the human body j

those
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those exhibiting the muscles are, in our opinion, superior to the

rest ; but by this commendation of a part, we mean not to cen

sure the othets.

Art. IV. Observations on the SubjeeJ of the Fourth Eclogue, the Alle

gory in the Third Georgic, and the primary Defign of the Æneid of

Virgil : With incidental Remarks on some Coins of the Jews. By

Samuel Henley, F. S. A. Rector of Rendlefham, Suffolk. 8vo.

zs. 6d. Boards. Johnson. 1788.

OF the various and interesting compositions of (he great Ro

man poet, none seems to have more forcibly excited the

attention, both of ancient and modern scholars, than that which

is the principal subject of the work now before us. The fourth

Eclogue of Virgil has given rife to various controversies, both

critical and theological : it has been appealed to by primitive Fa

thers, and by modern Divines, as affbrding«vidence for the truth,

of Christianity ; it has been spiritualized by pious mystics into a

prediction of the holy Virgin, of the Messiah, of the propagation

and effects of the Gospel, and even of the doctrine of the * Tri

nity ; it has been imitated by one of the best English poets ;

it has repeatedly exercised the sagacity of the ablest commenta

tors of almost every nation of Europe; and it, perhaps, still

opens not an unfruitful field of investigation to the grammarian,

the historian, and the critic.

The Observations of Mr. Henley are occasioned by Bishop

Lowth's twenty-first Lecture on the Sacred Poetry of the He

brews. The learned Prelate there asserts the connection between,

the fourth Eclogue and the writings of the Hebrew prophets.—

He maintains, that Virgil must have drawn his images, either

mediately or immediately, from the Scriptures—either from

the Septuagint version, which was at that time well known

through the world,—or from those prophecies which, having

probably been taken thence by the Hellenistic Jews, and thrown

into Greek verse, were then current under the names of the Si

byls. He thinks that there is something more mysterious in the

composition of the poem than rus been generally imagined — that

the true design of the poet has not yet been discovered—and that

* We shall not, we trust, incur the imputation either of heretical

impiety, or of querulous morofenefs, if we object to the exposition which

Ludovicus Vives has ventured to give of the 47th line—

Concordes Jlabili fatorum numine Parae.

" Fortasse nimium curiosum videri posset, si per hasce Parcas Con

cordes numine et voluntate fatorum intelligi Sibyllam voluisse dice-

reraus tres perform- in Divinitate.—Sed hæe ne attingamus; ne ob-

tundamur vel impiorum, vel mcrosorum, vociferatione ac quirita-

tione." _.....

Rev. Oct. 1788. X the
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the history and situation of the Roman world at that time sup

plies no character, nor events, concerning which such magnifi

cent predictions could possibly have been uttered. He then

concludes the Lecture by delivering his own opinion in the fol

lowing words:

« Cum vero hæc ipsa adeo luculenter explicet peregrina quxdam

Intcrpietatio ex Hebrxorum rebus ac monumentis fuperinducta, cu-

jus vim omnera et magnitudinem nullo modo complecti potuerit, aut

etiam attingere, ipsius Poetæ animus ; quid mihi hac in re concedent

eruditi, nescio ; quid sentiam, vix audeo exponere : et tamen dicam, id

rnihi tarn mirabile tamque prodigii simile videri, ut nonnunquam pene

inducar, ut serio credam, id semel evenisse quod Socrates fif»Hvop»of,

ucsolet, apud Platonem de poetis ait*: hcncnUi 9«o{, t£aipt^i«; twtot

»o», tcutoi; XfITai «'«"!{"'»K «« Toi; XfKrpyiois xat to>( f4a>TWi toi( S.ioij" »«

»V«'< oi eucovotrif ueVpii, £ti bjc outoi ncrir oi ra.vtx Xiy»1i; ovrw woMot«{ia,

OK *Gl>< fAlf VOlglffTW) ClM> 0 Of Of *UTO{ KTTiV 0 AiytfV, 01 at Tovlftll o\ p&yjlTai 77fS?

In a note subjoined to the Lecture, after refuting the opinions

pf Servius, ana other commentators, in favour of Saloninus,

Asinius Gallus, or any son of Pollio ; after asserting that the

prediction of the poet agrees neither with the age nor situation

of Marcellus, nor Drusus, this able critic readily admits its

congruity, so far as a son is concerned, to the child with whom

Scribonia was at that time pregnant. ' Here the difficulty with

his Lordship begins. For how, considering the situation of

Octavius at this period, could his child be the subject of such a

prediction ?—Why, in predicting the future greatness of a son of

Oilavius, should Virgil address his prediction to Pollio?—And,

supposing these difficulties solved, how can the language of the

.prediction itself be reconciled to thc/ubjefl of it ?'

In answer to the first question, respecting the situation of Oc

tavius, Mr. H. states, that in the year 714, when all the horrors

of civil discord were impending over Italy, a reconciliation was

effected between Antony and Octavius, by the mediation of Coc-

ceiuS, Pollio, and Mæcenas. The result os this treaty was a

new partition of the Roman world, which was highly favourable

to the aspiring vir.ws of Octavius, and which left him, at the

.time when this Eclogue was written, master of Italy, and that

part of the empire which under its own name comprehended the

world. Under these circumstances, at peace with his colleague

abroad, having nothing to apprehend at home, and invested with

power to appease those commotions by which the empire had

been so lately convulsed, Mr. H. asks, * what might not Octa

vius hope—or, what might not the flattery of a poet, who io

circumstances less favourable had Ailed him a God, now prompt

his aspiring mind, and on the ground os a divine prediction, to

expect—would be the future greatness of his son ?'

■ - 1 ■* I..

* Plato in lone.

Mr.
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Mr. H. endeavours to remove the second objection of Bishop

Lowth, viz.—that it is highly improbable that Virgil should have

addressed a poem, predicting the future greatness of a son of Octa-

vius, to Pollio, who had not been the friend of Octavius, but df

his rival Antony—by saying, that whatever political enmity

might have existed between Pollio and Octavius, prior to the

treaty of Brund ilium, yet in the patronage of genius, at least,

they had been unanimous—that while Pollio held the territory

of Venice for Antony, the talents of Virgil attracted his notice—

and that by his means the Poet had been introduced to the knovv-

legc and favour of Octavius, who restored to him his patrimony,

which the soldiers had usurped. He thinks, therefore, that no

thing could be more natural, nothing more consistent with the

nicest address, ' than that Virgil, whose poetic talents had first

procured him the protection of Pollio, and, by his means, the

munificence of Octavius, should offer through his first patron,

who was not only at this time Consul, but had been chiefly in

strumental, by negotiating the peace, to the establishment of

Octavius in power, a poetic compliment to his greater bene

factor, on a prediction supposed to point out his son ?'

Mr. Henley enters more largely into a refutation of the

Bishop's third objection—that the language of the prediction,

cannot be reconciled with the subject of it.— He adduces a num

ber of circumstances which have a tendency to prove that Virgil

could not have been ignorant of the existence of the Jewish

Scriptures.—He thinks it inconceivable that the effulgence of thefr

poetic splendor should have failed to catch his attention—and he

fays, that if we add to this the similarity between the subject of

the Jewish prophecies and his own, a doubt can scarcely re

main, that the lips of the Sicilian Muses were touched by the

Poet with a coal from the Prophet's altar.

Our Author then proceeds to explain such passages of the

Eclogue as appear most likely to illustrate and support his hypo

thesis. The most novel remark which we meet with, seems to

be that on line ii :

Teque edto, deeus hoc <e<vi, te Confute, inibit,

Pollio ; et incipient magni precedere menses,

" During thy Consulship, O Pollio! during thine, shall this glory

of the age be conceived *, and the months of gestation advance."

* ' Or rather, " (hall quicken." An infant may be laid vitam

inire, cumjam maternorum iii/cerum latens onus. Senec. £pift. exxiv.

Thus, in Genes, xxv. az : tllUPTstN it t* ■Keu'iia, «» avra. Consult

Hippocrates on the first motions of the fœtus. Hesych. in A>+u».

—The force of this remark, communicated by a polite and accom

plished scholar, is confirmed by Lucretius, iii. 631.

Pralereafi, jam perfeSo corpore, nobis

Inserri Jolita eft animi •vi'vata pote/iai,

Turn cum gignimur, et vitæ cum limen inimvs—'

" Xa "This
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" This glory of the age :" that is, the age predicted. It was in the

consulship of Pollio that the marriage of Octavius to Scribonia took

place ; the great months therefore are the months of her pregnancy,

.which at this time was advancing.'

This interpretation is ingenious, though we are not convinced

of its propriety. Mr. H. produces no instance in which the

the verb ineo is thus used absolutely, inibit for vitom inibit, or

vita limea inibit. We will, however, furnish him with two

passages from Tacitus, which may, perhaps, tend in some de

gree to remove this difficulty, which is complained of both by

Burman and Heyne. Annal, lib. iii. n. Shtanquam patrts cen-

fuiffent, ob receptum Maroboauum, et res estate priori gestas, ut

ovans iniret, &c. Lib. xv. 32. Namque ad earn diem indiscreti

inibant, quia lex Roscia nihil, nisi dt quatuordetim ordinibus, Janxit.

In the former passage, iniret is used for urbem iniret : in the lat

ter, inibant for scenam inibant.

Lines 26, 27, 28, 29.—

*' Atfimul heroum laudes et faSa parentis

yam legere, et quæ jit solera cogno/cere virtus ;

Molls paulatim flwvescet campus arista,

Inculti/que rubens pendebit J'entibus wva"—

are thus explained by Mr. H. : " Before you be old enough to

view on those plains, which have so lately been the theatre of

heroism and horror, the devastations of civil discord ; its vestiges

shall gradually disappear, and the tranquil occupations of hus

bandry shall hide them." The passage is thus fancifully inter,

preted by Ludovicus Vives, and wrested to the support of his

system—" Sequenti atate, instituta dotlrina Dei, exempli: Christi,

difeiplina Apojlolorum, extendet fe pietas latifftme ; non jam ad mu-

nuscula et res minutas, fed ad colligenaam mejsem, vindemiam, met.

Ingredicntur Jud.ei, et magna multitude gentilium : flavescet paula

tim arijla gentilis tenera, et in spinis humanae contumacies cotligeiur

uva suavis, et in dura ignorantia nascetur dulcedo mellis."

Mr. Henley concludes his observations on the fourth Eclogue

in the following words :

' Notwithstanding what is advanced in the Lecture, on the in

congruity of Virgil's language to his subject, upon any other idea

than that of a mysterious relation to the Messiah and his kingdom ;

it is the voluntary concession of his Lordship, in the note, " that, no

person could be any where found more worthy of this prophetic Ec

logue, nor whom it would more aptly fit, or with whom its contents

would better quadrate, than a son of Octavius ; provided it could be

ihewn that a son was born to him, in the year when Pollio was Con

sul." Now, though it be impossible to supply the proof which hi

Lordship requires ; yet, so far as the spirit of the postulate is con

cerned, a satisfactory answer can be given. For notwithstanding

upon the present hypothesis (which perfectly harmonizes with the

hiitory of facts) Octavius had no child, till the year aster Pollio was

'— . - Consul,
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Consul *, and then only a daughter ; yet, as Scribonia became preg

nant in the consulship of Pollio, and the Eclogue was written in

that very year, Virgil (whatever the coincidence of the time with

the adopted prediction might h«ve led him to expect) certainly could

not know, without the gift of prescience, the sex of this unborn

child.'

On lines 8, 9, 10, II, 12, of the third Georgic, our Author

observes—

• These lines are part of an Allegory, intended to prefigure the

Æneid; which Virgil was at this time meditating, in honour of his

patron Augustus. They exhibit the Poet in an agonistic capacity ;

and, from a consciousness of his powers, secure of success. In the

solemnities of the Pythian Games, not those only who were eminent

for athletic {kill, but such also as excelled in mental endowments,

were equally admitted to contend. It was therefore in a competition

of this kind, that Virgil proposed to engage. The summit of the

Aonian mount being the scene of this projected contest; and the

leading thence the Muses of Greece the object ; it follows, that the

highest honours of poesy were to be the prize, and Homer the

destined Antagonist. Hence, the fable of the Grecian Bard was,

adopted by his Roman Rival, and every incident selected from it,'

that could give energy to emulation. How far the success antici

pated by Virgil, was realized in the judgment of his countrymen,

the exultation of Propertius may help to decide :

- ----- Cedite, Graii!

Ne/cio quid majus na/citur Iliade.

• Having come off victorious, at least in idea, the conqueror, as

was usual with victors in the Grecian games, salutes his natal foil

with the promise of a triumphal return ; and of bringing back to it,

a second time, the emblems of his conquest :

Primus Idumæas Rifcram tibi, Mantua, palmas.

' In explanation of the Allegory, it may be observed that, by

Mantua, is to be understood his native language ; which he now pur

poses to honour with an Epic as superior to Homer's, as he had sur

passed Theocritus in Eclogue : — the Muses of the Ionian Mount

characterizing the one, and Those os Sicily'the other :

Sicelides Musæ ! paullo majora canamui.,—

The palms to grace this second triumph, like those he had borne to

signalize the former, were to be Idumæan : that is, /^appro

priate imacery of the Jewish predictions.—To support this

• ' The following statement of facts, from Appian and Dio, will

place this matter in the clearest light : —The consulship of Pollio

commenced with the year 714 ; in the former part of that year, Oc-

tavius married Scribonia; towards the close of it, the treaty of peace

was confirmed ; and early in the following, Julia was born.—Professor

Heyne, from verses u and 61, concludes, that the birth of the

child foretold was expected to happen in 714; but it is evident from

verle 10, that the 61 must be taken prolepiically ; and there is no

thing in verse 11 to carry back the pregnancy so far as his position

demands. '

X 3 inter
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interpretation ; it may be alleged that, were palmat, in the midst of

a context indisputably allegorical, to be taken, as it has been by the

Commentators, literally ; every principle of just construction must be

subverted. Had palmas been used without any attribute, it might

kave been difficult to ascertain its meaning ; but, with Idumteas as an

index, and the reference to the Fourth Eclogue, which the Primus rt-

ftram tit-i Mantua contains ; it becomes obvious, on consulting the

Æneid, what sense palmas was designed to resume.'

We feel no scruple to confess, that we are not clear-sighted

enough to discover either the index, of which Mr. H. speaks, in

the word Idumaas, or any the most distant reference to the

fourth Eclogue in the words, primus referam tibi, Mantua. We

apprehend, that the verb refers never bears the signification which,

in order to support his position, Mr. H. has been obliged to affix to

ir, viz. that of bringing bad a second time. We recommend to his

consideration the following verse of Martial, lib. x. Ep. 50. ver. 1.

" Frangat Idumnai trijlis viiloria palmas."

' We know thai some few instances of imitation of the Hebrew

poets, either real or imaginary, may be, and have been, dis

covered in the Ænrid. But we would ask, whether this be suf

ficient to justify the prophetic boast of Virgil, that * his second

triumph should be graced by Idumæan palms,' i, *. (according

to Mr. H.) that the grand characteristic of his future poem

should be its adoption of the appropriate imagery of the "Jewish pre

dictions? On the whole, we are disposed to acquiesce in the

sober and rational exposition of the learned and judicious Heyne,

to whose excellent edition of his works the Mantuan Bard is,

perhaps, more deeply indebted, than to the collective labours of

all his numerous Commentators. " Primus ego," &c] " Idee

primus, quod ante ilium nullus Mantuanus poetafuit. Argute magis

quam vere modo Gracis poetis palmam arripere, modo, quod Catroeus

commentus e/l, iter in Graciam fujcipere veile putatur. §>ui primus

inter aliquem pcpulum. poeta clare/cit, is Mufas J'ecum in patriam

ducere did potejl, et ornatius, ab Helicons, Bceotia, Aonibus olim

habitata, monte ; idem referre tandem, glariam, prarmia, victoria

insignia, palmam, diet potejl, re/pectu certaminum muftcorum, qua

inter Graces haberi folebant. Idumaas autem palmas, poetico plane

epitheto, appellabat a nobili aliquo genere, Idumen Poeta pro Idu~

maa, ac tota Judaa, dicunt ; quam quidem palmis frequentem fuij/i

noium e/t."—" Arbujlo palmarum dives Idume." Lucan. iii. 216.

What is added by Mr. Henley, that the predictions of the

Sibyls, and probably the Jewish. Scriptures, were originally

written on palm leaves, astprds, we think, but a feeble prop to

his hypothesis.

Of the Æneid, he delivers his opinion thus: * That the con

sistency of its parts, and its symmetry as a whole, entirely de

pend on its prophetic character ;'—and that the grand design of

the Poet was ' to reconcile a vain arid superstitious people to the

late
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late subversion of their Republic ; by insinuating, that the esta

blishment of The House of Casar in the person of Augustus,

and the consequent extension of their empire, were irrefragable

proofs of his being the universal sovereign, so lokg

promised} and the divine offsprinc of Jupiter him

self.'

To these observations on Virgil, are subjoined some acute and

learned remarks on seven Jewish Coins, of which neat engrav

ings are given from Kircher and Bayer. In the course of these

remarks, the Author corrects some errors of Bayer respecting the

occasion on which one of these coins was stricken. He connects

this part of his work with (he preceding, by proving, that the

Palm was the national symbol of the Jews. He remarks that

thisifymbol was exhibited on their coins under different forms,

according as their circumstances differed : the tree itself, yielding

fruit, being adopted to express their independent condition ; but

while they languished in a state of dependence, a detached

branch was the sign, together with a crown, to mark their sub

jection. The curious reader will find, in this part of the work,

many judicious observations on the subject of Jewish coins, and

some successful illustrations of passages in protane as well as sa

cred writers.

On the whole, Mr. Henley is justly entitled to our gratitude

for his endeavours to illustrate an obscare but interesting subject

of classical investigation : and though we do not implicitly assent

to bis opinions, yet we cannot but applaud the manly freedom

with which he has ..vowed them, as well as the ingenuity and

erudition with which he has laboured to support them.

Art. V. A Tour in England and Scotland, in 178?. By an English

Gentleman. 8vo 7 s. 6d. Boards. Robinsons. 1788.

A Succession of literary travellers • have, in defiance of po

pular prejudices, ventured, within these few years past, to

explore the northern parts of this kingdom ; and have now ren

dered the country and inhabitants of Scotland almost as familiar

to us as the southern division of the island. Being men of ob

servation and knowlege, they have described places and man

ners ; they have remarked errors, and suggested improvements;

and have thus made suitable returns for the hospitality of their

reception. The present writer offers many pertinent remarks on

objects which he met with on his journey northward through;

England ; which, though very properly noticed as they came in

course under his view, are too well known, or not important

enough, to be detached : and although it may be thought that

* Pennant, John/on, Boswell, Anderson, Knox, &c.

X 4 British
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British travels cannot furnish many novelties, yet as manners are

formed by local circumstances, a great difference may be dis

cerned by an intelligent observer within small distances. Ho

describes several of those sublime and wild scenes that are to be

found in the north of England, and in the least cultivated parts

of Scotland ; for the farther we recede from large towns and

improved society, the more rugged grandeur appears on the face

of the country. Where the inhabitants are scattered and few,

their habits and customs are fashioned by the nature of the coun

try ; but where they are numerous, they gradually form the

country in the most convenient manner for human purposes.

In the one cafe, we view, in land and water, the rough work of

nature; in the other, the successive operations of labour and in

vention have polished and adorned the landscape, which thus

exhibits to us more of art than of nature.

The western coast of Scotland is so deeply indented by the sea,

and the humidity os the climate renders the produce of agricul

ture so precarious, that nature seems to point out the sea as the

proper element for cultivation. Our Author describes the hus

bandry about Inverary as very slovenly, the corn, after sowing,

being neglected, and left to be over-run with weeds. This ne

glect is easily accounted for, from the long interval between

sowing and reaping, and the uncertainty of reaping at last ;

whereas the labour bestowed on the sea is immediately productive,

and, what is perhaps equally enticing, allows many idle intervals.

We have here a scheme for the improvement of the fishery, which

we hope will not be overlooked, when such plans are under

consideration: but whatever design is adopted, we are persuaded

that farming and fishing must be kept as distinct occupations, or

neither of them will succeed. We are sorry, however, that the

tyrannical spirit of landholders, every where too evident, is so

blind in the remote p^rts of Scotland, as to obstruct their own

interest rather than suffer their peasantry to rise above barba

rism.

Scotland has long been reproached with her deficiency in

wood, a reproach which originated in the turbulent disposition

of the people, who, in their intestine commotions, desolated the

country worse than invaders would have had the industry to do.

Our Author's Tour evinced the fact, soon after he entered the

country :

« Wednesday, Z2d June. Leave Moffat, and ascend an hill,

which is nearly three miles in height. From this height you have a

most extensive and dreary prospect of the West Highlands, without so

much as one single tree or shrub to be seen, which ever way you turn

your eye, for thirty miles around.'

We are not, however, to form an idea of the whole country

from this naked prospectj for, as we travel farther north, we find

6 « The
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' The estate of Lochiel to the north west reaches all the way to

Loch-Arkek, where there is an extent of wood near twelve miles

long, all firs : and, at the upper end of Lochiel is a very good oak

wood, of near 200 acres. The easy communication with the water

and thesea, must make the timber of considerable value, if suffered to

grow to a large size ; but the growth of trees has been much neglected.

The whole country being turned into pasture land, for the more

immediate prosit arising from grazing, has prevented the wood from

getting up, which it would do naturally,, if it were only protected

from the cattle, as clearly appears from several spots about Fassi-

fern's house, where the cattle are not suffered to go, being covered

with very fine oak and birch. Were this simple plan adopted, either

by inclosures or otherwise, in the worst part of the estate, where

grazing is not so profitable, in the course of ten years woods might

be raised which would be very profitable. As climate here is so

much complained of, and the ripening of the corn is a matter of greac

uncertainty, the grazing ground might, at a small expence at first,

be made more productive than it is at present, by adopting the me

thod used in Derbyshire, of large enclosures, where grafs will al

ways grow better than when it is entirely open. This would feed

more black cattle, and employ more people to attend them, than

sheep do, the rearing of which, 1 clearly fee, if continued to its pre

sent extent, will depopulate the whole country ; for one family can

attend as many sheep as several miles will graze.'

The Author, after extracting from Cunningham's history of

Great Britain a character of the Scots Highlanders, adds some

farther particulars :

' Throughout the whole of the Highlands there are, at this day,

various songs fung by the women to suitable airs, or played on must,

cal instruments, not only on occasions of merriment and diversion,

but also during almost every kind of work which employs more than

one person, such as milking cows, watching the folds, fulling of

cloth, grinding of grain with the quern or hand-mill, hay-making,

and reaping of corn. These songs and tunes re-animate, for a time,

the drooping labourer, and make him work with redoubled ardour. >

In travelling through the Highlands, in the season of autumn, the

sounds of little bands of music on every side, joined to a most ro

mantic scenery, has a very pleasing effect on the mind of a stranger.

There is undoubted evidence, that from the 12th to the 15th cen

tury, both inclusive, the Scots not only used, but, like their kin

dred Irish, excelled in playing on the harp : a species of music, in

all probability, of Druidical origin. But, beyond all memory or tra

dition, the favourite instrument of the Scotch musicians has been the

bagpipe, introduced into Scotland, at a very early period, by the

Norwegians. The large bagpipe is the instrument of the Highland

ers for war, for marriage, for funeral processions, and other great

occasions. They have also a smaller kind, on which dancing tunes

are played. A certain species of this wind music, called pibracht,

rouzes the native Highlander in the fame way that the sound of the

trumpet does the war-horse; and even produces effects little less

marvellous than those recorded of the ancient music. At the battle

of Quebec, in April 1760, whilst the British troops were retreating

in
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in great confusion, the General complained to a field-officer of Fra-

ser's regiment, of the bad behaviour of his corps. " Sir," answered

he with some warmth, " yon did very wrong in forbidding the pipes

to play this morning: nothing encourages Highlanders so much in a

day of action. Nay, even now they would be of use." *" Let them

blow like the devil, then," replied the General, " if it will bring back

the men." The pipes were ordered to play a favourite martial air.

The Highlanders, the moment they heard the music, returned and

formed with alacrity in the rear. In the late war in India, Sir Eyre

Coote, after the battle of Porto Nuovo, being aware of the strong

attachment of the Highlanders to their ancient music, expressed his

applause of their behaviour on that day, by giving them fifty pounds

to buy a pair of bagpipes.

« So quick and powerful is the influence of moral causes in the

formation of the characters of nations and men, that the Highland

ers have actually undergone greater alteration in the course of the

present century, than for a thousand years before. Freedom and

equal laws, by encouraging industry, securing property, and Aiblli-

tuting independent sentiments and views in the room of an obsequious

devotion to feudal chiefs, have redeemed the character of the High

landers from those imputations which were common to them with all

nations in a similar political situation ; while what is excellent in

their character, the sensibility of their nature, the hardiness of their

constitutions, their warlike disposition, and their generous hospita

lity to strangers, remain undiminiihed. And, though emancipated

now from the feodal yoke, they still shew a voluntary reverence to

their chiefs a' well as affection to those of their own tribe and kin

dred : qualities which arc not only very amiable and engaging in

themselves, but which are connected with that character of alacrity

and inviolable fidelity and resolution which their exertions in the field

have justly obtained in the world.'

While we allow this traveller to be an entertaining companion

on the road, we cannot but remark his propensity to digression *;

which occasionally draws htm aside into discussions, not very ob

viously connected with the direct object of his work—the de

scription of things as they are. It is to this fondness for story

telling, that we are indebted, beside the narrative of his tour,

for an explanation of feudal tenures ; a view of the ancient his

tory of the kingdom of Northumberland ; descriptions of the

battles of Bannockburn, and Flodden Field ; and the story of the

hanging of Captain Porteous.—This last piece of modern Scot

tish history furnishes a remarkable instance of the resolution,

order, and good conduct (if we may so express it) of a North

British riot. In the case of poor Captain Porteous was seen—'The

Majesty of the People, arrayed in all its terrors !

*»* Six views, on octavo plates, engraved by Heath, are given

as decorations to this volume.

_~^^—~_~———~——————^——.^^»h_^___ -______«________^_^

* We have also observed some peculiarities of expression, and de

fects of language, which should be removed in a second edition, if

called for.

Art.
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Art. VI. Familiar Essays in interesting Su&jefls. Small Svo. 3*,

sewed. Leigh and Sotheby. 1787.

THESE entertaining and improving Essays are declared, in

the Preface, to be the work of (he Rector of an obscure

village : and it were to be wished that every village had a resident

pastor equally able, and, what is of no less importance, equally

well disposed, to form the minds of his parishioners to the va

rious duties of humanity.

The subjects here considered arc, Method—Meanness, contrasted

with Ingenuousness—The present fastiionable Mode os educating young

Ladies— Second Thoughts are best—The HUsfing os a contented Mind

■—Emulation in Youth—Domestic Happinejs—On the Causes of the

Depopulation of the Ccuntry—On Exerctje, and Temperance— On

Humanity to Animals.

We shall produce the greatest part of the last of these Essays,

which we are persuaded the benevolent author will cheerfully

allow us to exhibit by way of specimen ; as it may be read with

profit in many families where the subject is deemed too trifling

to deserve attention, and may prompt some to think, who never

thought before :

' It is of the first consequence, in training up the youth of both

sexes, that they be early inspired with humanity, and particularly

that its principles be implanted strongly in their yet tender hearts,

to guard them against inflicting wanton pain on those animals, which

use or accident may occasionally put into their power.

• How many dispositions have been formed to cruelty, from being

permitted to tear off the wings of flies, whipping cats and dogs, or

tying a string to the leg of a bird, and twirling it round till the thigh

is torn from the bleeding body ! How highly necessary is it for pa-

rents to watch with anxious care over their offspring, and strenuously

to oppose such habits as these (though they often arise from mere

childish imitations, rather than from a bad heart), and to stifle in the

birth every wish and desire to inflict torture, or even give unne

cessary pain !

' I have seen one instance to the contrary. It was of an amiable

young lady, with whom such care was taken to keep her sensibility

awake, that she was in a continual agitation, by those unavoidable

accidents which animals experience; but this so rarely happens, that

the danger lies on the other side, and there is little fear of such %

quality being carried too far. This tendency to Cruelty, so direful

in its effects to young minds, " grows with their growth, and strength

ens with their strength," till, r>y the time boys arrive at manhood,

they have lost all those sensitive perception?, whiefi do honour to hu

man nature. Young master mull have a little horse to ride, and a

favorite spaniel to accompany him ; these alternately commit, what

he terms faults, and, because they are his, he is to chastise them as

he thinks proper. If the young gentleman is heir to a good estate,

the domestics look up to him as tneir future master, and, no: daring

5 t»
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to displease him, he is soon initiated by the servant; into the " art of

ingeniously tormenting" all sorts of animals, such as tying cats to

gether by their tails, which irritates them to light, or by shoeing

them with walnut- AkIIs; .an owl is to be attached to the back of a

duck, which of course dives in hopes of exonerating itself, and the

owl follows, and when both return to the surface, the wet, but tor

tured owl, affords wonderful satisfaction to the young squire and his

associates. Badger-baitir.g is succeeded by bull-baiting, and our hero

ii at length ushered into that noble diversion, the solace of some of

our nobility, yet the dilgrace of this kingdom, the cock-pit, where,

amidst dreadful oaths and execrations, he completes a character

which is above all fear of shame or humanity. He is so well taught

to laugh it the distresses and infirmities of his fellow-creatures, that

he would look upon it as a glorious act to drive over an old woman,

should she happen to be too decrepit to escape the career of his phae

ton ; and his supreme delight is to fee two human beings exposed

naked upon a stage, and using the most skilful efforts to knock each

other on the head. What a Qiout rends the air when one has laid

his antagonist, for a time, breathless on the stage, with the blood

streaming from the wound ! In vain do we, who are not initiated

into the supreme felicity of such scenes, look around to find out that

pleasure of which we can form no idea. But surely, amongst the

softer dispositions of the other sex, we shall never find the least ten

dency to cruelty. Yet are the ladies of this island not exempt; al

though I am proud to boast, that there are no women in the known

world, who possess so much delicacy and sensibility ; and yet, in

some instances, I cannot exculpate them. Do they not confine the

feathered warblers in a cage, barring them from freedom, their in

herent right, and from those employments to which instinctive na

ture so strongly impels them ? Will the lark carol with that energy,

on one poor sod in his wire prison, as when he soars into the sky till

his flight is imperceptible? I have known several of my female

friends ambitious of a curious collection of insects. What was the

consequence? Jn the course of the summer you see their dressing-

rooms adorned with a number of those beautiful stutterers, stuck

through with large pins; and I have seen my fair friends exulting in

having caught one with variegated colours, holding his wings after

he was impaled, lest the agonies of expiring life should injure his

beauty after death. Is the lady fond of angling? she takes her sta

tion by the fide of the murmuring stream, and, with the utmost un

concern, forces the barbed hook through the defenceless body of the

writhing worm, and there it must remain, in torture, as a bait for

the fish ; for, should death put a period to its existence, it is no

longer fit for use, and must be succeeded by another sufferer. Can

there be a more dreadful, a more ingenious piece of torture con

trived than this ? yet will they tell you, with a laugh, it is only a

worm. Is pain then confined to beings of a larger bulk ? Has not

the worm a body, in all its parts exquisitely formed by the hand of

Providence ? Sh.ikespeare seys,

" Whill' the poor worm, which we tread upon,

In corpora! sulf'rance feels a pang a; great

M when a giant dies."

' There
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• There is another species of inhumanity, which all rinks, except

the poor and indigent, stand accused of:—this is the custom of tra

velling post. How have I seen the trembling chaise-horse panting

for breath, every limb shattered by the hardness of the road, come

reeking into the inn-yard, and nearly expiring under the extreme

exertion to which he has been driven ! his sides bleeding with the

spurs or lashes of the unfeeling post-boys ! every muscle and tendon

quivering with convulsive agony ! In vain is he offered food ; his

mouth is parched with thirst and dust, he refuses sustenance, water

he is denied, because it would probably put an end to his existence,

and he is preserved for future and constant torment. But there must:

be some great cause, a stranger would say, some very good reason,

why horses have been driven so unmercifully. On the contrary, it

is the constant custom of those, who by their situations can afford it,

to tip the postilion an extraordinary gratuity, for which sum he

would, at any time, flog his horses, who must suffer in proportion,

till they nearly expire under the torture. Inhuman custom ! bar

barous politeness ! dreadful effect ofpolijhed manners ! I have myself

no doubt, that we must inevitably hereafter give an account of the

expenditure of our time, and the motives upon which we acted, and

that those who thus unfeelingly indulge themselves in such procedures

toward the brutal creation, when no cause of moment demands such

exertions, will be called upon to answer for those merciless lashes,

and for those excruciating pangs, wantonly inflicted upon the un

complaining animal?, by whom they are so swiftly drawn.

« 'sbese poor creatures, alas ! experience no advantage from the

prohibition contained in the fourth commandment; but, by the force

of all-ruling fashion, are doomed to suffer more on that day than on

any other. But shall not this double breach of the laws of Heaven

and humanity meet with double retribution, in the future dispensa

tion of rewards and punishments ? While the gentlemnn turns with

horror from the brutal carmen, inflicting unmerited punishment on'

his faithful horses, let him reflect, that he is himself more culpable

in the practice above-mentioned, because his education ought to have

inculcated better principles.

* Let not these reflexions be called too strong, or too severe—the

cause of humanity (the iause of every thinking and considerate man)

demands it. So various, so complicated are the evils under which

the domestic animals suffer by the hand of man, that no expreslioa

can be too forcible to rescue them from the cruelties under which

they so often languish.'

The aim cf the Essayist, to stem the current of vice and folly,

is highly laudable. But, while a moral author gratifies his own

humane wishes by instructive writing, and kindred minds read

and approve, vice and folly go on regardless of any but them

selves, having neither leisure nor inclination for books: vice

will not listen to counsel, and folly cannot receive conviction ;

so that reformation can only catch up straggling individuals, in

situations peculiarly favourable for it. As for instance, whe>e a

tender-hearted mother of a fan.i'v may, by the aid of a well-

written essay, soften the disbolilion of an unthinking son or

htsbind ;
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husband ; or where instruction takes a retrograde course as it

sometimes may, by a sensible child happening to have finer feel

ings than the parent.

iUr. VII. Tables of the apparent Place, of the Comet of 1661, whose

Return ,s expeBed in . 789 To which it added a new Method of

using the Reticule Rhomboid. By Sir Henry Englefield, Bart.

F-R.S. andF.A.S. 4to. 2s. 6d. Elmsley. 1788.

APIEN, the Imperial astronomer, observed a comes, and

traced its path from Oct. id, to Nov. 20tb, 1532. Fra-

caftor, a physician at Verona, observed the same comet, from

Sept. 22d to Dec. 4tb, in the same year. Hevelius observed a

comet in the months os February and March 1661. Dr Halley

in consequence of the discoveries of his friend and master Sir

Isaac Newton, applied himself to calculate the orbits of all those

comets of which sufficient observations had been recorded In

doing this he found many of them similar, and hesitated not to

pronounce those, whose elements were almost coincident, to be

only one comet, observed at its several returns to its perihelion.

I bus he found the elements of the comets of 1456, 1531 1607

and 1682 to agree so perfectly with each other, that he' con

cluded them to be one and the fame, and predicted it* return in

the ycr 1759. Halley, however, only announced the return of

the comet on a general view of the system ; Clairault reduced it

to an accurate calculation, and gave the last decisive proof of the

truth of the doctrine of universal attraction.

An equal similarity in the elements of the comets of IC72 and

• 1661, deduced from the observations of Apien, FracaAor, and

Hevel.us, induced Halley to predict its return in i78q. The

difficulties however of accurately calculating its places, or even

of ascertaining the true time of its perihelion, are much greater

than thole w.th wh.ch the celebrated Clairault encountered

This comet, in receding from its last perihelion, approached near

to Jupiter and Saturn when it passed their orbu"; i r ,s pro-

bable also that it passed not far from Herschell's planet; the in

fluence of .he/e large bodies must have been very considerable •

and it is impossible to know whether other bodies, vet undis

covered m,g|j, „ot disturb this comet in the remote parts of itr

orbit All the calculations, therefore, will be liable to errors

Which astronomers must despair of correcting

Sir Henry Fnglefield in the work before us, has given the

p- aces of the comet on fifteen different suppositions of its arrival

at its per.hel.on, from August 25th, ,788, to August 12tb,

1789. In each supposition, the apparent longitude and latitude

is g.ven for every 8th day, from 96 days before, to 06 days after

the per.hd.on. The method in which S„ Henry ha9S constructed

the
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the tables is mechanical, viz. from the projection of the comet's

orbit on the plane of the Ecliptic; but, without the drawing

which accompanies the pamphlet, we cannot give an account

either of the projection, or of the method of computing from it

the places of the comet. We can only fay, that it is ingeni

ously contrived, and neatly executed ; and will be found tole

rably accurate, at least as accurate as fine pointed compasses and

good scales can make it.

The description of the method of taking the right ascension

and declination of the heavenly bodies, with the reticule rhom

boid of Dr. Bradley, without placing the instrument in the

plane of the Equator, would be totally unintelligible without the

figures : it is worthy the attention of the practical astronomer.

Art. VIII. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society.

Vol. LXXVIII. For the Year 1788. Part I. concluded; iroai

p. 249.

Philosophical Papers.

Of the Methods of manifefling the Presence, .and ascertaining the

Quality, ofsmall Quantities of natural and artificial Electricity.

By Mr. Tiberius Cavallo, F. R. S.

MR. Cavallo justly observes, that our knowlege of electricity

goes very little, if at all, beyond the superficial part of it;

that those who are now willing to distinguish themselves in this*

branch of philosophy, ought toexamine the electrical power, not

so much in its accumulated as in its incipient state ; that its first

origin, or very beginning, ought to be investigated ; as it is

afterwards very easy to understand its increase, and to compre

hend how a great quantity may be accumulated by repeated ad

ditions of the smallest portions.

He accordingly gives an account of the different methods that

have been contrived for ascertaining small quantities of the elec

tric power, pointing out their respective advantages and defects.

He considers more particularly the two ingenious improvements

made by Mr. Btnnet, to one of which, the electrometer, we

think he hardly does justice. Its advantages, he fays, are 'a

greater degree of sensibility, and a more easy construction :' its

disadvantages, * first, that the instrument is not portable j and,

secondly, that even when not carried about, it is apt to be spoiled

very easily :' but we can affirm from our own experience of it,

that it is portable, and not more liable to be spoiled than is na

turally to be expected in so delicate an instrument : we are well

assured that it has been carried from Derbyshire to London and

York, without injury.

Mr.
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Mr. Bennet's Douhler is the subject of a more minute and

more important investigation. The principle of it is this. By

M. V"lta's semi-insulated plates, diffused electricity is attracted,

and condensed into a small compass. When one plate has re

ceived electricity, positive for instance, another is laid upon it;

and the atmosphere of the first, repelling the electric fluid from

the second (which is touched with a conducting substance, to

carry off the fluid), produces in this second an equal negative

electricity, without losing any of its own : the second is, in like

manner, made to produce an equal positive electricity in a third :

the first and third, now both positive^ being placed fide by side,

act with double force, and the second, laid upon them, acquires

an electricity nearly double to the first ; and by repeating this

simple procedure, the minutest degrees of electricity are conti

nually doubled, till they become sensible. Now it is plain, that

if any electricity exists in the plates themselves, this electricity

of their own will be multiplied as well as that which we want

to discover by them ; and Mr. Cavallo has (hewn, from a variety

of experiments, that they always do contain electricity, which

becomes sensible after a certain number of doublings. He (hews

also, that this is not peculiar to the femi-infulated plates, but

that, ' strictly speaking, every substance is always electrified,

viz that every substance, and even the various parts of the fame

body, contain at all times more or less electric fluid than that

quantity of it which it ought to contain, in order to be in an

electrical equilibrium with the 'bodies that surround it.' The

fluctuating electric state of the air, the passage of electrified

clouds, the evaporation and condensation of fluids, and the

friction arising from various causes, are perpetually acting on

the electric fluid of all bodies, so as to increase or diminish it, or

disturb its equilibrium ; and very small differences in its distri

bution, such as do not affect our instruments, may be sufficient

for (evcral interesting op-rations of nature. The excitation of

electricity by our machines appears, from the author's curious

observations, to be no other than a rapid doubling or multiplica

tion, on principles analogous to the above mentioned, of the na

tural surplus of electricity existing in the glass or rubber.

Observations on the Manner in which Glass is charged with the

Electric Fluid, and discharged. By Edward Whitaker Gray,

M.D. F.R.S. }

It is commonly supposed, that the natural quantity of electric

fluid in gluls cannot be increased or diminished j and that it is

impossible to add any to one surface os a plate or jar, unless an

equal quantity be, at the fame time, given out from the other

surface. Dr. Gray, on the contrary, considers it as one of the

fundamental laws of electricity, that glass, and every other

known
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known substance, may have their natural quantity of electric

fluid either increased or diminished to a certain limited degree;

which degree (caterii paribus) is in proportion to the extent of

surface. An insulated jar will receive, by its knob, a certain

quantity of electric fluid on the inner surface, and nearly an

equal quantity may then be drawn off" by the fingr from the

outer surface ; but this departure of the fluid from the outside

cannot be (as it has been supposed) the ciuse which permits the

addition of fluid to the inside, but merely the consequence of

the action of that surplus quantity which was thrown in, and

which may be taken out ag iin by touching the knob instead of

the coating. When this first quantity has been uk'-n from the

outside, another like quantity may be added to the inside, and

so on successively till the jar is completely charged. The Doctor

supposes the discharge to happen on the fame principle, and to be

no other than an inconceivably rapid succession of such small

quantities of the fluid, as may be sent off without causing a de

struction of the equilibrium. For if the whole charge left the

jar at once, there would be a point of time, in which the jar

could have no electric fluid either on one side or the other : nay

more, when a large jar or battery is discharged by means of a

few inches of thin wire, there would be a point of time, at

which the whole quantity of the charge must be contained in a

piece of wire weighing only a few grains.

Frigorific Experiments on the mechanical Expansion ofAir, explaining

the Cause ofthe great Degree of Cold on the Summit of high Mcun-

tains, the sudden Condensation of aireal Vapour, and of the per

petual Mutability of atmospheric Heat. By Erasmus Darwin,

M.D. F. R.S.

From the great degrees of cold produced by the evaporation

of fluids, and the great quantity of heat nece.sT.iry for expanding

them into vapour, Dr. Darwin was led to suspect, that by mere

mechanical expansion the capacity for heat is enlarged ; or in other

words, that elastic fluids, while they expand, absorb heat from

bodies in their vicinity, so as to produce cold in them ; and con

versely, that while they are condensed, the fluid heat is squeezed

out, and communicated to the contiguous bodies. The experi

ments here stated confirm this ingenious conjecture, and afford

a new and most interesting explanation of atmospheric heat, va

pour, and rain.

The condensed air in an air-gun, and in the air-vessel of a

water-engine, expanding in its discharge from them, was fourd

to sink thermometers exposed to the blast ; though, previously,

of the same temperature with them. In condensing the air imo

the receiver of the air-gun, a heat was produced, sensible to the

hand ; independently of what might be attributed to friction in

the syringe. In the receiver of an air-pump, cold was prgduced,

Rev. Oct. 1788. Y beta.
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both when the included air was expanded by rapid exhaustion,

and when the external air was expanded on its re-admission into

the vacuum. In all these cases of expansion, the watery vapour

contained in the air was condensed or rendered visible; in con

sequence of the heat, that kept it in solution, being absorbed

from it by the expanding air. The Doctor takes notice of a

curious phenomenon of this kind, which is observed in the

fountain of Hiero, constructed on a large scale in one of the

Hungarian mines : the air is compressed by a column of water

260 feet high ; and in consequence of this great condensation,

on opening a stop cock, it expands and absorbs heat with so

much vehemence, that the moisture it contains is not only pre-

cip.tated, but fails in a shower of snow, with icicles adhering to

the nokl of the cock.

Now, as the a>r which surrounds our globe is in perpetual

circulation, its different parts must be perpetually varying in

density and heat. Rising up to the summits of mountains, it is

expanded, and absorbs heat from them : descending into vallies,

it 13 compressed, and gives cut iha; heat to the bodies with which

it comes in contact: by its great expansion in the higher re

gions, what watery vapour it contains is so far deprived of heat,

as ro be" precipirated in snow or hail.

Some sudden changes of heat, corresponding with the height

of the barometer, are accounted for on the same principle. The

Doctor has frequently observed, that when the barometer rose

(the wind continuing in the same quarter) the air became many

degrees warmer ; and Muss. her. brock relates that, in winter,

when the b:rometer sinks, the cold increases.

The precipitation or condensation of vapour the Doctor calls

^evaporation; a term new in our language, but so useful and ex

pressive, ' that we make no doubt ol iis general reception. As

vapour is formed by heat, the abstraction of heat devaporates it.

Now, when the barometer sinks (from whatever cause not yet

understood), the piessure being diminished, the lower air must

expand : in expansion, it absorbs heat, and its moisture is de-

v-porated. The air, thus fried from its vapour, becomes more

c;>mprcsliblc, and occupies less space: the contiguous parts of

the atmosphere have therefore room to expand also : and thus

the expansion, absorption of heat, and devapotation, arc propa

gated successively through a large extent, so that the original

.expansion of a small province of atmosphere may produce ulti

mately an immense quantity of rain.

This theory of the successive and sudden propagation of deva-

poration m admirably illustrated by a circumstance which takes

place in the steam engine. In the excellent one of Mess. Watt

and Boulton (whith, from the happy combination of chemical

and mechanical power, t,he Doctor esteems, and we believe justly,

the
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the first machine of human invention), when the cylinder is filled

with steam, a communication is opened between it and a small

cell, which is kept cold and free from air : a small corner of the

steam in the cylinder, next to this vacuum, rustics into it, and

the whole of the steam is thus suddenly expanded, and instantly

devaporated (whence the very quick reciprocations of the piston ),

though the cylinder itself u always kept as hot as boiling water,

that is, as hot as the steam was previous to its devaporation.

Something very similar to this, he observes, is often seen at

the commencement of thunder st:rms: a small black cloud at

first appears, in a few minutes the whole heaven is covered with

condensing vapour, and the accumulation or escape of electric

matter seems to be rather the consequence, than the cause, of

this sudden and general devaporation.

When a province of air, by being deprived of its vapour, is

comprtfled into less space, the vacuity must be supplied by w.nJs

rushing in on all sides. When this happen* to the north of our

climate, a south-west wind, he observes, will be produced here,

which is otherwise very difficult to understand.

Experiments on local Heat. By James Six, Esq.

These experiments are a continuation of those of which we

gave an account in the 72d volume of our Review, p. 256.

They confirm the former observations respecting a remarkable

refrigeration, which, in clear weather, takes place near the

earth in the night time; for, although the surface of the earth

is most heated by the fun during the day (in summer at least),

yet in the night the air near the ground is found to be colder

than at any elevation in the atmosphere within the limits of these

experiments (viz. a height of 220 feet) ; sometimes two de

grees colder at the height of one inch than at nine. This re

frigeration appears to be a constant and regular operation of

nature, taking place at all seasons of the year, but never in any

considerable degree, except when the air is still, and the sky per

fectly unclouded. Moist vapour?, such as dews and fogs, did

not seem to impede, but rather to increase it. In very severe

frosts, when the air frequently deposites a great quantity of frozen

vapour, it was generally found to be the greatest.

Experiments on the cooling of Water below its freezing Point. By

Charles Blagden, M. D. Sec. R S. &c.

These experiments were made, to investigate the cause, and

ascertain the modifications, of that well-known property of wa

ter, of bearing to be cooled, under different circumstance?, con

siderably below the freezing point, without congealing. Though

the subject still remains involved in great obsurity, the experi

ments have elucidated several points respecting it, and corrected

some erroneous opinions.

Y 2 The
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The water was generally put in a glass tumbler, and cooled

very gradually by a freezing mixture. The greatest cold which

the Doctor could make it bear was 120 below the freezing point,

that is 20° of Fahrenheit, though there are said to be instances of

iis remaining fluid at 14 or 150.—The water continues to ex

pand during the whole progress of the cooling, and the expansion

seemed to proceed in an increasing ratio, being much greater on

the last degrees of cooling than it was on the first.

Water freed from its air, as much as it could be by boiling,

did not freeze so soon as the fame water unboiled ; hard pump

water sooner than pure; and turbid water, whatever kind of

substance was mixed with it to produce the turbidness, could

not be cooled at all below 32 without congealing. It is pro

bably this circumstance, as the Doctor observes, which gave rife

to the opinion that boiled water freezes sooner than unboiled :

for if the water contain calcareous earth, held. in solution by

means of fixed air, as is the cafe with most kinds of spring wa

ter, this earth will be precipitated by the boiling, and the water

will consequently lose its transparency; which, if exposed to the

cold in that state, will be liable to freeze sooner than the same

kind of water unboiled and transparent.

Saline solutions bore generally to be cooled below their re

spective freezing points, neatly as much as water did below 32;

and in these, as in water itself, the most transparent were those

which admitted of being cooled with the greatest ease and cer

tainty.

It is commonly supposed, that the cooling of water below its

freezing point depends on rest, and that agitation is the general

cause by which it is brought to (hoot into ice. In some os the

Doctor's experiments, agitation seemed to have no effect, even

when the cold was brought within 1 degree of the greatest that

the water could bear. In others, it occasioned instant congela

tion, though the water was riot cooled so low by leveral degrees,

so that the effect must have depended on some further circum

stances than mere want of rest ; one of which he suspects to be

a sort of Iremulation, rather agitating small portions of the wa

ter separately, than moving the whole body together.

The contact of the least particle os ice is known to make the

water freeze instantly, and many of the circumstances attending

the process are shewn to depend on this principle. Thus, frozen

particles, almost always floating in the air in frosty weather, pro

duce congelation in water exposed to them, while such as 'is

sheltered, in air equally cold, continues fluid : oil poured on the

surface, which in the latter situation has no effect, serves as a

defence in the former, and impedes the congelation.

The Doctor endeavours to account for these phenomena, by

supposing the particles of water to be possessed os a kind of pola

rity j
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rity ; that is, to have particular attracting points or surfaces,

whose attraction is counterbalanced by a certain quantity of la-,

tent heat, and which rush together when that heat is sufficiently

diminished. Whatever tends to bring the particles into a state

more advantageous to their junction, as by presenting their at

tracting surfaces more directly to one another, forcing them

nearer together, removing contrary attractions, &c. must hasten

the congelation : thus a piece of ice, having its attracting sur

faces already in the most favourable position, and their power

probably stronger from their union, promotes the attraction of

the particles of the still fluid water. He pursues these specula

tions at some length, and concludes them with another rather

more unexpected in an experimental enquiry.

' It seems most probable (he fays) that the particles of matter in

general are nothing more than centres to certain attradi've and rrpul-

Ji-ve powers; on which hypothesis it may be understood, that if two

or more of these central points are brought much within the Hmits of

their respective attractions and repulsions, these powers wits no

longer be equal at equal distances from their common centre. Now

such a combination of central points may be considered as one par

ticle of any particular matter; and the unequal distances from the

common centre at which the attractions and repulsions are equal, will

define what may be called the shape of that particle. And if, at

equal distances, the attraction or repulsion is much greater at one

point than at another, that will constitute a polarity.'

An Account of Experiments made by Mr. John MiNab, at Albany

Fort, Hudjons Bay, relative to thefreezing ofNitrous andfitriolic

Acids. By Henry Cavendish, Esq. F.R.S. & A. S

In the former paper on this subject *, some

particulars were deduced from reasoning, in a

manner which did not strike the generality of

readers with much conviction. The piesent

experiments were made to ascertain the truth

of it ; and their results agree, for the most part,

sufficiently well with the former, except in a

few instances where some deception had pro

bably happened with respect to the strengths of

the acids.

The freezing points, corresponding to the

different strengths, are now determined, from

the whole, as in the annexed table ; where the

mark — means below o, and -|- above c, on

Fahrenheit's scale. The strengths are expressed

by the weight of marble which 1000 parts of

the acid are capable of dissolving or saturating.

This is a very good way of trying, as well as

expressing, the strength of nitrous acid ; but in

Nitrous.

Strength.

Freezing

Point.

568 -45

538 . -30

5c8 -l8

478 — 9

448 — 4

418 — 2

388 — 4

358 —10

328 — 18

298 —28

Vitriolic.

977
+ 1

0i8 —26

846 +42

758 —45

* See Monthly Review, vol. lxxvi. p. 192.

Y3 trying
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trying the vitriolic by this method, an uncertainty would arise,

on accctint of the selenite formed in the operation, which some

what defends the marble from the further action of (he acid.

The strength of this acid was therefore computed from the

weight of -plumbum vitriolatum, formed by the addition of sugar

of lead : a quantity of oil of vitriol, sufficient to produce too

parts of that compound, was found adequate to the saturation

of 33 pms of marble; that is, to saturate, as much fixed alcali

%i a quantity of nitrous acid does that would dissolve 33 of

marble.

Specific gravity would perhaps have been a better criterion,

and would likewise have enabled us to compare these experiments

with Mr. Keir's * ; which cannot now be done without very

troublesome and delicate experimental investigations, except in

one instance, where Mr. Cavendish has himself determined the

gravity of his acid. He informs us, that the gravity of 1,780,

the strength at which Mr. Keir found oil of vitriol to freeze

most easily, answers to his strength of 848, which is very near

to the last but one in the above table: the freezing points also

correspond very nearly, Mr. Keir's being +46, and Mr. Ca

vendish's -f-42.

Experiments and Observatitns relating to the Principle of Acidity^

the Composition of Water, and Phlogiston. By Joseph Priest

ley, LL.D. F.R.S.

That water is composed of two kinds of air, vita] and inflam

mable, is almost universally admitted as one of the most import

ant, and best ascertained discoveries of modern chemistry. "How

is it possible (fays M. Lavoisier, with his associates f) to doubt of

it, when we fee that by burning together 15 grains of inflam

mable air and 85 of vital air, we obtain exactly ico grains of

water ; and that, by the decomposition of water, we recover the

same princ;p!ts, in the fame proportions ? If we could doubt of

a truth established on experiments so simple, so palpable, we

ihould no longer have any thing certain in physics ; we ought

equally to question whether1 vitriolated tartar be really composed

ot vitr.olic acid and fixt alcali, sal ammoniac of marine acid and

v-ohtile alcali, &c. 6>c. for the proofs which we have of the com-

• 'sition of ib'ft- salts are of the verv fame kind, and not at all

wore rigorous than those which establish the composition of

witer." When Messrs. Baume, Cadet, Darcet, and Sage J,

* See M. Rev. for March last, p. 184..

f Lavoisier, Bertholet, and Fourcroy, in their report, to the Aca

demy, of Kaslenfratz and Adei's new system of chemical characters,

June 27, 1787.

X In their report of the New Chemical Nomenclature, June 25,

1787. See Rev. for July last, p. 74.

slated
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stated so the French Academy their doubts respecting this doc

trine, observing that an immense quantify of heat and light is

disengaged in the combustion, and that the water might have

been held in solution by this heat, as it is in the atmo'phere; the

above correspondence in weight was urged as a decisive proof

against them, for when 100 grains of the two airs produce ex

actly 100 grains of water, it is impossible that all this water

could have previously existed in the airs.

It appears, however, after all, from the paper now before us,

that this correspondence of weight, on which so much stress has

been laid, and which makes the basis of the whole doctrine of

the composition and decomposition of water, has actually no

existence. Nor, perhaps, is it so surprising that inaccuracies

and deceptions should happen in experiments of so much deli

cacy, as that a theory so important should be raised, with so

much confidence, on a foundation so apparently deceitful, and

so insufficiently explored.

By repeating, in a more accurate manner, the experiment of

the combustion of the two ai.'S, with due precautions to previ

ously separate from them as much as possible all extraneous mois

ture, Dr. Priestley has now found, that the weight of the water

produced falls always far Jhort of the weight of air decomposed ;

and, instead of air being a component pan of water, he has made

it probable that water is a component part of uir.

It is already known that inflammable air cannot be produced

without water ; and the Doctor shews, by several experiments,

that the cafe is the fame with respect to fixed air: the aerated

terra ponderosa, which appears to have no water in its com

position, yields no fixed air till water is introduced ; and 43

or 44 grains of the water are always expended in the production

of j 00 grains of air ; so that, of this air, water makes near one

half. It is probable, that the l.'.mo thing obtains in every other

kind of air, since water is employed in the production of them

ail ; that pure water is their proper basis, or the substance with

out which no aeriform fluid can subsist ; and therefore that water

has never been either composed or decomposed in any of our

Operations.

The water, produced by the combustion of the two airs, was

always found to contain an acid. The experiment was often re

peated, and on a large scale, in order to procure sufficient quan

tities of the water for the necessary trials ; and a rigorous exa

mination of it, by Mr. Keir and Dr. Withering, shewed clearly

that (he acid is the nitrous. This also is an important disco

very; for pblogi/iicated air has hitherto been thought necessary

to the formation of nitrous acid.

Doctor Priestley obferv es, ' that the doctrine of thedecomposition

efivatsr being set aside, that of phlogiston (which, in consequence of

Y I the
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the late experiments on water, has been almost universally aban

doned) will much better st..nu its ground, as all the newly dis

covered facts are more easily explained by the help of it -,' and

indeed we do not fee how they can be explained at all without

it. He considers, for instance, the inflammable air obtained from

Tulphur and metals by passing steam of water over them in a red

hear. If this air does not proceed from a decomposition of the

steam, it must receive its principle of inflammability from the

sulphur or metal, which therefore cannot besimple bodies, as the

antiphlogistic theory makes them to be. This inflammable sub

stance cannot be supposed to be real sulphur, or real metal, be

cause, whatever body it be obtained from, it is found always to

possess the fame properties, to be transferable to other bodies by

the fame laws of affinity, and to produce with them the fame

compounds.

tj" In our preceding account of this volume (See our last

month's Review, page 249 ) we noticed the meteorological jour

nals, on which the following remarlc has occurred to us, since

the article was printed, viz. That two observations in the day

seem too few for collecting the mean heat of the twenty-four hours ;

especially when they are made at stated hours, which hours

(y A. M. and 2 P. M.) are in some seasons of the year nearly the

coldest and hottest in the twenty-four, but in other seasons, nei

ther the one nor the other. From our own observations, which

have been extensive, and often repeated, at short intervals, during

the ni^h: as well as the day, the greatest cold (excepting in ex

traordinary circumstances) appears to be, in all seasons, about

fun-rise, and the greatest heat about the middle of the interval

between noon and sun-set: but we do not pretend that a medium

between these two would be the true mean heat of the 24 hours.

To ascertain that, the continuance of the respective degrees of

heat ought to be taken into the account.

* :

A*T. IX. Asnort and plain Exposition ofthe Old Testament, -with de

votional and practical Refleclioni, for the Use of Families. By the

Rev. Job Orton, S.T. t\ Published from the Author's MSS.

by Robert Gentleman. Vol.1.* 8vo. 6s. Boards. Longman.

&c. 1788.

MR. Jib Orton was a Dssenting Minister, of considerable

reputation, at Snrewsbury. Several of his publications

hive been commended in our Review. It appears from the pre-

* This work is now printing by subscription. The proposals

inform us, that ' it is hoped the whole will be comprised in five vo

lumes 8vo. but will not exceed six ; that a head of the Author

will be engraved ; and that an account of his life will be given with,

tiie Jail volume.'

face
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face to this work, that for more than twenty years he made the

expounding of the Scriptures a constant part of his public ser

vices. As he apprehended that a short and plain exposition of

the Old Testament, with practical reflections at the end of the

chapters, was much wanted for the use of families, he (toward

the close of his life) pat the papers, which he had formerly

written for the pulpit, into she hands of the Rev. Mr. Palmer of

Hackney ; earnestly requesting him to prepare them for the

press. In an advertisement prefixed to this volume, Mr. Palmer

fays, ' I Living such other engagements as rendered it impossible

for me to proceed in this great work with such dispatch as to

finish it in anv reasonable time, 1 at length determined to re

sign it, with all my materials, into the hands of my worthy

friend Mr. Gentleman *, who, on various accounts, appeared to

me the fittest person 1 knew to execute the design of the worthy

projector.'

Mr. Gentleman, in the preface which follows, gives an ac

count of the manner in which he has proceeded in executing

what he conceived to have been the Author's design. He can-

dully confesses, that 4 had the work received the finishing hand of

the Author, or been published under his own inspection, it

would no doubt have been more complete.' This we can easily

believe; but we think that the generality of plain Christians,

who have not so much relish for learned criticisms as for devo

tional and practical reflections, may find it an agreeable and use

ful lamily-book, and as such we recommend it.

• A Dissenting Minister at Kidderminster, Worcestershire.

Art. X. Military Antiquities rr/peilitg a History of the Englijh Army,

from the Conquest to the prelent Time. By Francis Grose, Esq.

F. A. S. 4to. 2 Vols. 4I. 4s. Boards. Hooper. 1788.

WE announced to the Public, in our Review for Se^t.

1786, p. 203. that Captain Grose had published five

Numbers of the Military Antiquities ; and we then laid before

our Readers the proposed objects which the Author had in view.

The work is now completed, and its contents will appear from

the following account.

Although the history commences with the Norman invasion,

yet, in order to elucidate his subject, the Author previously gives

a brief description of the military establishment of the Anglo*

Saxons, previous to the time of that event.

Personal attendance in war, for the defence of the country,

being a branch of the Saxon's trinoda necejjita.', obliged every

freeman, capable of bearing arms, and not incapacitated by bo

dily infirmity, in cafe of a foreign invasion, internal insurrection,

3 or
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or o'her emergency, to join the army. The regulations which

were observed in forming thearmv, a;e minutely described ; to

gether with the armour and weapons, and ihe manner of giving

battle.

The introduction of the feudal system by King William,

made a considerable change in the military establishment of the

nation. By this system, all the lanr's in the realm were divided

into certain portion5, each producing an annual revenue, called

a Knight's fee *. Every tenant in capite, that is, every person

holding immediately from the King the quantity of land equal

to a Knight's fee, was bound to hold himself in readiness, with

a horse and arms, to serve in the wars, either at home or abroad,

at his own expenre, forty days in a year j persons holding more

or less, were bound to do du:y in proportion to their tenures,

The service being accomplished, the tenant was at liberty to

return home ; and if he ai.d hi? followers continued with the

arm/, they were paid by the King.

Our Author enters into mtny particulars respecting this feu

dal service, which beiig to be found in several lormer works,

do not ii7W r< quire to be laid before our Readers. The feudal

troops however were only orjie part of the military force of the

kingdom 5 the other consisted cf the paffe comitatus, which was

composed of all the freemen between the age of fifteen and sixty.

Although the chief destination of this establishment was to

preserve the peace, under the (herifF, yet they were liable to be

called out in cases of invasion, cither to defend the country or

repel the enemy.

Captain Grose proceeeds to enumerate the special laws re

lating to each of these species of troops, and to describe their

arms, &c. with the changes, which from time to time took, place,

both with tespect to the army itself, and the several modes of

offensive and defensive war.

After the Restoration, the feudal tenures were abolished by act

cf parliament, and a national militia was established, wherein

bouse- keepers, and other substantial persons, were bound to find

men, horses, arms, ammunition and pay, each according to their

real or peisonal estate?. The Captain here gives an abstract of

12 Car. II. c. 21 & 20. and of 13 & 14 Car. II. c. 3. accord

ing to which the militia were occasionally mustered and exer

cised, but be:ng found expensive, and troublesome to the coun

try, it was by degrees neglected.

. • Our ancient lawyers do not agree as to the quantity of land^ or

sum of money, os which it consilled. Perhaps ic varied in different

periods. In the reign of Ken. II. it was stated at 20/. per ana. and

their number in the kingdom was Go.oco.

About
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About the year 1756, the nation being much alarmed by the

threats of an invasion, many leading persons resumed the idea of

instituting a well-disciplined militia, which after some opposition

was at length carried into a law, 30 Geo. II. c. 25. and by se

veral subsequent acts reduced to its present form ; which the Au

thor minutely details through several pages.

Beside these constitutional forces, there were in the English

army, at all times, from the Conquest downward, stipendiary

troops, both natives and foreigners ; the first were hired by the

Kings, with the money paid by persons commuting for feudal

service ; the foreigners were paid out of the privy purse, or suf

fered to live on free quarters : they were known by the various

names of Ruptarii, Routers, and Rytcrs, and were, in reality, a

set of freebooters of all nations, ready to embrace any side for

hire. These are separately described, and an account is given

of the services they performed, and the Kings by whom they

were employed.

The stipendiary forces, the garrisons and castle-guards ex

cepted, were kept up Only in time of war, and though merce

nary, were not a standing army. The first standing forces which

were employed by our Kings, were their immediate body guards,

such as the sergeants at arms, the yeomen of the guard, and the

gentlemen pensioners; yet these seem to have been calculated

rtiore for supporting the splendour of the court, than for actual ser

vice in the field.

During the troubles under Charles I. a number of troops were

raised by both parties, without any attention to law or custom,

which Captarn Grose passes over as not coming within the scope

of his work. Many of the regiments raised by the Parliament,

were, on the Restoration, disbanded, and on the same day re-

levied by Charles II. for his service. Two regiments of guards,

raised by him in 1660, one of horse and one of foot, formed the

two first corps of our present army ; which was afterward con

siderably increased.

The Revolution, which succeeded, caused the military con

stitution to be new-modelled : and the army is now voted from

year to year only, by an act styled the Mutiny Bill.

After thus giving a general account of the army, Captain

Grose goes back, and (hews how the national forces were an

ciently assembled. In this part of the work, the reader will

meet with many curious particulars, among which the manner

of 'summoning the ecclesiastics, and their services in the army,

are not the least remarkable. It seems difficult to reconcile the

practice of the ancient ecclesiastics with their principles, or even

with their laws.

'.We every where read,' fays the Captain, ' osBiihopi servingin,

and sometimes commanding armies ; and frequently of ilieir fight

ing,
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ing, like private tsoopers, in the ranks of a squadron, and that not

in crusades or religious wars : at the fame time Canons, Councils,

and Popes unanimously forbid ecclesiastics of all degrees to use the

sword, or engage in any military operations. An instance of this is

ihewn in the cafe of Philip de Dreux, Bishop of Beauvais, who, as

Matthew Paris relates, being taken prisoner by King Richard I. in

complete armour, was confined in prison ; the Pope, interfering in

his behalf, solicited his release, under the title of bis son, and the

son of the church. Jn answer to which, the King sent him the coat

of mail wherein the Bishop was taken, with the following question,

" Is this thy son's coat or not?" To which the Pope ingenuously an

swered, it was neither his son's coat, nor the coat of the son of the

church; thereby disavowing him, and declining to interest himself

for an ecclesiastic so improperly employed. This Bishop, in order to

avoid offending the letter os the canon and other regulations, did not

use a sword, but sought with a mace, of which he made so powerful

an use, that, at the battle of Bovines, he beat down Long-Sword,

Earl of Salisoury ; how he avoided the spilling of blood, is not so

evident, since it would be next to impossible, to beat out a man'*

brains, without causing the prohibited effusion.'

The methods of raising the stipendiary or mercenary troops

are next described; these were either by commissions, in substance

like our present beating orders, authorising persons to enlist vo

lunteers ; or by indentures, by which certain persons engaged to

provide a certain number of able .men, properly armed, to serve

the King, for a stated time, at a stipulated pay. In these agree

ments it was usual for the King to advance part of the pay be-,

fore-hand •, and to give security for the regular payment of the

remainder : in one of these indentures, specimens of which are

given in the notes, Henry V. pledged all his jewels, which were

not redeemed till after his death.

The Author proceeds to describe the present modes of recruit

ing, and pressing. On these subjects he offers some excellent

remarks, in his usual manner, mixing humour with serious and

just observation.

' An act for impressing soldiers took place in 1779, when all the

thieves, pickpockets, and vagabonds, in the environs of London, too

lame to run away, and too poor to bribe the parish officers, were

apprehended and delivered over as soldiers, to the regiments quar

tered in the very towns and villages where these banditti had lived

and been taken ; these men being thus set at large rn the midst of

their old companions and connections, immediately deserted, where

by the whole expence, by no means an inconsiderable one, was thrown

away : nor did the soldiers of the regiments on which they were im

posed, take the least pains to prevent their escape, or to retake them ;

as they jultly considered being thus made the companions of thieves

and robbers, a most grievous and cruel insult, and loudly complained

of it, as such, to their officers. Indeed it seems to have been a very

* This advanced Biciiev was afterward called imtrtst montj.

ill*
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ill-judged measure, tending to destroy that professional pride, that

t/prit du corps which ought most assiduously to be cultivated in every

regiment. The profession of a soldier has long ceased to be lucra

tive, if ever it was so. Jf it is likewise made dishonourable, where

shall we get soldiers on whom we may depend ? When the exigencies

of the times make it necessary to take such men into the service, they

should ac least be sent to regiments quartered in a distant part of the

kingdom, where they and their characters are equally unknown, or

divided among the regiments on foreign service.'

After the Captain has embodied his army, he reviews the ca

valry and infantry; the armour is minutely described, and a va

riety of plates, representing separately the weapons and armour,

illustrate what cannot be property expressed in, or thoroughly un

derstood from, verbal description ; together with these are given

figures of the soldiers, both horse and foot, with all tbeir accou

trements. In this part of the work, the reader is presented with

all the changes that have taken place in the army with respect to

dreCs, arms, method of fighting, &c. from the Conquest to the

prest-nt time.

Having thus taken a general review of the army, Captain

Grose proceeds to particular corps, of which the first that he de

scribes is the band of gentlemen pensioners, instituted by Henry

VIII. for an honourable body-guard, and to form a nursery for

officers of his army, and for governors of castles and fortified

places. After enumerating the many laws, ordonances, and re

gulations issued for the support of archery, and describing the

bows, arrows, dress,, &c. of the archers, he proceeds to the in

stitution of the artillery company, which was incorporated by a

patent of Henry VIII. in 1537, granting to persons therein

mentioned, licence for them to become ' overseers of the science

of artillery, videlicet for long bows, cross bows, and hand guns.'

Succeeding Kings renewed the charter; and although both long

and cross bows have for many years been laid aside, th- company

still continues to exercise in the artillery ground. The Prince

of Wales is the present Captain General : there is also a Presi

dent, Vice- president, Treasurer, Colonel, Lieutenant Colonel,

and Major (usually chosen from the Court of Aldermen), with

an adjutant, engineer, surgeon, chaplain, clerk, sergeant-major,

drum-major, and messenger.

Captain Grose next considers the introduction of fire arms.

By his account, it does not appear, that the invention of gun

powder, and its application to artillery and small arms, produced

that sudden change in the art of war, or in the weapons, which

might have been expected. He attributes this delay in the adop

tion of fire arms, to the almost superstitious reverence that man

kind generally have for old professional customs. • This arises

(fays our Author, in the character of a moral philosopher) not

only from a strong prepofleslion in favour of opinions, which

they
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they [profeffional men] have been taught all their lives to cori^

sider as uncontrovertible, but because improvements tend to shew

that the rising generation is wiser than their forefathers and se

niors,—a position old men will never willingly allow. This dislike

to innovations is peculiarly found in old soldiers, because by

adopting new weapons, and consequently a new exercise, the

old and expert soldiers find themselves in a worse state than new

recruits, as they have not only a new exercise to learn, but also

the old one to forget; for the truth of this observation, I appeal

to every military man, who has seen any alteration made in the

ordinary routine of duty or exercise.'

Fire arms of various kinds, which are discharged with the

hand, are described. They were first introduced into this king

dom in 1470, when Edward IV. landing at Ravenspurgh, brought

with him, among other forces, 3CO Flemings, armed, as Leland

fays, with "bange * guns." Our narrow limits will not per-

met us to transcribe the history of the improvements made in

sire arms since their first introduction, and it will be imperfect

if it be abridged.

It was found necestary, on many occasions, to embark a num

ber of soldiers on board of our ships of war ; and mere land-men

being at first extremely unhealthy, and, until they had been ac

customed to the sea, in a great measure unserviceable, it was

judged expedient to appoint certain regiments for that service,

who were trained to the different modes of sea fighting, and also

made useful in some of those manœuvres of a ship, where a great

number of hands were required. This corps, from the nature

of their duty, were distinguished by the appellation of maritime

Joldiers, or marines. The precise time of this institution, like

many other points of military history, is involved in obscurity.

The oldest corps of this kind which the Captain, has been able

to discover, was the third regiment of infantry, in the list of the

army for the year 1684.

The marines proving a very useful corps, have been much in

creased since their first establishment. At present, they consist

of seventy companies ; and are formed irno three divisions, sta

tioned at Plymouth, Portsmouth, and Chatham, where they can

easily embark on any emergency.

Captain Grose next describes the invalids, sencibles, and in

dependent companies. Of the London train'd bands he gives

an ample account ; they originated from the artillery company,

and are wholly intended for the defence of the city and its sub

urbs ; their numbers at present amount to 24,621 meri.

The sergeants at arms were first instituted by Richard I. in

imitation of a corps of the fame name, formed by Philip Au-

* Hand guns, we suppose.

gu.st.ufj
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gustus, King of France; their duty was to watch round the

King's tent, and arrest traitors and other offenders : their num

ber at present is restricted to eight.

The yeomen of the guard were raised bv Henry VII. in 1485 ;

they consisted os 50 men, of the best quality under gentry, well

made, and six sett high ; their duty was to auend the King and

his successors for ever. 'Their numbers hate vaiied in almost

every succeeding reign : at present they consist of a Captain,

Lieutenant, Ensign, sour Exons, a clerk of the cheque, two

messenger?, and an hundred yeomen.

Thcle are the different species of troops? of which the Brit sh

armies have at d fferent times been formed ; except tlw royal re

giment of artrllery, and corps of engineers.

Mr. Grose p'oterds now to the staff officers of our armies;

i.e. officers whose duty is not confined to any single company,

but lies equally with the whole corps, battalion, or regiment.

The first is the High Const<Mc, who was the supreme com

mander of the army next the King : his authority, in some cafes,

seemed to clash with that of royalty ; it was consequently deemrd

too great to he entrusted to a subject, and was therefore laid aside

by Henry VIII. since which lime it has only been occasionally

granted to be exercised at a coronation, or some other great

public solemnity.

The Mjrefchal, or Ma'Jhal, was the officer next in command

to the constable. This office, like that of the Constable, is «s

o'd as the Conquest. At present, it is a civil and not a militaiy

office, the duties of which are somewhat singular: the Author

has transcribed from original papers the most remarkable parts

of the Marshal's duty ; some of which, especially those regula

tions that were made when the office was first granted to the

Norfolk family, strongly mark the barbarous manners of the

time.

Next in order to the Marsha', was the Master of the Ord

nance, an office which is no older than the first year of Richard II.

yet is of vast importance. The historian gives the general out

line of the duties and privileges of the ancient Malfers of the

Ordnance, and concludes h;s article on this gre^t office, with a

list of the Masters General of the Ordnance, from its first insti

tution to the year 1780, reserving the modern regulations re

specting it until he treats' of artillery.

The ancient officers next described are the Sergeant Major,

the High Harbinger, the Provost Marshal, &c. &c.

It appeaiS uncertain when our armies were siist divided into

regiments, or rather, at what time that term was first intro

duced ; the fame difficulty occurs with respect to Colonel. Our

historian places the introduction of Colonels about the reign of

Henry VIII. After dtscrising the dutiC3 of this tfficc, he pro-

i ceeds
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ceeds to those of the Lieutenant Colonel, Sergeant Major, Cap

tain, Lieutenant, Ensign, Sergeant, Corporal, or, as our Author

more properly writes it, Caporal, Lancespeffata or Lance-Cor

poral, and Private, Drum Major, Drums and Fifers. These

were the officers, commissioned and non-commissioned, till about

the middle of the last century, when the Adjutant, or Aide Majort

was added.

In a similar manner, the Author describes the officers of the

cavalry, and then comes to the material article of Pay.

Ancient historians have not handed down to us any regular

list of the pay of the different officers and soldiers of which our

armies have at different times been compoled : Captain Grose

has therefore, with great labour, collected from old records and

official accounts, the pay of the individuals of the army at dif

ferent periods; and with these extracts of account;, the first vo

lume concludes :—the second will form another article.

[To be concluded in our next.]

Art. ,XI. Winter Evenings : or Lucubrations on Life and Letters,

izmo. 3 Vols. 9 s. Boards. Dilly. 1788.

IT has long been a question with many, whether what is usually

called a learned education, were really advantageous to, or de

structive of, that faculty which we denominate genius, and of

which the poss.-ssor has so much reason to be proud. If, indeed,

the study of Gteek and Latin authors can present us with no

other character than the pedant described by an eminent writer :

—" Just broken loose from his cell ; puffed with pride ; his

head so full of words, that no room is left for ideas ; his accom

plishments so highly prized by himself as to be intolerable to

others ; ignorant of the history, and untouched with the interests

of his native country :" if, we fay, the character here pour-

trayed were the only one that the schools could furnish to us, it

would, no doubt, be advileable to burn our books, and leave the

fashioning of the mind to nature;—simple, unassisted nature.

But if, on the other hand, by a careful examination os the an

cient writers, we add to our natural endowments ; if the mind ■

is so far stored with the riches of antiquity, as that we may be

enabled to scatter them with a free but not too prodigal an hand;

and if it be only in an erroneous judgment, and a perverted taste,

that we are to look for the affectation and pedantisin already

noted, all is perfectly right.—The mines of Greece and Rome

may assuredly be opened and worked with success.

We were led into the above reflection by a perusal of the

work before us,—the writer of which appears to be a man of

learning, but not a man of taste. His readers, in general, will

probably open the book, as we did, in expectation of finding, as

tbe
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the' title-page announces, 'Lucubrations en Life and Letters,' but

they will meet with so many pages which are taken up with

subjects relativs to scholastic disputation ; so many uninteresting

essays on verbal criticism ; so much concerning Prudentius, Apol-

linaris, Palengenius, Scævola, Samarthanus, &c. &c. tn»t unless

they be of a kindred spirit with the Author, they will he apt to

throw aside the volumes (as the poet fays) " in mere despair."

The unknown writer of this work, though evidently 4

man of learning and extensive reading, appears sometimes in

the light of a rigid and uncharitable sectary ; and yet he rails at

bigotry and superstition. The manner in which he speaks of

the dignified clergy of the church of England is rude and illi

beral. The following extract will sufficiently evince the truth

of this assertion ; though it may not be considered as a happy

specimen of that charity or brotherly love, that moderation and

candour which are repearedly and earnestly recommended to all

men, in the course of these essays :

' The dull, dry, torpid, languid, soporific style displays itself in

all its academical grace, in sermons at Westminster Abbey before the

Houses of Lords and Commons. These are commonly printed, and

few things ever came from the press more insipid; mere water-

gruel, or rather mere chips in porridge. You may read several of

them, and not find the name of Jesus Christ once inserted. The

name of God is sparingly admitted. A passage from scripture might

spoil a period, or give the discourse a vulgar air. No attempt to

strike the imagination or move the passions. The first aim of the

preacher seems to be to give no disgust to a fastidious audience ; to

go through the formality, with all the tranquillity of gentle dulnes>,

neither rustled himself, nor rudely daring to disturb his hearers. He

is usually before his Maker, in a temporal fense, on these occasions,

and must therefore carry his dish very upright, and be upon his good

behaviour, or he may hinder his preferment and retard his transla

tion. A bold rebuke, a spirited .remonstrance against fashionable

vice, against vain babbling, against reviling each other in the senate,

might si,v the preacher in his place for life, as the frost congeals the

stream. It is safer to talk about good old King Charles, and King

David, the Jews and the Samaritans, the Scribes and the Pharisees,

the Greeks and the Romans. Dulness seems to be considered as a

constituent part of dignity ; and when a great man is desired to preach

an occasional sermon, he assumes something of an owl-like heaviness

of manner to preserve the appearance uniformly majestic. If his dis*

course is not understood, so much the better ; it may then be sup

posed to contain any thing, and every thing ; and as imagination

exceeds reality, the preacher's fame is likely to gain by the artifice.'

Again—

-* True religion inspires a greatness of mind as distant from abject

meanness as from empty pride; but how cringing is the demeanour

of the preferment-hunter, how servile his conversation I He assent*

and dissents at the nod of his graceless patron. Many a footman is

a man of spirit in comparison. And are such as these the servants of

R£v. Oct. 1788. Z Jesus
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Jesus Christ, commissioned to rebuke vice boldly, and to teach other!

rot to be conformed to the world i Themselves the slaves of vanity

and fashion : looking upwards, not to heaven, but to preferment,

and downwards with contempt on the inferior clergy, and all the

poor ? Are these the men that are to bear the cross, and teach us to

follow their example ? They know this world well indeed, and love

it heartily ; and if you wish to play your cards well, either in the li

teral, or figurative fense of that phrase, you cannot find better in

structors ; but for religion, many a plowman is a faint in comparison.

Divest them of their feather- topt wigs, their gowns and cassocks, and

they are only qualified to make a figure at a watering-place, a dancing

and card assembly, or in Exchange Alley.

* Nothing seems to satisfy their rapacity. From vicarages and

rectories, they rife in their aspirations to prebends, canonries, arch

deaconries, deanries, bishoprics, and archbishoprics, and thence to

heaven as late as may be ; such is the edification after which they

pant, like as the hart panteth for the water brooks ; as to preaching

the Gospel to the poor, visiting the sick, cloathing the naked, feed

ing the hungry, they have neither time nor inclination for such mean

employment. Think ye that they entered the church to serve others ?

They have no such enthusiastic ideas. Themselves only they wish to

serve, and in this world are contented to fix their residence, provided

they can but lodge themselves in a palace. Did they ever rebuke the

vice of their patron, either in the pulpit or in conversation? Have

these men, who think themselves entitled to the very first places of

, ecclesiastical dignity, devoted their youth to study, and their manhood

to useful labours in their sacred profession ? Have they been inde

fatigable preachers, br irrefragable controversialists ? By no means.

They have studied the graces, and the arts of pleasing, and the Let

ters of Lord Chesterfield have been unto them as a Gospel. Con

trary to the scriptural precept, they have men's persons in admiration

because of advantage. They have been neither men of learning

themselves, nor inclined to encourage it in others. When they

have been at last elevated to the wifhed-for pinnacle, they have still

seemed to look down with contempt on the poor and the miserable,

for whose sake Christ was born and died. To form connections

with titled personages, or men in power, is their first labour and their

last.'

After many other uncandid and ungentlemanlike reflections,

the essay is concluded in the following words :

• I beg leave to add, that there are no personal allusions in this

chapter. Nor let any one accuse me of censoriousness and illiberal

reflection on a profession which I ought to honour.'

True, Sir, it is no doubt a profession which we all ought to

honour. But thus to bedawb, and then endeavour to cleanse by

such apologies, reminds us of a scavenger in the street, who, after

bespattering a lady from his mud-cart, set about rubbing her

down with his apron, which was entirely plastered by the com

modity he dealt in. But let us turn to another page:

' Death, judgment, heaven and hell, convey ideas insufferably

unpleasant to refined and elegant people who loll on the cushions os

a chapel
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& chapel gallery, or sit at their ease by the fire. A polite preacher,

who ihould frequently talk of torments, and a fire of brimstone, with

peculiar earnestness, would be in danger of not letting his pews, and

might, in a short time, be under the distressing dilemma of Jhuttitig

up/hop, or of preaching the Gospel to the poor. The Devil is under

peculiar obligations to the polite preacher, for all mention of him is

precluded, at least by name; much more those bold and rude invec

tives against him, which the old divines, who were not men-pleasers,

poured out like a torrent, careless of offending either him or his

adherents.'

He who laments that the denunciations formerly vociferated

by some flaming ministers of the church of England are no

longer to be heard from our pulpits, and who acknowleges the

excellency of moral rectitude but in proportion to our zealous-

ness and religious faith,—would do well to attend to the fol

lowing argument of Rousseau; an argument which, when tho

roughly comprehended, might go far toward freeing him from

that intolerant and persecuting spirit which, though it cannot

here, as in Popish countries, exert its influence to the personal

injury of any one, is yet continually talking of fire and brim

stone, and hurling forth its anathemas against the wicked—

that is, against such persons as may happen to differ in opinion

from the inspired preacher ; who, if you will believe himself, is

in possession of the keys of heaven, and of hell too. But lee us

state the reasoning of the Helvetian philosopher :

" £>uand un bomme ne feut croire ce qu'il treu-ve absurde, ce n'est pas

fa saute, e'eft celle de fa raifon ; et comment concenjrai-ji: que Dieu le

punifse de ne s'etre pas fait un entendement contraire a celui qu'il a recu

de lui ? Si un Docleur venoit m'ordonner de la part de Dieu de croire

que la partie eft plus grande que le tout, que pourois-je pen/er en moi-meme

ft non que cet bomme <vient m'ordonner d'etresou ? Sans doutel'orthodoxe,

qui ne t/oit nulle abfurdite dans les misteres, eft oblige de les croire ; mais

jefoutiens queft I'etriture elle-memc nous donnoit de Dieu quelque idee in-

digne de lui, ilfaudroit la rejeiter en cela, comme iious rejettex en geome

tric les demonstrations qui menoit a des conclusions abfurdes, Sec."—Let

us now return to the Essays.

Our Author, who dogmatizes in almost every page, thus ex

presses himself, when speaking of the principles of modern phi

losophers :

' The pride of human reason is no where more visible than in the

writings of those who assume the name of philosophers, and men of

a liberal way of thinking. They claim the right and the ability of

deciding on every subject which can fall under the human cogni

zance. They judge with dogmatism ; they pronounce with autho

rity. Religion is their favourite topic ; and in the exercise of their

disputatious talents they sit in judgment on their Maker and his or

dinances. They fee, indeed, that Christianity is addressed to some

thing very different from the reasoning faculty ; but they acknow

ledge no criterion of truth but reason, and think at the same time,

that none possess it in a state of. so much perfection as themselves.

■I Z 2, According
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According to a vnlgar phrase, they see farther into a mittstont than he

nub* sicks it.

' The writings of these philosophers seem to constitute that which

in the Scriptures is styled, vain philosophy. It is that knowledge

which puffed) up, and has no connection with the charity which edi ■

fieth. The motives of these men appear to have little resemblance

to those of real benignity of disposition, for they evidently originate

in the pride of reason/

But why, in the name of common sense, must every enthusiast

be talking of the pride ofreason ? Of what has man to boast, more

than of his reason : and is it then to be ridiculed, and set at

naught ? Is reason to be wholly unexercised by us in matters of

religion, * because Christianity is addressed to something very differ

ent from the reasoning faculty ?' Such fanatical doctrine will

never be admitted by us, notwithstanding the following curious

argument in support of it, and the still more curious manner in

which the position is illustrated :

' A rational Christian seems at first sight to be a most laudable

character ; but as many of the doctrines of Christianity are above

reason, he who compel* them all to undergo the examination of rea

son, and determines by art and sophistry to explain them according

to reason, will be sound, even when he boasts of his own reason and

reason in general, to act most irrationally. He brings to the juris

diction of reason that which is superior to it ; just as if a judge were

brought to be tried before a justice of peace, or a king before a con

stable.'

What admirable reasoning is here, to prove the weakness and

imbecility of reason * ! Sceptic ! haft thou any longer a loop to

hang a doubt on ? Seriously speaking,—Is he who writes in such

a strain as this, to be considered as a friend, or as an enemy to real

Christianity I We know not how to determine the matter. Is

it necessary to remind him that a real philosopher is equally the

advocate of religion and of truth ?

The Author frequently takes occasion to declare himself * not

the apologist of the Methodists'—but, surely, this declaration is

equivocal ; for if he is not a supporter of Tabernacle preaching,

on account of the illiteracy which so generally marks its cha

racter, he is clearly the defender of the tenets and principles of

that multitudinous sect. A passage or two from his book will

evince the truth of this remark :

• " I have often wondered, that people can with patience endure

to hear their teachers and guides talk against reason ; and not only

so, but they pay them the greater submission and veneration for it.

One would think this but an odd way to gain authority over the

minds of men; but some skilful and designing men have sound by

experience, that it is a very good way to recommend them to the

ignorant; as nurses use to endear themselves to children, by per

petual noise and nonsense." Tillotsok.

• The
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« The zeal with which the methodistical teachers diffuse their doc

trines is exemplary. It exhibits every appearance of sincerity. Early

and late, in season and out of season, they are ready to exert their

best abilities in prayer and in all acts of charity. They wait not for

solicitation, but seek occasions of doing the work of that minillry

which they have voluntarily undertaken. They consider the acqui

sition of a proselyte, or the conversion of a sinner, as gain ; and are

no less delighted with it than the merchant with his fair profit, and

the usurer with his exorbitant interest. Under the natural influence

of an ardor and industry so singularly active, it cannot be wondered

that their sect should flourish. The Methodists with great propriety,

and indeed in imitation of that great Teacher whom both they and

we profess to follow, address themselves with at least at much zeal to

the poor as to the rich and great. The officiating clergy do indeed

visit the poor when sent for, and promote alms-giving on the usual

occasions ; but the higher orders spend their time for the most part

among the rich, and in the usual amusements of a pleasurable or

fashionable life. But where do you find the Methodist, from choice,

early in the morning and at the midnight hour? In the cottage or

in the garret of the poor, on his knees and at the bed-side of the sick

and afflicted, &c.'

The foregoing passages have brought our Readers acquainted

with the religious opinions of the Author : the following will

shew them, though in a less particular manner, the peculiarity

of his style : * All graphical representations of God * the Father

are to be disapproved ; for instead of exalting our idea of the

- Deity, they elevate or lower it.' Can there be a greater proof

of the affectation we have hinted at, than that of employing the

word elevate, in the sense required here ?—And this for no other

reason than because the Latin elevate signifies to diminish, to cie-

tract from, and that the English expression had such meaning

affixed to it in former times i

In a word, the Writer, to speak somewhat in his own style, la

bours so continually to display bis philomathy, that the expression

is equally unpleasing and faulty even when virtue and morality

are his themes f. If affectation like this be once encouraged, it

is impossible that a language should ever be fixed; nay it will

eventually be quite destroyed. But let us hear our Author on

this very subject—•* Out of 'thy own mouth shalt thou be

judged"—' Though Brown is an excellent writer, yet it must

be allowed that he is pedantic ; and that he preferred polysyllabic

expressions derived from the language of ancient Rome, to his

vernacular vocabulary, even in instances where it was equally

elegant and significant. Had he sought the fountains of anti-

* "This sentiment we much approve, though we blame the exprtjjion.

f For instance— * formal and perfunctory'— « Corrugate the nose*

—' PalingenesiV—' Indifterentism'—' Oscitancy.' ' Lingering Ian-

guor.' • Tenderness of sensibility'—' Prigs in pulpits,' &c. &c

Z 3 quity
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quity only when those of his own times were dry, he would

have deserved esteem for enriching the English language, and he

might have been justly held up as an example for imitation ; but

he appears to use singular and magnificent words from ostenta

tious motives j and what, after all, does the use of them prove ?

that he was acquainted with the Latin and Greek languages,

and that he was a learned etymologist. Sensible readers are not

persuaded of an author's general learning or solid wisdom by the

proof's of his language.' Is it not astonishing, that the writer

who can speak thus of the * pomp of language,' should yet con

tinually violate the ordinary form of expression by the use of

harsh and pedantic terms? But he is frequently inconsistent, as

well with respect to manner as to matter. " Know thyself" is

an admirable precept.

Having thus entered our protest against any fantastic devia

tion from an established mode of speech, we must, in conclusion,

acknowlege, that many of the Essays * which compose the pre

sent collection bear evident and incontestible marks of an under

standing well cultivated and improved by an intimate acquaint

ance with books. It is with much concern, indeed, that we

observe a writer of such abilities giving way to prejudice and

passion, on the subject of religious opinion. A zealot, though he

may mean well, is seldom (;is a zealot) an amiable character.

Let us therefore bear in mind the words of an eminent philo

sopher ; and which may justly be received as a maxim—

" "Ju?eons les aflions des hommtsi et laiffons Dieu juger de leur

foil'

* Many of them, indeed, are on subjects where entertainment is

mingled with injlruiiion ; and the variety is very considerable. Some

of the essays have agreeably amused us, and compensated, in a great

degree, for the faults (in other papers) which we have pointed out.

■ -»

Art. XII. Warton'* Edition of Milton s Poems, concluded. See

Review for August, p. 104.

AS Milton's Latin Poems have been, by foreigners as well

as his own countryman, allowed to possess distinguished

merit, we cannot but express our surprise that his former anno-

tators should have treated them with so much neglect, and that

Mr.- Warton should have the honour of bemg the firfl who has-

presented to the Public a regular edition of them, enriched with

many critical and explanatory notes. For this part of his la

bour, therefore, the republic of letters will consider itself as un

der peculiar obligations to him. With the notes, in general,

we confess ourselves greatly pleased ; nor is it our intention, by

the fevv strictures we shall make on this part of the volume, to

dispute his tide to a large tribute of ccmir.Endation. Mr. War-

ton
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ton will certainly consider us as no enemies to his fame, not

withstanding the freedom of our former animadversions :—the

very length to which these have been carried being a most unequi

vocal proof of our high estimation of the work in general ; for

we never descend to a very minute discussion, unless plura

nitent.

. Milton is the first Englishman, Leland (according to Mr. W.)

only excepted, who, after the restoration of letters, wrote Latin

verses with classic elegance.

■ In the Elegies, Ovid was professedly Milton's model for lan

guage and versification. They are not, however, a perpetual and

uniform tissue of Ovidian phraseology. With Ovid in view, he has

an original manner and character of his own, which exhibit are-'

markable perspicuity of contexture, a native facility and fluency.

Nor does his observation of Roman models oppress or destroy our

great poet's inherent powers of invention and sentiment. I value

these pieces as much for their fancy and genius, as for their style and

expression.

* That Ovid among the Latin poets was Milton's favourite, ap

pears not only from his elegiac but his hexametric poetry. The ver

sification of our author's hexameters has yet a different structure from

that of the Metamorphoses : Milton's is more clear, intelligible, and

flowing ; less desultory, less familiar, and less embarrasied with a

frequent recurrence of periods. Ovid is at once rapid and abrupt.

He wants dignity : he has too much conversation in his manner of

telling a story. Prolixity of paragraph, and length of sentence, are

peculiar to Milton. This is seen, not only in iome of his exordial

invocations in the paradise lost, and in many of the religious

addresses of a like cast in the prole works, but in his long verse. It

is to be wished that in his Latin compositions of all forts, he had been

more attentive to the simplicity of Lucretius, Virgil, and Tibullus.'

But, notwithstanding this last remark, Mr. Wanon by no

means inclines to the opinion of Dr. Johnson, who prefers the

Latin poetry of May and Cowley to that of our Poet. As to

May, the continuator of Lucan, he very justly observes that he

is scarcely an author in point; and clearly proves, as to Cowley,

that the preference given to him by the critic of Bolt court,

has nothing to justify it. " Milton (fays Dr. J.) is generally

content to express the thoughts of the ancients in their language,

Cowley, without much loss of purity or elegance, accommodates

the diction of Rome to his own conceptions.—The advantage

seems to lie on the side of Cowey." ' But what,' fays our Edi

tor, ' are these. conceptions ? Metaphysical conceits, all the un

natural extravagancies of his English poetry ; such as will not bear

to be cloathed in the Latin language, much lels are capable of

admitting any degree of pure Latinity.' He adduces several in

stances of this kind from Cowley's Poemata Latina. In these

compositions, on which such extravagant praise is lavished by the

critic just mentioned, we have the Plufquam visus aquilinus of

Z 4 lovers.
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lover?, Natio verborum, Exult vitam aeriam, Menti auiitur fym-

phonia dulcis, Naturæ archive, Omnts fymmttria Jenjus congeritt

Condit aromatica prohibetque putrefcere laudi. Again, where ali-

quid is personified, Monagramma exordia mundi. Take also the

following curious line:

Hauscrunt avide Chocolatam Flora Venusque.

We find nothing of this sort in Miltoi's Latin poems. These

• may be justly considered as legitimate classical compositions, and

are never disgraced with such language and such imagery. Cow-

Icy's Latinity, dictated by an irregular and unrestrained imagina

tion, presents a mode of diction half Latin and half English. It is

not so much that Cowley wanted a knowledge of the Latin style, but

that he suffered that knowledge to be perverted and corrupted by

false and rxrravngant thoughts. Milton was -a more perfect scholar

than Cowley, and his mind was mere deeply tinctured with the ex

cellencies of ancient literature. He was a more just thinker, and

therefore a more jost writer. In a word, he had more taste, and more

true poetry, and consequently more propriety. Isa fondnesi for the

Italian writers has sometimes infected his English poetry with false

ornaments, his Latin verses, both in diction and sentiment, at least

are free from those depravations.*

Nor do his Latin poems merit attention merely on the score

of their purity and elegance * ; they are great curiosities, con

sidering the age of the author ; ionic of them having bten written

in his first year at Cambridge, when he was only seventeen.

Such correctness and strength, such copiousness and command

of ancient fable and history in the performances of so young a

writer are truly surprising. These shew him (as Morhof in his

Polyhistor observrs) to have been a man in his childhood, being vajlty

superior to the ordinary capacities of that age. Added to this, they

contain several curious circumstances of Milton's early life, his

situations, friendships, and connections; they make us acquainted

with the original turn of his genius, and the course of his studies.

Several of these juvenile poems shew the author to have been of

an amiable disposition. One informs us, that at nineteen, he

complained of the weakness of his eyes; and another, that in

^uintum Novetnbris, written at seventeen, is a prolusion which

promised a future Paradise Lost : fee the first note to this poem,

in Mr. Warton's book, p. 507.—All passages relative to Mil

ton's early studies will necessarily interest the learned reader,

and in his examination of some of them, he will find himself

assisted by the historical and critical comments of Mr. Warton,

whose intimate acquaintance with the Gothic library has often

enabled him to explain what might have puzzled a good classical

scholar. In h:s notes on that part of the Epitaphium Damonis,

* " The Latin pieces (fays Dr. Johnson) are lusciously elegant. "-

See his Life of Milton.

where
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where Milton intimates a design of writing an Epic poem on

some part of the ancient British history, he has given us some of

that reading which it now never read; but the passage required it,

nor was the shadow of an apology necessary for it. If Milton

brings into his verse,

Pandrasidos regnum vetus Inogeniæ,

Brennuraque Arviragumque duces, priscumque Belinum,

Et tandem Armoricos Britonum sub lege colonos;

Turn gravidam Arturo, fatali fraude, Iogernen,

Mendaces vultus, assumptaque Gorlois arma,

Merlini dolus

the reader will esteem himself obliged to Mr. W. for informing

him, * that Brutus (under' whom tradition reports the Trojans

landed in England) married Inogen, the eldest daughter of Pandrasus,

a Grecian King ; from whose bondage Brutus had delivered his coun

trymen the Trojans. Brennus and BeJinus were the sons of Molu-

tius Dunwallo, by some writers called the first King of Britain. The

two sons carried their victorious arms into Gaul and Italy. ■ Arvira-

gus, or Arvirage, the son of Cunobelin, conquered the Roman Ge

neral Claudius. He is said to have founded Dover Castle. Arrao-

rica, or Britany in France, was peopled by the Britons when they fled

from the Saxons. Iogerne was the wife of Gorlois, Prince of Corn

wall. Merlin transformed Uther Pendragon into Gorlois ; by which

artifice Uther had access to the bed of Iogerne, and begat King Ar

thur. This was in Tintagel Castle, in Cornwall. See Geffr. Monm.

viii. 19. The story is told by Selden on the Polyolbion, S. i.

vol. ii. 674.'

But Mr. W. seems to question the propriety of giving this

information ; for he adds, ' Perhaps it will be said I am retail

ing much idle history.' The history is indeed idle, but it is

not idle to retail it in this place. If the poet starts his game on

fabulous or romantic ground, it is the duty of his commentator

to follow him. We lament that Milton never executed the

scheme he proposed to himself in the above recited lines, con

fident, with Mr. W. that they contain such idle history as he

would have cloathed in the richest dress.

Here we entirely agree with him ; but in some other places

we fee reason to adopt different sentiments. An instance or two

of this fort must now he noticed.

With the first Elegy, written from London to Charles Dco-

dati, is given a long note on a passage which has been often com

mented on, and produced in confirmation of a report respecting our

poet, viz. that he was aclually whipped, during his residence at the

University. His late biographer fays, " He was the last student

in either University that suffered the public indignity of corporal

correction." As it may be some gratification to our Readers to

know the evidence given in support of this story, and on what

ground Milton himself is considered as confirming it, we shall,

notwithstanding we are much straitened for room, lay before

them
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them the text, together with the commentary on it, and after

ward subjoin our own strictures.

Me tenet urbs reflua quam Thamesis alluit unda,

Meque nee invitum patria dulcis habet.

Jam nee arundiferum mini cura revifere Camum,

Nee dudum -uetiti me /aris angit amor.

Nuda nee arva placenc, umbrai'que negantia molles,

Quam male Phœbicolis convenit i 1 le locns!

Nee duri libet usque minas perferre magijiri,

Cateraque ingenio non fubeunda meo.

Nee dudum •vttiti me Larit angit amor.~\ ' The words vetiti Laris,

and afterward exilium, will noc suffer us to determine otherwise, than

that Miltcn was sentenced to undergo a temporary removal or rusti

cation from Cambridge. I will not suppose for any immoral irregu

larity. Dr. Bainbridge, the Master, is reported to have been a very

active disciplinarian : and this lover of liberty, we may presume, was

as little disposed to submission and conformity in a college as in a

state. When reprimanded and admonished, the pride of his temper,

impatient of any fort of reproof, naturally broke forth into expres

sions of contumely and contempt against his governor. Hence he

was punished. See the next note. He appears to have lived in

friendship with the fellows of the college.'

On this note, we have only to observe, that whatever may

have been the pride of Milton's temper, there is no ground for

concluding, from the words noticed by Mr. W. that this led him

to any act for which he underwent the punishment of rustica

tion. Facts induce us to believe the contrary. Milton while

at College lost no term, and the registers of Christ's College are

silent with respect to any expulsion or rustication of John Mil

ton. (See Remarks on Johnson's Life of Milton.)

Nee duri libet usque minas perferre magijiri,

Cœteraque ingenio nonfubeunda meo. } ' Milton is said to have

been whipped at Cambridge. See Life of Bathurst, p. 153.

This has been reprobated and discredited, as a most extraordinary

and improbable piece of severity. But in those days of simplicity

and subordination, of roughness and rigour, this fort of punishment

was much more common, and consequently by no means so disgrace

ful and unseemly for a young man at the University, as it would be

thought at present. We learn from Wood, that Henry Stubbe, a

student of Christ Church, Oxford, afterwards a partisan of Sir Henry

Vane, " shewing himself too forward, pragmatical, and conceited,"

was publicly whipped by the Censor in the college-hall. Ath.

Oxon. ii. p. 560. See also Life of Bathurst, p. 202. 1 learn

from some manuscript papers of Aubrey the antiquary, who was a

student in Trinity College, Oxford, four years from 1642, that " at

Oxford, and, 1 believe, at Cambridge, the rod was frequently used

by the tutors and deans: and Dr. Potter, while a tutor of Trinity

College, I knew right well, whipt his pupil with his sword by his

side, when he came to take his leave of him to go to the Inns of

Court." In the Statutes of the said College, given in 1 556, the

scholars of the foundation are ordered to be whipped by the deans,

or
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or censors, even to their twentieth year. In the University Statutes

at Oxford, compiled in 1635, ten years after Milton's admission at

Cambridge, corpora! punishment is to be inflicted on boys under six

teen. The author of an old pamphlet, Regicides no Saints or Mar

tyrs, fays, that Hugh Peters, while at Trinity College, Cambridge,

was publicly and officially whipped in the Regent Walk, for his inso

lence, p. Hi. 8vo.

• The anecdote of Milton's whipping at Cambridge, is told by

Aubrey, MS. Mus. Ashm. Oxon. Num.x. P. iii. From which, by

the way, Wood's Life of Mi! ton in the Fasti Oxonienses, the first

and the ground-work of all the Lives of Milton, was compiled.

Wood fays, that he draws his account of Milton " from his own

mouth to my friend, who was well acquainted with and had from

him, and from his relations after his death, most of this account of

his life and writings following." Ath. Oxon. i. F. p. 262. This

friend is Aubrey ; whom Wood, in another place, calls credulous,

" roving and magotie-headed, and sometimes little better than

erased." Life of A. Wood, p. 577. edit. Hearne, Th. Caii Vind.

&c. vol. ii. This was after a quarrel. I know not that Aubrey is

ever fantastical, except on the subjects of chemistry and ghosts. Nor

do I remember that his veracity was ever impeached. I believe he

had much less credulity than Wood. Aubrey's Monumenta Bri-

tannica is a very solid and rational work, and its judicious con

jectures and observations have been approved and adopted by the best

modern antiquaries. Aubrey's manuscript Life contains some anec

dotes of Milton yet unpublished.

* But let us examine if the context will admit some other inter

pretation. Cœteraquc, the most indefinite and comprehensive of de

scriptions, may be thought to mean literary tastes, called impositions,

or frequent compulsive attendances on tedious and unimproving ex

ercises in a college-hall. But catera follows minas, and ferferre

seems to imply somewhat more than these inconveniences, something

that was suffered, and severely felt. It has been suggested, that hit

father's economy prevented his constant residence at Cambridge ; and

that this made the college Lar dudum •vetitus, and his absence from,

the University an exilium. But it was no unpleasing or involuntary

banishment. He hated the place. He was not only oft'ended at the

college discipline, but had even conceived a dislike to the face of the

country, the fields about Cambridge. He peeviflily complains, that

the fields have no soft shades to attract the Mule; and there is

something pointed in his exclamation, that Cambridge was a place

quite incompatible with the votaries of Phebus. Here a father's pro

hibition had nothing to do. He resolves, however, to forget all

these disagreeable circumstances, and to return in due time. The

dismission, if any, was not to be perpetual. In these lines, ingenium

is to be rendered temper, nature, disposition, rather than genius.

' Aubrey fays, from the information of our author's brother

Christopher, that Milton's " first tutor there [at Christ's College]

was Mr. Chapell,'from whom receiving some unkindnessc, (be ivbij>t

him) he was afterwards, though it seemed against the rules of the

college, transferred to the tuition of one Mr. Tovcll, who dyed par

son of Lutterworth." MS. Mus. Ashm. ut supr. This information,

4 which
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which stands detached fiom the body of Aubrey's narrative, seems to

have been communicated to Aubrey, after Wood had seen his papers;

it therefore does not appear in Wood, who never would otherwise

have suppressed an anecdote which contributed in the least degree to

expose the character of Milton.

• As it is a matter involved in the subject of the present note, I

must here correct a mistake in the Biocraphia, p. 3106. Where

Milton is said to have been entered at Cambridge a Sizar, which

denominates the lowest rank of academics. But his admission thus

stands in the Register at Christ's College : " Johannes Milton, filita

johannis injlitutui suit in literamm elemenlis/ub magijiro Gill Gymiutjh

Paulini pr*se£io,et edmijsus e/l l'enlionarius Minor. 1 2°. feb. 1624."

But Penfionarius minor in a Pensioner, or Commoner, in contradistinc

tion to a Fellmu Comnuner. And he is so entered in the Matricula

tion Book of the University.'

Inclined, however, as Mr.Warton seems, to the belief of Mil

ton's flagellation, and though the credit of this story is supported

by Johnson's new narrative, it appears to as to want sufficient

evidence; the deficiency of which, our Editor's comments on the

words catera, minas, and perferre contribute little to supply.

Had this whipping- bout really happened, it must, we presume,"

have been known to many, throughout his Coile^e at least, and

his enemies, industrious in collecting every anecdote which

might serve to disgrace him in the eye of the Public, would soon

have obtained the knowledge of this, and have upbraided him

with it. From their profound silence, therefore, on this head,

we are inclined to doubt the fact, for while they charge him

With " being vomited out of the University," they would not

have omitted the mention of this indignity, had there been any

ground for the accusation. The story rests on a single testimony,

viz. that of Aubrey ; and there is (his presumption against ad

mitting it, that Wood, who compiled his account of Milton

from Aubrey's MSS. and who would have rejoiced in a fair op-

Jiortunity of attacking our poet's character, thought sit to reject

his whipping anecdote.—But Mr. Warton considers the passage

we have extracted, as a strong proof of the credibility of Aubrey's

testimony. This, however, we cannot admit. For does it

necessarily follow, that catera must signify corporal chastisement,

because it follows minus, and is connected with the word per

ferre ? Might it not signify something more than threats, and

yet something else than whipping, or even rustications Why

must ingenium, be rendered temper, nature, disposition, rather than

genius ? We rather inclined to believe the contrary, since it i»

highly probable he alludes here to those college exerciles known

by the name of impositions (oftentimes prescribed as pun foments),

which were calculated, as the writer we have lately referred to

observes, rather for the drudgery of an industiious plodder, than

suited to the genius of a youth of parts and spirit. The lines, too,

which
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which follow, descriptive of the liberty he enjoyed in his studies

during his absence from college, may tend to confirm this sup

position :

1'nnpara Ham licet hie placiiis dart libera Musis

Et totum rapiunt me mea vita libri.

We give the above not as demonstration, but probable conjec

ture, and shall leave the reader to credit or reject the story of

Milton's flagellation, as he likes best.

This refractory republican may have deserved a little whole

some chastisement, but there is a sneer in a subsequent note, to

which he is by no means entitled. After relating a circumstance

told by Milton himself (in the 7th Elegy, written in his 19th

year), of his falling in love with an unknown fair, whom he ac

cidentally met in some public walks in or near London, and re

marking that five of his Italian Sonnets, and his Canzone, are

amatorial, and were probably inspired by Leonora, a young lady

whom he had heard sing at Rome, and whom he celebrates in

three Latin Epigrams ;—his commentator adds—But these were

among the vanities of his youth. A fling, we suspect, at the rigid—

ness of Puritanical principles, which, Mr. W. would insinuate,

condemned these innocent sallies of his youthful Muse. But if

Puritanism was so absurd as this, our poet never embraced ita

absurdity. No man, as his Editor coniesses, was more deeply

impressed with the allurements of female beauty, or had stronger

perceptions of the passion of love. If to employ his Muse in

praise of the sex was vanity, it was the vanity not merely of hia

youth, but of his whole lire.

Were not the instances we have adduced in the foregoing ar

ticles, sufficient to evince the abhorrence which Mr. W. seems

to have of his author's principles, we could, from this part of the

volume, furnish more. Enough, however, has been said on this

head, and we soon forget the little disgust we now and then feel,

in the pleasure which the learned repast he has provided is per-

petually administering.

Though it was not our intention to swell this article by the

enumeration of little mistakes, there is one which we cannot

prevail on ourselves to p2ss over, unnoticed. Mr. W. observes,

on the passage in the fourth Elegy, beginning, Flammeus at fig-

num, &c. * This must mean five years;' but on this mode

of computation, the following lines in the Epitaphium Darmnis

must describe the space of four years :

Etjam bis njiridi furgebat culmus arista,

Et totidem stavas numerabant horrea mejjcs.

As, however, two springs and two autumns can make but two

years ; so three springs, two autumns, and two winters, can in

clude the space of little more than two. Supposing Young left

England in the spring, and Milton addrtssed this hiegy to him

5 atier
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after he had been absent a little more than two years, or in the

course of the third summer, he might justly lay, that thefieryJleed

Æthon, had thrice seen the sign Aries, and cloathed its back with new

gold ; that twice Chloris badfpred the earth with flowers, and twice

the wintry wind had swept them away, since he had sen him. To

interpret these expressions as descriptive of the space of five years,

seems a strange mode of calculation. We are persuaded, that it

is an oversight; but for this, and for what other little defects

are observable, ample atonement is made by the valuable and

amusing information collected in this body of criticism.

Os this, the future Biographers of our Poet will, no doubt,

avail themselves ; happy in having their labour abridged by Mr.

Warton's industry. Several of the notes in this part of the work

are long and curious ; and it would have given us pleasure to

have presented some of them to the readers of our periodical

pages ; but the length to which we have extended our extracts

and remarks forbids their insertion : especially as we must make

room, before we conclude our review of this work, for an ob

servation on a passage which in the former part of this article,

we extracted from Lycidas*, accompanied with a note on the

great vision of the guarded mount. On a careful reconsideration of

this passage, we find it impossible to acquiesce in our Editor's

new interpretation of the last line,

' Loot bomeivard Angel, new, and melt <uiith ruth. '

He supposes that here is an apostrophe to the angel Michael (the

vision of the guarded mount) ; but admitting this supposition, we

make the nine preceding lines an unfinished sentence. The ad

dress, throughout, is plainly to Lycidas. He is the only person

spoken to. The vision of St. Michael is only mentioned as a

circumstance in the description of a place, not apostrophized.

The grammatical construction, moreover, obliges us to apply

the word, angel, to Lycidas ; and what the poet means to fay is

evidently this: " O Lycidas! where'er thy bones are huri'd,

where'er the seas have carried thee;—whether up to the He

brides, or down into the English channel, to the foot of St.

Michael's mount ; in whatever part of the ocean thy body sleeps,

I beseech thee, now become an angel, to look toward thy former

home, and to pity us, who are so deeply involved in grief for the

loss we suffer by thy death."

The Editor concludes his1 annotations on the Latin poems

(which are given in English, for a good reason, assigned in

the Preface) with some general strictures on the prose works

of our author, to which is added the Epitaph composed for his

monument in Westminster Abbey, by Dr. George, Provost of

* See Rev. for July last, p. 5.

Eton,
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Eton, which, for its spirited simplicity and nervous elegance,

deserves to be universally circulated :

« Augusti regum cineres, sanctæque favillæ ;

Heroum vosque O, vix tanti nominis, umbræ I

Parcite, quod vestris iofensum regibus olim

Sedibus infertur nomen, liceatque supremis

Funeribus finire odium : Mors obruat iras.

Nunc sub fœderibus coeant felicibus una

Libertas, et jus sacri inviolabile sceptri.

Rege sub Augusto fas sic laudare Catonem.'

At the end of the volume, is an account of the several edi

tions of Milton's Poems.

We must now take our leave of Mr. Warton, but not with

out expressing our obligations to him for the work he has already

executed, and hoping he will not withdraw his attention from

his Author, till Samson Agonistes, Paradise Lost, and

Paradise Regained are embellished by his learned and ju

dicious annotations.

Art. XIII. The Parian Chronicle, or the Chronicle of the Arun-

delian Marbles; with a Dissertation concerning its Authenticity.

8vo. 5 s. Boards. Walter. 1788.

IN a country, where critical disquisitions have been prosecuted

with uncommon ardour, and unrivalled acumen, and in

which they have been regarded as subjects of general attraction,

our Readers will not be surprised at the appearance of the vo

lume now under consideration.

Literary forgeries have frequently been attended with astonish

ing success ; and during the lapse of many centuries, some of

these treacherous frauds have eluded all discovery : the same age

has rarely produced a Lauder and a Douglas.

The motives for practising this species of deception are un

doubtedly numerous; and the adoption of phraseology and the

assumption of obsolete language, or of any particular dialect,

have often given the appearance of antiquity to the productions

of modern scholars. The views, also, which have incited

the learned to attempt the detection of these fallacies, may

be imagined with more ease than enumerated.—For the parti

cular circumstance 'which gave birth to (he present publication,

we (hall allow the Author * to produce his own account :

* In a late publication, entitled, An Essay on Punctuation, the

Author, having occasion to mention the celebrated Chronicle of the

Arundelian Marbles, subjoins this note:

" The Parian Chronicle is said to have been engraved 264 years

before the Christian æra ; but is there no room to question its au

thenticity ?"

* The Rev. Mr. Robertson, author of " An Essay on Punctuation,"

tec. See Rev. vol. lxxiii. p. 123.

• This
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' This note occasioned the following letter in the Gentleman's Ma

gazine :

*• The author of an Essay on Punctuation has thrown out a hint,

which has surprised me not a little, as it will certainly do many

others, viz. that there is some reason to question the authenticity of

the Arundel Marbles.

" I do not doubt the judgment of this writer; but I wifli to be

informed by him, or any other competent judge, what foundation

there is for this surmise. A Lover of Antiquities."

' As I am thus desired to assign my reasoks for a question,

which I proposed without any particular investigation, I shall freely

and ingenuously submit them to the consideration of the learned

reader.'

We cannot help observing how often great consequences

spring from flight causes. For if this « Lover of Antiquities'

had not luckily expressed his wishes in print, the Public would

in all probability have been deprived of the pleasure and instruc

tion which it now derives from the perusal of this learned

work.

It begins with the Chronicle itself, in Greek and Latin,

taken from the edition of 1763, by Dr. Chandler. Then fol

lows a literal English translation, by the Author of the present

inquiry. The 1st chapter gives a short history of the marble,

and the different editions of the inscriptions. The other sixteen

chapters are employed in explaining the Author's doubts, which

as he tells us, p. 52, arise from the following considerations :

' I. The characters have no certain or unequivocal marks of anti

quity.

' II. It is not probable, that the Chronicle was engraved for pri

vate USE.

* III. It does not appear to have been engraved by public au

thority.

* IV. The Greek and Roman writers, for a long time after the

date of this work, complain, that they had no chronological ac

count of the affairs of ancient Greece.

' V. This Chronicle is not once mentioned by any writer of anti

quity.

' VI. Some of the fasts seem to have been taken from authors of

a later date.

' VII. Parachronisms appear in some of the epochas, which we

can scarcely suppose a Cireek chronologer, in the cxxix Olympiad,

would be liable to commit.

* VIII. The history of the discovery of the marbles is obscure aud

unsatisfactory.

' Lastly, The literary world has been frequently imposed upon, by

spurious books and inscriptions; and therefore we should be ex

tremely cautious, with regard to what we receive under the venerable

name of antiquity.'

We shall now state, in as narrow a compass as possible, the

reasons which the Author assigns for these doubts.

I. The
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t. The letters, as Selden informs us, are all exactly repre

sented by the common Greek types, except II and Z, which in

the marble are thus engraved P K. But these forms occur fa

frequently, that a forger could be at no loss to counterfeit them ;

and the characters have no appearance of antiquity, except this

equivocal one. They neither resemble the Sigean, the Nemean,

nor the Delian inscriptions, the Sandwich marble, nor the Far-

nesian pillars. They seem most to resemble the alphabet of the

Marmor Cyzicenum (Montfaucon Palaeogr. p. 144.) The small

letters intermixed (son) have an air of artifice and affectation.

It may be said that there are several archaisms, as Er for EK

before A and M, ET for EN before K, EM for EN before II

and M. But this inscription is supposed to have been engraved

in a polite and learned age, when even a stone-cutter would

scarce be permitted to disgrace a superb monument with such

barbarisms. Neither are these archaisms uniformly preserved.

And though they appear on other inscriptions, this is not mate

rial ; since a forger would, in course, adopt them ; not to men

tion that the authenticity of such inscriptions ought to be proved

before an appeal is made to their testimony.

To this chapter is annexed a specimen of the letters of the in

scription, copied from Dr. Chandler's edition.

II. It is improbable, that a private citizen of Paros would

execute so expensive and cumbersome a work. It would cost

farm more than most learned Greeks could afford ; it might be

more commodionsly and effectually published by the common

tnode of writing; it might then have been more easily corrected

and improved by the author, and the mistakes of the transcriber

might be rectified, which could not be done in an inscription

where the letters too, and numerals, would be liable to various

accidents ; and lastly, the ancients seem to agree that a manu

script is more likely to be transmitted to posterity than an in

scription on marble or brass. Our Author then goes on to ex

plode, as spurious, the pillars of Seth, &c. and proves, we think

with rather a needless expence of learning, that the common way

of writing in the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus (the supposed

date of the marble) was NOT on stones.

III. This Chronicle was, probably, not engraved by public

authority; I. Because such inscriptions begin with these

forms, " The senate and the people," or " it pleased the senate

and the people;" but the Parian Chronicle uses the first person

singular, " I have described preceding times." 2. The facts

and dates do not appear to be extracted from public records, nor

to contain a regular series of Kings and Archons, nor are they

matters of general importance ; but such as, 3. the people

of Paros would not order to be engraved, as not being interested

in them. There were many circumstances worthy of notice in

R*v. Oct. 1788. . A a that
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that island ; and among; others, Archilochu9 was a native ofit;

But the author of the Chronicle mentions no part of the history

of the Parians ; nothing of their battles, treaties, sieges, insti

tution*; of the ir poets, patriots, or warriors. Mr. Robertson adds,

that the inscription seems as absurd as a monument in England,

containing the antiquities of France or Spain ; or in Jamaica,

1 containing the revolutions of England ; but that a forger would

expect a general system of Grecian chronology to be more in

teresting to the classic, more valuable to the antiquary, and

more profitable to the compiler, than an history of the isle

of Paros.

■ I V. The early part of the Grecian history is involved in con

sist >n and uncertainty. All the Gretk and Roman wtiters

com; 1, in of the unsettled state of chronology in the early periods

of history. The accounts given by Herodotus, of the times that

preceded the Olympiads, are inaccurate, and often extravagant

and incredible. Xenophon frequently differs from him, and

Ctdias from both. Hippias, indeed, is said to have published

a list of the Olympionicæ ; but it seems to have been only a

bare list of names, and Plutarch mentions it as a work of no

authority. Eratosthenes published a list of the Olympionicæ,

and a Chronology ; but he was only twelve years old when the

Parian Chronicle wjs engraved ; nor do his computations agree

with the marble. One hundred years after, Apollodorus wrote,

I, A Bibliotheca, or mythological work, which is still extant,

though in an imperfect state; 2. Chronica, or a system of

chronology, beginning at the siege of Troy. But though the

Bibliotheca was written so long after the (supposed^ date of the

inscription, it contains no traces of a systematic chronology.

Apo'.lodonib's Chronicle is frequently quoted, while the Parian

is totally unnoticed. Our Author goes on to prove, from the

ancients, the unlettkd state of their chronology, and produces

the testimonies of Julius Africanus, Justin Martyr, Plutarch,

Varro, Thucydides, and Diodorus Siculus, to shew, that before

the Olympiads, there was no regular chronology of the Grecian

history. Josephus (c. Apion, I. 3.), fays, that the genealogies of

He si id are corrected by Aculilaus ; that Acusilaus is condemned

by Hellenicus; Hellenicus accused of falshocd by Ephorus; Epho-

rus by-Timæus; Timæus by his successors; and Herodotus by

all the world. Diodorus, who travelled over great part ot Eu

rope and Asia, to collect materials for his work, complains that

he could find no PARAPEGMA, on which he could rely, in

relating the events that preceded the Trojan War. Either, then,

we mult suppose that the Parian Chronicle did not exist in the

time of Diodorus ; or that Diodorus had not heard of it, which

is scarcely credible ; or that he thought it unworthy of credit,

which it* advocates will hardly admit. Btsi.de, if this chrono-

■ • 7 Jogy
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Idgy could ascertain so many dates in the remote age9 of Greece

With such precision, how happens it that the historians, both be

fore and after his time, complain of their want of epochas, ca

nons, &c. which would be a flagrant imputation either on their

knowlege or integrity ? But,

V. Though such wonderful discoveries in ancient

history are exhibited in this Chronicle, as, if it had been knuwn

at Paros, must have made it copied, ci:cd, pra fed, censured,

or mentioned, by succeeding wriiers, yet neithr-r S.rabo, Paula-

nias, nor Athenæus,—neither Apollodorus, Diodorus Siculus,

Tatian, Clemens Alexandrinus, nor Eusebius, take the least

notice of it. After lying neglected fer above 1800 years, it is

dug up, and brought to" Europe in triumph.

1 If it be objected, that the author of this Chronicle might have

been quoted by name, without his work being specified, ic

ought to be considered, that the ancients almost always name

the works of the authors whom they quote. Mr. R. then

compares the computation of the marble with that of the an

cients, in two famous epochas, the Trojan war, and the age of

Homer. Of the first he produces above ten different accounts,

of the second above twenty. The Parian Chronicle takes the

less probable and less commonly received opinion. But in all

this controversy, so often debated, no reference nor allusion is

made to this inscription.

It may also be objected, that several works, as Phædrus,

Q; Curtius, &c. lay in obscurity for many centuries. But

Phædrus is mentioned by Martial and Avienus; CX Curtius by

authors of the ] 2th and 13th centuries; and there is a MS. of

his history extant, above 800 years old. *

VIV Some passages in the Chronicle seem to be taken from

writers of a later date. The author gives ten instances, from

which we shall select one. In enumerating twelve cities in

Ionia, the marble places the names of fix of them, and if the

chasms are properly supplied, of twelve, exactly in the same or

der in which we find them in Ælian's various history. But this

arrangement does not correspond with the time of their founda

tion, their situation in Ionia, their relative importance, or the'

order in which they are placed by other historians. The chance

of two authors placing fix nsmes in the iame order, is as 1 to

720 ; of twelve, as 1 to 479,001,600. But Ælian would

hardly, in a cafe of no importance, quote the words of an in

scription in the island of Paros. Or if lie did, why would he

suppress the name of the author whose expressions lie adopted ?

It is therefore probable that the author of the inscription tran

scribed the historian.

VII. Parachronisms appear in the marble, respecting the age

of Pttidon the Argive, the ass-siination of Hipparchus, and the

A a 2 expulsion.
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expulsion of Hippias, the death of Darius, the birth of Eurr-

pides, the reign of Gelo in Syracuse, and the expedition of the

younger Cyrus; such parachronisms as we can scarcely sup

pose a Greek chronologer, in the 129th Olympiad, liable to

commit.

VIII. The place where this monument was found, is not

ascertained. In Sir Thomas Roe's letters to Lord Arundel, no

bint of this inscription occurs. It had been purchased be

fore, for the celebrated Peiresc, by his agent ; but by some ar

tifice of the venders,, the agent was thrown into prison, the

marble damaged, and in this fhte was sold to Mr. Petty for Lord

Arundel. Peiresc affected to be extremely pleased when he

sound that it had fallen into Lord Arundel's possession, and was

illustrated by bis friend Mr. Selden. But, from Peiresc's com

posure, may it not be interred that he secretly doubted the au

thenticity of the inscription ? The sums paid by Peiresc's

agent, and by Mr. Petty, were a sufficient inducement, to a mo

dern, to xett his talents in such an imposition.

IX. Our Author almost overwhelms us with his learning, in

examining the subject of spurious books. Hermes Trismegistus,

Manetho, Horapollo, Orpheus, Mufæus, Dares Phrygius, Dic-

tys Cretensis, Numa's book?, the Epistles of Phalaris, Themis-

tocl'S, and others, works falsely ascribed to Plato and Aristotle,

' to Demetrius Pbalereus, Plautus, and Cicero, appear foremost

in a long list, which is closed with Psalmanazar, Lauder, Mac-

pherson, and Chatterton.

Fictitious inscriptions hare been given to the world by

' Cyriacus, Anconitanus, Petrus Apianus, and Bartholomzus

Amantiui, Alexander Geralchnus, Curtius Inghiramius, An-

nius Viterbiensis, and Hermio Gdiado. Selden seems to doubt

the antiquity of the Duilian inscription; Reinesius accuses

Fulvius Urfinus of publishing many counterfeit inscriptions;

Fleetwood complains of spurious inscriptions; Stillingfleet com

plains ef Grutrr's collection in this respect; and Father Har-

douin brings the fame charge of publishing fictitious inscriptions,

in very strong and general terms, against many others, but prin

cipally againtt Giuter. At the time this inscription was pro

duced, there were many learned men fully able to compile such

a system of chronology as that of the Arundelian marbles ; many

systems of chronology had then been published ; and the avidity

with which antiquities were then collected, at any price, was a

sufficient inducement to any one, whose avarice or necessity were

stronger than his honesty, to engrave this pretended ancient mo

nument.

Sir Isaac Newton paid no regard to its authority, in his

chronology.

8 Fro*
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From all these reasons, the Author of this dissertation con

cludes, that the Parian chronicle is spurious, or at least that iti

authority is apocryphal.

Such is the substance of this Dissertation. We have endea

voured to give the principal arguments, without any abatement of

their strength, though we have been compelled to contract them

into as few words as possible, in order to suit the narrow limits

of our journal. We suppose some learned advocate of the

marbles will produce a formal answer. For our part, we shall

leave the task to those who have more leisure, abilities, and.

inclination, or who may conceive themselves more interested in

the discussion of this question. In our conclusion, we shall, with our

wonted freedom, but with all the deference due to this Author's

candour and learning, point out some trifling mistakes in hig

Dissertation, and some parts of the argument on which he seems

to lay too much stress. We shall endeavour to pare away some

of the excrescences and superfluities of this controversy, and, as

far as lies in our power, to separate the wheat from the chaff.

[To be concluded in another Article.]

r - '————r——

Art. XIV. Serment on various SubjeSs. By the late Rev. Thomas

Leland, D.D. la Three Volumes. £vo. 15s. Boards. Dublin

printed; London, Lengman. 1788.

FROM a writer of such celebrity as the Translator of De

mosthenes, and the Historian of Ireland, a valuable speci

men of pulpit eloquence may be expected in his posthumous

discourses ; and with pleasure we inform our Readers, that in

entertaining such an expectation from the volumes before us,

they will not be disappointed. The character of these dis

courses, given in a brief but well-written account of his life and

writing;, prefixed to this publication, perfectly expresses our own

idea of their merit:

' The peculiar character which pervades and colours his dis

courses, seems to be that of a strong earnestness, an intense effort to

persuade and to impress conviction, suitable to a teacher of doctrines,

and enforcer of precepts, the awful importance of which is equal to

their truth and fitness. The reader will not find language or matter

chosen to display the writer's taste and ingenuity : none of that trite

or cold speculation, and meagre sentiment, disguised under an eternal

affectation of delicacy of phrase, or flimsy ornament every where over

spread ; which may for a time gain the suffrage of the great vulgar

and the small, but must cause every hearer or reader of plain com

mon sense to feel the want of nature and of simplicity. Sound sense,

clear and solid reasoning, just representations of human life, and just

observations on it, Christian argument and enforcement, and pathe

tic address, in a nervousness of expression, and a sonorousness and

dignity of composition, which rather seem the result of habit, than

of caution and curious selection;—these are what the reader may ex-

A a 3 sect*
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pcct, and these never disgraced by vulgarity or littleness. In some

initances the choice and manner of treating his subjects uili shew

with what judgment he adapted his topics and his diction to different

auditories j and when we find him addressing the plainest in a manner

perfectly levelled to their apprehensions, we find his reasonings dic

tated or directed by profound and accurate Critical and philosophical

knowledge. '

Several of these discourses treat on the Evidences of Revealed

Religion ; a few others, on particular occasions, were formerly

published j the rest are on practical topics, of general utility.

Art. XV. Poetical Translations from 'various Author:. By Master

John Crowneof Crewkcrne, Somerset; a Boy of Twelve Tears old !

Publislied by the Rev. Robert Ashe, Curate of Crewkerne, and

Master of the Free Grammar School, for the Benefit of his

Pupil. 410. zs. 6d. Nichols, &c.

EITHER the, Muses must have fallen in love with boys, or

boys in. love with the Muses.— How the business exactly

stands between these celebrated Parnassian ladies and our British

youth, we, who are grown too old to intermeddle in love mat

ters, cannot undertake to determine. Certain, however, it is',

th.it there is something between them, for on what other supposi

tion are we to account for the starting up of sn many juvenile

poets? We have already taken notice of two in the course

os this year, and behold ! another comes forward, warm with

the thirst of praise: and who that examines his claims can

refuse it? On Master Browne the Muses leem to have smiled

indulgent, anJ to have marked him at a very early period for

their own.-—But we must not be too lavish of our encomiums on

this surprising youth, as we cannot help censurirg Mr. Ashe, for

the very flattering mention which he has made of the Author, in

the stun account prefixed to these Poetical Translations ; which,

however it may tend to prejudice the reader in his favour, will,

we star, have no good effect on Maskr Brown himself. Our

praise might not reach his ear, or be little regarded by him if it

should ; but when the Rev. Mr. Ashe, his Master, the first cha

racter, no doubt, in his eye, tells him, in the words of Addison,

*' that he was born with all the leeds of poetry, and may be

compared to the stone in Pyrrhus's ring, which had the figure

of Apollo and the nine Muses in the veins of it, produced by

the spontaneous hand of Nature, without the help of Art,'' is he

not undesignedly endeavouring to spoil this literary curiosity^

which he wilhes to hold up to the notice of the Public ? Most

sincerely do we hope no such effect will follow ; but merely far

the fake of making an elegant quotation, this we think ought not

to have been hazarded. In every other respect Mr. Ashe has

a "ied most kindly by his pupil, as the short narrative with which

he
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he has introduced these poems will shew, to the full conviction,

of everv reader.

We here learn that our young post is the son of William

Browne, of Whitchurch, in Hampshire ; a man of considerable

abilities, but in an humble situation of life; and who, with the

small salary of an Exciseman, united to the scanty pittance

which he acquires by teaching day scholars to read and write,

during the few hours he can gain fiom his office, has hitherto,

with the (Economical prudence of hi« wife, maintained a fjmily

of eight children. Our Author is the eldest, whom Mr. Ashe

generously patronises and wishes to hold up to the world as a li

terary phenomenon ; persuaded that these specimens of his abili

ties will induce the Public to espouse his cause, and, by their

benevolence, enable him to reap the advantages of an university

education. It gave us pleasure to see so respectable a list of sub

scribers, some of whom will probably prove lasting friends ; and

if this youth continues his career of science with the same vigour

and alacrity with vhich he is said to have begun it, he will da

credit to the friends who have espoused him, and to the Univer

sity which shall receive him. But we must add, abilities which

discover themselves as wonderful at a very early agp, often dis

appoint the expectations of their admirers.

Of the Translations, Mr. Ashc assures us, thit most of them

(in their present form) were made in the school of Crewkerne, as

exercises (de more Wiccamico) on Saturday evenings ; for which the

author constantly received some public reward, from the time that

he attained to the tenth year of his age. 'As our Readers may

wish to have some specimens of these singularly juvenile transla

tions, we shall gratify them by extracting the first (written at

ten years old) from the Greek of the Rev. G. I. Huntingford ;

E I 2 Z I T H N.

si. NYKTI trotyext fj.z>.airt, xai IKOTHi, ,

il%p« ^forci.-7r;.', o/xuahiv 7rt7rrt[olw,

Ity03"cWjS X£l?11 Oax7u?.9V KtK\tl<7fAtV3it

Xirii, rif £.-1 xaf°S V f'*«V (KfKifi

BaiAi/X.oA7rc; tm v\n ;

Of05 frsjaaxfo> wvJ-Et* ;

E> riHjtxu inn eupcT;

Moves us irvfFcc trt ;

ZxoTtAoiirti/ n xaStjo-ai

Hacx -Jin* Tii; S'atf.acro'TiJ

Two w/tiJ.o\ yaXwjiv ;

H lJ.0t.XtoV TTOMiiq EJ «>Ex'so7l livnpzs-i VtXfSl'J

Mrs/£a A^u'Gehzv, Miflsp Zopinvls TEKicras

Zi<v coi n' Eitcvh siev x'c.m £iw.

A a 4 '« ODE
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•ODE to SILENCE. Written at 10 Ytart t>l4\

' Sister to Darkness, and the gloomy Nights

With visage pale, and down-cast, fixed, sight,

Thy finger to thy closed lips apply'd,

Say in what place, O Silence, you reside?

Far in the wood-imbosom'd deep ?

Or on the lofty mountain's steep ?

In the dreary desert wide ?

Or by some lonely tower's side ?

Or sitt'st thou on the rocky shore

While Zephyrs calm the billows' roar ?

Or dost thou midst the tombs now wand'ring tread,

Struck with the groans proceeding from the dead* ?

Parent of Truth and Wisdom, by thy aid,

And thine, O Peace, a life divine I lead.'

To this we shall add the following part of the 4th Ode of

Horace, B. 1.

Solvitur acris hyems grata vice veris et Favoni;

Trahuntque siceas machinæ carinas.

Ac neque jam stabulis gaudet pecus, aut arator igni,

Nee prata canis albicant pruinis.

Jam Cytherea choros ducit Venus, imminente Luna,

Junctæ ]ue Nymphis Gratiæ decentes

Altcrno terram quatiunt pede ; dum graves Cyclopum

Vulcanus ardens urit officinas.

Nunc decet aut viridi nitidum caput impedire myrto

Aut store, terra: quem ferunt soluta:.

Nunc et in umbrosis Fauno decet immolare lucis,

Seu poscat agnam, five malit hxdum.

'ODE to SPRING.

* Now tepid Spring dissolves the snow severe.

And Zephyr comes to bless the smiling year,

When hoary frosts no longer vex the plain

The engines drag the vefltls to the main :

The flocks now joyous from their stalls retire,

Nor doth the ploughman hover o'er the fire.

While Cynthia shines, bright Venus leads her train*

And Nymphs and Graces dance upon the plain,

With feet alternate on the ground they move j

While Vukan forges flaming bolts for Jove.

Now it becomes to bind the head with flow'rs,

Which bounteous Terra from her bosom- pours.

Or Faunus' altar to bedew with blood

Of kid, or lamb, beneath the shady wood.'

* ' The Reader is desired to pardon this daring expression, and

to understand by it " the groans proceeding from the ^"X-" f'u p>*'-u'*

the wretched Ghost," a fiction legal in peetry, and which may, per

haps, be justified by the following line from Thomson's Winter,

" Mix'd with soul Shades and frighted Ghosts they howl."

We
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We have observed, in several places, a freedom of translation,

and an expansion of thought, rarely to be met with in so young

a writer ; and which we should have ascribed to Mr. Ashe's

touching up the MSS. had he not assured us (and we do not

question his veracity) that they are the genuine productions of

Master John Browne, a youth but 12 years old!!!

*— — ————^— 1

Art. XVI. An EJsay en the Depravity ofthe Nation, with a View to

the Promotion ot Sunday Schools, &c. of which a more extended

Plan is proposed. By the Rev. Joseph Berington. 8vo. is.

Robinsons. 1788.

THIS writer, after stating, with much good fense and ener

gy, the natural progress of national depravity, and de

lineating, perhaps with too sombre a pencil, the present manners,

expresses his warm approbation of the institution of Sunday

schools, as the most probable means of drying up the sources of

that torrent, which seems ready to overwhelm the nation.

' The expectation (fays our Author) is not too sanguine. For if

children be taken early to the schools, where it cannot be but good

impressions must be made, they will grow up with the happy bias.

The subordination in which their exercises must be performed, will

habituate them to discipline. The Sunday they will learn to keep

holy. If their parents, fortunately, should be induced to co-operate,

then may themselves be in part reformed, and in their houses, during

the week, will be strengthened, by good example and advice, the

scheme of instruction which began in the schools. Perverse and ob

stinate, should they continue to neglect their children, still something

will have been learned, which may serve to resist the influence of

had example. In our days should the good be but partial, we know

that the next generation will experience more happy effects, in a suc

cession of parents, on whose minds had been sown the feeds of early

yirtue. This alone will more than compensate every exertion.

' Already these schools are become very general, and great good

has been experienced from them. This is a full answer to all ob

jections. It has been objected, that learning in the lower ranks of

life is seldom of any use, and is sometimes hurtful.—Is religious in

struction then of no avail ? Or can instruction be effectually conveyed,

where the ordinary talent of being able to read, has not been first

acquired ? More than this is not necessary.—It has been objected,

that all societies of Christians are careful to instil into their children

the elements at least of religion, and that it is the duty of their re

spective ministers to attend to it. This being done, Sunday schools

are unnecessary.—The existence of the evil we complain of (hews too

evidently with what incaution the objection has been made. Blame

I mean not to cast on any order of men, because it is my wish to con

ciliate, and not to irritate the minds of any. The evil exists; let

as unite ro repress it, for the cause is common.'

Mr. Berington, however, is of opinion, th-at the present me

thod of conducting Sunday schools is capable of one material

improvement.
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improvement. From a conviction that religious animosity is of

all afKctions the worst, and has more than once been the occa

sion os the greatest political evils, he proposes that these institu

tions should be rendered subservient to the destruction of this

spirit, by opening them on a more extended plan, than has

hitherto been done, and admitting to them children of all reli

gious professions. * In.this business let us,' fays he, * for once for

get that we are Church of England-men, Prtsbyteri<in«, Baptists,

Roman Catholics, or Quakers. This is to ask much, I know;

but let the experiment be- tried.—Let elementary books of in

struction be prepared, which shall contain nothing contrary to

the peculiar tenets of any Christian society : let these be taught

in the schools; and let children attend their respective places of

worship, agreeable to the mode of faith in which they are bred.

The consequence will be, that from often, hearing of God, and

os a future state, impressions will mechanically be made; and

they will operate in due time. They will create a reverence for

religion, and for its general dictates ; and a foundation fur the

principle of conscience will be laid, that will always act as a

check upon vice and immorality.

' Now let us fee, whether we have not gained, with these trea

sures of moral instruction, the other grand point 1 mentioned, that

is, in the minds which this plan has tutored, a privation of all re

ligious animosity, and a fund of general benevolence and liberality?

I am sure we have. Our elementary books have ever inculcated

these virtues ; they have nevir alluded to party-names, or discrimi

nating opinions ; but they have invariably said, that all mankind

were brothers, and that it was their first duty to love one another.

They spoke of dissensions, of quarrels, and of rancour as inimical to

the spirit of Christianity, and as debasing to the heart of man. Their

instructors, by word and conduct, were careful to strengthen the

fame impressions : while the fight of the visitors, men of different re

ligious persuasions, but all co-operating in the fame plan, would

moll effectually promote the important work. The last circumstance,

Sn every point of view, is interesting. Here I only wish to mention,

that as children are always much moved by the conduct of their su

periors, the effect on their minds must be pleasing, when they begin

to reflect, that they who from pure benevolence became their ben<-

factors, were men of different persuasions.'

The proposal is truly liberal, and promises much public bene

fit ; and it is not surely the less deserving of attention because

it comes from a Roman Catholic clergyman.

MONTHLY
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Poetry.

Art. 17. The Choice. 4to. is. 6d. Creech, Edinburgh ; Murray,

London. 1788.

HARD indeed would be the fate of this devoted servant os the

Nine, after having resisted, as he feelingly describes, the en

ticements of ambition and avarice, and fixed his Choice on sacred

Poesy, as

' Joy's sweet companion and the friend of grief,'

should he fail of obtaining the only meed after which he aspires.

Could a grey-headed band of Critics have any influence in the Court

of the Muses, we should certainly solicit for his honourable recep

tion, in return for the pleasure we have received from the natural

sentiments and the flowing numbers of his poenij and particularly

from the following verses:

' Yes, thine I am, Seraphic MaiJ,

Immortal Queen of s;:cred song ;

Thy pow'r my thoughts have long obey'd;

To thee alone my vows are paid ;

To thee my fairest, hours belong.

Since first my careless infant eye

Began the forms of good to spy;

Since first my Soul could beauty see,

My constant heart was fix'd on thee.

And as more of Life I knew,

Stronger still the Paffion grew,

All the force of Love to ihow, ,

Which for Thee my withes know :

Where (hall now the feeble Mind

Words of strength and rapture find?

Who thy Beauties ever knew,

Nor to thee Affection bore?

Who thy many charms could view,

And not those Charms adore?

Thine is the eye of daring Roll,

Which space can ne'er confine,

Which glances quick from Pole to Pole,

With phrenzy half divine.

Thine is the Trumpet's lofty sound,

And thine the dulcet Lyre ;

Thine is the Wing that spurns the ground,

And thine the Soul of Fire.

Before those shades of colour'd Light

Which oft thy glowing Hand bestows,

Pale are the tints of Nature bright,

With which she decks the vernal Rose.

The
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The Phantoms fair of elegant Desire,

Each Pleasure bland, and each enchanting Lore,

With Zeal and Ardor, emulous conspire

Thy Charms to heighten, and thy Form improve,

On thee their choicest gifts the Graces fliow'r,

As round thy sacred Head they sportive play;

And o'er thy golden Dreams profusely poor

The magic Light of Fancy's living Ray.

The various Passions too are all thy own,

Each Form of Terror grim and fair Delight ;

Jn these thy best, thy chiefest Art is shown,

To paint their Gestures and their Words aright*

Nor thine alone the mimic Art

Of fabled Joy and fancied Grief;

Thine is the talk to mend the Heart,

And thine the balm of soft Relief.

To soothe the sadness of my pensive Mind,

Along thy flow'ry paths how oft I rove,

And leaving life and all its cares behind,

Haunt the sweet Mazes of thy fairy Grove!

Where Dulness ne'er intrudes with raven cry,

Where forms of vulgar Aspect ne'er appear,

. Where all is Beauty to the charmed Eye,

And all is Music to the raptur'd Ear.'

The poem consists of three Cantos, chiefly 'written in blank verse,

fcut interspersed with different kinds of rhime.

Art. 18. hitters from Simskin the Second to bis dear Brother in Walet ;

containing an humble Description of the Trial of Warren Ha/lings,

Esq. with Simon's Answers. 4to. 2s. 6d. Bell. 1788.

The many witty passages, and excellent strokes of irony and pa

rody contained in these Epistles, would incline ns to ascribe them to

Mr. Ansty; whose Bath-Guide style is tolerably well -preferve4

throughout ; but, on the other hand, the defective lines which we

i .-qutntly meet with, incline us to give the performance to some

Clher writer.

These Letters appeared originally in the daily paper entitled The

World ; and their design was to burlesque the proceedings and ora-

v tions of the managers of the prosecution of Mr. Hastings.—Of the

f Wit and the poetry, take the following specimen :

' One man had, it seems, the presumption to state,

The impeachment expence was enormously great:

When Burke, in a moment, sprung up in hi3 place,

And cry'd, as he star'd the Man full in the face,

" Such stinginess, Sir, •wou/d a nation disgrace !

" After all the fine things we've heard Sheridan fay,

" He's a pitiful wretch who refuses to fay >

" Now that Genius has blinded our eyes with its flash,

•' Can we look at accounts? Can we sum up our cam ?

•' Aster soaring above all the Regions of Sense,

*' Can we tumble so low as M think about Pence ?

« Ha*

I
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*' Has not Sherry, this morning, erpos'd to your view

*' All the beauties of Thespii and Cicero too i

" To the Bishops, he gave an example of Preaching,

*' To the Commons, a model of future impeaching ;

" Historians, hereafter, sliall copy his diction,

" And Poets themselves may learn Lrjsonsof FiSlion:

" Rhetoricians are taught the arrangement of Flowers J

" To the Bujkin and Sect he has given new powers ;

" The Painters may learn finer Pictures todrav.-,

" And the Judoes new modes of interpreting Law.

" From him may the Orator learn to prevail,

" By Action and Sound, when his Arguments fail :

" The Philosopher, too, may learn Nature to fist;

'* The Attorney to cloak a bad cause with a shift.

" Now since ev'ry profession some benefit draws,

" I can't think for a moment ofstarving the Causes*

Art. 19. The Socinian Champion; or Priestleyan Divinity: a PoeiBj

By Philochristos. 8vo. is. 6d. Buckland, &c. 178*.

' The huge Socinian, none besides.

Who stalks along with haughty strides,

And braves a host, we aim to wound,

And lay expiring on the ground :'

So vaunteth our hero! nor, if we may credit his own tale, is his

vaunting vain : for, without conjuring up the ghosts of the Seven,

Champions of Christendom, by the single prowess of Y—, a dreadful

knight, he leaves the poor Socinian champion weltering in his gore,

and after consigning his foul to the abyss of hell, honours his carca-u;

with the following epitaph :

* In philosophy drown'd,

. For error renown'd,

In state most profound,

Here deep under ground,

Lies the reasoning divine, Dr.C

On trial 'twas found,

His faith was not sound ;

Though with confidence crown'd,

He receiv'd his death's wounds

From V, who was wiser than he.'

Our Readers will not wish for any farther specimen of the poetry of

this piece: of its wit or humour, it is impossible we should give any

specimen.

Art. 20. dddrefs to Loch Lomond, a Poem. 4W. it. 6d. Dilly.

1788.

Loch Lomond is a fresh-water lake, of great extent, in Scotland.

The general scenery round it is thus laconically characterised by the

Author of this Poem :

' The gleaming lake ; the ever changeful iky ;

Old Ocean's waves in view; the prospect wide,

The stream slow winding in the grassy vale ;

The broken cliff abrupt ; the waving wood ;

The
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The barren heath; the lofty mountain wild,

Whence soars the eagle on strong pinions borne;

Sublime the foul, and nurse her dormant powers.

Such, Lomond ! thy vicinity can boast;

Such are thy pleasing scenes ; and such thy sons,

Among the first in letters as in arms.'

The concluding part of this passage alludes to Napier, the inventor

of logarithms, Buchanan, and Smollet, of whom, after briefly cha

racterising each, he fays,

' 'Twas near thy southern shore

Their infant years were spent. Along thy banks,

In playful youth, unconscious of their powers,

They sportive rov'd ;'

We have the following retrospect to antient times :

' To guard from ev'ry rude intruder's eye

Thy sacred wave, thy valiant sons, inur'd

To all the hardships of a steril clime, —

Despising death in every frightful form,

In ancient times, undaunted met their foe;,

And flew who'dar'd approach thy southern shore.

Nor Roman arms, nor Norway's hardy chiefs,

Nor all the power of England could prevail,

By force or fraud, thy heroes to enslave.' i

From these specimens, the reader will perceive that this little poem

poflesses some drgsee of merit. The descriptions, in general, are

faithful pictures ot nature, the objects which engage the writer's at

tention arc simple and sublime; and the piece is rendered the more

interesting by frequent allusions to historical events, and the charac

teristic manners of ancient and modern times. The harp of Oii'un

which had enlivened these scenes, as they lie in the vicinity of

Balduiha, being mentioned, he fays,

' Its notes

Of wo?, wild warbling still methinks I hear.

The King of Morven from his airy hall,

Bending looks down upon his hills of mist.

A thousand forms of heroes wait the chief,

Musing on scenes and feats of other years.'

Inspired by this great idea, the Author concludes the poem with

the following address :

' Wrapt in the mist that veils yon mountain's brow,

Descend ye bov'ring spirits and inspire

Of Britons old the independent soul,

That brave like them, yet eager to improve

In all the arts of peace and social life,

Pleas'd with our native hills and wildest glens,

We truly great and happy yet may live,

And, in the songs of future bards, our names

May still, in every distant clime, well known

For virtuous deeds and useful arts renown'd,

Descend respected to the end of time.'

A severe)
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A severe critic might perhaps discover faults in this poem, which

evince [hat the Author is but a beginner in the art of composition ;

but its beauties so far compensate for its defects, that it would be cruel

to dwell on them.

Art. 21. EUgie composes dans un Cimctiire de Campagne, Sec. i.e.

Gray's Elegy in a Country Cburcb-yard, translated into French,

Verse for Verse, by Mons. P. Guedon de Berchere'. With a

Latin Version by a Member of Cambridge University. 8vo. is.

Hookham, &c. 1778.

The beauties of Gray's Church-yard Elegy are of so exquisite a

nature, that we conceive it to be extremely difficult to translate it

happily into any language, and next to impofiible to do it tolerable

justice in French verse. We could not therefore take up this pam

phlet with any flattering presentiments. We spared M. Guedon

would fail in his attempt; and, in justice to our Readers, we must

■ add, our examination of his work has confirmed our suspicions. But

this failure involves in it little disgrace, as the obstacles he had to

contend with are insurmountable. There are so many of the lesser

graces, such touches of the great master in this Elegy, as cannot be

suffused into a French translation. Mr. Gray, in French poetry,

could neither please an Englisli reader, nor convey to a foreigner any

idea of the beauties of the original. In some places, M. Guedon

might have made his version better than as it now stands; but with

all his efforts, it must have remained, in our opinion, very defective.

By the following specimens, the reader will have an opportunity of

appreciating for himself the merit of the present translation, and of

seeing at the same time, how unlike himself, the elegantly plaintive

Gray appears in a French dress.

" The swallow twitt'ring from her straw-built shed :"

' JV7 Prcgnl- racontani les maux defafamilies

" For who to dumb forgetfulness a prey

This pleasing anxious being e'er resign'd ?"

' En depit de nos maux, qui de nous en epfet

Ne trouve du plaijir a gemir fur la terre ?'

" On some fond breast the parting foul relies:"

* Notre ame, en t'eni'o/ant, compte fur Vamitic.'

" Fair Science frown'd not on his humble birth:"

' Let Artt n'cut point f?tt Jon obscure naifsance.'

" Heav'n did a recompence as largely fend:"

' Le Ciel ne paya pointset versus a demi.'

The above extracts sliew that the translator has often departed from

the fense of the original ; and we might have given other instances

of this kind.

As to the Latin translation, it is abundantly more faithful and

elegant ; but not without defects.

* Tinnitujquc pigra voce foporat oziet'

is an happy version of Gray's line,

" And drowsy tinkling! lull the distant folds ;"

but
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but

* Et tcnclris mundum dat, tenebra/que tnihi*

is not a translation of

" And leaves the world to darkness and to me."

Art. 22. Poetical Address to his Majesty : occasioned by the late Roya!

Visic to Worcester, at the Meeting of the three Choirs, Aug. 6th,

1788. Dedicated, with Permission, to the King. By Theophilus

Swift, Esq. 4-to. i s. Hew, Sec.

' Dedicated, with permission, to the King.' It is impossible to

peruse this poem without admiring the gracious condescension of his

Majesty.—But good nature is always pleased with good intention.

Art. 23. Sop in the Pan for Peter Pindar, Esq. ; or a late Invitation

to Cheltenham : a Burlesque Poem. By Pindaromastix. 410.

is. 6d. Robinsons. 1788.

The Author proposes to revive the dormant office of Court Buffoon,

or King's Jester ; and to confer it on the Cornish Bard. With this

view, he entertains us with what he, no doubt, esteems a humorous

dialogue between Peter Pindar and the King; and with other divert

ing particulars. But it is an insuperable misfortune to these imita

tors, that we cannot read their productions without recollecting their

original ;— and then, as Mrs. Slip-flop fays, " Comparisons are

odorcits." '

Art. 24. Cerberus : or, a Lease of Portraits. A Poem. 4x3, is*

Ridgway. 1788.

The retort poetic, but not courteous, is here given to Mr. Home

Tooke, of whose Two Pair of Portraits some mention was made in

our Catalogue for August. This piece may be considered as a West

minster election squib, though it was not thrown up till after the

election was over. Mr. Home Tooke, Mr. Churchill, and Mr.

Frost are the persons here caricatured; but Lord Hood takes his

sliare of the abuse, both in the poem, and in the satirical copper-

plate, prefixed, byway of frontispiece. The poetry is tolerable. The

Author had seen Swift's Legion Club.

Art. 25. Tit Triumph of Folpone : or a Peep behind the Curtain at

the Westminster Election. With Sketches of some public Cha

racters. By Pepper Pasquin, Esq. 4W. is. Axtell, &c.

Many thanks to thee, gentle Pepper, for the comfortable nap

which thou hast afforded us, by the perusal of this thy sober satire on

the Blue and Bust' party.

Art. z6. The Children cf The/pis. A Poem, by Anthony Pasquin,

Esq. Parts zd, and 3d. 4to. 3s. each. Ridgway. 1788.

In our 75th volume, p. 68, we introduced to the notice of the Pub-

Ijc, ilic ill Part of this imitation and continuation of Churchill's

|(oiciAii; and, on that occasion, we spoke what we really thought

Ot its merit) ; and what was there said may suffice for the present oc

casion ;—unless we add, that this angry Poet raves moll outrageously

at the Reviewers :—whence his readers will, doubtless, infer that he

ha;-, on some unfortunate occasion or other, severely smarted under

tue iaslv critical. He seems, indeed, to have been so deeply cut, that

the
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the gaslies remain yet unhealed, his wounds still rankling, and, at

times, breaking out afresh, like Uncle Toby's hurt in his groin, so

that, poor man ! he becomes qui'.e offensive to thole who approach too

near him ! —It is pity that we have no public charitablefoundation for

patients labouring under maladies and accidents of this peculiar kind.

—For such benevolent purpose, suppose a new ward were added to

the great hospital in Moorfic-lds ? It might be productive of much

good ; but great care should be taken that it be sufficiently capacious,

10 prevent its being over-crowded '.—Should this hint prove effective,

the proprietors of the Reviews, the Magazine?, and Critics in gene

ral, ought to subscribe liberally : for who are so fit to bear the expence

of the remedy, as those who have excited the mischief?—Set the

M. R. down for Jive hundred.

Art. 27. Chat/worth , a Poem. Dedicated, by Permission, to her

Grace the Duchess of Devonshire. 4UJ. 2 s. JefFery and Co.

Pallmall.

The Poet describes the beauties of this occasional retreat of the

noble family of Cavendish ; not forgetting to pass a just encomium

on the family itself, — so highly respectable for the great and worthy

characters which it has produced. He likewise pays due homage at

the shrine of female beauty and excellence.—The Duchess certainly

merits all that he has said and sung in her praise. But we were par

ticularly pleased with the beautiful littlcview of Chatsworth, which,

adorns the title-page. As to the poetry, we confess that we have

been better entertained by the perusal of Cotton's Wonders of the

Peak : rough and rugged as, in general, are the numbers of the Der

byshire Bard-:—like most of the scenes which he has celebrated.

Art. 28. Milton'i Paradise Lost, illustrated with Texts of Scripture.

By John Gillies, D. D. one of the Ministers in Glasgow. i2mo.

3s. 6d. bound. Rivingtons, &c. 1788.

The author of Paradise Lost,—that " divine poem," as Addison

has so justly, and by way of excellence, denominated it—is known to

have drawn considerably from the sacred writings. To illustrate that

poem, Dr. Gillies has added many scriptural texts to those already

adduced by bishop Newton ; and informs us, in his preface, that ' the

design of the present edition is to shew this only, that Paradise Lost

owes its chief excellence to the holy scriptures.' The texts are

printed in the margin of the work; and there are, no doubt, many

to whom the Paradise Lost will be particularly acceptable in such a

form.

Dramatic.

Art. 29. Harold; a Tragedy. By Thomas Boyce, A.M. Rector-

.of Worlingham in Suffolk, and Chaplain to the Earl of Suffolk.

4to. 3s. Becket. 1786.

Thjs tragedy ought, before this time, to have passed in review, for

it may well stand in competition with many, that have made more

noise in the world. It has lain by us, not neglected, but by some

accident hitherto omitted. We are told in the preface, that this

Drama was finished in its present form, when it was first known that

a tragedy on the fame subject, called Tht Battle of Hastings, was in

R*v. Oct. 17S8. Bb rehearsal
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rehearsal at Drury Lane. That circumstance made the Author's coo-

rage fail ; he did not dare to come forward in opposition to Mr.

Cumberland. Yet we remember two tragedies, on the story of Ap-

pius and Virginia, acted in the fame season at Covent Garden and

Drury Lane, and the theatrical history informs us that Shakespeare'*

King John and Colly Cibber's, were played on the fame night

against'each other. W.e do not disapprove of that kind of emula

tion : it awakens criticism, and the Public enjoy the pleasure of

comparison. It is to be regretted that the Manager of Covent Gar

den theatre did not know of this piece, for we think he might have

grasped at it, md The Battle of Hastings, in our opinion, would not

have had very great reason to triumph. If our memory does not fail

us, there was in the last-mentioned drama a very uninteresting love

plot, in which one of the lovers, whining amid the horrors of war,

fays, the hours, which he passes with his mistress, are so full of balmy

bliss, that they ought to he wafted hack to heaven on downy -wings of

Jove. What that means we do not know, but sure we are that such

fompous nothings ought not to have superseded the tragedy of Ha

rold ; the style of which is generally simple, yet dignified ; manly,

with elegance, and nervous, with harmony. The two following

lines may serve as a short specimen of the Author's manner:

' And as the knee-worn stone grew wet with tears,

Still have I dried it with this wretched hair.'

As our limits will not allow us to swell this article by quotations,

let us observe, in brief, that this author has the power of versifica

tion ; but for dialogue, he uses it with a degree of uniformity that

becomes monotonous. His fable is pleasing, but, considering the

importance of the battle that was to be fought, the incidents do not

sufficiently tend to alarm the mind with terror, and make os, even

at this hour, tremble for the event. Terror and pity, Doctor Young

well fays, are the two pulses of tragedy ; and we hope Mr. Boyce

will remember that maxim, when next he pays his court to the Tragic

Muse.

Art. 30. Ways and Means ; or a Trip to Dover. A Comedy, in

Three Acts, as it is performed at the Theatre Royal, Haymarket.

Written by George Colman, Junior. 8vo. is. 6d. Robinsons.

1788.

The Author of this piece seems more angry with newspaper critics,

than his own superiority ought to have allowed him to be : but we

cannot. avoid giving him due applause for his spirit on the occasion.

His Epilogue presents to our view his portrait of the doer of a news

paper;— a man who fancies himself hired to stand at the door of the

Temple of Fame, with a goose-quill in his hand, and there to cry

" Walk in," or " Go about your business," to whom he pleases.

Mr. Colman, junior, perhaps, knew the designs of the tribe that

write paragraphs, before his play was acted : if so, he judged well in

beginning the attack. He has, in this publication, brought up the

rear with equal spirit. He says, and with good reason, ' The ca

lumny heaped on individuals, in daily prints, generally conveyed

with art sufficient to elude the. letter os the law, is notorious, and

calls aloud for reform. The liberty of the press is prophaned by the

licen-
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licentiousness of newspapers. It becomes a sanctuary for the worst

of all assassins, the assassins of private character; the manglers of re

putation, and the dark murderers of the peace of families.' He,

who talks in this style, serves the best interests of society. What he

says of himself is modest, and perhaps too much so : he treats his

play with indifference; content with declaring, ' that laugh and lubim

•were his objecti, ami the mirth and good humour of his audience, what

ever ma/ice aud misrepresentation may affirm to the contrary, have con-

winced him that bis desgn is accomplished? We are willing to believe

this; for his piece is one of the few modern productions that divert

in the closet. The plot is simple, but clear, lively, and free from

violations of probability. The humours of an inn at Dover are given

in lively yet natural colours : it is the painting of the Flemish school,

without the excess of caricature. Sir David Dunder is well ima

gined, and as well executed. The scene that opens the second Act,

between Roundsee the attorney, and ^uiri his clerk, is, to use Dry-

den's phrase, the theft of a poet from human life. Add to all this,

the Author seems to possess a very happy turn for dialogue ; no quaint

sentences in the style of Romance ; no feeble attempts to glitter, and

be better than natural. Each person has his own peculiar language,

suited to his habits of thinking.—In a word, this play abounds with

wit, sometimes genuine, and always diverting. It seems to grow oat

of the occasion, yet has the effect of surprise.

Whenever this young gentleman fecis the ambition to rise above

himself, and to sixserious attention by his story, we have no doubt that

the Public will find in him the talents of a good comic writer.

Art. 31 . The Prisoner at Large : a Comedy, in Two Acts. At

performed at the Theatre Royal in the Haymarket, with universal

Applause. Written by John O'Keesse. 8vo. 1 s. Robinsons.

1788.

This piece ought not to have assumed the title of Comedy. It is a

Farce, in tbe truest sense of the word ; a mere tissue of improbabilities,

or rather impossibilities. It places the scene in the west of Ireland, but

exhibits no Irish manners, and no course os action that ever did, or

could happen in any part of the world. We have often said, and

we repeat it, that Comedy is an imitation of human life. The Au

thor who gives any thing else, may divert the upper gallery with in

explicable noise, with bustle, business, and turns and counterturns of

adventure ; but he departs from his art, and is no poet. The fable

before us is not worth the pains of analysing it. It aims at per

plexity, and succeeds; but it has neither moral, nor truth of repre

sentation ; and what is worse for the writer, it is altogether unin

teresting. It is dedicated to Mr. Edwin, to whose comic abilities,

the Author fays, he is much indebted. We believe this to be true,

and in his line we think that Actor admirable ; but we are sorry to

see the Drama so reduced, as to be under the necessity of paying court

to a performer, whose excellence seems to consist in a very extraordinary

.knack of giving to nonsense a whimsical air of common sense. Mr.

Edwin, when dealing in absurdity, seems gravely in earnest, and who

can refrain from laughing? The late Mr. Garrick had an expression.

that may serve to convey our meaning : he would have called an Actor

of that class, the horse-raddifh round the dish, not the roast-beef in

B b 2 the
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the middle. On the whole, we wonder that Mr. O'KeefFe did not

interlard his dialogue with songs. Edwin would have been more po

pular, and the piece, not aspiring to be Comedy, would have escaped

criticism.

Art. 32. The Traveller!. A Comedy, in Three Acts. As read with

Applause at the English Readings. By Lieutenant Harrison, Ma

rines. 8vo. is. od. Robinsons. 1788.

The schemes of (harpers, and fortune-hunters, against young ladies

of properly, will always, we suppose, have their place in the trans

actions of life, and will, for that reason, continue to be represented

on the flage. The subject, however, seems too much hackneyed

of late; we fee it in the comedy of Ways and Means, and many

others. The play before us, we are told, was not intended for the

public eye, and yet the Public has seen many of perhaps less merit.

The rigour of criticism is deprecated in the preface, but even that

rigour, which we are not inclined to exert, must allow that there are,

in this piece, some happy touches of wit and humour : but our li

mits will not allow us to give a specimen of the Author's manner.

The character of Fi. Ail, the antiquarian, is highly but coarsely co

loured, and thco!j cts of ridicule are, some of them, tolerably well

selected. The rigour of criticism may add, as a hint to Mr. Harri

son, and not with spleen, that Sir Dogberry Diddle, the Irish tra

veller, has little of his own country manners, and has imported as

little from foreign parts. He talks the language of an Irish chair

man. The only novelty in the character, is his cowardice,—and

that disgusts by its improbability. Quick and Sharply, the two for

tune-hunters, neither forward their own business, nor retard that of

others. The life of plays, founded on schemes to carry off young

ladies, consists in variety of adventure, with great embarrassment, and

rapidity in the action. We mention these circumstances, not to deter

a younjj author, but to point out the improvements that may be made

in order to fit this piece for the public eye, or to Ihtiv the errors that

may be avoided in suture. Since General Burgoyne has set the ex

ample, we are glad to see that young officers know how to fill up the

languid hours of peace ; and, as we think the Author by no means

destitute of comic abilities, we hope for the improvements of his

Muse, in some future production.—Kut the idle swearing expletives—

the damn its ?.nd the Jammee-s, may as well be omitted : a polite au

dience would scarcely endure them.

Novel.

Art. 33. A Tour, sentimental and descriptive, through the United

Provinces, Austrian Netherlands, and France. Interspersed with

Parisian and other Anecdotes. nino. z Vols. 5s. sewed.

Lowndes. 1788.

To fay that this Shandyan performance is destitute of merit, were

to forfeit our pretensions to candour ; to that impartiality, which the

Public, by their continued favour, have consequently supposed us to

possess ; and yet to bestow on it an hearty and unconditional com

mendation, is wholly impossible. The writer is a man of abilities,

aud lively in an uncommon degree :—but of his liveliness we have

reason
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reason to complain. Throughout the whole of his production there

it too great an affectation of appearing witty. He delivers, or at

least attempts to deliver, almost every sentence with a point : and al

most every character is dilmiiTed with a joke. This, by being too fre

quently indulged, degenerates into pertness and insipidity. Levity

is only warrantable where the object is trifling and insignificant. In

such a case, nothing can be happier than to employ it; but in any

other, it will indubitably awaken disgust. But we will allow this

writer to speak for himself on the subject of ridicule.

'ridicule

' Is in France a serious matter, in England a man may thrive un

der it; but to want esprit to retort, is there to be contemptible. In

the common routine of conversation you would in vain oppose the

authority of Locke or Newton to— a good thing—have the smile on.

your side, and you have every thing. What abilities will not ridi

cule depreciate * ? It snatches the truncheon from the hand of the

General, disrobes the subtle advocate, and renders the lover despised :

it is in vain to shelter yourself under a dignified reserve; not to resist

is to confess the triumph of your adversary. One circumstance ajone

blunts the edge of their wit. In a country where swords are in com

mon use, a pointed antithesis might be parried in tierce, and a bit

palpable in wit— tell out feebly against asegcon through the lungs !'

The Author has here confounded the pleasant with the ridiculous;

but there is a material difference in their characters.

i It must, in conclusion, be remarked of the present volumes, that

they contain, amid a multiplicity of erroneous opinions, arising from

inconsideration and haste,—some just and pertinent observations on

men and things.

East Indies,

Art. 34. An Abstract of the Orders and Regulations of the Court of

Directors of the East India Company, and of other Documents re

lating to the Pains and Penalties the Commanders and Officers of

Ships in the Company's Service are liable to, for Breach of Orders,

illicit Trade, &c. &c. &c. By Charles Cartwright, Deputy Ac-

comptant to the East India Company. 8vo. 5 s. bound. Wood-

mason. 1788.

The Directors of the East India Company must, on the present oc

casion, become Reviewers. In Mr. Cartwright's dedication to them,

are the following words— ' You have been pleased to report so fa

vourably of the following sheets, as to state " that they are very me

ritorious, and may be highly useful to the persons for whole informa

tion they are compiled."—A sufficient recommendation of the work.

This publicatien will, indeed, be very useful to all young adven-

* A vulgar error. Real abilities can never be depreciated by the

power of ridicule. " It is urged (fays the judicious author of the Ele

ments of Criticism) that the gravest and most serious matters may be

set in a ridiculous light. Hardly so; for where an object is neither

risible nor improper, it lies not open in any quarter to an attack from"

ridicule." - -

B b 3 - - . tureri
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turers in this commercial line, as it gives the Full particulars of thff

allowances of private trade, outward and homeward, with the Com

pany's duties and charges; and the mode by which the tonnage of

the articles usually brought from India and China is calculated. In

the Appendix we have likewise a variety of the most material articles

of necessary information ; such as the King's duties, and the draw

backs, &c. &c.

History.

Art. 35. Elements of Universal History, for Youth .-—also a Chrono

logical Table of the learned and ingenious Men, Events, Inven

tions, Discoveries, &c. from the Creation to the Year 1786. By

J. A. L. Montriou. izmo. 2s. 6d. Marsh. 1788.

Mr. Montriou himself speaks so handsomely of his work, that he

leaves but little room for the applauses of others. Beside the minute

detail which is presented in the title-page, and which it was not ne-

ceilary for us to insert, he farther expresses, in the preface, a flattering

expectation that ' from the extensiveness of the plan, facility, correct

ness and utility of the present performance, it may stimulate youth

to the love of history, promote its study, facilitate its attainment,

and diffuse a more universal knowledge of mankind, so as to enlarge

the mind, destroy narrow prejudices, and create a liberal indulgence

and tolerance for the faults and errors of other nations.' We cannot

fay that the book has captivated us in so great a degree as it has the

Author : however, since almost every work of this kind may have its

use, we (hink this publication may prove beneficial to those who.

need, or wish for, thii sort of information.

Political.

Art. 36. An Historical Sketch osPrerogative and Influence ; in a Let

ter to a Friend, izmo. zs. Robinsons. 1788.

The variations of premgative, from the earliest ages of the English

history, down to the Revolution, and from that æra, the rife and pro

gress of influence, are here briefly, but accurately, delineated. The

Author's chits intention is to (hew, that the abuse of prerogative has

been succeeded by undue influence : and this he judiciously distin

guishes from that conjiitutional influence, which arises from the pa

tronage of the crown, the collection and application of the revenues,

and the power of bestowing pensions ; and which is employed for

the bemfit of the community. The essay is written with precision ;

and the Author takes an extensive and masterly view of the subject.

Slave Trade.

Art. 37. A particular Examination of Mr. Harris's Scriptural Re

searches on the Licitnej's of the Slave Trade. By Henry Dannet,

M. A. Minister of St. John's, Liverpool. 8vo. 2s. Payne, Sec.

1788.

Mr. Danriet has given a very full answer to the elaborate per

formance of Mr. Harris : a performance which this Examiner fays,

in his preface, * naturally calls to mind the atheistical writings of

Spinosa, os notorious memory ; who lays down his lemmas, propo

rtions, &c. and perfectly observes all the geometrical forms ;

and

6
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and then wisely concludes his demonstration, after the manner of

Euclid, with " therefore the Universe is God." Q^E. D.—Not that

there can be the smallest objection to the severest method ; only there

is then rather room for complaint, when it is made the vehicle of

artful sophistry and fallacious reasoning.'

Following the prtface, we meet with this advertisement : ' Mr.

Locke has observed, that " Slavery is so vile and miserable an estate

of man, and so opposite to the generous temper and courage of our

nation, that it is hardly to be conceived that an Englishman, much

less a Gentleman, should plead for it;"—I hope I may add, much

less a Clergyman of the Church of England. Many readers, living

at a distance from Liverpool, may be led to imagine from the title of

the Scriptural Researches, that the author of them is a clergyman of

the Church of England. In justice therefore to the respectable body

of our clergy, and in honour of my countrymen, 1 must observe, that

the Rev. R. Harris is a native of Spain, and of the order of Jesuits :

—the last information is perhaps unnecessary to those who are at all

conversant in their writings.'

We have transcribed the above advertisement, not with any desire

to convey to our Readers any reflection on the character of Mr. Har

ris, but merely as an answer to an inquiry that we have often known

started in conversation, respecting the religious profession of the Au

thor of Scriptural Researches in defence of Slavery.—Mr. Dannet in

deed, seems to consider the task in which Mr. H. has been engaged,

as an unnatural employment. ' Fie, Mr. H.' fays he, in a note,

p. 91. ' your unnatural love of slavery, contracted perhaps during

your education in a country, and in a religious community, whose

principles have been, at all times, at enmity with the liberties of man

kind, is frequently too powerful for your love of truth !' Perhaps

there may be something in this suggestion ; and if so, it may imply a

very fair apology for the Rev. Vindicator of the Slave Trade :

If hood-wink'd Churchmen go astray,

The Church is more in fault than they.

Art. 38. The mutual Obligations to the Exercise of the benevolent Af

fections, as they refpeil the Conduit of all the Human Race to each

ether, proved, and applied to the State of the suffering Afri

cans. By Philadelphos. 8vo. is. Gardner. 1788.

From the appearance of a text of Scripture at the head of this dis

course, as well as from the strain of piety and pathos which runs

through the discourse itself, we conclude that this production was

originally composed for, and perhaps delivered from, the Pulpit.

The Author urges, with becoming earnestness, the usual arguments

that have lately been brought forward, for the abolition of our

West Indian slave trade ; and he enforces them by some additional

pleas, founded in philanthropy, generosity, and Christian benevo

lence. He dedicates his work to * the Society instituted for the

purpose of abolishing Negroe Slavery ;' and he informs his readers,

that ' (he profits, if any, arising from the sale of this pamphlet, will

be appropriated to the disposition of that Society, and those purposes

for which it was instituted.'

Bb 4 Law.
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Law.

Art. 39. An Account os the Trial os William Brodie, and James Smith,

before the High Court of Justiciary on the 27th and 28th of August

1788, for breaking into and robbing the General Excise Office

of Scotland. Illustrated with Notes, and Anecdotes, &c. &c. By

a Juryman. 4(0. 3 s. 6d. Printed at Edinburgh for Creech;

and fold in London by Cadell.

The particulars of this important trial seem to be, here, faithfully

and satisfactorily reported; and the value of the whole is enhanced by

the Editor's Notei, &c. This is, indeed, a curious publication ; and

it will very much assist the English reader in forming a competent

idea of the modes of proceeding in the Courts of Criminal Law in

Scotland.

Art. 40. The Trial of William Brodie, &c. before the High Court of

Justiciary, Sec. Containing the Evidence at large, and the Opinions

of the Judges : with the whole Proceedings. By Ærieas Morison,

Writer, &c. 8vo. 3 s sewed. Elliot and Co.

In this edition of the trial of Brodie and Smith, the proceedings

are stated more in the manner of our English printed trials, i. t. ra

ther in the colloquial than in the narrative form. —It will not be ex-

pected that we should minutely descend to a comparison of Mr.

Creech's quarto with Mr. Morison's octavo. We have perused them

both ; they have mutually served the purpose of elucidation ; and we

think the Public obliged to both the editors, for the pains they have

taken to record, with accuracy, the occurrences of so extraordinary a

transaction.

Medical.

Art. 41. The Generation of Animal Heat investigated. With an In

troduction, in which is an .Attempt to point out and ascertain the

elementary Principles, and fundamental Laws of Nature ; and ap

ply them to the Explanation of some of the most interesting

Operations and striking Appearances of Chemistry. By E. Peart,

M. D. t>vo. 2 s. 6d. Boards. Gainiborough printed ; and fold

by Edwards, London. 1788.

After reciting the modern theories of chemistry, and pointing out

the difficulties with which each of them is attended, Dr. Peart gives

a (ketch of his own, which is considerably and fundamentally dif

ferent from all others. He thinks that former chemists have entirely

overlooked one grand principle of nature, <vi%. * the great principle

of elasticity and fluidity ; that wonderful, subtil, active, universally

diffusive æther, hinted at by the great Sir Isaac Newton ; and by that

name I snail distinguish it.'— ' By adopting this principle, and add

ing to it three othtrj, 1 think it poflible to solve the phenomena of

nature, and consequently of chemistry, in a more easy, natural,

simple, and satisfactory manner than ^ny other hypothesis, hitherto

offered to the world, hath done, or can do.' He therefore places

Æther ;is the first principle, or element of nature ; Phlogiston, or the

principle of Fixity and Solidity, as the second ; an Acid the third ;

aud Earth the fourth.

3 Æther
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Æther and phlogiston, united in different proportions, and under

different circumstances, foiinLight, Fire, and the Eletlric fluid. Æther

combined with the acid principle forms pure Air : but it will not

unite with earth, unless the earth be previously combined with an acid

or phlogiston.—Phlogiston unites intimately with earth, * forming

Metals, &c.'*; but to the acid principle it has no affinity, except

through the mediation of æther or earth. The acid principle and

earth strongly attract, and unite with, each other.—He does not enter

into a full explanation and account of the principles above men

tioned : reserving a complete investigation of his hypothesis to ano

ther opportunity, the particular object of his present enquiry being

Animal Heat.

Dr. Peart's philosophy of Animal Heat, however, is so inveloped

in his new system of chemistry, that it is difficult to be understood so

persectiy as to be able to .give an account of it, before we have seen

the ' full explanation' of his theory. We must therefore reserve our

account of the present doctrine to a future opportunity.

Art. 42. A System ofAnatomy and Physiology ; from the latest and

.best Authors. Arranged, as nearly as the Nature of the Work

would admit, in the Order of the Lectures delivered by the Pro

fessor of Anatomy in the University of Edinburgh. Second Edi

tion. 8vo. 3 Vols. With Copperplates" i8s. Boards. Elliot,

Edinburgh; Robinsons, London. 1787.

The first edition of this compilation, in two volumes, was noticed

and described in our Rev. vol. lxxvi. p. 159. The additional third

volume contains part of the Splanchnology of the contents of the

pelvis—The whole of Angiology, with the lymphatic system—The

Neurology from the elder Professor Monro—And his comparative

anatomy, as improved by the present Professor.

*^* T'his edition is advertised with the name of the Editor, viz.

" Andrew Fyfe, Assistant to Dr. Monro, Professor of Anatomy and

Medicine in the University of Edinburgh."

Art. 43, Thoughts on the Cancer of the Breast. By George Bell,

Surgeon, at Redditch. 8vo. 1 s. Johnson. 1788.

After some short observations on cancers, Mr. Bell recommends

bathing or frequently washing the cancer with warm water, as a pal

liative. For the more convenient application of the warm bath to

the breast, for a length of time, Mr. Bell describes a well-contrived

apparatus of his own invention ; of which an engraving is also

given.

With respect to the advantage which the patient may receive from

the bath, we have no proof, except the Author's assertion ; it seems

probable, however, that the warm water, washing off the corroding

ichor, and at the same time acting as an emollient, may mitigate, in

a considerable degree, the exquisite pain usually suffered by cancerous

patients.

It seems that the benevolent Author has not published this pam

phlet with a view of acquiring practice, or indeed of increasing what

* We lament the want of a dictionary to explain the precise and

full meaning os Ucs.

he

/
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he already hit; his sole motive being to make the public acquainted

with his method of treating a disease, which, with the ordinary mode

os practice, is almost insufferable to the distressed patient.

We farther understand, that being anxious to improve the practi

cal part, in his treatment of this disease, Mr. Bell has lately applied

to the ulcers, in the intervals of bathing, a soft substance made of the

raw leaves of lettuce or hemlock. Sometimes the first, and some

times the other, is used : both are found to be very useful, and more

agreeable to the patient than poultices made of the powder of flax

seed.

In a word, the importance of the subject, and the probability of

the efficacy of the methods here recommended, will fully justify U9

in advising our Readers to give this pamphlet an attentive perusal.

Miscellaneous.

Art. 44. A Letter to the Right Hon. Lord Rodney, K. B. on the St.

Eustatius Prize-money. By a Navy Officer. 8vo. 1 s. 6d. No

bookseller's Name. 1788.

We have, at various times, heard much concerning the subject of

this letter ; and grievous have been the complaints of the captors

of St. Eustatius, when that ifland fell into the hands of the English,

during the late war. They have never, it seems, received any part

of the prize-money to which they were entitled on that occasion ;

and it is to be seared they never will recover what appears to be so

honestly due to them : notwithstanding our Author's." Plan fora

speedy and final division, &c."—The account here given of this dark

and intricate business, is, indeed, sufficient to rouse the resentment of

every honest and generous-minded reader ; for it is, impossible not to

feel for our brave and injured countrymen, who appear to have been

cruelly as well as basely treated, by the agents, &c. whom they en

trusted with their valuable interests and property : ' a property com

mitted,' fays this sensible and animated author, ' in friendly con

fidence to their honour, faithfully to care for, till we are at leisure

to demand an account of it.'— He adds, ' can any doom be too

rigid for those men who would dare to defraud us, in such a sacred

deposit? But if it is proved, my Lord, when the whole arcana of

our agents' management shall be fully investigated and exposed,

that they have not only been guilty of selling off our property at

St. Eustatius," for one tenth part of its value," to their own creatures,

and to the French flags of truce, Sec. but that they have ever since

been pilfering and plotting, scheming and cancelling, subtracting,

destroying, dividing, and doing a thousand sordid selfish tricks with

the said property ; is there a penal law, in all the inquisitorial codes

of popery, too cruel for them?' If the wickedness and knavery

here charged on the agents, secretaries, &c. concerned in this very

questionable business, can be fairly proved against them, there is,

certainly, no penalty too heavy for them, that any court of justice

hath power to inflict.—Why do not the captors of St. Eustatius unite,

and <vigcrouJly prosecute their claims? The writer of this Letter

appears to be a proper person for them to associate with, on thi*

important occasion ; and he Makes a lender of his services, accom

panied
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parried by a hint, that persons of greater consequence will be ready

to lend their assistance.

Art. 45. The Abbey of Kilkhampton. An improved Edition. 8vo.

2S. 6d. Kearfley. 1788.

In our Review for November 1780, p. 392, we mentioned th«

fy-st edition of this new species of satire, which, since that time,

hath, if we are rightly informed, gone through eight impressions;

an undoubted proof of the general approbation of the public. It is,

however, that kind of approbation which satirical writings, and

anecdotes, of every fort, are sure to receive, and ever have re

ceived.

We can now only repeat what we said before, in regard to the

nature and plan of this work, that it glances with the utmost

freedom, at the characters and conduct of our great or eminent

people, male and female; and that the strictures and allusions are

thrown into the form or monumental inscriptions, ready made

against death's arrival, and conceived (for the most part) in the

spirit and style of the celebrated epitaph On Colonel Chartres. Some

of the likenesses are well hit off, by this distributor of praise and

infamy : many of whose drawings are caricatures ; though some of

the pictures are exhibited in a favourable light, in justice to cha

racters of indisputable worth.

In our Review for March 178 1 , p. 232, we noticed the Second

Part of these pre-supposed, or predictive Monumental Records ; but

we are informed, in the preface to this new edition, that the whole

is here given to the Public, with additions, in continuation.

Art. 46 . The Shipwreck of the Antelope East India Packet, H. Wilson ,

Esq. Commander, on the Pelew Islands, &c. in August 17834

Containing the subsequent Adventures of the Crew, with a

singular Race of People hitherto unknown to Europeans.

With interesting Particulars of Lee Boo, second Son of the Pelew

King, to the Time of his Death. By one of the unfortunate

Officers. 8vo. 3 s. Randall. 1788.

This publication, which made its appearance since Mr. Keate's

History of the Pelew Islands, does not seem to us to contain a

single fact which is not to be met with in that book : the facts follow

one another exactly in the fame order as in the genuine work, and oftea

in the fame words ; yet the Compiler entertains so high an opinioa

of his own dexterity, and so mean a one of the discernment of every

other person, as to offer the following paragraph by way of excuse

for with-holding his account till this time.

• Should it be asked, why this narrative was so long with-held,

I have to answer, that it was not my original intention ever to make

it public. The great entertainment which my friends used to de

rive from my conversation on the subject of the wreck, and the un

common circumstances which ensued, first inspired me with an idea

of putting it into regular form ; and as I was unaccustomed to such

a task, the difficulties I met with, and other concerns in which

I was unavoidably engaged, prolonged its completion to this distant

period.'

We
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We have heard of a bird, a native of the fen-countries, called, bjr

the country people, a dotterel : when this bird thinks itself in danger,

it thrusts its head among the sedges, sagely concluding that as this

part is hid, its tail is in no danger of being seen.

Art. 47. The Works of Samuel Johnson, LL. D. Vol. XIV. 8vo.

7s. Boards. Stockdale. 1788.

This volume consilts of several miscellaneous pieces, viz. vari

ous prefaces and dedications ; letters originally written for dif

ferent periodical works ; controversial tracts ; the famous Jacobitical

pamphlet entitled Marmor Norfolciensls, for which Johnson would

have been taken into cultody, had he not absconded ; forty-one

letters to different persons ; six epitaphs ; and a few small poems.—

For the two former volumes, published by Mr. Stockdale, making

the Xllth and Xllith of Johnson's works in OBavo, fee M. Rev.

for Sept. 1787, p. 250. '

Art. 48. A Letter to the Rev. Mr. T. Wartcn, on his late Edition of

Milton's Juvenile Poems. 8vo. is. Bathurst.

This letter, which is evidently the production of a scholar, con

tains many remarks,' worthy the attention of the learned and in

genious writer to whom it is addressed.— In one or two instances,

the author of the Letter has, perhaps, been mistaken ; but from

the learning and good fense which he discovers, Mr. Warton will,

probably, be of opinion, that every hint here thrown out, ought to

be maturely weighed before he gives to the public a new edition of

his notes on Milton's Juvenile Poems.

%" This letter would have appeared much earlier in our Journal,

had we not waited for the long-protracted review of Mr. Warton's pub

lication : for which, fee our Apology, M. R. far July 1788, p. 1.

Art. 49. Animadversions on the present Government os the York Lunatic

Asylum ; in which the Cafe of Parilh Paupers is distinctly con

sidered in a Series of Propositions. By W. Mason *, M. A. 8vo. is.

Printed at York ; and fold in London by Robson and Co. 1788.

The York Lunatic Asylum, we understand, is an extensively be

neficial institution; by which some hundred individuals, since it

was opened (in 1777) have received relief. The number of insane

patients now residing in it is so great, and the applications for

more are so frequent and urgent, as to render an extension of the

building necessary; and an addition containing 24 rooms, is now in

actual forwardness. This circumstance alone seems sufficiently to

indicate that the charity is conducted in a proper manner, and that

the Public has already derived great advantage from the benevo

lence of those by whom the plan was proposed, and by whose ex

ertions it has been enabled to attain its present degree of importance

to the community.

Mr. Mason, however, has, in this publication, severely censured

most of the measures that have hitherto been adopted, in the conduct

and management of this charity. He intimates that the emolument

of the attending physician, and of the apothecary, rather than the

• The celebrated poet. .

spirit
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spirit of the institution, is consulted in the regulations by which it

is now governed ; which opinion, sanctioned by Mr. M.'s respectable

name and character, may, no doubt, have a great tendency to pre

judice the minds of compassionate persons against this Asylum, and

such must unavoidably be the effect of the present publication, if

the Writer's remarks are well-founded.

We further understand, that at an early meeting of the governors,

and before any patients were admited, it was resolved that all objects

should pay the weekly sum of eight shillings, a sum supposed ade

quate to the expences incurred by board and medicines. This

regulation was continued for some years, but was at length dis

covered to be disproportioned to the circumstances of the persons re

lieved. It was then enacted, that the weekly payirents of the more

affluent should be increased, while that of the indigent ihould be

diminilhed, so that the surplus of the first class should be made to

compensate for the deficiency of the second. This, surely, was an

improvement ; and if the persons supplying the deficiencies ocea-

£oned by the poorer individuals, objected not to the innovation, we

fee no cause of complaint. The parish paupers, for whom Mr. M.

is a strenuous advocate, are still relieved in the fame measure as

they originally were. To us it appears more consonant with the

idea of chariry, though not with Mr. M.'s idea, to afford assistance to

a distressed individual unable to relieve himself, and unpatronized by

a parish, than to give the same degree of assistance to an object that

has elsewhere an undeniable claim. In the one cafe, support is given

to him who has no other helper, and the charity proves friendly to

the friendless ; and in the other, you only diminish, in a degree almost

imperceptible, the rates of a parish. ,

The Governors, we find, have determined to persevere in their

former measures ; and this perseverance, it is natural to conclude,

can arise only from their experience of the advantages resulting from

the regulation ; as so respectable and numerous a body cannot be

supposed to be influenced by sinister motives*.

To the attack which Mr. M. has made on the character and views

of the attending physician, that gentleman will naturally oppose the

acknowlegements made by the Governors, for his disinterested conduct,

in their last resolution, the Archbishop of York being then in the

chair, viz. ' Resolved, That the thanks of this court be given to Dr,

Hunter, the Physician, for his great attention to all the interests of this

institution, especially for his assiduous care and successful treatment

of the patients, and particularly at this time, for the disinterestedness.

of his whole conduct, from the first establishment of the Asylum to

the present days.'

Art. 50. A Letterfrom a Subscriber to the York Lunatic Asylum, to the

Governors of that Charity. 8vo. 1 s. Printed at York j and

fold in London by White and Son. 1788.

This Letter is occasioned by the preceding publication. The An-

• In the list of the Governors of this Asylum, we discover t,he

highly respectable names of the Archbishop of York, Lord Fitz-

wiiliam, Lord Fauconberg, Lord John Cavendish, the Dean of York,

&c. &c.

f See ' Letter from a Subscriber,' &c. p. 20.

thor
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thor sets oaf with giving an account of the present state of the Asy*

lum : he then compares it with similar institutions in England and

Ireland; and concludes with pointing out the different regulations

that have been enacted since its establishment. He also rectifies, with

temper and good-breeding, the errors into which (as he contends)

Mr. Mason has (involuntarily, we apprehend) been betrayed.

Art. 51. Effays, Historical and Moral. By G. Gregory, F. A. S.

The second Edition, with considerable Additions and Alterations.'

Svo 6s. Boards. Johnson. 1788.

In this Edition, these ingyiious Essays are improved by a new ar

rangement, and by two new essays ; the first of which contains a

concise view of the history of the earliest ages; wherein the Author

follows Mr. Bryant's system of mythology : the second is a brief re

view of the arguments commonly urged to shew the goodpolicy os the

slave trade ; in which the Writer discovers an extensive acquaintance

with his subject, and advances many facts and considerations worthy

of attention, in the present state of that important inquiry.

Theology.

Art. 52. A plain Account of the Ordinance of Baptism ; in which all

the Text* in the New Testament, relating to it, are produced,

and the whole Doctrine concerning it drawn from them alone. In

a Course of Letters to the Right Rev. Dr. Benjamin Hoadley, late

Lord Bishop of Winchester, Author of " A plain Account of the

.Lord's Supper." By William Foot. The third Edition, with the

Author's last Corrections and Improvements ; by Joshua Toulmin,

A.M. i2mo. is. 6d. Johnson. 1787.

The work here republiihed was first printed anonymously in the

year 1758*, and then met with general approbation as a sensible

and candid performance. Bishop Watson gives it a place in his cata

logue of books proper to form the library of a clergyman. It states,

with great perspicuity, the arguments against pædo-baptifm.

Art. 53. A Litter from a Lady to her Daughter, on the Manner of

paliing Sunday rationally and agreeably, umo. 6d. Marshall.

1788.

A late popular piece, on " the Manners of the Great," has given

rife to this small publication. It contains some useful hints ; but in

strength of thought, depth of reflection, and elegance of language,

falls far short of its model. The subject is worthy of an abler pen.

Art. 54. The Beauty of a Believer'^ Baptism ; being an Attempt to

explain its Meaning, as the best Evidence of its Propriety, and

clearest Argument in its Defence. By Joseph Jenkins, A. M.

, l2mo. zd. Sold at No. 48, Jewin-street. 1788.

A recapitulation of thoughts and observations which have been

frequently laid before the Public. To those who approve of immer

sion and adult baptism, this little tract may prove very acceptable.

• Vide Letters on Baptism, Rev. Vol* xiv. and xix.

Art.
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Art. 55. Thoughts en Subscriptions to Religious Tests, particularly that

required, by the University of Cambridge, of Candidates for the

Degree of Bachelor of Arts. In a Letter to the Rev. H. W. Coul-

thu.lt, B. D. Fellow of Sidney College, and Member of the Casut

Senatus. By William Frend, M. A. Fellow of Jesus College,

Cambridge. 8vo. is. St. Ives, printed; and sold by Johnson

in London. 1788.

This Letter, written by a gentleman who has lately, from con

scientious motives, resigned his office as a minister in the Church of

England, is prefaced with the following declaration :

4 Whereas J, William Frend, did at several times, within the

years 1780 and 1784, subscribe to the Articles and Doctrines of the

Church of England, as by law establilhed, being now convinced, by

an attentive study of the holy Scriptures, that many things, contained

in the said Articles, have no foundation whatever in the holy Scrip

tures, I do hereby declare my disbelief of many of the said Articles

and Doctrines, particularly of the second, the fifth, and the eighth

Articles of that Summary of faith, commonly called the Thirty-nine

Articles: and whereas from November 1780, till June 1787, I did

officiate as a Minister of the Church of England, 1 do moreover de

clare, that there are many parts of its Liturgy, to which I have in

superable objections, particularly to the Prayers addressed to Jesus

Christ, and to the Trinity ; and as universal benevolence seems to

me to be the striking character of the religion of Jesus Christ, I can

not conclude this Declaration, without expressing my abhorrence of

a tenet inculcated in one part of the said service, by which every per

son differing in opinion, as to some obscure points of an obscure

Creed, is doomed to everlasting perdition.'

The integrity discovered by the above declaration, ought to be ad

mitted as a full apology for the warmth with which the letter is

written. It contains several weighty arguments for the abolition of

subscription in the Universities, among which it is not one of the least,

that a considerable part of the body, both of preceptors and students,

are dissatisfied with this encumbrance. ' How much is it to be la

mented, that any restrictions upon free inquiry mould in this en

lightened age be suffered to remain in Societies, whose professed ob

ject is, to propagate sound learning and useful knowlege !

Art. 56. Thoughts en Satisfaction ; and Free Grace asserted. I2m0.

zd. Printed at Exeter. 1788.

Art. 57. The Harmony of Satisfaction and Fret Grace in the Salvation

of Sinners : in a Letter to John Pinsent, Sen. of Moretonhamp-

stead ; occasioned by a little Piece, entitled, Thoughts on Satis

faction ; and Free Grace asserted, nmo. 6d. Printed at Exeter

by Brice.

Art. 58. The Gospel Doctrine of Free Grace maintained: with some

Strictures on the Rev. S. Rowles's Letter to Mr. John Pinsent. By

J.Isaac, izmo. 6d. Printed at Exeter; sold by Johnson, in Lon

don.

These three pamphlets are a contest between plain good sense and

vulgar mysticism, in which the intelligent reader will have the plea

sure of seeing the former triumphant.

Art.
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Art. 59. The Royal Edi3 given at Versailles in November 1787, for

granting Toleration, tnroughout his Most Christian M.tjesty'sDo-

minions, to Dissenters from the Establiihed Church. Ktgisteicd

in Parliament, January 29, 1788. 8vo. 6d. Robinsons.

Of this publication, it is sufficient to say, that it is a correct trans

lation of an Edict which cannot but prove interesting to every friend

os liberty.

SINGLE SERMONS.

I. The Design of the Gospel History considered and improved. Preached

at the Chapel in Essex Street, Strand, London, May nth, and

at Chowbent, in Lancashire, on May 25th, 17S8. By Joihua

Toulmin, A.M. 8vo. 6d. Johnson.

After offering a brief comment on the text, John xx. 31. Mr.

Toulmin deduces from it the following observations ; —that Christian

ity does not require faith without evidence; that the Christian creed

is couched in few words, and comprehended in one short article,

viz. "believing that Jesus is the Christ the Son of God;—that in the

first planting of the Gospel, believing in five points, or thirty-nine

articles, wa« not considered as essential to a man's being a Christian ; —

that the history of the Gospels is excellent and valuable; —and that

the hope it sets before us is noble and sublime.

Each os these particulars is illustrated with much good fense ; and

we do not doubt that every rational Christian will peruse Mr. Toul-

min's discourse with entire ..pprobation.

II. Written by the late Samuel Johnson, LL. D. for the Funeral of

his Wife. Published by the Rev. Samuel Hayes, A. M. Ulher of

Westminster School. 8vo. is. Cadell. 1788.

Worthy, in every respect worthy, the head, and heart, and pen of

Samuel Johnson.

CORRESPONDENCE.

*•!•* We thank D. N. for his information concerning the anti

quity of watering meadows in Engl.'.nd, and particularly on the bor

ders of Wales. The most ancient trace of the practice which he could

discover,- in print, is in a oook entitled " Water Workes," written

by Rowland Vaughan, who seems to have been the inventor of the

art, and practised it with great perfection, and on a most extensive

scale, in the Golden Valley, in Hereford shire, during the reigns of

Queen Elizabeth and King James the First.

f+t The packet from ' Duo Calsonienses' is received.

||*|| The parcel from Berwick upon Tweed, dated Sept. 15, came

duly to hand.

*»* Our greatest objection to the packet from Exeter, signed

H. D n, is, that the postage amounted to one stilling endsixpence!

The poem, from its ' local and circumscribed nature,' can be of no

use to the M. R.

C?* Y. Z.'s letter came too Lite for this month.

Erratum in our last.

P. 256, 1. ;, for 'partly,' read purely.
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Art. I. Memoirs os the American Academy os Art! and Sciences; to the

End of the Year 1783. Vol.1. 4to. il. is. Boards. Printed at

Boston, 1785 ; and fold by Dilly in London.

THE utility of Literary and Scientific Societies is sufficiently

apparent from the rapid advancement of philosophy, and

the great improvement of the arts, since the period of their esta

blishment. The advantages accruing from them, to those states

in which they have been founded, have excited other nations to

follow the laudable example. The present volume is a proof,

that even a country harassed with war is anxious to distinguish

itself as the protectress of science and promotress of literature ;

for in the midst of its contests every part of philosophy seems to

have been cultivated. The commonwealth of the States of

New England was no sooner settled, than it established, by an

act of the legislature, A Society for the Cultivation and Promotion of

Arts and Sciences. The end and design of this institution are

fully declared in the act for its incorporation, viz.

' To promote and encourage theknowledgeof the antiquities ofAme

rica, and of the natural history of the country : to determine the uses to

which the various natural productions of the country may be applied:

to promote and encourage medical discoveries, mathematical disqui

sitions, philosophical enquiries and experiments ; astronomical, me

teorological, and geographical observations; and improvements in

agriculture, arts, manufactures, and commerce : and, in fine, to cul

tivate every art and science which may tend to advance the interest,

honour, dignity, and happiness, of a free, independent, and virtuous

people.'

Here is an extensive field, which the sons of literature in

America are called on to cultivate and improve : its foil is rich)

its qualities are various; and ir will doubtless be productive

of the most valuable fruits. Industry will here find abundant

employment; and genius, in its utmost expansion, has ample

room for exercising all its faculties. How far the one has been

exercised, or the other employed, may appear frem the following

account of the volume.

* Vol. LXXIX. C c The
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The papers are classed under three distinct heads ; viz. lftt

Astronomical and Mathematical ; ad, Physical ; and 3d, Medi

cal papers. A preliminary discourse on the nature of the Insti

tution, delivered by James Bowdoin, Esq. when he was inducted

into the office of President of the Society, is prefixed ; in which

he shews ihe general good that may result to the state by a pro

per cultivation of various kinds of knowlege, speculative or

practical.

Part I. Astronomical and Mathematical Papers.

A Method of finding the Altitude and Longitude of the Nonagefemai

Degree of the Ecliptic. With an Appendix, containing Calcula

tions from corresponding Observations, for determining the Dif

ference of Aleridians between Harvard Hall, in the University of

Cambridge, in the Commonwealth of Maffachujets, and the Royal

Observatories at Greenwich and saris. By the Rev. Joseph

Willard.

No part of this memoir furnishes any thing which we ran, with

propriety, extract fur the use of our Readers. The Appendix is

a most laborious work, and fully evinces that the American astro

nomer is industrious in his observations, and ingenious in apply

ing them to useful purposts. The longitude of Cambridge in

Massachufets is, from these observations, determined to be

4h 44' 31" west of Greenwich.

On the Latitude of the University of Cambridge. By Samuel Wil

liams, F. A. A. * Professor of Mathematics and Nat. Phil.

The result of several solar and sidereal observations gives the

latitude of the Observatory 420 23' a8".46. To this paper is

added a short table of the variation of the compass, as observed

at Cambridge, from 1708 to 1783 inclusive.

A Table of the Equations of equal Altitudes for the Latitude of Cam'

bridge. By the Rev. Joseph WilUrd.

Contains the equation for correding the time ef noon de

duced from two observations of the fun's equal ahitude ; the error

to be corrected arises from the fun's motion during the interval

between the observations. Mr. Willard computes the equation

which arises from the difference of the fun's declination only,

not regarding the difference of its right ascension, at the two

times of observation.

The eleven following memoirs contain various astronomical

observations of solar and lunar eclipses,—transits, &c. in dif

ferent parts of America.

On the Extrailion of Roots. By Benjamin West, Esq.

This does not vary from De Lagney's well-known method of

approximating the required root.

• Pellow of the American Academy.

A ntm
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A new and concise Method of computing Intereji at 6 per Cent per

ann. By Philomath.

Several Ways of determining what Sum is to be insured on an Ad'

venture, that the whole Intereji may le covered- By Mercator.

These two memoirs are useful. The contrivances are such

as naturally must suggest themselves to any person conversant

with arithmetical operations.

Part II. Physical Papers.

Observations upon an Hypothesisforsolving the Phenomena osLight:

with incidental Observations tending to Jhiw the Heterogeneoulness

of Lights andofthe Electric Fluid, by their Intermixture, or Union,

with each other. By James BjwdoiQ, Esq. President of the

Academy.

Observations on Light, and the Waste of Matter in the Sun and

Fixed Stars, o:caJioned by the constant Efflux of Light from them,

&c. By the fame.

Observations tending to prove by Phanomena, and Scripture, the

Existence of an Orb which surrounds the whole visible material

System. By the fame.

These three memoirs are intimately connected with each other.

They are the consequence of some objections to the Newtonian

doctrine of light, which Dr. Franklin offered in his Letters on

Philosophical Subjects. Dr. F.'s objections were merely conjectu

ral, and his proposing them in the form of queries is a sufficient

proof that they could not then be supported by the evidence of

experiment or phenomena; nor does he attempt to demonstrate

the truth of his doctrine.

He supposes universal space to be filled with a subtle elastic

fluid, which when at'rest, is not visible, but whose vibrations

affect that fine fense in the eye, as those of the air do the grosser

organs of the ear: in the cafe of found, we do not suppose that

any sonorous panicles are thrown off, from a bell for instance^

and fly in straight lines to the ear; why then must we believe

that luminous particles leave the fun, and proceed to the eye?

Such is the summary of Dr. Franklin's hypothesis, which

Mr. Bawdoin refutes with ability, and in a most satisfactory

manner. In the course of his argument, he considers the light

of the electrical spark, and compares it with that of common

fire, shewing in what respects these two lights differ from, and

agree with, each other : hence he conchides the heterogeneous-

oess of l.ight and electricity, and their mixture with each other.

The second memoir is a refutation of another objection to the

Newtonian doctrine of light ; viz. that the fun must waste, by

the discharge of the immense quantity of light which it is conti

nually throwing off with a swiftness so very great as that which

Newton attributes to its particles. This objection has been fre-

C c a , quently
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quefttly made, and frequently removed, by several able philoso

phers. Among the chief defenders of the theory, the present

Bishop of St. David's claims a distinguished rank. He pave an

elaborate refutation of this objection in the Philos. Transact, vol.

Ix. * Mr. Bowdoin follows nearly the fame track with the learned

Prelate ; but he proceeds much farther, and has advanced some

what too fir into the regions of conjecture and fancy. In order

to prevent the decay of the fun, and the consequent ruin of the

solar system, Mr. Bowdoin suggests his hypothesis in the follow

ing queries :

■ Is it not conceivable, that round the solar system, and the seve

ral syilems which compose the visible heavens, there might have

been formed a hollow sphere, or orb, made of matter Jiti generis, or

of matter like that of the planets, and surrounding the whole, hav

ing its inner or concave surface at a proper distance therefrom ; be

yond which surface light could not pass, and between which and the

particles of light there should be a mutual repulsion f And, might

not the sun, or source of light, of each system, have been so placed,

in respect of each other, and the concave surface of the surrounding

orb, that there should be, by direct and repeatedly indirect reflections,

an interchange of rays between them, in such a manner as that to

each there should be restored the quantity it had emitted : and there

by the waste of its matter be prevented : and this, at the fame time

it dispensed its light to its particular system ?'

The third memoir shews the evidence of the above supposition

from phenomena and Scripture. The phenomena are, the

Milky-way,—luminous appearances in the heavens, and the

blue expanse. The texts from Scripture are, Amos, ix. 6. Gen.

i. 14, 17. Ps. xix. 1. Job, xxxvii. 18. Jer. li. 15. Deut. x. 14,

Neh. ix. 6. Ps. cxlviii. 3, 4.

An Account os a very uncommon Darkness in New England, May 19,

1780. By Samuel Williams, A.M. Professor of Mathema

tics and Philosophy in Cambridge/

The phenomenon was briefly as follows : The wind was

S. W. The darkness came on with the clouds, from that quar

ter, between 10 and 1 1 in the morning, and continued to the

middle of the next night. It was different in differ: nt places ;

in most parts of the country it was so great, that people were

unabk to read common print—to determine the lime of day

by their clocks and watches— to dine—or to manage their do

mestic business without candles. The darkness was extended all

over the States of New England. The birds disappeared,—the

fowls retired to roost—the cocks were crowing as at day-break—

objects could not be distinguished at a distance—and every thing

■^ore the appearance and gloom of nigbt.

After giving a general description of this phenomenon, the

Professor adds a derail of the heights of the barometer and ther-

* See Monthly Review, vol. xlvi. p. 430.

mometer,
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, mpmeter, the direction and force of the wind, and other mete

orological circumstances of which he had- either obtained in

formation from philosophers in different places, or which he had

himself observed at Cambridge.

The cause of the darkness is attributed to the prodigious fires

made in the woods for the purpose of clearing the lands in the

new settlements. This may probably have been the cause, yet

many of the appearances are not satisfactorily explained. It is

on the whole a very curious paper.

An Account of the Effects of Lightning on two Houses in Philadel

phia. By the Hod. Arthur Lee, Esq.

An Account of the Effects of Lightning on a large Rock at Gloucester,

By the Rev. Eli Forbes.

These two memoirs are merely historical, and contain nothing

uncommon.

An Account of a very curious Appearance of the Electrical Fluid,

produced by raising an Electrical Kite during the Time of a Thun

der Shower. By Loammi Baldwin, Esq.

The appearance here described was a fiery atmosphere, which

surrounded Mr. Baldwin as he held the string of the kite in his

hand : he hath not given any reasons for the phenomenon, con

fining himself for the present to a mere recital of the case, and

leaving the learned to make their own conclusions from it.

Observations and Conjectures on the Earthquakes of New England.

By Professor Williams.

The learned Professor first gives an ample historical account

of all the earthquakes that have been felt in New England, from

the first arrival of the English there, on November nth,

1628, to the present time. He then takes a summary view of

the agreemerst and disagreement of the phenomena that have at

tended the earthquakes, and thence draws conclusions concern

ing their causes.

It appears that all the earthquakes have been produced by some

thing which has moved along under the surface of the earth—they

have all been of the fame kind, consisting, not of a simple instan

taneous vibration, like that of an electrical (hock, but of a gra

dual heaving or undulation of the earth, which has moved slowly

along. Mr. Williams supposes the effect to have been pro

duced by a strong elastic vapour. This hypothesis is confirmed

by the due consideration of all the concomitant circumstances.

Such as the noise and roaring—the eruptions and effusions—the

changes made in the springs and strata near the surface of the

earth. The origin and production of this elastic vapour is also

accounted for ; and the memoir, which is a very valuable pro

duction, concludes with some excellent. reflections on the present

state of our globe, which bears so many marks of having under-

C c 3 gone
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gone material changes by intestine commotions and violent erup-

tions.

An Account of West Riv.'r Mountain, and the Appearance of there

having been a Volcano in it. By Daniel Jones, Esq.

This is a good natural history of the mountain ; and the next

memoir is a continuation of the subject, by Mr. Caleb Alexander.

Observations made at Beverly, Lat. 42° 36' N. Long. 70° 45' W.

to determine the Variation of the Needle. By the Rev. Joseph

Willard.

Magnetical Observations made at Cambridge. By Mr. Stephen

Sewall.

An historical Register of the Aurora Borealis,from Aug. 8th, 1781,

to Aug. 19, 1783. By Caleb Gannet, A. M.

The two next memoirs are Meteorological Diaries for part of

1 78 1, and the whole of 1782 and 1783.

Miscellaneous Observations in Natural History. By the Hon.

Benjamin Lincoln, Esq.

Accounts of several strata of earth and shells on the banks of

York River in Virginia;—of a subterraneous passage, and the

sudden descent of a very large current of water from a mountain,

near Carlisle;—of a very, large spring near Reading in Penn

sylvania ; and also of several remarkable springs in the States of

Pennsylvania and Virginia, compose this memoir.

An Account of a Fossil Substance, containing Vitriol and Sulphur,

found at Lebanon. By the Rev. Jeremy Belknap.

No analysis of this substance is given.

An Account of a Yellow and Red Pigment sound at Norton, with the

Procejs for preparing the Yellow for Use. By Samuel Deane.

This is an earth, probably of iron, which by simple washing

is used for a yellow paint, and which, when heated to a red beat,

retains, after it is cooled, the red colour communicated by the

fire.

An Account of an Oil Stone found at Salisbury. By the Rev. Sa

muel Webster.

Observations on the Culture ofSmyrna Wheat. By Benjamin Gale.

Account ofan Experimentfor raising Indian Corn in poor Land. By

Joseph Greenleaf, Esq.

These three memoirs are of a local nature. The next is a

mere curiosity, being an account of an apple-tree that brought

forth both sweet and sour fruit at the same time.

On ingrafting Fruit Trees, and on the Growth of Vegetables. By

the Hon. Benjamin Lincoln, Esq.

We have here some useful hints for ingrafting, and a valuable

disquisition on vegetation. The botanist yet laments that many

3 of
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of the phenomena in the vegetable world are better known than

understood. We are in want of experiments to determine some

doubtful points in the theory of vegetation ; and though much

has been done, much yet remains for the curious inquirer to

examine. The descent of the sap is a fact which Mr. Lincoln

wishes to prove. There is no doubt that plants absorb, by their

leaves, something from the air. To what purpose then does the

absorption tend ? To what parts of the plant is the absorbed

matter sent ? Why have some parasitical plants no leaves ? These,

with several other questions, remain yet unanswered, and, on the

present received theory of vegetation, seem unanswerable.

An Account of some Vegetable Productions growing in America, bo-

tanically arranged. By the Rev. Manassch Cutler.

This long memoir may be considered as the foundation of a

Flora Americana. The plants are arranged according to the Lin-

nean system, with annexed descriptions; with notes and observa

tions relative to their times of flowering, places of growth, me

dical or œconomical uses, &c.

On the Retreat of House-Swallows in Winter. By Samuel Dexter,

Esq.

Mr. Dexter adduces many facts which prove that the house-

swallows fink into ponds and rivers in the autumn, and lie there

benumbed and motionless until the return of spring.

An Account of an Air-pump on a new Conjlruction, By the Rev.

John Prince.

It is impossible to convey an adequate iciea of this construction

without the assistance of plates. The contrivance is as follows :

The barrel is covered with a plate furnished with a valve like

Mr. Smeaton's. There is a valve also in the piston ; but none

at the bottom of the barrel. The cistern' on which the barrel is

fixed, is deep enough to allow the piston to descend into it be

low the barrel ; it is also wider than the barrel. When the pis

ton descends into this cistern, the air, if it be too rare to open

the valve in the piston, finds a passage into the cavity of the bar

rel ; for the piston is of less dimensions than the cistern, and the

air will escape between them. The pston being drawn up, the

air will be expelled through the valve on the plaie which covets

the barrel. Thus it appears that Mr. Prince's air-pump is Mr.

Smeaton's without a bottom valve.

A Description of a Pump Engine, or an Apparatus to be added to a

common Pump, to answer the Purpose of a Fire Engine. By

Benjamin Dearborn.

A Description of a Fire Engine. By the fame.

These two engines are cbe common forcing pump without an

air vessel.

C c 4 Observations
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Observations on the Art of making Steel. By Daniel Little.

Mr. Little recommend;, from experience, dried sea weed,

pulverized, and mixed with balsof its quantity of wood afhe?, as

an excellent cement for making steel. He describes the whole

process with precision, and gives ample directions for the con

struction of furnaces, and the method of managing the opera

tion.

Part III.. Medical Papers.

An Account of the Horn DiJIemper in Cattle ; with Observations on

that Disease. By the Hon. Cotton Tufts, M. D.

The disease here described affects the internal substance of the

horn [in cows] called the pith. This spongy bone is some

times partially and sometimes wholly wasted. The symptoms

are, a coldness in the horn, a dulness in the countenance, a slug

gishness in moving, a heaviness of the eyes, loss of appetite, an

inclination for lying down, and sometimes a giddiness, and fre

quent tossing of the head. The cure consists in making an open

ing into the cavity of the horn, near its root, for the evacuation

of the sanies. To complete the cure, Dr. Tufts has found an

injectirn of rum, honey, and tincture of myrrh and aloes, highly

necessary.

Case of a remarkably large Tumor found in the Cavity of the Abdo

men. By Joshua Fisher.

Appears to be a schirrous uterus.

Remarks on the Effects of stagnant Air. By Ebenezer Beardsley,

Surgeon.

Stagnant air seems to have been the cause, if not of producing,

yet of exacerbating a dysentery which broke out in the American

army, in the spring of 1776.

A remarkable Cafe of a Gun Shot Wound. By Barnabas Binney.

The man who received this wound was stationed on the main-

top. The ball entered the belly about two inches above the left

groin, and within one inch of the anterior edge of the ilium,

arid passed out about two inches on the right of the spine be

tween the two inferior true ribs, touching the inferior angle of

the right scapula. When he was brought to the hospital, he had

bled much, was weak and cold, had a faultering voice, a cada

verous countenance, a constant hiccup, an hjemoptosis, and the

fæces pasting through the wound in his belly. Mr. Binney, sup

posing that, under (uch deplorable circumstances, neither nature

nor art could afford any permanent relief, gave his patient an

opiate in wine, with the intention of smoothing the path of

death. The violence of the symptoms abated : the opiate was

continued occasionally for thirteen days, during which time

there was a conltant discharge of the intestinal contents through

the
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the "wound: the other symptoms were removed. On the four

teenth day, a g'yster was administered, the greatest part of when

was evacuated throuyh the wound. On the eighteenth, the ope

ration was repeated, when for the first time an aivine drj>ctioo

was procured. From this time the excretions were restored, the

wounds suppurated and healed, and the patient was discharged,

perfrctly cured.

We have given this abstract of the cafe, because we think it

curious, and perhaps the most rx'raordinary sure on record. The

colon must have been wounded, because the fæces and the glyster

palled through the wound : that tbe diaprmgm must have been

perforated, and the lungs lacerated, is evident from the spitting

of blood.

Hence it is evident, that a wound in tbe colon is not always

mortal : and that a perforation of the diaphragm is not the abso

lute cause os dea'h : but, above all, this singular case plainly

prove, that where surgeons are not certain of the utility of their

operations, they had better, following Mr. Binney's judicious

practice, leave a desperate disorder in the hinds of nature, than,

through too great an ofEciousncfs, proceed on doubtful and pre

carious grounds.

A Bill of Mortality for the Town of Salem, far 1782. By Ed

ward Augustus Holyoke, M. D.

A Hi/lory of a large Tumor in tbe Abdomen, containing Hair. By

John Warren, Esq.

As no practical inference can be drawn from this, more curi

ous than instructive, cafe, we (hall pass it over.

Experiments on tbe JVaters of Boston. By J. Feron.

Some of the waters in Boston, and its neighbourhood, are here

analyzed.

Observations on the Longevity of the Inhabitants of Ipswich and

Hingham, By the Rev. Edward Wigglesworth.

These observations were made with the laudable intention of

ascertaining facts for the foundation of a true theory for calcu

lating the values of life estates, or of their reversions. The climate

of different places must necessarily somewhat ajter the longevity

of men ; and it is the duty or public- spirited men, in every coun

try, to obtain all the knowlegeihey possibly can on a subject which

may materially concern its inhabitants, especially such of" them as

are possessed of property, and are of consequence in the state.

We have now gone through the contents of this large volume,

— which, though not replete with many new discoveries in the

arts and sciences, may, nevertheless, be considered as a proof,

that philosophical pursuits are carried on with vigour in the

American States ; and every zealous cultivator of tbe arts will

behold with satisfaction the successful progress of Literary and

5 Learned
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Learned Institutions, in whatever part of the globe. For

Truth and philosophic Learning are superior to all party,

and even national, distinctions. Their views will ever extend

beyond the narrow boundaries of local and separate interests,

which divide society from society, and one body of men from

another. To promote the common good of mankind, and to

increase the general stock of human happiness, l>y the diffusion

of useful knowlege, benevolence, and wisdom, is their great

object, and leading principle :—Prosperity attend them !

Art. II. The Life of Captain James Coot. By Andrew Kipois,

D.D. F.R.S. andS.A. 4to. 1 1. i s. Boards. Nicol. 1788.

IN the preface to this publication, Dr. Kippis fays,

« Although I have often appeared before the Public as a writer,

1 never did it with so much diffidence and anxiety as on the present

occasion. This arises from the peculiar nature of the work in which

I have now engaged. A narrative of the life of Captain Cook must

principally consul of the voyages and discoveries he made, and the

difficulties and dangers to which he was exposed. The private inci

dents concerning him, though collected with the utmost diligence,

can never compare, either in number or importance, with his public

transactions. His public transactions are the things that mark the

man, that display his mind and his character ; and, therefore, they

are the grand objects to which the attention of his biographer must

be directed. However, the right conduct of this business is a point of

no small difficulty and embarrassment. The -question will frequently

arise, how far the detail should be extended ? There is a danger, on,

the one hand, of being carried to an undue length", and of enlarging,

more than is needful, on facts which may be thought already suf

ficiently known ; and, on the other hand, of giving such a jejune ac

count, and such a flight enumeration, of important events, as shall

disappoint the wishes and expectations of the reader. Of the two

extremes, the last seems to be that which should most be avoided ;

for, unless what Capt. Cook performed, and what he encountered,

be related somewhat at large, his life would be imperfectly represented

to the world. The proper medium appears to be, to bring forward

the things in which he was personally concerned, and to pass (lightly

over other matters. Even here it is scarcely possible, nor would it

* be desirable, to avoid the introduction of some of the most striking

circumstances which relate to the new countries and inhabitants that

were visited by our great Navigator ; since these constitute a part of

the knowledge and benefit derived from his undertakings. Whether

I have been so happy as to preserve the due medium, I presume not

to determine. I have been anxious to do it, without always being

able fully to satisfy my own mind that I have succeeded ; on which

account I shall not be surpized if different opinions should be formed

on the subject. In that case, all that I can offer in my own defence

will be, that I have acted to the best of my judgment.'

Were we disposed to set our judgment in competition with

that of such a veteran in biographical writing as Dr. Kippis ;

and
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and were we, at the same time, ever so well satisfied that he had

wandered, and wandered far indeed, from the' happy medium

which he appears, from this extract, to have been so anxious to

preserve ; we could not, aster transcribing it, make use of a

harsher expression than that we think he has not erred by run

ning into that extreme which he supposes ' should be most avoid

ed,' without proclaiming to the world tha we pay no regard to

the feelings of an author, or that we are unacquainted with

them. 1

The work consists of 518 pages *, and is divided into seven

chapters ; the first contains the history of Captain Cojk's life

previously to his first voyage round the world. Here we leara

that his father was probably a native of Northumberland, and

in. a very humble situation in life: that James Cook was born

at Marton, a village near Cjisb jrough in the North Riding of

Yorkshire, on the 27th of October 1728; and that his early

education extended no farther than reading English, writing,

and a few of the first rules in arithmetic: that he was bound ap

prentice to a haberdasher, before he was thirteen years of age;

but, that business not suiting his inclination, he obtained his

discharge from his master, and bound himself to the owners of a

ih 1 p in the coal trade, in which employment he continued till

the beginning of the war in 1755. The ship to which Cook

belonged was then in the Thames, and the press was so hot

that he thought there was little chance of escaping it, and there

fore determined to enter voluntarily. Accordingly he applied

to a rendezvous, the officer of which belonged to the Eagle man

of war, soon after commanded by Captain (now Sir Hugh) Pal-

lifer, who found Cook on board her before the roast. His ac

tivity, diligence, and abilities as a ieaman, had already recom

mended him to the officers, and soon attracted the notice of his

commander; and in May 1759, he was appointed a Master in

the Navy, and went out in that station, on board the Mercury,

to America. He there joined the fleet which was then going

against Quebec ; and where, through the recommendation of Sir

Hugh Palliscr, he was employed in some of the most difficult,

dangerous, and important services. He examined the passage,

and laid buoys for the security of the large (hips in proceeding

up the river between the island of Orleans, and the North shore,

directly in the front of the French fortified camp at Montmo-

rency and Beauport ; of course he was obliged to perform this

business in the night : and, notwithstanding this, notwithstand

ing also that he was discovered, and pursued so closely by the

* A good print of Capt. Cook is given, by way of frontispiece. It

>s engraved by Heath, from an original picture, in the possession of

Sir Joseph Banks.

enemy}
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enemy, that they* entered the stern, as he leaped from the bow,

of his boat, he preserved his papers, and furnished Admiral

Saunders with as correct and complete a draught of the channel

and soundings, a* could have been made after our people were in

possession of Quebec. He also piloted the boats to the attack of

Montmorency, and conducted the embarkation to the Heights of

Abraham. After the place was taken, he surveyed that part of"

the river St. Laurence which is below Quebec, by order of the

Admiral ; and his chart of that river was, soon after, published,

with directions for sailing up it. Of this chart it is sufficient to

say, that, notwithstanding the Author of it is supposed to have

had scarcely ever a pencil in his hand before that time, its accu

racy is sjch that it has never been found necessary to publish any

other. In the latter end of this summer, he was appointed

Master of Lord Colville's ship, the Northumberland, which

being stationed at Halifax during the succeeding winter, Mr.

Cook availed himself of the leisure it afforded him by his stay

there, and studied the Elements of Euclid : he also made him

self acquainted with some parts of astronomy and other branches

of science. The Northumberland being sent in 1762 to assist in

the recapture of Newfoundland, and the fleet remaining there

some days after the island was recovered, the genius of Cook

manifested itself again, in surveying the harbour and heights

about Placentia ; and the diligence and skill which he displayed

in doing it, were such as attracted the notice of Captain (now

Admiral ) Graves, who was then Governor of Newfoundland. He

asked Cook many questions ; and was so much pleased with hit

answers, that, after the peace in 1763, he being continued in the

government of Newfoundland, procured an establishment for

surveying the coasts of that island, and took our Navigator out

with him for that purpose. In the summer of that year, he surveyed

the islands of Miquelon and St. Pierre, which had been ceded

to the French, before they were suffered to take possession of

them ; and he returned to England with Capt. Graves, at the end

of the season.

In the ensuing year, his old friend, and steady patron, Sir

Hugh Palliler, being appointed Governor of Newfoundland, he

immediately procured Mr. Cook the appointment of Marine

Surveyor on that station ; in which he continued till he was

called upon by the late Sir Edward Hawke to take the command

of the Endeavour, the ship which had been chosen for the pur

pose of carrying out the astronomers appointed by the Royal So

ciety to observe the Transit of Venus over the Sun's disc, in 1769.

And on this account, he was made a Lieutenant in the Navy.

It does not appear that Cook was indebted either to friendship

or interest for this promotion, but to his own merit as a seaman

and an astronomer, and perhaps also to chance, that friend to

MANY !
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many ! In order to make the expence as light as possible [for the

business happened ac a time when ceconomy was much talked of,

and when, to crown all, the President of the Royal Society was

a Scot, and as frugal a man as ever came out of Scotland], the

Royal Society was desirous of getting a person appointed to the

command of the ship who was qualified to make the observation,

and willing to accept that command as a satisfaction for doing

it. In consequence of these views, the Society had cast their

eyes on Alexander Dalrymple, Esq. a person well qualified for

the duty, but who had not been brought up in the Royal navy.

Fortunately for Cook, there was at that time a profejsional man at

the bead of the Admiralty ; one who possessed so much more of

sesprit clu corps, than of science and liberality of sentiment for

those who were out of it, that he declared he would suffer his

right hand to be cut off before he would sign a commission which

intrusted one of his Majesty's ships to the care of a man, who,

as he termed it, had not been regularly bred a seaman. Very

fortunately also for Mr. Cook, he was (we are lorry to fay it) at

that time perhaps the only man in his profession whose abilities

rendered him sit for the employment, and whose rank was com

patible with that which the Admiralty meant to confer ; so that

when they began to look out for the man they wanted, it was

scarce possible to miss him. Such appears to have been the con

catenation of events which gave this great Navigator an oppor

tunity of exhibiting his surprising talents.

Chap. II. relates the history of Captain Cook's life during his

first voyage round the world ; and seems wholly extracted from

Hawkefworth's account of that voyage : as such, we have few re

marks to make on it. We cannot, however, avoid noticing a

passage toward the end of this chapter, where, after transcrib

ing the substance of what Hawkesworth has said at p. 797, vol. iii.

concerning the want of conveniences for easing the labour of the

Haves at the ifland of St. Helena, and the cruelty of the inha

bitants toward them, Dr. Kippis adds, in a note, ' Near the con

clusion of Captain Cook's second voyage, there is the following

short note: " In the account given of Sc. Helena in the narra

tive of my former voyage I find some mistakes. Irs inhabitants

are far from exercising a wanton cruelty over their slaves; and

they have had wheel carriages and porters knots for many years."

[Vol. ii. p. 270.] This note 1 insert with pleasure. Never

theless, I cannot think that the Lieutenant could have given so

strong a representation of things, if, at the time in which it was

written, it had been wholly without foundation.' It is remark

able, that, although this note is said to be near the concluswn of

Captain Cook's second voyage, and notwithstanding the volume

and page arc referred to, as above, no such note is to be found

there. A note, the fame in every respect, except that Captain

CfrOlC
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Cook fays two mistakes, instead ofsome, occurs at p. xxii. of the

introduction to that voyage ; and the history of that note we are

well acquainted with, having heard the Lieutenant declare, that

not a word to the effect of what is related by Hawkesworch, to

the disadvantage of the people of St. Helena, was contained in

any journal of his. And we know that he was much hurt at

the passage.

Chap. III. gives the history of Captain Cook's life from the

end of his first to the commencement of his second voyage round

the world ; and the 4th chapter contains his life during that

voyage : on neither ot' which have we much to observe, as the

facts they contain are alieady before the Public. We cannot

help, however, making a remark on one passage in the fourth

chapter, which stands at p. 2^ S> vol. i. of Captain Cook's ac

count of his second voyage, thus : " Oreo's last request was for

me to return ; and when he saw he could not obtain that pro

mise, he asked the name of my Morai (burying place). As

strange a question as this was, I hesitated not a moment to tell

him Stepney; the parish in which I live when in London : I

afterwards found that the fame question had been put to Mr.

Forster, by a man on shore; but he gave a different, and indeed

more proper answer, by saying, no man, who used the sea, could

say where he should be buried." Captain Cook adds, "It is

the custom at these isles for all the great families to have burial

places of their own, where their remains are -interred. These go

with the estate to the next heir."

We never read this passage in Captain Cook's narrative with

out being surprised at the decision which he here gives against

himself : for to us it has always appeared that his was the pro

per answer to Oreo's question, and that Mr. Forster's was not

at all to the purpose. Oreo did not ask Captain Cook where he

would be buried, but what was the name of his family burying-

place ; not supposing but that he, like all the great men among

themselves, had one, though, by accident, it might not fall to

the owner's lot to be laid in it. Let the reader judge, then,

how our vanity, as professional critics, must have been humbled,

when we found Dr. Kippis transcribing the passage, and de

ciding, in far stronger terms, against the Captain than he had

used himseK, and in favour of Mr. Forster: for he adds, ' Mr.

Forster, to whom the fame question was proposed, replied, with

greater wisdom and recollection,' &c. &c.—We must give up the

trade : for, though spectacles may assist the sight, as we grow

older, we know not what can repair the judgment when it be

gins to fail.

The fifth chapter contains the history of Cook's life from the

conclusion of his second voyage round the world, to the com

mencement of his voyage to the Pacific Ocean. This chapter

affords
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affords us a considerable (hare of original and interesting inform

ation, mixed with much matter which was already before the

Public ; and the sixth gives the history of his life, from the com

mencement of that voyage, to the time of his death. Inasmuch

as it relates the unfortunate end of this celebrated Navigator,

this chapter is the most interesting in the whole book ; but as the

principal parts of it have been given to our readers in the ac

count of Mr. Samweli's narrative *, we shall hasten to the

seventh and last chapter, which contains the character of Cap

tain Cook, the effects of his voyages, testimonies of applause,

commemorations of his services, and an account of what has

been done for his family since his death. From this chapter, we

shall present our Readers with Captain Cook's character, as

drawn, by Dr. Kippis, because we think it exceedingly accurate;

and we well knew the man.

* It cannot, I think, be denied, that genius belonged to Captain

Cook, in an eminent degree. By genius I do not here understand

imagination merely, or that power of culling the flowers' of fancy

which poetry delights in ; but an inventive mind ; a mind full of re

sources ; and which, by its own native vigour, can suggest noble

objects of pursuit, and the most effectual methods of attaining them.

This faculty was postessed by our Navigator in its full energy, as it

evident from the uncommon sagacity and penetration which he dis

covered in a vast variety of critical and difficult situations.

* To genius, Capt. Cook added application, without which no

thing very valuable or' permanent can be accomplished, even by the

brightest capacity. Tor an unremitting attention to whatever re

lated to his profession, he was distinguished in early life. In every

affair that was undertaken by him, his assiduity was without inter

ruption, and without abatement. Wherever he came, he suffered no

thing, which was fit for a seaman to know or to practise, to pass un

noticed, or to escape his diligence.

' The genius and application of Capt. Cook were followed by a

large extent of knowledge ; a knowledge, which, besides a consummate

acquaintance with navigation* comprehended a number of other

sciences. In this respect, the ardour of his mind rose above the dis

advantages of a very confined education. His progress in the dif

ferent branches of the mathematics, and particularly in astronomy,

became so eminent, that, at length, he was able to take the lead in

making the necessary observations of this kind, in the course of his

voyages. He attained, likewise, to such a degree of proficiency in

general learning, and the art of composition, as to be able to express

himself with a manly clearness and propriety, and to become respect

able as the narrator, as well as the performer, of great actions.

* Another thing, strikingly conspicuous in Capt. Cook, was the

perseverance with which he pursued the noble objects to which his

life was devoted. This, indeed, was a most distinguished feature in

his character : in this he scarcely ever had an equal, and never a su-

■ ■

* See Rev. vol, Ixxv.

perior.
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perior. Nothing could divert him from the points he aimed at ; ants

he persisted in the prosecution of them, through difficulties ancl ob

structions which would have deterred minds of very considerable

strength and firmness.

4 What enabled him to persevere in all his mighty undertakings

was the invincible fortitude of his spirit. Of this, instances without

number occur in the accounts of his expeditions ; two of which I shall

take the liberty of recalling to the a:tention of my readers. The

iirst is, the undaunted magnanimity with which he prosecuted his

discoveries along the whole south-east coast of New Holland. Sur

rounded as he was with the greatest possible dangers, arising from the

perpetual succession of rocks, shoals, and breakers, and having a ship

that was almost shaken to pieces by repeated perils, his vigorous

mind had a regard to nothing but what he thought was required of

him by his duty to the Public. It will not be easy to find, in the

history of navigation, a parallel example os courageous exertion.

The other circumstance I would riser to is the boldness with which,

in his second vuyage, after he left the Cape of Good Hope, he

pushed forwards into unknown seas, and penetrated through innu

merable mountains and islands of ice, in the search of a southern

continent. It was like launching into chaos: all was obscurity, all

was darkness before him ; and no event can be compared with it,

except the sailing of IVlagelhaens, from the Straits which bear his

name into the Pacific Ocean *.

* The fortitude of Captain Cook, being sounded upon reason, and

not upon instinct, was not an impetuojs valour, but accompanied

with a complete self-possession. He was master of himself on every

trying occasion, and seemed to be the more calm and collected, the

greater was the exigence of the case. In the most perilous situations,

when our Commander had givtn the proper directions concerning

what was to be done while he went to rest, he could sleep, during the

hours he had allotted to himself, with perfect composure and sound

ness '. Nothing could be a surer indication of an elevated mind ; of

a mind that was entirely satisfied with itself, and with the measures

it had taken.

* To all these great qualities, Captain Cook added the most amiable

virtues. That it was impossible tor any one to excel him in humanity,

is apparent from his treatment of his men through all his voyages,

and from his behaviour to the natives of the countries which were

discovered by him. The health, the convenience, and, as far as it

could be admitted, the enjoyment of the seamen, were the constant

objects of his attention ; and he was anxiously solicitous to meliorate

the condition of the inhabitants of the several islands and places

which he visited. With regard to their thieveries,, he candidly apo

logized for, and'overlooked, many offences which others would have

ihirply punished ; and whe.i he was laid under an indispensable ne

cessity of proceeding to any acts of severity, he never exerted them

without feelmu rnuen reluctance and concern.

' * h'or the two remarks above mentioned, 1 am indebted to Mr.

Hodges.'

* t From the information of Captain Dudcston.'

■In
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* In the private relations of life, Captain Cook was entitled to

high commendation. He was excellent as a husband and a father,

and sincere and steady in his friendships: and to this it may be add

ed, that he possessed that general sobriety and virtue of character,

which will always be found to constitute the best security and brna-

ment of every other moral qualification.

' With the greatest benevolence and humanity of disposition,

Captain Cook was occasionally subject to a hastiness of temper. This,

which has been exaggerated by tlie few (and they are indeed few)

who are unfavourable to his memory, is acknowledged by his friends.

It is mentioned both by Captain King and Mr. Samwell, in their de

lineations of hi« character. Mr. Hayley, in one of his poems, calls

him the mild Cook; but, perhaps, that is not the happiest epithet

which could have been applied to him. Mere mildness can scarcely

be considered as the most prominent and distinctive feature in the

mind ofa man, whose powers of understanding and of action were so

strong and elevated, who had such immense difficulties to struggle

with, and who must frequently have been called to the firmest exer

tions of authority and command.

* Lastly, Captain Cook was distinguished by a property which is

almost universally the concomitant of truly great men, and that is,

a simplicity of manners. In conversation he was unaffected and un

assuming ; rather backward in pushing discourse ; but obliging and

communicative in his answers to those who addressed him for the pur

poses of information. It was not possible that, in a mind constituted

like his, such a paltry quality as vanity could find an existence.'

To this character of Captain Cook, drawn by his own pen,

Dr. Kippis has added those of Captain King*, Mr. Samwell f,

Admiral Forbes J, and Dr. Forster § j every one of which agrees

perfectly with that of our Author as far as it goes, but, being

less copious, they need not be adverted to here.

On the whole, we have received much pleasure from the peru

sal of this performance ; but we will not flatter Dr. Kippis so

far as to fay that we think the composition is, in every respect,

finished in his very best manner. On the contrary, we imagine

that we fee several marks of haste in it, too obvious to need

pointing out; and which ought to be done away, when the

work appears before the Public, in a future edition.

* Vol. iii. p. 48. of Captain Cook's last Voyage.

•J- Narrative of the Death of Capt. James Cook, p. 25.

j Introduction to Capt. Cook's last Voyage, p. lxxxvii.

§ Hist, of Voyages and Discoveries in the North, p. 404.

Rev. Nov. 1788. Dd Art.
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Art. IN. Ecclesiastes, in Three'Parts. A new Translation, with *

Paraphrase. To which is added, a new Translation of other Pas

sages of Scripture ; with Notes and Reflections on the present

Fashion of correcting the Hebrew Text by Conjecture. 8vo. 5 s.

sewed. Lownues, &c. 1787.

THE two first parts of this work were published some time

ago : for an account os each, we must refer our Readers

to the fixty-sixth volume of the Review, p. 315, and the

sixty-ninth volume, p. 355. The third part, which is by far

of the greatest bulk, is here presented with the two former at

tached to it. In this are contained thost chapters er verses which

had been before omitted, together with many other obscure and im

portant passages of Scripture : beside which, it is designed * to prove

that the text of the Old Testament is not so corrupted, as it

hath been lately said to be ; and that there is some ground to be

lieve, that the alterations which have been offered as amend

ments of it, are indeed corruptions, and leave the text worse

than they found it.'

The Author of this volume is a perfect stranger to us, yet we

must acknowlege, that we find a kind of prejudice in his favour

from those marks of simplicity and piety which appear to stamp

his performance. His zeal may be in some instances intempe

rate, but his sincerity pleases, and his drollery occasionally en

livens us. This little partiality may also perhaps be increased

by an etched portrait, which presents honest though homely fea

tures, and beneath which is inscribed, A Shadow in its departure,

Ætat. 68. 1781. We find that he is a clergyman ; his name

Greenaway ;—and we apprehend that the Shadow is not yet de

parted, though seven years have passed since the date of the portrait.

Mr. Greenaway assumes not the rank of an adept in the He

brew language; he speaks very moderately of his attainments,

yet expresses a hope that, perusing the Scriptures with attention

and humility, he may possibly have • been enabled to fee what

has escaped great masters.'—Whether this is the cafe or not, we

apprehend that he may be allowed to have some acquaintance

with the language in question, as well as with other branches of

learning.—However, attention may, as he fays, in some in

stances, effect more than deep erudition. A young man, he tells

us, knowing no more of the Hebrew than a few of the Psalms,

under the direction of Bithner's rules and Lyra, came to his in

structor, and asked whether the word belo, in the 17th Psalm,

v. 1. might not be read balk (a verb, signifying to destroy)) which

gives a version of the text, Hear the right, O Lord; attend unt»

my cry; give ear unto my prayer; confound the lips offalsehood ; and

this, pei hap?, the more learned reader may esteem preferable to

that commonly received. The criticism is questionable, but the

anecdote
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Anecdote is somewhat to the Author's purpose. He is a pro

fesied adversary to the amendment of the sacred text on conjec

ture: and, certainly, conjecture unlimited would be a dangerous

instrument; but the suggestions of cautious and upright men, ia

other respects well qualified, merit regard, and may prove very

useful. Kennicott, Lowth, and Houbigant, all pass here under

examination; the two former are honourably treated, especially

the first ; the latter is scouted to the uttermost. With Dr. Ken

nicott, this writer appears to have been personally and well ac

quainted ; he expresses for him a very cordial esteem, and af

fectionately laments his death. Bishop Lowth (over whose hearse

he may now also weep) receives a most handsome tribute, as

justly entitled, with the other, to honour, respect, and love, on

account of personal merit, as well as superior learning. But he

thinks it his duty to admonish hisfriend where he has sailed, and

proceeds to point out instances in which he imagines these two

great men may lead each other astray. If he sometimes deals

freely with them, he preserves on the whole his temper and re

spect. Poor Houbigant finds no quarter ; he is conceited, ab

surd, impertinent, severe, supercilious, malevolent,—and farther,

betrays a determined spite against the purity and honour of the

sacred text itself ; he is at once an object of dread, as capable of

doing mischief, and of contempt, as espousing and maintaining

the suggestions of infidelity. While therefore it is, generous

Lowth, much-admired Lowth, it is at the fame time, detejlablt

Houbigant. Him this writer seems to consider as the great cause

of leading other and worthier men wide from the track of truth.

If the reader of this volume should think the author rather

prolix and garrulous, he may yet be at times relieved by a cheer

ful good-hiMnour and smartness; should the style be considered

as not perfectly elegant and accurate, Mr. Greenaway is per

suaded that the candid observer will not be displeased with a

guide who ' conducts through an intricate road, because he is

not exactly and smartly dressed ;' at the same time all must allow

that the book bears the marks of diligence and investigation.

Numerous passages of the Scriptures are examined, and some

times he wanders into criticisms on Horace and Homer. Our

narrow limits will hardly allow us to select specimens ; but we

may just insert the varying translations of Isaiah, liii. 9. And he

made his grave with the wicked and with the rich in bis death. Ken

nicott writes, And he was taken up with wicked men in his death ;

find with a rich man was hit sepulchre : Lowth gives us these lines,

" And his grave was appointed with the wicked;

But with the rich man was his tomb."

Mr. Greenaway, taking the text as it stands, submits another

rendering of the passage to consideration, which is—Yet the

vj'iiktd allowed him to it buried, and the rich man allowed him his

D d a sepulchre :
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sepulchre : a version which, however probable, it may be diffi

cult to support.

This writer's zeal for the sacred text, and against hasty in

trust) s on it, is commendable; it is also, except in the cafe of

poor Father Houbigant, attended with candour ; but he does not

appear to make sufficient allowances for that prudence and vigi

lance which it may be supposed judicious and worthy men will

exert equally with himself, lest they should obtrude a mere

meaning of their own, instead of the sense of Scripture. We

do not think him generally very happy in expressing his new

translations, or that he always amends or improves the texts in

question. Sometimes he seems to imagine an alteration requisite

where the sentiment does not really require it ; as for instance,

If. xlix. 5. Though Israel is not gathered, yet 1shall he glorious, &c.

What means, fays he, though Israelis not gathered ? Or how can

the servant be glorious in the eyes of the Lord, when he fails of

fulfilling the purpose for which he was formed? This is a needless

question; the answer to it, and also the meaning of the passage,

is so obvious as it stands, and the fense so pertinent and useful,

that it requires not farther remark. Thus- it might be shewn,

that our Author lays himself open to a retort from those whom he

censures. But still his work furnishes observations of different

kinds which may contribute to improvement.

In the two former articles concerning this publication, we se

lected some verses from the translation of Ecclesiastes, which

renders it unnecessary to add any farther passage from those re

maining chapters which this volume contains. Beside the Book

of Ecclesiastes, and the other criticisms which run through the

volume, there is also a new version and paraphrase of three or

four Plalms, among which is the twenty-seventh ; and of this

also a version in metre, that might have been omitted. We ob

serve that the 15th verse is here rendered as a kind of censure

which the Psalmist passes on himself: I wi/h, or, Oh that J bad

not depended on feeing, &c. But the ellipsis seems to us, at pre

sent, better supplied and expressed by the common translation ;

and we are, inclined to form a like judgment, in other in

stances. 1

Art. IV. A Treatise upon Gravel and upon' Gout, in which the

Sources of each are inveltigdted, and the effectual Means of pre

venting, or of removing these Diseases, recommended. 8vo.

as. 6d. Boards. Cadell. 1787.

THE work before us appears to be the production of the fame

(to us unknown) writer, who published that treatise on

the gout, of which we gave an ample account in our 76th vo

lume, p. 220.

From
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» S

From a more accurate investigation of the subject, the Author

has discovered an error in his former opinion, respecting the nature

of urinary and gouty concretions. He retracts his hypothesis of

these concretions being calcareous earth, into which supposition

chemists of eminence, who pretended to have analysed them,

had led him. ' He is ready,' he fays, * to take blame on him

self for having placed too much reliance on authorities to which

less confidence was due;' he makes ample atonement however

for his implicit faith in those writers, by the introduction of

experiments which fully refute the calcareous system.

After reciting the experiments of Bergman and Scheele made

on urinary concretions, which prove them to be a peculiar acid

blended with a portion of animal gelatinous matter, our-Author

adds many curious experiments confirming the opinion of the

distinguished chemists above mentioned, and having demonstrated

the presence of acidity in calculous concretions, calls it the con

creting acid, or acid of calculi.

The Author's next enquiry consists of experiments to deter

mine the state in which the calculous acid is contained in the

fluids. The urine is the fluid on which he has chieflv made his

experiments ; and from this fluid, by the addition of a different

acid, the acidum calculi is always precipitated, not indeed imme

diately, but after 16 or 24 hours, in the form of imall redifh-

brown crystals *, adhering to the vial, in which, to half a pint

of fresh urine, 30 drops of marine acid were added. O her acids

produce the fame effect ; though sometimes (but he does not tell

us under what particular circumstances) the precipitate is a fine

powder, resembling the lateritious sediment in intermittents.

On examining the crystallized precipitate, it was found, like

the calculus, to be soluble, with heat, in the vitriolic acid ;—

to produce, when united with diluted nitrous acid, a yellow so

lution ;—to be capable of being combined with caustic, fixed, and

volatile alkalis, lime, magnesia, and argillaceous earth, from all

of which it was again precipitated by every other acid ;—to be

soluble in distilled water by boiling, and to be deposited again

by cooling: hence our author concludes this crystallized preci

pitate to be the specific matter of calculi, viz. the pure concret

ing acid, which forms the basis of urinary concretions.

The manner in which the concreting acid is dissolved in the

animal fluids the Author supposes to be by means ol volatile al

kali, or lime, or. the substance formed of phoiphoric acid and

lime, commonly called animal earth. His reason for this sup

position is, because the precipitation obtained by adding Different

acids to the urine, is the fame, as when those acids are added to

* Universally in this work falsely written chrystals.

D d 3 a solution
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a solution of the acidum calculi in volatile alkali, lime, or ani

mal earth.

The Author proceeds to account for phenomena of urinary

and athritic concretions by the introduction of a foreign acid,

which has a stronger afcnity to alkalis, or earths, than she aci

dum calculi, into the circulation ; this last will be precipitated,

and being deposited in the kidneys, bladder, or capillary vessels,

produce gravel or gout.

The manner in which the animal fluids are impregnated with

foreign acids, is nearly the fame as that described by cur Author

in his former treatise, as are also the prevention and cure of the

diseases, for which we refer to the account above mentioned.

Art. V. Observations on divers Pafages of Scripture: placing many

of them in a Light altogether new ; ascertaining the Meaning of

several not dtterminabk by the Methods commonly made use of by

the Learned ; proposing to Consideration probable Conjectures on

others, different from what have been hitherto recommended to

the Attention of the curious ? and more amply illustrating the rest

than has been yet clone by means of Circumstances incidentally

mentioned in Books of Voyages and Travels into the East. To

gether with a Specimen of similar Observations on the Classics,

and on Josephus and St. Jerom. Vols. III. and IV. 8vo. 13s,

Boards. Johnson. 1787.

THE favourable reception justly given by the Public to the

two preceding volumes of this work, published in 1776 *,

has induced the Author + to continue bis reading and remarks,

and to publish a third and fourth volume of a similar nature.

« As the business of my life,' fays he, ' has been to study and en

deavour to illustrate the Scriptures, as well as to press the truths con

tained in them on the heart, many other observations have risen up

to view, in looking over again the books I had before examined, as

well as in perusing some I had never seen when I made the Observa

tions before published. '

Sir Philip Musgrave, who favoured him with the perusal of

Sir John Chardin's manuscript notes on many passages of Scrip

ture, sent him after the publication of the former volumes, Sir

John's Travels, 3 torn. Amff. 17 1 1, which furnished him with

many additional Observaiions. A very eminent member of the

University of Cambridge obtained for him, Vinilaul's Account of

the Expedition of Richard I. to the Holy Land, out of the Uni

versity Library. Mr. Harmer also repaired to London for the

purpose of conversing with two persons on matters connected

* See Review, vol. liv. p. 353.

+ The Rev. Mr. Harmer, a very respectable Dissenting Minister

at WatcsSeld, near Bury St. Edmund's, Suffolk.

with
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with the subject of these volumes. The one was a gentleman *,

who visited the East in 1774. The account of the other /hall

be given in the Author's own words, as it contains some intel

ligence not generally known, and does equal credit to the re

spectable refugee, and to the country which he has chosen for an

asylum :

' The other was Signior Lufignan, the Author of the History of

the Revolt of Alt Bey, of which the second edition, made use of by

me, was printed in London in 1784, who not only had answered,

several queries I put to him by letter, but had assured me of his readi

ness to communicate any farther eclaircistements I might want, in

conversation, if J came to London, which he could not so well com

mit to writing, as being a foreigner. This promise he very kindly

fulfilled; and those communications were very useful to settle some

matters, of such a minute nature as not to be met with in books of

Travels, but of considerable use to accomplish what I had in view.

It gives me pleasure to think that my native country, the land of

liberty and generosity, has received this Eastern refugee into her bo

som, who appears to be, not only a man of ingenuicy and great in

formation as to Oriental matters, but has, I apprehend, the honour

of being descended from a family of which one wore the crown of the

Christian kingdom of Jerusalem some centuries ago, and others have

suffered hardships on account of their attachment to the faith of

Jesus.'

To these sources of information, Mr. H. has added a variety

of books, some printed since the publication of his former vo

lumes, and others of an older date, but which he had not then

met with an opportunity of consulting. Among these, are ///'-

nerarium Benjaminis in Seculo, \2mo. Lugd. Bat. 1633. Itinerarium

Sym. Simeonis, ann. 137.2. Cantab. 1778. Voy. de Pietro delta

Vale, ann. 1624, &c. Rouen, 1745. Doubdan, Voy. de la Terrt

Sainte, Paris, 1661. L. Addisons Present State os the Jews, Lon

don, 1675. Relation of a Voyage into Mauritania, by the Sieur

Roland Frejus, London, 1671. Voy. de, I'Arabic Heureux, 1708,

1709, 1710, Amst. 1716. Journey to Mequinez, in 1721, by

Windus, Lond. 172s. Haynes's Travels in several Parts of Tur

key, Egypt, and the Holy Land, London, 1774- Dr. Richard

Chandler's Travels in Afia Minor, Oxford, 1775 ; and in Greece,

ibid. 1776. Niebuhr, Descript. de sArabic, Amst. et Utrecht,

1774.—et Voy- en Arabic, 2 torn- Amst. et Uirecht, 1776 et 1780.

Irwin's Voy. up the Red Sea, 2d edit. 1780. Major Rooie's Tra

vels to the Coast of Arabia Felix, 2d edit. Lond. J 784. And Me

moirs of the Baron de Tott, 2 vols. London, . 1 7^5. To these

books of Travels may be subjoined, Tales, translated from the

Persian of Inatulla of Dehli, 2 vols. Lond. 1768.—Of most of

these, accounts may be found in our Reviews, according to the

foregoing dates. See our General Index.

* W. Boylston, Esq. of London.

D d 4 The
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The Observations in these volumes are placed under the fame

general heads as the former, but are numbered in one series only,

for the fake of brevity in referring to them.

Obs. i. telatts to the time of the descent of the first rain at the

beginning of the wintry season in the Holy Land. Signior Lu-

fignan, who, as we understand, lived some years in Palestine,

allured Mr. Harmer, " that the rains are wont to begin to fall in

the Holy Land about the latter end of September, O. S. to which

he added, that in the year in which AU Bey encamped at Joppa *,

the rain began to fall before the middle of September, O S. he

thought about the 7th." This account differs from that of tra

vellers in general, who speak of the middle or latter end of Oc

tober as the commencement of the rainy season in Syria and the

adjacent countries. Mr. H. quotes to this effect, Dr. Shaw's

Travels, p. 335, Niebuhr, Voyage en Arable, torn, ii. p. 186, and

the manuscript journal of a gentleman (Mr. Boylfton) who was

in those parts in 1774- We add, that Mr. Volrev, in h'Ts Tra

vels, published, we b;l.eve, since the date cf Mr. H.'s Pre'ace,

and consequently which he had 1 ot had the opportunity of con

sulting, mentions the end of Octohcr as the time when the rain

begins to fall in Syria f. The following account of the wea

ther, and rural oeconomy in Syria, is abridged from that given

by this intelligent traveller at the page referred to, and m«y be

compared with those of other writers. In Syria, the rain b-gins

about the end of Oclober ; after which they sow their winter crop,

wheat and barley : these are reaped, in Pale/line, in April and May,

It raint in March and Apri', when they sow their summer crop, to

bacco, cotton, beans, ttfe. which are reaped in September and October.

The vintage is towards the end of September, We apprehend that

the rain does not in general begin to fall before the middle of

October, or that what falls besoie that time is very trifling, fee

ing that Srptember and October are the months in whicn they

leap their summer crop, and that the end of September is the

time when they gather their olives as well as grapes J. Dr.

Shaw observes, that in Baibary, where the air and weather differ

very little from those of Syria and the Holy Land, the first rains

fall, some years, in September §.

In the second Observation, Mr. H. with great plausibility-

supports an opinion, that the ceremony of pouring out water al the

Feast of Tabernacles, to- which our Lord is luppoled to allude,

John, vii. 37, 38, and which the Jews themselves seem at a loss

to explain, had a reference to the tains then expected to fall, ac

cording to the representation of R. Akib^h | ; and that this rite

* A. D. 1772. + Volncy's Travels, vol. i. p. 325. Eng.

Tranfl. J See Observ. vol. iii. p. 20. $ See '/'ravels,

pp. 137 and 329. || Lightfoot's Works, vol. ii. p. 978.

was
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was derived from the Persians, and other neighbouring nations,

among whom they dwelt in the time of their captivity.

We (hall copy Obf. 5. because it is short, and contains a cir

cumstance unnoticed both by commentators and physiologists.

' I remarked in a preceding volume*, that ingenious traveller*

have supposed the kind of cloud which the servant of Elijah saw (like

a man's hand) is a natural prognostic of rain, and ohserved as such in.

the East at this day ; perhaps 11 may be so in the lVtft too.

' For a very learned, ingenious, and deserving cl< rgyman in Suf

folk made this memorandum, on reading the paragraph I have re

ferred to : "I saw a cloud like a man's band on an high hill at Beach-

borough in Kent, and immediately followed by a violent shower,

then fair again."

* Yet 1 believe the figure of the cloud, seen at Mount Carmel, i*

commonly considered as an unmeaning circumstance in the prophetic

history, for want of due observation.'

The eleventh Observation relates to the time of sheep- shearing

in the Holy Land. And here Mr. Harmer takes occasion to ob

serve, that the washing of many of the sheep at Watesridd, pre

paratory to the shearing, was, in the year 1785, on the 17th of

May ; and yet one of the tokens to mark out the time given by

Dyer, in the Fleece, and quoted by Dr. Alien, in his Calendar of

Nature, is when the

verdant elder spreads

Her silver flowers ;

which was not that year till the middleof June. We have been

informed by an intelligent farmer, in one of the midland coun

ties, that, owing to the inclosure of common fields, and the

consequent improved state of our pasture lands, sheep become fit

fur shearing some weeks sooner than they formerly did. This

accounts for the disagreement between the present time for that

business and Mr. Dyer's traditionary token, which in more

homely verse is in the mouths of all the country people in those

parts.

Obf. zi. ' The fame caution that has engaged the Eastern people

in general, that tend cattle, not to steep in the open air, but to make

use of tents, it should seem, engages them not to fit or lie in their

tents on the moill ground, but to make use of some kind of car

peting.

' The poorer sort of Arabs of our times make use of mats in their

tents -f ; and other inhabitants of those countries, who affect ancient

simplicity of manners, make use of goat skins, in a way that may

afford an amusing illullration of some passages of the Pentateuch,

which relate to the mode of living observed by the Israelites in the

Wilderness.

* Dr. Richard Chandler, in his Travels in Greece, tells us, that

he faiis some Dervishes at Athens Jilting on goat steins ; and that he tuas

* Observ. vol. i. ch. 1. Obf. 15.

f Voy. dans la Palestine, par tie la Roque, p. 176.

afterwardt
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afterwards conduced into a room furnijhed in like manner, with the

fame kind of carpeting, where be was treated with a pipe and coffee by

the chief Derw/h *.

' Those that are at all acquainted with Oriental manner*, in these

later times, know that their Dervi/hes (who are a fort of Mahometan

Devotees, a good deal resembling the begging Friars of the church

of Rome) affect great simplicity, and even sometimes austerity, in

their dress and way of living. As these Dervishes then, that Dr.

Chandler visited, fat on goat skins, and used no other kind of carpet

for the accommodation of them that visited them ; so it should seem

that the Israelites in the Wilderness made use of (kins for mattresses \

to lie upon, and consequently we may equally suppose to sit upon in

the day time, instead of a carpet.

' Skins then of goats, as well as of /beep and bullocks, must have

been among them very valuable things, and as such the Priest that

offered any burnt offering was to have its _/£/'», Lev. vii. 8.'

The passage quoted, under the next Observation; from the

book of Judith, viz. ch. xii. ver. 15. confirms the truth of these

remarks. Mr. H. takes, in our opinion, needless pains to recon

cile it with the high antiquity which he has ascribed to carpets,

in a former volume.

Obs. 34. * The Scriptures, in describing the ruined state into

which some celebrated cities were to be reduced, represents them,

not unfrequently I, as so to be desolated, that no shepherds with

Hocks should haunt them.' ' This is a proper representation of

complete destruction. For, in the East, it is common for shepherds to

make use of remaining ruins, to stielter their flocks from the heat of

the middle of the day, and from the dangers of the night.'

Mr. H. has quoted two passigL-s from Chandler's Travels in

Asia § in confirmation of this remark.

• Babylon and Nineveh,' as he observes, p. 102, ' were both to

be made desolate; but their circumstances might be, and, according

to the predictions of the Prophets, aclually were to be very different.

Babylon was to be never inhabited, no Arabian ivas to pitch bis tent

there ; but <wild beasts of the Desert were to lie there, and their houses

to befilled with doleful creatures. If. xiii. 20, 21. But flocks were to

lie down in Nineveh, and the beasts of the neighbouring people, and the

voice ofsinging || be heard from the windows, or holes of its ruinated

palaces. Zeph. ii. 14.'

In Obs. 37. and 38. from a paper, by Mr. King, on our old

castles, published in the Archceologia ^ , Mr. H. has endeavoured

to throw some light upon 2 Sam. xviii. 24—33. ch. xix. 8. and

2 Kings, ix. 13. His remarks are ingenious and plausible : but

we refer to the book.

Obs. 60. ' Our version of Gen. xxxi. 46. represents Jacobfitting,

with his relations and friends, when he held a solemn feast, on an

* P. 103, 104. f See Lev. xv. 17. J See Isa.

xiii.. 20. Jer. xlix. 18, &c. § P. 151. and 130, 131.

il " Ealtern flocks," Mr. II. observes, ' suppose Jongs and instru

ments of music.,' m Vol. vi. p. 284, &c.

6 heap
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heap of stones : one would be inclined to suspect the justness of the

translation, as to this circumstance ;'—' but it is made less incredible,

by the account Niebuhr has given us, in the first volume of his Tra

vels, of the manner in which some of the nobles of the court of the

Imam seated themselves, when he visited that prince at Sana of Ara

bia, his capital city : " I had gone from my lodgings indisposed, and

by standing so long, found myself so faint, that I was obliged to ask

permission to quit the room. I found near the door some of the

principal officers of the court, who were sitting, in a scattered man-

ner, in the shade, upon stones, by the side os the wall. Among them

was the Nakib (the General, or rather Master of the Horse), Gheir

Allah, with whom I had some acquaintance before. He immedi

ately resigned his place to me, and applied himself to draw together

stones into an heap, in order to build himself a newseat."

' This management to us appears very strange; it might possibly

be owing to the extreme heat of that time of the year in that country^,

which made sitting on the ground very disagreeable ; it can hardly

however be supposed that they sat upon the heap of stones that had

been gathered together on Mount Gileadf, for this reason, since high

grounds are cooler than those that lie low | ; since it was in the

spring time, when the heat is more moderate, for it was in the time

of sheep-shearing § : but it might be imet, and disagreeable sitting on

the ground, especially as they were not furnished with a sufficient

number of carpets, pursuing after Jacob in a great hurry ; and seve

ral countries furnishing bontssoflat as to be capable of being formed

into a pavement, or feat, not so uneasy as we may have imagined.

Mount Gilead might be such a country. It might also be thought to

tend more strongly to impress the mind when this feast of reconcilia

tion was eaten upon that very heap that was designed to be the me

morial of this renewed friendship |f.'

Obs. 86. ' It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, precisely to

determine the meaning of those three words in Dan. iii. 21. which

are translated in our version, coats, hofen, and hats; but those words

seem to me, in general, to point out those badges of honour that were

upon these three Jewish heroes, not any part of their common dress.'

Mt. H. supports this opinion with great ingenuity, by refer

ring to the carvings that are found in the ruins of Perfepolis, as

delineated in Sir John Chardin's Travels, particularly, an. an

cient Persian sacred processim, in which some of the figures have

habits and ensigns of dignity, that bear some relation to the ge

neral meaning of the original terms in Daniel.

Obs. 93. * The Eastern people spread mats, or small carpets, un

der them when they pray, and even suppose it unlawful to pray on

. the bare ground ; is it not natural to suppose that the Jews had

* * The latter end of July. See also p. 245, where we have an

account of their not sitting on the ground in another part of Arabia,

which is a burning sand.'

+ Gen. xxxi. 21. % This is a remark made by Niebuhr,

over and over again, in this volume of his Travels.

§ Gen. xxxi, 19. || Verses 48—52.

something
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something under them when they prayed, and that this was a piece

of sackcloth in times of peculiar humiliation ?

* When they wore sackcloth in the day, it is not perhaps natural

to suppose they Jlipt in fine linen; but I should suppose some passages

of Scripture, which, in our translation, speak 0$ laying* in Jackclotb,

are rather to be understood of lying prostrate before God on sackcloth,

than taking their repose on that coarse and harsh kind of stuff.

' The learned and exact Vitringa makes no remark of this kind

on that passage of Isaiah, " Is it such a fast as 1 have chosen r a day

for a man to afflict his foul ? Is it to boiv doiun the head as a bulrujh,

and tospreadsackcloth and ajbes under him f ?" He only quotes what is

said of Ahab, I Kings, xxi. 27. and the Jews in Shufhan, Esther,

iv. 3. as of a similar nature, and seeris to understand this piece of

humiliation before God of lodging on sackcloth. But surely, it

must be much more natural to understand the solemnity of prostra

tion on sackcloth before God, which follows the mention of hang

ing down the head, used in kneeling, or in standing as suppliants

before him, rather than of sleeping in sackcloth, the night before or

the night aster the day of fasting.

' A passage in Josephus strongly confirms this, in which he de

scribes the deep concern of the Jews for the death of Herod Agrippa,

after having been stricken suddenly with a violent disorder in the

theatre of Cæsarea. Upon the news of this danger, " immediately

the multitude, with their wives and children, sitting upon sackcloth,

according to their country rites, prayed for the King : all places

were silled with wailing and lamentation : while the King who lay

in an upper room, beholding the people thus below falling prostrate

on the ground, could not himself refrain from tears." Antiq. lib. xix.

cap. 8. §2. p. 951. Here we fee the sitting on sackcloth, resting on

their hams, in prayer, and falling prostrate at times on the sackcloth,

was a Jewish observance in times of humiliation and distress.'

We look upon this as a very judicious observation, setting

many passages of Scripture in a truer and stronger light than

that in which they are usually placed. In Esther, iv. 3. the

Hebrew runs, Andsackcloth and ajhes were laid under many J.

Obs. 124, 125, 126. (P. 17—70, of vol. iv.) contain an ela

borate commentary on Solomon's animated representation of the

infirmities and other evils attendant on old age, Ecclesiastes, xii.

2—6. Dr. Mead, Mr. H. observes, has appropriated a chapter

of his Medica Sacra to the explanation of this passage, in which.

he seems to consider the several images conta'ned in it as form

ing one emblematical catalogue of the usual afflictive attendants

on old age. Mr. H. on the contrary thinks it more natural ' to

understand the 2d verse as a general allegorical representation of

the decline of life, as being its winter ; the 3H, 4th, and part of

the 5th verse, as descriptive, of the particular bitternesses of that

part of life; after that as mentioning death and the grave; and

* It should have been " lying." f If. lviii. j.

J See Eng. Bible, in the margin.

10 the
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the 6th verse, as emblematically representing the state of the

body after death, before its dissolving into dust.' He supports

this view of the passage with great ingenuity, and whatever may

be thought of his general scheme, has thrown considerable light

on particular expressions and images. We cannot but recom

mend the whole to the attention of the critical and curious.

Obs. 189. contains an ingenious illustration of the description,

given by the Prophet Jeremiah, ch. ii. 6. of the Wilderness

through which the Israelites travelled, from Irwin's account, in

his Voyage up the Red Sea, of his Journey from Ghinna to Cairo

through another part of the fame Wilderness, In one particu

lar, we think that he is mistaken. He supposes that the Pro

phet, in the expression, a land— of the Jbadow of death, refers to

the venomous serpents and scorpions with which the Wilderness

abounded. We think it more natural to connect this expression

with that which precedes ir, as the Prophet himself has done,

and to understand by a land of drought and of the shadow of death%

a place in which they were in imminent danger of perishing

through want of water.

Obs. 193. ' Irwin complains heavily of the slowness of the naviga

tion of the Red Sea, owing to the number of rocks on that coast, the

numerous banks of sand, and the unfavourablenefs of the wind, to

thole that want to go up towards the north end of this sea or gulph * ;

upon which he remarks, that by their mode of coasting alone, he

could easily conceive Ulysses to have been ten years rounding the

shores of Greece f ;—'

' Surely the Observation might be better applied to the time con

sumed by Solomon's navy, in fetching gold from Ophir, though he

had the assistance of Hiram's subjects, and that the Tyrians were the

most skilful navigators in the world in those times. Solomon's' navy

sailed precisely in the same sea with Irwin, and were gone but three

years \. The adventures of Ulysses took up ten years, on a less dan

gerous coast.'

Obs. 222. ' Rebecca's covering herself with a veil, when Isaac

came to meet her, which is mentioned Gen. xxiv. 6;. is to be con

sidered, I apprehend, rather as apart of the ceremonial belonging to

the presenting a bride to her intended husband ; than an effect either

of female delicacy, or desire to appear in the most attractive form.'

" It is impossible," says'Mr. Harrington §, "however, that Re-'

becca's 8=g«v-.i> could have been the fame with Tamar's, for a veil

covering theface is Hated to be peculiar to harlots : I therefore rather '

understood that Rebecca, upon seeing her destined husband, lights off

her camel to put on a clean habit, and appear as smart as possible.

* ' The southerly winds prevail eijly in December, January, and

February ; and at the changes of the moon, they are sometimes felt

fox a day or two in the other months, p. 140.'

t Voy. up the Red Sea, p. 84. X 1 Kings, x. 22. 2 Chron.

ix. 21. § Archæologia, vol. v, p. 121.

As
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' ,As for raising a veil on approaching a man, .it must be remembered

she had travelled with Abraham's servant."

* Travelling before with Abraham's head servant, and his com

panions, for he had several men with him *, she, doubtless, before!

Isaac appeared, had observed all the decencies ancient Eastern modesty

required, as Mr. Barrington supposes : her covering herself then with

a veil was not on that account. But neither was it, I should ima

gine, the effect of female solicitude to set herself off to advantage, as

Mr. Barrington rather humourously supposes. I should imagine it

most probable, that it was a part of the ceremonial of those times, on

sach occasions.

* The Eastern brides are wont to be veiled in a particular manner,

it should seem, when presented to the bridegroom. Those that give

us an account of their customs at such times, take notice of their

being veiled all over. Dr. Russel gives us this circumstance in his

account of a Maronite wedding \, which, he fays, may serve as a

specimen of all the rest, there being nothing materially different in

the ceremonies of the different sects %.

' His mentioning her being veiled quite over § seems to express

the veil being larger than usual at such time; as the colour, which,

he tells us, is red\\, is mentioned as different from that of common

veils.

'. * The veil, I should suppose, that Rebecca put on, was such an

one as was appropriate to such a solemnity; and that she was pre

sented to Isaac, by her nurse, and other female attendants, in form.

' I do not know that it is so inconsistent as this ingenious writer

supposes, if we should believe Tamar's veil was much the fame as

Rebecca's; both, it should seem, differed from those the Eastern

women wear in common ; but the going in procession to meet a bride

groom, certainly was a sufficient difference from the sitting by the

way side, unattended, and even quite alone, in such a dress as was

the wonted prelude to matrimonial transactions.'

This Observation is a decisive proof of the necessity of being

acquainted with Oriental customs and manners, as well as with

antiquity, in order rightly to understand the incidents and cir

cumstance s noticed in Scripture history.

We had intended to have made a quotation or two from the

specimen which our Author has given of similar observations on

the classics ; but this article is drawn out to such a length, that

we are obliged to omit them.

The ample quotations that we have made, may give our Read

ers an idea of the entertainment which they may expect to find

in these volumes, and cannot, we think, but make them desirous

* Gen. xxiv. 32, 59.- + Descript. of Aleppo, p. 126.

J P. 125. § ' One of the plates in the first volume of Nie

buhr's Voy. en Arabie et en autfts Pays circumvoisins, is a representa

tion of a nuptial procession, where the bride is represented in this

manner veiled all over, and attended by other women in common

veils, which do not prevent their eyes being seen,'

|| Red gause, p. 126.

Of
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of perusing the whole. We wisli that the Author had paid more

attention to his language ; which is in general prolix arid inelegant,

and sometimes inaccurate. The whole of this publication might,

we think, without any injury, have been comprized in two thirds

of its present compass. This, however, is a trivial fault, de

rogating but little from the well-earned reputation which Mr.

Hirmer acquired by his two former works, and "which, in our

opinion, he has well supported in the present. a

Art. VI. Grose's Military Antiquities, concluded. See Review

for last Month.

THE second volume of this valuable work begins with the

article of clothing. Few historical records of early date

are found, respecting the clothing of the army. In several writs

to Sheriffs for assembling the forces, the soldiers are ordered to

come clothed with a suit ; but no particular directions are given

as to make or colour. The first instance, which Captain .Grose

has produced, of government having clothed the troops, is taken

from Rymer. It appears that Edward III. directed his Cham

berlains, in 1337^ to purchase a sufficient quantity of cloth for

making one suit for each man, consisting of a tunic and mantle)

the cost of which should be allowed at the Treasury. Our Au

thor gives an account of the manner of clothing soldiers that

were raised by indenture, and of the badges by which different

corps were distinguished. An uniform is described in a manu

script of the time of Hen. VIII. in the College of Arms. Capt.

Grose has given a copy of it ; part of which we shall transcribe,

that our Readers may form some idea of the merry Andrew look

ing fellows that composed the army of those days :

* Furste, every man sowdyer to have a cote of blew clothe, after

suche fashion as all footmens cotes be made here at London, to serve

his Majestie in this jorney, and that the fame be garded with redde

clothe, after suche forte as others be made here. And the best sene*

to be trymmed after such sort as shall please the Captayne to devise.

Provided alwayes, that noe gentleman nor other were any manner, of

silk uppon the garde of his coate, save oonely uppon his le fee sleeve;

and that noe yoman were any manner of silke upon his saidecote; nor

noe gentleman, nor yeoman, to were any manner of badge.

' Item, Every man to provide a payer of hose for every of his

men, the right hose to be all red and the leste all blew, with oone

stripe of three fingers brode of red upon the outside os his legg from

the stocke downward."

We must not, however, descend too much to particulars, in

describing the uniform either of this or the subsequent times j the

curious reader is, therefore, referred to the book ; where he wilt

« * « The best sene,' i. e. the belt looking men.'

find
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find not only the clothing in different reigns minutely specified,

but also its cost, and an account of the abuses that have been

practised in furnishing it.

Captain Grose next describes the manner in which military

justice has been and now is administered. In the earlier periods,

it was chiefly under the direction of the high constable and mar

shal; who presided as judges, and, assisted by civilians, and of

ficers experienced in military affairs, tried and punished accord

ing to the laws of war then in force, not only all military

offences, but likewise determined all kinds of suits depending

between the followers of the army. After the office of High

Constable ceased, the Marshal retained the prerogative of fitting

as chief judge. The Maifhal's court lasted however not long;

for, as the commissions of most of the Commanders in Chief

contained a clause, authorising them to enact ordonances for the

government of the army under their command, and to fit in

judgment themselves, it seems that the independency of the Mar

shal's court was encroached on, and a new court, under the de

nomination of a Court or Council of War, appears to have been

established ; which sat at stated times, as ordered by the Com

mander in Chief, and at which officers of a certain rank fat as

members, and instead of the Marshal, we hear of an officer called

the President of the High Court of War. After describing tht.e

several courts, the Author comes to courts martial, in their

present form. At what time they were first held, is not easy to

ascertain ; but after the Revolution, the form and powers of

courts martial were settled by an act of parliament, and the mi

litary laws, called Articles of War, were made under that au

thority. This act, which is generally * renewed every year un

der the title of the " Mutiny Bill," the ordonances of war, and

martial regulations of our early Kings (as they greatly illustrate

the military history), are particularly noticed by the Captain ;

and he has laid such of them, as he has been able to procure, be

fore his readers, transcribing or abridging them as the articles

seem to require ; accompanying each with remarks and criti

cisms.

The original mutiny act seems to have been passed in a hurry,

merely to give some kind of law to an army that was then in a

very unset. ltd state. By gradual additions and amendments,

both the articles of war and the mutiny act have increased to

their present size ; yet in many parts, Captain Grose thinks that

there is room for farther amendments, and that several particu

lars .of the act are vague, disputable, and require explanation :—

the act on which he founds ths observation, is that of the year

• Instances occur which ihew that the Mutiny Bill has not always

passed annually.

1785 J
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178s; and, to justify the assertion, he enumerates the particular*,

which are either objectionable, or not sufficiently explicit, but

they are of too great extent to be comprised in this article, and

too valuable to be mutilated by an abridgment.

The court-martial next attracts the attention of our military

historian ; who particularly describes, not only what the court-*

martial is, but how the proceedings in it are Conducted ; and

here his intima'e acquaintance with military affairs enables him

to discuss the subject with peculiar propriety.

From matters respecting martial law, Capt. G. who is not

over-attentive to orderly arrangement, proceeds to describe the

method of quartering troops ; and, after employing fourteen

pages on this subject, we find him engaged in giving an account

of such rewards for military services as government hath from

time to time bestowed on those who deserve particular tokens of

approbation.

In the foremost rank of military rewards, we find Chelsea

college, with the out-pensions from that establishment, an insti

tution 1 hat does honour to its sounder and to the nation : for, by

holding out to our soldiery the prospect of a comfortable retire*-

ment in old age, they are encouraged to encounter hardships,

fatigues, the ravages of unwholesome climates, wounds, and

Cven death itself, for the service of their country.

From the Captain's account of Chelsea college, it appears

that it was originally intended by James I. [of pious memory]

to consist of a number of learned divines, who, being amply

furnished with books, and the necessaries, as well as convenien

ces of life, and being ex- mpt, like the Monks in former times,

from all worldly cares, might devote their whole time and abi

lities to the study and teaching of controversial divinity, espe

cially those points which were disputed between the churches of

England and Rome. For this purpose, the King incorporated the

college, and endowed it, by letters patent, with the reversion of

certain lands in Chelsea, then under lease to Charles Earl of

Nottingham. The King laid the first stone of the building,

and gave the members of the college a licence to take from

Windsor forest the timber necessary to complete it. The build-*

ing, however, for want of money, went on flowly ; and, before

an eighth part of the model was executed, it stood still. It re

mained in this state for some years ; but at length, the King, to

advance so good a work, sent letters to the Archbishop of Can

terbury, requiring him to stir up the clergy of his province to

contribute toward it; in consequence of which, collections were

made, but the produce was small. About this time Dr. Sut-

cliss, the Provost of the college, died and bequeathed to it four

considerable farms ; but the Doctor's good example not being

followed, nor any other bequests or donations accruing, the

Rev. Nov. 1788. E e building
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building stopped again, and in a short time the design was aban

doned. After the restoration, Charles II. wanting a convenient

hospital for the reception of sick, maimed, and superannuated

soldiers, converted the unfinished buildings of the college to that

use ; he accordingly began to erect his royal hospital on this

spot ; it was carried on during the short reign of James II. and

finished in that of William and Mary by Sir Christopher Wren.

The ample description of the foundation of this hospital, of

which we have given a short abridgment, is succeeded by an

account of the building, and of its present administration, from

which we shall extract the following paragraph, as an admirable

specimen of the Cenfurt courteous.

* It is a melancholy consideration, that among the many superan

nuated quarter -masters, serjeant-majo;:, and serjeants in and about

the hospital, none can be found worthy or able to fill the inferior

offices of the house, or to be employed as artificers to it; were there

any properly qualified to be found among them, it is not to be cre

dited that these appointments would be bellowed on gentlemen's

valets- de-chambres, or other discharged domestics, which is said to be

.sometimes the cafe ; as the persons who have the disposal of those

places, must well know how few rewards are in store for the inferior

ranks of military men, particularly those above mentioned, and yet

these men are, in a great measure, the nerves and sinews of our

armies, who bear the brunt of the battle, and the fatigues of the

day ; to rob them of their right in this charity, is peculiarly cruel,

as it is in part the produce of their own money ; several of the places,

though of humble denomination and nominal salary, would be con

sidered, by many married subalterns, as a noble provision for them

selves and families.'

The Half-pay is another military reward of which the Captain

gives an account, together with the widows pension, and other

provisions ; particularly an hospital of private endowment in the

city of Hereford, for superannuated non- commissioned officers

and soldiers, which was founded by Sir Thomas Coningsby of

Hampton Court, in the countv of Hereford, about the year i6r"4.

'It is somewhat remarkable,' says the Captain, ' that this is almolr.

the only private endowment by which the soldier Is benefited; while

there is scarce any other profession or trade, but some successful

member of their vocation hss provided a comfortable retreat for a few

of his ancient and indigent brethren No reflection is hereby meant

on military gentlemen who have every essential disposition requisite

for doing the like, except the means, the profession of arms being so

far from enabling even those of high rank to found hospitals, that it

requires great ceconomy to prevent their families becoming candidates

for admilfion into them.'

Next to rewards, the author enumerates and describes military

punishments under the several heads—capital, loss of members,

corporal, pecuniary, degradatory, cashiering, imprisonment, sus

pension, and reprimand j of these some affict commissioned officers

1 1 alone,
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alone, some commissioned and non-commissioned officers and sol

diers, and others non commissioned officers and soldiers only.

Camps, and the mode of encampment, are amply treated of,

and elegant engravings of ancient and modern tents, and plans

of encampments, are given in illustration of the text.

Music next engages the write! 's attention: he describes the

different instruments that have been in use, from the time cf

Edward III. having met with no records before that period

wherein they are mentioned ; yet, doubtless, music must have

been used,, even in the earliest ages, to animate the soldiers in

battle, &c. as well as for the purpose of signals.

Flags, banners, and other ensigns, the Captain thinks are of

great antiquity : their various forms and uses are minutely de

scribed, after which he proceeds to give the different kinds of

exercises that have been used in our armies. This extensive

subject is here fully treated in all its parts, and the motions and

manoeuvres are illustrated by 143 engraved figures.

The next subject which occurs is the Artillery. The pro

jectile machines used by the ancients are described in the works

of Vitruvius, Ammianus Marcellinus, and other writers ; but,

for want of illustrative drawings, the descriptions are in general

extremely obscure, and in some parts unintelligible. Mr. New

ton *, who is preparing a new edition of Vitruvius, has been

particularly attentive to that part of his author which treats of

these machines ; he has also examined what different writers

have said concerning them, and, by models and experiments, has

endeavoured to ascertain the theory of their construction. The

results of his labours have been communicated by him to Cap

tain Grose, who has inserted them in the present work.

Beside their projectile machines, our ancestors had engines of

various kinds, either for attacking or defending fortified towns;

and these are here described, and elegantly delineated on copper-

plates.

Next in order to the mechanical inventions, our Author ap

plies himself to the consideration of chemical discoveries. The

Greek fire first engages his notice: its composition is unknown,

and, although the Captain hath been industrious in collecting

and comparipg the different accounts of its effects and appear

ances, yet be hath not much elucidated the obscure ideas which

have been given of it. Trie destruction and havock which it

made is assigned as a reason for several people having had pen

sions given them, for secreting the knowlege of its composi

tion.

* This, we suppose, is the fame Mr. Newton who gave an excel-

'ei>t translation of the first five books of Vitruvius, in the year 1771 ;

for an account of which, fee Review, vol. xlvi. page 193.

E e 2 The
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The invention of gun-powder is too important and beneficial

a discovery to be slightly mentioned by the military historian.

The date of the invention, and the person to whom mankind are

indebted for it, are equally unknown. Captain Grose relate*

the common story of its accidental discovery by the German

Monk, Bartholdus Schwartz, about 1310*; but by extracts

from various writers, he confirms the opinion of several modern

authors, who have placed the invention of gun- powder, and its

application to artillery, in the remote ages of the world. The

Captain (hews that in the Gen too laws f, supposed at least as

ancient as the time of Moses, fire-arms, gun powder, and can

non, are expressly mentioned ; he renews the suspicion that

Alexander the Great did absolutely meet with fire-arms in In

dia, as a passage in Quintus Curtius seems to intimate. Ufano

elso is quoted, who places the invention in the year of Christ

65. Other extracts are made for supporting the opinion ; ami

then the Captain proceeds to (hew when it was first employed in

our army. He gives also the proportions of the ingredients used

in different ages ; some of which, especially the earliest, would

indeed make very weak gun-powder : nor are any of them such

as are found by experience to be the best, viz. 75 parts of puri

fied nitre, 15s of charcoal, and 9J of sulphur.

At what time cannon were first used in Europe, is not clearly

ascertained. The earliest record here quoted is one preserved in

the Chamber of Accounts at Paris, which shews that the French

used cannon in 1338. Villani, an Italian author, says, that the

English had cannon at the battle of Cressy, in 1346. And John

Barbour, Archdeacon of Aberdeen, says, Edward III. bad ar

tillery in his first campaign against the Scots in 1327. After

a long investigation, in order to fix the time when cannon were

first used, the Captain goes on to describe their forms and con

struction at different periods, and gives several drawings of can

non, bombards, tolouverine., btmbi, &c.

Fortification is the next subject of our Author's enquiry. The

ancients seem to have had but very imperfect ideas of this science.

Their chief dependance was on the height and thickness of their

walls ; they found, however, that the enemy, when close under

trie wall, could not be molested but by arrows, darts, or stones

thrown perpendicularly on their heads ; hence they constructed

round towers, projecting out of the wall, and the portions of

wall between the towers were built in a right line, so that from

the tower they could shoot at the enemy attacking the wall. The

• For the story at length, we refer to the Review, vol. xliii. p. 410.

1320 seems to be a typographical error for 1380.

f Of Mr. Halhed's translation of, the Code of Genteo Laws, we

gave some account in vol. lvi. p. 368.

10 form
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form of the fortification was consequently changed from a circle

to a polygon with towers in the angles. This, in a great mea

sure, removed the inconvenience, but still there remained parts

of, and near, the towers, which could not be seen, called dead

angles : to remedy these, the towers were built square, and

placed with one of their angles in the angle of the wall. Near

as this contrivance was to the true shape, it did not fully answer

the purpose for which it was intended : at length necessity seems

to have dictated the method of describing the salient faces of the

towers by right lines drawn from the angles, made by the sides

of the adjacent towers and the curtain. This construction was

perfectly complete, leaving no spot of the outside unseen or un

defended.

After the general history of the progress of fortification, of

which we have given the above very fliort abridgment, Captain

Grose accurately describes an ancient fortress with references to

the explanatory delineations : he gives also an account of the

manner in which a siege was conducted, with general figures, noc

only of the operations, but particular ones of the different ma

chines and contrivances used both by the besiegers and the be

sieged.

The town having surrendered, Captain Grose recites the

method of treating the prisoners of war, and of ransoming them.

The rigid treatment shewn to them in ancient times, ltrongly

marks the ferocity and uncultivated manners of our ancestors,

even to ladies of high rank, notwithstanding the homage said to

have been paid to the fair sex in the days of chivalry. Many

instances are given from Rymer, among which is one respecting

the Countess of Baghun or Buchan, a Scottish prisoner, for

whose confinement the Chamberlain of Scotland, or his lieu

tenant, were, by writ of privy seal, 34 Edward I. A. D. 1306,

directed to fit up one of the turrets of the castle of Berwick, and

therein to build a strong cage of lattice-work well strengthened

with iron ; in which the Countess was to be kept, without being

suffered to go out on any account whatsoever. The sister of

Robert Bruce was prisoner at the fame time, and treated in the

same manner.

With the article of Prisoners, Captain Grose concludes hie

work, * having,' he fays, * to the utmost of his abilities endea

voured to complete the plan proposed in the advertisement.' For

the faults and errors, particularly the typographical ones, he

relies on the candour and indulgence of his readers, as he assures

them, such errors ' were not caused by negligence or inattention.'

We have now gone through the contents of these elegant and

curious volumes, containing a great mass of valuable informa

tion, which we most heartily wish, for our own fakes as well as

for that of other readers, had been somewhat more methodically

E e 3 arranged.
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arranged. Had the work been divided into chapters or sec

tions, or had the different parts of it been distinguished, only by

a small blank space, it would, most probably, have pleased the

modern reader more than we imagine it will, in its present con

tinued and uninterrupted form; in which two large quarto vo

lumes proceed regularly from the beginning to the end, With

out the requisite intimations where one subject terminates and

another begins. This circumstance however may be considered,

perhaps, as a mere point of taste, in which our judgment may

happen to differ from that of the very ingenious author; who

has made choice of the method which best pleased himself, in

compiling a work that must have cost him much time and great

labour; and which will be read with pleasure by every lover of

history, antiquities, and military affairs.

The accuracy of Captain Grose's drawings, and the elegance

with which the plates are executed, will amply support the repu

tation which this intelligent antiquary has justly acquired by his

former publications.

^\rt. VII. Arcbaeohgia, or miscellaneous Tracts relating to Anti

quity: published by the Society of Antiquaries of London.

Vol. VIII. concluded. See cur last.

HAYMAN ROOKE Esq. having examined the Druidi-

cal Monuments in Derbyshire, with some success, in the

twenty-first number os this volume, gives an Account es the

Brimbam Recks in Yorkjhire. They are a wonderful assemblage,

scattered about the moor, seven miles from Ripley, on the road

to Pate!y-briclj>e\ occupying, all together, a space of about forty

acres. The extraordiruiy position of these rocks is supposed

to have been owing to some violent convulsion of nature, but it

js evident, we are told, that art has not been wanting to render

their ,situation yet more remarkable. Fragments of rocks ob

tained great regard, and even veneration, from people of very

remote antiquity: here they are found, placed one on another,

some having plainly the marks of the tool. This writer, though

he dots not venture to determine, conjectures that they are tne

work of the Druids. The Britons having had early communi

cations with the Egyptians and Phœnicians, it is probable, he

thinks, that the latter imparted their arts and religious ceremo

nies to the Druids, who would politically conceal them from

the peopl', that by means of auguries and divinations, the grearer

submission might be yielded to their decrees. To purposes of

this kind Mr. Rooke imagines these rocks to have been destined.

Thf-y are of various forms; some are rock- idols; others are

roc k'ng- stones ; several have been perforated, in one instance

at least, quite through,. To these our author assigns the name
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of the oracular stones supposing that hence the crafty Druids

might contrive to deliver predictions and commands which the

credulous people would receive as proceeding from the rock-

deity. It is well known, that many, who enjoyed far superior

advantages for religious knowlrge, have in later times em

ployed such deceitful and scandalous methods to promote their

ambitious and tyrannical views. Whether it was thus in the

very remote and uncultivated periods to which Mr. Rooke al

ludes, must remain in the uncertainty wherein time has in

volved this with many other points of historical disquisition.

Doubts and Conjcflures concerning the Reason commonly ajjigned

for inserting or omitting the words " Ecclesia and Presbyter"

in Domesday Book. By the Rev. Samuel Denne. The reason

commonly assigned for the above omission is, that at the time of

the survey, there was not a church in any of the districts to

which the clauses refer. Mr. Denne expresses a doubt ' whe

ther this may not be an hypothesis rather taken for granted,

than founded on an accurate enquiry into its validity.' He ex

amines the subject with great attention. The result is, that

Domesday Book, however exact it may be in other articles, can

not be decisively appealed to for the non-existence of parish

churches in the age in which it was compiled, and conse

quently, that there were many more edifices of that kind exist

ing than can be ascertained from that ancient volume.

It has been long a subject of debate, whether the origin of

printing was at Haarlem, Mentz, or Strasbourg. In No. 23*

Ralph JVillis Esq. states the reasons which determine him in

favour of Mentz : it must be allowed that they carry with them

some degree of satisfaction ; yet, after all the ingenious labours

of the learned, affording some amusement and information,

this topic remains in considerable obscurity. It was long sup

posed that Tully's Offices, ed. 1465, was the first printed

book ; long after the fame thing was asserted of Durand's Ra

tionale, in J459 ; since that, two earlier books have been disco

vered, the Codix Psalmorum, in J457, and some letters of in

dulgence from Pope Nicholas the fifth, printed at Mentz, and

with a date, in 1454, by Fust and Schoeffer. The Speculum Sa-

lutis, a book in the possession of Mr. TVillet, is thought to have

been printed about the year 1445 : from the cuts which appear

in it, and from some other arguments, it is concluded that

the Germans have also the claim of priority in the art of en

graving.

We are presented, in the twenty- fourth number, with an

additional account of the Caves ofCannara, Ambola, and Elephantet

in the East Indies, in a letter from Hector Macneil Elq. then

at Bombay, dated 1783. Though the article is very entertain

ing, we can do little more than briefly oieMtioa itj referring the

£ e 4 leader
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reader also to the Review for April 1786, p. 269, 70, 71. Mr.

Maeneil is \ery attentive in giving the relation, and warmly

expresses his astonishment at this singular scene, which filled

him with new wonder at every step. He laments the injury

which the works at Ehpbanta have received from bigotted zeal,

particularly that of the Portuguese, and at the same time se

verely and with just indignation chastizes the folly, stupidity,

and barbarism of Britons, who have defaced and mutilated these

stupendous monuments, some of whom have left their names

behind as testimonies to their own disgrace. The works of

modern hands, fays this writer, compared with these, dwindle

into the mere amusements of children, nor can we view such

stupendous caverns cut out of solid rocks, and moulded into

such a variety of forms, without subscribing our opinion to a

bold assertion that such laborious productions must have been

the work of ages. He inclines to suppose that these caves have

been wrought by Qentoos, and he otters some plausible reasons

to support the hypothesis. Farther time and investigation may

possibly throw more light on this extraordinary subject.

The following article owes .its rife to a North American ser

mon, preached in 1783, at Hertford, before Jonathan Trum-

hull Esq. governor of Connecticut, by Ezra Stiles, D D The

preacher supposes that some of the descendants of Canaan ex

pelled by the Israelites, wandered till they settled in America. As

a kind of foundation for this hypothesis, the Naraganjet rocks

with inscriptions on them are introduced, Dr. Stiles imagining

them to be in the old Punic or Phœnician character and lan

guage. Dr. Lort, observing this, has hid before the society an

account of this inscription en a rock in Taunton river, Kara-

ganfet bay. Copies have been taken of it at different times,

and sent to this country : the last was made by Mr. Sewcll, in

1768; an abridged draught of which was conveyed to Timothy

Hallis Esq. and by him communicated to the Society. Dr. Stilts

imparted a like draught to the late M. Gebelin; who rap

turously pronounced it Phœnician: others suppose" it rather an

hieroglyphic inscription than an alphabetic character, and that

therefore it may be the work of the Chinese or Japanese-, while

some may be inclined to conceive os it as nothing more than

the rude scrawls of some of the Indian tribes * commemorating

their military achievements, hunting parties, &c. But we have

farther observations on the subject, in the twenty-sixth number,

by Colonel Charles Vallancey. This gentleman apprehends

that the descendants of the old Scythians of Armenia extended

themselves to Siberia, some of whom may have crossed over to

Amirica from Kamtchatka, and that, therefore, in Siberia we may

• See Rev. for May 1784. p. 3J0.

i

expect
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expect to find monuments similar to that in question. Strahlen-

berg has favoured the public -with several inscriptions from that

country, from which the Colonel has selected one that bears,

in his opinion, a strong resemblance to this in New England:

it must be aclcnowleged that it is something similar to iru:

draught taken by Dr. Damforth in 1680, and also to that com

municated by Dr. Mather in 17*2, but it is rather unlike those

of a later date. The Colonel recommends the postponing far

ther conjectures till the publication of the Rujsian discoveries

in Siberia, whence much information may be expected.

The Barberini, now Portland, Vase, is the subject of the two next

dissertations; the first written by John Glen King, D. D. the other

by Charles Marjh Esq. The urn or vase was round in the tomb

supposed to be (hat of Alexander Severm; it is called Barberini%

having been some time in the possession of the Italian family of

that name, but it lately made a part of the Dutchess of Port

land's, musxum. It is evidently glass (Dr. King apprehends j,

or composition, of a deep blue or violet colour ; the figures are ia

iajfo retievo, and arc white; which, on this dark blue ground, adds

greatly to the beauty of this most excellent piece of ancient art * :

but what the subjects represent, it is certainly difficult, at this

distant period, to ascertain. Different explications have been

offered, but the above-mentioned gentlemen agree in the reference

which these bajfo relievos may have to Severus in allusion to Alex

ander the Great, to whose name he was strongly attached : bu$

they vary much as to other particulars. Mr. Maish, who con

veys his sentiments in Latin, supposes that the abandoned He-

liogabalus, with his divorced empress, make one part of the

group ; and he considers the remaining part as regarding Severust

with his mother Mummaa. He view; the subject, with regard

to its design, as somewhat in the manner of Hogarth, satirizing

vice and recommending virtue. The Latin tsiuy is well written,

the hypothesis is very ingenious, and supported by extracts from

historians, particularly Lampr'idius ; but whether it is entirely

just, is yet rather doubtful.

Account of an ancient Painting on Glass ; by the Rev. Robert

Masters. This relic has figures like thole on a seal ring of Sir

Richard Worfley's, mentioned in the fourth volume of this

work t. It was there determined that the device on the ring

related entirely to the family of Stewart; this glass, dated in the

■ 1 f

•The Duke of Portland having, with his wonted liberality ofmind,

consigned this precious relic of antiquity to the care of Mr. Wedg

wood, that excellent artist, we are informed, has been, for some

time past, employed in copying it; and we have no doubt of his

success.

I See Review for December 1777, p- 45<».

year
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jear 1574* confirms the conclusion. It presents a figure of

Banquo, much mutilated; from whom issues a tree, on the

branches of which are fitteen small half-length figures in ar

mour, holding their shields of arms in their left hands. The

fourth figure is Alexander, grandson of Walter (who assumed the

name of Stuart), in whose escutcheon a lion is united with the

original coat of Steward. This Alexander died about the year

1199, and having been in the holy wars (as they were styled)

might have met with an adventure that gave rife to this repre

sentation.

The thirtieth number gives us a stiort explanation ef inscrip

tions on a Roman altar and tablet, found at Tinmouth castle in

Northumberland A. D. 1783; by the Rev. Mr. Brand, secre

tary to the Society. From one of these inscription?, this in

genious writer seems to suppose that a circular recess, ad

joining; to Tinmouth castle, called Prior's haven, has been

one of the artificial harbours of the Romans, and is here

alluded to, as formed by Maximinus, possibly the person who

was afterwards emperor; and then, the date will be seme little

time before A. D. 235.

William Bray Esq. gives an account of the ohsdcte office of Pur

veyor to the King's houjbold. It affords us some plealure to ob

serve the word obsolete in the above sentence-, for who could with

any patience endure the oppressions occasioned by this and other

exertions of royal authority ? In the simplicity of older times,

when gold and silver were scarce, the houshold of the king was

supported by provisions furnished from his demesnes. In a

course of years, many lands were granted on the condition of

yielding certain supplies at fixed seasons. Thus we are told,

for instance, that the town of Yarmouth \< bound to fend to the

iher'ffs of the city of Norwich a hundred herrings, which are to

be baked in twenty-four pyes or parties, and thence delivered to the

lord of the manor of East Carlson, who is to convey (hem to the

King. They are still lent, we are informed, to the office of the

clerk of the kitchen at St. James's ; but, fays Mr. Bray, the

pyes couTd never have bten of much service as provisions, unless

they were made differently from what they now are, or our an

cestors had stronger teeth and stomachs than we have. With

such accounts we may be diverted, but the office of Purveyor

was wholly different, and became a very serious evil. It is

with regret we observe it prevailing in its height during the

reign of Edward III. generally allowed to be one of the most

accomplished princes [as to accomplishments of real worth and

usefulness] who have (a: on the British throne. Hr nee we infer,

that the oppitffions lo justly complained of, did often arise, not

so much trom the tyrannical disposition of the King, as from

uupiincipied and mercenary people who attend a court, and

will
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will find means in some way or another to crowd about Kings

and heirs apparent. Several acts were passed in this reign to

regulate the business, but no severity could restrain these plun

derers, though some were hanged for transgressing the law. It

is honourable to the memory of Simon Ijlip, Archbishop of Can

terbury, that he wrote a book in Latin addressed to Edward on

the subject, a transcript of which is now among the Har-

leian MSS. in the British Musæum. Like an honest conscien

tious man, he plainly tells the King, that he thinks his har

bingers come not on behalf of God, but of the devil. * I tell

you,' fays he, « before God, that if the people were certain that

their goods would not be taken without their consent, they

would bring all necessaries to your gate. The cursed preroga

tive of taking for less than the value is damnable before God, is

not held of right, is of no strength, being contrary to all laws,

human and divine, and on this account many souls are in hell.*

Edward III. is said to have read the book with care, and to

have paid attention to its honest advice. Mr. Bray pursues the

subject through succeeding reigns : it forms an amusing and a

useful article. The total abolition of this enormity, he ob

serves, was one of the advantages derived from the troubles of

the last century. For the particulars of the abuses here corn-.

plained of, we must refer to the book.

No. 32. Remains of two Roman Villa, discovered near Mam-

field Woadhouse in 1786. By Hayman Rooke Esq. This disco

very is the more osservable as the ruins are in a part of Not

tinghamshire, not in the vicinity of any Roman road or station.

What led to the search was the fight of some small stone cubes,

about an inch square, which the country poople called fairy

pavements, said to be found about a mile from the place above

mentioned. Two Roman houses were discovered, one of which

js called villa urbana, the other villa rujiica; the latter being an

appendage to the former, or, we suppose, a farm-house, though

it does not seem entirely to answer to such a name : a description,

(attended with plates) is given of the apartments, walls, floors,

&c. Tne remnant of one pavement is large, very pretty, and

ingeniously performed. Some coins have been collected, toge

ther with utensils of different kind?, &c. of which we rather

wonder the remains were not more numerous. Not very distant

'are two sepulchres, which furnish farther matter for speculation.

On the whole, Mr. Rooke concludes that this must have been the

villa of some person of great note.

Governor Pownall communicates an account of Roman pottery,

fsund at Sandy in Bedfordshire, and at Lincoln ; together with a

Roman Speculum. The earthen vessels, or rather fragments of

vessels, dug up at each of these places, arc very similar; they are

of close pure clay, wrought to a perfect uniform paste, and baked

* with
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with experienced art, with curious specimens of mouldings and

ornaments : they are a kind of basins, generally the furniture, it

is supposed, of the baths, and used chiefly as unguentaria. Pottery

of this fabric, and with these ornaments, are found in various

parts of Europe. It was in vogue throughout the Roman em

pire : it was originally made at Samos, but was afterwards formed

of the fame composition, and after the fame patterns, at Rome.

Near Sandy was a!fo dug up, some years ago, an urn, which,

beside bones and ashes, is said to have contained several articles of

a lady's toilet. There yet remains a mirror, or speculum, which

Mr. Powhall sends for the inspection of the Society. It is of a

mixed metal, copper, silver, and iron, and has surprisingly pre

served its polish after being buried so many hundred years. The

Governor is a. little jocular on the subject, when he observes,

that the Roman ladies, as appears frem passages in ancient, au

thors, from busto's and coins, were as much devoted to the grand

business of the toiler, as any of the finest hd.es of modern Eur^fe ;

but he adds, with what justice we will not determine, exceeding

them infinitely in their taste, studying to adorn and give a relieve

to the beauties of nature, not to disguise her forms and destroy

• her proportions. As some kind of compensation for this remark,

he adds, from Martial, an instance of a Virago knocking down her

hair-dresser with the mirror, because one curl was not well pinned ;

an example, he fays, which modern ladies are incapable of

giving.

A • description of a Druid temple lately discovered on the top of the

lill near St. Hilary, in Jersey,' is communicated by Mr. Moles-

worth. Of this we have a more particular account in the next

article, written by H. Seymour Conway, Esq; Governor of Jer

sey. This temple was entirely covered with earth till the sum

mer of 1 7^5- There is no trace of the time when it was first

concealed; probably, fays Mr. Conway, by the Druids them

selves', to preserve it from the violence of the Romans.

The Origin of the Jews in England is the subject of the next

article. Its author is Mr. Caley. There is reason to think that

William I. allowed them a settlement, not from any respect or

humanity to them, but because he had observed them to be use

ful in commerce, and perhaps that he might occasionally extort

their money. Whether any of them were here before the Con

quest, remains uncertain ; yet the affirmative seems probable.

This gentleman introduces several learned observations. W«

would just ask whether the word Jbttar, or star, on which be

seems to decide as a rabbinical invention, is not to be found in

the Hebrew Bible, Prou. vi. 7. Deut. i. 15. Exod. v. 6, &c.

The last article in this volume is, an hijiorical Account of tht

ancient Painting preserved at Cowdray, Sussex, tl:e feat of L<wd

Viscount Montague, representing the procession of King Ed

ward
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ward VI. from the Tower of London to Westminster, Feb. ig,

A. D. 1 547, previous to his coronation. By John Topham,

Esq. The Cowdray paintings have been already offered to public

notice in the third volume of this work*. The picture here

considered affords some entertainment} befide the procession,

it exhibits a view of the state of London and its buildings at that

time, together with the prevail ng habits and fashions.

We are now to take notice of the Appendix, being twenty-fix

pages of extracts from some communications, which it has not

been judged proper to publ'fh entire. Here we meet with rings,

corns, busts, inscriptions, &c. &c. briefly noticed. One of the

last is the ancient oaken ornamented cradle of the great and

brave, but unfortunate, Charles Neville, the last Earl of West

moreland, who died in Queen Elizabeth's reign : of this there

is a print, as also of two pieces of red baked earth, found near

Chertsey abbey, the heads on which are said to be very like those

in the ancient pedigrees of our kings and queens.

This volume is illustrated by 31 copper-plates.

1 ' ■— —■__
I.

Art. VIII. Humanity, or the Rights of Nature. A Poem, in two

Books. By the Author of Sympathy. 4*0. 5s. sewed. Ca-

dell. 17S8.

POETRY, it has been said, " is not the taste of the age" and

in this opinion we are frequently inclined to believe that

there is some truth, having been long convinced that it is. not an

age of poets. In the manufacturing of verse, there was never

perhaps a greater number employed than at present} but few

indeed give evidence of writing under the genuine inspiration of

the Muses. Hence poetry has been sinking into disrepute. The

quantity of rhyming trash which in our time has issued from the

press, has not only disgusted the critic, but so generally disap

pointed the poetical reader, as greatly to diminish the demand

for publications under the name of poems. These literary dishes

are, for the most part, so wretchedly cooked, that few, in this

fastidious age, are inclined to taste them. Mr. Prau, notwith

standing » circumstance in some respects discouraging to the vo

taries of the Nine, has undertaken a large poetical work, of

which the preient performance (according to his preface) is only

to be considered as a general outline. Whether he has any hopes

of hereby reviving the declining reputation of poetry, we cannot

venture to fay ; but if he has, they are sorely not very sanguine,

for we could not but observe that he does not purpose to rest the

acceptance of his future work [which is to be intitled, Society,

or A Prospect of Mankind], solely on its merit as a poeti-

* See Review for Dec. 1775, p. 496-7.

cal
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cal composition, but to call in Painting to the aid of Poetry*

or to publish it (as it is expressed at the bottom of the advertise

ment) with ' various design's and engravings, descriptive and

historical, by the most eminent masters.'

Humanity, however, is sent forth, as a noun substantive, to

stand by itself, without having so much as a Vignette joined to

it. It was not necessary : for not only the interesting nature of

the subject, but the particular season also of its publication (when

the attention of Parliament was directed to the negroe traffic and

slavery), would contribute to procure it many readers. Mr.

Pratt confesses, that in the order of his great poem on Society,

what relates to the inhuman treatment of negroes would not

probably have taken the lead, but that he was induced todepart

from his original plan, and to anticipate some of his observa

tions, in order, at a seasonable moment, to enforce the appeals

of those who have the strongest claims on humanity. We highly

applaud the motive. As the avowed friend of the human race,

Mr. Pratt is entitled to the greatest respect, though, as a poet, not

to perfect commendation. His sentiments are those of an ex

panded and liberal mind.; but they are not always expressed in

the happiest manner.

Alluding to a former work (we apprehend, to bis Landscapes

in Verse), he thus beautifully begins the poem before us:

' From vernal blooms and many a fragrant bow'r,

The red'ning blossom and unfolding flower,

From breezy mountains and the covert vale,

The gliding water and the whispering gale,

From gayer scenes where careless fancy stray'd,

Bafk'd in the fun, or frolick'd in the shade,

Ambitious grown, and touch'd by generous praise,

Now turns the Muse to more advent'rous lays ;

No more she paints the tints of blushing morn,

Nor hangs the dew-drop on the trembling thorn ;

No more the brook runs murmuring in her line,

No more, fair Spring, her florid verse is thine j

Farewell, a long farewell, to founts and flow'rs,

Far loftier themes demand her thoughtful powers.'

Mr. Pratt's Muse having, in this elegant exordium, taken her

leave of pastoral objects, sketches the plan of her future adven

turous song on Society ; but, ere she wings her bold flighr,

kneels at Compassion's shrine, and consecrates her opening lay

to Humanity. We do not doubt the sincerity of the conse

cration, nor the truth of what'follows.

* For thou her guardian, patroness and guide,

She owns with rapture, and obeys with pride.'

But we lament that the is too rapturous to be grammatical. It

is better, however, to fall into accidental violations of grammar,

than to be guilty of repeating the fame thought, with no kind of

variation.
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variation, in a second line, for the sake of procuring a rhyme to

the first. Of this fault, which we only expect to find in the

most flimsy writers of verse, Mr. Pratt's Muse stands convicted

on the' evidence of the following couplet, which is part of her

compliment to the Humane Society :

' Drag the pale victim from the whelming wave,

And snatch the body from the floating grave ».'

For these offences ample reparation is loon made, as she pro

ceeds to sing of the exercise of humanity toward the insane.

This is the newest part of the poem, and as it will, no doubt

be pleasing to our poetical readers, we here offer it to their

perusal :

4 When sovereign Reason from her throne is hurl'd,

And with her all the subject senses whirl'd f,

From sweet HUMANITY, the nurse of grief,

Even thy deep woes, O Phrenzy ! find relief;

For tho' the tresses loose and bosom bare,

And maniac glance thy hapless state declare,

With gentle hand jbe still supports thy head,

Beguiles thy wand'ring wit, and smooths thy bed ;

Assists thy roving fancy in its flight,

To crown thy airy sallies with delight ;

An healing balm to thy warp*d fense slie brings,

Till from her softness magic comfort springs,

And joys which Reason with a frown denies,

Her tender pity with a smile supplies ;

Ev'n in thy prison-house lhe bids thee draw

From the rush sceptre, and the crown os straw,

The mimic truncheon, and the love-knot true,

Full many a transport Reason never knew;

And at thy grated cell she oft appears,

She culls thee flowers, and bathes them with her tears;

The perfum'd violet and the blooming rose,

On thy hurt mind a transient bliss bestows;

Into a thousand shapes the garlands change.

As fairy fancy takes its antic range ;

Then as thy brows the fragrant wreaths adorn,

The roses-seem to bloom without a thorn.'

No Muse, whose lenses are diftraugbt, could thus write of the

insane ; but when a Muse gets warm, she is apt to become

tbscure, or to fly beyond the ken of common fense. What is

soon after observed of female beauty, that it « breaks in the blujh,

andstoats along the sigh,' appears to us (who do not see with the

poet's eye " in a line phrenzy rolling") a little dark j but this

»s nothing to what we meet with when she is more heated, and

* In another place, p. 52, our poet makes use of two words of the

'ame meaning in one line : law is called

' The Jbield, the spear, and buckler of the land.'

t We do not qaite approve of ivbirl'd in the second line.

glows
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glows with rage at the unconscious sugar-cane. Against this

plant a very heavy charge is preferred ; it is said to be

' Of ev'ry soft Humanity the bane;'

and described in the same sentence as having a poison, an art,

and a Jhrine. But from this flight into the regions of obscurity,

the Muse soon descends, and acts the graver part of the Historian.

She traces slavery, or the sale of human fltrfh, from its origin in

Egypt, through Greece and Rome, to the time of its abolition

by the Christian Emperors; reproaches Portugal and Spain for

reviving it ; has a stroke at the Inquisition ; describes the ad

vances of power ; gives us an imitation of Pope's Men would be

Jngels, Angels would be Gods ; bids us behold the kidnapped

Africans taken from their native land, and cruelly conveyed to

the West Indian islands; and calls on the Europeans to justify

.their conduct. And now (he assumes the sober province of

Reason; confutes the notion that power, colour, orsuperiorsense,

can give aright to act the tyrant; thews that the refinement and

polished manners of which we boast, produce as many vices as

virtues; attacks luxury on the score of its various cruelties;

points out, by way of contrast, the Bramin's harmless life, and

(hews what should be learnt from it; turns next to tbe slave-

agent (who is said to buy and fell the image of hit God) ; has a-

stroke at France (* For all (he licences is dance and song ;') then

sweetly sings of liberty, Albion, and the Oak; again looks back to

ancient times ; talks of Caractacus and Boadicea ; and con

cludes the first book with the laud and praise of King Alfred.

In the second book, the Muse of Humanity darts her all-per

vading eye at the Bastile ; abhors the loathsome dungeon ; flies

»o Asia (where « slavery is said to bloom beneath the fairest iky') ;

(quere, what can be meant by the blooming ofslavery?) ; laments

the horrid effects of despotism there; and, unable to rest on

these plains, steers her flight to Africa. Here (he relates some

pretty tales, much to the credit of the jetty race ;—then—but

unable to follow Mr. Prau's Muse, who travels as fast as any of

Ariosto's knights, we must content ourselves with the follow

ing extract, which contains a sentiment truly liberal and just,

and is a fair specimen of the poetry :

* O pride enormous ! impudence of man !

But let not Britons imitate the plan,

Frame no false systems and then Call them wife,

Or make distinctions where no difference lies;

Alas! full oft the European face

Masks a mind darker than the darkest race ;

The Negroe's heart may be a purer shrine,

For thoughts devout, O haughty White, than thine.

Acceptance find more gracious from its God,

Thau the proud mailer who uplifts the rod,

Hi*
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His prayer to holy Kan no more prevail

To the great Spirit whispering in the gale,

His pioos vows to Quota 'midst the trees

Or high.BASSEFO walking in the breeze,

These may more virtue and more truth impart,

Than Christian incense from a savage heart,

And his wild Tambour beat to idol shouts*,

To heav'n ascend before the organ's notes;

Say, what the pomps of science or of prayer,

If the poor Indian's fervor glows not there?

In different forms tho' men the God adore,

Shap'd as the brute or painted as the flow's,

As marble here, and there as feathers seen,

There the birds bone, and here the fishes sin,

Each, as it marks sincerity, shall rife,

And welcome find in the recording skies,

Shall more be cherish'd by the powers of Heav'n

Than less true worship where more aids are giv'n»

Than the mock homage of th' enlighten'd train,

For whom a Saviour liv'd and died in va^n.'

As a poet, Mr. Pratt is a very unequal writer. Frequently

there is strength and pathos in his verse; at other times it is

tame and languid. He is, moreover, not sufficiently nice and

attentive in his choice of words. Sailors would object to the

phrase loudly roars the gale, and would inform the landsman poet

that the moment when the gale begins loudly to roar, it becomes

a Jlorm, Sometimes he is abrupt in his transitions; an instance

of this appears in p. 44.

We have noticed other little defects, but we shall not parti

cularly enumerate them, nor have we mentioned the above from

any desire of injuring Mr. Pratt's reputation f- Our wish is to

increase it. We have blamed him now, that we might, consist

ently with our engagements to the public, more entirely com

mend his suture work ; and we must take the liberty of giving it

as our opinion, that if, instead of priding himself in a vast extent of

lines, he would learn to be more correct in the use of metaphors,

and to blot, lop, and condense, he would soon be in considerable

estimation as a poet.

We have been informed that Mr. Pratt's extreme illness, while

the poem on Humanity was at press, obliged him to leave (he MS.

to be given out at different times, by a person who had mixed

the revised copy with several loose sheers of the rough original

draft ; consequently many errors (beside those in the errata) will

be found. »

* Shouts and notes make a very bad rhyme.

f Our remarks prove that we have not deemed his present work

unworthy of criticism. Such distinction is more than we can afford

to every poem that issues from the press.

Rsv. Nov. 1788. F f Art.
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Art. IX. The Orations of Marcus Tullius Cicero against Caius Cor

nelius Verres, tranljaied from the Original, by lames White, Esq;

with Annotations. 410. 185. Boards. Cadell. 1787.

OF all literary tasks, tint of translating from the ancients is

the molt ungrateful, since the labour is arduous, and the

reward inconsiderable. According to an ingenious French

writer*, " it is an unalterable law to refer all that is excellent

to the original, and all that is bad to the copy ; and the un

happy condition of a translator resembles tbzt of a dancer on

the slack rope, whose dexterity is little regarded, while the least

inadvertence costs him his life."

Considering this circumstance, we have always been inclined

to view with much indulgence every attempt of this kind, when

undertaken, as the late learned Mr. Harris used to say, by qua

lified persons j in which rank, Mr. White may very properly be

placed. He has been studious to understand his author ; and

the copiousness of his English style is well suited to express the

exuberant fertility of Cicero.

In the preface he describes the subject os the original, explains

his design iii the translation, and intermixes several observations

which are not common, and which appear to us to be solid ; we

(hall therefore insert it entire as a specimen of his style, and as

an earnest of the satisfaction which the English reader may derive

from the perusal of his work.

' The dsplorable abuses of provincial government have never been

depicted in more glowing colours than in the celebrated orations

against Caius Verres. Such readers as are accustomed to compassion

ate human misery, will doubtless receive a satisfaction from being

told, that the abilities and zeal of Cicero were not exerted in vain.

In this triumphant prosecution, the delinquent, who had returned to

Rome loaded with the spoils and curses of Sicily and Asia, was blasted

by the lightning of irresistible eloquence.

* Profligate men, intrusted with domination over opulent regions,

despised the common career of villany, and were tempted to become

monsters. Entire nations were impoverished irretrievably : there was

no motive of interest to restrain the oppressor : impunity at Rome was

secured by excess of wickedness abroad : there was nothing to deaden

the stroke of despotism. The tyrant hastened to his province, as to a

devoted prey; proceeded to plunder it with a dreadful regularity;

kept a journal of desolation ; and, embittering the peace of millions,

directed from his tribunal the system os their calamities.

' This is one of the most applauded periods in the life of Cicero.

Throughout the impeachment and trial of Verres, he appears to have

been wholly unmolested by that timidity which afterwards enfeebled

and disgraced his operations. Here we behold him fearless and firm ;

an example of patient investigation, of persevering vigour, of im-

* Tourreil, in his historical preface to the translation of Demos

thenes.

pregnable
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fregnable integrity. His heart was not yet debauched, his courage

was not yet undermined by the enjoyment of power : he no sooner

became a slave to the love of importance, than there seemed to be a

lamentable revolution in his character. As his honours increased,

his intrepidity diminished, and consequence and cowardice kept pace

with each other. They who were envious of his credit and authority,

and they who desired him for a partizan, perceived where he was

vulnerable, where he was practicable, and conveyed, through sucb,

channels as the turbulent times afforded, the bait of preferment, and

the poison of intimidation. A popular tumult was infallible : a co

hort of the legionaries under arms could damp and discomfit the

noblest efforts of his eloquence. He trembled for his palaces and

villas; he dreaded the loss of his levees, of that crowded train of

admirers and dependants who, on various occasions, bad been in

debted to his abilities. A foul which feeds upon applause soon

sickens in retirement: it finds no consolation in that solitary dignity

which great minds feel in the consciousness of rectitude. As he ad

vanced in life, he repeatedly sacrificed his true honour and security

for connections of the worst kind, with statesmen of the worst cha

racter, and was at once the dupe of their cunning and his own. It

was then that his friend Brutus treated him with that haughtiness of

which he complains in some epistles to Atticus, as being particularly

' offensive to a person of his age and elevation, from a man so much

his junior. The young Stoic saw into the meanness of his ambition,

and boldly and scornfully rebuked him. Could he have united to

his own amiable urbanity some portion of the proud inflexibility of

Cato, who disdained public honours when incompatible with public

happiness, the unyielding spirit cf that illustrious patriot would have

corrected the temporizing principles of the orator, and left a splen

did pattern of political perfection in the life of this accomplished

Roman.

' It is generally supposed, that his unhappy end was owing to

that eloquence by which he had been exalted. But the true cause

was, that he and Antony could not, considering their respective

views, exist together in the fame community. It was a personal con

test for power. The talents, indeed, of Tully, enabled him to make

a very memorable attack on his opponent : yet many perished in the

proscription by the triumvirs, who had never had the crime of elo

quence to answer for. Certain it is, however, that as long as he

confined himself to the path of real patriotism, he had little to fear

from the effects of his asperity : while it was devoted to the purpose

of defending the unfortunate, and of" lashing the hard back of ar

rogant iniquity," the God who had given it protected him in its ex

ercise.

' In his literary character he stood unrivalled. The splendour and

magnitude of his intellectual powers put him far above the reach of

competition. A stranger to jealousy (envy is out of the question, for it

implies inferiority), he gloried in displaying the excellencies of

others. In his arms unfriended merit of all kinds took shelter:

the palace of Cicero was the refuge of the learned from every quarter

cf the empire.

Ff 2 ' Hii
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' His invectives against Verres are entitled to public favour sot

their eloquence and their honesty. One would think that this part

of his oratorical works were as worthy of a place in our scholastic

course of learning, as the florid flattery of his orations for Mar-

cellus and Ligarius, of the wicked, or, at least, unwise one, for

the Manilian law, and the ingenious insincerity of that in behalf of

Milo*.

' It is not easy to transfuse into an English version the true energy

and grandeur of the Roman orator. The grace and harmony of his

arrangement are impaired, the sterling value of his diction is but

counterfeited. To. present his meaning is the utmost we can effect ;

to give his melody were impossible. If departed sages may be thought

to converse in some celestial region of felicity, and to be moved with

sensations of pleasure or pain from our treatment of the monuments

of their genius here on earth, the illustrious Antient, whose orations

axe before us, might thus, with some appearance of justice, complain :

" They are enervating the vigour of the Roman style, by the unani-

mated construction of a northern language: to the tame progress of

British prose is the spirited movement of my periods moderated.

That republican vehemence with which I have agitated the Roman

people even to phrenzy, must now be accommodated to the insipid

neatness of modern eloquence, to the cold and guarded fashions of

monarchical refinement.—The disappointed student may well exclaim,

Where is the foul of Tully luhicb Ifought for I1"

' The oratory of the antients owed much of its magnificence to a

custom which we are indebted to for the rapture we experience, in

perusing the immortal volumes which contain it. They condescended

to study and to compose. Habits of debate and daily exercise may

confer that fluency of genteel expressions, that pleasing fUnu ofwords-

anil pretty language, which, accompanied by a readiness at reply, and

,a familiarity with the local cant of the House of Commons, consti

tute, in our days, a Great Speaker. This, perhaps, may prove more

useful to the several parties which our orators support ; it may be

better adapted to the desultory hostilities of a House of Parliament,

but will never enable our senators (we are talking of eloquence),

without other aids, to reach the sublime excellence and glory of that

talent. Few men who desire to improve in public speaking resort to

. the parliamentary register for assistance. It was the wise and generous

wish of the statesmen of Greece and Rome to secure the double prize

of present victory and suture fame : they harangued at once for the

moment, and for posterity f.

■*> f 'i —

' * That the killing of Clodius (a measure indeed which no good

mah could lament) was preconcerted between Milo and Cicero, not

many days before the fact happened, is proved by an epistle of the

latter to Atticus.'

' f Hume, jn his Essay on Eloquence, hath handled this point in

so masterly a manner, that the translator forbears to make further

remarks, and refers the studious reader to that excellent perform

ance.'

•The
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4 The violent and abusive terms which occur in these compositions

nay perhaps offend the delicacy of some. The antients, in waging

war with corruption or cruelty, had no idea that the enemy was en

titled to good manners. They seldom employed their asperity by

halves. Their orators in the forum, like their heroes in the field,

considered themselves as struggling in the service of the common

wealth, and were prepared and contented to perish in the cause.

Confident that, should the strife prove fatal to themselves, they were

to leave to future ages at once a memorial of their own greatness,

and of the villainy of their adversary, they pursued him with the

most ardent severity, and (to use the words of a celebrated modern)

" would have tried the last exertion of their abilities to preserve the

perishable infamy of his name, and make it immortal."

* Although Cicero possesses the impetuosity of Demosthenes, he

hath neither his grand simplicity nor sublime enthusiasm. He is fre

quently too subtle, too artificial in his manner of reasoning: but

when he hath teized us for a while with this imperfection, he sud

denly bursts forth with a splendour and majesty which make us ample

compensation *. In a free state which hath provincial territories, his

orations against Verres are well worth the study of the statesman and

the senator. The political observations with which they abound should

be attentively considered by a patriot Englishman. The liberty of

Rome was purchased with the pillage of Asia.

* Isa Roman prætor, whose province lay within sight of Italy,

and whose crimes, while recent, were within reach of Roman justice,

could, for three years, act the tyrant uncontrollably, how numerous

must be the temptations to an European officer for oppressing the hu

man species beneath the Equinoctial ?

' Delinquents may escape by a deficiency of evidence, occasioned

by the remoteness of the place which should supply k. Luckily far

the Sicilian province, it was so near to Italy, that Cicero could easily

collect documents and witnesses: the sufferers themselves repaired to

Rome, and were confronted with the criminal. Instances have been

known (in ages less antient), when offenders of the first magnitude

have returned in peace from the kingdoms they had afflicted, and

rioted in the fruits of unpunished rapacity. They sate in senates;

the princes of Europe adorned them with their favour; their dege

nerate countrymen looked on with unconcern, and, dazzled by their

opulence, forgot their barbarities.

' Justice and probity are the main pillars of an empire: remove

them, and, be its pride, infatuation, and insolence what they may,

the speedy ruin of that empire is inevitable.'

* * The translator hath made some retrenchments in the second and

fourth orations, where the matter was such as would' have proved

more irksome than entertaining to the reader. As aids in illustrating

the following work, the annotations in the valuable edition of Ci

cero, published for the use of the University of Padua, and the

famous commentaries of Asconius Pedianus, which, it' is to be re

gretted, go no further than the middle of the third oration, have been

occasionally resorted to.'

F f 3 To
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and reputation ; if all my thoughts, solicitude, and vigilance, have

laboured for no end but the fulfilling of my duty, and the support of

truth, your sentiments and virtue, venerable judges, may be the

fame in deciding this important cause, as mine have proved in under

taking and pursuing it; that, if Caius Verres hath, in every act,

been guilty of unheard-of and unexampled impiety, audacity, ava

rice, lewdness, and barbarity, he may, by your judgment, meet a

fate proportioned to the abominable tenour of his life and character;

that the republic and my glory may, in this one prosecution, be

amply satisfied, and that hereafter I may rather be permitted to de

fend the good, than reduced to the necessity of impeaching the

wicked.'

AaT. X. Variety ; A Collection of Essays, written in the Year 1787.

8vo. 3». 6d. Cadell. 1788.

IN. these i flays we discover many of those traits of excellence,

which haveoften been found in this species of writing-. Of the

pieces on moral and religious subjects, however, some will be ob

jected to by the more critical reader, as superficial, and others as in-

judicious. Among the latter, many will include the papers which

censure and ridicule the useful institution of Sunday-schools;—

that which pleads for greater latitude in the observance of the

Sabbath, and represents Sunday as with us a day of cheerless

stupidity ;—and that which, treating of the incomprehensibility

of the Divine Nature, under colour of reverence for the Deity,

discourages all inquiry concerning his perfections, and asserts ir.

to be folly, if not impiety, to affix attributes to that Being,

whose nature and properties are not to be comprehended by/

human reason. We must further observe, that the Essay in

vindication of punning, Young Bottom's Letter on Epigrams, and

the outline of a Poem on the decline of Dramatic Taste, will

not bias the classical reader in favour of this Essayist's critical

judgment.

From this censure we, however, with great pleasure, except

a considerable number of the papers, particularly the comic de

scription of the distress of a modest man, in the character of

Mongrel Morell— the interesting tale of the friar—:and the

following valuable biographical memoir:

In an Essay on Gratitude, the writer fays :

* I will conclude my observations on this subject, by describing

the character of a Clergyman, now actually living in the county of

Norfolk} but whese real name J siiall disguise under that of Eu-

CHAris. This gentleman was early in life presented to the ad

joining Rectories of B * * * and B * *, by a patron, who at that

time was unmarried ; and therefore rind no idea of securing a re

version of the livings to a younger son ; and Kucharis has now en

joyed tiie benefice lull thirty years. Being hospitable with œcono-

my, and cbiritable with prudence, the income of his living, with

some private fortune, have enabled him to Jive in splendid affluence,

and
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and leave a saving every year for extraordinary purposes, Which

gratitude has pointed out. He first considered the heavenly Master

whom he serves, as his original and greatest p tron ; and, though his

piety would check the presumption of repaying for the blessings he

enjoys; yet he knows, that every attempt in man to (hew his gra

titude, is acceptable in the fight of Heaven. With this view, he

has consecrated part of the annual savings of his income to repair

an ancient Gothic structure, where he exhorts his flock to worship ;

and has actually expended many hundred pounds to restore and

beautify the temple of his God. This singular act of piety was se

cretly conducted, he raised an annual sum from his parishioners,

that he might not be suspected of the fact, and celebrates the re

building of the church, as the effect of voluntary contribution; nor

did he neglect any other duties of a Christian, to save the money so

appropriated; for his private well-directed charities, amount to

nearly half his income : his barns and store-houses are a repository for

the industrious poor, who buy of him all the necessaries of life, at a

price considerably less than what he pays for them : he never gives

money to the idle, but liberally recompenses labour, and relieves

with tenderness, the wants of age, of sickness, and infirmity, de

monstrating true gratitude to Heaven, by acts of charity to man.

' He has (he*n in a manner, almost unprecedented, his gratitude to

his earthly patron: that gentleman died about ten years since,

leaving an estate entailed on his eldest son, and three other boys sis

scantily provided for, that they could ill afford the expence of a

learned education. Euch a p. is knew this, and taking them to the

Parsonage, he considered them all as part of his own family; in

structed them in the learned languages himself, and sent them to

the University to qualify them for orders, that they might in time

fill those benefices which are in the gift of their elder brother. Nay,

he has done more, he has actually resigned one of those livings which

he himself received from their father, to the eldest of these three,

who is just become of age to hold it : having no nearer relations, he

considers the descendants of his patron as his heirs; and thus pro

longs his gratitude to a second generation. A character so unexampled,

will appear to many the produce of invention ; but though I might

offend the modesty of my friend, by mentioning his name, I have

recorded the county, which actually possesses so bright an ornament

os human nature ; and my heart seels (I trust) a laudable degree of

pride and exultation, when I reflect, that 1 am personally acquainted

with this glorious pattern of unabating gratitude.

' P. S. Since I wrote this Eslay, I have been most deeply afflicted

by the following paragraph in the Norfolk Chronicle, of 22d March

1768: " On Monday last, 'died the Rev. William Hewett, Rector

of Baconsthorpe and Bodham."

Sucn examples, which speak to the heart more powerfully

than a thousand preceptive lectures, ought never to be forgotten !

From certain inequalities observable among these Essays, we

are led to suspect [though possibly mistaken] that they are not

tli the production of the same pen : especially not that of the

iogenioua writer to whom the Public are indebted for the papers

11 particularly
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particularly noted in our exceptions to the general censure, wh'ch

our regard to impartiality, and justice to those who rely on our

judgment, has obliged us to pass on some parts of this otherwise

pleasing little volume.

Art. XI. The Theory of Language. In two Parts. By James

Beattie, L. L. D. F. R. S. E. Professor of Moral Philosophy

and Logic at Aberdeen, and Member of several Philosophical

Societies. A new Edition, enlarged and corrected. 8vo. 5*.

Boards. Cadell. 1788.

THE Treatise now before us, was first published in 1783,

in a volume of Essays, of which we gave some account in

the 73d volume of our Review, p. 30.

An event (the common lot of mankind) discontinued, at

that time, our Analysis of Dr. Beatiie's Moral and Critical Es

says *.

As we had then gone through the first four chapters of the

Treatise on Language, we shall now proceed, briefly, to no

tice the fifth, which treats on Accent.

Accent is a variation of the voice from acute to grave, and

from grave to acute; and constitutes what is generally called

tone. Dr. Beattie shews the necessity of this continual vibration

of the voice in speaking intelligibly; and aster some general re

flections on the particular accents of different nations, and of

different provinces of the fame nation, he asks, ' Are then all

provincial accents equally good ?' This question is answered in

the negative. Of accent, he thinks, as well as of spelling, syn

tax, or idiom, there is a standard in every polite naion; and

that it is in the metropolis of a kingdom, and in the most fa

mous schools of learning, where the greatest tesort of people,

adorned with useful and elegant accomplishments, may be ex

pected, that we are to look for this standard of accent and pro

nunciation. We shall not now, after so long an interruption of

the subject, enter into the ingenious author's argument*, but

proceed to the next chapter ; which is employed in refuting the

Epicurean doctrine of the origin of language.

Instead of supposing mankind to have originally been mutum

et turpe pecust Dr. Beattie alleges many powerful argument; to

prove that men must hive spoken in all ages. In the conclusion,

be fays, ' we may warrantably suppose that our first parents

must have received language by immediate inspiration.' Ad

mitting this fact (which in a philosophical Essay ought to haie

been proved), our author follows the Musical account of the

* The remaining Essjys in this volume are, on Fable and RcmaUce;

en the Attachments of Kindred; and on Sublimity ; the firlt and ialt of

which are excellent in point of criticism, and the second is a piece

of found morality.

10 confusion
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confusion at Babe) ; whence he derives a variety of primitive

languages,—all of which, he shews, must have had some things

in common, though each has its peculiarities. The considera

tion os those qualities that are common to all languages, forms

that Science which has been called Universal or Philosophical

Grammar ; the principles of which, Dr. Beattie proposes to un

fold, in the remaining part of his Essay.

He has a long and curious investigation of the origin of

writing, but no determined decision is made concerning it, ex

cept in the following sentence: ' Alphabetical writing must be

so remote from the conception of those who never heard of it,

that without divine aid it would seem to be unsearchable and

impossible.' He shews its great utility, describes the different

forts of it as practised by different nations, and concludes the

first part of his treatise with a short history os printing.

The second part of the Theory of Language is entitled Uni

versal Grammar, which seems to be founded on principles simi

lar to those of Mr. Harris. Dr. B. indeed, is more minute

and less intricate than former writers ; and the treatise will be

perused with pleasure by the inquisitive, and with advantage by

the studious reader.

Art. XII. The Solicitudes of Absence. A Genuine Tale. izmo. 3 s.

sewed. Foriter, &c. 1788.

IN characterizing this work, we cannot acquit ourselves with

more propriety, than by giving an abstract of our account of

a former publication *, by the fame author; viz. that the facts

here related will not fail to gain the reader's attention ; that

they are frequently enlivened by occasional pieces of poetry,—

in which species of composition the writer pusseflis a very agree

able vein ; and that in the correspondence between the Author

(Mr, Renwick) and his wife, during their necessary separations,

the lady's letters prove her to be endowed with an excellent ca

pacity, and highly to be praised for her exemplary virtue, and

conjugal fidelity.

We have frequently had occasion to commend Mr. Renwick

for his laudable addresses to parliament, and his unremitting

zeal, in favour of our seamen, navy surgrons f, and surgeons

widows ; but we are truly sorry to find that he himself hath

so often needed some friendly advocate, whose aid might have

contributed to the relief of his own private distresses.— It hath

been his fate to struggle, for many years, under the pressure ot

misfortune!), from which, it too plainly appears, that he is not

yet entirely exonerated : being (till exposed to the disappoint-

* " Unfortunate Lovers," &c. See Rev. vol. *lv. p. 301.

t The Author hath himself been in this service.

merits
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ments and sorrows of a dependent and uncertain situation !—He

has here given an abstract of bis own history ; a melancholy tale '

hut he has contrived to render it as agreeable to the reader at

possible, by the insertion of letters, and little poems. However

adverse the world, in general, may have been to Mr. R. the

Muses have not been altogether unkind to him :—some of hi;

verses may, indeed, be termed excellent ; and none of them ace

totally undeserving of praise. As a specimen of bis poetical

talents, we have selected the following, written in one of his

separations from his beloved Delia ; and which will, in some

measure, intimate the propriety of the title of his book: the

poem is accompanied by a letter to her, dated at Spitbead,

M»y 141 1785-

• Solicitude.

* The heart that throbs with latent woe,

Reluctant eyes the morning ray ;

Nor when nocturnal vespers glow,

Regrets the loss of parting day.

' Come, drowsy night, and shed the balm

That soft suspends each anxious care ;

Oblivious come, and quickly calm

The pensive tumults of despair.

' Is 'midst thy wondrous magic power

Excursive fancy still should roam,

Restore the dear domestic hour

When mutual love invites me home.

* Though twenty years their months have told,

Since I possess'd her virgin charms,

I yet would lose the world t' enfold

• The faithful fair within my arms.

* Bright as the star of evening glows,

Her lucid orbs appear;

Upon her cheeks the blushing rose

Blooms fresh throughout the year.

* Mild as the breath of vernal gales,

Her voice— each whispering sigh ;

More sofe than oriental tales,

The strains her lips supply.'

In most of his letters, we fee the genuine effusions of a warm

and impassioned heart: of which, a single paragraph will serve

to give our readers an adequate idea :

* Nor ivine can soothe the anxious cares of love ! I have for once

drank till the pen trembles in my hand, yet I feel myself equally alive

to the sensations of sorrow ; and in the lunacy of conjugal attach

ment, could involve the world in one general ruin. I could disturb

the calm ofmidnight with greater vociferation than the hero who ilormi

in the drama ofromance; and I could weep like a woman, when I wm

M
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no longer able to contend with the transports of my rage. Soch ef

fusions would soften the solicitudes I am weary of sustaining.'

The last letter is dated at Plymouth Sound, Nov. 30, 1787,

in which we find Mr. R. discharged from his station as surgeon

on board the Druid frigate. He is now, if we are not misin

formed, engaged in some branch of the medical profession, at

Berwick on Tweed : where we heartily wifli him the success to

which he seems justly entitled by his abilities, and his earnest -

desire to be useful to the Public, as well as to provide for a fa

mily entirely dependent on his laudable exertions.

Art. XIII. An Introduction to tht History es tbt Dutch Republic, foe

the last ten Years, reckoning from the Year 1777. 8vo. 53.

Boards. Kearsley. 1788.

THERE is no particular branch in any of the established

modes of government, however perfect, however excel

lent it may appear when considered in itself, which will not,

from its necessary connection with the other, even the lesser

and subordinate, parts of the great machine, be subject to some

thing like corruption and decay, whenever those parts shall be

come diseased ; and in this the political body may very fairly be

compared with the natural one.

** Let our finger ache, and it induces

A fense of pain e'en to our healthful members." Shakesp.

The Republic of Holland has felt this pain in every limb.

The basis, the foundation of the state-establishment among

theDutch, is political freedom or liberty ; and for this they have

ever shewn a kind of enthusiastic fondness, without having been

sufficiently attentive to the means of preserving it. They have

repeatedly experienced the necessity of having a Stadtholder at

the head of the government, as the revolutions of 1672 and

1747 abundantly testify ; when, after a temporary ejection or

suspension of that magistrate, they were again obliged to call

him in :—but they have never adopted the just and proper me

thods for fixing him firmly and permanently in his place.

Hence the origin of party, and hence the divisions and distrac

tions in the Belgic state. For though the prescriptive rights of

the Princes of Orange are thoroughly understood and admitted in

several of the provinces ; and though they have obtained beyond]

the period (ultra tritavum) when custom becomes a law ; yet,

as the most valuable part of the prerogative of these princes, that

osnominating or recommending the persons to be chosen members of the

ajftmblies of the States, has never been formally acknowleged by

the people, they have at all times been subject to opposition from

the factious in the exercise of this power, though justice be

taken for their guide. But that our Readers may judge of the

extent
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txtentof the power in question, and of the consequences imme

diately resulting from it, we will extract from the performance

before us, the Author's clear and accurate description of this

very important branch of authority ; which, though it may only

be established by courtesy, has still perhaps from long and con

tinued usage, become an undoubted and indefeasible right.

* Though he (ihe Prince) is no constituent part of the supreme

legislative power, and rus neither a feat in the assemblies, nor a voice

in the deliberations of either the provincial States or their High

Mightinesses (except when, on some particular occasions, he makes

specific propositions to them on urgent and important points, which

are not however considered or debated, still less determined, in his

■presence), yet he exercises the right of nominating, or recommend

ing most of the members of the smaller assemblies, or <vroetschaps, in

whom this power is ultimately lodged, according to the legal forms

of the Dutch Republic, but he exercises this power of not only no

minating and recommending whom he thinks proper, but also that of

rejecting or disapproving whoever he thinks improper to become mem

bers or magistrates in these legislatures. The mode of doing this is

different in various cities and provinces. In some, the electors, in

cafe of an accidental or constitutional vacancy, present him with three

persons whom they think qualified to fill it, and of these three he

approves of one, who is on such approval invested in office. In other

places he, by missive letters, nominates or recommends three persons

to sill up any vacancy that happens, and of these three the electors

chuse one, usually the first in the Stadtholder's list, who on such

election is vested with authority. In the first of these modes, it is

obvious that he acts in much the fame manner as the King does with

us, in appointing the sheriffs of counties. And in the second, as our

Sovereign does in promoting by recommendatory letters, and a eemgi

e/'e/irt, the prelatrs and other dignitaries of our church. But in both

modes it is equally plain how Vdluable this part of the Stadtholder's

prerogative is, for by it he is enabled, in a great measure, to new-

model the whole senates of the several towns in the course of some

years, and the whole magistracy of them in a much shorter time.

The misfortune however is, that it has been never formally acknow

ledged, or expresi-ly allowed by the fundamental laws, or the con

stitution of the commonwealth, and hence the right to exercise it hath

been at certain season?, as it is at this present time, disputed in some

places, and denied absolutely in others.—This great defect in the con

stitution, and the consequent principle of weakness in the authority

of the Stadtholder, a principle of weakness entirely arising from the

undefined state of his prerogative on this head, is owing to the want

of spirit and ability in William IV. Had he been an abler man him

self, or better advised by others, he might have availed himself much

more solijly than he did of the affection of the people in the year

174.S, when they tumultuoisly made him Stadtholder. But he did

not perceive the value and importance of those glowing moments, in

which he might have clenched his authority, ana he left this valuable

prerogative in the fame state of indecision in which he found it. Thus

through want of understanding, or perhaps through an affected mo

deration,
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deration, he lost the decisive period, or at least neglected to reap from

it all the great advantages which it was capable of affording, and on,

his death, in 1751, transmitted the government in a loose disjointed

state, with a disputed jurisdiction, and an undefined prerogative, to his

infant son.'

From the very particular information contained in this work

respecting the sources of the recent troubles in the Republic of

Holland, we are naturally led to imagine that it is the produc

tion of a foreign pen. An Englishman, we think, could

sca:cely have become acquainted with so many of the subtilties

and intrigues of state. To a Dutchman or a Frenchman,

such acquirement was more easy. Be this as it may, the

form of government in Holland, together with the relative situ

ation of th: Prince of Orange, as hereditary Stadtholder, are

nicely and accurately stated •.. Of the established mode of rule,

however, the Author entertains a very contemptible opinion, as

the following extracts will particularly (hew :

' AU these causes of weakness and dissension, which originated in

the measures of ministers, the temper of the Stadtholder, the situa

tion of the commonwealth, and the spirit of faction, might have

heen removed, or at least controlled in their effects, as similar causes

have often been in other states, were it not for the singular and un

happy conjlitution of the republic'

Again,

' Of ail the political constitutions that have been framed by legis

lators, or descrihed by historians, or defined by lawyers, none ap

pears to have been so weak and illiberal, so irregular and inaccurate,

so preposterous and undefined, as that of the Dutch. And in the

* Notwithstanding the general opinion which we, on this side of

the water, have conceived as to the merit of this work, we have

conversed with sensible and honest men, natives of Holland, and of

eminence in their own country, who have spoken of the book as be

ing calculated to mislead its readers in some important respects. In

particular they fay, that it has " a tendency to inspire unjust pre

judices against the Princess of Orange, a lady of the most respectable

character : and (on the other hand) to excite a degree os esteem for

the late Grand Pensionary Bleiswyk, to which he is not in the least

entitled." That " in his portrait also of Mr. Van Berkel, every line

and feature are in flat contradiction with the most palpable truth !"

The like hath been observed in regard to some other portraits, though

it is, by the fame gentlemen, candidly allowed, that " nothing,

with some few exceptions, can be better represented than the cha

racters of the Stadtholder, and the Duke of Biunswic, his former

confident and minister."—On seme of these points we confess our

selves incompetent to the task of a full and complete decision ; but, on

the whole, we abide by the idea which we at first formed of the ge

neral character of the work, viz. that it abounds with irrefragable

truths, acute observations, and good reasoning,—which, all together,

announce a writer who possesses real merit,

nature
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nature of it may be found many causes that aggravated and extended

the malignant symptoms, with which, through a weak administration,

an ill government, and other causes that have been already men*

tioned, their commonwealth has been for some years affected.'

The sentiments here exhibited are so diametrically opposite to

those of our first rate politicians and civilians, who have repre

sented the state of Holland as a republic able to support itself by

reason of its confederacy, without any internal corruption * , that they

Will probably be thought by many to have been too hastily, dog

matically, and positively delivered f.

When, however, we attend to the late commotions in this

famed confederacy, and when we consider how various are the

springs which actuate and move this ponderous body, we must

acknowlege the force of the writer's argument in the main,

though he is somewhat mistaken in the principle on which he

founds it : for there is every reason to believe that Montesquieu,

when he talked of the excellence and perfection of this govern

ment, must have understood it as having always a Stadtholder,

and in full postillion of his privileges, at the head ; otherwise it

would bear too particular a resemblance to an aristocracy ever to

be commended by so able and intelligent a writer. We must

therefore observe, that, the Prince of Orange's authority admit

ted, our Author appears to be wrong.

It is to be hoped, from the manner in which the late disputes

have terminated, that the Aristocratical party are at length con

vinced of their error : that they will not again attempt to arrest

or even question the power of a ruler, whose right to the Stadt-

holderfhip must now be considered as thoroughly established by

every unprejudiced person in Europe. It is to be hoped, more

over, whatever may be their sentiments with respect to the abi

lities of that ruler, that they will reflect on the temper and dis

position of the Dutch as it was seen in the recent struggle, and

uniformly bear in mind, that imperium in imperio will never be

endured by a spirited people like ihe Hollanders : a people who,

in asserting their Prince's privileges, know that they are main

taining their rights.

* See UEsprit des Loix.

f ' The Hague (fays the Author in another part of his book') is

the place of meeting of the provincial states of Holland, as well as

of the States General; but the one, no more than the other, can

conclude or determine no affair of importance without consulting

their constituents.' Where then is the grand objection to the casf-i-

tkticn ?

Art.
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Art. JftV. Tbt Poetry of tbi World. Crown 8vo. 2 Vols. 71,"

sewed. BeJI. 1788.

ON opening these volumes, the first thing which must strike

the reader, will be their great typographical elegance.

Each poem is printed in so beautiful a manner as to be literally

(which Is more than Horace's maxim, ut piflura poe/is erit, re-*

quires)—apiSfure. This we mention to the credit of the Book

seller, who appears laudably ambitious of acquiring the title of

the Bqfkerville of the present day. All that typographical taste

could do, he has evidently done to recommend the poems before

us ; and though it should be recollected, frenti nulla fides , the

beauty of the paper and type will probably excite some little pre

possession in their favour, notwithstanding the title-page an

nounces them to be collected from a news-paper. Nor will

those who take them up with this prepossession meet with any

great disappointment; for many of them highly merit the exter

nal elegance in which they appear, and we cannot but congra

tulate tbe Public in their being thus rescued from the perishing

pages of a daily print, which, after being read, are commonly

destined hejternœ ouurrere tœna. Who are the real authors of the

several pieces bearing the signatures of Delia Crufca, Anna Ma

tilda, Arley, Benedicts the bard, and Edwin, the World has

not seen fit to inform us ; and as we have not the omniscient

Jackson, nor any other omniscient gentleman in our corps, it

cannot be expected (hat we should discover them. Thus much,

however, we have been fortunate enough to have traced out,

that Delia Crufca is supposed to be Mr. Merry, that Arley is cer

tainly Mr. M. P. Andrews, and that the Bard is thought to be

a Mr. Berkley. Time, who is celebrated fur blabbing the pro-

soundest secrets, will probably, if we exercise a little patience,

acquaint us with the real name of Anna Matilda, which is now,

we find, carefully concealed; and of all the rest, at present, we

must content ourselves with reading their verses. By these it

appears that none of them are vulgar writers. Delia Crufca,

who, we must confess, has pleased us most, appears to be a

gentleman, a scholar, and a poet ; and several of his pieces

claim a distinguished place in the class of modern poetry. Our

readers will, no doubt, esteem themselves obliged to. us for as

signing a page or two of our Review to the beautiful Elegy

written en the Plain OF Fontenoy :

* Chill blows the blast, and Twilight's dewy hand

Draws in tbe West her dufley veil away ;

A deeper shadow steals along the land,

And Nature muses at the Death of Day I

Rsv. Nov. 1788. G g fta*
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Near this bleak Waste no friendly mansion rears

Its walls, where Mirth, and social joys resound,

But each fad object melts the soul to tears,

While Horror treads the seatter'd bones around.

As thus alone, and comfortless I roam,

Wet with the drizling show'r r I sigh sincere,

I cast a fond look tow'rds my native home,

And think what valiant Britons perish'd here.

Yes, the time was, nor very far the date,

When carnage here her crimson toil began ;

When Nations' Standards wav'd in threat'oing state.

And Man the murd'rer met the murd'rer Man.

For War is Murder, tho' the voice of Kings

Has styl'd it Justice, styl'd it Glory too.

Yet from worst motives, fierce ambition springs,

And there, six'd Prejudice is all we view !

But sure, 'tis Heaven's immutable decree,

For thousands ev'ry age in fight to fall ;

Some Natural Cause prevails, we cannot fee,.

And that is Fate, which we Ambition call,

O let th' aspiring Warrior think with grief,

That as produc'd by Chtmic art refin'd;—

So glitt'ring CoKqjJEST, from the laurel leaf

Extracts a ceh'ral poison for Mankind.

Here let him wander at the midnight hour,

These morbid rains, these gelid gales to meet;

And mourn like me, the ravages pf Pow'r !

And feel like me, that Vict'ry is defeat!

Nor deem, ye vain ! that e'er I mean to swell

My feeble Verse with many a sounding Name;

Of such, the mercenary Bard may tell,

And call such dreary desolation, Fame.

The genuine Muse removes the thin disguise,

That cheats the World, whene'er she deigns to sing ;

And full as meritorious to her eyes

Seems the Poor Soldier, as the Mighty King !

Alike I shun in labour'd strain to (how,

How Britain more than triumph'd, tho' she fled*

Where LOUIS stood, where stalk'd the column slow;

I turn from these, and dwell upon the Dead.

Yet much my beating breast respects the brave ;

Too well I love them, not to mourn their fate,

Why should they seek for greatness in the Grave ?

Their hearts are noble—and in life they're great.

Nor think 'tis but in War the Brave excel,—

To Valour ev'ry Virtue is allied !'

Here faithful Friendship 'mid the battle fell,

And Love, true Love, in. bitter anguish died.

• >; Ahsr
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Alas! the solemn slaughter I retrace,

That checks life's current circling thro' my veins;

Bath'd in moist sorrow, many a beauteous face;

And gave a grief, perhaps, that still remains.

I can no more—- an agony too keen

Absorbs my fenses, and my mind subdues,

Hard were that heart which here could beat serene,

Or the just tribute of a pang refuse.

But lo! thro' yonder op'ning clouds afar

Shoots the bright Planet's sanguinary ray

That bears thy name, fictitious Lord of War I

And with red lustre guides my lonely way.

Then Fontenoy, farewell! yet much I fear,

(Wherever chance my course compels) to find

Discord and blood—the thrilling sounds I hear,

'* The noise of battle hnrtles in the wind."

• From barb'rous Turkey to Britannia's more,

Opposing int'reste into rage increase;

Destruction rears her sceptre, tumults roar,

Ah ! where shall hapless man repose in peace ?

Della Crvsca.*

We particularly admire the 7th stanza at containing a thought

both new and just.

His Muse is generallyjjlaintive, and sometimes philosophical.

Thus, to Anna Matilda:

' When far off the night storm flies,

Let us ponder on the skies !

Where million * stars are ever roll'd,

Which yet our Weak eyes dare behold {

Adore the self-existing cause

That gives to eath its fep'rate laws;

That, when th' impetuous Comet rnna

Athwart a wilderness of Sung;

Tells it what mandate to obey,

Nor ever wander from its way ;

'- *■ ' Till back it hastens whence 'twas brought

Beyond the boundaries of Thought!

Let not the studious Seer reply,

" Attraction regulates thesty, - -

" And lends each Orb the secretfora,

" That urges oh, or decks its course-^*

Or with his Orrery expound

Creation's vainly fancied round.

• * This imperfect mode of expression can never be1 allowed. We

arc reft to suppose that " millions of stars" is meant ; biit though this

•e inferable, it is not said.

G g 2 Ah I
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Ah ! qnit thy toil, presumptuous Sage,

Destroy thy calculating page ;

No more on Second Causes plod ;

'Tia not attraction, but 'tis God !

And what the Universe we call,

Is but a Point, compar'd to All.'

The concealed Lady is not equal to her unseen admirer, either

as a philosopher or poet, yet we lament that her boot is da'd—

her lyre is broke. Arley's poetry it entitled to the praise of being

easy and elegant;—the Invitation to Delia we would particularly

refer to, in justification of this encomium; Benedict's Sonnets

certainly have merit, and the fame might be said of the African

Boy and the Ode to Prudence ; the former by the Bard, and the

latter by Edwin ; but not a merit equal to the Sonnets. Our

opinion of the pieces entitled Ancient Music, we shall neither say

nor sing.

As verbal critics, we might be induced to notice the words

literate, isolated, sensate, &c. which occur in these volumes,

but we are not disposed at present to exercise our talents in this

Way. We (hall rather observe that some of the poems, designed

to be pathetic, tire by too much pastoral description; and

that in those of Delia Crusca, we several times meet with shades

among and graves among, which, when often used by a mo

dern poet of eminence, will excite some disapprobation. We,

however, are infinitely more dissatisfied with the indecent

tines on Lady T—re—Ps Ring, which certainly should not have

been allowed a place in a collection of the chaste, plaintive, and

elegant productions of Anna Matilda, and Della Crusca.

A Tragic Drama, by Delia Crusca, entitled Ambitious f'en-

geance, concludes Vol. 1. On this we shall observe that it is in

deed tragic, that the plot seems to have been suggested by Shake

speare's Macbeth, and his Romeo and Juliet ; and that the outl ines of

the characters are for the most part derived from the fame source.

As a Drama it is defective, but the dialogue is not unworthy the

elegant pen to which it is ascribed.

MONTHLY CATALOGUE,

For NOVEMBER, 1788.

A N T I QJJ I T I E S.

Art. 15. PiBuresoue Antiquities of Scotland. Etched by Adam de

Cardonnel. 8vo. 2 Vols. 1 8s. Boards. Edwards. 1788.

THE reception which a former publication * met with, has encou

raged Mr. de Cardonnel to continue his labours in preserving

from oblivion the ancient remains of Caledonian splendor, once so con-

* Numismata Scotia. See Rev. vol. lxxv. p. 114.

• 1* spienou)
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spicuous in the churches, religious houses, and castles, now mostly in

ruins.

The volumes before us contain neat engravings of several ruins,

somewhat similar to those of Capt. Grose, with a short description in

letter-press under the plate.

The first volume, which is appropriated to religious houses, has an

introduction describing the different orders of Monks, with their in

stitutions in Scotland ; and the second, in which are the ruins of for

tifications, has a prefatory discourse on ancient fortification, part of

which is abridged from that of Capt. Grose in his Preface to the

English antiquities.

Mr. de Cardonnel has bestowed no small labour in collecting the

materials for this publication, and he seems to have executed hit

plan with judgment, in the historical part, and with elegance, in the

engravings. The small scale on which the ruins are drawn may be

objected to by those who are accustomed to larger plates : the author

was sensible of this objection ; but he wished to accommodate tra

vellers with a pocket companion, that might give a concise ac

count of some of the principal circumstances relative to Scottish

ruins :—and this purpose will be well answered by the present publi

cation.

Tithes.

Art. 16. A Letter to Sir Francis Blake, Bart. Wherein his Arguments

for the Abolition of Tithes, and the Reform of the Church Re

venue +, are candidly considered, and theirFutility exposed. Being

a concise, but rational, Defence of the present System of Tithes.

8vo. is. 6d. Stalker. 1788.

When Sir Francis Blake's Proposal for the Liquidation of the Na

tional Debt was first published, we were rather disposed to pass over

his ideas for the extinction of tithes, in a ludicrous way, than to avail

ourselves of the opportunity of officiously touching on so tender *

subject ; and the present writer also might safely have let them alone :

for there are no indications that his schemes are going to be put in

execution. Nevertheless we are now very loudly called back to the

subject of tithes ; and are warned of the danger of attempting to

meddle with ecclesiastical affairs, in a manner truly alarming:

' The alliance between Church and State is so sacred and inviolate,

that few instances can be produced, where the property of the former

has been invaded, and its interests betrayed, without a manifest in*

jury being done to the latter : the dependencies and relations of the

one and the other being so minutely interwoven, that it certainly re

quires the nicest discrimination to determine how far the superior

power may invade, or alienate the long-established rights of the in

ferior, without manifestly incurring the imputation of injustice. The

many dreadful convulsions which have rent asunder, nay even over

turned the most powerful empires, which have risen to the most tre-

t See his Proposal for the Liquidation of the National Debt, &c.

Rev. vol. Ixviii. p. 444.

G g 3 mendous
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mendouf heights, from very small beginnings, are warnings that

/peak in thunder to the inconsiderate and precipitate, who thought

lessly advise, or hastily incite others to execute, what may not only

produce a temporary disorder, but overwhelm thousands in inevitable

perdition.'

What, cannot we wifli to alter the mode of providing for one order

of men in the nation, from a way that proves disagreeable to others,

to away more easy to themselves, without apprehending the ruin of

the whole? A fat pluralist would "speak in thunder," even to a

mild proposal to reduce the inequalities of benefices, and enjoin resi

dence : yet no thunder either from heaven or earth punished the

daring resumption of abbey lands*!

To Sir Francis Blake's proposal for abolishing what he deems nn«

necessary dignities in the church, our Author replies,

' Is not this doctrine of yours directly applicable to every rank in

life, to the Peerage and Baronetage, as well as to the Clergy ? Can

you advance one single argument for the abolition of the different

distinctions in the Church, that will not militate with a double force

against all the higher distinguishing ranks in life, and recoil upon

your own head with such persevering fury, that I believe all your

ingenuity will be found insufficient to extricate yourself from the im

pending blow? Destroy distinction, arid you destroy subordination,

order, and decorum. If itbe absolutely necessary amongst one class

of mankind, it is in another, for the rule holds good through the

whole, and is invariably so in the time past, the present, and the

future.'

This does not appear prima facii, and is mere local argument.

For, were the question to be decided at Edinburgh, Amsterdam, or

Geneva, they might at either of those places argue, that as Christ's

kingdom is not oi this world, it is not sufficiently clear that his ser

vants have any profeffional claim to a participation in worldly offices

and dignities ; nor why a hierarchy should be erected, rising from

the confessedly useful station of a parish priest, through several ex

pensive degrees, until it reaches, and unites with, the highest poll'

i «' i — . ■ ■■ —

• The above instance is full in point, considering the scornful in

discriminate reproach which the writer casts on am. attempts at re

formation. Referring to the sale of Sir Francis Blake's pamphlet, he

observes, « The third edition is, no doubt, sufficient evidence of its fa

vourable reception with the Public, who is ever anxious to patronize

the wildest chimeras, and the most improbable inconsistencies, if they

be only sanctioned by the palatable word, Reform. This has been

an ignis faiuui to mislead the credulous, from the earlitft accounts of

time, even to tin present day . It savours their humours, and accoras

with their ill-grounded prejudices, by promising a speedy exemption

from all their burthens, real or imaginary. This proposition, how

ever improbable in the execution, ox delusive in the event, readily

finds a number of votaries, by indulging their hopes, and flattering

their prepossessions. But how far the fjoal issues of these ill-concerted

reformations, have quadrated with their expectations, the histories of

past ages inform us. Here is a lesson for the credulous, and a warning

for the precipitate I'
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tieal order in the state : and they might appeal to their own esta

blishments to justify their doubts. They might probably conclude

by proposing a solution of that undeniable paradox, how it comes to

pass, that the professed, the peculiar servants of the meekest and most

lelf-denying Master in the world, should universally in all ages prove

to be the most aspiring class of the sons of men.

To the Baronet's proposal to six all incumbents to the livings they

accept, and to put a stop to removals, he pleads,

• To cut off all the hope and expectation of advantage from change

of place, would be not only an intolerable, but even an inhuman

prohibition, and lay the clergy under such unsufferable restrictions,

as would render existence an actual punishment. When a clergy

man is presented to a living, let the situation be where it will, what

ever inconveniencies he may labour under, whatever difficulties expe

rience, he must with all the passive tamenefs of an inanimate substance,

set himself down contented ; and learn to bear, because there is no

remedy, the. insults of petulance, and the impertinence of superiority.*

This, author overlooks the chief temptations to shifting from bene

fice to benefice, from pecuniary motives or indulgence in pleasure, by

ingeniously pleading causes that may better bear producing, and he

justifies the translation of bishops on similar ground. But might not one

of the before-mentioned Calvinists tell him, that the previous question

to be settled is, whether the profession of preaching the Gospel, is to

be engaged in as a lucrative employment, like law or physic; or

whether we have a right to expect the practice of our spiritual guides

should be solemnly regulated by the disinterested doctrines which they

preach, like men who look for their reward in a better place ? That is,

whether their true call is from conviction within, or from worldly con

siderations without ? If the latter, then indeed all his reasoning, and

all their practice, will be in character, and so far unanswerable.

His arguments in favour of tithes, are such as are always pleaded;

and ».e do not fee that he adds to their force, or states them to peculiar

advantage.

Art. 17. A Vindication of the Conduil of the Clergy, who petitioned

the House of Lords, against two Bills relative to Tithes, in the

Session of Parliament held in 1788. By a Southern Clergyman.

With an Appendix, containing his former Answers to certain " Al

legations." With Additions. 8vo. is. Dublin, printed;

London, reprinted, for Robson and Clarke. 1788.

The eternal wrangling between clergymen and their flocks, about

apples, turneps,' potatoes, and pigs ; their eager appeals to courts of

law, and so the Public, computing the value of crops, and calculating

profit and loss, are so disgraceful to their professional character, and

so subversive of the principles they profess to believe and inculcate,

that we are astonished they are not more desirous than the Public can

be to have the nature of their inectnes altered to some mode less irk

some both to the payers and receivers.

Discontented as the English clergy appear to be, they are looked

up to with envy by their brethren in Ireland, who have indeed far

more serious grievances to state ; their incomes are not in general so

liberal, and the collection of them is disturbed by the riotous inter-
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vention of armed associations, capable of perpetrating any outrage*

that lawless violence and brutal ignorance may happen to dictate.

The Bill which especially excited an alarm among the clergy in

Ireland, was an amendment of the Act to encourage the improve

ment of barren and waste land, by exempting such improved lards

from payment of tithe for seven years, provided such land had not

paid tithe for seven years before. The principal objection of the

clergy to this bill wai, that most of the land in that kingdom which,

bad not paid tithe, through the negligence of the proprietor or

tenant, and not on account of actual barrenness, would thus be ex

empted on being tilled ; and that it lay on the clergyman to prove

that it had paid tithe before ; a proof not easy to be adduced in the

disturbed state of the country. Satisfactory amendments were made

to this bill by the Lords, and then it was rejected by the Commons.

This pamphlet contains a very temperate state of the cafe, but we

cannot enter farther into it.

Art. 1 8. A Defence of the Protestant Clergy in the South of Ireland;

in Answer to the Charges against them, contained in the Right

Hon. Henry Grattan's Speeches relating to Tithes, as they are

printed, and said to have been delivered in the House of Com

mons, on the 14th and 19th of February 1788. With a Postscript

containing some Remarks on his last Speech on the Re-agitation

of Tithes, delivered the nth of April 1788. By Authenticus.

8vo. zs, Dublin, printed; London, reprinted tor Robson and

Clarke. 1788.

Popular as Mr. Grattan may heretofore have been in Ireland, he

roust resign all pretensions to the esteem of the clergy there, since

his late orations on the subject of tithes ; wherein he has pointedly

charged them with extortion, oppression, and injustice in levying these

offensive dues. The prefect writer promises that his name shall he

forthcoming whenever Mr. Grattan will avow the speeches published

as his, to be those delivered by him, a degree of sanction which they

have not yet obtained ; and declares his sole purpose to be * to prove the

?;eneral charges against the clergy ill founded, the proofs brought to

upport them inconclusive, and that the fullest examination of facts

the nature of the subject will afford, proves the direct contrary of

those charges, even that the general conduct of the southern clergy

is just and moderate, and merciful and praise-worthy.* In the exe

cution of this task, he appears to have taken meritorious pains in

collecting ' the solemn and accurate returns of the clergy to their

bishops,' in several dioceses, comparing the tithe rates actually

charged on the land, with the average amount of crops, and the

real tithe of those crops; according to which statements, the rates at

which they are customarily set, appear to be indeed very moderate,

being little more than one half of the legal claim. He enters into

a circumstantial detail of the studied difficulties and insulting ob

structions contrived to defeat the clergymen's attempts to collect their

tithes, and their behaviour under these embarrassments, with great

appearance of candour ; so that until Mr. Grattan shall, in a similar

manner, support the positive allegations attributed to him, they will

inevitably be considered as hasty, injurious invectives, among the few

yvho thkk it worth their while (p examine both sides of a question.

AccyJjL;
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Accusations indeed that coincide with popular humours, triumph

long before defences are listened to; but if at length they are found

to be valid, the event will afford ample consolation. But this event

must be patiently waited for, as we are given to understand, that

Mr. Grattan's speeches have been translated into Irish at Cork, for

the benefit 'of the populace.

While clergymen conscientiously discharge their important duties, we

cannot but sympathize with them when we find that the law which

should be their protection, fixes them in an uneasy situation. This seems

peculiarly the case now in some parts of Ireland ; yet though such

clergymen have better reasons to plead for deserting their turbulent

flocks, than those who forsake them in pursuit of filthy lucre or

sensual pleasure, they have a more forcible tie to stay with them,

where it is practicable, to overcome evil with good, and to re

claim them by a zealous example of the Christian virtues, in the

fervent discharge of their pastoral functions : it is on tbis ground that

we cannot heartily subscribe his extenuation of non-residence by pre

cedents. He observes—' As to Mr. Grattan's tax on non-residence,

I agree with Mr. Grattan, that it would be strange if it had become

necessary ; but I entirely deny that it is necessary, or that the south

ern clergy are martfrequently non-resident than their brethren, either

in ether parti of the kingdom er England. Mr. Grattan has pro.

duced no proof to the contrary.' This is merely one part of the

clergy sheltering their criminal conduct under that of another, who

may avail themselves in the fame manner.

Education, Dictionaries, l£e.

Art. 10. Sntiek's New Spelling Dictionary, comprehending a copious

and accented Vocabulary of the English Language. Revised,

Corrected, and Enlarged throughout, by Will. Crakelt, M. A.

Rector of Nursted and Ificld in Kent. Small 410. 4 s. bound.

Dilly. 1788.

In our Number for July 1786; p. 74, we noticed Mr. Crakelt's

former edition of this useful work. The present is said to have re

ceived many corrections and additions, and is in a remarkably elegant

style, the paper and the type being both vtry beautiful.

Art. 20. The Ground Work of the Grammar of the French Language,

upon an entirely new Plan, &c. By Jean Jaqucs D'Etrouviile.

i2ino. 2s. 6d. bound. Dilly. 1788.

This performance may be useful to those who have made some

proficiency in the French language ; but to the beginner, it will be

rather obscure and unintelligible. It want* the properties of an

elementary book, the principal of which are plainness and perspicuity.

Art. 21. The Complete Vocabulary in English and French, and in

French and English, properly accented, and disposed under above

one hundred Heads, either alphabetical, or agreeable to the natural

Order of Things. Comprehending at one View all Words that

can occur relative to any Subject, Sfc, Sic, umo. 2s. 6d. bound.

Robinsons.

This work appears to be compiled with care, and will be useful to

tlie learner, particularly to foreigners, ou account of the accentuation

•f the English words,

* Art.
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Art. 22. The London Gentleman's and Schoolmaster's Assistant. Con

taining an easy and very comprehensive System of Arithmetic, ice

&c. By Thomas Whiting. i:mo. as. bound. Longman.

1787- "

This performance, like many other elementary books of arith

metic, is well calculated to give boys that asliiUnce which is ne

cessary, and to lessen the labour of the schoolmaster.

Art. 23. A nevi Method of learning French, in a practical and easy

Way : being an Illustration of all the French Verbs, systematically

arranged, and combined in short Sentences, with the Substantives

and other Words to which they are most likely to be connected :

with an English Translation, so very literal, as to answer to the

French, Word for Word, without offending the Rules of Con

struction. By Mr. Du Micand, Teacher of Greek and Latin, and

of the Ten principal European living Tongues ; Author of several

Grammatical Works. Crown Octavo. 6 s. Boards. Printed for

the Author, Great Suffolk Street.

This book appears to be exceedingly well adapted to give the

learner of the French language an extensive command of words.

The mode of expression, in English, as well as in French, is commonly

very correct. The improper monosyllable, in the title-page, which

we have printed in Italic, should be corrected in the next edition.

Mathematics, Astronomy, Geography, He,

Art. 24. Elements of Algebra ; to which is prefixed a choice Col

lection of Arithmetical Questions, with their Solutions, including

some new Improvements worthy the Attention of Mathematicians,

tec. By John Mole. 8vo. 5s. Boards. Robinsons. 1788.

As an Introduction to Algebra, the performance before us has no

small merit. It gives the notation and common rules with great

perspicuity and ease. The Author does not proceed to the higher

parts of the art, such as the geometrical construction of equations,

and the, application of algebra to geometry. On series, both finite

and infinite, he is very brief. To atone for this, he is diffuse in

explaining the several known methods of solving affected * equation*,

and on this account his book is truly valuable ; for although it con

tains nothing new, yet by judiciously arranging whafsforoier writers

have given in detached pieces, Mr. Mole has here offered to the pub

lic, in one view, all that is necessary to he known for solving in

finite terms the quadratic, cubic, and biquadratic equations, where

such solution is possible.

As to the ' choice collection of arithmetical questions,' we can fee

no reason why it is prefixed to an elementary tre-atise oh Algebra; its

proper place, if it was to be inserted, would have been at the end of*

the book ; our reason for thinking so, is because some of the questions

are solved by methods deduced from the propositions in the treatise

which follows. See Question 85.

On the whole, we do not recollect to have before seen the common

rules given with so much clearness, nor the principles on which they

are founded, so plainly demonstrated.

* Written sometimes (and by this Author) affected.

Art.
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Art. te. A Short Introduction lo Geography : to which it added an

Abridgment of Astronomy. Compiled by Richard Wynne, A.M.

and translated into French and Italian by Catharine Wynne. 8vo.

4s. Boards. Becket, &c. 1787.

ThU treatise was compiled by Mr. Wynne, several years since,

for the use of his daughter, who, for her instruction, translated it

into French and Italian. As these languages, with a little geo

f;raphy and astronomy, form the principal part of a modern young

ady's literary pursuits, the plan seems well calculated for the times ;

independent of the excellent scheme, which, we know not for what

reason, is rejected in most schools, of conveying, along with the

knowlcge of languages a knowlege of things.

Art. 26. A Treatise on Giography, the Use os the Glohes and Astronomy.

In the Order which the mutual Connection and Dependence of

the several Parts require towards a perfect Understanding of the

whole. By William Fairman, Teacher of Mathematics. 8vo. 43.

Boards. Johnson. 1788.

To comprise every thing relative to the study of geography and

astronomy within the small bounds of one octavo volume is absolutely

impossible. The Author has not therefore attempted it, but he has

given, 1st, A general description of the terraqueous globe with its

divisions, &c. zd, The method of performing several of the usual

problems in geography and astronomy by the help of artificial globes.

3d, A brief account of the solar system, with the explanations of

many of the phenomena observable in the heavenly bodies.

The work is written in an easy and perspicuous style; and will

afford a sufficiency of general information to such readers as do not

wish to enter into deep mathematical investigations.

Art. 27. The Use of the Ge-arganon and improved Anahmma, or Sub-*

Aitutes for the Tertestrial and Celestial Globe. Invented by

B. Donne, Teacher of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy at

Bristol. 8vo. is. 'Faden. 1788.

This pamphlet explains the construction, and describes the uses, of

two instruments on pasteboards, with which it is accompanied ; one

of them is called the Ge-org^non, and is fold for 10s. and the other,,

the Analetnma, price 3s. 6d.

They are intended to (apply the place of a pair of globes ; in

solving several geographical and spherical problems. The Ge-.

organon is an orthographic projection of the sphere on the plane of the

Equator, and it consists ot' two parts, one hemisphere in each. The

Analemma is an orthographic projection on the plane of the Meri

dian. The manner in which they are fitted up with moveable cir

cles is ingenious, though similar to what we have often been shewn

by that truly mechanical Astronomer, the late Mr. Ferguson.

The principal use of a pair of globes is to convey a proper idea to

the tyro, of the figure of the earth,' and of the relative position of the

circles of the sphere; and to give accurate delineations of the terra-

Jueous globe and starry firmament. When constructed even in the

tst manner, they never can be used for the solution of problem* '

where accuracy is required ; they are more useful as illustrating the

mode in which problems are to be solved than as being subservient

. 1 11 to
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to the solution itself. We wish to be understood with some limita

tion ; for where a few minutes are not regarded, the rising, setting,

and' southing of the heavenly bodies, with several other particulars

respecting them, may be known by a pair ofgood globes.

This being truly the cafe with globes, we fear that substitutes

for them will be liable to the fame objections. But there is still

another difficulty ; projections are only the shadows of the sphere, and

require the tyro's imagination to supply those ideas of the substance,

which a picture or shadow cannot convey.

If, however, the young geographer has already obtained a know,

legc of the relative situation of the circles, and their general pro

perties, he will find the cheap instruments which Mr. Donne has here

cifered of great use, where accuracy is not wanted, in solving va

rious problems. The Analemma will, on some accounts, be useful

to the spherical trigonometer, as he may readily place it so as to

represent several triangles in their true figure, without the trouble of

delineating each triangle.

Natural History.

Art. 28. An Hijforj os Funguses growing about Halifax *. With

Figures copied from the slants when newly gathered and in a

State of Perfection, and with a particular Description of each

Species, in all its Stages ; the whole being a plain Recital of Facts

the Result of more than Twenty Years Observation. By James

Eolton, Member of the Nat. Hist. Society at Edinburgh. 4.10.

Vol. I. and II. 2I. zs. each coloured, or 18 s. plain. Boards.

White. 1788. • '

No order of plants has perhaps been se little attended to by Bo

tanists, as that'which Mr. Bolton hath here undertaken to elucidate.

The Fungi are, for the most part, useless plants ; some of them in

deed have been successfully used in surgery ; and other species hold

distinguished places in the catalogue of our culinary dainties. Many

of them are extremely noxious to the human frame; and others, by

their septic quality, undermine and destroy our habitations. To be

able to distinguish their several species is therefore of the utmost con

sequence; and this talk becomes the more difficult on account of

their great similarity to each other, and the little variety that is ob

servable in the small number of parts of which these simple plants

consist.

In the introduction, Mr. Bolton gives the generic characters, of the

Fungi, illustrated with figures. To the genera established by Linne,

he has added one which he calls Spbttria, with the following cha

racter : ' A Fungus having numerous spherical or oblong vesicles,

regularly arranged under some part of its surface; which vesicles dis

charge a dust or powder.' •

Having gone through the descriptions of the genera, Mr. Bolton

explains the different parts of the Fungi, and defines the technical

words.

The plants are each amply described, and etchings given of every

species, in three or four different states; the number contained in

* Yorkshire.

these
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these two volumes is 10?, of which 86 belong to the genus Agariciu,

14 to Boletus, 3 to Hydnum, and 2 Co Phallus. The remaining ge

nera are to form the contents of the third volume ; on the publica

tion of which, when the whole lies before us, we shall enlarge our

account of Mr. Bolton's History of Fungi.

Art. tq. A Botanical Arrangement of Britijb Plants, including the

Uses of each Species in Medicine, Diet, Rural Oeconomy, and

the Arts. With an easy Introduction to the Study of Botany, Sec.

The Second Edition. By William Withering,' M. D. F.R.S.V

Sec. 8vo. Vol. I. and II. -14s. Boards. Robinsons. J787. >

These two volumes have been long unnoticed) though not forgot*

ten ; the most material parr.3 of this new edition, will, we suppose,

be the class of Cryptogamia—the Introduction to Botany—the Glos

sary of Terms, ice. promised in the third volume. In expectation of

that volume, we have deferred and must still defer any farther ac

count of Dr. Withering's great and laborious undertaking:—for

which the English Botanists will be much indebted to him.

Husbandry.

Art. 30. The Farmer Convinced ; or the Reviewers • of the Monthly

Review anatomized ; their Ignorance exposed; and their vague,

futile, and fallacious Assertions refuted, &c. By Benjamin

Bramble, an old experienced Farmer. 8vo. is. 6d. Newbery.

1788.

Mr. Winter being much dissatisfied with the account which we

gave of his book on Husbandry, in the Review for April last, rents

his spleen in the present publication with all the bitterness that can,

be conceived f .—God forbid that we should wish to curtail the liber

ties of British subjects; on the contrary, we rejoice to think that

every man possesses the right of appealing from the decisions not only

of reviewers, but of all other classes of critics, to that of an impar

tial public. Long may the liberty of the press remain inviolated !

Among other national blessings, it encourages the manufacture of

paper; but, on this occasion, we cannot be patriotic enough to

consume much of this commodity, lest our readers should complain

that we make them purchase what is of little consequence to them.

We heartily join issue with Farmer Bramble in this appeal ; and

cheerfully rest our cause en what has been already published on the

Aibject. Were it necessary to advance any farther in support of our

opinion of his unfortunate book, we should only advise " those whom.

n

* But who are the Reviewers of the Monthly Review? Goliah as

he is, Mr. W. alone canriot constitute a plurality ; and we know of

no other Reviewer of our Journal.

t Though the pamphlecis said to be written by Benjamin Bramble,

yet the style, when 'compared with that of the System of Hnjhandry,

clearly betrays its real author. We are not, however, surprised that

he does not avow the work : hit conduct in this particular is, per

haps, the most natural, if not the most honourable, that he could

hare adopeed : it shews that he is capable of some degree of

prudence.
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it may concern" to read the present pamphlet, with the work (hat

gave rise to it, and then we think they will need no farther proofs of

the justice of our remarks. They will likewise have the satisfaction

of seeing Mr. W—'s System of Husbandry revised no less than thru

limes in the Farmer's performance. It seems that a man has at won

derful degree of patience with regard to his own works. He is

evidently, however, a very inaccurate reviewer of the works cf

others. Ex. gra. in page 19, he quotes a remark of ours, in the

Rev. for August 1787, p. 99, which he ascribe* to Mr. Marshall,

though it is evidently marked as the Reviewer's own words, in the

most precise manner;—yet he professes the most scrupulous accuracy,

for he fays, p. 4s, ' If the works of any author had been misrepre

sented by Bcnj. Bramble, am apprehensive that his future critidsini

and assertions would not be credited.'

The only part of thb publication, which can prove in any degree

Interesting to the practical farmer, is the result of an experiment

made by Mr. Winter, in 1787, to ascertain the proper distance for

drilling wheat; the result is as follows: The intervals of 9 inches

produced 5 bushels, a pecks and an half, more than those of U

inches—and the drills of 7 inches produced 4. bushels; 2 quarts

more than those of 9. Those of 11 inches produced 60 lb. 6 os.—

9 inches, 60 lb. 10 oz.— 7 inches, 61 lb. 4 oz. per bushel of 8

gallons.

Had Mr. Winter ascertained all his assertions in a similar manner,

he would net have complained of our treatment of his book ; but

we regret that he has not mentioned the extent of ground sown with

the drills of each fort. He 'only fays that the experiments were made

in a field of nine acres. If it was divided into equal parts, so that

there were 3 acres in each, then the drills of 7 inches produced per

mere, 3 bushels and 1 peck, nearly, more than the drills' of 11 inches,

and the grain of a better quality. This is an important fact ; and

the public are obliged to Mr. W. for communicating the experi

ment.

We are sorry that Farmer Bramble's pamphlet contains nothing

else worth communicating to our agricultural readers.

M E D I C A L.

Art. 31. The M'dical Reform. Containing a Plan for the Establilh-

■ ment of a Medical Court of Judicature to correct Abuses of the

Profession of Physic in all its Branches ; and a Medical College to

.give full Instruction to Youth intended as Surgeons for the Navy

or Army, without Expence to the Nation, or Oppression to Indi

viduals. Being a Letter to the Right Honourable William Pitt,

Esq. Svo. zs. 6d. Deighton. 17S8.

That there are abuses in the mode of the practice of physic must be

evident to every observer. To remedy these abuses roust be the talk

ot' an intelligent and dispassionate man, neither of which epithets

l'eem applicable to the anonymr.us author of the pamphlet which now

engages our attention. It is evidently the production of a man who,

perhaps unaccustomed to " the spurns that patient merit of th' unwor

thy takes," and thinking like many young men who often ' think too

highly of themselves,' has been disappointed in his expectations.

A reform
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A reform in the mode of medical practice can only be effected by

'.the universal concurrence of the whole faculty, especially of those

who are the most eminent in the profession ; for, as is well observed

in the preamble to the Charter of the College of Physicians, " moll

©f the king's liege people cannot discern the uncunning [viz. physi

cians] from the cunning." Professional men can therefore be the

only judges to determine what persons are qualified for the important

charge of the health of the king's liege people. .

The Author of this pamphlet, after stating, in an exaggerated

manner, the abuses in the practice, especially among the apothe

caries, recites the laws for the government of the mode of practice in

most of the Enropean kingdoms, and recommends a plan to be

adopted in England, which he thinks might remove the alleged

evils. For the particulars of the plan we refer to the pamphlet.

The Author warmly espouses the cause of Dr. Kentish ; so warmly

indeed as to excite a supposition in suspicious minds that Dr. Kentish

himself may be the author. Be this as it may, if the Author thinks

that Dr. Kentish has been ill-treated by. the College, we would

recommend to him a method of coming at the truth in a moll

effectual manner. It is simply to request the Doctor speedily to

fiublisli to the world (for, thanks to the government under which we

ive, no body of men can control the liberty of the British press) the

particulars of his examination, with the reasons why the College

refused his admission as a licentiate. The public may be- deluded,

and, in certain cafes, be persuaded by declamation and rhetoric,

but it can only be convinced by facts properly stated, and deduction*

justly drawn from such statement. It has been often said, and the

Author says, page 54., < The truth will soon appear ; and when the

public are in possession of the questions and answers, which I under

stand will be given upon oath, we shall fee whether or not this un

fortunate young man has reason to complain.' Why not publish

them speedily f Why is their appearance delayed ? The longer the

publication is deferred, the more Dr. K.'s reputation suffers by the

procrastination. It is now above six- months since this plan of z

medical reform was published.

Art. 32. Observations cm the Plearmacopaia Collegii Regalis Medicorum

Londinenfa, 1788 ; annexed to the Observations on the Specimen

Aherum, pointing out many striking Defects, &c. &c. 8vo. 6d.

Robinsons. 1788.

This publication, like that which we have before noticed in our

Review for January last, p. 47, is replete with severe criticism. The

Author professes to attack error ' though it should be mounted on the

wonders of the world, and be guarded by the Ccrlossian pillars of

medico-collegiate consequence.'

.Many of the criticisms- are the fame with ours, in the Review for

June last, page 449. This observer is extremely severe on the arbi-

irium, and the names of the alkaline salt, which that arbitrinm,

quod nutu guberstat, suggested. He charges the College with having

adopted some of the amendments which he proposed ; but, in order

to avoid the supposition of regard to the anonymous author, he

intimates that the College ha6 rejected his terms, and supplied their

place- with others more objectionable.

Among
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Among the good criticisms on the Pharmacapœia which are given?

by this able pharmaceutical chemist (he justly deserves the tide,

though he is too liberal of abuse), are the remarks on the inspissated

juices. As a specimen of his style, take the following remark on the

inspissated juice of lemons :

« Among thesued what use is proposed from the inspissated juice

of lemons, save an unnecessary and ridiculous expence; for the pro

duct from a very large proportion of the depurated juice will be

extremely small indeed ! Are its virtues heightened by the process f

Does necessity require us to preserve it in this form, for any purpose ?

Cannot we have always the expressed juice when requisite? If so,

why prescribe so trifling, so unnecessary, and so expensive an.

article ?'

In a similar, and sometimes more severe manner, does the Author

proceed through the whole of his pamphlet ; shewing in many

instances the defect of chemical science in the committee who super

intended the compilation and publication of the Pharmacopœia.

The Lumleian lecturer does not escape the lash of this critic, who

takes every opportunity ofcensuring the notes to his translation ; that

they are open to censure is beyond a doubt, as may be seen by the

account of them in our Review for July last, p. 22 ; and this

Author has, with a display of much chemical knowlege, justly pointed

out the errors with which they abound, but with a severity that

borders rather too near on illiberality.

Poetry.

Art. 33. Secular Ode in Commemoration os the glorious Revolution

msclxxxviii. By William Mason, M. A. 410. is. Robson

and Clarke. 1788.

Ever true to the < soul-expanding' cause of liberty, the genius of

Mason does not forget in age, the theme which in earlier days gave

rapture to the • votive Lyre.'

« He, at the vernal morn of youth,

Who breath'd to liberty and truth,

Fresh incense from his votive lyre.

In Life's autumnal eve, again

Shall, at their shrine, resume the strain,

And sweep the veteran chords with renovated fire.'

The late \try laudable commemoration (in various parts of the

island) of that Revolution which secured to this happy country

the blessings of civil and religious freedom, was, indeed, a noble

theme ; and we rejoice that there were not wanting a Mason and a

Hayley to aid the festive celebration, and crown the sacred rite* with

a garland woven by the lyric muse.

After paying a just tribute to the memory of the Hero who secured

to us

* The charter'd rights of British Liberty,'

the poet, in the conclusion of this (too short) poem, happily seize*

the occasion to introduce the present popular topic of Negroe-flavery ;

coding with a generous prayer, in behalf of the public, that

•Not
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.' Not unto us, indulgent Heaven,

' In partial stream be freedom given,

' But pour her treasures wide, and guard with legal sway !'

Art. 34. Occasional Stanzas, written at the Request of the Revolu

tion Society, and recited on their Anniversary, Nov. 4, 1788. To

which is added, Queen Mary to King William, during his Cam

paign in Ireland, 1690; a poetical Epistle. By William Hay-

ley, Esq. 4to. zs. Cadell. 1788.

Mr. Huyley enters more deeply into the subject than Mr. Mason

has done. His poem is, in point of composition, more elaborate,

and os greater extent ; and we may venture to pronounce that the

fame which he has acquired by his former productions, will suffer no

diminution, from this harmonious and manly performance. Tho

three concluding stanzas may be given by way of specimen :

* That transient honour might be gain'd,

How ofi, by falsehood's subtle vow,

His thy pure name, O freedom ! been profan'd,

Tho' Heaven abhors not falsehood more than thou !-^

Thro' every clime thy feet have trod.,

In this abuse thy power we fee ;

Miscreants who injur'd man, and mock'd their God»

. The slaves of hell, assisting to be free>

Have ever loudly feign'd a reverence for thee.

* Be known to unsuspecting youth,

Both by thy fruits, and by thy source ;

Thy parents, Fortitude and Heavenly Truth !

Thy offspring, Safety, Honour, Wealth, and Force !—

A century has now -eonsirm'd

The blesiings that in thee we find ;

Then, Freedom ! be this season ever term'd

Thy jubilee, where no illusions blind,

But justly-founded joy invigorates the mind.

'Britain! dear parent, if to thee

My voice unstain'd by servile art

Fays reverence due, and, proud to hnil t'nee free,

Fours the true fervour of a filial heart ;

If thou hast ever ru I'd my lyre,

Thus let thy inspiration run ;

Let each who hears it, catching patriot fire,

Prize, above all by flavisli interest won,

Theblefling to be prov'd thy undegenerate son.'

The Epistle from Queen Mary to King William, is well imagined,

characteristic *, and teader in the etreme. It breathes the poetry

* For the circumstance of epistolary character, we are referred,

by the author, to the original and most interesting letters of Queea

Mary, inserted by Sir John Dalrymple, in the Appendix to his

Memoirs of Great Britain. These letters, fays Mr. llayky, exhibit;

the character of this admirable woman, in the most affecting po;nt

of view, and fully justify all the praise that has been given to the

tenderness of her heart, and the dignity of her mind. See more oa

this head in our account of Sir John's publication, Rev. vol, xlix. p. 11.

R*v. Nov. 1788. H h ani
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and pathos of Ovid, without (as must: necessarily be the cafe) the

possibility of admitting one spark of bis amorous and sometimes li

centious effusions.

I)T O V E L 3.

Art. 35. Sydney Place ; or the Bracelet, izmo. 2 Vols. 5s. sewed.

Lane. 1788.

" Parents have flinty hearts: no tears can move them :

Children mull be wretched !" Romeo.

Yes, parents must have flinty hearts, and children must be wretch

ed ; or how could the modern novelist furnish a proper entertain

ment for the ladies 1 In the present performance, Miss Clara Har

vey is in love with the cbarmingcft of men, while her father is obsti

nately bent on her marrviiip; another. She writes a great deal abtui

it and about it to her friend. This friend is in a terrible taking at

the news, and administers condolements and confolements as liberally

as the Pope dispenses his indulgences and bulls. This cruel parent,

however, dies in the nick of time, as all cruel puents should—and

Miss is happy with the man of her heart. It is but justice to ac-

knowlege, that this production is superior, in point of composition,

to the motley, we had almost said the undefinable tribe to which it

belongs.

Art. 36. The School for Tutors. Con filling of a Series ofr Corre

spondence chiefly between a young Gentleman and his Tutor.

nnio. 2s. 6d. sev.ed. Flexney. 1788.

This little volume is said to be the production of a lady, and there

is no fort of reason to queilion it. It is written in the slight and extra

vagant style so fashionable with the modern female Novelist. ' When I

entered the house, I own I was astonished at the figure of Mr. Villers,

though prepired, by Harriet's account, to fee something more than

mortal.' That ip, Mr. Villers was found to be more than something

more than mcrtai—{¥'or so the passage must be interpreted, or how

could the writefr who was prepared to fee a Deity be astonished?)—'

A discovery by the way, which we believe none but the authoress would

eVer have made. To the morality of this performance we must give

our praise. ,

On first opening this book, we were led, by the title-page, to

suppose it a Treatise on Education ; but it must rank in the Novel

class.

Art. 37. Disinterested Love ; or the Modern Robin Gray : In a

Series of Letters founded on Facts. By a Widow Lady. izmo.

2 Vols. 4s. sewed. Hookham. 17S3.

The story here presented to us is not very interesting : neither is

the language at all times sufficiently correct. The performance,

however, has the merit of being written in the cause of virtue, and

we may therefore recommend it with safety to the youthful Reader.

It is published for the benefit of the Writer and her family.

Art. 38. The apparition. A Tale. By a Lady. izmo. z VoIj.

4s. sewed. Hookham. 1788.

A simple, yet agreeable story. The writer is evidently of the

Walpolian school. The * broad hand' which was seen on the stair

case, as described in the Castle of Otranto, is no doubt in the me-

9 . jnory
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mory os several of our Readers. The visits of the Apparition re

mind us of this and some other circumstances in that admired Ro

mance. But the pupil is at many removes behind the master.

, ^rt/ 39- Edward and Harriet ; or the Happy Recovery. A Senti-

timental Novel. By a Lady. umo. 2 Vols. 5 s. sewed.

Allen. 1788.

£>uousquc tandem abutcre, Catilina, patientia noftra ? How long,

O No'veliJI ! viWitbou abuse our patience? How long wiit thou con

tinue to persecute us by the publication of ' Nothings,' and those too

in ' so strange a style'—So nonsensically, so stupidly written, that

even Laughter is unable to exercise his functions on them.—How long,

we fay, wilt thou continue this?—Why wilt thou put us under the

disagreeable necessity of seizing the whip?—of lashing thee—

— " Naked thro' the world :

Even from the East to the West."

Art. 40. Death's a Friend, nmo. z Vols. 4 s. sewed. Bew.

1788.

Felo de fe. What may have induced the unhappy gentleman to

commit so rash an action, we cannot pretend to say. 'sis pity,

however, that his friends did not hinder him from seizing on thac

dreadful weapon —a pen *. v

Miscellaneous.

Art. 41. Remarks on the Speech of Lord Thurlcw, on a Motion for

the House to resolve itself into a Committee on the Insolvent

Debtors Bill. Wherein the Impolicy and Injustice of Imprison

ment for Debt, are clearly demonstrated. By Charles Clifford,

Esq. 8vo. is. Ryall. 1788.

Lord Thurlow has given great offence to some persons by his op

position to an insolvent debtors bill, and, among others, to Charles

Clifford, Esq. who undertakes to write in the cause of humanity, but

does not appear to understand, that ill language i< injurious to that

Cause. But overlooking his manner to attend to his matter, it may

be observed, that were it possible to discriminate accurately between,

the cases of debtors, every degree of humane attention would be

clearly due to unfortunate industry and frugality : this, however, is

impossible in general regulations ; and we aYe apprehensive there is

but too much cause for one offensive declaration, ' that for one cruel

creditor that appeared in the courts of law, there were twenty cruel

debtors.' If * there are now three thousand persons confinei.: for debt

in the different prisons of this free kingdom,' we may safely, in a

general view, look to the dissipated manners of the t'Ties, and to the

attendant unwarrantable and desperate schemes of speculation, tor the

causes, rather than ' to unforeseen accidents intervening between the

time of contracting the d<:bt, and that fixed for paymen'.' If young

persons at their first setting up, on precarious foundations, will anti

cipate wealth by launching out in the style in which prudent men, long

established in profitable trades, leave off, to enjoy the well earned

• The hero of this novel, after taking a dole of poison, writes a

paltry letter co his friend in justification of the 'heinous act.'

II h 2 fruits
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fruits of progressive industry ; a vice which is but too prevalent every

where; their ruin cannot claim the indulgence of being ascribed to

' unforeseen accidents.' But this is a very tender subject to touch

on in particular instances ; friendly caution in due time, during

the heyday of their career, would be spurned at as insult; and when

it is too late, reproach is useless, and however just, will be termed

cruelty ; so that events must take their natural course, and according

to the homely proverb, as men brew, so they must drink.

To trace the causes, would be straying too widely from the present

subject; but, in fact, the country js over run with retail traders in

all branches, or with idle interlopers who live between the importer,

the manufacturer, and the consumer; who consider the exemption

from handicraft labour, and the receiving articles with one hand Ip

deliver them with the other, as a/ort of claim to gentility, and who

assume the privilege accordingly. The eagerness of competition be

tween these useless traniserers of good?, facilitates the obtaining of

credit by any man who will avail himself of it: but the power of im

prisonment is nevertheless too much for one man to have over an

other ; he ought not to be suffered to revenge his own temerity on

the community, by locking up an insolvent member, who, in one

capacity or other, might still be useful. Setting, therefore, humane

considerations aside, the laws respecting debt ought to be wholly new

modelled, instead of being patched up to perpetuate the struggle be

tween those who want prudence, and thole who want principle, for

the emolument of the bar. Were imprisonment for debt abolished,

it would give a wholesome check to excessive credit ; and is trades

men were obliged to be more circumspect in parting wiih their goods,

it would not be the worse for fair trade, however it miglu affect

what ought to be checked, a man risking his own and other people's

welfare on speculation, and trusting to lucky hits for snatching a

rapid fortune against the ordinary course of human events.

Art. 42. Continuation of Varick's Sentimental'Jaimcy. lzmo. 2s. 6d.

sewed. Symonds. 17H8.

The Author is very heppy in imitating the breaks and dashes, and

scanty page? of the otherwise inimitable Sterne, fn these respects he

even excels his original : his breaks and dashes are much h»ger ; and

his pages are replete with nothing. Sterne had but one blank leaf in

a volume ; but this book (if )ou measure by meaning) is all blank,

from the beginning to fims.

Art. 43. Royal Recoilcfiions on a Tour to Cheltenham, Sec. ia

1788. 8vo. 2s. 6<i. Ridgway.

The perusal of this satire might have entertained us, had the

ridicule been aimed at an object less respectable than the character of

a most worthy prjnce ; whose virtues will be remembered and revered

when all the squibs that have been darted at him by the tvitt of

the age will be extingufhed, and forgotten for ever.

Art. 44. An authentic Detail cf Particular! relative to the late Du

chess of Kingston, ovo. 3s. 6d. sewed. Keaisley. 1788.

These Memoirs appear to have been drawn up by a person well in

formed, with respect to the life and adventures of the celebrated

lady who is the subject of theni. He has related the particulars with.

'mil;
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skill, as an observer and develloper of the human character,—and

with elegance as a writer ; and has indeed given us a very pleasing-

piece of Biography.

The greatest part of our Author's account of this noted and noto

rious Dame of Quality, was first detailed in the public papers; but

it is here augmented, finished, and fitted for a more permanent ad

dition to the public stock of literature. The work is likewise en

riched with a copy of the tuill of the Duchess ; which is, as (he her

self was, a most extraordinary composition ;—and a print of this he-

teroclite Being is prefixed, by way of frontispiece, in the character of

Iphigenia : but whether the elegant fancy -dress in which me is here

exhibited, is exactly similar to the undress in which, when Mifi

Cliudleigh, (he is said to have made her very singular appearance at

the masked ball, about sorry years ago, is a circumstance, concerning

which we have no satisfactory information*. The name of Gains

borough, as the painter, stands at the bottom of the engraving.

A curious literary anecdote is given, by way of note, in p. 40,

relating to a well-known book, published in 1759, as the work of

the late Edward Wortley Montagu, junior, Esq; under the title of

' The Rife and Fall of Ancient Republics.' This book, it is here as

serted, was, in reality, the work of the Rev. Mr. Foster, who was

private tutor to that excentric mortal, the reputed author. This in-

rjocent imposture, it is said, was no other than a good-natured stra

tagem to lay the close-fisted old gentleman, father to Mr. Montagu,

junior, under contribution for a necessary supply, which they knew

po other means cf extracting from him. The contrivance succeeded;

and the perusal of the book gave the elder Mr. E. W. Montagu so

favourable an opinion of his son's erudition, and application to his

studies [to which, in fact, it is said, he never applied], that he

opened his purse, and behaved liberally on the occasion.—Mr. M.'s

name continues in the title-page of all the editions of the book ; of

which he thus had the credit, and the advantage of the publication,

although, according to this anecdote, he did not write a ljne of"

it. Mr. Foster was afterward domestic chaplain to the Duchess of

Kingston, and accompanied her to Russia. He died at the age of

eighty-fix.

Theology.

Art. 45 . A Prailical EJay on the Death of Jesus Christ. By William

M'Gill, D. D. one of the Ministers of Ayr. 8vo. 6s. Boards.

Edinburgh printed, and fold by Robinsons, London.

The Author of this sensible, judicious, and useful work, very

properly remarks, that, ' whatever the particular ends of Christ's

death are, its general and main design coincides entirely with that of

his coming into the world, and is the fame with it : consequently,

no effect inconsistent with that design, or not favourable to it, can

be justly ascribed to his death, or expected to flow therefrom ; nay,

no effect which doth not clearly tend to promote the fame salutary

* A note, p. 39, asserts that the frontispiece is ' an exact deline

ation of her dress.' Query the date here assigned to the jubilee ball ?

was it so long ago as the year 1744?

design.'
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design.' Thtstrst part of this Essay proposes to consider the history

of Christ's death and sufferings, as related by the Evangelists; the

Jecond, to explain their effects and consequences, with regard to oar

salvation. * 1 wish,' says Dr. M'Gill, 'to give offence to no man, far

Jess to any sincere and humble follower of Jesus. The subject itself

forbids the indulgence of imagination, and demands a close regard to

what is written in the Scriptures : besides, I mould esteem it a far

greater happiness, not to fay any thing wrong or ill-founded, than

to fay what may appear new and surprising, though true ; being

more solicitous to avoid error in a matter of such moment, than to

procure attention ; and to be useful, than to appear original. Whac

I propose is to collect together, with as much clearness and precision

as possible, the most edifying views and instructions held forth in

Scripture concerning the death of Christ, and the method of recon

ciliation through him.' Such is this writer's own account of his

design, with which the work itself seems very well to accord.

He wisely avoids all party names; and knows no other distinction

than that of Christian. His book may be perused with advantage by

persons of very different opinions ; and several may postibly read it

with satisfaction and improvement, without perceiving that the sen

timents are more of the Socinian than of the Calvinistic cast. Truth

and usefulness are the great objects with this Author. His perform

ance may serve to convince the reader that the practical, beneficial,

alarming, and consolatory purposes of a divine revelation may be

obtained on very different schemes of interpretation. We have some

times thought the writer, in this part of his work, which is good and

useful, rather too diffuse and declamatory, and employing phrases

that might appear not perfectly congruous to his plan, though an

attentive reader will find them very consistent.

On the whole, we must express our approbation of the work. The

style is generally correct, excepting some Scotticisms, such as 'proven;

fled ; prophecies which bore ; feels it carried home with a knell* to his

heart, Sec. &c.' whether these may not be allowable and proper in

a writer of that country we will not pretend to determine.

SINGLE SERMONS.

J. An Inquiry into the Moral and Religious Charailer of the Times :

preached at Bafinglloke, July 7, 1788. By John Duncan, D. D.

Rector of So.th Warmborough, Hants; at the Visiiation of the

Hon. and Right Rev. Brownlow Lord Bishop of Winchester. 8vo»

I s. Cadelh

This is a good, serious, well-written discourse, from Romans,

xii. 2. ; and being rather speculative than practical, was better suited

to the assembly before whom it was delivered, than it would be to a

common congregation : and yet a discourse may pass off very well

even before a superior audience, that may not stand the test of a coo!,

strict investigation in the closet. But this is only by way of gen:rc&

observation.

■

* ' Their jeering gaes aft to my heart wi' a knell.'

Scottish Song—Thro' the weed laddie.

' The
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The complexion of the times is a subject always open to pulpit

animadversion ; but when a writer of abilities treats on an old topic,

he naturally wishes to recommend his discourse by setting it in a new

light: thus Dr. Duncan fluctuates between disagreeable facts which

he cannot deny, and a wish to palliate them, in order to make us

satisfied with ourselves, and with the preacher who brings us comfort.

After reflecting on the depravity that ruined the Roman empire,

and drawing a parallel description of the present British nation in

the style of' a fretful moralist ;' he argues that such invectives resulc

from partial views, and that while the reigning manners of the mul

titude give a countenance to vice, the general sentiment of the pub

lic is in favour of virtue *. We confess ourselves unable to compre

hend this paradoxical distinction between the multitude and the pub

lic ; but every one must clearly fee the mockery of virtue, by an

empty assent to its principles, if that assent is cancelled by our

actions ! The Doctor finds some consolation in the liberal plans and

subscriptions carried on for benevolent purposes f ; but may not ' the

querulous' construe public liberality into an indirect way of asserting

a privilege from the severity of private scrutiny, in an age when

money is substituted to purchase exemption from every troublesome

obligation? The Doctor admits, that the vain, giddy, and unprin

cipled, intrude upon our notice, while modest merit is to be found in

private and domestic life %. But the times are essentially condemned,

when the multitude are given up, and the praise of virtue restricted to

private individuals. •

His apology for his brethren, in pleading the prevailing relaxa

tion of morals, as an extenuation of their departure from * the

punctuality of decorum § ;' appears to us in a very alarming point of

view ! What is the duty, what the use, of the superior orders in the

church ? What is the declared object cf episcopal visitations ? If the

fountain be corrupted, well may the streams flow foul. If the least

temporizing composition with vice be indulged in that order, on

whose precepts, and especially on whose example, we chiefly rely,

to stem the torrent of licentiousness, we refer it to the apologist to

declare what is to become of us f Let us not console oi'rseives, that

false pretences to religion are falling into discredit, and that the reli

gion of the heart is gaining strength || ; for it may justly be questioned,

whether it may not be better, to incur the risk of a little hypocrisy,

than to congratulate ourselves on a degree ofeffrontery that secures us

from it f

II. Preached at Burnley, in Lancashire, 4th Nov. 1787, on the Insti

tution of Sunday Schools there. By Thomas Collins, A. M-

Rector of Conip?on Valence, Dorsetshire, &c. 410. is. B.obson

and Co.

This author acknowleges the present Bisliip of London, as the

first promoter of the institution at Burnley, which this discourse re

commends. The nature and necessity of Sunday schools, especially

m manufacturing counties, is very well insisted on, and.it i; proposed

• not merely to give the children some instruction, but farther to en

lighten their understandings, and endeavour to make good impressions

on their hearts.

* P. 17. + P- 15- J *•»*• * P' '3* « p-*7-

CO R-
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CORRESPONDENCE.

tit By whatever accidents we are led into mistakes, we are al

ways ready to acknowlege them, and think it our incumbent duty

to correct them, when we are convinced of their existence ;—and we

are at all times obliged x.o gentlemen who take the trouble of pointing

out to us any flip either of the pen or [he press. An important, and

indeed to us unaccountable one occurs in the 38th line of page

a68, in our Review for September last. For • with ivater' read

'fixed air.' The author of that article did not fee the proof.

The writer of a letter signed Verbum Sapienti sat, has pointed out

the above error ; but we are sorry that the merit of his favour was

allayed by the addition of some illiberal sneers, — such as we always

treat with that silent regard which they justly deserve.

•^ We are obliged to Dr. Usi>her, of Dublin, for his polite

letter, in which he (hews that we had mistaken his meaning on ac

count of his having expressed himself obscurely. 57.9 is not a

typographical error, as was mentioned in our Review for Sept. p. 206.

The longitude, as determined by one of Arnold's time-keepers, ' was

6h 24' 5 8". 2 differing only six- tenths of a second from what I made

it by observation.' We referred this to the observation of the lunar

eclipse, instead of an observation made on Mr. Arnold's arrival by

equal altitudes ; this not being mentioned in the Doctor's memoir, led

us to suppose it to be the observation of the eclipse.

J*± We are obliged to Captain B. for correcting a mistake in our

Review for July last,— where, p. 6;, aTract entitled "Advice to Of

ficers of the Britijh Army " is ascribed to Captain Grose. Our cor

respondent informs us, that " he knows, for certain, that a Mr.

Williamson, an half-pay officer, is the author of that ingenious

pamphlet :" and we heartily agree with our worthy friend, Capt. B.

that " never was satire better aimed."

||*|| The Letter signed Tacitus came too late to have answered the

design of the writer ; but, before this time, he will have perceived

that we had, unknowingly, fulfilled his wish. We are rather sur*

prised, however, that Tacitus should suppose that any regard would

be paid to what may be deemed an anonymous letter, containing a

request, without assigning a reason for his making it, or, in any de

gree, intimating its propriety. " What's Hecuba to us?—"

*||* Mr. James Woodhouse, whom we always regarded with bene

volence, and whose productions we have occasionally commended, has

honoured us (not himself) by a most petulant and uncivil letter * j to

which a sufficient anlwer may be given, from Jonah, ch. iv. 4*

••' Dost thou -well to be angry f"

» Occasioned by an article of CorrrfptmJcnrc, in our Review for September.

t3° Y. Z.'s letter must be again deferred, on account of the ab

sence of the gentleman under whose consideration it must come.

+*4 B. D.'s letter mail be attended to.
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THE

MONTHLY REVIEW,

For DECEMBER, 1788.

Art. I. Letters and Papers on Agriculture, Planting, &C. selected

from the Correspondence-Book of the Society in llitu ted at Bath*

for the Encouragement of Agriculture, Ar.s, Manufactures, and.

• Commerce, within the Counties of Somerset, Wilts, Gloucester,

and Dorset, and th- City and County of Bristol. Vol. IV. 8vo.

. 6 5. Boards. Dilly. 1788.

"TJ'ROM the great delay in the publication of the fourth volume

Wj of the Bath Society's papers, we were not without some

fears that it might have been in contemplation to discontinue

them ; but we are glad to learn from the preface to the present

volume, that there is no danger of this fort to be apprehended ;

that the interruption was only occasioned by the death of theic

late secretary, Mr. Edmund Rack; that the public have so fat

encouraged this performance as to make a second edition of the!

former volumes necessary-—and that the society intend to perse

vere in continuing to publish, from time to time, a selection of

their papers, as formerly.-

That we. may present our readers with a sketch of the most

important discoveries that occur in these publications, comprized

within as small bounds as possible, we shall adhere to the plan

we have adopted, of bringing under distinct heads, the notices

that lie scattered through the volume concerning each article

of importance, rather than to dwell, separately, on each of the

memoirs ; many of which contain only short hints and con

jectures on a variety of subjects, which it would far exceed our

limits to specify particularly. As we have ever been of opi

nion that the interests of Agriculture will be best promoted

by an accumulation of useful facts accurately ascertained, our

attention (hall be chitfly directed to this particular object, and

therefore we shall rather be disposed to record experiments, than

to display, the ingenuity of hypothetical reasoning.

Tbe Culture of Potatoes,

is the object that has obtained the greatest degree of attention

in the present volume j and with a particular degree of

* Vol. LXXIX. Ii pleasure
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pleasure we remark the circumstance. Europe was indebted to

America for this valuable plant; and had the new world never

conferred any other benefit on the old than that which is derived

from the culture of this root, the latter could never be suffi

ciently grateful. If the man who (as Swift observed) could make

only two plants of corn grow where but one grew before, is

more deserving of honour than the greatest conqueror or poli

tician that ever existed, what reward can be adequate to the

merits of him, who hat taught mankind how to draw from the

bleakest mountains, where corn could never have attained ma

turity, or from the dreary waste where heath and furze alone

could obtain a scanty nourishment, abundant crops of rich and

wholesome food, sufficient to sustain a more numerous popula

tion, than the richest field?, waving with harvests of luxuriant

grain, could ever produce ! That such are the consequences

which result from a skilful culture of the Potatoe, can only be

disputed by those who have not paid sufficient attention to the

subject. And if the culture of this plant be not yet sufficiently

understood in Great Britain, as is, with seeming probability,

asserted by a distinguished correspondent in this volume, it is

sorely of much importance that the public attention should

be directed to this point, as soon as possible.

On this subject, a considerable variety of information occurs

in the present volume, from different correspondents ; but it seems

to have engaged in a more eminent degree, the attention of Dr.

James Anderson, who here communicates a variety of experi

ments and observations on the culture of this plant, which con

tain some new and interesting facts, that have not hitherto

been ascertained.

It has been long a disputed point whether it was more advan

tageous to plant whole potatoes, or cuttings of this root, as

feeds. Dr. A. proves, by several experiments, that this it in

itself a matter of no sort of consequence, but that it may inci

dentally be the cause of a great diversity in the amount of the

crop ; for, it appears from several other experiments, that seem

to have been made with a scrupulous attention to all particulars

which could vary the result, that the crop is in all cafes, other

circumstances being alike, greatly varied by the fixe of ihe sets

planted. This appeared to us, as it did to the experimenter

himself, a singular and very important fact. To ascertain it the

more fully, it was several times repeated, and the general result

was, that in the fame foil, and with a culture in all particulars

alike, the average produce, from several experiments, obtained

{torn very large sets, when compared with that from very small

sets of the fame kind of potatoes, was nearly as ten to one. This

peculiarity, the Doctor justly observes, having never been

hitherto fully adverted to, may have occasioned many ano

malies
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malies in the result of experiments that seemed to be otherwise

inexplicable.

Several other valuable facts, though not of equal importance

with the foregoine, are here ascertained by fair and accurate ex-

p rimctKs ; such as, That the growth of Potatoes is altogether

stopped by cutting eff the ftems of the plant while green—

The weight of crop that would be obtained from the fame field

if the potatoes were taken up at any particular period from the

first of August to the middle of October, and the advantages

that may be derived from cultivating different kinds for parti

cular purposes—That an aident spirit, of a very fine quality,

and in considerable quantities, may be obtained from potatoes,—

with several other particulars, which we cannot pretend to enu

merate.

Our experimenter also raised potatoes (ram feeds, and he gives

the result of his experiments and observations on that subject:

He is inclined to doubt whether new varieties are to be expected

from feeds. In this particular, we are convinced that he is in

a mistake; but as he had made only one experiment on this

head, merely to observe the ventral result, without adverting to

minute particulars, and seems disposed to repeat the experiment

with particular objects in view, we shall at present say no more

on this topic, hoping to have an opportunity of returning to it

on a future occasion.

The disease called the Curl, attracts also the Doctor's notice;

hut he has only been able to point out the errors in the former

conjectures that have been offered, without substituting any thing

more satisfactory.

After many hints for farther experiments, and a diversity of

elucidations, he apologizes for not attempting to give any gene

ral directions for cultivating this crop ; for, fays be, till the

particulars above specified be fully ascertained, any attempt to

prescribe the best and most advantageous mode of cultivating

this valuable plant must be vain and nugatory, as contradictory

facts perpetually would occur, and involve the subject in the

same doubts and obscurity as at present. His aim, therefore,

in this essay, has been solely to elucidate some important pre

vious questions ; and he begs that others will concur in the

fame purpose, by prosecuting such experiments as tend to ascer

tain doubtful facts. But so much attention and care is neces

sary in accurately conducting experiments of this fort, that we

cannot expect to hear of many who will engage in such arduous

pursuits ; yet we hope the author will not find it necessary to

abate in his own exertions. How often do we fee occasion to

regret that tbere is no public institution in our country for the

purpose of conducting experiments in agriculture that cannot

be easily carried on by individuals !

I i % In
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In a succeeding article we have an account of the Irish me

thod of cultivating potatoes in the way of Lazy * beds, by the

bishop of Killaloe. It is already well enough understood in

this country. Sir Thomas Beevor also) who continues to en

rich this work with his elegant pen, states the result of an ex

periment on various forts of potatoes, that deserves to be par

ticularly noted. The forts mentioned below were all planted

in good garden mould, and the result was as follows :

N». Namei.

1. Incomparable, a seedling

3. Denne'a hill, ditto,

3, Bayley'a seedling, —

4. Minley white, —•

j. Kentllh seedling, —

•5. Champion, —

7. Ox Noble, —

Weight os

seed.

Ib. oz.

4 »

3 1

3 1

4 11

2 lo

3 6

3 11

Quantity of

ground.

6 tothsof a rod

8 lothi

c lotha

3 lolha

4. lothi

5 1 ot ha

4 lotha

We eht of

produce.

Ct. oi.f

M 0

16 10

8 6

6
4

16 11

II 1

'4 0

Sufhels per

acre.

6os

60S

539

670

•34*

70S

114a

This experiment will furnish matter for much speculation to

the attentive reader : but we must proceed. Several other ob

servations on potatoes occur in this volume, all tending to shew

that it is a profitable crop; but no other new facts relating to

this plant occur.

The Jerusalem Artichoke is a plant of the fame genus with

the fun-flower. It produces bulbs at the roots, in many respects

resembling the potatoc, but it is- of a softer consistence, and

more watery. It has been long cultivated in gardens as art

esculent, but is not, in general, so much liked as the potatoe,

nor has it come into such general use in the field. Mr. Bartley%

near Bristol, having, with some difficulty, procured sets of ir,

has cultivated it pretty much at large, and thinks it can be done

with some degree of profit. He finds it yields about 480 bushels

Winchester, per acre, without any dung, and thinks they are

about equal in value to potatoes for feeding store pigs; but for

fatting hogs they are not so valuable. Tneir chief recommenda

tions are, he fays, the certainty of the crop—that they flourish

almost in any soil—do not require any manure, at least for such

a crop as the above, and are proof against the severest frosts, &c.

He therefore finds it convenient to cultivate some acres of them

annually. The culture is the fame as for potatoes.

* This strange name may not be familiar to our readers. It de-.

notes, in Ireland, a particular mode of cultivating potatoes; the

field is divided into beds, in breadth about four feet, with alleys

between, about two feet broad. The sets are planted in the bed's,

and as they grow, are earthed up with soil taken from the alleys!

It was probably the first mode of cultivating this root in Ireland,

and it is still practised in many places.

f We presume this should have been Ibs.

• . There
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There is a plant of the convolvulus tribe, which produces

bulbs resembling the potatoe. It is cultivated in Spain, and

all warm countries, under the name of the sweet potatoe. Ic

would probably be excellent food for cattle, Sec. as it grows to

a very large size : We have never heard that any trial has been

made how far they would ripen in our climate.

Cabbages.

The only extensive trial of cabbage?, as a crop, that is re

corded in this volume, was made by Mr. Henry Vagg, for which

a premium from the society was awarded. ■ They seem to have

been cultivated in a masterly manner. One particular that

occurs in this experiment deserves notice—The field (12 acres)

was divided into two parts; the plants in the first were raised

from seeds sown in the month of March, and those on the other

division were sown in autumn. The weight of the produce of

each was as under : <

From feeds sown in March — 42 tons per acre.

From feeds sown in autumn — 68

Difference 26 tons per acre.

The above crop of 12 acres, Mr. Vagg fays, will keep 45

oxen and 60 sheep [Qu. the average weight of each kind of

stock ?] for three months.

Turnip rooted Cabbage.

Sir Thomas Beevor continues to cultivate this plant, and

thinks he finds great prosit in the crop. He advises their being

sown on rich and very light land, and as early as the beginning

of June. The produce of five acres maintained the following

stock from the 13th of April to the nth of May, being 28

days, viz.

12 Scotch bullocks, weight 40 stone each.

8 Home bred, two years old. - , -

15 Cows, full sized.

35 ■ • ■ .

40 Sheep,

and 18 horse*, fed in the stables, with an allowance of hay.

If the horses be supposed to equal the horned cattle, this would

be53 cattle and 4° &eeP 28 days— in all,: 1484 days for one bxj,

and ii2odays for' one sheep. And Mr. Vagg's 1 2 acres 'of

cabbages, as above, maintained one ox 4095 da^'S-, '-arid "bnti

stieep 5460 days ; at which rate, five acres should mairftaih one

.ox i7o6*days, and one sheep 2275 days. In' this cafe, if wfc

suppose equal accuracy in both' trials, the advantage at ftrft

I j j .r-.r..-, {^'U.-iffigf^
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sight would seem to be in favour of the cabbages—but when

the season of the year at which the turnip cabbages come into

use it adverted to, the advantage is clearly on their fide; espe

cially when we are told, that 40 hogs were fed by the broken

pieces and offals of them tor the whole four weeks.

Turnips.

Concerning this vegetable we have met with little that can

be deemed new, or decisive. The only experiment with them

is by Mr. Nebemiah Hartley. Four acres of ground, he sav?,

were divided into two equal parts ; one half manured with four

put-loads [Qu. What is the content of a put-load ?] of soapers

waste ashes, and tbe other remained without any manure. Tur

nip feed was sown upon both at the fame time. The manured

part proved an excellent crop, the other was quite destroyed by

tbe sly. Many observations hive convinced us, that few things

contribute so effectually to guard against tbe ravages of the fly

on turnips, as a plentiful manuring, and early hoeing, which

greatly promote the rapid vegetation of the plant at an early

period of its growth : and this experiment tends to confirm the

fame opinion. Mr. Wimpey, who seems to have bestowed a

considerable degree of attention on the culture of this plant,

makes a similar remark, p. 141. Several other observations

occur in the paper here referred to, that mark the well-informed

observer, and deserve the attentive consideration of those who

;re not well acquainted with the nature of turnips, though no-

hing will be new to the skilful cultivator.

Mr. Christopher Gullet thinks that burning weeds with a

thick smoke, in turnip fields, at the season of the sly, will

effectually prevent the ravages of that insect, but we doubt

if that effect would result from the practice proposed. No ex

periment is here offered to support his theory. The practice of

dragging elder-bushes across the turnip field, on which he re

lies with such an unsuspicious confidence, has been often tried

without effect. This correspondent seems to have as yet but

little experience in agriculture: tjme will render him more cau

tious in his promises ofsuccess to those who follow his advice.

Carrots.

We are sorry to find that the culture of this plant seems to be

so little attended to by British farmers. Mr. Onley mentions

one unsuccessful trial—owing to accidental mismanagement—

but he likewise informs us that a crop of from 6 to 700 bushels

of carrots per acre [Qu. How are the carrots measured ? What

is the average weight of a bushel ?] was raised by one of his

neighbours, and was employed to fatten oxen with great profit.

Tbjs is, alas \ almost the only notice taken in this volume of

the culture of carrot's.

Parsnips.
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Parsnips.

Concerning this plant, not a single experiment, or observa

tion founded on actual experience, occurs in this volume—but

Mr, Hazard, and an anonymous correspondent, from hypothe

tical reasoning, warmly recommend the culture of parsnips as

food for cattle. About 30 years past many attempts were

made to introduce the parsnip, generally, as a field crop ; but

it seems never to have become a favourite with the people. Mr.

Haxard advises that the feeds should be sown in autumn, in pre

ference to the spring. Has he himself had experience of this

■node of culture, even in the garden ? He also advises to trans

plant them. Fevr tap-rooted plants succeed by this mode of

culture.

Root op Scarcity.

This plant, so warmly recommended to the attention of the

British farmer, has not been tried by any of the correspondents

of the Bath society except Sir Thomas Beevor, who speaks of

h, from an imperfect trial only, in very favourable term?. The

feeds, he observes, and plants, are not distinguishable from

some kinds of beets, but to try the difference between them,

he sowed some beet seed on the same bed at the same time with

the seeds of the scarcity plant, and found that the roots of this

last, under the fame management, were four times as big, and

the leaves of it much larger than the beet. He heard of other

plants of the scarcity root that were much larger than his own,

which were reared from feeds sown six weeks earlier in the

season. We are glad to find Sir Thomas intends to continua

his experiments. We are always diffident of first trials of

new plants.

Rhubarb.

The observations on rhubarb are less diffuse in the present

volume than in the former, and relate more immediately to the

business of the farmer.—Dr. Fothergill gives a short account of

the method of managing it in Tartary.—Mr. Hayes thinks it

may be more speedily propagated by means of flips taken from

the root than from feeds. Two other gentlemen give an ac

count, in few words, of the practice they had successfully fol

lowed in propagating and in curing the root for use. Such

notices are precisely what is to be wished for in such a work as

that now before us.

Corn Crops.

Under this head, we find a continuation of Sir John An-

ftruther's experiments of the Drill culture. The result gene

rally U in favour of the grain sown in narrow drills, compared

I i 4 with
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with that sown broad-cast, though the experimenter complains

of the inexpertness of his operator. Mr. Cooke, the inventor

of a drill machine for which he has a patent, produces a long

list of crops of various sorts of corn that had been sown by his

drill [narrow drills, for hand-hoeing only, as we understand}

which had been ascertained in various parts of the country,

that seem strongly to recommend the practice as beneficial.

Mr. Baker, of Bradley house, communicates a very simple

mode of curing the black rust in wheat—discovered by Mr.

Richard Winjor, which, if it be sound effectual, will be a great

discovery. He advises that the wheat should only be allowed

to stand two or three weeks uncut, after the time that it is

usually reckoned fit for being cut down. We seldom wish to

decide a priori; but (he experiment can be easily tried.- Un

der this head, we have also the result of an experiment by Dr.

James Anderson, intended to ascertain whether lean or plump

grain, used as feed, produced grain of an equal quality : he

found, that the fewer feeds of the lean kind vegetated ; the

strength of the stems, and plumpness of grain produced, were

not distinguishable at harvest.

Cultivated Grasses.

Mr. Onley continues to recommend the trifolium elpe/fre,

which he calls in English, Cow Grafs, as an article of great

value ; he observes, that the feeds of the trifolium purpureum pra-

tense have been sold in the seed shops for those of the cow grafs,

but this is not such a valuable plant. He complains that red

clover now frequently fails, by becoming tired, as he terms it,

of the soil,—and advises that it should be less frequently sown

on the fame field than it has for some time past. This disease has

been usual in Norfolk and Suffolk, and much and generally com

plained of lately in the southern parts of Great Britain. It

does not seem to be quite so common as yet in North Britain,

if we may judge by a letter from Dr. Anderson on that

subject, in answer to some queries that had been put to him.—

Broad clover, by itjelf, he fays, was always found by him

rather a precarious crop ; but he does not observe that it has

become more so of late than formerly. He fays, that in a par

ticular kind of spungy soils, it is extremely liable to be thrown

out by the frost, and describes the way in which frost, by an

operation purely mechanical, produces that effect, illustrated

with a figure. The water, he fay's, in these soils, in freezing,

shoots into cylindrical perpendicular columns, which laying

hold of the shoulder of the plant, at the top of the root, forces

it upward, tearing the roots out of the ground. We had some

difficulty to reconcile the drawing to the description, and are

convinced . there must have been an, error committed by the

13 r • engraver
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engraver—for the plants, which are described as clover having

their roots forced out of the ground, are represented as trees

with some branches cut from their stems ;—as we were long

puzzled with this. He advises, that in all case.«, a little rye-

grafs and some white clover should be sown wth broad clover,

even where one crop only is intended to he taken. An anony

mous correspondent warmly recommends the culture of burner,

as affording much more nourishing food for sheep than most

Other plants—and fays, in particular, that it is a. perfect cure for

the rot in sheep. Though we do not place entire reliance on

these assertions, it is certainly worth while to ascertain the fact

by experiment.

Dairy.

Mr. Wimpey favours the public with some judicious remarks

on the management of a dairy farm, and points out the neces

sity of adapting the general plan of farming to the nature and

condition of the land ; shewing what land can be most pro

fitably managed for grazing, for dairy, for corn, &c.—and

approves of the practice of judiciously blending arable and pa/lure

land. He observes, that no general rule can be given for the

most advantageous mode of disposing of the produce of the dairy,

as the profus on different articles are greatly varied by local

circumstances, &c.—From a particular experiment, he states

the quantity of butter, and of cheese, that he obtained from a

fiven quantity of milk from the same dairy— and states the

rrces at which he could have fold them : but in other circum

stances, the value of these articles of the dairy might have

varied—and with the milk of another dairy, the proportion

might have been very different. He complains of the hurtful

effects of the monopolizing enterprizes of the London cheese

mongers. Many useful hints occur in this paper, though

several of his positions may be disputed.

Buck Wheat.

The only experiment on this kind of crop that here occurs,

turned out less profitable than those recorded in the former

volume of the Bath Papers—but this must be in a good mea

sure attributed to unskilful management, as the person who

tried it, was avowedly unacquainted with the culture of this

crop.

Orchards.

Several observations occur in this volume, from different

quarters, on the important subject of orchards, and the cul

ture of apple trees. It seems that a notion pretty generally

prevails, that the quality of apples in England is now inferior

to what it formerly was. Mr, Richard Samuel, wkh great

seeming
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seeming probability, is disposed to ascribe this deterioration of

orchards to the little care that is taken to preserve the molt

valuable kinds of apples for grafts to young trees, and proposes,

that (he Bath Society should be at pains to obtain grafts of the

best kinds of apples from their numerous correspondents, to be

propagated under the care of the Society, and that grafts from

these trees should be dist,,buted gratis, to such farmers as called

for them. The principe, if we may adopt a parliamentary

phrase, of this improvement, seems to be unquestionable, and

we are persuaded that were the Society to adopt the plan under

proper regulations, it might be attended with very beneficial

effects. If gentlemen who have particularly valuable sorts of

apples, were to fend grafts of none but the best, accompanied

with an exact description of the qualities of each, several very

fine kinds would thus be in a short time brought together.—

But we cannot approve of the proposal for distributing grafts

gratis, for two reasons : First, it is a general rule, that what is

gotten for nothing is attended with very little care, so that

those who thus had an opportunity of obtaining them, would

probably be very remiss in attending to them ; and Secondly, what

ever business brings no profit to those who have the charge of

it, will very soon be neglected. It would therefore, we should

think, be an improvement on the hint, if the Society would

snake choice of a nursery-man on whose attention and probity

they could depend j to whom they should communicate all the

grafts that were sent to them from correspondents, accompanied

with a description of the kind and qualities of the fruit, sub

scribed by the name of the person who sent it, and mentioning

the place where the original tree from which the grafts were

taken grows. These trees to be numbered in the catalogue,

according to the order in which they came to hand, and the

dialogue to be printed at the end of each volume of the Bath

Transactions, as the work advances. Could a small spot of

ground be obtained also for the purpose of an orchard, and en*

trie <>f each sort be planted in it, in regular order, as numbered

in the catalogue, to be preserved for the advantage of succeeding

generations, we cannot doubt but in a few years a much better

collection of apples would be obtained than ever could have been

with certainty procured in any part of the island at a former

period. Toward the completion of this plan, we (hall just add,

that a few grafts, if cut at (he proper season, might be con

veyed by post from any part of England to other pins, and that

a sufficient number of these grafts for a specimen need not ex

ceed the weight of two ounces. Mr. Daniel Grimwocd thinks

the degeneracy complained of (if such complaint be justly

founded.), may be ascribed to the practice of grafting apples on free

ftocks, in preference to crabs, He therefore recommends the

12 use
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use of crab stocks in general, and proposes to make some expe

riments with a view to ascertain with certainty whether it it

true, that in any cue apple trees which have at one time bore

a fine fort of fruit ever degenerate so far as to bear fruit of a

different kind. We much approve Mr. Grim wood's pro

posal, and hope be will persevere in the attempt, and commu

nicate the result in some future volume of these memoirs. It

will be right in him to specify, at a very early period, the par

ticular experiments from the very out-set of the business, that

the trees may be identified, so as to admit of being observed with

certainty at any future period, should the author himself not

be in a capacity to observe them. Mr. Gillingwater and Mr.

Wagstaffe leem to apprehend, that the degeneracy complained

of may be occasioned by a mixture of different kinds offarina

secundum impregnating the plant at the time of flowering; but

as it is not the practice to raise apple trees in this country

from feeds without graftings we do not sec how it can be attri

buted to that cause.

Beside the above, there are several smaller articles relating to

a variety of particulars in farming that occur in the present

volume, viz. on the culture of rape or coleseed, by Mr. Ha

zard,—on mustard, by Mr. Onley,—on flax and hemp, by Mr.

James Elleker,—on the culture of flax, woad, coriander seed,

anise, and several other articles, by Mr. Bartley,—on planting

waste land, by Mr. lVegfiaffe,—oa the importance of planting

timber trees, by Mr. Pavier,—on the advantage of river weed

as a manure, by Mr. Wagjiaffe,—obiervations on the wind in

sheep, by Mr. Webb,—and on the bloji in sheep, by Mr. Pati-

carj.—All these contain useful hints to tbe inexperienced far-

mer, but nothing new that requires to be here particularly

specified.

The only machines here described are, Mr. Winter's patent

drill machine, accompanied with a plate, the fame with that

given in Mr. Winter's own publication * —another drill ma

chine by a Somerset farmer, anounced but not particularly de

scribed,—a drag harrow by Mr. R. Triffy,—a combing pot for

coals, and a transplanter for turnips ; none of which could be

properly described without tbe plates.

Miss Henrietta Rhodes, who hopes to introduce the culture

of silk worms into this island, on a large scale, though sub

jected to various unforeseen accidents in her favourite pursuit,

continues her laudable exertions, with unabating zeal. In a

letter, written with her usual elegance and perspicuity, she here

controverts a received notion, that the breeding of silk worms is

* *« Compendious System of Husbandry," See Review for

April, 1788.

an
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an unhealthful employment, and contends, from her own ex

perience and observation, that this notion is erroneous. She

thinks that nothing will so much retard the progress of this art,

as the difficulty of propagating the mulberry tree in great quan

tities, according to the mode of encreasing it that hath hitherto

been practised in this country—and therefore proposes that the

Bath Society should offer a premium to the person who (hall

discover an easier method of multiplying these trees than any

that is hitherto known. The views of this lady seem to us to

be just, and we cannot help warmly wishing that her exertions

may be crowned with success. On this subject we beg leave to

hint, that as the black' mulberry ripens well in this country,

there seems to be no reason to suspect but that it could be raised

from feeds, as well as most other plants—we have never heard of

this mode of rearing it having been attempted—but if it (ball

be found to succeed, it could thus be propagated so as to make

very numerous plantations in a short time. We mention the

black mulberry in particular, because it has lately been found in

France, that its leaves are rather more proper for the silk worm

than those of the -white sort.

Beside the papers that immediately relate to the subjects of

agriculture and the arts, we have in this volume an elaborate

Essay on the most practical method of an equitable commutation

for tithes, in general, throughout the kingdom, by Mr. Prytt ;

and a learned dissertation by Dr. Falconer of Bath, on the pre

servation of the health of persons employed in agriculture, &c.

Both of these suhjeds are treated in a way that reflects honour

on the respective writers; but the great length to which this

article has been already extended forbids us to enter on farther

particulars. We (hall therefore conclude with recommending

the present volume of the Bath Society papers to the attention

of such of our readers as are interested in rural affairs— as it

contains a great many useful, and seme new facts ; with a va

riety of hints that serve to turn the reader's attention towards

objects of considerable importance *.

* We have often had cause to complain, that gentlemen who

communicate to the public satli in agriculture, take so little care.

to ascertain the nature of the weights and measures mentioned by

them. It gives us pleasure to find that two of the Bath Society

correspondents, Sir Thomas Beevor, and Dr. James Anderson,

have adverted to this particular. We hope others will fallow their

laudable example in this respect. It will tend much to the advance

ment of knowlege.
* (•'■--••■

:■ • . ART*
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Art. II. .Memoirs of the Life and Reign of Frederick the Third,

King of' Prussia. By Joseph Towers, L. L. D. 8vq. 2 Vols.

123. Boards. Dilly. 1788.

IT is the lot of greatness, and more particularly of " great

greatness," as the Poet so forcibly expresses it, to have its

every action carefully attended to.

•' O Place ajid Power, millions of false eyes

Are stuck upon thee ! Votumes of report

Run with most false and most contrarious quests

Upon thy doings I"

A memorable, but melancholy truth ! Hence we may «ccourrt

for the censure which has been so repeatedly passed on some

parts of the conduct of the great Frederick ; and which, by the

way, his present Biographer has likewise very liberally bestowed

on him. How far the monarch in question may, by his ac

tions, have incurred this censure, we shall now inquire, as

summarily as possible; '

Dr. Towers, in the volumes here presented to us, has entered

into a detail of the principal circumstances in the life of the

Prussian hero, and related them, generally, with sufficient fide

lity. We are at the same time sorry to observe, that he has on

many occasions fallen in with popular prejudice, and attacked

with asperity the sovereign whom, as a candid as well as faith

ful historian, it was his duty to defend from every kind of mis

representation. He considers him in his military capacity, it

is true, as a renowned and superior character ; but, from the

general tenour of his history, he seems to view him as Cromwell

is viewed by Pope, as damned to everlasting fame;—and this on

account of his invasion^ as it is stiled, of Silesia ; his seizure of

papers in the Cabinet of Dresden ; the Partition of Poland, &c.

The whole of which proceedings, and the reasons which evi

dently urged to them, have (we speak it with confidence) been

unfairly reported, to the world..

As the greater part of the reign of Frederick is said to have

been composed of acts of violence and oppression toward h»

neighbours, we proceed to consider the primary deed of injustice

with which he is charged, namely, his inroad into the Duchy

of Silesia, and which is thus represented by Dr. Towers.

* The death of the Emperor Charles VI. the last male heir of

the house of Austria, who died on the 20th of October 1740, was an

event that greatly interested all Euiope, and awakened the ambition

of some of its most powerful princes. By virtue of the Pragmatic

Sanction, or law, by which the succession to the hereditary dominions

of the House of Austria was secured to the female heirs of the Empe

ror Charles VI. in cafe he should die without male issue, that suc

cession devolved to the Archduchess Maria Theresa, the Emperor's

eldest daughter, who was married to Francis of Lorrain, grand Duke

of Tuscany. This immense inheritance comprehended the kingdoms

of Hungary and Bohemia, the province of Silesia, Austria, Swabta,

/ Uppei
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Upper and Lower Austria, Stiria, Carintbia, Carniola, the soar

forell towns, B. rgaw, Brifgau, the low < ountries, Friali, Tirol, and

the Duchies of Milan, Parma, and Placentia.'

' The Pragmatic Sanction had been guaranteed by almost all the

powers of Europe; notwithstanding which, the Emperor of Germany

was no sooner dead, than four claimants appeared for the inheritance

of the Austrian dominions. Charles Albert, Elector of Bavaria, laid

claim to the kingdom of Bohemia, on the strength of an article in

the will of the Emperor Ferdinand I. brother to Charles V. made

about two centuries before. Augustus HI. King of Poland, and Elector

•f Saxony, exhibited pretensions to the whole Austrian succession, in

virtue of the right of his wife, eldest daughter of the Emperor Joseph,

elder brother of Charles VI. The King of Spain founded his claim

to all the possessions of the Austrian family, in his being descended

from the consortos Philip II. daughter ofthe Emperor Maximilian II.

and the King of Sardinia revived an obsolete claim to the Duchy of

Milan.'

« The affairs of Maria Theresa, Queen of Hungary, were in this

situation, when a new and unexpected enemy started up, who was

more artful in his manœuvres, and more alert in his operations, than

any other of the claimants of the whole or any part of the Austrian

inheritance. This was the King of Prussia, whose great object, from

the very commencement of his reign, appears to have been the ag-

frandisement of his dominions ; and who considered the death of the

imperor as a circumstance favourable to his views.'—' It soon after

wards appeared, that be meant to take advantage of the present em

barrassed state of the Queen of Hungary's affairs, to revive some

claims of his family to the Duchy of Silesia, by virtue of old treaties

of confraternity, but which seem to have been either obsolete or an

nulled. He did not, however, at first, fully avow his intentions.

For in a curious manifesto which he published, aligning reasons ser

ordering his troops to enter into Silesia, which was dated at Berlin

the ill of December, he observed that the Empire, and the House of

Austria, in consequence of the death of the Emperor, and the dis

putes about the succession, were without a head, and exposed to dan

gerous troubles, of which a part had manifested themselves already,

and others were ready to break out, As to himself, he said, he had

always been solicitous for what tended to the good and preservation

of the Duchy of Silesia, &c. &c.'

This is, surely, a partial statement of the affair. The decla

ration, or ' curious manifesto,' as it is called, should have been

given at large. Had this been done, it would have appeared,

that the claim of the Prussian Monarch to the Duchy of Silesia

was sounded in reason and justice : that is to fay, in the right of

purchase—a right which had descended to him from his an

cestors ; for, though they had certainly relinquished their pre

tensions to the province in question, because they were not in

a condition to support them ; yet as this was not the cafe with

the reigning King, he resolved on maintaining his rights, his

indefeasible rights, very wisely considering that they were no

way diminished, but rather strengthened and confirmed by

time.
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time *•' Silesia too, it should be remembered, is the barrier to

the Prussian dominions on the side or Hungary ; and it would

have been unpardonably nrgl-gent in Frederick, at a season

when Europe was in a flame resptct;rg ibe right of succession to

the Imperial throne, had he not availed himself of the oppor

tunity so fortunately arising to him of giving security, as far as

he could, to his crown and people.

The seizure of papers in the Archives at Dresden, is stated

ift this performance as follows :

* On his arrival at Dresden, the King of Prussia was lodged at the

house os the Countess Moizinslca ; and he sent one of his officers to

wait upon the Queen of Poland [his Polish Mijesty was then in hit

camp at Pirns], with the strongest assurances that she and her fimily

should be treated with the utmost respect and regard. Sentinels,

however, were posted within the palace in which the Queen and

royal family resided 5 as also at the door of the secret cabinet, where'

the papers relating to foreign transactions were deposited. The

Queen intreated the Prussian monarch to remove the sentinels which,

he had posted within the palace, and contiguous passages, agreeably

to the assurances that he had given, that all due respect should be

observed towards the royal family. But Frederick was so far from

complying with her request, that he ordered the guards to be doubled,

and sent an officer to demand os her majesty the key's of the secret

cabinet. The Queen obtained this officer's consent that the doors

should be sealed up ; but he afterwards returned with orders to break

them open. Her majesty then placed herself before the door, and'

said, that she trusted so much to the promise of the King of Prussia,

that the could not believe he had given such orders. The officer

affirmed that his orders were positive, ar.d that he durst not disobey

them ; but she continued in the same place, declaring, that if vio

lence was to be used, he must begin with her. The officer returning

to acquaint the King with what had passed, her majesty conjured the

ministers of Prussia and England to remind the Prussian monarch of

his promise. But her representations had no effect. 1 he officer

hE

• " The Duchy of Silesia was an ancient fief of the kingdom of

Bohemia, and was formerly divided into several Irtlle sovereignties,

overned by Dukes, vassals of the King of Bohemia. These Duke*

ad agreed with the Electors of Brandenbourg, that, upon failure of

heirs male, they should succeed to their dominions. But the House of

Auliria, being called to the throne of Bohemia, pretended that those

agreements were absolutely null, inasmuch as they had not been ap

proved by the sovereign to whom the possessors were vassals ; and the

ancestors of the King of Prussia not being in a situation to make good

their claims by force of arms, they were obliged to dissemble. How

ever, they took care at certain junctures to reuew their pretensions,

and several times refused large sums of money, which the Court of

Vienna offered them to give up their rights." See Meaoirt of the

King osPruJJia. London. 1758. See also Memoirei de la Mai/om

dt Brandenbourg. , When money is thus liberally offered, we may

tasily judge ot the validity of the claims.

• returned
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returned with fresh orders to use force, whatever opposition her Pa*

lish majesty might make against it in person. The Queen was at

length compelled to withdraw, the doors were forced, the chests

broke open, and the papers seized. The papers, of which the King

of Prussia thus obtained possession, were the originals of those nego

tiations between the courts of Dresden, Vienna, and Pctersburgh, of

which he had before procured copies, in consequence of the trea

chery of a Saxon Secretary.'

The matter, as here reported, appears to be an act of the

greatest injustice and oppression. But again we must observe,

that the Memorial of the King of Pruffij, together with the

original papers and documents found in the cabinet at Dresden,

and on which the said Memorial is sounded, should have been

given by Dr. Towers to the world. By such a publication it

would at once be seen that the monarch was under the necessity

of acting in the manner he did *. This is in no sort a matter

of opinion. The vouchers are irrefragable, and not to be dis

puted. They exhibit the most positive, the most " damning

proofs" of treachery. Was then the Prussian monarch, posses

sing thus the documents in question, tamely to wait for the

.attack of an enemy combined against him, and with a superior

force ? Was he quietly t) Jit with his hands before him (as a

member of a certain assembly so prettily observed on a certain

occasion) when the principal powers of Europe were arming to

dispossess him of his rights ? No—He would assuredly have

been laughed at by thole very powers, and deservedly too. On

* In proof of this, we will transcribe a paragraph or two from

the aforesaid documents. The King of Prussia, it is true, procured

copies of them through the * treachery' of a Saxon secretary ; but

Dr. Towers will scarcely tell us, we presume, that the act os bribery

was criminal on the part of the King. The originals, however, be

ing necessary to a thorough conviction of his enemies, he broke opea

the archive; to obtain them. But nothing else was touched by him.

Treaty entered into between the Courts of Saxony and Vienna.

Ex. Par. 1. " His Majesty the King of Poland, Elector of Saxony,

and her Majesty the Queen of Hungary, have agreed by the present

separate and secret act, that neither the one nor the ether fall lay do-wn

their arms till, beside the conquest of all Silefa, and the county ofGlatz,

the King of Prujjia befurther reduced"

Extract of a Letter from Count de Flemming to Count de Bruhl ;

Vienna, June — 1756. " There is reason to presume, that it has

been concerted between the two Imperial courts of Vienna and

Russia, that the latter, the better to conceal the true reasons of her

armament, should allege the specious pretence of thereby keeping

herself in a condition to fulfil her engagements contracted in the lalt

subsidiary treaty with England ; and, 'when all the preparations are'

fnijbed, then to fallfuddenly upon tke King of Prussia."

. .' . w■ ■ the
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the contrary, he took an active and enterprising part*. Mo

deration is greatly and justly extoll-.-d by most men. But in

particular situations, moderation is pusillanimity : every thing may

be lost by delay. Of the truth of this, no man was ever more

sensible than Frederick.

Dr. T. makes not the full allowance for circumstances ;

but considers the challenging Prince as consequently ambitious.

Should we not, however, bear in mind, that the cause of the

aggreflbr may be just ? War is undoubtedly an evil j but it is

admitted on all hands that it may be a necessary evil; and when,

a Prince is once engaged in a state of hostility, it would surely

be absurd to tell him that he is not to push his conquests accord

ing to his ability. It was the practice of the Prussian monarch,

and thence he acquired his military fame. No violence, how

ever, was committed : no injury was done to the defenceless in

habitants of the conquered places, unltfs it were occasionally

carrying eft" corn and cattle for the actual support of his army,

and for which the man of reflection must acknowlege that there

was absolute necessity, surrounded as the hero was, at all times,

by an host of foesf. We read with admiration the accounts of

the battles of Marathon and Arbela. We extol the valour and

conduct of the victors with an enthusiasm suited to the events.

•In the year 1756, the King of Prussia, in consequence of the

confederacy of the courts of Vienna, Petersburgh, and Dresden,

marched his troops into Saxony. France and Sweden soon after

declared against him. He had to contend with the united force of

Austria, a great part of the Empire, Russia, France, and Sweden, and

this for a considerable number of years. Yet bravely resisting the

cowardly and disgraceful combination of his enemies (themselves

being clearly the aggressors), he is accused by his Biographer of ra-

paciousfiess of every kind, with the fuperadded charge of inhumanity.

—-Not such were the sentiments of England's council, who, in defence

of his conduct and his cause, granted him, between the years 1756

and 1760, four several subsidies, amounting in the whole to the (um

of two millions six hundred and eighty thousand pounds sterling.

f Dr. Towers is very severe on the conduct of the K. of P. in

levying contributions on the towns of the enemy, for the better sub

sisting of his troops. But the Doctor's animadversion serves no other

purpose than to exhibit his want of acquaintance with the practices

common to a state of war, especially with regard to frontier towns.

It may here be proper to observe, that the Ruffians exacted heavy

contributions. They burnt the Prussian villages, and committed

rapes on the wives and daughters of the inhabitants ; but not a word

is said by Dr. T. of the injustice and inhumanity of any of their pro

ceedings. The Austrians too, on entering Brandenbourg, demanded

six hundred thousand crowns : they also plundered the suburbs of

Berlin. But still our Author makes not a single comment on the

matter.

Rev. Dec. 1788. K k Why
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Why then should we withhold from a modern the praise so justly

due to him pot only as a general, but as a man ?

We are now to attend to the Poli/h partition: a measure, of

which the King of Prussia is said to have been the projector.

As the transaction is sufficiently rrcent, we shall merely transcribe

our Author's concluding reflections on it.

"* A more flagrant act of injustice, oppression, and tyranny, has

seldom appeared in the history of mankind, than the partition of

Poland. It was unvarnished by any specious pretences, or plausible

appearances. The manifestos issued by the usurping powers on the

occasion, were too futile, and too palpably ridiculous, to impose

even on the grossest understanding. As to the King of Prussia, the

partition was a measure perfectly suitable to the favourite object of

his ambition, the aggrandizement of his dominions; and when

this was the point in view, justice and injustice were trifling consi

derations. Count Hertzberg has asserted that, of these claims, that

of the King of Prussia was the best founded. Of three such claims,

it may be difficult to determine, which was the most iniquitous.

This, however, may be certainly determined, that none of the claims

had the least foundation injustice, truth, or reason. They originated

in unprincipled ambition, and were enforced in a manner that ought

never to be spoken os but in terms of indignation, while any fense of

vice or virtue shall remain among mankind.'

With regard to the partition of Poland, which our Author

exclaims against with so much vehemence, we must own that

the act appears not to be altogether justifiable. It should, how

ever, be remembered, that Poiijh Prvjsut (the district which Fre

derick pretended to) originally belonged to the Prussians, who

were succeeded by the Teutonic Knights, to whom the country-

was assigned by the Pope for their services in the Holy Wars}—

the Prussians being at that time (anno 1200) Pagans ; and the

See of Rome claiming a right to the disposal of their estates.

After various revolutions, it was ultimately vested in the Polish

crown. Frederick, however, laid claim to it ; and in doing

this, the consederaiy of the couit of Saxony with that of Vienna,

and of which we have already spoken, was probably not for

gotten, although the measure of a former reign.

Thus, having cursorily remarked on the principal incidents

in the history of the Northern Hero; and which, as they arc

said to have been conducive to the troubles so long subsisting in

Germany, are yet deserving a more particular investigation ;—

we have now to express our approbation of the manner in which

the ingenious Dr. Toweis has arranged the materials of his

work *, and of the style in which it is composed. We can only

lament,

* The great number of anecdotes, or rather histories, of different

persons who were patronized by the K. of P. or with whom he was

connected, and which are given in the margin, do indeed somewhat

inter-
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lament, that a writer so well qualified to do justice to the cha

racter of one of the first among princes, should not have exa

mined and inquired into causes, instead of simply reporting or

animadverting on known events. He has quoted Freely, and by

way of authority, from the Memoires de Voltaire, icrits par lui-

meme ; but in this he is rather faulty. Many of the cir

cumstances there recorded are known to be false, while others,

which have some foundation in truth, are considerably height

ened and aggravated when they make in any fort against the

character of Frederick. Voltaire's quarrel with the King of

Prussia was really serious, and he has given way to the emotions

of spleen and rancour whenever he had occasion to speak of him.

The grand, the principal object of the Historian is Truth.

This he should endeavour to find, though " hid within the

centre *." It is popularly said to lie in a well: Dr. Towers sel

dom descends to the bottom of the well in search of it.

The extracts which we have given from this performance will

sufficiently prove to the Reader that almost every action of the

Prussian monarch is, in the opinion of its writer, to be attri

buted to a love of conquest, or the want of a proper fense of

justice and humanity. But though he erected not a temple to

Terminus, nor sacrificed to that wooden Deity, he yet was not

oppressive toward his neighbours. It is insinuated indeed, that

the principles and actions of Frederick were at variance, because

he had maintained, in his Anti-Machiavel, " that the new con

quests of a sovereign do not render the dominions he- possessed

before more opulent nor more prosperous;" and that " his for

mer subjects are no way benefited by them.'' This he certainly

said, and this he as certainly thought. The fact is, he appears

not to have been so fond of making " new conquests" as of pre

serving to himself (and when negotiation had entirely failed)

territories which were properly his own. But that our Readers

may judge for themselves in what degree the monarch loved, and

was beloved by, his people, we will transcribe the account of his

return to Berlin, as well at the settling of the peace of Dresden,

as after the seven years German war.

' After the peace of Dresden was concluded, the Prussian troops

evacuated Saxony, and Frederick returned immediately to Keihn,

where he was received by his subjects with loud acclamations. On

the day that he entered the city, he was met, about six miles from

interrupt the course of the narrative ; but this, perhaps, will not

be generally objected to, as the people are for the most part of con

siderable note either in the world of letters or of arms.

* — "I will find

Where Truih is hid, though it were hid indeed
■Within the centre." Hamlst.

Kki it.
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''» by great numbers of citizens-os Berlin and others on horseback,

marshalled in companies, who attended him to his palace. The King-

fat in an open phaeton, and was accompanied by his two brothers, the

Prince of Prussia, and Prince Henry. The number of spectators

who surrounded the carriage was so great, that the horses could ad

vance only step by step, and the solemnity of their pace added to the

dignity of this triumphant entry. Great numbers of coaches filled

with nobility and gentry, who came to meet the King, had now

joined the procession. The air resounded with the acclamations of

the people, who cried out, " Long live the King; long live Fre

derick The Great." Frederick saluted the spectators on the

right and on the left, and said to those who eagerly crowded to see

him, " Do not press each other, my children. Take care of your

selves, that the horses may not trample on you, and that no accident

may happen." In his whole behaviour on this occasion, the King

exhibited the utmost mildness, gentleness, and affability, and seemed

to be under the influence of the greatest affection for his people.'

The following instance of his tenderness, and friendly at

tachment, can never be too particularly extolled.

* The King now received information, that M. Dahan, who had

been one of his preceptors, lay at the point of death. And not

withstanding the general joy and exultation, Frederick quitted the

pomp of the court, and the triumph of the lity, that be might per

form the last offices of humanity to his old preceptor. He ordered

his carriage to be driven to the house of M. Dahan, which was

situated in a kind of court, the houses of which were so crowded

-with lamps, in consequence of the general illumination, that when

the King and his brothers entered the sick man's chamber, it was

found necessary, on account of the heat, though in the depth of

winter, to open the windows. " It was an affecting sight," fays

Tiielsied, " to fee a dying man, in the midst of a brilliant illumi

nation, surrounded by princes, and visited by a triumphant mo

narch, who, in the midst of the incessant clamour of exultation,

fought only to alleviate the sick man's pangs, participating of his

distress, and reflecting upon the vanity of all human grandeur."

# * * *

' Peace being now completely established by the treaty of Hu-

bertsburg, Frederick returned once more to his capital, from which

he had been absent more than six' years. He arrived at his palace

at Berlin on the 30th of March 1763. He was received by the

princes of the blood, foreign ministers, and principal nobility, who

were assembled on the occasion. Rejoicings and illuminations were

continued in the cisy for several days after his arrival ; and on the

4th of April, at eight o'clock at night, he went through most of the

streets of Berlin, in an^open chariot, accompanied by Prince Ferdi- •

nand of lirunsvvick, in order to view the illuminations and the de

vices that were invented to celebrate his victories. On this occasion,

as well as at his arrival, he was every where saluted with loud and

general acclamations os'* Long live our King and Father," to which

he replied, " Long live my dear Subjects, my beloved Chil

dren."

In
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In 1768, Frederick made a donation of three hundred thou

sand crowns to the inhabitants of Silesia. This money was

distributed among those persons, who, by the consequences of the

late war, or by other unfortunate events, had been reduced to

the necessity of contracting debts, or mortgaging their estates.

From the settling of the peace of Hubertsburg, indeed, libera

lity became a fixed principle in the breast of this magnanimous

Prince. He was ever after particularly assiduous (as we gather

from Count Hertzberg's Dissertation) in the promotion of agri

culture, manufactures, and commerce. " The King," fays

that noble and excellent Author—" not only rebuilt the villages

and farms which had fallen into decay, but also caused new ones

to be erected, especially in the neighbourhood of rivers. The

greatest part of these rivers having overflowed their banks, and

overwhelmed much fertile ground, he found means to confine

them within their proper bounds ; and by thus preventing inun

dations, he recovered many acres of excellent arable and pasture

land, which he gave to foreign settlers, on condition that they

should build and stock their farms : and to encourage them to

do this, he granted them, for a number of years, an exemption

from taxes, and from military service. This was particularly

done along the banks of the rivers Netz and Wartha, from

Driesen to Custrin; by which 120,000 acres were recovered

from the encroachments of those rivers, and in which three thou

sand families obtained settlements. The fame was effected on

the banks of the Oder, from Custrin to Oderberg, along the

Havel and the Elbe, round the great lake of Maduc in Pome

rania, and in the marche of Fiener in the province of Magde

burg ; and also in the environs of Potsdam, and in a great

number of other places throughout the provinces.—On these

newly recovered lands the King built between five and fix hun

dred villages and hamlets, and established more than 42,000 fa

milies/' It may here be proper to remark, that there was issued

from his treasury, during a period of about five and twenty

yeats, the sum of fifty millions of German crowns ; the whole

of which was expended in the above related establishments, and

o:her acts of munificence truly befitting a king.

We here beg leave to ask;—How do these particulars agree

with our Author's general account ? Will it be admitted by

pifterity, that Frederick the Second of Prussia was ' more cha

racterized by craft andsubtiliy, that by generosity and true dignity

of mind:'' tnat the taxes imposed by him were for the following

purposes ; * that he might be ejiahkd to support an enormous army,

ensave his oiunfubjeils, and keep his neighbours in perpetual ala>m;'

or that ' he could occasionally be guilty of great cruelty?' But there

is no necessity for enlarging on the matter. These assertions

ace sufficiently confuted by tne very narrative which Dr. Towers

Kk3 himself
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himself has given of the last twenty years of the reign of Fre

derick ; in which his love of literature and science, together

with his attention to the peaceful arts, and to the well-being

and prosperity of the Prussian nation, are particularly seen.

We have been led into the preceding remarks not from any

want of respect for the abilities of Dr. Towers, which we know

to be considerable ; but from an earnest desire of rescuing the

memory of the Prussian monarch from the obloquy which would

probably be thrown on it by an implicit reliance on this his

historian ; who, in like manner with Theopompus, is too much

given to detraction *, and who has taken too many things upon

trusts.

Frederick has been compared, by his admirers, with sundry

of the heroes of antiquity. To sum up his character in a word,

we would liken him, above all others, to Trajan (optimus pritf

aps) both for civil and military virtues.—And well, we think,

he might repeat with that Emperor, " Am not J, O Jupiter! who

was eminently mild to my subjects andformidable to my enemies , and

who revered your divine daughter Philosophy, jujlly entitled to su

perior honours, and even to the first rank %."

Art. III. Bibliotheta Tcpograpbica Britan«icq,'Hot. 43, 44, and 45.

4to. Nichols. 1787.

MR. Nichols prosecutes this undertaking with a remarkable

attention and rapidity. The number now before us

(No. 43 §) presents us, first, with the history of Aston Flam-

vile, and Burbach, each of them villages in the county of

Leicester, and not very distant from the town of Hinckley.

The mme of the former, Aston or Eston, signifies, we sup

pose, Eaji-town. with the addition of a farther word from the

family or the Flamviles, said to be its lords in the nth century.

From Flamvile this manor pasted, in the year 1400, by mar

riage, to the Turviles, with which name it remained till the

beginning of the present century, when it was purchased by

Joseph Cradoci, E(c\. a wealthy hosier of Leicester; from whom it

has deicended to its present owner Edmund Cradoci Hartopp, Esq.

1 1

* " Theopompus et Timaeus duo maledicentiflimi." Corn. Nep.

in Alcib.

f " Let your manner of distributing praise and blame be always

guarded, impartial, and manly, accompanied tuitb suitable freost

distributed briefly and seasonably." Lucian on tee manner of

writing History.

X See the C<csars of the Emperor Julian—In. which work, Trajan

is feigned to contend with other illustrious personages for pre-emi

nence.

§ Price 9 ;. Mr. Nichols is the author.

Ths
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The number of houses in the parish is only nine, and the

annual value of the lordship about 1 100 /.

Burbach is supposed to derive its name from Burr, a species

of thistle with which the land abounds, and bach, a small

rivulet or ford. In the reign of Edward I. it was the in

heritance of John lord Hastings ; from the family of Hajiings it

came by descent to the Lords Grey of- Ruthin ; and from them to

Anthony Grey, earl of Kent : to which family it still belongs,

the lord/hip being the property of Philip earl of Harawicke, who,

in right of his lady Jemima Marchioness Grey, is now the prin

cipal landholder in Burbach.

One of the most memorable things relative to this parish is,

its having been the residence of Anthony earl of Kent, above-

mentioned, a pious and worthy divine, of the puritan stamp,

who lived there for a great length of time. He had been fifty

years rector when he was surprised with the peerage, at the ad

vanced age of eighty-three. He bad been a constant preacher,

attentive to the duties of his office, with exemplary humility

and charity. He continued the fame afterward, and did not in the

least abate in the constancy of his preaching, as long as he was

able to be led up into the pulpit. He was justly reverenced by

all who knew him, especially by his affectionate parishioners,

among whom he resigned his breath, November 9, 1643, in

his 86th year.

The Hamlets of Sietchley and Smockington, alias Smoaiy or

Smoaking-town (so called on account of the plenty of ferr, grow- '

ing there, which used to be burnt for the ashes), come next

under review, being connected with the somber parishes ; and

as they lie On or near the Watlingjlreet, they naturally intro

duce some observations on the Roman roads, in a letter from

Mr. Ashmole, the antiquary, and extracts from Mr. Roger

Gale's essay on the subject,

Leicester Grange, and Hnrestone Grange (in Warwick

shire), situated not far from Burbach, form also a part of this

article. Of the latter, very little is said. Concerning the for

mer, we have a few more particulars. After several vicissitudes,

from the days of Edward the Confessor, the manor retts at

present with John Faster, Esq. of Burbach. A remarkable

account is given of the gallant defence of the mansion-house,

against the forces of Prince Rupert, by Mr. George Abbott, whose

garrison consisted of his mother-in-law, with her two daughters,

and six men and maid servants.

The greater part of this volume consists of a large appendix

to the history of Hmckley f, in which we find some amusing

and informing particulars, with others which appear to be of

I" ' " " "'■ — ■- — ■ --—- ■ ■■ 1.1 .1 ' I . IM I .■ —

f See Review for Nov. 1783, p, 369.

K k 4 little
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little importance ; but our industrious collector is disposed to

insert all that he is able to procuie. Among other subjects, we

meet with some of the biogiaphical kind ; and here we must

observe, that Mr. Nichols, though he seems fond of intro^

during, occasionally, the party terms fanatic, rump parliaments

&c. discovers a laudable degree of impartiality ; for he has,

with great fairness on the whole, furnished short historical

relations of a number of non-conforming and ejected ministers

in the county of Leicester, and of others whom he calls the

parochial clergy, dispossessed of their livings by the parliamentary

committee of sequestration. The former accounts are principally

drawn from Baxter, Calamy, and Palmer ; the latter from

Walker.

Amid the variety of other matter, we can only add a list of

the plates in this number, viz. Afhton, Flamville, and Bur-

bach churches} arms, monuments, &c. at Afhton; ditto at

Burbach ; arms of trie Earl of Kent, &c. ; arms, font, &c.

at Burbach ; Mr. Wells's house at Burbach ; map of the county

five miles round Hincklev ; a cross bow found in Bolworth-field ;

Rialto bridge in Leicester; Benedictine monk in the habit

worn at Hinckley ; ditto, without hi? cowl ; Carthusian friar

with his mantle ; portraits of John Oneby of Hinckley and

John Oneby of Baiwell; portraits of Emmet Oneby and

Dorothy Mason ; Mr. F"ster's house at Leicester Grange

(granary); High- cross ; WicklifF')- chair, &c.

The following number * has tor its subject the parish of

Odell, in the cuunty of Bedford. The true name seems to have

been Wooibulle or IVood-bill, from the hill, and fine wood,

near it. A deui! of the descent of the manor, from the time of

Edward the confrssor, down to Sir Rowland Alison, the pre

sent possessor, constitutes a principal part of the pamphlet. We

have no observ.,tion:- cuneerning the time of the first erection of

the church or of the castle, us which it is said there are yet some

small remains. We are tula that there were, in 1787, upwards

of five hundred inhabitants in the parish, and in 17S4 five

freeholders, who might vote at elections ; that the church isa

rectory in the deanery of Clapham -, that (he feajl is observed

on the Sunday after St. Mary Magdalen : to all which are added

some inscriptions from grave stones, the best of which are those

to the memory of Mr. and Mrs. Talbot, who died in 1755 and

1761,. and on John Mifleldine, a conscientious, worthy labour

ing man, who received his death by lightning.

We proceed to Number 45 (price 3s. 6d ), which is an

appendix to the histories of Ree ul ver and Heine t, in letters

* Viz. 44. Price is. 6d.

t See Review for March 1785, p. 190.

I -. from
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from the Reverend John Pridden, M. A. and from the Reverend

Mr. Samuel Denne, with other additions. These mtmoranda

are with greater assiduity now secured, because, we are (old,

repeated attacks of the relentless ocean threaten the speedy demo

lition of a place venerable for its antiquity, and of a fabric not

Jess admired for the peculiarity of its structure, than assuredly

useful as a sea mark to navigators. We have here, likewise,

remarks on the archiepiscopal palace of Mayfitld in Sussex, in a

letter from Mr. Denne. This palace is supposed to have been

first erected by Dunstan ; but at that time it must have been

merely a wooden building : the ruins which now remain, and

are in some parts habitable and spacious, shew that it was once a

very large and noble mansion. Archbishop Cranmer appears to

have been deprived of it by the arbitrary pleasure of Henry VIII.

It is now in the possrffion of the descendants of John Baker,

Esquire.

The plates are eight in number, viz. West front of Reculver

church; north-east view, inside, and various monuments ; plan

of Reculver church and castle 1785; F<rd Palace and other

views; south-east view of Daun de Lyon Gateway, &c. May-

field palace ; ditto, Great Hall of Mayfield Palace.

_•_ Three more numbers are published, of which we shall

give an account as soon as our other engagements to the Public

will permit.

ART. IV. A Description of all the Burfœ Mucosrt of the Human

Body; their Structure explained, and compared with that of the

capVular Ligaments of the Joints, and of those Sacs which line the.

Cavities of the Thorax and Abdomen : With Remarks on the Ac

cidents and Diseases which affect those several Sacs, and on the

Operations necessary for their Cure. Illustrated with Tables.

By Alexander Monra, M. D. Professor of Physic, Anatomy, and

Surgery, at Edinburgh ; and Member of the Royal College,

&c. &c. Folio. i2b. Boards. Elliot. 1788.

AS the Bursa Mucosa: are organs which form a very curious

part of our structure, a perfect knowlege of them will

frequently be found uleful in practice; yet, notwithstanding

the necessitv os being well acquainted with these material parts

of the human frame, anatomists, even the latest and most accu

rate, have not paid that attention to the subject which its import

ance seems to require.

It is well known that the tendons of the muscles, at the

wrists and ancles, and in their course along the fingers and

toes, are conducted in sheaths. Winflow observed, that these

sheaths were lined with thin and smooth membranes; and Al-

binus remarked, that where these ligamentary (heaths were ab

sent, sacs were frequently interposed between the tendons and

the bones over which these tendons moved. To these sacs, he

11 . frst
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first gave (if our memory does not fail us) the name of Burst

Jllucos*; and in bis admirable work, the History of the Mus

cles, he describes several of them. Professor Monro thinks, and

not without just grounds, that Window had not sufficiently ex

amined the extent and structure of* the membranes lining the

Jigamentous sheaths of the tendons; and he also maces it ap

pear, that Albinus did not perceive, as is really the cafe, any

similarity between these membranes and the sacs which he de

scribed under the name of Burs* Mutes*. Some of the later

anatomists, the professor thinks, have not sufficiently attended to

Albinus's discovery; and that others, especially the learned Hal

ter, have mistaken the nature of the Burst, supposing them to

be formed of cellular membrane, like that which covers tbs

.belly of the muscles ; while the greater number of the later

writers on anatomy have contented themselves with repeating

the description given by A'binus, and have never attempted to

throw farther light on the subject.

These reasons Dr. Monro offers "as an apology for investiga

ting the subject, and he proceeds with some general observations

on the number, situation, and connexion of the Burst: he

next describe^ the particular situation of each of them, with re

ferences to accurate drawings, which represent them in their

natural size : he afterward explains the structure of each part

which enters into the composition of the Burse, and compares

their structure, sirst, with that of the capsular ligaments of the

joints; and then with that of those sacs which line the cavities

of the thorax and abdomen: lastly, he treats of the dangerous

inflammation, generally attendant on wounds penetrating into the

cavities of shut sacs, and gives the most approved methods for

preventing the mischiefs thence arising.

The Burst Mucosœ, as far as our Author hath yet observed,

are only to be found in the extremities of the body; they are

in all 140, 33 in each superior, and 37 in each inferior ex

tremity. A Ipecisicacion of them without the plates would be

unintelligible.

Frofessor Monro accurately compares the structure of the

Burs* with that of the capsular ligaments; and the more at

tentively we examine tn is comparison, the more just and perfect

doe9 the agreement appear. The most use-ful part of this com

parison is not that which regards the found state of the Burse

and capsular ligaments ; but that which refers to their respective

uses when in a found state, the accidents to which they are ex

posed, the diseases to which they are liable, and above all the sur

gical operations that are necessary for removing these diseases.

The next chapter is a comparison of the structure of the

Burs* with that of the pleura, pericardium and peritonaeum.

The admission of air into these cavities is productive of the

worst consequences; this leads the ingenious author into many

> arguments
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arguments which prove the absolute necessity, where any opera

tion requires an opening of these cavities, of preventing, as

much as possible, any admission of air; and the directions which

he gives for conducting the operation so as to avoid this incon

venience are admirable. Among other operations on which he

enlarges, is that for the reduction of the incarcerated hernia.

He shews that the cutting of the peritonæum, or the tendons

of the abdominal muscles, contributes little to the fatal conse

quences which frequently attend the operation; but that all, or

at least the most dangerous, of the bad symptoms, arise from the

opening of the hernial sac, and the consequent admission of air.

He therefore justly condemns the common mode, universally

recommended, of opening the hernial sac before cutting the

tendons of the abdominal muscles. After the integuments are

cut through, and the sac is exposed to view, he advises to cut the

tendon and reduce, the hernia without opening ir. His argu

ments for the propriety of this practice, and the answers which

he gives to objections that may be made against it, are well

supported ; and we do not remember to have seen a more judi

cious plan for conducting the operation.

To authors like Dr. ivlonro, it is difficult to fay, whether the

science of anatomy, or the art of surgery, is most indebted : the

Doctor accurately describes the parts, explains their offices in &

found state, shews the accidents and diseases to which they are

subject ; and what is of the utmost consequence, points out the

most approved means by which health may be restored.

Art. V. The Manawvirer, or Skilful Seaman : Being an Essay on

the Theory and Practice of the various Movements of a Ship at

Sea, as well as of Naval Evolutions in general. Tranflaf-d from

the French of M. Bourde de Villehuet, by the Chevalier de Sau-

seuil, Knight of the Most Noble Order of St. Phirtp, &c. &c. &c.

Illustrated with Thirteen Copperplates, five of which, with ma

ny interesting Observations interspersed through the Work by way

of Notes, are the Production of an English Officer, 410. 18s.

Boards. Hooper. 1788.

THERE are few subjects on which a good treatise is more

wanted in England than that of Naval Tactics: for not

withstanding we had many books on the subject before this

transition of M. Bourde's work appeared ; yet none of them

were fully scientific, and, at the same time, sufficiently ele

mentary for the purpose of instructing youth who are intended

for naval employments. The present work is not exactly that

which we wish to see ; but it appears to us greatly superior to any

thing we have met with before on this head ; and as its reputa

tion is thoroughly established among the Author's countrymen,

we apprehend it will meet with a favourable reception he.re, and

be studied by our naval cadets, at least till something better

adapted
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'adapted to our own service makes its appearance : which, pro

bably, may not soon happen.

The work is divided into four parts. In the first, M. BourJe

treats of the actions of fluids on the surfaces <<( solid bodies;

the effects of these actions when the bodit-s which they act on

are at liberty to obey the impulse made on them; and of the

centers of gravity and gyration cf bodies: and having lard

down the first principles of the motions of fluid?, .ind of bodies

after percussion, in a plain and elementary n.anner, he proceeds

to apply those principles in calculating the action of the wind

on the fails of a ship, and of the water on her rudder; and

thence to determine the true and apparent velocities of the ship,

with the direction of her motion. He demonstrates that the

velocity of the ship will be as the fine of the angle of incidence

of the wind on the fail, as long as the position of the s.il, with

respect to the keel of the ship, remains the sarne ; and he shews

that in order to remove from a coast, or from any given line, at

the greatest rate possible, the tangent of the apparent angle of

incidence of the wind on ihe fail must be double the tangent

of the angh which the fail makes with the ke<l of the fh p, at

the fame time that the angle formed by the ked and '.he coast is

equal to the real angle of incidence. He next considers the

effect of those fails which are before, and those which are abaft,

the center of gravity of the ship, separately, as well in regard

to their force in urging the ship a-head, as in causing her to

steer well; and, after shewing from theory, th» great use of the

sprit-sail, jib, and fore stay-sal*, in causing a (hip to steer well,

when sailing by the wind, he justly remarks, that we find by

experience these fails yet more useful in this respect than

the theory makes them to be. The rudder becomes afterwards

the object of our Author's consideration : he shews, bv reison-

ings, both obvious and natural, that it acts to the greatest ad

vantage when it makes an angle of 45 degrees with the di

rection of the keel, and not when it makes an angle of about

550, as hath been so long infilled on in books of geometry;

but, except in putting a (hip about, M. Bourric justlv observes,

that the 1-ss necessity there is for the action of ihc rudder the

better. Under this article also, he very properly takes notice

that, as ships are generally constructed, the rudeer cannot act

under a greater angle with the keel than about 30 deg-ecs; and

be proposes to augment the range of t^e rudder by shortening

the length of the tiller, and to compensate for the power which

whi^h will be thus lost, by encreaiing the diameter of the wheel

we steer b'\ or by dimin sbing the aiameter of the barrel on

which th' tiller rope is wound. We ate as well convinced, as

M ii "'oe can be, of the benefit which would arise from en-

Crej'r'j "the range of the rudder, and that it may be done by

flioneuing the tiller: we are also persuaded, that the power

which
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which will be lost by shortening the tiller may, in some mea

sure, be replaced by reducing the barrel of the wheel, or by en-

creasing the diameter of the wheel itself; but we are at the

same time of opinion, that the encrease of power which can

be gained by either or boih of these means is very limited,

for [he barrel cannot be diminished much, without considerably

encreasing the number of turns which the rope will make on it ;

and which, beside the loss of time it will occasion in shifting

the rudder, will often cause one turn to ride on another: and

the d ameter of the wheel cennot be greatly increased, especially

in line, of battle ships, because it is always placed under the

poop, and therefore limited to the height of it.

The second part of this wck contains the application of the

theory to practice, and exhibits reasons for all the evolutions

that are to be performed with a ship. The problems which are

here resolved, reldte to the manner of ge:ting under fail when

the (hip is riding with her head to the wind, and when there is

no current; ro do the fame by means of a spring; to tack or

wear a ship; to lie to, or to dispose the sails so that they may

exactly counteract each other; and to lie to, in a gale of wind,

under any fail whatever. As this last manœuvre is seldom prac

tised but when the winds are violent and contrary, there is

scarcely any operation of this. kind which is not liable to failure:

M. Bourde has therefore endeavoured to remedy these defects,

by discussing each separately, and pointing out the methods

which are least subject to such inconveniences.

His next concern is to direct the seaman how to chase a /hip

so a, to come up with her in the shortest possible time. Several,

mathematicians have treated of the curve of pursuit, or thac

track which one body must pursue, under certain circumstan

ces, to come up with another; but few or none of their sug

gestions are applicable ro ships at sea. M. Bourc'e shews that,

in chasing to windward, the chasing ship ought to tack as of

ten as stie brings she chafe on her beam. This has, indeed,

been shewn before by L'Hoste, and others; and it is said that

old Admiral Barnet was the first who practised it. In chasing

to leeward, he directs us to keep the chafe alwsys on the fame

point of the compass that she was on when first seen. Di

rections are added, in both these cases, for the ship which is

c.lased.

His next object is boarding; under which head he gives am-

pie instructions for boarding to windward, and leeward, when

you come up with the chafe on a wind ; when going Urge, and

when the ship to be Lo-irded is at anchor: but notwithstand

ing this useful work has now been twenty-four years in the

hands of iis Author's countrymen, we do not recollect to have

heard of many exploits ol this kind being performed by them

in the cuu-rse of the last war ! His instructions for avoiding this ,

terrible
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terrible mode of attack are equally good, and shew him to be t

most excellent seaman. This pars is concluded with rules for

coming to an anchor under various circumstances.

In the third part, M. Bourde" treats largely of the masting of

vessels, and contends earnestly, that ships of war are generally

much over-masted in the French service : we have heard very

good judges of the matter fay the fame of our own; but we be

lieve the practice is still pursued in both services. As this,

however, is a point of great importance, he shall speak for him

self*.

The proper height which ought to he given to the masts cf a ship

is a problem which still remains to be resolved among builders;

some contend for more, some for less ; but the most skilful among

these gentlemen seem not to have paid sufficient attention to the so

lutions and determinations which are contained in M. Bouguer's

treatise on this subject. It appears, on the contrary, as if they had

made a point of deviating, as much as possible, in this respect, from

true principles, that they have been continually increasing the height

of their masts, notwithstanding they were much too high before, as

the learned author, just mentioned, has asserted. And experience,

confirmed by numberless observations repeatedly made by me,

has convinced roe that as soon as a ship begins to lie down, her rate

of sailing diminishes in the fame proportion that her inclination in

creases. Neither am I the only person who has made these obser

vations: several officers, unknown to me, have verified the fame prin

ciple on board different vessels, at different periods of time, and on,

all the various courses which are termed oblique with respect to the

direction os the wind. As I had no (hare in these experiments, I

cannot be suspected os partiality ; but as they always convinced those

who made them that the present mode of malting is generally too

high, 1 shall no longer hesitate to give the following epitome of my

own experiments on the subject.

Having all the sails set, and being hurried on by a strong gale,

I ordered the top-gallant sails, the studding fails, and the stay soils

to be taken in, notwithstanding which the ship lost not any percep-

tihle part of her velocity ; on the contrary, I have sometimes seen it

increased, by these menus, a twentieth part, even when the ship was

tunning from 9 to 12 knots in an hour.

These trials were made with care, and I had them executed with

so much celerity, that there was no time for the wind to increase or

diminish its strength ; and they appear to me fully sufficient to prove

the necessity of lowering the center of effort of the fails in general,

and consequently all the masts. I have repeated my experiments by

augmenting the number ot fails, sometimes so far as to run the risk

of injuring (he masts, and never found that the velocity increased

when the ship was more inclined ; but that she laboured more and

more; her motions became more uneasy, and her pitching! greater,

although the tea was not higher than before. At other times, when

the ship has inclined pretty much, though the wind was not strong

■1 ■ —■ —■— »

* We do not give the very wortis of the translator; but we have given

the true sense of the Author. This is done for the fake of brevity.

enough
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enough to endanger the masts, I have ordered the fails to be dimi

nished ; and it invariably happened, that when the upper sails were

taken in, the ship was easier in her motions, steered better, and was

more quiet, though the swell of the sea remained the same : an at

tention to these circumstances must not be neglected in observations

«f this kind, nor can the experiments be too often repeated before

we venture to make a decision. But notwithstanding I here rec-

commend a diminution in the height of the masts, and, consequent

ly, in that of the fails also, it is not my intention to recommend any

diminution in the surface of them : on the contrary, I think it may

often be advisable to increase that, on the whole. And this, in

my opinion, may very easily be done, and the loss of surface which

is sustained by diminishing the height be more than regained by in

creasing the width. But another advantage will be gained by this

alteration : the topsails being shorter, and proportionably wider than. .

before, in respect to the lower sails, they will not only be more easily

shaped in cutting, but the fides being formed by straight lines, the

fails may be set more taught, which is a very essential property, as

they will, by that means, produce a much greater effect ou the ship.

Again, the surface of the sails remaining the fame, while the mails

are shortened, the absolute effect of the same quantity of wind will

be the same, but its effort to make the ship lie down will be less in

proportion as it acts by a shorter lever ; and the ship being more up

right will sail with greater velocity, because her water-lines are more

favourable when she is upright than when she heels. Beside, the less

the plane of the fail is inclined to the horizon, the greater the sur

face will be which is presented to the wind, and, of course, the

greater the impulse will be which it receives from it; all which ad

vantages cannot fail to produce a very considerable increase in the

ship's rate of sailing, and decrease in the drift to leeward. To all

these, anoiher real and very important advantage may be added, that

of being able to trim the sails much better, and of bracing them with

greater ease and command.

To all these advantages, M. Bourde might have added s

saving in the expence of masts, and a very great one in the wear -

and tear of the ship.

After combating the present custom of tant masting with

great force of argument, he refers us to the treatise of M. Bou-

guer on this subject, for the best rules that can be given for the

masting of (hips. He next treats of the different modes of

stepping the masts, and (hews the advantages and disadvantages

which attend each : of the cut of the satis, and the mode of

setting them so that the impulse from the wind may be the great

est possible: of the advantages and disadvantages of having a

greater or lefc quantity of fail abroad under different degrees of

wind: of the fitting out of (hips: of careening and sheathing

them :of the scantling of the timber", and the tumbling home of

the top-timbers : of ballasting, lading, and rigging them; and

many other particulars, equally important, but which ate too

numerous to mention hue : and in every one of them M.

10 Bourde
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Bourde exhibits, in our opinion, great professional skill and in

genuity.

The fourth and last part os this work consists of an EJpty on

Naval Evolutions; in which he describes and directs the division

us fleets, the orders of convoys, of sailing, of battle, and re

treat ; the methods of drawing up in order of battle, acid of

changing it, when occasioned eitner by a shift of the wind, or the

situation of an enemy : the methods of maneuvering a fleet un

der all its various orders: such as avoiding an action, or forcing

an enemy to come to one ; in doubling on an enemy, or forcing

his line, &c. &c. and he concludes his woik with a plan of

signals both for day and night.

The notes and remarks which are added from the papers of

an English officer do him credit : they relate principally to those

articles in which the practice of the English Navy differs from

that of the French, and will be found by the English reader to

be a valuable addition to M. Bourdc's work.

Art. VI. The Court of Requests : Wherein is described its Na

ture, Utility, and Powers ; illustrated with a Variety of Cafes

determined in that of Birmingham. By W. Hutton, F. A. S. S.

Svo. 6s. Boards. Baldwin. 1787.*

OF the general utility of Courts of Requests, usually

called Courts of Conscience, the frequent appointment

of them by the legislature, in consequence of applications for that

purpose, must be admitted as proofs ; as also that they afford easy

and expeditious modes of relief to those who resort to them.

On the other hand, the objections which have been brought

against them by Judge Blacklfone, ate too important to be over

looked. This learned writer, after mentioning the evils which

courts of this kind are intended to remedy, apprehends that the

erecting these new jurisdictions may, in time, be attended with

veiy ill consequences; that the method of proceeding in them

is entirely in derogation of the common law, as their large dis

cretionary powers creaie a petty tyranny in a set of standing

commissioners; and as the disuse of the trial by jury may tend

to estrange the minds of the people from that valuable preroga

tive of Englishmen, which has been already more than sufficient

ly excluded in many instances. Piack/tone, B. 3. Ch. 6. He

therefore recommends the reformation of County-Courts, in

order to serve the puipascs of Courts of Conscience.

Mr. Hutton is a strenuous advocate for the courts, which are

the subjects of his book ; of their utility he is thoroughly sa

tisfied, and of any inconveniences or dangers from them he ap

pears to have no apprehension. In the court at Birmingham,

he has been a commissioner fifteen years! * In many of

th.se year?,' fays he, ' I have nat omitted attendance for one

day.
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day. It gives me more pleasure, perhaps more pride, to tell the

world, I never received the least emolument, than if I had pri

vately drawn an ample fortune. If a man works for nothing,

it is a proof he likes the work; if he likes it, no wonder he

become; a proficient: no musician ever played a good fiddle who

did not love music. A powerful relish in the mind for any un

dertaking, will in some measure supply the defect of capacity;.

I have longed for Friday, as the school- boy for Christmas;

nay, the practice of years has not worn off the keen edge of de

sire. I may be said to have spent a life upon the bench, which,

though without profit, carried its own reward ; for I have con

sidered the suitors as my children, and when any of this vast fa

mily looked up to me for peace and justice, I have distributed

both with pleasure.'

After so diligent an attendance, con amort, it may with rei»

son be presumed that Mr. Hutton is perfectly acquainted with

the nature, powers, limits, and jurisdiction ef the court in

which he has presided ; and that the result of his experience it

to be found in the Volume now before us. The work con

tains a number of cafes, in the determination of which the

sagacity, moderation, and impartiality, of the author are very

conspicuous. It has been observed, that an arbitrary monarchy

would have many advantages over a limited one, could we be

assured of being always governed by wife and good kings. In

like manner, we should feel less repugnance to the arbitrary re

solutions of Courts of Request, could we be certain that the

commissioners possessed the (ame qualities which are to be found

in our Birmingham Magistrate. Having seen frequent instances

of ignorance, folly, and partiality, in those who preside in some

of these courts, we do not look on these jurisdictions with so

much complacency as our Author does ; but we can, never

theless, recommend his book to the perusal of his brother-com

missioners, as a valuable collection of reports, and general max

ims, by which they may, with credit to themselves, direct their

conduct in similar cafes.

Art. VII. A Treatise on Medical and Pharmaceutical Chemistry, and

the Materia Meiica : to which is added, an Englijh Translation of

the new Edition of the Pharmacopœia of the Royal College of Physi

cians of London, 1788. By Donald Monro, M. D. Physician to

the Army, Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, Sec. 3 vols.

8vo. 18s. Boards. Cadell.

THIS treatise was originally part of a course of Lectures

on the Theory and Practice of Physic, given by Dr. Monro,

in the years 1758, 1759, and J760. The lectures were then inter-

Rev, Dec. 1788. LI rupted
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i upted by the Author's being appointed physician to the army

serving at that time in Germany. In 1785, on the revision

and altering of the Pharmacopœia, Dr. Monro had recourse to

the notes of his lectures, formerly read on the subject ; and which

had remained untouched during 25 years. These notes, however,

were found to be very defective, on account of the late numerous

discoveries in chemistry ; he therefore undertook the laborious

task of altering what was erroneous, and adding to his manu

script whatever new matter he met with, that appeared either

curious in itself, or that might prove useful in assisting the com

mittee appointed for the revifrl of the Pharmacopœia. The

notes being thus improved and increased, he afterward resolved

to lay them before the public, together with a translation of the

new Pharmacopœia.

Although we cannot greatly recommend this work to the adept

Chemist, or the scientific Physician, as sufficient to afford them

much gratification, yet it contains a variety of matter that may

be useful to the generality of young practitioners. The articles

are not ill arranged ; the catalogue of the Materia Medica is am

ple \ and the properties of the different substances which compose

it, are related in a manner which shews Dr. Monro to be well

acquainted with the modern writers on the subject. What is

new, consists partly of his own observations, but chiefly of facts

which, with laudable industry, he has collected from others ; so

that on the whole, to those who are neither profound in Che

mistry nor conversant with modern books on pharmacy, we re

commend the present work ; as we are convinced that it will

instruct them in most of the principal (present) doctrines and dis

coveries in pharmacy; although, at the fame time, a few errors

and inaccuracies may occur in the chemical parts : one of which

is observable in Vol. I. p. i8f>, where, for want of more inti

mate acquaintance with chemical science, the Author has col

lected some erroneous experiments- ; among which is one quoted

from Boerhaave, that concludes heat to be produced during the

solution of Glauber's salt in water.

To compensate for this mistake, Dr. Monro, p. an, quotes

Hoffman's authority for the good tftects of the nitrous ammo-:

niac, joined with the anodyne liquor, in inflammations: we

confirm that evidence by our own late experience.

Speaking of the Rochelle salt, p. 227, the Author says, * it is

' composed of the vegetable acid and the fossil alkali.' He ought to

have described it as it really is, a triple compound salt, consisting

of vegetable alkali, fossil alkali, and the tartareom acid. He observes,

that it is common in France tp mix this salt with mineral wa

ters, with a view to augment their purgative qualities; but for

tins purpose, none seems so well calculated as the soda phtspho-

rata,
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rata *, on account of its peculiar mildness and agreeable fla

vour.

It is said, p. 230. that spiritus mindereri may be obtained, in

a solid form, by mixing soluble tartar with vitriolic ammoniac-,

and subjecting the mixture to sublimation : the sublimed salt in

this process will be tartarisuted ammoniac; a very different salt

from the^f. mindereri or acetated ammoniac.

This chemical inaccuracy is counterbalanced by an excellent

medico- practical remark, p. 2j8, where sal sedativus is recom

mended as peculiarly efficacious in deliria from fever and inflam

mation, on the authority of Gaubius, a name of the first order

in physic. Tne dose is from half a scruple to half a drachm,

or two scruples. It procures sleep and quiets the nerves without

heating, and is therefore of great use in inflammations, where

opium would aggravate the symptoms. We cannot acquiesce so

veil in Dr. Monro's opinion, when he recommends blue vitriol

as a certain cure for intermittents that have not yielded to

the Jesuit's bark : It is a most dangerous medicine, especially ia

the hands of incautious and bold practitioners.

We meet wi h nothing worthy notice (except a material typo

graphical error in p. 269, where, I. 20, ' vitriolic acid" occurs foi

muriatic acid) till we arrive at page 334, whtic the Author de

scribes the mercurius corrofivus albus sortior, a most active mercu

rial preparation. The process is taken from Alston's Materia

Medica, p. 90. and it is a metallic crystalized fair, compounded of

muriatic acid and mercury. It is made by precipitating quick

silver from its solution in the nitrous acid by the volatile alkalis

and rediffblving this precipitate in the marine acid; this last so

lution is properly saturated, and evaporated, to obtain crystals.

This is piobably the fame fait, which, if our memory does not

betray us, we have been told that Dr. CuMen used formerly to •

mention in his chemical lectures. It is more active, perhaps

because more soluble, than the corrosive sublimate, T£ of a grain

being a sufficient dose. So small a quantity of mercury as this dose

contains, suggests the idea, that this preparation is used in those

secret medicines, which have of late been offered to the public

under the titles of decofiions, syrups, &c. as remedies for venereal

and cutaneous disorders. The people who fell them positively

affirm that no mercury enters their composition; it is' likewise

* Thesoda phosphorala is a neutral salt, consisting of scssil alkali

and the phosphoric acid, lately invented by Dr. Pearson, of Leicester-

square. It has already been successfully introduced into practice,

and, en account of its superiority over all oth?r purging salts, will,

in all probability, supersede the use of Glauber';, Rocheile, or Epsom

salts. It is faithfully prepared by Mr Willis, an ingenious chemist ia

town, according to Dr. Pearson's instructions.

L 1 2 certain
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certain that these nostrums, subjected to the common experiments

for discovering the presence of mercury, do not appear to con

tain any. But Dr. Monro says, that M. Buquet, and other che

mists, found, on trial, that when a very small quantity os the

active preparations cf mercury was intimately mixed with a

large quantity of Jiquor, thickened by means of vegetable muci

lages and extracts joined with saccharine substances, especially

honey, they so covered the mercury, that it could be known

neither by the taste, nor any of the tests usually employed for

discovering it. This preparation of mercury does not, as the

Author justly observes, seem so well calculated as the milder

preparations, for radically curing the venereal disease ; yet we beg

leave to add that the acrid compound here described, is a valu

able remedy in some of the most inveterate cutaneous disorders.

We must point out an inaccuracy in p. 343, where we find,

in the prescription for making Calomel according to Schcele's

method, the quicksilver and nitrous acid ordered in equal pro

portion, without mentioning the specific gravity os the acid,

which in this preparation is absolutely neceflary.

Speaking of James's powder, and the manner in which it was

administered by Dr. James himself, Dr. Monro, in page 368,

communicates the following important information,—we fay

important, because it is so different from the generally received

opinion.

* Many have believed it [James's powder] to be a certain

remedy for fevers j and that Dr. James had cured most of the

patients whom he attended, and who recovered, by the use of this

powder ; but the bark, and not the antimonial powder, was the

remedy which Dr. James almost always trusted to for the cure

of fevers : he gave his powders only to clear the stomach and

bowels ; and after he had effected that, he poured in the bark as

freely as the patient could swallow it. The Doctor believed all

fevers to be more or less of the intermitting kind, and that, if

there was a possibility of curing a fever, the bark was the

remedy to effectuate the cure ; for if the fever did not yield to

that, he was sure that it would yield to no other remedy whatever,

as he has more than- once declaredto me when I have attended patients

in.severs along with him.'

To point out errors is the most disagreeable part, though not

the least useful, of our office, yet we cannot pass over page 426,

without remarking that the combination of the calcined hartshorn

with the vitriolic acid, is equally insoluble as the selenitt formed

with that acid and <qfler-shelU or chalk, though Dr. Monro pro

nounces it to be ' a mild neutral salt which is soluble in water -,'

and the selenite formed with chalk or oyster-shells is said to be

* insoluble by the juices of the stomach and intestines.'

Io
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In the lift of substances that impregnate mineral waters, p. 15,

Vol. II. Dr. Monro has omitted the hepatic air discovered

by Bergman, and the elasticfluid sound in the Buxton water by

Dr. Pearson, and in the Bath water by Dr. Priestley, which is

perhaps phlogisticated air ; we fay perhaps, because we are not

certain what the peculiar gas of these water really is.

"To give an analysis of every article in the ample catalogue of

Dr. Monro's Materia Medica, would extend our account too far;

we shall therefore proceed to the translation of the new Pharma

copœia. And we trust that our readers will excuse us, if, in

the examination of this part, we offer some farther strictures

on the pharmacopœia itself.

Though Dr. Monro has not given a literal version of the pre

face, nor though he has not altered the fense, yet we are appre

hensive that most readers of taste will perceive, that he has not

always preserved the elegance of the original.

In the Materia Medica, we perceive 65 articles expunged from

the list, none of which will occasion much regret for their omis

sion : of the 46 new articles, several are trifling medicine?, if

they have any efficacy at all, and not more efficacious than many

of those that are expunged. What, for instance, are the virtues

of ovum galiinaceum? Many of the articles are not employed:

thus vitis is not a drug in use, but its products are valuable me

dicines. Yet this method of arrangement, viz. classing medi

cines together under the substance from which they are pro

duced, is not universally adopted; this therefoie affords a charge

of inconsistency. The bolus galliau has no virtues but from the

clay which it contains ; therefore pure clay should have been in

serted in its place; or to be consistent, bole should have been

placed under the head Argilla. We find chalk in one place, red

coral in another, crabs daws in a third, oyfler-Jhells in a fourth ;

yet it is well known to chemists that they are all of them the

fame substance, and one would have answered the purpose of all

the rest; or is more had been thought necessary, they should have

been referred to the general title, calcareous earth; and limtt which

is also separated from them, should have been ranged under the

same head with the name of deaerated calcareous earth. The name

axungia is changed for adeps, as in the Swedish Pharmacopœia,

but with great impropriety ; (oiadepsis the fat of any part of an ani

mal, whereas axungia signifies the fat of the omentum, which is

the peculiar kind of fat intended to be meant, i. e. hog's lard,

not hog's -far.

Arsenic, Belladonna, Dulcamara, Dolichos, Rhododendron, Hyos-

eyamus, and perhaps some other substances, are on good autho

rity affirmed to be efficacious medicines ; they are however

omitted. In a word, the selection of the Materia Medica is both

L 1 3 redundant
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redundant and defective, and the arrangement unscientific and

inconsistent.

The translator has given no remarks or notes on this part of

the work ; he has enly added the English to the Latin names,

in the former of which we observe some misnomers, ex. gr.

* IVeak Robin' for Wake Robin, « Grape,' for Raisins.

Among tne Sued, the college have neglected to avail them

selves of being the first who intioduced into a pharmacopœia, the

very elegant concrete state of the lemon acid, the process for

which is given by S heele ; the preparation here inserted is highly

disgusting. See Review for last month, d. 464.

As the Aconit m is inserted in the Afateria Medica, it is some

what extraordinary to observe, that its extract, trie only form in

which it is ufrd internally, should be omitted. Among the ex

tracts, we sii d that of the Peruvian bark directed to be made of

the gross powder. If solution is promoted by dividing the sub

stance to be dissolved into minute panicles, the finest powder

ought to be ptescribed ; and in n> case are the aids of solution

more required than in preparing the extract of the Peruvian

bark.

To our former remarks on the prescription of Oleum Vini (see

Rev. for June last) we sh^ll add, that we think the mode prop >scd

by the college will scarcely ever be followed; because the quan

tity of the oil of wine afforded by it is so si, all, as to irwke it

much more expensive than it would be by the old method, and

we are told, that the quality of it is not equal ro that made by the

old process. In short, the oil of wine, or more properly sp aking,

the oil of alcohol, is obtained at no expence, except -hat of a little

site, from the residuum after the distillation of athtr, which resi

duum would be useless but for its yielding Oleum Vini.

The fossil alkali (Nation) is ordered to be prepared from,Ba

rilla, which substance jo known to contain some vegetable al

kali ; the fossil alkali therefore of the New Dispensatory will al

ways be impure; the only method of procuring a perfectly pure

fossil alkali is by decomposing sea silt.

The vinum ant.monii tartarijati is an unchemical preparation,

andean only ierve as a substitute fort he vinum antimonii immediately

preceding it. It is unenemical, because it i* intended, that the

tartar in the wine should prevent the decomposition of the tartar

em tic by any eanh in the water, or by the water itself; but the

wine is inadequate for this purpose, because it contains no tartar

in a free state, or in a sufficient quantity to produce the effect

proposed.

With respect to Dr. Monro's translation, there appears but

little censurable in it : the addition of a few more notes might

have been acceptable, more especially as those which he has

given are judicious and must prove useful to the unexperienced

pharma
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pharmaceutical operator, and in many instances direct the phy

sician in prescribing proper doses of the pew compounds.

Art. VIII. Transactions of the Royal Irijh Academy, continued I~rom

page 206.

A N T I QJU I T I E S.

An Account of an Ancient Inscription in the Ogam CharaSer, on the

Sepulchral Monument ofan Irijh Chief discovered by Theophilus

O'Flanagan, Student of Tnn. Coll. Dublin.

MR. O'Flanagan, who seems to have paid peculiar attention

to the legends written on the exploits of the Irish Fenii,

met with the following pafltge in one of the poems ascribed toc

Ossian. " The fierce and mighty Conan was not in the desperate

battle of Gabhra ; for in May, the preceding year, the dauntless

herowas treacherously slain by the Fenii of Fin, at an assembly-met

to wo: ship the sun : — his sepulchral monument was raised on

the Northwest !—his wailing dirge was fung ! —and his name is' '

inscribed in Ogam characters, on a flat stone on the very black

mountain of Callan." To gratify his curiosity, and for the

fake of trying his skill in decyphering the Ogam character,

Mr. O'Flanagan went to visit the monument so particularly de

scribed in the passage above quoted. Aster a long search he was -

fortunate enough to find the stone; as he had not his grammar

with him, and having : he rules of decyphering but imperfectly ,

in his memory, he was not prepared to collect the entire fense of

the inscriprion.

In the Autumn of 1785, at the request of the Royal Aca- ,

demy, he again visited the monument, in company with Mr.

Burton. It was with difficulty that they could find it; for the

peasants, from motives of superstition, had concealed the (lone .

by covering it with heath. They took an accurate drawing of

the stone, -with its inscription, an engraving of which is annexed

to the memoir. Mr. O'Flanagan reads it five different ways,

viz. 1st. ' Beneath this. sepulchral monument is laid Conan. the

fierce, the nimble footed. 2d. Obscure not the remains of Co

nan the fierce, the nimble sooted ! 3d. Long let him lie ac

ease on the brink of this lake, beneath this hieroglyphic, darling

of the sacred ! 4thtLong let him lie at ease on the brink os this

lake, who never Taw his faithful clan depressed ! 5th. Hail

with reverential sorrow the drooping heath around his lament

able tomb.'

We shall not enter into the examination of the Author's cri

ticism on this Ogam epitaph. The discovery of the tomb au

thenticates the manuscript in which it is described ; and the

proof that one of these legends is founded on fact<, is a pre

sumptive evidence that most of them are historical records.

LI 4 The
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Tit Antiquity of the Woollen Manufacture in Ireland provedfrom 6-

Pajfage of an ancient Florentint Poet. By the Earl of Cbarle- -

mont. P. R.I. A.

In an Italian Poem, intitled Dittamondi, which appears to have

been written before the year 1364, is the following passage:

** Similimente pajfamo en 7 landa

La quaifra noi e degna defama

Per U nobile S AIE the ci manda."

* These lines,' fays his Lordship, ' appear to me to contain a

full proof of a most extraordinary fact—That Ireland should

have been already famous for her woollen manufactures so early

as in the middle of the fourteenth century, and should at that

period have exported them into Italy, where the vent of these

commodities was even then fully established.' This however is

not the only argument which the Noble Author uses to ascertain

the fact be wish" to establish. He quotes several statures

and passages from Madox's History of the Exchequer, Ander

son's Commerce, Rymer's Federa, &c. which confirm his as

sertion.

An Inquiry concerning the Original of the Scots in Britain.

By Dr. Barnard, Bishop of Killaloe. M.R.I. A. F. R. S.

The disputes of the Irish and Scotch antiquaries concerning

the origin of their respective ancestors have been laid before our

readers in many parts of our journal *. The Author of the pre

sent memoir thinks that the opinions of each patty may be re

conciled, and that a system may be formed, from the materials

which the controversy produced, consistent both with probability

and written authority. He admits that the Irish might have been the

children, rather than the parents, of the Caledonians. Astothehigh

antiquity and long duration of the Milesian dynasty in Ireland, he

cannot discover any thing incredible in the account of it. He does

not suppose that the Milesian invaders extirpated, but only subdued,

the inhabitants whom they found in the island : and he thinks

that the settlement under Catbic Riada, which was effected in

the West of Scotland about the middle of the second century,

consisted of the posterity of ancient Caledonians under a Mi

lesian leader, who returned to their original country with the

new appellation of Dalriadans. The learned Author shews this

colony, which is the first migration that the IrUfc historians have

distinctly described, to be the DalrhcuA'tni of Bede, who went into

Scotland about the year 150. In support of this opinion, he quo'es

Buchanan, John Major, Geoffrey of Monmouth, Fabius Athel-

werdus, Gtldas, and Fordun; and from a comparison of the ac-

* See Rev. vol. xliv. p. 405. xlvi. p. 460. xlviii. p. 465. xlur.

p. 193. lx. p. 3 and 95.

counts
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count* eiven by these authors, however they may differ in some

circumstances, he collects the following facts. * That a colony

of Scots fium Ireland bad settled in Caledonia; that they had

given umbrage to the Romans in Britain, by their hostilities

against the province, in conjunction with the Irish, the Picts, and

Other nations. That they were attacked by the Romans, de

feated, and forced to abandon Britain. That on Maximus's

leaving Britain without defence, they took advantage of his ab

sence, and made fresh atrempts to reinstate themselves. That

they were again chastised by Gratianus Municeps ; but on his

being assassinated, they returned in full force, and, with the as

sistance of the Irish and Picts, laid waste and occupied the

country from sea to sea. And lastly that they established them

selves in Scotland about the year 396.' These facts are confirm

ed by the Irish chronicles now eatam, which the Bishop has,

with great labour and ingenuity, (hewn to agree with the ac

counts of the historians above mentioned.

Aaount os an Ancient Urn sound in the Part/J) os Kilranelaght in the

County osWkklovj. By Thomas Green, Esq.

The urn described in this memoir was found at the depth of

6 feet below the surface ot the earth in an enclosuie of eigfx flat

stones, 6 of which formed the sides and two the top and bottom.

The urn, of which a drawing is annexed to the account, was of

a conical form, about 14 inches high, 12 inches diameter at the

top, and 3s at the bottom : it contained a considerable quantity of

ashes, and calcined human bones.

[To be continued.]

■ ■■!■ — ■—-—■ —^—————_____—______

Art. IX. Cujlumah Roffense, from the Original Manuscript in the

Archives of the Pean and Chapter of Rochester : to which axe

added, Memorials of that Cathedral Church ; nod some Account

of the Remains of Churches, Chapels, Chanteries, &c. By Joha

Thorpe, Esq. M- A. F. S. A. folio, al. ias. 6d. Boards.

__ Nichols. 1788.

TH E Cufiumale Roffense is printed from a manuscript writ

ten by John de Wtsterham, a monk, and prior of Ro

chester, about the year J 320. It contains a variety of curious

particulars relative to the antient tenures, services, rents, vil-

lenage, &c. of the manors belonging to that priory. Extracts

from it would not be interesting to the generality of our

readers.

The volume before us, although entitled Cusluma.lt Rcffinset

contains, beside that curious record, which occupies only about

a fifth part of it, descriptions of a variety of antiquities in

Kenr, especially those within the diocese of Rochester.

Mr. Thorpe's abilities, as an antiquary, are so well known

to the public, that any work on the subject of antiquities,

j 2. coming
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coiling from his band, cannot fail of being well received by

the lovrrs of chat science. The general utility of the an-

tiquary'j researches may be questioned by those who have not

suffi irntly attended to them, but they will be found useful

in ascertaining biographical knowlegc— in cxplainmg old Cus

toms—in discovering the sources of obsolete or forgotten laws—

and in elucidating i me undetermined or obscure pa>ts of his

tory.—Independently of the amusement which ihfy affo'd to

curious enquirers, they assist us in making out p«!igrces, and

descents of fanilies, and in coirecting the envisions or mistakes

in parish registers, which, through inattention, a-e often defi

cient. VVi.nout such objects in view, the Hudy of antiquities

is a matter of mere curiosity, and of little t-.enttit to society.

Among the antiquities in Kent, none seem' more remarkable

than Kits Cotty bouse, a monument wh:ch hath engaged the

attention os many historians, and hath excited a variety of con

jectures concern;ng it. Mr. Thorpe increases the list of its

deseribers, and concludes it, with much propriety, to be a

monum-nt er<cted over the grave of Catigern, brother to king

Vortimcr, who was slain in a battle fought near Ayle*ford

between the Britons and Saxons. It is composed of sour stones,

three standing upright, and the fourth laid flat on them. Their

size and weight, and the distance they are from the nearest

quarry, would naturally excite an inquiry into the state of me-

cbani s at the period when the monument was erected. Cap

tain (irose wa« the first antiquary who has given the weight of

these stones, the others copying his account. The stone on

the south side weighs about eignt tons, that on the north eight .

and a ha!', on the west two, and the impost or transverse,

which is near nine feet from the ground, about ten and a half;

and the nearest quarry, whence they were probably taken, is

fix miles d slant. That the impost could be laid on the sup

porters by human streng'h alone, is totally impossible ; and

there mult have been no small d.fficulty in bringing them all,

except the western one, to the pUce where they stand. The

similarity of this monument to those fabrics which compose Stone-

henge, indicates a supposition that Stone- henge itself may be a

number of sepulchral monuments. This is however a mere

conjecture. See more on this subject, Rev. vol. XLIX. p.

255, 381.

Mr. Thorpe pays much attention to the City of Rochester,

its bridge, and other objtcts worthy of notice. The particulars

relative to the cathedral are given by the Rev. Samuel Denne,

M. A. and occupy a large part of the volume; but we fee no

account of the castle. The short biography of the bishops,

and the prebendaries, is curious, and, in many instances, may

fcrve to explain the history of the times.

11 Without
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Without attempting to enumerate the several parishes which

this learned antiquary has described, we shall close this article

with informing our readers, especially those who are in poss. ssiou

of Mr. Thorpe's former curious publication, the Regijirum Rof-

fensty that the p esent volume contains corrections of several

mistakes which had unavoidably crept into that work.

The plates, in number 56, are views of churchts, alms-houses,

remains of antiquities, monuments, &c. and are neatly en

graved. The frontispiece exhibits a reported strong likeness

of Mr. Thorpe, at the age of seventy two.

------ ■ ■ — - ■ - - - - - -- -

Art. X. Tbi AtbmaiJ. A Poem, by the Author of Leonidas.

i2mo. 3 Vols 9s. sewed. Cadell. 17S8.

MR. Glover's poetical abilities are already well known.

His Leonidas, though not in the highest class of Epic

Poems, had, at its first publication, many admirers ; and. ia

spite of its prosaic numbers, is still perused with pleasure. The

Æhenaid^ which is a sequel to Leonidas *, is a posthumous piece,

presented to the world by the Anther's daughter, Mrs. Halsay.

Though death prevented Mr. Glover from giving this work his

last revifal, it is not altogether unworthy of his pen : It is, in

deed, so much a counterpart to Leonidas, though still more

prosaic, as to supersede the necessity of a particular critique.

He wno admires the bold spirit cf Liberty, and the generous,

tender, and noble sentiments of the former poem, will be

pleased to find the fame characteristics in the present work.

Tnose who thick Leonidas defective in its machinery and in

cident, and too abrupt and laconic in the structure of its periods

to suit the melody of verse, will discover the same imperfection*

in the sequel. We (hall therefore leave the Athenaid on the

same (hell with Leonidas, after giving our readers a specimen of

the work in the following episodical taie, related (to Thc-

mistocles) by an unfortunate youth :

' Then Hyacir.thus : Mighty chief, recal

Thy first successes, when Euboea's maids

Saw from her shores Barbarian pendents low'r'd

To thin , and grateful plmk'd the flow'rs of May

To dress in chaplets thy victorious deck.

Then, at thy gen'rous instigation sir'd,

The men of Oreus from their walls expell'd

Curst Demonax, their tyrant. On a day,

Ah ! source of short delight, of lasting pain !

J from the labour of a tedious chace,

O'erspent by thirst and heat, a forest gain'd.

A rill, meandring to a green recess,

I track'J ; my wonder saw a damsel there

In sumptuous vesture, couth'd on fragrant tufts

' The death of great Leonidas aveng'd ,

' By Attic virtue'

Of
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Of camomile, amid surrounding flow'rs

Reposing. Tall, erect, a figure Hern

Was nigh ; all fable on his head and brow.

Above his lip, and shadowing his cheeks

The hair was brifled ; fierce, but frank his eye

A grim fidelity reveal'd ; his belt

Sultain'd a sabre ; from a quiver full

On fight of me an arrow keen he drew,

A well-strung bow presented, my approach

Forbidding loudly. She, upstarting, wak'd.

My aspect, surely gentle when 1 fin:

Beheld Cleora, more of hope than fear

Inspir'd ; she crav'd protection—What, ye fates !

Was my protection—O superior man,

Can thy sublimity of soul endure

- My tedious anguilh ! Interposing mild

Th* Athenian here : Take time, give sorrow vent,

My Hyacinthus, I forbid not tears.

* He now pursues : her suppliant hands she rais'J,

To me astonifh'd, hearing from her lips,

That Demonax was author of her days.

Amid the tumult his expulsion caus'd,

She, from a rural palace, where he stor'd

Well known to her a treasure, with a slave

In faith appiov'd, with gold and gems of price

Fscap'd. All ni<;ht on fleetest steeds they rode,

Nor knew what hospitable roof to seek.

* My father's lister, Glauie, close behind

This fane of Juno dwelt, her priestess pure,

My kindest parent To her roof 1 brought—

O Glauce what—O dearest, most rever'd !

To thee I brought Cleora ! Horror pale

Now blanch'd his visage, (hook his loos'ning joints,

Congeal'd his tongue, and rais'd his rigid hair.

Th* Athenian calm and silent waits to hear

The reassum'd narration. O ye flow'rs,

How were ye fragrant! forth in transport wild

Bursts Hyacinthus: O embow'ring woods,

How soft your lhade's refrelhment ! Founts and rills

How sweet your cadence, while 1 won the hand

Os my Cleora to the nuptial tie,

By spotless vows before thy image bound,

O goddess hymeneal ! O what hours

Of happiness untainted, dear espous'd,

Did we possess ! kind Glauce fmil'd on both.

The earliest birds of morning to her voice

Of benediction fung; the gracious found

Our evening heard; content our pillow fmooth'd.

F.v'n Oxus, so Cleora's fl ive was nam'd.

Of Sacian birth, with grim delight and zeal

Anticipates our will. My nuptials known

Brings down my father, whose resentment warm

Th' affinity with Demonax reproves,

A helpless vagabond, a hopeless wretch ;

Fcr
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For now my sword at Salamis prevail'd.

This storm Cleora calm'd ; the g'en'rous fair

Before my father laid her dazzling gems ;

She gave, he took them all ; return'd content;

Left us too happy in exhaustlefs stores

Of love for envious fate to leave unfpoil'd.

' Meantime no rumour pierc'd our tranquil bow'r.

That Demonax in Oreus was replac'd ;

That he two golden talents to the hand,

Which mould restore Cleora, had proclaim'd,

To me was all unknown. Two moons complete

Have spent their periods since one evening late

Nicomachus my presence swift requir'd,

A dying mother to embrace. By morn

I gaip'd Carystus ; by the close of day

•A tender parent on my breast expir'd.

An agitation unexpected shook

My father's bosom as I took farewell.

On my return 1 can no more — Yes, yes,

Dwell on each hideous circumstance, my tongue;

With horror tear my heartstrings till they burst :

Poor Hyacinthus hath no cure but death.

• The fun was broad at noon ; my recent loss

Lamenting, yet asswaging by the joy

To fee Cleora soon, ne'er left before,

(A tedious interval to me) I reach'd

My home, th' abode of Glaucc. Clos'd, the door

Forbids my passage ; to repeated calls

No voice replies : two villagers pass by,

Who at my clamours help to force my way. "

I pass one chamber ; strangled on the floor,

Two damsel- ministers of Juno lie.

I hurry on ; a second, where my wife

Was in my absence to partake the couch

Of Glauce, shews that righteous woman dead.

The dear impression where Cleora's limbs

Sleep had embrae'd, I saw, the only trace

Of her, the last, these eyes shall e'er behold. '

Her name my accents strong in frenzy sound :

Cleora makes no answer. Next 1 fly *

From place to place ; on Sacian Oxus call :

He is not there. A lethargy benumbs

My languid members. In a neighb'ring hut,

Lodg'd by the careful peasants, I awake,

Insensible to knowledge os my state.

The direful tidings from Carystus rouse

My friends ; Nicanor to iny father's home

Transports me. Ling'ring, torpid I consum'd

Sev'n moons fucceflive ; when too vig'rons youth

Recall'd my strength and memory to curse

Health, sense, and thought. My rashness would hare sought

Cleora ev'n in Oreus, there have fae'd

The homicide her sire ; forbid, with-held,

Nicanor
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Nicanor I deputed. When I march'd

To bid thee welcome, on the way I met

That friend retum'd—Persist, my falt'ring tongue,

Ri hearse his tidings ; pitying Hcav'n may close

Thy narrative in death—The Sacian slave

Produc'd Cleora to her savage sire;

■So fame reports, all Oreus so believes.

But this is trivial to the tragic scene

Which al] beheld. Her hand the tyrant doom'd

To Mindaru«, a Persian Lord, the chief

Of his auxiliar guard ; but she resus'd,

And own'd our union, which her pregnant frnit

Of love too well consirm'd. The monster, blini

With mad'ning fury, instantly decreed

■ That deadliest poison through those beauteous lips

Should choak the springs of life. My weeping friend

Saw her pale reliques on the fun'ral pyre.

1 am not mad—ev'n that relief the gods

Deny me. All my story I have told,

Been accurate on horror to provoke

The stroke of death, yet live. . .'

Several other parts of this poem will be found equally inte

resting : and indeed, the general character of the piece leans

toward the tender, rather than the sublime.

Art. XI. A Series of Adventures in the Course of a Voyage »n> tbt

Red Sea, on the Coasts of Arabia and Egypt; and of a Route

through the Desarts of Thebais, in the Year 1777. With a Sup

plement of a Voyage from Venice to Latichea ; and of a Route

through the Deserts of Arabia, by Aleppo, Bagdad, and the

Tygris, to Busrah ; in the Years 1780 and 1 8 1 ; in a Letter to a

Lady. By Eyles lrwin, Esq. in the Service of the Hon. the East

India Company. Illustrated with Maps and Cuts. The third

Edition. 2 Vol. 8vo. 12s. Boards. Dodsley. 1787.

A S we have already given an account * of Mr. Irwin's

_£\_ Voyage up the Red Sea, and of his route through the De

sarts of Thebais, in 1777, we shall now confine our observa

tions to the supplement which is added to this edition, and

which contains the description of a Journey from Europe to

the mouth of the Euphrates.

After the many hardships that Mr. Irwin underwent, and

the numerous dangers to which he was exposed, during bis

journey from the East Indies, it required no small (hare of re

solution to re-encounter thole difficulties which are unavoidable

in crossing the Desarts of Arabia, and which he had sufficiently

experienced in his former journey.

* See Rev. Vol. ixiii. p, 401.

■ . * ■ ■ ■* Mr.
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Mr. Irwin's supplement commences with the journal of his

travels from Venice. He had been unexpectedly detained in

London until the month of October was far advanced, and

the dispatches which he had in charge from the East India

Company were too important to admit of much delay. The

winter was also approaching, so that he was apprehensive of

the storms that might be expected in that part of the Medi

terranean which he was to pass, for he intended to embark in

the Gulph of Venice, for Latichea in Syria.

From Ostend to Venice, he and his copartner in the expe

dition (Mr. Smyth) travelled in eleven days, so that he had no

opportunity of particularly observing the variety of objects

which Flanders and Germany presented to his view.

Nov. 14, they embarked on board a trabacula with Major

Nicol, who joined them at Venice, in order to return to his

regiment in Bengal. The vessel had not been long at sea before

a violent tempest arose, and the master announced to his pas

sengers, who were sea-sick below, the utter impossibility of

saving the ship. The ignorance of the Sclavonian sailors was

as remarkable as their extreme pusillanimity and villainy. The

master of the ship, with his crew, got into the boat, and left

Mr. Irwin, his servant, Mr. Smyth, and the Major, to the

mercy of the storm, in which they remained for 24 hours,

when the (hip's crew returned with the boat, and brought the

four passengers on shore on an island about 60 miles west from

Venice, at eight o'clock the next evening. Our travellers re

turned to Venice, and, after bringing the Sclavonian sailors to

justice, procured a passage in another ship, which carried them

directly to Latichea. It was not, however, till the 13th of

December that they left Venice j so that Mr. Irwin having lei

sure to see much of that city, has given his readers an cntei tam

ing account of it, and of its inhabitants.

The voyage was long, though not dangerous j and many

rflands in the Archipelago are described. Though the author is

frequently minute in his details, yet his style is not tedious;

as a specimen, we (hall transcribe the following passage:

' ft would be unpardonable in me to quit Cyprus, without saying

a word on the subject for which that island was celebrated of old.

The supposed residence ofVenus, and the land on which numerous

temples were raised te her honour, could not but have produced

objects the moil worthy of human idolatry. Beauty and love went

hand in hand in (his rendezvous of pleasure ; and the votaries of the

goddess paid her closer adoration in the persons of her unrivalled

daughters. Though beauty be but an annual'' flower, its species,

like those of Nature's humbler growth, is successive and unperifh-

able. The cities of Greece exhibit nothing at present but heaps

* A happier allusion might fuiely have been chosen.

of
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of ruins. Her glory is eclipsed : her very language has failed !

But the beauty of her women still affords a gleam of splendor, like

the softened light of rhe setting sun. An Italian gentleman carried

our company to visit a Greek damsel, whose beauty was much spoken

of. I must confess that I should have regretted to have missed a

fight so worthy of observation. We look at sine pictures and sta

tues with an enthusiasm that is increased in proportion to their me

rit. Here the finest model of art,—the boast of Phidias' or of Titian's

hand — was outdone. The figure breathed : the nicest proportions .

received new grace from motion : the most regular and finished set

of features imaginable were animated with spirit and sensibility. The

first view of this fair Greek recalled to my memory those spirited

line* os Waller,

" Such Helen was— and who can blame the boy

Who in lo bright a flame consum'd his Troy."

The name of this lady is Teresa Vanessa. She has a married sister,

who might be esteemed hand some in another place. They reside with

their mother, who is lo ordinary that we could scarcely give credit

to her having produced such a pair. More than one English travel

ler have been captivated by this uncelebrated Vanessa.'—' I must

observe, that her stature is above the middle size, so that I would ad

vise my friend Romney, when he wants a new model for a Venus, to

visit Cyprus, in order to improve on the Venus of Medicis.*

The journey through the Desert is similar to that described

by other writers. At Bagdad, our travellers embarked in a boat

on the river Tygris, and proceeded by water to Busrah. The

particulars of this voyage are not very interesting. Some re

marks however occur, with respect to the towns on the banks of

this great river, which will be very acceptable to the reader who

is curious and inquisitive in regard to subjects of this entertain

ing kind.—There are also many remarkable traits of the cha

racters and behaviour of the Arabs.

It was the Authoi's intention to have continued the narrative

of his route ; but finding little that could amuse, and less that

could inform the traveller, in a voyage down the Persian Gulph,

he has been induced to spare the reader the trouble of perusing

immaterial communications.

At the end of the narrative, Mr. Irwin has added fame Odes

" composed in different parts of his journey, which are by no

means destitute of poetic merit. On the whole, there is some

thing so attractive and engaging in Mr. Irwin's general man

ner and amiable turn of sentiment, whether writing in verse or

in prose, that it seems impossible to peruse the author, without

conceiving an esteem for the men.

Art.
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Art. Xlt. 9'he Theological Repository, consisting' of Original Essays,

. Hints, Queries, &c. calculated to promote Religious Knowledge.

( Vols. IV, V, VI. 8vo. 6s. td. per Volume. Johnson. 1788.

OF the three former volumes of this work, which was origi

nally undertaken, and has been hitherto conducted, by

Dr. Priestley, a brief account was givtn in our Review, vol. xlii.

p. 240. and vol. liv. p. 134. It is now therefore scarcely neces

sary to inform our readers, that rhis periodical work is intended

as a public theatre of theological controversy, where (he combat

ants are allowed the fullrst latitude for the display of their

strength and ingenuity. Those who found themselves interested

in the contents of the former volume?, will be no less so in the

present : for the subjects are of rhe fame kind, and are treated

With equal originality and freedom. It cannot be expected that

we should enter into the discussion of the numerous questions,

which are started in these volumes. A mere abridgment of the

disquisitions which they contain, would require a much larger

portion of our journal than we can spare, or indeed than we are

inclined to allow, to this kind of controversy. We shall there

fore only lay before our Readers a summary view of the Contents,

under the distinct heads of, Evidences of Revelation ; Controversy

concerning the Divine Nature anil the Perfun of Chrijl; Biblical Cri

ticism, and Miscellaneous Articles.

I. Respecting the Evidences cf Revelation, these volumes con

tain, A series of Dissertations on Inspiration, intended to esta

blish the Divine Authority of Moles and of Jesus Christ, and to

ascertain in what sense they were inspired, and how far the Pro

phets and Apostles partook of supernatural assistance: An Ar

gument against the Inspiration of the Reasoning in Scripture:

On the Mission of John Baptist, to prove that John did not de

clare Jesui to be ihe Messiah : Illustration of the Promise made

to Abraham; of the Prophecy concerning Shiloh; and of other

Prophecies relating to the Messiib : Queries concerning the

Dependance of Christianity on the Jewish Revelation, with re

plies asserting that dependance : An Atiempt to prove the per

petual Obligation.of the Jewish Ritual upon the Jews : On the

Elijah foretold by Malachi : Queries respecting Prophecies not

yet fulfilled, &c.

II. On the Controversy concerning the Divine Nature and the

Person of Chrijl : Remarks on the Doctrine of Plato concerning

God : Query concerning the Rise of the Arun Doctrine ; De

fence of Arianism : History os the Asian Controversy : Ani

madversions on Ben Mordecai : Inquiry whether the Arians are

Unitarians : Observations, in a Series of Efl'ays, on the Authen

ticity of the History of the Miraculous Conception : View of tht

Principles of the later Platonists; and of ihs Platonifm of Philo:

Rev. Dec. 1788. M m Ob-
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Objections to the Arian Hypothesis: Defence of the Miraculous

Conception : Aihanasian Hypothesis compared with Transub-

stantiation: Remarks on Dr. Price's Sermons: Query, con

cerning the Origin of the Low Arian Doctrine: Of Love to

Christ on Unitarian Principles.

III. Biblual Criticism: Of the Island on which St. Paul

was shipwrecked : Remarks on Dr. Taylor's Key to tbe

Epistles: Proposal for correcting the English Translation of

the Scriptures: Observations on the Jerusalem Decree: On

the Roman Census: Rules for translating the Scriptures: On

the Oblation of Isaac : The Cock-crowing which Peter heard

shewn to have been the Sound of a Trumpet: Remarks on

various Texts of Scripture.

IV. Miscellaneous Articles: Thoughts on Demoniacal Pos

sessions: A Query concerning the future State: Of the Use

of the Greek Article : An Attempt to prove that the fallen An

gels were the Sons of Seth : An Account of the Rev. John Pal

mer, and of some Articles intended by him for the Repository:

Inquiry at what Time the Kingdom of Heaven will commence :

Observations on Christ's Agony in the Garden : Objections to

• Ordination among Dissenters : Queries relating to the Religion

of Indostan: Objection to the Observance of a Sabbath : The

Observance of the Lord's Day vindicated, in Three Essays.

Whatever be the real importance of the several subjects

treated in this miscellany, it is a pretty clear proof of the ge

neral disinclination, which prevails in the present times, toward

religious controversy, that a large collection of original, and

many of them ingenious, papers, has been so little attended to,

that the Editor has found himself under the necessity of discon

tinuing the work, for want of a sale sufficient to defray the ex-

pence : he hopes, however, after a short interval to resume it.

A very considerable part of these volumes is written by Dr.

Priestley.

Art. XIII. The History and Antiquities cf the County Palatine of

Durham. By William Hutchinfon, F. A. S. Vol. II. 410.

ll. 19. Boards. Printed at Newcastle, and sold in London by

Mess. Robinsons. 1787.

HAVING, in the preceding volume*, shewn the origin and

foundation of the rich cathedral at Durham, Mr. Hutch

infon begins the present volume with the history of the City.

He thinks, and with great probability, that no town existed

where Durham now stand?, before the monks arrived, about the

year 995, with the remains of St. Cuthbert, of whose restless

* * For an account of which, see Rev. vdl. Ixxvi. p. 144.

' and
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Shd troublesome carcase an ample account was given in the former

Volume. We (hall not trouble our readers with an abstract

of the building and fortifying the city, or of the numerous

events by which Durham was affected. These circumstances,

being local, cannot interest the generality of readers; but they

are nevertheless entertaining to the antiquary ; and, as the Au

thor has had the liberty of transcribing official papers, they

will be useful to such gentlemen of the law, as may have occa

sion to consult themf.

Having exhibited the government of the city and the privi

leges of the incorporated body, the Author calls the attention

of his readers to the history and description of the cathedral ;

the foundation of which was laid on the nth of August 1093,

with a solemnity suited to so great a work, by the b shop, assist

ed by Malcolm King of Scotland, and Turgot the Prior. Mr.

Hutchinson has annexed two engravings of the cathedral, taken,

as he informs us, ' from as accurate a drawing as perhaps was

ever given to the public,' which, saving much description, will

convey to the spectator a very perfect idea of that grand and ele

gant fabric.

A list of the priors from Turgot, with an abstract of the life of

each, and the services which each of them rendered to the church,

is. continued, to the year 1540; when the monastery was sur

rendered into the king's hands : the revenues of it, at that time,

Were rated by Dugdale at 1366I. 10s. 5d.; but by Speed it

j6 j 5I. 14s. iod.

On the 12th of May 1541, the king granted his foundation

charter to this church, instituting therein a dean and twelve

prebendaries, and making them a body corporate; the endow

ment was given by the fame king, May 16, 1541. These in

struments, with several other matters of curiosity, are given in

the notes.

The deans pass next in review, a short biographical account

being given of each : then follow all the prebendaries, with the

fame honours shewn to their memory} and after along detail of

the several ecclesiastics who fat in the cathedral of Durham, we

come at last to a description of the edifice and its adjoining

buildings, with a comparative view of its ancient and modern

ornaments.

In the description of the library, we meet with a curious manu

script of the bible, about 650 years old; it is styled in the cata

logue Egregius revera liber. Mr. Hutchinson quotes the librarian's

description of it, by which it appears to be chiefly valuable on

f Mr. Hutchinson is of that profession ; which probably accounta

for his enlarging on the subjects of rights and privileges more than

amy other topographer th«st we remember.

M m 2 account
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account of the elegance of the penmanship, and the illuminated

initials, many of which have been cut out and stolen sacrilegi

aliqua manu. It is in four volumes, folio. Tne other MSS.

w.iich the Author enumerates are more curious than valuable,

if we except several of Bede's works, which are probably ori

ginals.

After describing the college square, which contains the pre

bendaries' houses, the Author proceeds to the bishop's palace, and

the several parish churches in the city. In this part of the work,

indeed in many other parts, Mr. Hutchinson lets no opportunity

escape of mentioning such acts of the dean and chapter as tend to

set their munificence, and regard to the public, in the strongest

point of view. As one instance of which, we shall transcribe

his account of the new bridge over the river Wear.

* It is upon a beautiful modern plan, the arches semicircular,

with a ballustraded battlement. There was formerly a narrow

bridge near this place for horses to pass, which was carried away

by the floods in 1771 ; the accident proved fortunate for the

public, as it occasioned the present handsome structure to be

erected, which being of a suitable width, the chapter permits

gentlemen's carriages to pass thereon, without toll *.'

It would surely have been a greater act of munificence to

have suffered all carriages to pass, more especially as the great

North road might then have been carried almost in a line

through, instead of winding nearly a mile round the city in or

der to enter it.

The remaining part of the volume is employed in describing

several of the towns and villages in the county, the particular

history of each of which is given with minuteness and per

spicuity.

In the general execution of the work, Mr. Hutchinson's great

labour and scrupulous accuracy are every where apparent} and

though he may sometimes appear, especially to persons not in

terested in the county, to be tediously circumstantial, yet his

book forms a valuable history of the Palatinate. The numerous

notes with which it is illustrated are curious and interesting;

and the many engravings of views, of Roman and other an

tiquities, &c. convey just ideas of what they represent.

The work is printed by subscription, and it was proposed to

have been finished in two volumes. Mr. Hutchinson's mate

rials, however, have so greatly encreased since he presented his

proposals to the public, that he finds himself under the necessity

of adding a third volume, which he begs his subscribers to do

him the honour of accepting gratis. So generous an offer must

considerably heighten theeiteem in which the gentlemen of Dur

ham have justly held Mr. Hutchinson's character and abilities.

* An elegant view of this new bridge is given.

Art,
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Art. XIV. A true and faithful Account os the IJland ofVeritas; to

gether with the Forms of their Liturgy; and a full Relation of

the religious Opinions of the Veritasians, as delivered in several

Sermons just published in Veritas. 8vo. 2s. 6d. sewed. Stalker.

1788.

GULLIVER's Travels have been considered as a malignant

satire on mankind ; but they had novelty and pleasantry

enough to recommend them to sportful imaginations : and

though there are always writers who are emulous of the fame

of Swift, yet perhaps there is little cause to regret the paucity

of those, who, with like dispositions, possess his literary

abilities'*. Those who catch up the ideas of celebrated au

thors, and aim at pursuing their plans, work with second hand

materials ; and, not striking our imaginations by originality^

generally sicken us by insipidity. To this remark we may add,

that when a writer calls our attention to serious subjects, and

professes to inculcate important truths, the vehicle of siction is

unsuitable, and therefore unpleasing.

To apply these remarks to the present occasion :—the writer

before us, conveys us, abruptly, to a fictitious island, which he

chuses to call Veritas! and while he attempts to correct our

opinions and practices in government and religion (our molt

interesting concerns), he is telling us an ill imagined story,

destitute even of the deceitful merit of plausibility : so that if

we credit him for good intention, we cannot extend the compli

ment to his judgment in the execution. The island of Veritas

is a religious Unitarian Utopia, governed by laws similar to those

of Britain, subject to the emendations of the author : the Ame

rican revolution has formed abundance of legislators on both

sides of the A lantic ocean !

As a reformation in religion is the principal object of this

author, we shall pass over his politics, after producing one in

stance from his code of penal laws :

* Murder they esteem the most atrocious crime, yet they believe

they should not be justified in taking the life of the murderer; be

cause, as the offence is against God, immediate human punishment

may prevent the effect of repentance, and a soul may thereby be

destroyed.

* But as the murderer cannot expect favour from society, they

therefore condemn him to perpetual solitary imprisonment ; where,

* The present performance is indeed more in the manner of the

Utopia; but the direct attacks of the writer being pointed agaiust,

the religion of his country, we own that Dean Swift took place of

Sir Thomas More, in our recollection. After all, the island of

Veritas might have a far more humble origin, that will presently be

mentioned.

Mm j provided
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provided wiih good books, he is left to endeavour to appease hit

God, tor a wrong he never can reinstate to man. He has food

sufficient to keep him alive, brought to him once a-day by the gaoler,

who is forbidden ever to speak to him.'

Mursier is not merely an offence, fpeculativcly, against God,

but most materially injurious to ibciety ; and though all for

feited lives ought rather to be devoted to laborious works of

atonement, than to be extinguished, which is not only aggra

vating the loss of lives to society, but in re'pect of atrocious

crimes, would, in some case?, meet the wishes of the offenders :

yet to punish them according so this unprofitable plan, would

have no better effect than to increase their guilt in the sight of

God, by exciting ail such miserable wretches to hang them«

selves !

The Author has given us a reformed edition of tbe current

offices in our Book of Common Prayer, according to the declared

usage of his island of Veritas ; but we do not perceive, that,

■"excepting his modifying the expressions to an Unitarian standard,

he has done any thing toward forming a morning and evening

service more simple' and connected than what hath been done al

ready. Under bis correcting hand they 'still continue disjointed

tautolcgical repetitions of detached addresses to the Deity, in a

mode that would never be offered to any earthly potentate. But

why adopt the form and phraseology of our Common Prayer;

why profess a reverence for Jesus Christ, and retain a com

munion service, when he does not accept the Scriptures as the

dictates of a divine revelation ? He nevertheless adds one curi

ous injunction, which, he assures us, is every where Jlr'iilly at'

tended to; and this is—' Once in every three months, let some

part of the Alcoran os Mahomet be read, and let the minister

make such commentaries thereon as he thinks proper.' This is

surely a novelty in church service suggested by the policy of the

Catholic female, who lighted a candle before the image of the

devil, on the principle that it was good to have friends every

where !

As a farther specimen of the theological principles inculcated

in this performance, we shall exhibit his new edition of tbe

creed :

* I believe in God, the father almighty, maker of heaven and

earth: and of all things visible and invisible. I believe that his

Power and wisdom are unbounded; that he is, from all eter

nity, a sole sclf-cxiltent God, and that his duration is without

end,

* I believe that he made man, the most perfect creature upon

earth ; giving him reason that he might discover bis c-wn nature, and

niight terve his God in righteousness and holiness of life: and I

believe that God made man a free sgent, and left him to the free

exercise of ms powers.

« I believe
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* I believe that the earth is a small orb (in comparison with the

Kst of creation), revolving round the sun along with otherorbs forming ,

one system ; and which, although of" immense extent, occupies buc,

at a point in the incomprehensibility of space.

' 1 believe that God made the stars, whose distance from us is so

great as to be immeasurable.—And perceiving that on earth he ha*

done nothing in vain, I do not doubt but the stars are systems of

worlds filled with creatures who partake of the bounty of their

God.

' I believe that creation was an act of the goodness of God, and

therefore that every thing necessary to the happiness of his creature*

was provided for them ; and that whatever unhappiness is met

with in the world has arisen through the misuse of the bounties of

God.

* I believe that God had companion upon the errors and ignorances

of mankind, who, in a course of years, had forgotten their Maker

and worshipped the works of their own hands. I believe that his

holy spirit permitted Jesus Christ to have an enlightened idea of his

attributes, and that Christ, contemning the world when put in com

petition with the honour of the great Creator, suffered the cruel

death of the cross with constancy, in proof of the truth of his

doctrines.

* I believe in a suture state, when the Almighty will be pleased

to make himself known to those creatures who have rendered them»

selves worthy of that greatest of blessings ; and I firmly believe that

the virtuous will be rewarded with everlasting happiness.

' A^. B. It is to be remarked of every Belief, that, as it is a de

claration in the presence of God, before the congregation, of what

a person says he believes, if he either doubts or does not understand

any parts of the belief he utters, so as not to feel a perfect con

viction, it is the highest perjury a man can be guilty of. If there

is any thing in the above belief incomprehensible to any one, let bint

pass it by, and let no m,r. presume to declare his belief in what he

has doubts of. - — OoJ requires no set form of words, the heart alone

he judges of, and the simple and the contrite spirit will he not

despise.'

Ir our Reformer has purged the creed of mysteries that puzzle

the learned, ne has unnectssarily, as we think, introduced other

extrinsic subjects that wiil be equally incomprehensible • by the

ignorant ! For in whaicvtr degree a knowlege of astronomy may

promote i;:ety in cultivated minds, yet the laborious part of

mankind, fully occuped in seeking daily bread, cannot extend

their researches to the firmament ; and, even if the involuntary

act of bt lief, C3n be construed into a duty, it is apprehended,

that a man may discharge his obligations to God and to his

neighbour, equally well, whether he troubles his head about

the nature of the fun, moon, and stars, or not. The maker of

the creed is eviden:ly of the fame opinion ; for this profeffion of

faith is so far optional, that a man is allowed to take as much or

as little of it as he pleases. But then what occasion is there for

M m 4 a creed ?
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a creed ? The sole object of a creed is to form a standard of

religious orthodoxy to distinguish the sheep from the goats!

The four sermons which he produces, argue away all the

foundation of the Christian system, not indirectly and by in

ference, but in the bold spirit and in the carse manner of the

once famous Peter Annet, who never considered any received

doctrines that he disapproved, as unitled to the least respect. The

resemblance between these two writers is indeed to strong, that

we apprehend we need go no farther than the second number of

the Free Inquirer *, fur the suit idea of the island of Veritas.

Peter Annet, Woolston, and their respective labours, now

rest in peace ; and had that peace been allowed them while they

were alive, their names and their feeble attempts to disturb the

tranquillity of society, might have sunk the sooner into oblivion.

The intelligent part of mankind did not want their assistance,

and the unthinking were not made be:ter men by having their

moral obligations divested of their common sanctions f.

The present hardy writer, unwilling that his crude notions

should be consigned to that oblivion which successively swallows

up his predecessors in the fame line, earnestly invites contro

versy ; and would without question be highly gratified to rind

himself of consequence enough to excite it ; but mindful only

of our duty to the public, we have neither Kisure nor inclination

to take up his gauntlet,

»i . ■ ■ ■

Art. XV. Sermons, on different SubjeSs, left for Publication ij

John Taylor, LL. D. late Prebendary of Westminster, Rector of

Hosworth, Leicestershire, and Minister of St. Margaret's, West

minster. Published by the Rev. Samuel Hayes, A. M. Usher of

Westminster School. 8vo. 5s. Boards. Cade! I. 1788.

ALTHOUGH these discourses come into the world under a

i4 questionable shape," the general opinion concerning

them is, that they are, in reality, the product. ons of the late Dr.

Samuel Johnson. It is well known that he frequently employed

his talents in this way; and the discourses in the prelent volume

bear the strong and characteristic features of his original genius.

We may, therefore, with no small degree of confidence, point

out this volume to the attention of our Readers, as a curious

specimen of what might have been expected froti the author of

the Rambler, had that manly sense, deep penetration, and ardent

Jove of virtue, which rendered him so useful a public monitor in.

* For which Annet was prosecuted, imprisoned, and pilloried, in

the beginning of the present reign'.

■f " Nan tali euxilio, nee drfen/'oribui ijlis,

•' Temfrus egtt."
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the capacity of an Essayist, been professionally employed in the

service of religion.

Several useful points of morality, and practical religion, are

here treated, in a manner, which will reflect no discredit on the

name of Johnson. If vie desiderate, in these discourses, that

diligent accuracy, and perfect finishing, which render many of

his moral and critical Essays so deserving of admiration, yet we

every-where find a judicious selection of pertinent and useful

sentiments, expressed with peculiar strength and energy. The Au

thor's knowlegeof mankind enabled him to write populardiscoursei

on ordinary subjects without triteness ; and his steady principle

of religion made it easy for him to exhibit moral sentiments with

that dignity and authority, which is peculiarly suitable to the

pulpit. To those who prefer solid sense and nervous language

to loose and flimsy declamation, these Sermons will appear to

deserve a place among our best models ; and w; do not scruple

to recommend them, as such, to the attention of the younger

clergy.

It would be easy to select many passages from these composi

tions which would justify the idea we have formed of them j but

we must be contented with the fallowing extract from a dis

course on Romans, xii. 16. in which the Author insists parti

cularly on the dangers which men of learning incur by being

wise in their own conceits.

' The business of the life of a scholar is to accumulate, and to

diffuse, knowledge ; to learn, in order that he may teach. The first

part of his time is assigned to study, and the acquisition of learning;

the latter, to the practice of those arts which he has acquired, and

to the instruction of others who have had less time, or opportunities,

or abilities, for improvement. In the state, therefore, of a learner,

or of a teacher, the man of letters is always to be considered ; and if

it shall appear, that, on whatever part of his task he is employed, a

false opinion of his own excellence will naturally and certainly defeat

his endeavours ; it may be hoped, that there will be found sufficient

reason, why no man should be ivife in his otun conceit.

' Since no man can teach wh„t he has never learned, the value

and usefulness of the latter part of life must depend in a great mea

sure upon the proper application of the earlier years ; and he that

neglects the improvement of his own mind, will never be enabled to

instruct others. Light must strike on the body, by which light can

be reflected. The disposition, therefore, which best befits a young

man, about to engage in a life of study, is patience in enquiry;

eagerness of knowledge ; and willrtigness' to be instructed; a due

submission to greater abilities and longer experience ; and a ready

obedience to those, from whom he is to expect the removal of hit

ignorance, and the resolution of his doubts.

« How unlikely any one, wife in his own conceit, is to excite, or

promote in himself, such inclinations, may be easily determined. It

ii well known that study is not diligen:!/ prosecuted, but at the ex.

12 pence
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pence of many pleasures and amusements, which no young man will

be persuaded to forbear, but upon the moll cogent motives, and the

strongest conviction. He that is to draw truth from the depths of

obscurity, must be sully informed of its value, and the necessity of

finding it ; he that engages in a state, opposite to the pleasures of

fense, and the gratification of every higher passion, mull have some

principle within, strongly implanted, which may enforce industry,

and repel temptation. But how shall he, who is already <wife i« bit

civn conceit, submit to such tedious and laborious methods of instruc

tion ? Why should he t. il for that, which, in his own opinion, he

possesses; and drudge for the supply of wants, which he does not

feel? He has already suih degrees of knowledge, a?, magnified by

his own imagination, exalt him above the rest of mankind ; and to

climb higher, would be to labour without advantage.

' He already has a wide extent of science within his view, and his

willingness to b? pleased with himss-lf does not suffer him to think, or

to dwell on the thought os any thing beyond ; and who that sees all,

would wissi to fee fa'rther ? That submission to authority, and that

reverence for inllruction, which so well becomes every man at his first

entrance upon new regions of learning, where all is novelty, confu

sion, and darkness, and no way is to be found through the intricacies

of opposite systems, but by tracing trie steps of thole that have gone

before; that willingness to receive implicitly, what farther advances

only can enable him to prove, which initiation always supposes ; art

■very little to be expected from him, who looks down with scorn upon

his teacher, and is more ready to censure the obscurity of precepts,

than to suspect the force of his own understanding. Knowledge is

to be attained, by flow and gradual acquisitions, by a careful review

of our ideas, and a regular superstructure of one proposition on an

other ; and is therefore the reward only of diligence and patience,

But patience is the effect of modesty ; pride gralps at the whole, and

v hat it cannot hold, it affects to despise ; it is rather solicitous to

display, than encreasr, its acquisitions ; and rather endeavours-, by

fame, to supply the want of knowledge, than by knowledge to ar*

jive at fame.

' That these are not imaginary representations, but true copies of

real life, most of those, to whom the instruction of young men is in

trusted, will be ready to confess ; since they have often the dissatis

faction of finding, that in proportion as greater advances have been

made in the first period of life, there is less diligence in the fecoad.

And that, as it was said of the ancient Gauls, that they were more

than men in the onset, and less than women in the shock ; it may be

said in our literary contentions, that many, who were men at school,

are boys at the college.

* Their ardour remits, their diligence relaxes, and they give

themselves to a lazy contemplation of comparative excellence, with

out considering that the comparison is hourly growing less advaa*

tageous, and that the acquilitions which they boast, arc mouldering

away.

' Such is the danger to a learner, of too early an opinion of his

own importance ; but if we suppose him to have escaped in his first

years this fatal confidence, and to be betrayed into it by a longer

series
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sen'es of successful application, its effects will then be equally dan

gerous, and as it binders a young man from receiving instruction, it

will obstruct an older student in conveying it.

* There is no employment in which men are more easily betrayed •

to indecency and impatience, than in that of teaching ; in which

they necessarily converse with those, who are their inseriours, in the

relation by which they are connected, and whom it may be sometimes

proper to treat with that dignity which too often swells into arro- •

gance ; and to restrain with such authority as not every man ha»

learned to separate from tyranny. In this state of temporary honour,

a proud man is too willing to exert his prerogative ; and too ready

to forget that he is dictating to those, who may one day dictate to

him. He is inclined to wonder that what he comprehends himself

is not equally clear to others ; and often reproaches the intellects of

his auditors, when he ought to blame the confusion of his own ideas,

and the improprieties of his own language. He reiterates, therefore,

his positions without elucidation, and enforces his assertions by hit

frown, when he finds arguments less easy to be supplied. Thus for-

gettirg that he had to do with men, whose passions are perhaps

equally turbulent with his own, he transfers by degrees to his in

struction the prejudices which are first raised by his behaviour ; and

having forced upon his pupils an hatred of their teacher, he fees it

quickly terminate in a contempt of the precept.

« But instruction extends farther than to seminaries of students, or

the narrow auditories of sequestered literature. The end of learning,

is to teach the public, to superintend the conduct, watch over the

morals, and regulate the opinions of parishes, dioceses, and provinces;

to check vices in their first eruption, and suppress heresies in the

whispers of their rife. And surely this awful, this arduous talk, re

quires qualities, which a man, ivi/e in bis own conceit, cannot easily

attain ; that mildness of address, that patience of attention, that

calmness of disputation, that selection of times, and places, and cir

cumstances, which the vehemence of pride will not regard. And, in

reality, it will generally be found, that the first objection and the last

to an unacceptable pastor, is, that he is proud, that he is too wife for

familiarity, and will not descend to the level with common under

standings.

' Such is the consequence of too high an esteem of our own powers

and knowledge; it makes us in youth negligent, and in age use

less; it teaches us too ioon to be satisfied with our attainments; or

it makes our attainments unpleasing, unpopular, and ineffectual ; it

neither suffers us to learn, nor to teach ; but withholds us from those,

by whom we might be instructed, and drives those from us, whom

we might instruct.'

The general approbation, which we have expressed of these

discourses, must not be understood in so unlimited a sense, as to

imply an entire concurrence with the Author, in all the senti

ments which they contain. We think that he sometimes leans

toward Juperjiition, particularly in the stress which he lays on

voluntary mortification; and we are of opinion that his zeal fur

c\d institutions his rendered him too appichensive of the hazards

10 attending
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attending free inquiry. On the whole, however, the spirit, at

well as the composition, of these discourses, is excellent; and, we

have no doubt, they will be of service to that cause which Dr.

Johnson had always at heart,—the cause of religion and virtue.

AaT. XVI. Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh ; continued.

See Reviews for June, and July.

THE rise of the Society in 1731, its progress from that

period, and its incorporation by his Majesty's royal char

ter, 1783, have been stated in an account of part of the volume

before us in our Review for June last. When we consider the

struggles of that infant Society, the difficulties which it has sur

mounted, and the utility which may hereafter arise from its la

bours, we cannot refrain from offering our mite of applause to

that part of our island, for the zeal so nobly displayed in the

cause of literature and useful science. The French, beside many

ether similar institutions, have long had their Academy of Sci

ences, and also that of Belles Lettres. The gentlemen addicted

to philosophical enquiries knew the value of the former, and the

Memoirs of the Academy of Inscriptions and Belles Lettres form a

body of criticism and curious investigation not equalled by any

Other polite nation in Europe. We have, indeed, in this coun

try, the P»oyal Society, and the history of their Philosophical

Transactions. Why polite literature has not been thought wor

thy of some public institution, no good reason can be assigned.

The true cause, perhaps, is, that political ferments, party

disputes, the violence of faction, and the interesting objects of

trade, which naturally engross the thoughts of a great com

mercial country, may have contributed to nuke the poets, the

historians, aud the orators of antiquity appear too frivolous, and

unworthy of attention. Letters, it is true, have been cultivated

in England, notwithstanding all discouragements; but it must be

allowed, that they would have been cuhivated to more advan

tage by a body of men assembled under the royal patronage.

The want of such an institution has been always considered as a

reproach to this country. Even in the present age, which, to

its honour, has given encouragement to the aits, and, indeed,

has raised them to a degree of unrivalled perfection, the idea of

an academy, such as we have been speaking os, has never been

started, or, at least, never pursued with effect. It is reserved, it

seems, for our fellow- subjects of the north to take the lead in

this important business. The honour of originating this useful

project belongs to them, and if we may judge from the speci

men before us, the history of their Transactions bids fair, in pro

cess of time, to rival the admired publications of the French

Academy.

Out
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Our Readers will remember, that after the history of the So

ciety, this volume of Transactions is divided into two parts ;

namely, the Physical, and tbe Literary. Of the former, we have

already given a compendious statement ; the latter now remains

for our consideration. In this part we have some valuable tracts,

such a?, The Origin and Structure of European Legislatures; The

Principles of Hijiorical Composition, with an Application of thdfe

Principles to the Writings of Tacitus ; On the dramatic er ancient

Form of historical Composition; with some other curious essays.

Those which we have mentioned require a separate considera

tion. It were injustice to dispatch them in that cursory manner,

prescribed by the narrow limits of a work like ours, while such

a number of various performances press on us, and demand at

tention. We shall therefore postpone to another opportunity

those pieces, which by their researches into antiquity, and their

depth of thinking, deserve to be presented to the reader in their

just proportion.

For the present, we can only give attention to a posthumous

poem, bv that excellent but unhappy genius, the late Mr. Wil

liam Collins. It appears to be the first draught of an Ode, On

the popular Superstitions of the Highlands of Scotland, considered as

the SubjeSt of Poetry. This Ode was written in the year 1749,

addressed to Mr. John Home, the author, afterward, of the tra

gedy called Douglas. By a passage in the poem, it seems, that

a tragedy on that subject was then on the anvil. The Ode did

not receive the last touches of Mr. Collins's pen. Doctor John

son informs us, in his hie of this poet, that in his last illness,

he shewed a copy of it, then in his possession, to the reverend

Dr. Warton and his brother, and that they thought it superior

to his other works; but no search had sound the manuscript. It

happened, however, that Dr. Carlyle had the original manu

script in the hand-writing of Mr. Collins ; evidently the prima

twa, or first sketch of the poem, as appears from various inter

lineations, and even words omitted. Mr. John Home had been

made acquainted with Mr. Collins by Mr. John Barrow * (the

cordial youth mentioned in the Ode), who had been a volunteer

with Mr. Home in 1746, and was taken prisoner with him at the

battle of Falkirk. The performance, though hastily composed,

and unfinished, was left in the hands or a gentleman in Scot

land, the author intending, at his leisure, to look it over with

care. Perhaps he had done so, when he (hewed it to Dr. War-

ton ; but, considering the unfortunate circumstances that at

tended his last illness, it is no wonder that the copy is entirely

• If we are not mistaken, this gentleman afterward became Pay

master of the English forces in America; where he died, during our

late unhappy contest with that country.

lost.
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lost. The mention, however, by Dr. Johnson, of such a poem,

occasioned a search to be made by Dr Carlyle among his paper;.

He found the or ginal draught, but in a mutilated form. The

fifth stanza, and nils of the sixth, were not to be found. Whether

that chasm was in the manuscript, when it first sell into the reve

rend Doctor's hands, he cannot now bring to his memory. To

give, however, a continued context, he prevailed on Mr. Henry

Mackenzie* to supply the fifth stanza, and half of the sixth.

In a few places, some words, either omitted or grown illegible,

were added by Dr. Carlyle, and marked with inverted commas.

In this slate, he thought that so curious and valuable a frag

ment could not appear with more advantage than in the collec

tion of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. We must add, indeed,

that it could not appear to so much advantage in any other pe

riodical publication. News-papers and magazines are the only

vehicles known among us: in England there is no Royal So

ciety for polite literature. We sincerely wish that Mr. Pitt

may, in some favourable juncture, take this matter into consi

deration. After serving the essential interests of his country, the

patronage of literature will add an unfading laurel to his brow.

In the meantime, it remains for us to lay before our Readers the

observations that occurred to us in perusing the poem.

It is to be regretted thnt the copy (hewn bv Mr. Collins to

Dr. Warton and his brother is not somewhere extant : it had,

probably, received the hit touches of a master's hand : the loss

at present leaves on the mind that gentle impression mentioned

by Pliny, who, as well as we remember (for we have not the

book at hand), calls it, defider'ium deficienth mantis, a tender sor

row for the drooping hand that left its work unfinished. It is

observed, in a note, to the Edinburgh edition, that Collins was

perfectly acquainted with the popular superstitions of the High

lands. He derived this knowlege from Martin's Account of the

Western Islands of Scotland, and the fame write 's description

of St. Kilda, the most westerly of all the Hebrides. With these

stores in his mind, the Pcet conceived the idea of an Ode to his

friend John Home, then returning to his native country. The

first stanza shews at once the sentiments of his heart for his

friends, and his tatte for poetical lubjects. The whole design

of the Ode is gracefully introduced.

« Home, thou return'st from Thames, whose Naiads long

Have seen thee ling'ritig, with a fond delay,

Mid those soft friends, whose hearts, some future day,

Shall melt, perhaps, to hear thy trrgic song.

Go, not unmindful of that cordi.il youth,

Whom long endear'd jhou leav'tt by Lavant's side }

>rn "r. .* _ - ■

* Author of The Man of Feeling.

Together
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Together let us wish him lasting truth,

And joy untainted with his destin'd bride.

Go! nor regardless, while these numbers boalt

My shorj-liv'd bliss, forget my social name;

But think far off, how on the southern coast

I met thy friendship with an equal flame !

Fresh to that soil thou turn'ft, whose ev'ry vale

Shall prompt the poet, and his song demand:

To thee the copious subjects ne'er (hall fail ;

Thou need'st but take the pencil to thy hand,

And paint what all believe, who own thy genial land.'

Having thus opened his design, the poet takes notice of the

popular belief in Fairies: he represents them, according to the

vulgar creed, assembling round the milk pails ; * By night theyfib

it round the cottage door :' their elf-shot arrows fly, and the

wounded lambs and heifers droop : these tales, he fays, enlarge

the Poet's province, and give energy to the heart-commanding

strain. The Legends of the Runic bards are also recommended

to the poet: Gray, we have seen, was of the fame opinion. The

Songs of the Bards in commemoration of some departed Chief

tain are finely introduced,

' When ev'ry shrieking Maid her bosom beat,

And strew'd with choicest herbs his scented grave.'

The second- fight of the Highlanders is well described j

' How they, whose sight such dreary dreams engross,

With their own visions oft astonilh'd droop,

When o'er the wat'ry strath or quaggy moss

They fee the gliding ghosts embodied troop ;'

or when they fee some youth,

* Who, now perhaps in lusty vigour seen

And rosy health, shall soon lamented die.'

The Ignis fatuus is supposed to be directed by some siena*, to

mislead the wandering traveller. The eighth stanza pathetically

describes the distressed family of one who has been lost in the

fens, or in the sea :

' For him in vain his anxious wife shall wait,

Or wander forth to meet him on his way ; •

For him in vain, at to-fall of the day,

His babes shall linger at th' unclosing gate!'

The wife's dream, in which she sees her husoand's ghost, is both

natural and tender. When the Kaelpie, which in Scotland

means a spirit ofthe ivaters, is mentioned, the imagination is so

impressed, that, in spite of reason, we almost give credit to the

fiction. The ninth stanza recommends a voyage to the He

brides, and particularly to one of the islands termed the Ijle of

the Pygmiet)

* Whose bones the Delver with his spade upthrows,

And culls them, wond'ring, from thehallow'U ground.'

Nor
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Nor is the island of Iona, or IcolmkiIX, omitted. In a tomb

there, several Kings of Scotland, four of Ireland, and five of

Norway, are supposed to have been interred. The poet's use of

this circumstance is beautiful :

« Once foes perhaps, together now they rest ;

No (laves revere them, and no wars invade;

Yet frequent now, at midnight's solemn hour,

The rifled mounds their yawning cells unfold,

And forth the Monarchs stalk with sov'reign pow'r,

In pageant robes, and wreath'd with flieeny gold,

And, on their twilight tombs, aerial councils hold.'

From the tenth stanza, we (hall make no quotation. The

whole is a description of St. Knda, in a style of beautiful fimpii-

ci'y. Having thus far exhibited the superstitions of Scotland,

Mr. Cullins advises his friend Home to adopt these themes,

which in elder time silled the historic page.

• These Shakespeare's self, with ev'ry garland crown'd,

In musing hour, his wayward filters found,

And with their terrors diess'd the magic scene.'

He cites also the example of Tasso :

♦ How have I trembled, when at Tanc red's stroke

Its gaining blood the gaping cypress pour'd;

When each live plant with mortal accents spoke,

And the wild blast up-heav'd the vanifh'd sword.'

Mr. Collins pays a tribute of applause to Fairfax :

* How have I sat, when pip'd the pensive wind.

To hear his harp by British Fairfax strung !

Prevailing Poet, whose undoubting mind

Believ'd die magic wonders which he fung.

Hence at each found imagination glows ;

Hence his warm lay with softest sweetness flows;

Melting it flows, pure, num'rous, strong and clear;

And fills th' impaflion'd heart, and wins th' harmonious ear.'

The last stanza gives, if we may so express it, a bird's-eye view

of all Scotland, with its friths and lakes. Mr. Collins, as was

natural, grows enamou'ed of the picture. He longs to travel

into Scotland, as Ben Jonson had done before him, on a visit

to a pect.

' Then will I dress once more the faded bow'r.

Where Jonson sac in Drummond's social shade.'

The whole poem deserves an attentive perusal *. A super

ficial reading will not discover its real beauties. It is the secret

charm of simplicity that pervades the whole. We cannot re

frain from once more regretting the mutilated and unfinished

* See our account of another publication of Mr. Collins's Ode in

this month's Catalogue.

state
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state in which we receive this last piece of Mr. Collins 5 and

yet that so much has been saved, we think the public much

obliged to Dr. Carlyle.

Art. XVII. A Tour in 1787, from London to the Western Highlands

of Scotland : Including Excursions to the Lakes of Westmorland

and Cumberland ; with minute Descriptions of the principal

Seats, Castles, Ruins, &c. throughout the Tour. 12010. 3s. 6d.

Davis, &c. 1788.

THE motives for travelling and tour-making are various; and

even in those instances where they are not dissimilar, the

observations of different men are directed, by their several tastes,

to different objects. This being a professed ramble for pleasure,

the rambler was on the scent for pleasing scenes, either of art

or nature; and turned to the right or left, as the intelligence of

romantic water-falls, or villas enriched with good collections of

paintings, attracted his steps : and the warm admiration he ex

presses with regard to most of the objects which he viewed,

shews that he received more satisfaction in this excursion than

we fear his relation of it is likely to assord to his readers. The

. mention that he makes cf many remarkable places and objects,

are little more than hasty transient notes which ' beguiled the

tedious hours that were necessarily spent at inns;' and hence,

though they may be serviceable as an index of the road to

other travellers, such notes will scarcely be accepted as descrip

tions that will satisfy the curiosity of distant readers.

Every book ought to be as complete as possible on the professed

subject, and should not betray its own imperfection by referring to

others for the information we expect to find in it : as, therefore, the

Author promises us his accounts of the lakes of Westmorland and

Cumberland, it is a bad excuse for his curtailing these accounts to

: plead that they have been described in separate volumes by West

and Gilpin ; and still worse to tantalize his readers with references

to thepages in other works where they are to be found! Even when

he is in full possession of that surprising phænomenon called Scale

force, of which no description has yet been given, he does not

avail himself sufficiently of the opportunity of supplying that

circumstantial description, the want of which he remarks : and

yet we cannot but think the particular topography of a surpri

sing phænomenon, as productive of pleasing reflections, as the

different dimensions of ball-rooms carefully expressed in feet and

inches !

If the rude sublimity displayed in the wildness of nature is

thus summarily dismissed wi;h hasty expressions of admiration;

useful inventions in arts claim no further regard than the mere

mention of them, as in the following instance.

Rev. Dec. 1 788. N n * After
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' Aster having dined upon the homely provisions of a small ale*

house it the neighbouring village of Ennerdale, we set out again

for our quarters at Keswick; and winding round the extreme skirts

of this mountainous country for the fake of a more even and ready

road, we met with an ingenious mechanic, whose name is Atkin

son, who pressed us to fee an improved forge of his construction Dear

this road, where he makes, in a veiy expeditious manner, many

sorts of tools, particularly hoes for the Virginia planters; which- at

one heating he expands and plates the metal into the requisite form,

under a large hammer, which strikes with the astonishing velocity of

one hundred and thirty times in a minute. Our inspection of these

works seemed to gratify the pride of the owner, whose glory was to

shew that the human mind was equally capable of such exertions in

these northern regions, as in the most favourite recesses of the South.'

And is this all ? Poor Atkinson then lost the best reward for

his officious trouble! That a weighty hammer should, by any

means whatever, be made to repeat more than two strokes in one

second os time, on a yielding mass, is not easy to be conceived ;

the power, therefore, by which so surprising an operation is pro

duced, might surely have been explained to bring tbe relation

within the bounds of credibility, or the machine have been left

•to the next traveller who might happen to have a more mecha

nical head.

As a fair specimen of the loose information he allows his

readers, we sliall give all that he fays relative to Furness Abbey,

which is more than he affords on some objects ot equal no

toriety *.

' The next morning, which was glorious as the preceding, we

went the ride recommended by Mr. West, to fee the magnificent

ruins of Furness Abbey, which are worth much attention, and can

not fail giving infinite satisfaction to every beholder. The seques

tered vale in which this monastic edifice once seared its sacred pile,

is truly eligible, and best adapted to a life of contemplation.

* Here we gazed some time with respect and reverence on the ha-

vock which time had made upon this surprising structure. And how

erroneous soeicr those notions of religion may be esteemed, that

thus called mankind, from the social duties of the world, to put on

this rigid and morose garb of piety ; yet secretly we must admire

that fervent zeal which caused these wonderful exertions of human

art to -raise up buildings >vhose beauty and magnificence might well

accord with :he ideas of that supreme Being to whom they were de

dicated. Full of such ardent reflections on the various prejudices of

the world, and the undurable works of man, we returned the fame

rough and unpleasant road, the motto " sic transit gloria mundi"

continuing uppermost the greatest part of the way; during which

nothing curious or entertaining attracts the notice of the traveller,

except an abundance of small unwieldy carriages pasting and re-

* For the history of Furness Abbey, fee Rev. vol. lit. p. 222.

taken from West's Antiquities.

passing
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passing with the produce of the neighbouring iron mines to the

shipping at Barrow, about three miles beyond the Abbey.'

It is well for the lovers of antiquity that other travellers of

correct discrimination can be more circumstantial respecting

such objects as deserve a little amplification. To the writer's

remark on the piety that raised such noble piles, may be added,

that many of our cathedrals, and other ecclesiastical buildings, are

now in a mouldering state, and that we (hould uphold them as

long as we can; for these days differ so essentially from those;

which produced them, that when they yield to the corroding

power of time, we can have little expectation of seeing them

suitably replaced.

Edinburgh and Glasgow, indeed, arrested this Author's at

tention more particularly; and he gives us the following account

of the new town :

' After a short visit upon Leven Me, and pouring forth a few la

mentations at the havock its possessor had lately made on Mary's

roof, we departed to our inn at Kinross-green, and next morning

set out for Edinburgh. Nothing remarkable occurred till we ap

proached Queen's-ferry, where the Firth of Forth spreads its sea-

like grandeur to our view. On the left, Edinburgh, screened under

the black shield of Arthur's-hill, was a principal object ; its towers

and hilly streets, above which the lofty castle riling majestically,

.gave a full idea of city splendour and antiquity. Approaching now

the banks of the river, we found the vessel and tide in readiness to

convey ourselves, horses, and carriage, to the opposite more, where

we soon arrived, the river being here not more than two miles

broad. About half way on this passage, stands at a small distance

a rocky island, with the remains of an old castle. Being landed at

this small town, which takes its name from Margaret, Queen of

King Malcolm Canmore, who used to ferry over at this place;

where she resided much, and laid the foundation of a monastery ; we

now continued on the great road, which gave us charming prospects,

intermixed with ports and gentlemen's scats. At the end of about

nine miles we ascended a large hill, and immediately entered the

New Town on our lefr, amidst an abundance of unfinished buildings,

formed into admirable streets, which brought us to the more com

plete part, St. Andrew's Square, where the fashionable Hotel of

Dunn presented itself in golden capitals.

' This and the following day we amused ourselves with inspecting

the various beauties of the New Town, which greatly exceeded ex

pectation ; the streets and squares are spacious, and beautifully

paved, the houses all of fine itone, and covered with slate. The

principal street is George's, which measures about 115 feet wide,

and in length 2430, and is handsomely terminated to the west by

Charlotte Square (yet unfinished), and to the east by St. Andrew's,

where are three very conspicuous houses, Sir Thomas Dundas'j,

Lord Dalhousie's, and Sir James Colquhun's. On the opposite side

of Charlotte Square will be the same elegant buildings to answer

these, which will then exhibit a perspective, most complete and

N n 2 charming.
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charming. Such is the present rage for building, that streets are

daily rising to the surprise of every body, and I was informed by a

principal architect that near iz.coo workmen are now employed for

this purpose. The whole city is built upon three vast riJges, very'

iteep and disadvantageous, the intermediate val lies being so deep as

to require very lsr^e and expensive bridges to be erected over them,

which are the greatest curiosities over dry land in Europe ; the north,

bridge, which connects the old and new town, is finished very hand- _

fomely for about £.25,000. Its length is 1 154 feet, and breadth

50. It has 5 arches, three of which are 72 feet each, and the other

two about 20. They are now carrying on the fame line to the

south, from High-street to Nicholson's, another equally large and

magnificent, on which are raised very lofty and handsome houses.

There is also another parallel to the north one, entirely formed of

earth taken out of the foundation of the new town, begun in 1783,

and now brought almost to a level ; this was a very surprising under

taking, and the abundance of earth already buried is beyond con

ception. What could have induced the original founders of this

city, to chuse so irregular a situation is unaccountable, when they

might have fixed upon such excellent ground at Leith, only two

miles off, in a charming sea-girt vale, a good harbour and passage

for (hips of burden. The only object that could have directed the

former choice must have been the site of the castle, that they might

be more immediately under the protection of this fortified place.'

The motive for this choice is indeed sufficiently evident, con

sidering the rude time in which it was made; when security

from hostile depredation was of more importance than ' sea-

girt vales,' or conveniences for (hips of burthen. Passing over

his brief remarks on the old city, the pictures in Holy rood

house, the dimensions of the gallery there, those of the new as

sembly room, tea-room, and card rooms, we {hall add his cha

racter of the inhabitants of this metropolis.

' To give a description of the manners of the people would be super

fluous and presumptuous after so many able wriiers. Butbefore I finally

take leave of this metropolis, 1 shall put down a sew ideas that occurred

during our tour, and acquaintance with this place. The deport

ment of the higher class is stiff and reserved, and in all their com

munications self-interest seems to be their predominant passion and

rule of action ; and though they profess to keep up their dipnity,

by holding it necessary that strangers must be properly introduced to

their families, particularly their daughters ; yet, when once the ice

is broke, there may be found more Hoydens amongst them than in

other southern countries, which mult be owing to the native pride

of their parents, who, in order to enhance their hereditary rights,

give all to their eldest son, and leave the youngest children to sport

with fortune. This surely is a conduct prejudicial to virtue and.

prudence. The women are in general handsome till they approach

twenty, when much of their beauty vanishes, as they become large

and masculine. Amongst the lower ranks,' especially in those parts

where education has iheil little of its influence, the torpid genius ot"

the country fully displays i:self. For instance, should a traveller,

pasting
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pasting through some remote village, wish to be informed os the road

to any particular place, and the intermediate distance, he must wait

till another opportunity, for this is too much information to obtain

at one time ; happy for him if he gets the first question solved to his

satisfaction.'

Though this character of the citizens of Edinburgh, is but

short, it may probably be deemed too long to be formed during

his sojournment there. People of prudence, and the Scots are

not esteemed deficient in this quality, do not cordially unsold

themselves to mere strangers, who are not introduced to them

by particular recommendation, whose real errands they cannot

know, and in whom experience may justify a caution, that the

transient stay of a traveller cannot dissipate. Under such cir

cumstances, the persons to whom a stranger could gain access,

might have * hoydens' in their families, with whom it may be

injurious to class the well-bred ladies in Edinburgh, whom it

is probable he does not know*. Nevertheless, it must be con

fessed that in all places of little resort, pride is an epidemical

disorder of the mind ; a limited intercourse with mankind, suffers

ill notions to breed, like weeds in a neglected spot, and allows

us to form ridiculous estimates of personal advantages or quali

ties; for which malady a more extensive communication with

the world is the best cure. That pride thrives in, and choaks

up, narrow minds, is evident from its being most rank in the

most retired situations, and from men who are most conversant

with their fellow creatures having generally the least of it. Grafs

will not grow in a frequented path ; and pride is too often trod

on, to thrive in large commercial cities.

The haste and brevity of the Author before us, has perhaps un

warily made us prolix in remarking his deficiencies ; he travelled

for private pleasure, arid reaped it, but has not imparted enough ■

of it for the public to participate with him. One observation,

however, in his preface is too well founded to be overlooked :

' Among the many reflections that must rife in the minds of

those who attend to the present state of Great Britain, there is one

which cannot fail to excite regret. The character of the ancient

nobleman, living in splendour arid hospitality among his' country

vaisals and his neighbours, nay even that of ihe country gentleman,

is almost extingullhed. To fee so many noble mansions adorned

with painting and with sculpture, and placed amidst such glorious

scenery; endeared too to the owners by the recollection of their

having been the abode of their ancestors: to fen such places as these

deserted; to see one poor solitary figure, who serves to make the

* Does not our Author recollect the resentment a late traveller

drew on himself in Ireland, and the expedient which the Irish are said

to have used to express it f

N n 3 - soli-
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solitariness of the house more apparent, open those doors, and dis

play those rooms, which are calculated for all the purposes of coun-.

try enjoyment; for dispensing the society of their possessors amongst

those by whom it will be most valued, and their wealth amongst

those by the sweat of whose brow it is obtained : to know that they

are inhabited but a month or two in the year, if at all ; to recollect

that they are relinquished for the unspacious abodes of London, or

the close apartments of those public places, which are now made

summer retreats, amid the smoke of trade, or the effluvia of sick

ness : to fee, to know, and perceive the effects of these things must

fcive much pain, much melancholy to those who seel, and who

think.'

This is indeed a melancholy evidence of that general turn

for dissipation that has infected all ranks of the people j and

which, too probably, will soon debase our national character, and

depreciate our national consequence! But what care the

frivolous crowd ? The few ' who feel, and who think,' are

too few to check their career, and their remonstrances are con

verted to sport.

Art. XVIII. The Families of Plants, with their natural Characters,

according to the Number; Figure, Situation, and Prefsrtisn of all

the Parts of Fructification. Translated from the last Edition (as

published by Dr. Reichard) of the Genera Plantarum, and of the

Mantiffœ Plantarum of the Elder Linneus ; and from the Suf/-U-

meiitum Plantarum of the Younger Linneus, with all the new Fa

milies of Plants, from Tbunberg and VHeritier . To which is pre

fixed an accented Catalogue of the Names of Plants, with the Ad

jectives applied to them, and other Botanic Terms, for the Purpose

of teaching their right Pronunciation. By a Botanical Society at

Lichrield. 8vo. 2 Vols. 16s. Boards. Johnson. ] 787.

THE titlc-pa<ie sufficiently expresses the contents of these

volumes. But there is one advantage to be derived from

this translation, even to professed botanists, viz. through the

information of Mr. Dryander, many errors, which had ob

tained in lormer publications, are pointed out and corrected. It

may be proper to add, that the translators have given a very in

genious preface, explanstory of the principles on which they

have conducted their wotk.

To ihose who joined in apnlauding the former publication

(the Syjlema Vegttabilium) by the Lichrield Society, this wjtk

must c >nie peculiarly acceptable ; and to those who know no

thing of that work, we mult lecommend this, as an excellent and

very ntcefl'ary assistant to the siudy of English botany: for it is

as capable of conveying an adequate idea co the English student,

es Linne's Latin is to the scholar.

' For not only the exact punctuation is observrd in the printing.

With all the capital and Italic letters (which are nicely attended toia

4 "the
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the original, for the purpose of falling readily under the eye of the

botanist, who is studying a recent plant), but the very arrangement

of the words of Linneus, the method he so much valued, are all ex

actly copied in the translation, and hence the conciseness, the per

spicuity, and the spirit os our Author live, we hope, undiminifhed by

the change of language.' Pref. p. 4.

Having in our Review of their former work * given a spe

cimen of the style which the Lichfield Society have adopted in

their translation, it will be rieedless to repeat it here. Suffice it

to fay, that the seme uniformity of botanical language, and con

ciseness of expression, is preserved in this work.

The Reader will recollect that in our above-mentioned ac

count, we had occasion to animadvert on the accented ca

talogue. We have the pleasure of announcing that our objec

tions to several words have been attended to, and that this part

of the work merits the attention of all ranks of botanists. ,The

Society seem to have taken great pains in constructing this ac

cented catalogue, and to have judged wisely in recurring, in

conformity with their former plan, to the opinions -of the

learned.

* It remains only that we here return our best thanks for their

kind assistance in the accentuation of the following catalogue of bo

tanic words, to the Rev. William Pickering of Maclnvorth near

Derby; to the Rev. Dr. Goodenough of Ealing in Middlesex ; %

and to John Sneyd, Esq. of Belmont in Staffer djhire. And for

many valuable communications, to the Rev. T. Martyn, Pro

fessor of Botany, at Cambridge ; to Dr. Blagden, secretary to the

Royal Society ; to Jon. Dryander, Esq. and many others of the

learned and ingenious.' Preface, p. 20.

There are two particulars in the Translators' preface which

deserve some notice, viz. what they have advanced respecting

the use of English Generic names, and the mode of accentua

tion which they have adopted.

As to the first, we cannot but approve of the principle on

which the Society have guided themselves in the adoption of

English Generic names, viz. that of introducing an universal

botanic language. Influenced by this idea, the Society have in

troduced them very sparingly, and then only when real pro

priety countenanced the introduction of them. Cercaialy it

were to be wished, that the Linnean names were in familiar use.

However, as it may be considered, that the English student,

while he has an English trivial name, may wisti for an Engliih

Generic one, and in a work of this kind has some right to be

indulged, we think that the Society go out of their way in falling

so foully on Dr. Withering for his general use of them in his

* See Review, vol. lxxii. p. 401. and lxxjii. p. 1.

N n 4 Botanical
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Botanical Arrangements *. The Doctor certainly has the argu

ment from uniformity op his fide, and we should be inclined to

take up the cudgels for a moment in his behalf, were he not so

unmerciful himself, on the alleged defect of brother authors.

Since, therefore, he shews such a spirit ofsparring, and feems so

capable, we (hall leave him to fight his own battles.

As to the mode of accentuation, we fee no reason (notwith

standing our idea is styled * conjectural or capricious') to alter the

opinion which we formerly gave on the necessity of some discri

minating marks for the open and closed syllables. By these

marks only can the true accent be expressed, .and the very words

produced by the Society acris and acrid, ara-bica and arabica,

prove our assertion. How shall the unlearned be able to give the

propet accent, unless they be pointed in a proper manner ? We

fear th.it those who most want to have their pronunciation regu

lated, will still labour under great difficulties. In our English

Dictionaries much difficulty is experienced, owing to the adop

tion of only one mark of accent. What is more common than

to hear ignorant people lay the Jlrejs, t»v iiifytw, upon the

light syllable, but give the wrong tone, ri<f pwrit toiavi.

The dispute is not whether we restore the pronunciation of

the ancients ; that we know is irrecoverably lost,—but the point

is, bow to secure the present best mode of classical pronunciation.

As to the idea of the Greek accent teaching the quantity of pro

nunciation, that certainly is altogether * conjectural or capricious,'

and has been long since exploded tiy the learned Foster, in his

Treatise on the Greek accent. The accent is there (hewn to be

a mere musical note.

We cannot but wish that the Society had attempted something

of the kind, as we are well persuaded that whenever the attempt

is made, the advantage must be at once felt by all.

Some few errors are still observable in the accented part, but

as they bear the appearance of typographical rather than literary

errors, it would seem fastidious in us to dwell on them.

* In the short account of this work, in our last Numb. p. 461,

a material part of the title was inadvertently omitted : after * by W.

Withering, M. D.' add, ' including a new fit of references tofigure*.

By 'Jonathan Stokes, M. D. Physician at Kidderminster, &c.'

I he sirlt paragraph likewise of the article should run thus ; <we sup

pose that 'very considerable additions will he made to tht class of Cry'ttS-

gamia, the introduction to botany, the glossary of terms, &c. tbeje ar

ticles being ell that Umaiu tc make up the promised third volume.

MONTHLY
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Law.

Art. 19. Some Hints towards a Re-vi/al of the Penal Laws, the

hetter regulating the Police, and the Necessity of enforcing the

Execution of Justice : and the evil Consequences to Society from

a false mistaken Lenity, which has so much prevailed of late, la

a -Letter to a Member of Parliament. By a Magistrate. 8vo. is.

Debrett. 1787. '

THIS Writer- is an advocate for the more vigorous execution of

the laws now in being, which he thinks are framed with wis

dom, equity, and justice, were they well and faithfully adminiliered:

and he imputes the daily increase of felons to a false tenderness and

compassion, which operate to screen them from prosecution, or when

convicted, from punishment. He subjoins some strong animadver

sions on the state of the police in Middlesex, which, however, he pro

tests, are not meant to extend to the magistrates for that county in

general.

To these hints, a short supplement is added, in which are pointed

out some defects in the penal statutes that seem to require revision

and correction. If the Author be in tru'.h what he describes him

self, a magistrate, we cannot help being a little surprised at the fol

lowing assertion : ' In respect of the crime os bigamy (which is the

offence of marrying a second wife or husband in the lifetime of the

first), the law is most shamefully defective; it was originally made

felony without benefit of clergy, which should never have been re

versed ; but in the licentious reign of Edward VI. they were allowed

the benefit of clergy.' The fact is, that this offence was not made

felony till the beginning of James the First's reign, and before that

time was merely the subject of ecclesiastical censure. We wish too he

had given us his authorities for the story concerning one of the Kings

of France, said to be related by Solon the Athenian lawgiver.

Ireland.

Art. 20. A hrirf Review of the Question, Whether the Articles of

Limerick have been violated? By Arthur Browne, Esq.. Repre

sentative in Parliament for the University of Dublin. 8vo. Pamph.

Dublin, printed for Mackenzie. 1788.

Great stress having been laid by the Roman Catholics of Ireland

on the privileges secured to them by the articles of Limerick (of

which they charge the penal laws they have since lived under to have

been violations), the Author of this well-written tract enters into an

examination of those . tides; the result is, that, excepting the first,

all those which grant any benefit to Roman Catholics, are limited to

persons then living, or to certain portions of that body, described in

the second and third articles, and to their heirs, by whom alone such

benefits are claimable : and that the general boon contained in these

articles, is a covenant expressed in the first of them, that the Roman

Catholics
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Catholics of Ireland Ihould enjoy such privileges in the exercise of

their religion, as were consistent with the laws existing in the reign

of Charles II.

It remains, then, to consider what privileges they enjoyed in that

reign, and the laws then appear to have been sufficiently severe

against the Catholic religion, founded on the act of uniformity under

Queen Elizabeth. Moreover, if these articles contained privileges

as extensive as the Catholics wish to represent them, they were not

ratified by parliament, so as to enable Catholics of the present day

to claim any privileges under them. If these points are deemed to

be satisfactorily established, the claims of the Irish Catholics are

effectually superseded; and here we drop the subject; observing only,

that the copy transmitted to us was imperfect.

Biography.

Art. 21. A Sketch of the Life and Paintings of Thsmas Gainjbomgb,

Esq. By Philip Thicknesse. 8vo. is. 6d. Fores. 1788.

Capt. Thicknesse has here given us, in his erratic manner, some

curious and pleasing anecdotes of Mr. Gainsborough— his family

connections—his excellent performances, &c. &c. all of which will

serve as useful materials for the biographer who (hall undertake

a more elaborate life of that eminent artist. The present writer ap

pears to have been most intimately acquainted with him, and, in

deed, to have been chiefly instrumental, from an early discernment

-of his rare talents, in drawing him from his original obscurity, and

introducing him to the notice and patronage of the Public ; so that,

according to this account, the friendship of Mr. T. may be consi

dered as the foundation of Mr. G.'s success ; the superstructure of

which could only be completed by his own genius.—Mr. T.'s pecu

liar, easy, style ofwriting is too well known to require particular ani

madversion : perhaps, if he were more accurate, he wonld be less

lively, and consequently less entertaining.

Education.

Art. 22. Leiten from a Parent to her Children, written to them on.

der Tuition at School, by Mrs. Arabella Davies, late Wife of the

Rev. Edward Davies. izmo. 2s. 6d. sewed. Buckland, &c.

1788.

These Letters appear to have been the genuine effusions of piety

and maternal affection. They turn chiefly on religious subjects, and

are written on Calvinistical principles. They will doubtless be ac

ceptable and useful among those, who still retain the opinions and

taste of the Nonconformists of the last century.

As t R o n o m y.

Art. 23. A Plain, Easy, and Familiar Guide to the Knowledge of

Jjhonomy, including (o much of the Laws of Matter and Motion

as is necessary to explain the Solar System, &c. By John Preston,

late an Assistant at i\dr. Naudin's Academy, Hackney. Small

izmo. is. 6d. bound;<\Bew. 178S.

An epitome of the solar system (including the planet lately dis

covered by Dr. Herschell), which, considering its size, contains

much
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much that will benefit the young student in this sublime branch of

science.

Slave Trade.

,Arr. 24. Observations on the Treatment of the Negroes in Jamaica*

Including some Account of their Temper and Character, with Re

marks on the Importation of Slaves from Africa. By Hector

M'Neill. 8vo. is. Robinsons. 1788.

Mr. M'Neill asserts, from personal investigation, knowlege, and

experience, the very tolerable situation, in general, of the black

slaves in Jamaica, and he supposes it to be nearly the fame through-

pat the West Indies. On the whole, he concludes, with other writers,

that their state is much preferable to that of the labouring poor, and

sea-faring men, even in England : except in the mere circumstance

of political and legal freedom, of which the Negroes never had the

smallest idea. Hs gives a very particular, distinct, and (to us) a

satisfactory account of the temper and manners of the different na

tions or tribes of Blacks * usually imported from the coast of Africa,

as well as of the mixed breeds—Mulattos, Sambos, &c. He also de

scribes not only the treatment ahey actually do meet with, but the

manner in which they ought to be treated, in order to render their

state of bondage not only comfortable to themselves, but justly bene

ficial to their masters.—His remarks on the impolicy [as he judges

it] of the scheme for abolishing Negroe-slavery, are such as prove

him to be a judicious and penetrating observer. In a word, his pam

phlet, in our opinion, merits the serious consideration of all who are

either approvers or opposers of the several benevolent plans and pro

jects which have lately been suggested to the Public, relative to the

very important, and much agitated subject of Negroe-slavery, the

common rights of human nature, and the great cause of universal

liberty, as it is, or may be affected, in every quarter of the habitable

globe.

Naval.

Art. z;. A Short Account of the Naval Aaions of the last War ; in

order to prove thac the French Nation never gave such slender

Proofs of Maritime Greatness as during that Period; With Ob

servations on the Discipline, and Hints for the Improvement of

the British Navy. . By an Officer. 8vo. 2 s. 6d. Murray.

1788.

This officer has taken up the pen, ' in order to dispel a notion,'

which, he think;, has prevailed, ' extremely prejudicial to the

honour of this country, that the French have not only equalled, but sur

faced us, as a maritime nation, nuhether in manœwvering. Jailing, or

fighting a fleet.' This idea, he apprehends, has been ' 2eruoully

propagated by our industrious natural enemies, who well kn..w thac

if such an opinion were once generally embraced, it would produce

the very effects they wish to flo.v from it.' ' Permit,' says he, ' the

French to have the reputation of superior ger.ius, courage, and

* The savage and ferocious Coromantee, the -milder but baser,

Eke, and the more harmless Mundingo;—the Creole, &c. Sec-

abilities,
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abilities, and you immediately damp the spirits of our officers and

seamen ; who, in that case, would not plough the ocean, as they

have done, in quelt of the enemy, with elated courage, and in con

fidence of victory.' To shew the falsehood of this notion, our Author

froves, from facts, that at no æra, whatever, had the French so

little prowess, or success, to boast of. In order to evince this truth,

he has taken a fair and well-authenticated review of all our naval

transactions, in which the French had any concern, during the course

of the late war ; and in which the superiority of the British marine

was manifested, beyond all doubt. The particulars, though not

new, have the merit of being accurately related ; and they cannot

fail of proving highly entertaining, as well as interesting, to the

English reader, who is zealous for the honour and prosperity of his

country : and the observations which the Author has interspersed,

and added, (hew him to be a man ofjudgment and [as we imagine]

of experience in his profession.

Political.

Art. 26. County Management. With an Argument in favour of

Pocket Sheriffs, &c. &c. 4to> 2s. 6d. Blamire. 1788.

In this satirical piece we have a mingled display of learning,

humour, history, law, and politics. The work appears to have

originated in the writer's disapprobation of the conduct of certain

great people in the north of England, with respect to the nomination

of sheriffs, the choice of juries, &c. The performance is dedicated

to the Earl of Lonsdale, with a severity of compliment for which the

ironical author, if known, could expect no other reward than that

which Cherilus the poet is said to have received from Alexander the

Great ; though the case, with respect to the two writers, was widely

different, as the luckless panegyrist of " Philip's warlike Son" really

meant to praise the conqueror of the world.

Art. 27. A CoileBion ofscarce and interesting Trails, written by Per

sons of Eminence, on the most important political and com

mercial Subjects, during the Years 1763, 1764, 1765, 1766, 1767,

1768, 17^9, and 1770. 8vo. 4 Vols. il. 4s. Boards. De-

brett. 1 788.

Mr. Debrett has here given to the Public a valuable collection of

Tracts, most of which, if not all of them, are now become very

scarce.

From the greaf importance os the principal events to which many

of these Tracts relate, the contents of these volumes must, for ages

to come, prove highly interesting to the lovers of political and hiilo-

rical subjects *. There is also another consideration, which must, at

all timeb, render a collection like this acceptable in every country

where legal government and freedom of investigation prevail, and

which is well expressed in the motto borrowed from Lord Somers, and

prefixed to these volumes, <vi». " The bent and genius of the age

" is best known in a free country, by the pamphlets which daily

* Particularly that great revolution in human affairs, the emanci-

piiion of North America from die power of Great Britain.

" come
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'* come out, as containing the fense of parties, and sometimes the

" voice of the nation."

Art. 18. Epitre aux Anglois dans les trifles Circonftances pre/enles.

Ncvembre 1788. 8vo. is. Elmsley.

A serious and animated exhortation to the people of England,

touching their manifold sins and wickednesses. The author is of

opinion, that the malady with which our most gracious Sovereign is

stricken, is a mark of the vengeance of Heaven for the offences of

his subjects (such is the author's notion of Divine justice), who

are to be punistied more severely in themselves, unless they instantly

turn from the path of error, bending before the throne of the Al

mighty, with true and contrite hearts.

The whole is a rhapsodical invective, written with the same kind

of enthusiasm, but in a style far superior, with that which is fre

quently found in the discourses of our fanatical declaimers : and,

like many of those discourses, containing, amid a good deal of reli

gious extravagance, some harm but not unseasonable truths.—The

pamphlet doles with a high strained panegyric on the Prince of

Wales.

Art. 29. Observations on the political Life of Mr. Pitt. 8vo. I s.

Ridgway. •

Not a finished portrait, bat a hasty (ketch, a little inclining to

caricature. Neither accuracy nor fidelity will be expected from poli

tical or party painters. This artist, however, though not an unskil

ful hand, must not, from this specimen, look for much employment

among the friends of the Minister.

Art. 30. A serious Address to the Quctn, Prince of Wales, and the

Public at large, relative to his Majesty's unhappy Situation. By the

Rev. Theodore Jackson, A. M. 4:0. is. Riebau, in Butcher-

row, Temple-Bar..

Mr. Jackson pathetically displays and laments our alarming pro

spect, in consequence of the present dreadful interruption of his

Majesty's health. After enlarging, with becoming concern, on the

critical nature of our present situation, and the dangers to be appre

hended from it, he proceeds to observe, that Government possessing

no constitutional provision against an emergency of so extraordinary

and deplorable a kind, there is a necessity that a regency should

take place in the person of the P. of Wales. He trusts, however,

that when invested with every regal prerogative (the Crown only

excepted) the Prince will be careful to make no change in admini

stration. He allows the full merit of thole distinguished characters

with whom his R. H. has been known to associate; he doej full

justice to the merits of Messrs. Fox, Sheridan, and Burke, with a

proper discrimination of their abilities ; but he observes, on the other

hand, that Mr. Pitt is not only a consummate statesman, but that he

hath been a successful minister, and is now in the zenith of his po

pularity : from all which considerations, he concludes, that to displace

so excellent a servant of the public, would be most impolitic, and

possibly, in the event, prove fatal to the peace and happiness of the

kingdom.

la
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In regard to the Queen, Mr. Jackson exhorts her Majesty to de

pend (under her present most severe affliction) on religion, for the

surest consolations; and to the tare of such of the royal progeny as

are r.ot arrived at the years of discretion, for those comforts which

slie may justly expect as the fruits of her excellent instructions and

amiable example.

Art. 31. The Prince*s Right to the Royal Diadem, defended; being

an Answer to the Rev. Mr. Jackson's Serious Address, Sec. By a

Gentleman of Lincoin's-Inn. 4W. is. Riebau.

This defender of a right which no one, we believe, ever called in

question, manifests great zeal for the P. of W. and for his friends

who have long been at the head of opposition [' menfamousfor their

integrity and ability throughout the world,'] but we do not perceive

that his zeal is accompanied by great knowlege. He speaks with

contempt, whether real or affected, of Mr. Pitt ; and on the whole,

he attacks the author of the Serious Address, rather with the pert air

of a superficial party caviller, than with the manly tone and con

vincing force of a well founded reasoner.

Art. 32. The Laiv ef Parliament in the present Situation of Great

Britain considered. 8vo. is. 6d. Debrett.

The subject is here discussed in an able manner.—From the detail

that the author has given of examples (which seems a better word

than precedents), it appears that the English constitution, if its prin

ciples are to he inferred from the practice of former times, has made

a sufficient provision for cases of emergency. The cafe which bears

the most resemblance to the present unhappy occasion, is that of

Henry VI. who, ' in the 33d year ofhis reign, A. D. 1454, fell into

a distemper, which so far increased his natural imbecility, as to render

him incapable of maintaining even the appearance of royal authority,

in this situation, Margaret of Anjou, his consort, and the privy

council, appointed Richard duke of York, who had pretensions to

the Crown, to be lieutenant of the kingdom, with powers to open

and hold a session of Parliament. That assembly accordingly met,

and, taking into consideration the state of the kingdom, raised the

Duke to the office of Protector.'

The chics stress, however, is laid on the two great examples given

us by our forefathers, at the Restoration, in 1660, and at the Revolu

tion, in 1688. On these memorable events, the author has bestowed

due attention, and justly reasons from them to the present exigency.

His advice is, clearly, for an unfettered regency, in the person of

the P. of W. But as to the manœuvres of party, leading men in admi

nistration, coalitions, &c. the gr.ind question, he observes, which he

has been considering, is too big for them. He has confidence enough,

he fays, ' in the present leaders on either side, to believe they will be

sensible of this.' He thinks ' it impossible that administration should

be so mean in their views, and so despicable in their feelings, as to

study for the best way of preserving their own situations, when the

welfare and the constitution cf their country are at stake.' Let us,

he adds, ' not be distracted with disputes, when we should be co

operating with united hearts, for the preservation of our constitution,

the
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the vindication of our liberties, and the existence of our country.'—

May the author's patriotic expectations be amply verified !

Alt. 33. The Parliamentary Opinions of Lard Mansfield, Sir Dudley

Ryder, Mr. Charles Yorke, Mr. William Bedford, &c. on the

Choice of a Regency or Regent ; with other Discussions on that

important Question. 8vo. is. 6d. Stockdale.

The materials of this paraplet are extracted (from what record, or

authority, is not said) from the debates occasioned by the King's ap

pointment of a regency, on his going abroad, in 1751. The editor

■* pledges himself for the authenticity of the opinions and proceed

ings contained in his pamphlet ; but is it not extraordinary to hear

.an anonymous editor fledge himself? What reliance can the public

have on the declaration of a man who does not chuse to trust them

with his name ?

Art. 34. Thoughts on the present alarming Crisis. Humbly addressed

to both Houles of Parliament. By a well-meaning Briton. 8ve».

6d. Hookham.

Hints the expediency of a sole and uncontrolled regent, in the

personof the P. of W. who, this writer takes it for granted, cannot,

consistently with his filial affection, delicacy, and acknowleged

good fense, deprive himself of the assistance of the able and esteemed

servant of his father, and the favoured minister of the people;—

whole influence with both Houses of Parliament will « smooth the

rugged roads of government, for the wheels of a new director.*

Perhaps this point will not seem quite so clear to every reader, as it

does to the author of the present Thoughts.

Art. 35. Considerations on the Eftahlijhment of a Regency. 8vo.

is. 6d. Stockdale.

The author of this pamphlet encounters the idea which had been

thrown out, that " in such a cafe as the present, the whole power,

authority, aud prerogative of the King, devolve immediately, and of

right, to the person next in fuccejjion to the crown, in thefame manner at

in the event of a demise." This is our author's text, and his discourse

on it, though intended as a refutation of the above principle, is con

ducted with moderation, decency, temper, and knowlege of the

subject ; yet we look on this to be the pamphlet to which a noble

Law Lord alluded in the House ; and of which he spoke in terms of

the most sovereign contempt.

Art. 36. Answer to the " Considerations on the Establishment, &c."

8vo. is. Debrett.

The answerer takes the other side of the question, and contends

that the ' heir apparent is of right sole regent, with full royal autho

rity, during the incapacity of the King, to act for himself; that it is

found policy, as well as law, that it should be so ; and that no con

vention has, or can have power, to change, alter, or abridge the

royal authority, which presides over the country ; though they must,

when necessity compels, change the person, in whom, by the law of

the land, it integrally resides for the good of the people.*

We do not apprehend that this doctrine of right will be able to

maintain its ground, with more success than that of indefeasible here

ditary
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ditary right could do, on former occasions, though it must be allow

ed that the question, at this juncture, comes to us differently mo

dified.

Art. 37. RefleSlions on the Formation of a Regency. In a Letter to a

Member of" the lower House of Parliament. Svo. is. Debrett.

Disapproving the institution of a council of regency, this Reflector

argues for the admission of a sole regent, in the person of the P. of

W. In speaking of Mr. Pitt, he expresses himself in a manner that

betrays the party-writer. Some of his observations, however, merit

attention ; but his style is too much studied, stiff, involved, and ob

scure.

Art. 38. An Addr'ss to those Citizens •who, in their public and pri*

vote Capacity, resisted the Claim of the late House of Commons lo no-

minatc the Ministers of the Crown. 8vo. 6d. Debrett. 1788.

A sagacious and keen assertion of the Prince's right to the powers

of a sole and unlimited regency.

Art. 39. Arguments concerning the constitutional Right of Parliament

to appoint a Regency, Svo. is. Debrett.

These arguments are urged in support of the right of the heir ap

parent to become sole Regent, on the present unhappy occasion. They

first appeared in the Gazetteer, Dec. 1 1. and are here reprinted for

preservation,—which they really merit : the writer is an able advo

cate for the doctrine which he maintains. His general conclusion is,

that—'from the moment that the incapacity of the Sovereign to govern

is established by constitutional enquiry, from that moment, the heir appa

rent, lying under no disqualification, is, de jure, Regent of these king

doms, ivith all the powers of the prerogative undiminijbed.'

Art. 40. Constitutional Doubts, humbly submitted to His Royal High

ness the Prince of Wales ; on the Pretensions of the two Houses

of Parliament, to appoint a third Estate: By the Author of

*' Letters on Political Liberty," in the Year 1782. 8vp. is. 6d.

Ridgway.

This writer's aim is to warn the P. of \V. against accepting the office

of Regent by appointment. Under the moderate shew of political

scepticism, this Doubter is in reality a warm assertor of the question

of Right, in the affirmative ; but he loses all appearance of mode

ration, and temper, when he talks of Mr. Pitt, of whose measures,

character, and capacity, he affects to make very flight account ; ex

cept when he considers him as the Cromwell of the age. This au

thor writes with great fluency and animation, but his style is too de

clamatory for the serious aspect of the occasion, on which he has

now employed his pen. For our account of his Litters on Political

Liberty, see Rev. vol. lxvi. p. 551.

Art. 41. A Translation of such Parts of the Rolls of Parliament, as

are referred to iri the Schedule annexed to the Report of the

Committee appointed to search for Precedents; together

with a Copy of certain Acts of the Parliament of Scotland referred

to in that Report. Svo. zs. 6d. Stockdale.

* The Rolls of Parliament being written in an obsolete language,

this translation of such parts of them as are referred to in the Report,

&c.

9
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Sic. has been procured t>y the publisher, with a view to five the

time and trouble of those gentlemen, who are deeply engaged in the

consideration of the important subject which at present occupies, al-

molt universally, the attention of the Nation.'

This is, no doubt, a seasonable, and may prove a useful, publica

tion. But Precedent«, referring to the provisions made by our an

cestors,' on particular state emergencies, in times of violence, and in,

the infancy of our Constitution, will not, we apprehend, be much,

resorted to by the present generation.

Art. 42. Report from the Committee appointed to examine the Phvficiant

ivho have attended his Majksty, during hit Illness, touching the

State of his Majesty's Health 8vo. is Stocicdale. ■

As there is no date to this Report, nor time referred to when the

examination took place, we conclude that this pamphlet was rapidly

hurried through the press ; it appears, nevertheless, to be accurately

printed. With respect to the opinions of the physicians, they have

already, for the most part, been communicated to the public, through,

the multitudinous channels of the newspapers.

Art. 4% The Profpecl before ut Being a Series of Papers upon

The Great Question which now agitates the public Mind. To

which is addeij a new Postscript, tjv . 2s. Almon.

The materials of this not.'ble pamphlet first appeared in the daily

prints, but they are now collected into a regular Bcok form, with the

addition of a postscript, founded on Mr. Pitt's declaration in the

House, Dec. 10 that the eldest Son of the King had " no more right

" to administer the Government during his Father's incapacity than,

" any other subject of Great Britain."

The author encounters this, doctrine with great vehemence. He

appears hostile to Mr. Pitt, in the extreme of inveteracy, and he is a

powerful enemy. He writes with the energy of a Junius; he is

well acquainted with, our Englilh History ; and (on his own prin

ciples) is a good politician : but if the friends of the i'. of W. wish

for his possession of unconditional power, in exercising the tempo

rary office of Regent, the overflowing zeal of this otherwise very able

writer will, perhaps, rather tend to obstruct than promote that end :

moderate men will naturally feel theml"elve> more ahrmed than con

vinced, by so much personal heat and party-animosity. His violence

reminds us of that of a turbulent Member of the House os Commons,

in Walpole's time, of whom Sir Robert said, " His noise prevents

" us from hearing his arguments." On the whole, however, this

pamphlet is very capital, in its line.

Art. 44. Fox against Fox ! ! ! or Political Blossoms of the Right Hon.

Charles James Fox : selected from his Speeches in the House of

Commons, on the Omnipotence of Parliament in the Appoint

ment of the Ministers of the Crown. Contralled with his present

Arguments in favour of Prerogative. Shewing how easily a

Staunch Whig may become a Professed Tory. To which are added,

The Speeches of Mr. Pitt and Mr. Fox, Dec. 10, 1788, on the Sub

ject of a Regency. Embellished with a curious Frontispiece, &c.

8vo. is. 6d. biockdale.

A transcript of the advertisement prefixed to this complement,

jfter having given the very explicit title, will be a sufficient report

Rev, Dec. 1788. Oo concerning
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coneerning the nature of its contents, and the view with which it wa*

published,

' As a striking proof of the political confisttncy of the Right Hon.

Chari.es James Fox, and a clear demonstration of the purity of

his principles, in the line of conduct adopted by him on the present

state of public affairs, the following Blossoms, selected from his

speeches, delivered in the House of Commons, is most respect

fully submitted to the consideration of the people in general, and

the friends of that Gentleman in particular.'

Art. 45. Brief' Deduclions relative to the Aid and Supply cf ibt ext-

tuti've Power, according to the Laiv of England, in Cafes of Infancy,

Delirium, or other Incapacity of the King. 4K). 6d. Debrelt.

Considers the constitutional mode of supplying the executive

power, in cases of suspension through any temporary incapacity in

the first of the three estates ; and concludes that the Heir apparent,

being of age, Sec. hath a natural and legal claim to act as Regent, with

fnll powers, &c. It is confessedly an hasty performance. The rea

soning is rather that of a lawyer, arguing from precedents (such as

they are), than of a constitutional statesman.

Art. 46. Short View of the present Great Question. 8vo. IS.

Debrett*

The design of this view is similar to that of the preceding de

ductions; but the execution is superior. The writer appears to

understand the constitution ; and he pronounces that it is above law.

Those who wish for an explanation of this dogma, may consult the

pamphlet ; which will be soon perused, as it contains no more than

1 6 octavo pages.

Poetry.

Art. 47. Poems on Slavery: by Maria Falconar, aged 17, and Har

riet Falcon ar, aged 14. 8vo. is. 6d. Johnson. 17S8.

We have already introduced to our Readers, these young fa

vourites of the Moral Muse: See Rev. for March 1788, p. 24;.

They have now taken up the popular topic of Negrœ-flavery ; oa

which they have said many good things, in very pleasing numbers.

The pictures of Superstition and Hypocrisy, by the elder Miss F. and

of a cloiiler'd life, by the fame hand, are well drawn, and happily

introduced. For example :

' Deep in monastic solitude entomb'd,

The bud of beauty wither'd ere it bloom'd;

The brilliant eye, where love had sought to dwell,

Shed all its lustre o'er the Cloister'd cell ;

The smiling lip, of bright vermilion dye,

Grew pale, and quiver'd with the passing sigh ;

The music floating from each tuneful tongue,

With midnight hymns the Gothic arches rung.

Here thro' Reflection's eye, the pensive mind

Sought with regret for objects far behind ;

And fond Remembrance, as she heav'd a sigh,

Drew back the soul just soaring to the sky.'

We do not think the younger lady one step behind her sister, in her*

advances toward the higher regions of Parnassus; as the reader will

1 2 perceive
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perceive by the following specimen, from the description of the mi

series to which she supposes ihe Negroe slave exposed :

' Amid the horrors of tormenting pain

He seeks for mercy, but he seeks in vain j

Affrighted Mercy quits the guilty land,

Where grim Oppression waves her tyrant hand ;

Where, to the savage herd, a harmless prey

Sinh faint beneath the fervid beam of day j

Or, haply trembling in the midnight air,

Sunk in the deepest gloom of lo~u> despair^

Or burning thirst, and furious want, combin'd,-

With wild distraction fire his glowing mind,

Till death restores him' Src.

Perhaps fell would have been a happier epithet thin low ; but we;

leave the choice to the good sense and uiste of this promising young

writer ;—as we likewise do the amendment of what seems a little ob<-

Jcure in that part of the quotation which we have distinguished by Ita

lics. —To her sister, also, we would recommend the disuse of that vile

contraction 'ueatb, for beneath. It is true, that she has seen it in.

other poetic writers ; but not in any whose example ihe should dtign

to follow.

Art. 48. JJn OJe on the popular Superstitions of the Highlands of Scot

land, considered as the Subject of Poetry, siy Mr. William Col

lins. Dedicated to the Wartons. 4to. is. bd. Bell. 1788.

This is offered to the Public as a perfect copy of Mr. Coliins's

beautiful Ode. If it is indeed, complete, it is to be lamented that

the evidence of its authenticity is with-held from the Public. Surely

the gentleman, who fou-d it in ' the drawers of a bureau,' should,

allow his name to be published, and give us the rutisfsction of know

ing whether it was in the handwriting of Mr. Collins; which is,

certainly, a material question. The lines th it supply the chasm in the

whole of the 5th and hafT of the 6th stanza, introduce the execution

of Charles the First, the rebellion in 1745, the battles of Preston-

Pans, Falkirk, and Culloden ; but the style does not seem, to us, to'

be in the manner of Collins. 1-or some observations on the Ode it

self, we refer our Readers to our account of this poem as printed ia

the Edinburgh Transactions : See page 532.

Art. 49. Peter's Prophecy ; or, The Prefdenl and Pcet ; or, An im

portant Epistle to Sir J. Banks, on the approaching Election of a

President of the Royal Society. With an Etching by an eminent

Artist. By Peter Pindar, Esq. 4to. 3s. Kearsley. 1788.

P. P. has declared that his muse must have kings for his theme;

and that kings must be had. It now appears that having no longer

a superior monarch to attack, in this country, at least, he has

turned his poetic artillery against the King of the Royal Society.

What this philosophical Potentate hath done to offend 'Squire

Pindar, we kn< w not ; but we observe that the mighty bard ha:h let

loose on him all the united force of h\s satire, humour, ivit, rancour

and aluse ; and against such an host of assailants, led on by such a

General as Peter, what king, prince, potentate, or philosopher can

slandr

O 0 2 We
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We are sorry, however, to see Peter raking in the cold embers of

that dissension which broke out in the R. S. a few years past, and

endeavouring to re-kindle the flame of discord in that learned and

truly respectable body ; but whatever may be the satirist's view in

recurring to that forgotten quarrel, we hope that the peace which

hath so happily taken place among the Sons of Science will remain

undisturbed.

Peter taxes the President with being an encourager of trifling pur

suits, and an enemy to the sublime studies of mathematics, agro

nomy, &c. We believe this charge to be ill founded ; and if such

it be, all the superstructure of railing and invective which he hath

raised on this sandy base, must fall to the ground : but we do not

mean to stand forth as the champions of Sir Joseph Banks : what he

hath done, and is daily doing, for science, will prove his best vindica

tion.

Other characters, friends of Sir Joseph, are here introduced and

ridiculed ; as Dr. Blagden, Sir W. Hamilton, Dr. Herschell, Mr.

John Hunter, Mr. Aubert, Mr. Daines Harrington, and other re

spectable names.

The title of this poem, * Peter's Prophecy? refers to the late

St. Andrew's Day, previously to which it was published.

• To Cæsar, who th' advice with scorn repaid,

" Beware the Ides of March," a conj'ror said.

More reverene'd, let a greater Ccnj'ror say,

" Beware, Sir Joseph Banks, St. Andrew 's day ."

If the poet meant to foretell that Sir J. B. would not be re-elected,

as usual, on that day, the R. S. took care to vote him a false

prophet.

But though we cannot, in this instance, applaud the satirist's

choice of a subject, we must admit, that there are in this, as in all

his productions, many pleasant strokes and lucky hits of wit and hu

mour. As an instance, we may transcribe the following simile, which

we can detach from the poem without giving our circulation to one

line of satire on any character introduced into the work :

• Thus when an host of grafs-hoppers and rats,

By men undaunted, unabasti'd by cats,

In hopping, and in running legions pours.

Affrights the Papists, and their grafs devours;

Lo, arm'd with pray'rs to thunder in their ears,

A Bishop boldly meets the Buccaneers;

Sprinkles his holy water on the Sod,

And drives, and damns them in the name of God*.'

• * This,' fays Peter, ' is actually done in Roman Catholic countries

by order of the church. In some places two attorneys are employed

in the affair of the grafs- hoppers ; one for the grafs-hoppers, the

other for the people : but it is the fate of the grafs-hoppers to have

the worst of it, as they are always anathematized, and ordered to be

excommunicated if they do not quit the place within a certain num

ber of days.'—The days, we suppose, are always calculated with

tolerable accuracy.

Whenever
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' _ "Whenever this ingenious writer chuses to make vices, mischievous

fillies, and errors, not men, the subjects of his poetical flagellations,

<we will venture to prophecy that his works will stand a fairer chance of

being transmitted to posterity, with the plaudits of every reader who

has a taste for this species of comic poetry. Churchill is already for

gotten : the reason is sufficiently obvious. His satires were personal ;

and the common lot of mortality hath swept away the very founda

tions on which they were raised.

Art. 50. Birch for Peter Pindar, Esq. A Burlesque Poem. By Pi'«-

daromaftix. 4to. zs. 6d. Robinsons. 1788.

With many unpoetical lines, and execrable rhimes, this Mr.

P x has some invention, and not a little drollery. He has

diverted us with Peter's trial for high treason before the privy coun

cil ; and it is impossible not to laugh at his description of the wreck

of the (hip which was carrying Peter to Botany Bay. To give hu

mour to a catastrophe of that kind, certainly requires some genius.

Had we wanted matter to fill up with, we should have been tempted

to extract this last mentioned passage ; but this is a month of business,

and we have before us many objects of much higher importance.

For a former poem by this writer, entitled " Sop in the Panfor Peter

Pindar," &c. fee Rev. for October, p. 368.

Art. 51. Royal Magnificence ; or the Effusions of Ten Days : a De

scriptive and Satirical Poem, in Three Cantos. 4to. as. 6d.

Bew, &c. 1788.

With some good, and many inferior lines, with a little wit, a little

humour, and a multitude of explanatory notes, this Writer has con

trived to eke out a very tedious satire on the festivity produced by the

King's late visit to Worcester, and on the innocent and very natural

curiosity of the multitude assembled on that novel occasion. The

gentry, the magistracy, and the mob, are all subjected to the lash of

ridicule, but happily the Great Personage himself, from whose well-

meant excursion all the hurly-burly sprang, hath not found a Peter

Pindar in this Worcestershire bard.

Novels.

Art. 52. The New Sylph, or Guardian Angel. A Story, lzmo.

2s. 6d. sewed. Lane. 1788. »

This little story displays a tolerable share of invention ; but the

denouement is much too easily and too early foreseen. Ars eft celart

artem : the business of art is to conceal art ; an observation that holds

with respect to every work of fancy, though very rarely attended to.

Art. 53. The Adventures of a Speculift ; or, a Journey through

London. Compiled from Papers written by George Alexander

Stevens (Author of a Lecture upon Heads). With his Life, &c,

by the Editor, nmo. z Vols. 7s. sewed. Bladon. 1788.

If it be true, that "Vice, to be hated, needs but to be seen," the

present volumes may go far toward rendering it generally detest

able. They exhibit nature in some of her ugliest and most unseemly

shapes : in the persons of highwaymen, gamblers, female prostitutes,

and bawds. We can scarcely accede, however, to the poet's propo-

O 0 3 suio»
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sition respecting the hidcousness of vice. Its operation on the sensible

mind is, no doubt, certain : but with the weaker it may have a

different effect. Deformity may be concealed by a splendid dress,

and may even put on the appearance of beauty. We mean nor, by

this, 10 insinuate that Mr. S. has at any time endeavoured to render

the cionstrr amiable; on the contrary, from the reflections which ac

company his narrative, iris evidently composed on Mr. Pope's prin

ciple. Bur, flill, we are of opinion that such publica'ions ate at

tended with danger ; and that the wrirer, while thinking to wain,

by precept, may encourage by the txair.fh which he exhibits.

Miscellaneous.

Art. ca. Curious Particulars and genuine Anecdotes, respecting the

late Lord Chesterfield and David Hume, Esq. with a 1'arallel be

tween those celebrated Personages, &c. 8vo. zi. Kearfiey.

1-88.

These 'curious particulars, and genuine anecdotes' are chiefly

collected from magazines and other periodical prints. The pam

phlet may, however, answer the editor's purpose, since it serves for

the vehicle cf abuse both genera] and particular. Generals as it re

spects the great, the fashionable part of mankind, who, we are here

informed, ' are but too commonly the least of all God's little

atoms;' and particular, as it affect's Mr. M— (a very ingenious

writer and relpcctable character), who is represented in the present

pages as ' an hungry editor ; a man who has sacrificed his patron's

reputation :it the fordid altar of 1'lutus.'

A copy of David Hume's last will and testament, and Lord Ches

terfield's speech against licensing the stage, are among our editor's

furiosities*. The * parallel' amounts to nothing: and how could it

be otherwise i

Art. 55. A Review of the Affairs of the Austrian Netherlands, in lot

Yearxil"]. 8vo. 2S. Murray. 17S8.

The late disturbances in Flanders, occasioned by the attempt of the

Emperor to subvert the ancient and free order of government in

that country, are too well known to require, at this time, any par

ticular detail. But with the measures which created those disturb

ances, many, we presume, are unacquainted. We have therefore

to observe that the present writer, aster having particularly described

the forms of administration in Brabant, and oilier principal provinces

of the empire in the Netherlands, has stated those measures with,

truth and accuracy, and in a very correct and pleasing style. He

praises the moderation of Joseph in yielding to the opposition which

was made to his authority j but we think with no great (hew of rea-.

son. His Imperial Majesty may rather be (aid, in this his federation,

to have made a virtue of necejjity. The Brabanters of the present

day are not the characters represented by Erasmus in his merit en-

* This excellent piece of oratory is not uncommon. Theophilus

Cibber republilhed it, in 1756, at the end of his 1'ivo Dissertations

tn the Theatres; together with sundry other papers against licensing

the stage. See General index to the Monthly Review, vol. ii.

eemiunt
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cemivm. They boldly and ■virtuously maintained their rights; and

Joseph in his conflict with the brave and warlike Turks, is perhaps

better employed than in coercing his subjects. Every idea of such

proceedings we, at Englishmen, have reason to reprobate and con

temn.

We cannot take leave of this intelligent writer without remarking,

that, in one particular, we think him somewhat deficient: namely,

the not having stated to the world the probable motive of the Em

peror for his projected change in the constitution of the Nether

lands. It should be remembered that this monarch, in the year

1785, proposed to the Elector-palatine, to cede to him the dominion

of the Low Countries, with the title of king, in exchange for the

Dutchy of Bavaria and its appendages, and which had devolved to

the said Elector on the death of Maximilian Joseph : but this was

strenuously opposed by the King of Prussia, on the plea of support

ing the laws and constitution of the German Empire. Frederick,

however, being dead, it was appareotly the intention of Joseph, by

an abolition of the power of the states of Brabant, and by placing

it in the hands of his ministers, to pave the way fora revival of his

scheme, notwithstanding the confederacy so lately entered into by

the Princes of Germany to preserve inviolate the established order

and government of their respective states. But whatever the de

igns of the Emperor might be, the execution of them is suspended.

He is now engaged in an expensive war, and in such a situation,

subsidies are agreeable things.

Art. 56. A Letter to the Right Honourable the Lord High Chancellor of

Great Britain, on the Subject of a Petition (now before him) re

lative to the Proof of a Bill of Exchange, under one of the late

Bankruptcies. 410. 2s. Richardson. 1788.

This pamphlet is evidently not written by a professional man ; it

relates to a subject very interesting to the commercial world, and the

Chancellor's decision is waited for with considerable anxiety.

The question now before him (which is never stated in this let

ter) is shortly this ; Whether the holder of an accepted hill of exchange

ought to prove the hand-iuriting of the first indorfer by direct evidence,

before he can compel the acceptor to pay it.

The Court of King's Bench, in the cafe of Smith v. Chester,

has decided this question in the affirmative ; but the consequences of

this determination are by most commercial men supposed to be so

exceedingly injurious to the interests of trade, that it has been

thought advisable, in a case that lately happened, to petition the

Chancellor for leave to prove a bill under a commission of banlc-

ruptcy, the hand-writing of the first indorfer not being proved.

The Author of this letter controverts the decision of the Court of

King's Bench, by instancing a number of cafes frequently, or rather

constantly, occurring in regular business, wherein the existence of

such a law would be productive of much mischief. The following

extract contains an account of one of the most material inconveni

ences, which would arise from the principle in question becoming a

settled maxim of law :

' When post bills are issued at the Bank of England, they are

very frequently made payable to the order of one person, when the

O 0 4 value
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value is received of another : and as the cashiers are without any

knowledge of the payee, or of his hand writing; so, if a shop

keeper happens to have received in payment one of those bills, the

payment mav be refused, with the expression of a doubt as to the

indor("riKnt of trie payee : and the holder of the bill suffers the loss,

because of the impossibility of his proving that which the law re

quires hi- should prove, before payment can be recovered. Apply

this principle only to the Bnnk of England post-bills ; require the

holders to prove the first indorsement, and not one half of the Dum

ber now in circulation could be legally recovered.'

Theology.

Art. 57. A true EJiimatt es the Light os Inspiration, and the Light os

Human Learning, before and since the Apostolic Age : lubmiited

to ihe Candidates for Holy Orders, &c. .(to. is. 6d. Faul-

der. 1788.

A zealous advocate for the doctrine of ordinary as well as extra-

trdinary inspiration, here expresses much dissatisfaction, on account

of the consequence given to human learning in Bp. Horsley's late

disiouiic- on that subject. Human learning (according to this wri

ter) not beiog the inspiration of the Almighty, can never give any

man the right understanding os the things of God and religion:

ministers ought to take th<ir learning from the bible, and not bring

their lerni. g to it, or make use of the Ignis Fatuus of earthly sci

ence to illuminate th ;t which is from heaven : and it is absurd, and

almost impious, to suppose that the light of human learning or phi

losophy is necessary for the right understanding, or clear communi

cation, of christian ooctrine.

The intelligent reader will easily perceive, to what school thil

writer belongs, and for what order of teachen his work is intended

as an apology.

Art. 58 Characteristics es Public Spirit and National Virtue : Oc

casioned by the honourable Union of Nobility, Clergy, and

Gentry, in Support of a late Royal Proclamation. 4-to. is. 6d.

Faulder. 17S8.

A piece from the fame school, and probably from the same pen,

with the preceding article. The first object of the writer's zealous

wishes, without when .'-e expects little public benefit from the Royal

■ Proclamation against prophaneness and immorality, is, the univer

sal reception of the fundamental doctrine of the gospel, justification

by faith in Christ.

•Art. 59 Three Letters to his Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury, en

the Prayer for dis Majesty's Recovery. Containing a Comparison

bet»v-en it and th'it of the Jews, soma Thoughts on Sunday

Schools, on the bad Provision for the Inferior Clergy, and seve

ral Anecdotes of former Archbishops. By a Presbyter of the

Church of England 8vo, 6d. Stalker, &c. 1788.

This prejlyter of the church is extremely dissatisfied with the pre-

s. 1 bed form of prayer for the King's recovery. He styles it a

•wretched composition os dulness and inconsistency, inelegance and abfurd-

5 . - - {yi
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its ; and he pities his brethren , for the dissatisfaction and indignation

which they must seer, as he did, on being obliged to read it. But

his charge against this production is not merely that it is languid,

inanimate, and ungrammatica! ; he arraigns it also, for its want of

orthodoxy: grounding 'his objection on the clause which prays for

the removal of that visitation, with which, for the punishment of

fur transgressions, it has pleased God to afflict the King. The writer

is very severe in hi* anima- versions on this part of the composition ;

and (without interposing oar sentiments on this subject) wemustob.-

ferve, that he is not singular in his disapprobation of this clause;

for in whatever companies we have heard it mentioned (and our

circle in society is not the smallest that may be conceived), that hath

happened to it, which besel the first Christians ; it hath been ' every

where spoken against.'

The angry author of these letters has contrasted our church-prayer

with that which was composed by the Jewish high-priest, on the

same occasion, and delivered, with great fervour, at the synagogues.

He has printed both in opposite columns; and in deciding the pre

ference, he warmly pronourices in favour of the latter.

In his third letter, the Author remarks on some abuses, respect

ing the provision for the inferior clergy; but for his thoughts on

this topic, and on Sunday schools, we refer to the pamphlet : con

cerning which, in general, we have only further to remark, that if

it had been .written in a more liberal style, it would have been more

entitled to our approbation.

Art. 60. Plain Sermons «a Practical Subjects, adapted to different

Characters. By the late-Thomas Gordon, Minister of the Gos

pel at Speymouth, near Elgin. 2 Vols. 8vo. 10s. Boards.

Cadell.

The above title gives a just account of these sermons: they are

plain and practical : they sliew that the Author had natural good

fense, improved by learning and observation : and they manifest an

unaffected piety, and earnest desire to serve the interests of virtue and

true religion. His religious opinions are said to have been those of

the church of Scotland. The style, though unornamented and ra

ther diffuse, is yet, on the whole, manly and agreeable, though some

time?, indeed, introducing phrases not wholly suited to printed dis

courses ; in respect to which we insert the following lines from the

Editor's preface : * Having studied not only he characters of his

people, but also their ways of thinking and speaking, he was happy

in the talent of adapting himself to their capacities and touching

their consciences. And his solicitude to do so will perhaps account

for some peculiarities of expression in this work, which as they occur

not in his other'writings, it may be presumed he would not have

used in his sermon.', if ne had not by experience found that they

were profitable to his hearers, either by er.gag.ng their attention, or

assisting their memory, or perhaps by facilita irg their comprehen

sion of his doctrine To the common people, who in most congre

gations are the majority, and who have the greatest need of in

duction, a pious and judicious clergyman wi 1 be particularly care

ful to adapt his exhortations.' The reader will now be able to form

some
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some judgment of these volumes, which are professedly designed for

those of the middling class, who thi.k not of elegance, or depih of

sentiment, or correctness of composition, but are satisfied if they un

derstand and are edified.

Art. 61. Sacred History, selected from the Scriptures, &c. Second

Edition. By Mrs. Trimmer. j2mo. 6 Vuls. il. is. Boards.

Longman, &c. 1788.

For our opinion of the first edition of this valuable work, fee Rev.

vol. lxviii. it seq. This second, and much improved, edition, with

respect to some of the volumes, being almost a new work, we (hall

Jay before our readers the Author's account of it, in her own words :

* The flattering attention which was bestowed on my labours, by

persons of maturer age, as the volumes were successively prod uced,

encouraged me to expatiate more largely on the doctrinal parts of

the New Testament, than at first 1 intended to do, when I had a vie\y

to the improvement of young persons only ; and having had the

pleasure to find that the two last volumes were honoured with par

ticular approbation, I thought it advisable, in this new edition, to

have the Old Testament printed in a type something smaller than

before; that I might have room for additional matter, without in

creasing the numb.)- os volumes. Conscious that there was not in

the first edition an uniformity of style throughout the six volumes,

1 have here endeavoured to correct that defect by writing new anno

tations to the greater part of the first volume; the fourth also will

be found considerably altered and enlarged. 1 hope this woik is

■j»ow free from material errors and omissions'; for 1 have pursued the

arduous pleaiing talk, with the most fervent desire of doing all poi-

iible jutlice to the important subject; and I present it to the public,

in a full assurance tlut it will meet with the same kind indulgence

•s my former production?.'

Having carefully compared the two editions, we must do Mrs.

Trimmer the justice to acknowlege that (he appears to have spared

no trouble to render this publication peculiarly deserving of the

public attention.

Art. 6z. Fourselect E-varjeiicnl Discourses os Mr. George Nicholson.

8vO. IS. Parsons. 1788.

From the above title we must conclude that Mr. George Nicholson is

well known in the world ; though we do not particularly recollect

him. The great end proposed by all persons who are sincere in per

formances ot this kind, is, to aavance the interest and prevalence of

virtue, and true religion. They may pursue this purpose by som«

different means ; but all the variety of means and notions are insig

nificant, and useless, unless they tend to this ; and this is the object 10

which the present discourses .ire practically directed. Though not of

a Calvinistic, they are yet of a methodistic cast ; but avowedly opposed

to the doctrines of unconditional election and predestination. The

style is declamatory ; and though not incorrect, is more suited to

extempore effusions than a well-studied discourse ; the Author fre

quently introducing such singular words as suptrnal, immarctjsible,

and eJj"e;;uatiou ; which have lather an affected appearance.

■ Sermons,
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Sermons, &c. in Cemmemoration of the Revolution,

in 1 6o3.

I. Preached at the Old Jewry, Nov. 4, 1788, before the Society for

commemorating the glorious Revolution ; being the Completion

of an Hundred Years since that great Event. By Andrew Kipois,

D.D. F.R. S. and S. A. 8vo. is. Robinsons.

Dr. Kippis has very properly remarked, that

* It is the natural effect of a long course os time, to weaken, and

almost to obliterate, the impressions which remarkable transactions,

and providential interpositions, at first make upon us, and which it

is desirable to be for ever retained. To preserve, therefore, the con

tinuance of these impressions to renew, to strengthen, to confirm

them, it is the dictate of wisdom and virtue to lay tiold of the season*

and circumstances which are favourable to purposes so salutary and

useful ! Such an opportunity is presented to us ihis day.'

The Revolution, he observes, was a most happy event to Great

Britain ; 1st, As it delivered us from the two greatest calamities un

der which any nation can groan—popery and tyranny: 2dly, As

this deliverance was effected without the ride or slaughter of a siugle

battle in England : in Scotland, by one smail engagement ; and in

Ireland, though the subsequent commotions had, at first, an alarm-

ing and dangerous aspect, yet they were soon concluded with vic

tory and honour. 3dly, The Revolution will appear to have been a

most important event, if we consider that it fixed the privileges of the.

subject, and the free form of the constitution, on a mo:c firm and

extensive foundation than they had ever stood upon before. Here

the Doctor has expressed himself in terms so agreeable to our senti

ments, that we shall gratify ourselves, and, we trull, our leaders

too, with his enlargement under this head. He proceeds :

* Some ingenious men have asserted that, in preceding ages, the

frame of our government was entirely arbitrary; that we had no

pretensions to liberty, till a little before the period of the civil wars;

and that the settlement in 1688 was not solely the establishment and

augmentation, but the proper æra and commencement, of Englisti

freedom. This is seemingly a high compliment to the Revolution.

But I accept not of a compliment which is delivered at the expence

of truth, and which, perhaps, has rather proceeded from a de/ire to

exculpate the Stuarts than from assection to the memory of William

III. After having read the history of my country with attention,

and, I trust, without much prejudice, I cannot but agree with those

wri vrs who have maintained, that our government, though imper

fect, though in some respects indigested, and not accurately and fully

defined, was, nevertheless, in its essential constitution, originally free.'

The Doctor successfully attempts to prove this position by indis

putable facts.— Other inestimable advantages arose from the Revolu

tion : particularly, the more certain security of our properties and

persons. It was likewise highly favourable to our religious as welt

as oar civil government ; for, at that period, Dr. K'ppis observes, it

was enacted, That no one nxiho is a Papijl, or •who marries a Papists

Jl.all inherit the. envoi. Then also, toleration first received a legal

sanction j
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sanction ; and an end was put to the restraints, fines, imprisonments,

and cruelties, which, for a series of years, had been inflicted on the

Protestant Dissenters. And it is no small honour, he adds, to the

reign of George III. that it hath placed the toleration of the Proteliant

Dissenters on a foundation far more enlarged than that on which it

formerly subsisted ; and that it hath relaxed the severity of the sta

tutes against the Papists.—The Doctor enumerates many other ad

vantages resulting from this glorious Revolutions among the princi

pal of which stands the Act of Settlement, which, fays he, ' hath

bestowed Princes upon us of amiable and worthy characters; under

whom there hath been a succession of every blessing which can render

human society and human life desirable.'

In the practical improvement of this pleasing subject, the worthy

preacher dismisses his audience with the following animated perora

tion :

' Permit me to urge it on parents, guardians, or tutors, to furnish

the minds of the young persons who are under their direction and in

fluence, with proper sentiments of things. To inspire their breasts

with an early regard for the Protestant religion, the rights of con

science, and the sacred interests of political and civil liberty. Set in

order before them the numerous interpositions of Providence in our

favour. Warm them with a veneration for the memory of King

William III. with an attachment to the Hanover succession, and with

affection to the mild Princes of the Bruniwic line. In short, let it

be the object of your fervent solicitude, that the cause of liberal en

quiry, of universal toleration, and of public and private freedom,

may live and flourish, when yourselves are laid in the silent grave.

This is a duty which is demanded of us by the regard we have to our

own honour, the happiness of our children, the welfare of posterity,

and the prosperity and glory of our country. Yes, our country calls

upon us never to forget so indispensable an obligation. " The God

" of nature," she says, " hath separated me from the world, hath girt

" me with the sea, and hath held me out a great example of his

** goodness; he hath bellowed upon me natural advantages of the

" highest importance. He hath given me the noblest model of go-

*' vernment; has rescued it from repeated perils; and, from age to

" age, has added to its improvement. At length, he has appeared

" for me in a Revolution which is unparalleled in its manner and its

*' effects: he hath made me the feat of genius, of science, oflearn-

" ing, of commerce, oflaw, of liberty, of religion ; and will you,

*' my son?, suffer such inestimable benefits to be wrested from you ?

" Will you not piously transmit them to your descendants f" Our

answer is, " We will never suffer such inestimable benefits to be

" wrested from us ; we will piously transmit them to our descendants.

** British liberty, by the blessing of the Supreme Ruler upon our en-

" deavours, shall be coeval with the globe, and only cease at its

" final dissulution." Amen.'

II. Preached at the Scots Church, London Wall, Nov. 4, 1788, in

Commemoration of the glorious Revolution in 1688. By Henry-

Hunter, D. D. Svo. is. Murray.

A very sensible and animated discourse. The sentiments which

it breathes are just, and the language is elegant; though some may,

13 ~ perhaps,,
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perhaps, deem it rather too florid. The text is from Psalm xcvii.

1, 2. For the benefit of those who have not an opportunity of con

sulting history, and to render the perusal of his performance as pro

fitable as it can be, the author thought himself obliged to subjoin a

few facts and documents relative to certain points advanced in the

sermon ; which may convey information, and awaken gratitude, or

suggest a conduct suitable to the occasion. After having given us, in

one of the notes, the character of the two brothers, Charles and

James, as drawn by Lord Bolingbroke in a letter to Sir W. Wynd

ham, the Doctor makes this judicious remark:

' Whoever is desirous of having full satisfaction respecting the ex

pediency, and indeed the necessity,, of the Revolution, and the Ha

nover succession, let him carefully peruse the whole of this very ele

gant performance. It is the testimony of an adversary, and therefore

may be trusted. Lord Bolingbroke is well known to have been but

a cold friend to the Revolution, and to have done all he could to de

feat the succession ; and yet this letter, the primary object of which

is a vindication of his own conduct to his Jacobite friends, is perhaps

the best defence of both that ever was made.'

We shall conclude with the handsome compliment which the Doc

tor pays to the Hanover family.

* To give full effect to the blessed change which had taken place,

and to render the enjoyment of liberty complete, it became necessary

to provide a security against future political evils of the fame nature

with that which had been applied as a remedy to the past. The se

curity proposed and established, was a law, which entirely, and for

ever, excluded from all hope to the succession of the crown, the

Popilh posterity of the exiled sovereign, and settled it on the Pro

testant family of Hanover, whose religion being thru of the nation,

promised the continuance of this inestimable blessing; and whose

character for valour, wisdom, virtue, and moderation, inspired the

hope of that public felicity, and national greatness, which long ex

perience has happily realized.'

HI. Preached at Norwich, Nov. 5, 1788. By William Enfield,

LL. D. 4to. is. Johnson.

Dr. Enfield has chosen for his text, these words, " Brethren, ye

have been called unto liberty," Gal. v. 13. Having enumerated

the blessings derived to us from the Revolution, he exhorts his hearers

to enjoy them with gratitude.

' As members of a free state (fays he) you should consider your

selves ts partners with your fellow-citizens in the common stock of

liberty; and as sureties to posterity, that this precious treasure shall

be transmitted to their hands undiminifhed, and, if possible, en

larged. It is unquestionably the duty of Britons to guard with a

watchful eye, the structure which it has been the long labour of ages

to rear, that it may neither be demolished by open force, nor under

mined by secret treachery. Such is the felicity of the present times,

that we are in little danger of being called to any hazardous exer

tions in defence of our liberties. The mad design of restoring Popery

and Despotism, by reviving claims which the law has long since an-,

nihilated, after two unsuccessful rebellions, will certainly never be

resumed. The present internal state of the nation encourages a con

fident
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sidcnt expestntinn of the long continuance of domestic tranquillity.-

In this situation of public affairs, our first duty, as subjects of a free

government, is to yield a peaceful and ready submission to lawful

authority. While the Regal power is constitutionally and judiciously

exercised, loyalty to the reigning Prince is not only a tribute of

justice and gratitude to official merit, but a debt, which, every Briton

owes to his country : for it is to this essential part of the constitution

that we are indebted, for the dignity, energy, and stability of ma

gistracy, and for our security from those disorders and calamities to

which republican governments and elective monarchies are liable.

At the fame time, then, that you faithfully employ that portion of

political power which you possess, in the election of worthy repre-<

sentatives, and heartily concur in every judicious design for the de

fence, or the farther extension of your liberties, civil or religious,

neglect not to honour the King, to obey the laws, and to had peaceable

and quiet li'ves in all godliness and bonejfy.'

We have been much pleased with the historical and political parts

of this discourse, the animated declamation which glows in Others,

and the liberal spirit that pervades the whole.

IV- Preached at Broadhead, Bristol, Nov. 5, 1788; being the

hundredth Anniversary, Sec. By Caleb Evans, M. A. 8vo. 6d.

Buckland.

The ingenious author of this discourse (whose text is from

Ezckiel, xxi. 27.) introduces it with some observations on the gun

powder plot. lie remarks that the conspirators were all Papists ;

and that some of them, even at the place of execution, gloried in

what they had done, and only lamented that it had not succeeded.

He adds, very justly,

« We do not, however, wish to load all the professors of Popery

with the ignominy of this black transaction. It is the part of candour

to acknowledge, that there were many of the Romish communion,

who, at the time, abhorred the bloody purpose, and as much re

joiced in the discovery and disappointment of it, as the most zealous

Protestant. And in the present day, I would willingly presume,

there arc none to be met with, of any communion, who are not

ready to join in a detestation of every transaction so inhuman and

diabolical.'

Mr. Evans then proceeds to consider the Revolution, and observes

that ' never sorely was any portion of sacred Scripture more strik

ingly verified and illustrated, than this was in that great event.' He

then shews the absurdity of applying it to the Restoration of the

Stuarts, as some of their friends have done ; and remarks that in the

present day these ignominious principles are fairly worn out.

• The very name of a Filmer, the grand advocate for tyranny,

though dignified with a title, is hardly known, while that of the

immortal Locke, the assertor of liberty, grows daily brighter and

brighter; and there is no man scarcely to be met with, who is not

acquainted with his writings on the interesting subject of Govern

ment, by which the very soul of despotism in Great Britain, has re

ceived its death's wound.'

The preacher, however, takes care to premise, that we cannot, in

conscience, relist a good and lawful government ;

* Nothing
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' Nothing (says He) can warrant resistance to any established go

vernment, but an attack upon those principles of liberty, civil or

religious, which, if once destroyed, must necessarily destroy ail

liberty, and overturn the very foundations of all feee and lawful go

vernment. In such a case, to resist is highly virtuous and praise

worthy, and will most assuredly be crowned with the approbation of

God.'

In his conclusion of this sensible and useful discourse, Mr, Evans

julllv remarks,

' It is no small part of the happiness of this day to recollect it as

one principal blessing of the Revolution we commemorate, that to it

we are indebted for the present reigning Monarch and his illustrious

family, under whose auspicious influence we may safely say we have

every thing to hope for, and nothing to fear. Our divisions about

the late unhappy war, concerning which the best of men entertained

different ideas, are at an end; and, blessed be God, we are once

more (and what good man but must exult in it?) an united and

happy people, with a King so virtuou3 and goo !, laws so jgst and

upright, and a constitution so free, so firm, and so excellent, what

remains for us but to provoke one another to love and good works.*

V. At St. Margaret's Westminster, before a Society of Noblemen

and Gentlemen, Friends to the Constitution, Nov. 5, 178&J being*

the hundredth Anniversary, &c. By Colin Milne, LL. D. Rectos

of North Chapel, in Sussex. 4W. is. 6d. Elmsley.

The text is from Psalm Ixxv. 6, 7. The Doctor informs us that

the two signal deliverances which are annually commemorated on

this day suggested the words of the text, as asserting the doctrine of

a Divine superintendence ofstates and nations: that this was very re

markable in the occurrences of the fewisli state ; and still more so in.

the propagation of the Gospel. He then observes that the doctrine

of the text receives farther confirmation from the annals of every

nation and people, and of none more than of our own. Here he

instances the Reformation, the destruction of the invincible Armada,

the Popish gun-powder conspiracy, and the glorious Revolution.

The reflections which Dr Milne makes on the last mentioned happy

event, are very just. His notions of civil liberty agree very well

with ours ; but we cannot entirely acquiesce in his ideas of religious,

freedom, which, he tells us, is ' exceedingly different from that in

novating temper which would overleap every mound, and destroying

the bulwarks of national establishments, leave Scripture open to the

wild interpretation of every enthusiastic visionary.' We had hopes

that nothing which we could question, would have occurred in this

otherwise sensible and pertinent discourse. But we think it incum

bent on us to remark, that, according to the Scriptures, we are not

K> call any man master upon earth (*. e. in matters of conscience

and. religion): and that we are to judge for ourselves. "AV'

( fay our Spiritual Guides) out of love to your fouls, ive willjudge

for you." This is very kind ! But when they lay one thing, and.

.Revelation and Reason fay another; our Readers will easily

determine which it is safest for us to follow.—We agree with Doctor

JV1 . that (be pattern of excellence held forth to us from the throne

is
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is transcendantly bright ; and we heartily pray that the good wilbeJ

with which he very properly concludes his sermon may be fully

realized.

VI. An Oration delivered at the London Tavern, on the 4th of Nov.

1788, on occasion of the Commemoration of the Revolution, and

the Completion of a Century from that great Event. By Joseph

Towers, LL. D. 8vo. is. Dilly.

This very sensible address is well calculated to excite a laudable

zeal for maintaining the important privileges secured to us by the

happy event here commemorated. Having expressed his good wishes

that in every age, this country may continue to enjoy the honour and

the felicity of publicfreedom. Doctor Towers adds, in a note,

« I also sincerely wish success to all the efforts of the French nation,

for the recovery of their liberties ; and 1 should rejoice to see them

possessed of a constitution similar to that of England ; and that two

nations, so eminently distinguished in arms and in literature, instead

of exhausting themselves in sanguinary wars for no valuable purpose,

may unite together in communicating the advantages of freedom,

science, and the arts, to the most remote regions of the earth.'

In this generous and praise-worthy sentiment, we heartily and

cordially join ; hoping that, from this time, w; (hall heat no more

of that illiberal and senseless abuse of our neighbours, whom it bat

been common for us, in the frenzy of national prejudice, to stigma

tize, as the natural enemies ofour country !

CORRESPONDENCE.

*#* In answer to our Correspondent, Y. Z. who thinks that in.

p. 226. of our Review for September, we have misquoted Matthew

Paris, or rather mistaken the meaning of his words, let it be ob

served, that the word argentum does not correspond exactly either to

a shilling, or to a penny. In a matter so uncertain as the value of

ancient coins, and their precise proportion to labour and the necc s-

saries of life, compared with that of the currency of the present day,

antiquaries vary much in opinion. The sense in which we explained

the passage is confirmed, or at least corroborated, by the authority of

Mr. Gibbon. See his Roman History, vol. vi. p. 303.

t3" From the very great press of temporary business, we must post

pone our answers to other correspondents ; they will be found in our

.Appendix, which will be published with the Review for next montb

Particular Omijfion in our last.

P. 461. Art. 29. in the title, after « by W. Withering, M. D.' add,

including a new set of reference! to stguret. By Jonathan Stoics,

M. D. Physician at Kidderminster, See also the note at p. 544.

%.<$?
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Art. I.

flijiare del'Academic Royale tits. Sciences, Sec. i. e. History and Me

moirs of the Royal Academy of Sciences ac Paris, for the Year

1785*. Concluded from our last Appendix, p. 630.

HAVING promised a farther account of the last volume

of the memoirs of the academy of sciences at Paris,

we resume the pleasing task of laying before our readers an ac

count of the labours of this learned body; which has for many

years been employed in making new discoveries in various

branches of natural philosophy, and considerable improve

ments in the arts depending on it. Philosophers cannot, sure

ly, be better employed, than in rendering their discoveries use

ful to mankind. For this end, an extensive kr.owlcge of facts

is the chief requisite. The astronomer who merely peeps at

the planets through his telescopes for curiosity, of the naturalist

who only admires the variegated wings of butterflies and

moths, confer little benefit on society : but if the former,

in consequence of his observations, simplifies the art of naviga

tion, or the latter, by attending to the oeconomy of insects, di

rects the gardener and the farmer how to counteract or prevent

the mischiefs which they occasion 3 their speculations are of pub

lic utility: and the more effectually to accomplish this end, no

discovery, though its use be not immediately apparent, ought to

be concealed ; for when known, it may fcrve as the ground

work for future improvements.

The first paper which now demands our attention, belongs

to the class of mathematics.

* Imported by Mr. Elmflcy.

App. Rev. Vol, ixjfix. P p . Math*
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Mathematics.

On the Analysts of indeterminate Equations. By M. Le Gesdre.

This memoir is divided into four parts. The first treats of

those indeterminate equations which- admit of an infinite number

of answers in whole numbers, and which may be represented

■ fi.l r.-l

by the general form Ay— ax-^-bx -\-cx &c. M. Le Gendre

confines his enquiries, chiefly, to the particular equation

n

Ayz=x—B which affords many remarkable theorems.

The second part describes the uses of the analysis of inde

terminate equations in finding the divisors to equations. This

is a curious as well as an useful part os the present abstruse me

moir ; a direct method of finding the divisors has leng been a

desideratum in Algebra; but though M. Le Gendre's con

trivances are truly ingenious, and will afford much satisfaction

to the speculative algebraist, it must, nevertheless, be confessed,

that his direct method will in some cafes be more laborious than

the common one by trial, or even than the solution by approxi

mation, by means of infinite series.

The third part contains a theorem for ascertaining the pos

sibility of indeterminate equations of the second degree.

The fourth is a collection of theorems on the properties of

prime numbers. The immediate utility of contemplations on

the properties of numbers may not perhaps be apparent to the

superficial enquirer: they are, however, the basis of oil arith

metical operations. They frequently afford concise methods

for simplifying complicated calculations; and, independently ot

the pleasure they afford, by opening an extensive field where

the human faculties may range at large in the pursuit of truth,

these speculative enquiries have led the way to the noblest and

most useful discoveries. Logarithms might be produced toron-

firm the assertion : they were discovered by the speculative Na

pier, while he was investigating the curious properties of

numbers in general, without any particular view for fllortenirg

the labours of trigonometrical or other computations to wbictt

they may be applied.

M. Le Gendre regrets that M. Fermat, who has cultiva

ted the theory of numbers with singular success, has not left the

demonstrations of those theorems which he has given. Among

these propositions M. Le Gendre particularly remarks the

two following ; every number is composed of three triangular row-

hers at most; and, every prime number of theform V>n — 1» "

thesorm px + q* + %r\ or, what comes to the/ame, its double isfo

sum os threesquares. He observes, with regard to the I*«i ' '
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it by no means characterizes those primes which are of the

form 8« — 1, for there is no uneven number^ simple or com

pounded, which may nor be of the form pl -f- <f 4" 2r% or which,

may not be, at the fame time, of the two forms pz-\-gz -f- r*, and

P*~\~ a% ~f~ 2r% excrpt only such numbers (whether primes or not)

as are of the form 8« — 1, which never can be of the- form

P% + ?* +r% but which are always of the form pT -j- q1 -J- 2r*.

The demonstration of these propositions is ingenious, and it is,

on account of the many deductions that may be made from it,

no less useful than curious.

The memoir closes with four tables, containing the different

divisors of the number i1 -j- au1, a being a prime, and of the form

either 8« — 3, %n-\-i, Sn -{■ 2 or 8n — 1. In a minute de

scription of these tables, M. Le Gekdre has introduced a va

riety of curious remarks on the properties of those prime num

bers which come under the forms above specified ; and the

whole memoir, containing 94. pages, is replete with curious and

interesting properties of different kinds of numbers.

Astronomy, concluded.

Observation on the Moon at the Time of its Pajsage over the Me'

ridian, about two Hours before the Occupation ofseveral Stars in

the Pleiades, December 13, 1785. By M. Jeaurat.

From this observation, which seems to have been accurately

made with good instruments, it appears that on Dec. 13, 1785,

at 9h 59' 7" true time at the Paris observatory, there is an er

ror in Mayer's tables of +39" in the moon's longitude, and

of— 10" in her latitude. In comparing Mayer's with de la

Cajlle's solar tables, M. Jeaurat has found that these last

give 3". 5 more than Mayer's.

On the Conjunilion of the Moon with the Pleiades, Dec. 13, 1 785.

By M. Le Monnier.

This, like the preceding memoir, points out the errors in the

tables: and it also relates to the difference observable in the

right ascension and declination of the different stars in the

Pleiades in 1748, 1755, and 1785 : hence the results of this ob

servation are subservient (which is a circumstance that the aca

demician has not mentioned) to the determination of the ob

liquity of the ecliptic and of the precession of the equinoxes.

Occultations of certain Stars of the Pleiades by the Moon, on

April 11, and December 13,1785. By M. Messier.

The occultations on the nth of April not being announced

in the ephemerides, were in part past, before M. Messier.

applied himself to his telescope. He has given the true times

01 the immersions of seven of the stars.

P p 2 The
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The Cennoiffance des Temps predicted, that on the 13th of

December, the moon would eclipse 37 stars of the Pleiades.

The greatest part of them were telescopic stars, and even these

were invisible, at that time, through a large magnifier, because

of the great light of the moon, which was then near the full.

Twelve observations of immersions or emersions are recorded,

beside others of the moon's diameter, as measured by the mi

crometer. No remarks are added to this memoir, relative to

the errors in the lunar or other tables.

Observations on the Planets, made at the Military School, in 17 83.

By M. d'Agelet.

This memoir is compiled by the Academy, from the journal

which M. d'Agelet left in the observatory at the time of his

departure with M. DE la Peyrouse, on their voyage round the

world*. The valuable observations, published by Mess. Le

Monnier, Darquier, and Dr. Maskelyne, are the models

which the academicians have followed in arranging M. d'Ace-

let's remarks. M. Cassini's observations did not commence

before 1785, so that the present memoir contains a series of

observations which connects M. Cassini's with those of the

preceding French astronomers.

M. d'Agelet had been long engaged in a set of observa

tions on the fixed stars, with a view to give a complete cata

logue of those in the northern hemisphere ; these observations

are omitted in this collection, and the reason assigned for the

omission is, that M. d'Agelet purposes to renew bis obferva-

* They set sail in July 1785. In March 1786, they were at

Chili; and in January 1787, at Macao. Thus far we have the

authority of the book before us. According to the public prints, we

learn, that M. de la Peyrouse left Macao in February, 1787, and pro

ceeded to Manilla; where he made a short stay, in order to take in pre

visions and water. From Manilla he set sail on the 9th of April, aud

pasting eastward of Formosa, he directed his course between Japan

and the peninsula of Corea, advancing as high as 52 degrees by a

channel unknown to European navigators ; it is formed by the coasts

of eastern Tartaryon one side, and by two large iilands on the other.

M. de la Peyrouse found the northern extremity of this channel so ob

structed by shelves and sands, as to render the passage through it I

impracticable ; he therefore resumed his course southward ; and in '

46 degrees of latitude, found a strait that brought him into the sea

west of the Kurile Islands ; and he sailed thence to Avatska, on the

south side of the peninsula of Kamschatka: where he arrived on the

6th of September. This account was brought by M. de Lessepj,

Vice Consul of Cronstadt, and interpreter of the Russian language

on board M. de la Peyrouse's (hip. He left the officers and crews of

the two ships in perfect health, on September the 50th, 1787.

tiens
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tions on his return, and to give the result of his labours in &

separate work. This indefatigable astronomer has often taken

the places of upwards of 80 stars in one night; and in his

journal, which is yet in a very imperfect state, the places of

above 4 millions are recorded.

Any abridgment of the observations would be impossible.

They chiefly consist of the time of the planets' passage over the

meridian, and their zenith distance at that time. Many obser

vations on the fun seem to have been made with a view to en

large or at least verify what was advanced, concerning the du

ration of the year, in the memoirs of the academy for 1782*.

On the Opposition os the new or seventh Planet. By M. Le

MONNIER.

From the observations recorded in this memoir, it is deduced

that the new planet was, on Jan. 7th, 1785, nh 43' 4" in

longitude 1040 13' 2s"y, and north lat. o° 15' 56". and on

Oct. 15th, 1784, at sh 48' n"f in the morning, its right ascen

sion was 1070 51' o" or 2"£, and its declination north 25*

51' 27"f.

Occultation of Venus by the Moon, April 12, 1785. By M.

Messier.

As these observations are useful for correcting the errors of

the planetary tables, we shall transcribe the six following:

Immersion of the enlightened edge of Venus oh 1' 50" true time

of the center of the disc, computed 2 36

of the last horn of Venus 3 8

Emersion pf the enlightened edge of Venus 50 28

of the center of the disc, computed 51 18

of the last horn of Venus 52 5

Other Observations of the Conjunction of the Moon with Venust

Aprils, 1785. By M. Le Monnier.

These subsequent observations were made on the passage of

the moon and Venus over the meridian soon after their con

junction, and they afford several useful deductions respecting

the motions of these two planets. At 20 53' 4"£, when the

moon passed the meridian, M. le Monnier makes the

Moon's long, i' 70 33' 59" lat. north 4* 46' 43"

Venus's long. 16 30 1 1 lat, 4 33 29

Observations on the Comet of "January 1785, made at the Marine

Observatory. By M. Messier.

After making some observations on HerscheFs planet, on Ja

nuary 7th, M. Messier looking at some fixed stars, discovered

the comet of which he here treats. M. Mechain had also

——■"■■ ' ' * " " "■■■ — —-■- —

* See Review, vol. lxxv. p. 505.

P p 3 seen
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seen the comet nearly at the same time, from the royal obser

vatory at Paiis. The short appearance of the comet, viz.

from Jan. 7, to Jan. 16, did not afford much time for many

observations. During this short interval, however, M. Messier

made 32 observations of its places, by comparing it with fixed

ft .rs of the constellation of the Whale, through which it passed.

A chart of the comet's path, and the fixed stars with which it

was compared, is annexed to the memoir, with two tables, one

containing 32 apparent places of the comet, and the other, the

right ascensions and declinations of 25 fixed stars used in ascer

taining these places.

This makes the twenty-third comet which the vigilant M.

Messier has observed at the marine observatory, and the 71st

whose orbit has been calculated. Its elements are as follow-'

Place of the ascending node - - 8* 2+° 1%' 15"

Inclination os the orbit - - 2 JO 14 12

Place of the perihelion - - - 3 J9 51 50

Log. of the perihelian distance - - 0.0581975

Mean time of the perihelion at Paris, 1785, Jan. 2;d "jh 58' 4"

Motion direct.

Observations on the Comet of March and April 1785, made at the

Marine Objervatory. By the fame.

We have here 5$ placts of this comet ; a chart of the comet's

path ; and the right ascensions and declinations of 19 fixed

stars, with which it was compared. The elements are:

Place of the ascending node - - 2' 40 44' 40"

Inclination of the orbit - - 2 17 7 o

Place os the perihelion - - - 9 27 34 30

Log. of the perihelian distance - - Q.6-<i024.

Meantime of the perihelion at Paris, 1785, Apr. Sd nh 29' 0"

Motion retrograde.

Political.

Continuation of the EJfay for ascertaining the Population of France.

By M. Du Sejour, le Marquis De. Condorcet, and M.

de la Place.

This is a long series of tables and calculations, which relate

to the year 1784, and of which the result* are, that, comparing

this with the preceding year, the births have increased 17,707,

the marriages have increased 1,196; and the deaths diminished

65,050. The general result for the year 1784 stjnds thus:. £

Births, 965,048; marriages, 229,827; deaths, 887,155. 3j&e

numbers for 1783 will be found in cur last Appendix, p. 6i8.>

Having now gone through those memoirs which we had not

before noticed, we (hall resume the consideration of those which

-we had barely enumerated in our former article.

• Th,
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The Theory of Jupiter and Saturn. By M. de ta Place.

By observations, it appears that the motions of Jupiter and

Saturn have undergone considerable variation's, which could not

be reconciled with the laws of gravity as delivered by Newton.

The comparison of modern, with the ancienf, observations, in

dicates an acceleration in the motion of Jupiter and a retardation

in that of Saturn ; while the observations of the moderns, com*

pared with each other, offer a contrary result ; for M. Lambert

has remarked that, since the time of He v eh us to the present,

Jupiter's motion has been retarded, while that of Saturn has

been very sensibly accelerated ; and M. de la Lande, from

observations on Saturn's oppositions, hath also concluded the

mean motion of this planet to have increased within a century.

Hitherto, the causes of these variations have not been explained

on the principles of universal attraction : M. de da Place,

therefore, undertakes this laborious task ; and he shew that,

so far from being an exception to the general laws of gravity,

this apparent irregularity is a necessary consequence of these

laws; and that ir confirms the truth of the admirable principles

of the Newtonian theory.

The memoir is divided into three sections; in the first, M.

DE la Place gives an analytical theory of the periodical and

secular inequalities of the motions of Jupiter and Saturn, arising

from their mutual action on each other. He has bees parti

cularly anxious to give to his results the most simple forms ; by

which means he has rendered them extremely convenient, and

easily applicable to the usual modes of calculation. What prin

cipally distinguishes this from the preceding theories, is the

consideration of those inequalities which depend on the squares

and higher powers of the excentricities and inclinations of their

orbits ; former astronomers, regarding only the first powers of

these quantities in their investigations, have consequently left

their results, which are at best only approximations, much more

imperfect than those of M. de la Place, who has included

the 2d, 3d, and 4th powers.

Having in the first section determined the several inequalities,

M. de la Place proceeds in the second to establish the theory

of Saturn's orbit Aid motion. In order to apply the theorems

which he had deduced in the former section, to either of the

planets, it is absolutely necessary to know the value of the con

stant quantities which make part of the algebraical expressions

already delivered ; these are the mean distance from the sun,

the mean longitude at a given epoch, the excentneity, the po

sition of the aphelion and nodes, and the inclination of the orbit.

The author remarks, that observations give only the true motions

of the planets, and that, to determine the preceding elements,

it is necessary to have a previous knowlege of the perturbations

P p 4 ~ to
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to which the planets are liable : the determination, therefore, of

the inequalities, and of the elements of the planets, depend

mutually on each other, and the only method of obtaining a

knowlege of each is by a succession of continual approximations.

M. de la Place, therefore, uses the elements that former astro

nomers have established, to approximate nearly the changes which

the planetary motions undergo ; and the elements, rectified by

the considerations of these changes, being again substituted in

the algebraical expressions, give the inequalities with great pre

cision. The epoch which M. de la Place has assumed, is

the middle of the present century, viz. the beginning of the

year 1750 : and the corrected elements of Saturn at that time,

are,

Mean longitude of the planet,

Mean longitude of the aphelion,

Mean longitude of the ascending node,

Inclination of the orbit,

Excentricity, ...

Mean distance from the sun, -

Mean sidereal motion in 365 days,

Having thus established the elements, M.

ceeds with rules for calculating Saturn's place at any given time.

Rather than form new tables, he has adapted a correction for

those of Halley, and shews how it is to be applied ; and in

order to evince its truth, he has added a long list of observed

places of Saturn, and compared them with the calculated places ;

the difference does not, in any cafe, amount to 2 seconds in

longitude.

The agreement of ancient observations with M. de la

Place's theory, serves as a proof that the comets have no sen

sible influence on our planetary system. The irregularities of

Saturn's motion have been shewn to proceed from the action of

Jupiter alone, and consequently that of the comets must neces

sarily be extremely little. May we not hence conclude that the

comets are bodies whose specific gravities are much less than

those of our planets; and consequently that the motions of the

comets will be much more affected by our planetary system, than

the motions of the planets are by the comets ?

The great length of these investigations has obliged M. de la

Place to reserve the third section of this memoir, which will

contain the theory of Jupiter, for the subsequent volume of the

History of the Academy.

Experiments on the Smoking Oil of Vitriol from Saxony, and the

volatile Concrete Salt obtainedfrom it by Distillation. By M. DE

Fourcroy.

This smoking oil of vitriol has been particularly mentioned

by former chemists, especially by Meyer and Bernhard ;

man?
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imany of its properties, however, are not sufficiently described,

nor the phenomena attending it properly explained.

This acid, which, from its consistence, might be deemed ex

tremely concrete, is only 5 gros* heavier than an ounce of

water of the fame bulk ; in contact with the air it continually

emits a thick white vapour of a sulphureous smell, but in other

respects, perfectly resembles common oil of vitriol. Being put

into a retort, to which a receiver was fixed, with the slightest

degree of heat, a large quantity of thick white vapour passed

over, and a considerable quantity escaped from the juncture of

the vessels, smelling like the vapours of burnt sulphur : in a

little time, and white the vapours were also pasting, a few drops

of liquor came from the mouth of the retort, which arriving at

the bottom of the receiver, formed themselves into a brown ge

latinous mass ; the vapours which were condensed on the supe

rior and lateral parts of the receiver, formed white crystals, re

sembling in shape and texture the sal sedativus. The liquor

which continued to come over, collected itself at the bottom of

the receiver, and dissolved the gelatinous matter before men

tioned. The vapour divided itself into two portions, the lighter,

following the curve of the superior part of the receiver, was

there condensed into a crystalline mass ; and the heavier, falling

on the liquor, was dissolved in it. These appearances continued

about two hours, when, scarcely any vapours coming over, the

receiver was changed, and the distillation continued with an in

creased fire. After seven hours, the liquor in the retort became

perfectly white, a dark coloured liquor having passed into the

receiver. Ten hours were consumed before the distillation came

adjiccitatem ; in the receiver were then found 7s ouncesof amber-

coloured oil of vitriol, whose specific gravity was twice that of

water; and the residuum was about 6 grains of a white saline porous

substance which had all the properties of calcined alum. The first

receiver, as soon as it was opened, was immediately filled with

a thick white smoke, and it was with difficulty that the saline

concretions formed in it, could be extracted. One ounce and

3 gros only could be collected ; the quantity lost was estimated

uts gros.

In a second distillation, with an apparatus proper for obtain

ing the elastic fluid, there was the fame saline concretion' in the

receiver, and the quantity of permanently elastic fluid produced

from 2 pounds of the smoking oil, measured 6 French pints f.

The academician is rather deficient in his description of this

fluid : he only fays, ' it appears to contain a little vital air, bc-

• A gros is I a grain lighter than our apothecaries drachm, or

59i grains Troy.

f A French pint is 58.1 English cubic inches, that is, jz, or nearly

■), of au inch greater than our wins quart.

cause

M
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cause a candle burnt in it rather better than in the atmospheric

air.'

The concrete salt is the next object of M. DE Fourcroy's

attention. From numerous experiments, he concludes that it

owes i«s concrete Irate to sulphureous gas, fixed and dissolved ia

a concentrated vitriolic acid.

Water being mixed with the smoking oil of vitriol, and more

especially with the concrete salt, disengages a considerable quan

tity of sulphureous gas, with effervescence ; after which disen

gagement, the oil loses its property of smoking, or of yielding the

concrete salt*: hence he concludes the gas to be the cause of the

particular phenomena which this acid presents.

7'tw Memoirs on the Tendons, and thsir Mucous Capsules. By

the fame.

In our Preview for December last, p. 497, we gave a short

history of these capsules, under the name of Burses Mucost, and

we should not now have resumed the subject, had it not been

for the sake of informing our anatomical readers, in addition to

what we before said, that a distinct treatise on this subject was

published at Leipsic in 1753, bv Professor Jancke. M. de

Fourcroy gives an analysis of this work, and shews the im

perfections under which it labours. The chief motive, which

seems to have induced him to apply himself to the consideration

of the mucous capsules, was the flight notice that has hitherto

been taken of them by the generality of anatomists.

In the first memoir, M. de Fourcroy explains the general

structure of the capful*, describes their internal structure ; and,

by considering their origin, shews the essential differences be

tween them and other membraneous productions, especially the

cellular membrane and muscular {heaths j and towaid the end

of the memoir he ponts out their uses.

The second memoir contains a specific description of all the

mucous capsules, which M. de Fourcroy has discovered, in

his dissections, about the shoulder and the elbow. The descrip

tion of the lemaining capsules will be given in a subsequent me

moir.

On the Stru"ure of different metallic Cry/lals. By the Abbe

H A ij v .

In this curious memoir, the Abbe considers the geometrical

properties of the crystals which he describes. There are more

reasons for investigations of this kind than may generally be

imagined : the most obvious one is, that crystals are seldom

found detached, or whole ; and if, from the size of the angle,

the inclination of the sides, or some other circumstance (which

may be determined by viewirg only a part of the crysta ), we

can form a just idea of the whole, this part of natural history

will be considerably benerked.

10 The
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The particular crystals which the Abbe here considers arr,

the cubical ferruginous pyrites; ferruginous pyrites with 12 pen

tagonal fides ; tbt fame with 20 triangular fides ; cubic iron ore ;

iron ore with rhomboidal sides ; iron ore with 24 fides, of which 6

are pentagons and 1 8 are triangles.

Independently of the utility which may be derived, from this

memoir, to the science of mineralogy, the speculative geometri

cian will find much amusement in the investigations of the pro

perties of these solids.

We are, at all times, happy in having it in our power ta

perform the literary promises which we make to the Public; and

are as much disappointed, as (we would modestly trust) they

are, when we are not able completely to fulfil them. With

respect to Foreign Literature, various unavoidable inci

dents occur to make the latter cafe but too frequent. With

much satisfaction, therefore, we have thus completed our ac

count of the last volume of the Parisian Memoirs ; thereby pre

senting to our readers many curious and useful particulars, with

which, we hope, th«y will all be entertained, and some, per

haps, instructed.

Art. II.

lettres Am'ericaines, &c. i. e. Letters concerning America, by Count

J. R. Carli, Privy Counsellor to his Imperial Majesty; with

Observations and Additions by the Translator, tfvo. 2 Volumes.

Boston printed ; and sold in Paris. 178S.

A Veil of mystery is thrown over this publication, which,

like a fine lady's gauze handkerchief, seems calculated to

tempt, rather than repress, curiosity. It is said to be printed at

Boston ; though the type and the paper are evidently French. It

appears to have been translated from the Italian ; but this we are

left to guess; and the translator, who has not only added a pre

face and notes, but also considerably enlarged the text, conceals

his name, though he frequently refers the reader to his Notes on

Don Ulloa's Memoirs, and to a Latin edition of Silius Itaiicus,

which he fays he has published.

We do not fee any thing in the work, that can render this

appearance of caution at all necessary ; except, that the Count

dissents Irom the opinion of the church of Rome with relpcct to

chronology, and assigns to the deluge a much earlier period than

is generally allowed : there are indeed a few misrepresentations of

passages of Scripture history, while the author professes the great

est regard for the sacred writings ; we are therefore inclined to

consider them as rather the effect of ignorance, than -ct- any design

to depreciate revelation. But most of these errors are corrected by

the annotations of the French translator, who seems to be better

acquainted
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acquainted with his Bible, than the Count ; and whose religious

convictions are founded on a principle so very solid and rational,

Chat we (hall communicate it to the reader, by translating his

own words :

* Every religion being reducible to fact, we ought not to doubt

the truth of this fact, after it has received a legal sanction from the

legislative body that admits it. Thus any religion whatever is true

in practice, with respect to that people, with whom it is by law esta

blished. In vain is it attacked, in vain is it defended; it needs no

Other proof than the law.'

Thus happily are the maxims of this philosopher suited to

every clime ; they may as easily be applied to vindicate the in

human idolatry of the Mexicans, as to defend the frivolous su

perstition of Rome.

The Count informs us that his design is to confute the asser

tions of M. de Pauw, in his Recbercbes Pbihfiphiquesfur Us Ami-

trtoixsy and to (hew that the Americans were descended from the

ancient Atlantides, so celebrated in the history of the earliest

ages. We (hall soon have occasion to express our disapproba

tion of the contemptuous manner in which this writer treats

those from whom he differs; but in this coin, our author has

amply repaid him ; for, if we except some general compliments

in the first letter, on his style, he is never mentioned without

some mark of disdain and aversion, indicating a bad opinion of

Iris heart, as well as of bis understanding. In short, no Inqui

sitor can (hew greater abhorrence of an heretic, who obstinately

refuses to believe tranfubstantiation, than the Count expresses

with regard toM. dePauw's infidelity concerning those accounts

of Mexico and Peru, which have been given by the Spaniards.

The first volume of these Letters is employed in refuting this

eccentric but ingenious writer, for which purpose Count Carli

bas filled it with details, collected from the Spanish historians,

in all which he appears to repose the most implicit confidence.

In this part of his work, he seems to have availed himself of

some of Dr. Robertson's observations, though he censures his

history as deficient, and accuses its ingenious author of paying

his court to M. de Pauw, by wilful ignorance or misrepresenta

tion of the principles of the Peruvian government, and hence of

refusing to acknowlege this people as a civilized nation. But

into whatever errors of this nature Dr. Robertson may have

been led, the Count cannot be reproached with any such sins

of omission ; he seems to have collected, not only all the

truths that have been told, but also all the fictions that have

been invented ; and ascribes to the Mexicans and Peruvians

a perfection in arts and sciences, as well as in political institu

tion?, of which, many particulars are inconsistent with each

other, and the whole far beyond the limits of probability. Ac

cording to his representation, the government of Peru was such

94
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as could not really exist among them, unless, not only the In-

cas, but all their subordinate ministers and officers, were indeed

of a race superior to mankind, and unaffected by any of those

passions which render the restraints of law necessary to the go

vernors, as well as to the governed. That the minds of an ig

norant people might be totally enslaved by the influence of

superstition, that their religious reverence for their sovereign

might silence the complaints of discontent, and suppress the

feelings of resentment, is not at all improbable; but the asser

tion that no nation was ever so happy in its government as the

Peruvians, and that the felicity of the people was uniformly the

object and effect of the administration of the Incas and their

officers, is a gross insult to common sense, and argues a strange

inattention to the influence of ambition and absolute power on

the moral characters of mankind. The Count also believes,

that traces of the religious rites and customs of the church of

Rome, such as auricular confession, the sacerdotal tonsure, and

aspersion with holy water, were found among the Mexicans and

Peruvians; nay, he asserts that they practised ceremonies which,

in their form and design, resembled baptism, and the communion

of bread and wine.

The conformity which the Count thinks may be observed

between the customs and usages of the Americans, and those of

the inhabitants of our hemisphere, leads him to suppose that

they have not always been separated from each other, as they

now are, by an immense extent of sea. This conformity is,

according to him, remarkably striking between the Mexi

cans and the Egyptians, and between the Chinese and the

Peruvians. To account for the resemblance in the former case,

he supposes the Atlantis, mentioned by Plato, to have been an

ifknd, extending from forty degrees north, to forty degrees

south latitude, with narrow seas on the east and west, by tra

versing which, its inhabitants could easily pass over into either

continent ; he conjectures that a colony from this island, under

the command of Atlas, came into Africa and Europe, and hav

ing conquered these countries, instructed their new subjects in

the orinciples of astronomy and of the arts.

To confirm this hypothesis, which is by no means new, the

Count observes, that such an emigration is not only mentioned

by some of the ancient historians, but also alluded to in the

fabulous traditions concerning Atlas, the Egyptian Hercules,

the gardens of the Hefperides, and the heroes who were said

to be the sons of Neptune or the ocean : he also insists on the

tradition, which is said to have prevailed among the Mexicans,

that a people should come from the east, whose king was de

scended from their ancient princes, and who should reform their

government and laws. We will not dispute the possibility of

such
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such a tradition in America ; but, when we are told that Monte-

suma informed Cortes of ir, and acknowleged to him that be

thought it fulfilled in the arrival of the Spaniards, we cannot

help looking on the whole story as of very doubtful authority.

Count Carli conjectures that the Mediterranean, the Adriatic,

and Ægean seas, were formed by the deluge which destroyed

the Atlantis, and that, before this revolution, the space now

covered by these seas was dry land, with only a few large lake;,

into which the rivers discharged themselves j be imagines that,

since this event, the waters ot the Mediterranean have risen five

hundred, and those of the Atlantic, six hundred fathoms; and

maintains that, were the western ocean to subside to this level,

we should discover a tract of land corresponding with his idea

of the Atlantis. To confirm this, he gives a chart of the At

lantic, and refers to that of M. Buache, by which there appears

to be a series of hanks, extending on a line, which makes an

angle of thirty-five degrees with the equator, from Rjo Grande,

or the Flats of St. Roche in Brazil, to Cape Tangrin on the

Coast of Guinea ; from these topographical observations, and

iiom the situation of the islands in those seas, the author deduces

some very plausible presumptions in favour of this part of his hy

pothesis.

The destruction of the Atlantis, the Count thinks, was

effected by the deluge of Ogygcs, which, he supposes, happened

in the time of the Egyptian Hercules, long after that of Noah,

and about four thousand years before the Christian æra. In

support of this conjecture, he argues that, as the Americans

were ignorant of the use of iron, of coin, and of the art of

writing, it is natural to conclude, that the communication be

tween them and the inhabitants of our continent, had been de

stroyed before mankind had any knowlcge of these inventions ;

but these, he assert--, were known in China three thousand years

before Christ. We shall not detain the reader with our doubts

concerning the authenticity of the Chinese chronology, and of

the astronomical observation?, by which it is supposed to be

confirmed: Count Carli considers it as a point sufficiently

established, and confidently builds his hypothesis on it, as on the

most solid foundation. He supposes this deluge to have been

occasioned by the approach of a comet toward the earth; for

which purpose he fixes, first on that of 1680, and afterward

on one that appeared in 1682, the return of which, in 1759,

was predicted by Hallcy. Either of these will answer his tnd;

for, by counting ten revolutions of the former, or seventy-six of

the litter, he is carrird back to a period about four thousand

years before the Christian æra.

Before this period, Count Carli conjectures that there wat

a large continent between Alia and America ; and that Peru was

peopled
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peopled by emigrants from China, or from the Scythians of the

north, from whom, with Bailly, he imagines the Chinese to be

descended.

Such are the principal outlines of the Count's hypothesip,whicri

the reader will perceive, has not novelty to recommend it; but

our limits will not permit us to give an account of the various

conjectures and theories, adopted from different writers, which

he has made accessary to his own. These, together with his

own observations, which are very supetficial, are here assembled

in a manner so confused and irregular, that the reader is bewil

dered in a labyrinth of digressions and repetitions,

Congeflaque eodem

Non benejunilarum dijcordla fem'ina rerum.

In the concluding letter, is an extract from one written to

the author by M. d'Anffi de Villoison, of the Academy of Inscrip

tions, giving an account of a sea-chart preserved in the library

of St. Mark at Venice, which bears this inscription ; Andreas

Biancbo de Venetiis me fecit, M.CCCC.XXXVI. The

Antilles are there drawn, and the words Ifola Antillia written

near them, by the fame hand. The Count takes leave of his

readers with the promise of another work, in which he will

prove that, by the Hebrew word Parvaim, is meant Brazil, to

which the fleets of Solomon made a three years voyage. He also

contends that the venereal disease was mentioned by Moses, and

was comprehended in David's imprecation against Toab, 2 Sa

muel, iii. 29: he asserts that, so early as the ninth century, the

Arabians understood the use of mercury in the cure of this dis

temper; that this was the principal ingredient in the unguentum

Saracenicum, with which the" celebrated physician Pintor cured

Cardinal de Segorbe ; and that, in a Latin poem, printed in

1480, and preserved in the Mazarine Library, the poet com

plains that the ravages of this disease, which he calls genus morbi

commune Gal/is et Iberis, had for some time been more destructive

than before.

Art. III.

Lettres de Monsieur Euler a une PrinceJJe d'Mtmagne, &c. i.e. Letters

from M. Euler to a German Princess, on various Subjects rela

tive to Natural and Moral Philosophy ; a new Edition, with.

Additions, by the Marquis De Condorcet and. M. De la

Croix. Vol. I. and II. 8vo. Paris. 1788.

THESE excellent Letters, having long been kn»wn and

admired, need not our recommendation. The ad

ditions announced in the title-page, consist of the < ulogy on

the author, delivered in the Academy of Sciences, and of some

particulars concerning the calculation of chances^ which, rhe

editors
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editors think, ought not to be omitted in a course of philoso

phy ; some inaccuracies of expression are here corrected, which,

though excusable in M. Euler, to whom the French was a

foreign language, might expose his work to the fastidious ani

madversions of those to whom it may be most useful. The edi

tors have also taken the liberty to abridge some details, and to

omit others, which they conceive to have little connection with

the sciences ; most of the latter, they fay, relate to theological

rather than to philosophical subjects, and some of them to the

peculiar doctrines of the communion to which the excellent

author was zealously attached. It always gives us concern to fee

philosophy and theology considered as separate sciences, that

have little or no connection with each other, which is, alas .'

too often the cafe ; but we cannot help smiling to see the acade

micians thus performing the business of ecclesiastical censors:

Their known character exempts them from every suspicion of ill i-

berality, and we applaud their prudence, in thus removing every

thing that might obstruct the reception of these letters among

their countrymen ; but, as Frenchmen, they may blush for the

bigotry of their nation, which renders it necessary to mutilate

the works of a philosopher, because his religious opinions differ

from those of its established church.—Thank God, it is not so

in England !

A R t. IV.

EJsai Antlyt'tQut, Sec. i. e. An Analytical Essay on pure, and other

Species of, Air. By M. de la Metherie, M. D. and Member

of the Academies of Dijon and Mayence. 2 Vols. 8vo. Paris.

1788. 2d Edit.*

SCIENCES advance toward perfection by small and almost

imperceptible degrees ; and the more rapid these advance

ments become by means of a multitude of newly discovered facts,

the greater is the necessity for arranging those facts in a proper

order,—for reconciling them with each other,—and for esta

blishing, from them, first, otfundamental principles.

With respect to the different species of permanently elastic

fluids, the discoveries that have been made concerning them

within these sew years, are numerous ; they are dispersed through

the writings of several modern authors, and make no incon

siderable part of the journals of most of the learned societies in

Europe. To compare these discoveries with each other, to re

concile those that are apparently contradictory, and to establish

a general theory on the whole, taken together, must necessarily

be a laborious task; independently of the judgment and circum

spection which arc equally necessary to its accomplishment,

■fc——^—■—^—»——^*

* The first edition escaped our notice.

M. DE
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M. DK la Metherie, well acquainted with the later dis

coveries, accustomed to experimental inquiries, and cautious in

drawing his conclusions, has undertaken this important work ;

and, in the volumes before us, has given, in one view, the

various facts that have been related by others, or discovered by

himself. Cultivating, as we learn from his preface, the sciences

merely for their own fake, and being an enemy to all party

spirit, he has sought out the truth with diligence, and recorded

his discoveries with fidelity. He is far from believing that he

may not have committed errors. The opinions which he has

adopted are deduced from facts only, and he is ready to retract

them whenever other facts are discovered, by which they may

be invalidated.

The first objects of his attention are fire, light, and beat. We

shall briefly give the results of his investigations on these abstruse

subjects, of which he treats in his first six chapters. He con

cludes,

That there exists an ethereal matter, a fluid, of the greatest

subtility ; which, when set in motion by bodies in the state of

ignition, produces light, in a manner similar to that by which

the tremulous motion of the air caused by sonorous bodies, pro

duces found : That this luminous fluid or ethereal matter is ho

mogeneous, and ought to be classed among those substances

which are called elementary : That it is the fame with that which

has been described under the name of igneous fluid, or elemen

tary fire* : That the primary particles (les molecules) of this fluid

are spherical, perfectly elastic, and endowed with considerable

activity: That this fluid, combined with some other principle

more gross than itself, probably pure air, in a small quantity,

constitutes the matter of heat; and that the matter of heat is a

fluid possessed of the common properties of all other fluids ; it

penetrates all bodies that are exposed to it, as water penetrates

porous substances that are plunged into it : in this state, M. de

la Metherie, following other philosophers, calls it free or

jenfibU heat. It constantly endeavours to preserve an equilibrium ;

consequently a heated body placed near a cold body, will give, or

part with, so much heat, as to make an equilibrium, or equal de

gree of heat in each. This communication of heat is in proportion

to the masses of the bodies, if the bodies themselves be homoge

neous. Different bodies have a greater or less affinity to the matter

of heat, and consequently are capable of taking different quanti

ties of it. And in this state it is called latent or specific heat.

The matter of heat may combine itself with other bodies,

and become one of their constituent parts, and in that state he

* It is possible that these two fluids may be different. M. d: la

Metherie supposes them to be one and the fame, but capable of

producing different effects. ' '

' App, Rev. Vol. lxxix. Q^q calls
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calls it chaltur combiner, or causticon ; it is the fame principle

which the ancients called catidum, or un£iuosumt and what Le-

Meri, with several others, have denominated the matter ofJire. '

Quicklime, after having undergone a vio'ent calcination, con

tains a great quantity of this tauflictn or combined heat; the

al Italics also, which have a grrat resemblance to lime, contain

this fame principle, and to it M. r>E la Metherie attributes

their activity : the energy of acids is likewise attributed to the

taujlicon which enters their composition.

The caustUon gives a great activity to all those bodies which

contain it, but it cannot render them combustible : it is there

fore different from the inflammable principle, or the principle of

combustion. M. de la Metherie now comes to the grand

question, which at this time has made a division among chemists :

Is the inflammable principle a distinct elementary substance, and

a component part of combustible bodies ? or are combustible bo

dies simple elementary substances?

Stahl thought that the inflammable principle was a distinct

substance, and that it might pass from one body into another.

This also is M. de la Metherie's opinion. The causticon,

or the matter of heat, may combine itself with a certain quan

tity of air or os water, and it will then lose part of its activity,

and preserve only that primary quality of being able to produce

fire or flame, on certain occasions. It then takes another name,

viz. the inflammable principle. This principle is the inflam

mable air of the present chemists, and the phlogiston of Stahl.

In the seventh chapter, he refutes the opinion of Moschen-

broeck, who thought cold a distinct substance. He shews

that it is only a privation of sensible heat ; and he gives

the known methods of augmenting it. The matter of heat

continually combining itself with other substances, diminishes

the quantity of sensible heat ; an excessive degree of cold would

then take place over the whole surface of the globe, if certain

Causes did not exist that might counterbalance this effect. These

causes appear to M. de la Metherie to be, the central heat,

and the presence of the sun ; and the examination of these causes

forms the subject of the next chapter.

Chap. IX. treats of fluids and bodies in an seriform state. Ac

cording to the doctrine here delivered, every solid body becomes

fluid by the addition of the matter of heat, and if more heat be

applied, the body assumes an aeriform state, so that every sub

stance may exist either in a state of solidity, of fluidity, or of

vapours. The substance itself is nevertheless the fame in all

these three states, although while solid it has the properties

which constitute solidity ; while fluid, those' which characterise

fluidity ; and when in an aeriform state, it obeys the general

laws of elastic fluids ; its nature still remains the fame, and only

asiuœes
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•flumes these three different states of existence, in proportion as

k is combined with d .fferent quantities of the matter of heat.

D fferent bodies require different degrees or quantities of heat,

to produce these different states of solidity, fluidity, and va-

porosity *. Hence, by the natural degree of heat, some sub

stances are always in a solid, others in a liquid form, and others

in the form of air or vapour.

M. de la Metherie, having shewn that any substance is

preserved in an aeriform state, in consequence of the quantity of

heat which it contains, proceeds to describe the following spe

cies of air ; vie. atmospheric, pure, inflammable, acid, impure,

and nitrous.

The next object of the Author's attention is the electrical

fluid, which he supposes to be fire, the luminous fluid, or per

haps the mafer of heat in violent motion, and combined with

pure air. This opinion is given merely as a conjecture ; he

acknowleges that it is not demonstrated, but adds, * that it is

conformable to analogies deducible from known experiments.'

The two following chapters are employed in describing the

inflammable phosphoric, and the inflammable sulphureous airs.

The former is obtained from phosphorus, digested with any of

the deaerated alkalies, quick-lime, or metallic calces, and has

the peculiar property of detonating with the simple contact of

pure or atmospheric air. Tne latter is the hepatic air of other

authors, which, from many experiments here related, appears to

be a combination of inflammable air with the sulphureous acid.

The Author supposes that the cau/lLen, or matter of heat, is

the substance which unites them. The phosphoric inflammable

air consists of inflammable air united with the phosphoric acid,

by means of the cauflicon: but he does not pretend to give any

account how the matter of heat acts, in forming these com

pounds.

The numerous discoveries that have lately been made respect

ing aeriform fluids, have thrown new light on some of the

operations of vegetation ; it is therefore necessary that vegeta

tion should have a chapter allotted to it in a treatise on airs.

M. de la Metherie describes the principal phenomena of ve

getation, relates the experiments of Priestley, Ingenhousz,

and other philosophers, compares them with his own, and pro

ceeds to the analysis of the different substances found in ve

getables.

The second volume commences with a chapter on respiration.

We here find an objection to part of Dr. Priestley's theory j

but it is founded on a misapprehension of the Doctor's mean-

* This is a new word; the science seems to want it, and we have

used it, although without an authority.

Q.q 2 '"«•
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ing. M. de la Metherie says, * Dr. Priestley's experi

ments prove, that the blood imparts to the pure air a principle

which .vitiates it, and changes it into acid air and impure air.

Dr. Priestley thinks these effects are owing to phlogiston.

But the fame phlogiston cannot change pure air into acid, and

into impure air. It is therefore necessary that there should be

two causes to produce these two effects.' And the Author pro

ceeds to ascertain these causes. Now Dr. Priestley fays,

that the air vitiated by breathing is phlogisticated, or, as M. de

la Metherie calls it, impute air, and contains no acid air.

This mistake has frequently been made both by foreigners and

natives ; and we have often mentioned it : see Rev. vol. Ixi.

p. 384. In this chapter, the Author also attacks Dr. Crawford's

theory of animal heat ; he fays, ' The heat which the blood

acquires in the lungs cannot be wholly attributed to this cause

[viz. the deposition of absolute heat by the pure air}; the

greatest part of it is owing to the augmentation of the motion

which the blood receives in that viscus. This acceleration is in

the proportion of the mass of the lungs to that of the whole

body, because the blood of the aorta, which goes to every part

of the body, passes in the fame time through the lungs ; and the

circulation, thus accelerated, produces the heat.' This is an

extraordinary paragraph : In the first place, the Author con

founds absolute with sensible heat ; and the distinction between

them forms the very basis of Dr. Crawford's theory : Secondly,

it. is by no means proved that the motion of the blood in the

lungs is greater than that in the rest of the body : And lastly,

the argument! which the Author uses to prove the increased

motion of the blood in the lungs, directly proves the contrary.

We shall add also, that we doubt whether the blood which goes

to every part of the body passes in the fame time through the

lungs.

M. de la Metherie's opinion is, that in the act of respira

tion, the pure air produces these three effects ; I ft, it deposits

some heat in the lungs ; adly, it receives from the blood a cer

tain principle; 3<Jly, it combines itself in part with the animal

fluids. He doss not, however, give a satisfactory account how

these effects are produced.

The next chapter is entitled Dt I' Anhnalisathn. The Author

here shews, that the component parts of vegetables are changed

into those of animals ; for all animals, either immediately or

mediately, derive their nourishment from vegetables : and the

live following chapters are employed in describing and analysing

milk, lymph, animal oils, animal acids, and animal and vege

table coal (charben).

No natural operation has so much excited the attention o(

chemists as fermentation; which M. de la Metherie divides

inw
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into two species ; one, forming (impounds, as that which produces

wine, bread, vinegar, &c. and in vegetables and animals elaborates

their juices, and forms Of them an astonishing variety of different

substances : the other species is that which decomposes the sub

stances produced by the former.

From experiments, it appears that these substances are abso

lutely necessary for producing the spirituous fermentation in

must or wort, viz. 1st, sugar; 2dly, tartar; 3dly, the extrac

tive part*, all diluted with a proper quantity of water. Fer

mentation also requires the free access of the air. M. de laMe-

therie thinks that pure air is absorbed by all liquors that under

go a vinous fermentation ; part of it is changed into acid air, and

the remainder into impure air: the specific heat of the pure air

is then disengaged. But the Author cannot allow all the sensible

heat perceivable in a fermenting mass to be produced by this

cause alone, because certain substances, as hay stacked too

green, will become excessively hot, and even take fire without

the access of pure air. He therefore accounts for the heat of fer

menting bodies in the following manner: One of the most ordi

nary causes of heat is friction ; now in all fermenting masses a

considerable intestine motion exists, which producing a friction

among the parts of the mass, must necessarily occasion heat.

Beside, many of the fermenting substances contain a great quan

tity of combined heat, which, during their decomposition, is

disengaged ; and, hence, another source of heat. But let us

return to the process.

The pure air being absorbed, augments the first motion ; the

acid of tartar, being by the action of the pure air disengaged,

acts on the other principles of the must, viz. the saccharine

and oily parts, as all acids do on these substances : hence a de

composition, effervescence, and disengagement of airs, &c. Part

of the airs which are thus disengaged, viz. the acid, pure, in

flammable, and impure air?, combine themselves, either with

each other, or with the absorbed air and the matter of heat;

and from this combination arise (naijsent) the new products

which we find to be the result or fermentation. The opera

tion however must be stopped in due time ; for if it is conti*.

nued too long, the airs will all be dissipated, a total decompofi-i

tion will take place, and nothing will remain but a vapid li

quor. The essential produce of this fermentation is spirit, which

is a compound, consisting of tartareous acid, saturated with in

flammable air.

Such is the substance of M. de la Metherie's theory of

vinous fermentation. From a number of cuiious experiments,

* By the term la partie extractive, the Author means whatever can

be extracted from plants, by macerating or boiling them in water.
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it appears, that in the acetous fermentation, the spirit of wine

loses some of its inflammable air ; but at the fame time the

pure air absorbed unites with the tartareous acid, and makes it

pass into the state of saccharine acid ; this again parting with

more inflammable air, and absorbing a fiesh quantity of pure

air, becomes true vinegar. 1 he bread fermentation offers the

fame phenomena as the vinous fermentation.

The putrid animal and vegetable fermentation are next de

scribed. These operations absolutely decompose the substances.

The mucilaginous parts, the resins, oils, salts, both acid and al

kaline, and all other parts, are volatilised in the form of dif

ferent airs, except a small quantity of insipid earth, mixed some

times with metallic particles. M. de la Methsrie gives an

analysis of these airs. Those from vegetables are acid, inflam

mable, pure, and impure ; those from animals are acid, pure,

impure, inflammable, ammoniacal, and sulphureous.

M. de la Metherie proceeds to describe combustion, sa

line subllciices, metals, and earths : but as we have already car

ried this article to a great length, we cannot enter minutely into

every particular that remains j we stiall therefore give a brief

view of the whole.

The work contains a general state of our present knowlege in

chemistry. The chief design of.it is to (hew that air is an ele

mentary principle in all bodies, and one of their most abundant

constituent parts. The Author has shewn, .that all organized

bodies, such as animals and vegetables, yield, and are resolved

into, a considerable quantity of different species of air. Nitrous

acid is compounded of different species of air and of water : this

indeed was known before, but M. de la Metherie shews

that nature, in forming the nitrous acid, forms also the vitriolic,

marine, phosphoric acids, &c. and that it does not employ

other principles in the production of one more than in that of

another. He considers metallic substances as acids saturated

with inflammable air ; it is therefore probable that they are pro

duced like the acids. Tr.e ammoniacal alkali also appears to

contain different species of air ; hence he thinks the component

principles of the fixed alkalies may be nearly the fame ; and the

great similarity which magnesia and calcareous earth bear to the

alkalies, leads him to suppose that their constituent parts do not

differ much from, each other. Analogy has moreover induced

him to think, that siliceous earth, which may be changed into

clay, may not be without air; especially as this clay may, under

several circumstances, be converted into the state of calcareous

earth. Thus all bodies in nature appear to contain a consider

able quantity of air. All airs contain more or less water, and

more or less of sire or light combined ; hence M. de la Me

therie teduces the elementary principles to these three, viz.

air,
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air, water, and fire, or light. As to earths, he believes them

to be composed of the other three, and hence earth is not an

element.

In the course of his work, the Author frequently corrects

the errors into which he thinks other writers have fallen. The

false conclusions of M. Lavoisier are particularly pointed out,

and indeed the whole system of that chemist is totally over

thrown. We cannot positively affirm that all M. de la Me-

theme's doctrine is true ; some of it is by no means demon*

ftrated j yet as his hypothesis explains the phenomena better

and more satisfactorily than any other, and being at the fame

time exceedingly simple, there is a propriety in adopting it,

until future experiments, and a greater knowlege of facts, shall

have led to the discovery of a better.

Art. V.

Bagavadam, 011 Di-Slrine Divine, Owvrage Indien, Canonique ; fur

VEtre Supreme, les Diettx, Sec. i. e. Bagavadam, or a System of

Divine Learning; an Indian Canonical Work ; containing Dis

courses on the Supreme Being, the Gods, the Giant;, Mankind,

the different Parts of the Universe, &c. 8vo. 34.8 Pages. Paris.

J 7 88.

IN a preliminary discourse, prefixed to this vork, which seems

to be designedly wrapped in impenetrable obscurity, the

translator, whose name does not appear, complains, in strong

terms, of the treachery of his Indian coadjutor, whose assistance

he had purchased to enable him to complete his version.

' After travelling 20 years (fays he) I arrived in Europe in 1771,

and soon found that I had suffered many literary losses. A manu

script, but incorrect, copy of the translation of the Bagavadam had

been clandestinely addressed to a minister, whose enlightened taste

for the sciences was not unknown beyond the seas. The person who

sent it was the Indian interpreter, of whose assistance I had availed

myself. This man had received from me 25 rupees (2 louis and a

half) per month. After I left India, in 1769, this allowance was con

stantly remitted to him, till the moment when I could no longer remain

ignorant of the fraud he had practised on me. In 1772! submitted

to the minister, to whom the surreptitious translation had been sent,

satisfactory evidence of my property in the work, and of the trea

chery of my Indian assistant. The answer with which I was honour

ed was perfectly satisfactory. I had absolutely lost sight of this little

abuse of confidence : but, about four years since, reading a modern

book of travels, in two volumes 410, I discovered, by several pas

sages, and even from whole pages, that the Indian had fold to the

author a copy of this translation, and of several other woiks purchased

at my expence. I regarded these new instances of treachery with

equal indifference, as long as I continued in the resolution to em

ploy myself no further on the materials which I had collected on the

subject of antiquities. With respect to these materials, some years

Q,q 4 since,
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since, after publishing an Essay on Natural History, I remained

still undecided. At length the prospectus of the researches allude

ed to having been lately announced, I had occasion to cite a few

passages of the Bagavadam. This circumstance induced me to

send it to the press. It would have been unnatural for me to have

appeared to borrow from another what was really my own, and to

borrow it too, disfigured by palpable blunders. Beside, I flattered

myself that this piece of Indian mythology would merit the attention

_ of an enlightened public. The copy which found its way into

Europe in 1769 or 1770, could not but be faulty, and often ambi

guous and obscure. This is sufficiently clear from the quotations of

the learned who have consulted it. These quotations, though very

short, have given rife to errors, of which I shall produce two or

three specimens.'

The following is one of these specimens :

' The greater part of the scholars above mentioned appear to have

adopted an idea suggested by iome note of the Indian interpreter,

that the Yedamt the Pouranam, in short, all the sacred books of aJl

the nations in these vast regions, are posterior to the final establish

ment vii'the Mahometans in the country. Having personal oppor

tunities of comparison, and of rectifying his errors, I encouraged

the interpreter, seeing in him some qualifications which fitted him

for his situation. But, born a deserter from the religion of hi*

fathers, full of narrow prejudices, and destitute of the principles of

criticism, he was only paid for translating the original phrases as

literally as possible. I may be permitted to employ a sew lines in

dissipating the delusion into which the too easy faith of these scho

lars has betrayed them.—Outrage, vexation, the fear of death, and

the temptations of ambition united, could immediately gain but a

very few distinguished proselytes to Mahometanifm. The miserable,

the degraded, and such tribes only as were held in universal con

tempt, are almost the only ones who have listened to the doctrines cf

Mahomet. It is no objection to the truth of this assertion, that the

many descendants of these miserable proselytes have since been pro

moted to eminent posts. What then ? Are the canonical writings, the

sacred repositories of the religious worship ofan ancient and civilized

nation, always zealously attached to the institutions oftheir ancestors,

are these only of yesterday ? posterior to the establishment of the Maho

metans in India ? No—this is the very epoch in which these sacred

books were concealed or burned—when the statues of the Indian

gods were mutilated, and many of their temples destroyed—The

iuperb monuments which call on us to wonder at the boldness and

the labour which erected them—monuments made to brave the

ravages of successive ages, have been long since abandoned ; yet there

we admire the idols stiil worshipped by the different sects ; and, at

the feet of some of them, we discover inscriptions In characters now

unknown. The most rapid glance is here sufficient evidence— every

thing attests the antiquity of the canonical writings of these nations,

and of the legends they contain.

4 The improper translation of two words seems to have led to the

misapplication of them in the present question. The word Toitleuier

was rendered by the Indian, T*rks, and Miletiher, Moors, which a

apre-
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a pretended explanatory note connected with the last invasions.—Bat

Touiouker means Tartars, with whom the Indians had wars from

time immemorial ; though the more ignorant Indians of the southern

parts now give this name to the Mahometans in general. Milttcber

is a term of reproach, signifying any thing impure, ignoble, or

one who eats of all things indifferently. Hence the modern In

dians apply this name to the Mahometans—and hence the error of

the Indian interpreter, and of those who have followed him.'

We leave it to the justice of our readers to determine the

quantum of punishment due to this fraudulent dealer in litera

ture, and to their penetration to discover who are the scholars

that have been misled by his mistakes. We can furnish them

with no fuller information than we have ourselves been able to

obtain, viz. That the Indian, whose character is thus branded

by the French translator, is, we believe, Meridas Poulle, chief in

terpreter to the supreme council of Pondicherry—That his version

of the Bagavadam was addressed to M. Bertin, minister and se

cretary of state in 1769 ; and that, in the year 4772, a* me

moir on the subject of this work, by M. be Guignes, appeared

in the 38th vol. of the History of the Royal Academy of In

scriptions and Belles Lettrcs, to which, we apprehend, some

passges in the preliminary discourse particularly allude. The

epus palmarturn of our translator, in the prospectus of which he

had occasion to quote the Bagavadam, is, as we learn from an

advertisement at the end of the volume, relinquished for want of

a sufficient number of subscribers.

The work before us will probably interest the curiosity of

those who are conversant with the religion of the Hindoos, or

rather with the imperfect and often discordant accounts which

are given of it. To such readers we might content ourselves

with announcing it as a translation of one of those Indian com

positions distinguished by the name of Pouram, or Pouranam.

But as the translator has prefixed an historical catalogue of the

volumes held most sacred in India, we (hall briefly give the sub

stance of it, without reconciling or even comparing it with

what has formerly been written on the subject.

The Indians, he fays, pretend that, toward the end of the

periodical age of the world immediately preceding the present,

a Bramin, called Viajsen, the son, or rather the descendant of

Brahma, collected together the Vedam, which had been long

before composed by his divine progenitor. This celestial pro

duction comprehended all the sciences, whether supernatural or

human, to the amount of sixty four. In the time of Viajsen,

its fragments were widely scattered and extremely rare. Its

fense was become obscure, and, but for his pious care, its very

memory must soon have been lost. ' He formed it into one body

pf doctrine, which he divided into four books, as honourable

f See Review, vol. Iviii. p. 540,.

emblems
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emblems of the four faces of Brahma. One of the book*

«a~ soon after lost, or concealed by a monster of impiety bora

in the sacerdotal order.

Viajfen afterward wrote the 18 Pouranam, or sacred historic*

in vene. Tradition also attributes to him the Mahabaratam * ,

a sacred epic poem, which celebrates the achievements of the!

house of Bourout, a monarch who was the ancestor of the empe

ror Paricchitiu. Lastly, Viajfen is supposed to have composed

the several + Chajlram, or Aliegorical Commentaries, with the

design of freeing rtligion from the rust of mythological legends. '

In this respect, however, our translator is disposed to reject the

testimony of tradition. He thinks it impossible that Viajfen

should have composed all the books ascribed to him ; and adds,

that the Pouranam betray many internal marks which evince

that they were not all the works of the sa,me author. They

differ materially in explaining the doctrines of the Vedjm : nay,

some of them consider Vichnou as the supreme God, while others

give the fame supremacy to Brahma, and others again to Chtven.

With respect to the dates of these sacred books, that of the

Vtdam bafflts all chronol-giol research. The Indian liter.ti

believe it to be as old as the original production of the univede.

Brahma, fay 'hey (i. e. wisdom personified), proceeded from the

bosom osG il, and the Vtdam (i. e. all sciences, and all truth)

appeared on his % lips.

The Pouranam, or Collections of Sacred Hstory, were pro

bably committed to writing by several learned Braminc, about a

century aster the commencement of the æa of Ca'yougam, or the

present age of the world (about 4788 years ago). It is (a<d

* See more on this work, in the article of Jyttn Akbtry, in this

Appendix.

1 The reader will observe, that we have retained the French

translator's spelling of the Indian names.

I In the 3; Sth page of the Bagavadam the origin- of the Vtdam is

described: we lhall subjoin a translation of the passage, though we

certainly do not intend it as an explanatory note.

' From the heart of the fun proceeded a living emanation, from

which have been produced the four acts of the spirit. From their

re-union proceeded seven principles, and the mixture of their varying

shades, or tints, are the luminous forms of the Vtdam Brakma

united them to his four faces. They issued forth by his word, which

is Truth. Viajfen, the son of Brahma, collected the Vtdam [0£i [her,

and divided it into sour parts, which he called Roiuok, Samam,

EJrou, and Adar<vanam. He taught them to his disciples Vayajam-

baytn, Samien, SoumanJcn, and Baileu, who severally taught them

to other eminent persons.'

We are elsewhere informed that Viajfen composed a fifth book of

the Vedam, to which he gave the name os Baradam This was in

tended for the use of the fifth trite, who were prohibited from read

ing the other four.

that
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that the Powanam contain mutual quotations from each other,

a circumstance which, if true, will shew them to have been

composed nearly about the same time. The Cbqfiram is gene

rally supposed to be of the same date with the Pouranam: though

the inhabitants of the north of India think its antiquity still

stigher. »

These different works, all of which are esteemed canonical

and inspired, were composed in the Sanskrits; but some of

them have been since translated into Tamoul Lbendamil,* dialect,

which, in the southern parts of India, is appropriated to scien

tific and religious subjects. The natives boast much of the scru

pulous fidelity of these versions, which are venerated equally

with the originals as a rule of faith. It is from the Tamoul Chen-

damil that our French traveller professes to have made his trans

lation of the Bagavadam, of which we must now give a more

particular account.

From several passages of the work itself we learn, that a Bra-

min, named Soukuen, the son and disciple of Viaffen, com

mitted the Bagavadam to writing, under the direction os his

father, its original author*. He was patronised on this occasion

by Paricchitou, the fiist emperor of I ndostan, for whose instruc

tion he engaged in the undertaking. At length, under the

hands of Soudsii, who was also descended from ViaJJ'tn, it assumed

the form of a dialogue, which it still retains.

The general heads of its contents are indeed expressed in the

title-page. The translator tells us, that it presents the outlines

of knowlege both human and divine, together with the history

of ancient penitents and venerable (ages: That it is the stan

dard of faith to the Vaichtnaven, or adorers of Vichnou : That it

exhibits most clearly and unquestionably many material articles

of their creed ; the existence of one supreme Being, and his

various incarnations, with the division os these incarnations

into those of superior importance, and others merely accidental

—The successive productions, preservations, and destructions of

the universe— The origin of a mythological history of the sub

altern deities, giants, and other illustrious characters of anti

quity. It contains also an abridged description of the different

modes of worship, and of the various methods of conciliating

the favour of heaven. It points out which of the/e deserve the

* The first book of the present Big.tvadam, which seems to be a

kind of prefatory dialogue prefixed by Soudcn, ascribes the original

composition of Fiaffen's work to the following circumstance : In his

other writings, Fiaffen had omitted to relate the history of Fichnou.

In the depth of religious sorrow for so heinous a neglect, he was

visited by the Patriarch Naradm, by whose advice he composed the

Bagavadam, as an atonement for his crime.

pre
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preference, and constantly asserts the unity of the Godhead,

under the name of Vichnou.

Very few ofour readers would wish us to analyze such a work,

and none can deem it an easy, isa practicable task. For these

reasons, we (hall add nothing to the translator's account of the

Bagavadam, the substance of which we have just given, but

immediately subjoin such translated specimens as may possibly be

perused without disgust by the common reader, while they con

tain some information for the lover of Indian literature and anti

quities.

The following extract conveys a far more favourable idea of

Indian religion and morality, than the general tenor of the Ba

gavadam will permit us to acquiesce in :

' Duties are either incumbent on all men without any exception,

or confined to particular tribes, or different individuals.

< The duties incumbent on men in general are, to worship God,

to remember the tutelar deities and invoke their afliilance, to behave

with tenderness and affability to every one, to commiserate and suc

cour the afflicted, to bear adversity with patience, to detest falsehood,

to distinguish between what is lasting and what is perishable, to ob

serve the fads appointed by religion, to give alms, to preserve con

jugal love unspotted, to abhor adultery, to speak little, to read the

sacred histories, or to listen to them attentively when read or repeated

by others.'

The following are the duties peculiar to the several tribes :

• TheBramins, who consecrate themselves to the service of reli

gion, are bound to study and teach the doctrines of the I'eJam, to

offer sacrifices, or cause them to be offered, to receive alms and to

distribute them to others.

• The Rajas, who compose, the second tribe, ought to study the

feJam, to offer sacrifice and give alms, to defend their country, and

to be always ready to march against the enemies of the state,

• The third tribe is that called Fajjuir, and is divided into three

classes : they are obliged to be acquainted with the precepts of the

Vcdam, to offer sacrifices, to give alms, and to apply themselves to

the exercise of their respective avocations. Thus the husbandman

must cultivate the foil, the shepherds and others who have the care of

cattle must attend to the increase of their flocks and herds, and the

bankers must also pursue their business with activity and diligence.

• Those who compose the fourth tribe, called Cboutrtr, are bound

in duty to serve the three former. The duties of women are, to be

good housewives, to suit their dress to the taste of their husbands,

whom they must cheerfully obey, to conciliate the affection and esteem

of their parents and relations.—The wife cannot plead the profligacy

of her husband in justification of her own faults.—She ought rather

to adopt such a conduct as may contribute to his reformation.—She

must even regard him as her god, arid for this she shall be rewarded

both in the present and in the future life. The potter, the bleacher,

the painter, the barber, the oilman, and other tradesmen, are all

boun.4
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bound not to withdraw from the duties of their respective stations.

Jt is, indeed, in an exact compliance with these duties that their hap

piness will be found to consist. He who conducts himself with pru

dence, gentleness, and patience, however low may be his extraction,

shall be esteemed in this life, and recompensed in the other. In

truth, there is nothing really noble but a virtuous life. Nobility

and high birth are only arbitrary and external distinctions.'

We slid!! only add the duties of the Bramin during his proba

tion, or noviciate, and those of the solitary penitent.

* The Bramin who is in his noviciate, should carry in his hand a

staff and a bundle of green leaves, which latter are to serve him for

a plate. He must wear, byway of scarf, the pudanoul (a cord com

posed of many threads). On his finger he must wear a bit of grass

in the form of a ring, on his loins a girdle of herbs, called Nanal,

to which decency must add a small piece of linen. A stag's fciti

shall serve both for his feat and his bed. He must be modest and

silent; pray regularly at morning, mid-day, and in the evening;

and he must recite the appointed hymns in praise of the Sun, at the.

dawn and at the close of every day. It is his duty to study the l'e-

Jam, and to render every kind of service to his Founder. He shall

prostrate himself before him at the beginning and at the end os each

day's lecture. He shall beg his rice from gate to gate, and eat it in

the presenceof his master, and with his express permission. ' He lhalt

be sober, not overcharging his stomach, but exact in the observation

of the appointed fasts. Cleanliness is also with him an indispensable

duty. He must studiously avoid the company of females, and never

speak to them, except when compelled by necessity ; for his heart

must be the residence of purity and chastity. The heart of man i»

like butter, which melts at the approach of sire ; and he who fre

quents the society of women contracts a tenderness and amorous sus

ceptibility unfavourable to virtue.'

The necessity of this caution is enforced by the example of

Brahma himself—but we will be more tender of his reputation

than the author of the Bagavadam.

' The solitary and recluse peninent should feed on the fruits or

roots of the desert, with a little rice, or meal, which remains after

he has made his offerings to God. He shall have no store of provi

sion, but shall search for his daily food with his staff and his pitcher

in his hand. His hair Jhall be tied, the rind of trees shall be his

clothing, and a cave his dwelling. He shall live thus for 12, 8, 4,

or 2 years, as his Constitution shall permit. If at length his sensual

appetites, and indeed every influence of fense, be annihilated, he

will be able to abstain from nourishment, and will not relax his pious

labours, till his fenses are absorbed in his foul, and his foul in that

supreme and universal Being whom we call God.

' If the penitent finds himself able to live the life of * San-

niaffy, his raiment must be a bit of linen on those parts which mo

desty requires should be concealed. He must abandon every thing,

and, having nothing but his staff and his pitcher, must sojourn but

* A mendicant, or begging penitent.

One
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one night in any city or village. Let him meditate on the troths of

the Vedam, and never dare to donbt or controvert them. He must

make hut one meal in the day, and that on rice or lentils. Lastly,

he will wait cheerfully for death, and even past for its approach.

' This Sanniajsy, if his courage increase, will become a Peramene-

then, that is, he will even throw aside his staff and his pitcher. He

will henceforth speak no more, and religions meditation' will render

him deaf to every worldly found. His foul will be so absorbed in

contemplation, or rather in the Deity, that he will be deemed out

os his senses. Such was the life of the famous penitent Afligarcdrn,

who was discovered in this Hate by the sage Pragaladtn?

In the seventh book, spiritual worship is strongly insisted on,

an>1 idolatry (hewn to be the child of ignorance.

• The only true sacrifice is that of the spirit and the heart. Igno

rant persons address their vows to idols fashioned by the hand of

men ; but the wife man worships God in spirit. So eminent is the

dignity of the Bramins, that the dust of their feet is venerated in

heaven, on the earth, and in the great abyss. Yet know that the

wife man is incomparably more excellent than these Bramins.'

The superior merit which the Hindoos ascribe to religions

conterr plation, and the union with the Godhead which they think

it produces, seems to have given rife to the following division of

virtues into distinct classes, and to the different rewards annexed

to the practice of them :

' Virtue must be divided into two kinds, of which one is called

Pravarly, the other Nivarty. The former is divided into Uchtem

and Bourtam.—The Uchtam consists in conforming to the rules pre

scribed for the regulation of religious ceremonies.

' To build temples and inns, to dig ponds and wells for the accom

modation of the public, to plant groves and rows of trees on the

roads, constitute the good works which have obtained the name of

Bourtam.

' Those who practise these virtues shall acquire the privilege of

dying when the fun verges toward the south, and in the night of a

day when the moon begins to wane. After their deaths they shall go

into that planet, where both the degree and duration of their happi

ness (hall be proportioned to their merits. This ended, they shall fall

again to the earth in a shower of rain, and penetrate different ma

terial substances, which, being eaten by men, or other animals,

shall become a part of those who feed on them.—After this, the

union of the sexes naturally gives rise to another period of probation,

which does not end till, after innumerable births and transmigrations,

the foul acquires sufficient courage to practise the higher virtues,

distinguished by the title of Ni-varty.

' The soul in the state of Niwarty burns with the sire of wisdom,

and annihilates all the powers offense. Such a foul retires into itself,

and is at length absorbed in the immensity of the universal Being —

A man in this state dies when the fun begins his course toward the

north, and in the morning of a day when the moon is in her first

quarter. Borne on the rays of the fun, he shall enter into tire para

dise
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disc of Brahma, there to feast on pleasures which baffle al! descrip

tion.'

The punishments of the damned are equally proportioned to

their crimes by the Indian Radamanthus, Yamin :

' Those who scorn the rules and precepts of piety shall be punished

during as many years as they have hairs on their bodies. Atheists,

and those who despise all religion, shall be thrown on heaps of pointed

weapons. Those who affront persons of rank, or Bramins, shall be cut

in pieces. Adulterers shall be obliged to embrace red-hot statues.

Those who do not fulfil the duties of their calling, or who abandon

their families to a state of vagrancy and want, shall be mangled by

ravens with iron beaks. Thole who injure their neighbours, or who

are guilty of killing animals, shall be thrown into infected dun

geons, and suffer excruciating torments. The wretches, who have

not revered their parents and the Bramins, shall dwell in a furnace,

the flames of which blaze to the height of \oo,ooo yojjiney. Those

who have wronged old men and children (hall be burned in cauldron*

of iron. Debauchees, who have lived in a shameless commerce with

strumpets, shall beforced to walk on thorns. Lyars and slanderers

shall lie on iron beds, and be fed with ordure. The avaricious shall

be preyed upon by worms. Those who have robbed a Bramin shall be

sawed in sunder. The hard-hearted, who have ostentatiously sacrificed]

cows, and other animals, shall be beaten on an anvil. Those who

have not had pity on the miserable and the poor shall be burned with

firebrands. False witnesses shall be thrown headlong from the tops

of tremendous mountains. Lastly, the damned shall never die ;

but their bodies, being formed of a certain subtle matter, though

reduced to atoms by these torments, shall re-unite like quicksilver.'

In fertility of invention, these fictions may rival some parts of

the elegant mythology of the Greeks. They seem at first fight

calculated to awe the multitude, and to make superstition sub

servient to morality. Yet the very next page divests them of

moral utility, and even ltrikcs at the root of all religion. We

are there told, that the utterance of any one of the names of

Vichnou atones at once for every crime punishable in the Indian

Tartarus. And though Yamin should have issued bis warrant for

the apprehension of the culprit, even the casual pronunciation

of these mystic syllables will arm the host of heaven against the

infernal ministers. As the Bagavadam not only states this com

fortable doctrine, but confirms it by the relation of a fact in

point, we shall translate this pirt of it for the amusement of the

plan English reader, who will honour its absurdity with no other

comment than a smile of contempt. There are some others,

from whom it will, perhaps, require and receive both illustration

and support ; and we leave it to be explained and defended by

such advocates for Indian fables and chronology as find nothing

unintelligible but the Gospel, and noshing incredible but truth.

' To avoid the dreadful evils above described, there are no means

more efficacious than to remember Vichnou, and invoke his holy

Same. So great, indeed, is the virtue of his divine names, that

iz when
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when casually, or even contemptuously pronounced, they sail nftt to

produce the most salutary effect. The truth of this observation is

established by a wonderful event which happened formerly in the

city of Canniacoutcbam.

* A Bramin, whose name was Affamelan, being much addicted

to intemperance, abandoned his family, and attached himself to a

woman, whose very tribe rendered her infamous. From this time

lie lived the most abominable life, turned out a thief and a sot, and

became a compound of jealousy, lasciviousness, and almost every

crime. Indeed, after his first shameful commerce with this woman,

the only good action of his life consisted in giving the name of Na-

rayancn to one of the numerous children she brought him. In his

old age, the messengers of hell came to seize him. But in this mo

ment of terror, wishing for the assistance of his son, he began to call

for him by name. At the words Narayana! Narayana! the mi

nisters ot Vichnou appeared and rescued him from the executioners of

infernal vengeance. The latter contended, that it was nnjust to rob

them of their prey, and asserted their right to a villain, who deserved

every punishment they could inflict, and whose crimes were not asso

ciated with a single virtue. The ministers of Vichnou granted the

truth of this accusation, but affirmed, in reply, that the sacred name

which he had pronounced had blotted out his offences.—To this it was

answered, that by the utterance of the name in question, the Bramin

had only called on his son, and that nothing having been far

ther from his thoughts than imploring the aid of Vichnou; this

casual effect could not merit the favour of the Deity, Fire, said the

messengers of Vichnou, though one touch it without thinking of fire,

will nevertheless burn him who touches it. Poison also destroys him

who has swallowed it carelessly and without design. And in the fame

manner does the name of God contain in its very essence the power

of annihilating sins.'

Had we been moderators in this dispute, we (hould have sided

with the ministers of Tamin, as superior to their adversaries both

in theological knowlege and dialectical dexterity. But our de

cision would have been the effect of ignorance and prejudice : for

the Bagavadam tells us that victory declared for the ministers of

Vtthnout and Ajsamtlan escaped with impunity.

Art. VI.

Hijloire Naturtll* des g>uadrupedei Ovipares, et des Serpene, See. I. e.

The Natural History of Oviparous Quadrupeds, and Serpents. By

the Count de la Cepede, Keeper of the Royal Museum, and

Member of several learned Societies. Vol.1. 410. pp. 651.

Paris. 1788. Imported by Mr. hlmiley, in London.

THE late celebrated Count de Buffon, finding the great

work on Natural History which he had undertaken, much

too large a.task for an individual to accomplish, especially when

13 his
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his health began to decline, committed the class of animals,

which is the subject of the present work, to his intimate friend,

the Count de la Cepede. The literary productions of tbia

lively and eloquent writer, have often engaged our attention*,

and while they have conveyed instruction on different subjects

in natural philosophy and polite literature, they have afforded no

small degree of pleasure by the animated style of the noble wri

ter, and by the ardent zeal for the cultivation of science, with

which he seems to be inspired. To say that M. de Buffon

could not have had a better coadjutor, might perhaps be a

questionable assertion ; but we think ourselves justifiable in say

ing, that he hath chosen one, who haih executed the work

assigned to him, in a manner, if not superior, at least equal to

that in which even M. de Buffon himself would have perform

ed it. How far indeed he may have been assisted by the papers, or

by verbal hints of the great naturalist, does not appear from any

part of the work; there can however, be little doubt but that

he had made some observations on this class of animals, and

that, most probably, Count de la Cepede had access to

them.

The Author hath distributed the animals described in this

volume, into three classes; viz. ist, Oviparous Quadrupeds

with Tails : 2d, Oviparous Quadrupeds without tails: and 3d,

Biped Reptiles. The first class is subdivided into the two

genera of Tortoise and Lizard; the second into Grenouilles,

Raines, and Crapauasf; and the third, containing only two spe

cies, makes but one genus.

The marks which the Author has chosen for forming the

characteristic distinctions of the genera and species are judicious.

They are such as are constant, suffering no change by climate,

soil, food, or other accidents ; being present both in the male

and female; and most frequently both in the young and old

animals.

In the specific descriptions, which are very ample, and gene

rally accompanied with figures, the Author has carefully ex

amined and compared what former writers have said on the

subject; and hath always quoted authorities for such particulars

as he had no opportunity of obtaining by his own actual ob

servation.

The tortoises are divided into two kinds ; viz. those inha

biting the sea, and those living in fresh water, or on the land.

* See Rev. lxvii. p. 289. Ixviii. p. 613. lxxii. p. 4.95 and 501.

-J- We have here given the French generic names, because there

is only one English word, viz. frog, answering to the two French

words grenouilles and raines. Crapaud is a toad.

App. Rev. Vol. lxxix. R r Oi
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Of the six sea tortoises or Turtles, which the Count has de

scribed, two have only been very (lightly mentioned by pre

ceding naturalists or travellers; one of them he calls Najicornty

sufficiently distinguished from the rest by a horny protuberance

on the nose : it is briefly noticed by Gronovius in his Museum,

II. p- 85. N° 69, and seems to have been confounded by Linne'

with his Tejludo imbricata, which furnishes the beautiful (hell, in

common use, and known by the name of tortoise-shell. The

Najicorne, or horn-nosed turtle, is an inhabitant of the Ameri

can seas near the equator, and is used for food. The Author

expresses a wish that travellers would examine it more minutely,

as its history is but little known at present. He calls the other

la Tortue kallle-vert, or green -scaled turtle ; it inhabits the south

sea, near Cape Blanco, in New Spain ; it is more delicate food

than the common turtle, and its (hell, having a beautiful green

ish cast, is much valued by artificers.

As a specimen of the attention which the Author has given

to the habits and economy ot the animals described, we shall give

the substance of his account of the manners of the Turtle.

The tortoise has, from time immemorial, been deemed the em

blem of dulness and inactivity ; ■ the turtle, on the contrary,

may be considered as the emblem of prudence. This quality,

which, in animals, is the consequence of the dangers to which

they are exposed, ought not to be thought extraordinary in

turtles, when it is considered that their great utility makes them

- the objects of our most diligent search ; and this search is the

more eagerly pursued in proportion as it is less difficult and more

profitable. If, however, some parts of their history tend to prove

their superior instinct, others, and indeed the greater number of

them, llv * that turtles are endowed rather with passive than

active qualities. Finding an abundant nourishment on the

coasts which they inhabit, feeding sparingly, and contenting

themselves with the sea weed on which they graze, they are un

der no necessity of disputing with each other about an aliment

which they find in such abundance. Being able, as is the cafe

with the other tortoises, and all oviparous quadrupeds, to pass

several months and even above a year without taking the least

nourishment, they form a tranquil troop; they court not each

other's company, but being assembled, they remain together

without constraint; they do not unite themselves into a warlike

body, by a carnivorous instinct, the more easily to procure a

prey that is difficult to conquer, but being conducted to the

fame places, by the fame tltsires and the fame inclinations, they

preserve a peaceful union. Defended by a bony shell, ex

tremely strong, and so hard that the, heaviest weights can scarce

ly crack it, a:id having no offensive armour, the society has no

thing to fear.

Mild-
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Mild ness, and the power of resisting offered violence, are qua

lities which characterise the turtle; and to these qualities, per

haps, the Greeks alluded, when they made the turtle a compa

nion of Beauty,—when Phidias placed it as a symbol at the feet

of Venus.

The breeding season commences about the end of March, or

the beginning of April, and the females soon after repair to

sandy coasts, in order to lay their eggs. They prefer sand that

is free from mud and flime, or remains of marine bodies, where

the heat of the fun may more easily hatch the eggs, which are

abandoned as soon as they are laid. It does not appear that

the female, as hath been said, possesses an indifference for her

young. Though she leaves her eggs on the sand, yet she shews

great marks of care for her progeny, by digging a hole about a

foot diameter and two feet deep, in which about 100 eggs are

deposited, that are afterward covered with a thin layer of sand,

in order to be concealed from sight. They generally lay thrice,

making the intervals between the layings, about a fortnight or

three weeks. From experience of dangers, or, perhaps, to avoid

the scorching heat of the sun, the turtles always choose to go

on shore in the night to lay their eggs; and, most probably,

these nocturnal journeys have given rife to the opinion of the

ancients, that the turtles fat on their eggs during the night

only : but it is by the heat of the fun alona that the eggs are

hatched ; which they commonly are in the space of 20 or 25

days. The young turtles proceed directly to the water; buc

many of them, unable to bear the shock of the waves, are

thrown back on the shore, and become the prey of sea-fowl,

crocodiles, tigers, and other animals ; so that few escape. To

this source or destruction, we may add the number of eggs that

are destroyed by man, the great devourer of all; who diligent

ly searches for this delicate and nutritive food.

During the whole breeding season, viz. from April to Sep

tember, the fishermen make repeated visits to the turtle coasts,

to search for the eggs, and catch the young, which they put into

enclosures built of stakes, within high water mark; where they

are kept, and fed, until they have arrived at their proper size

for use. These parks, however, contain but a small stock ; so

that the fishermen are obliged to use various other means for

procuring them. The most usual method is to watch, espe

cially on moon-light nights, for the females, when they come on

shore to lay. The sailors turn them on their backs, and, the

day following, cut them in pieces and salt them, together with

their intestines, and eggs. The fishermen of the Antilles, and

of the Bahama Isles, who go to the coast of Cuba and other

neighbouring islands, generally load their (hips in about six

weeks or two months, and carry their salted turtle to different

R r 2 parts
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I
parts of the Wist Indies and America ; where it is sold cheap,

as food for the negroes, in several colonies.

Let not, however, the good citizens of London, who adore

the callipash, or callipee, have any apprehension of a scarcity of

this delicious food, from this immense consumption; for the

Count df la Cepede assures us, that a turtle gives existence

to about 300 individuals yearly, every one • of which, in a very

short space os time, is capable of producing as many. It is

astonishing to think of the vast number of these animals that a

single female will produce, in the whole course of its life f. So

that were their multiplication uninterrupted, all the coasts of

the torrid zone might soon be covered with these most useful

quadrupeds, if only the thirtieth part of their offspring should

arrive at a state of perfection.

Of the eighteen land or fresh-water tortoises, the Count has

described four specie", before unknown, to which he has given

the names Yellow, Chagrhte, Reddijh, and Blackijb Tartoifi. The

ytllow tortoise is now first described from a living individual in

the French king's possession. It is a native of America, and

of the island of AscenCon. The length of his shell is "]\ inches.

The head, legs, and (hell, are spotted with numerous gold-

coloured spots, mostly contiguous, on a deep green ground,

which make a very beautiful appearance. The cbagrine tor

toise was brought from the East Indies by M. Sonner at, and

differs from the rest in the conformation of its shell, which has

the appearance of two shells, one much less, placed on the back

of the other. The upper shell is spotted or studded ; hence the

name. The individual from which the description and draw

ing, were taken being dead, and wanting the legs, the Author is

not positive whether it is a sea or land tortoise; from analogy

only he has placed it in the second division. The reddish tor

toise was also brought dead from the East Indies by the fame

gen:Iemdn; its distinguishing characteristic is a chesnut co

loured fldtt'sli (hell, with pliable scales. The black tortoise is

described from a shell only, in the king's museum.

Count de la Cepede distributes the lizards into eight divi

sions. In the first are comprehended the crocodile of the Nile,

or alligator of the Indies ; the black crocodile of the river Sene

gal ; the gavial or crocodile of the Ganges ; and eight other

smaller species. The second division contains the iguana, the

basil fle, and three other species. In the other six divisions, the

different species are arranged according to the number and form

• The Count cannot, surely, mean every one, because some mufi

be males.

t Which is generally above an hundred years.
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of their toes, and the presence of wings. The Author refutes,

with much pleasantry, the fabulous accounts of the basilisk's dart

ing death on its beholders;—offlying dragonsfhooting from cloud

to cloud with the quickness of lightning, silencing thunder

with the clapping of their wings, d.ssipating the obscurity of

the darkest night with the blaze of their fiery eyes j—of sala

manders bred and living in the sire; with many idle stories in

vented in the fabulous ages of romance ; of monsters whose

conquest served to heighten the valour of the hero, and whose

terrible appearances were scarecrows to the delicate heroines ;

or of diabolical forms suggested by the fraudulent designs of

the supporters of a crafty religion.

The genus GrenouilUs contains twelve, and that of Raines

seven species; the toads, which are the last genus, amount to

fourteen.

The bipeds are the Canneli and the Sheltopufik. The last has

been described by M. Pallas in the Peteisbjrgh Transactions.

The Canneli is an animal lately discovered in Mexico by M.

Ve'lasques, and brought into France by the Viscountess de

Fontanges; the whole length is 8{ inches, and its diameter

the third of an inch; the abdominal semi-rings are 150, and the

tail-rings 31 ; the thickness of the whole body is nearly equal;

the legs, one third of an inch long, are close to the neck, and

the feet have each four toes furnished with nails. The Canneli

seems to have a near resemblance to the Amphijbœna of Linne'",

and perhaps, when it is better known, it may be found to be

long to that genus, though, at the fame lime, the legs justify

the genus as established by the Count de la Cepede.

Such are the contents of the first volume of this curious

work, describing 1 13 species of animals, of which about 20 have

either been not at all, or imperfectly, Ipecifitd by preceding au

thors. The Count seems to have had the simplification of the

science chiefly in view ; and he has always endeavoured to di

minish, rather than increase the number of the species, which,

especially in this class of animals, have been arbitrarily ad

mitted, in consequence of those marks being adopted for specific

differences, which are in reality only the effects of climac,

age, sex, food, cr the disease of the animals ; hence he has in

cluded under one species, several varieties, that have, by other

writers, been deemed distinct species. He has been particularly

attentive to, and diligent in the selection of, synonyms, not

only those of systematic authors, but those of travellers ; and

whete it has been possible to have attained it, he hath always given

the vernacular name. In the specific descriptions, he has paid par

ticular attention to the economy of the animal, entering mi

nutely into an account of its manner of living, its food, its sea

sons for breeding, the number of its offspring, and how that

Rr 3 offspring
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offspring is reared ; hs hath also pointed out the uses which the

tyrant of animated nature makes of these animal?, either

for dieertica), medicinal, or economical purposes.

In brief, the work appears to be the result of mature judge

ment, formed from observing nature independently of opinions

, or theories that have too often influenced natural historians ,

and its language, though perhaps not altogether conformable

to the rules of the Linnean school, and sometimes too meta

phorical and flowery to be consistent with scientific gravity, is, on

the whole, not only eloquent but perspicuous-. A nervous

and elegant style is, indeed, as we have observed in the preceding

works of the Count de la Cepede, the general characteristic

of his writings. Having before figured in the higher walks of

science, his present undertaking is a proof of his condescension,

as well as of his capacity ; and he siil] makes a respectable ap

pearance among his tortoises, toads, and turtles, his lizards

and frogs, &c. His preliminary discourse breathes the true spi

rit of his predecessor ; whose phraseology he imitates, particu

larly in personifying the Goddess Nature, as the universal

agent; and this frequently betrays him into an unphilosepbical

jargon, of which, perhaps, he is not himself aware.—The

work, however, has great merit, in the line of Natural His

tory ; and will, no doubt, merit farther notice, particularly

when the jtcond volume makes it appearance.

Art. VII.

Examen du Li<vre intitule, ice. i. e. An Examination of M. de Vol-

ney's Work, entitled, Considerations on the present War be

tween the Turks and Ruffians. By M. de Peyssqnn el, for

merly Consul General at Smyrna, Member of the Academy of

Marseilles, &c. &c. Svo. Amsterdam. 17SS.

BOTH of these writers arc advantageously known to the

public, both have been in the countries of which they

speak, and yet there are scarcely any particulars of importance

in which they are agreed. « The Sultan,' fays M. de Volney,

* has great revenues—Yes, about 80 millions of livres, collected

with difficulty. How should he have more? When the pro

vinces of Egypt and Syria pay him but two or three millions,

what can be expected from the savage countries of Macedon

and Albania, the plundered provinces of Greece, the deserts of

Cyprus, $ic. ?' M. de Peyssonnel, on the contrary, informs

us that the fixed revenue of the state amounts to a much greater

sum ; and that even that great sum is inconsiderable, compared

with the produce of the casualties, which is immense. Beside this,

ibe provinces do not pay the whole of the first revenue into the

i p exchequer.
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exchequer. They retain at home whatever is necessary for

building or repairing fortresses, and for other public services;

and they are likewise obliged to furnish troops and provisions.

According to M. de Volney, the contrast between the first

twelve sultans who reigned from O I'm an I. to Soliman II. and

their degenerate successors, amounting to seventeen in number,

seems to announce the inevitable destruction of the Turkish

monarchy. M. de Peyssonnel finds no other difference between

the first twelve sultans and the seventeen who succeeded them,

but that which their respective situations introduced. By the

victories, and still more by the regulations, of Soliman II.

the Turkish empire was secured on every side. Necessity kept

his predecessors in a state of perpetual vigilance ; those who

came aster, experienced the fatal influence of prosperity; they

■vere lulled to an inglorious repose; but they may still be rouseJ

nom their flumber. The present conjuncture seems peculiarly

favourable for this purpose. The dangers with which they are

threatened, will (hew them the necessity of a wife and useful

reform; they will seek and discover the means of effecting it;

and as it is easier to restore than to create, they will have less

trouble in correcting the vices and abuses which threaten to

sap the foundation of their power, than the first sultans had to

establish it. r

The most considerable part of M. dr Peyssonnel's work

is employed in examining how far the interests of the other

powers of Europe, and particularly those of France, are con

cerned in the issue of the present war. * To suppose' (saysM.

de Volney) * the existence of the Turkish empire necessary to

our safety, and to the balance of power in Europe, is supposing

that empire to be what it was in the time of Francis I. and Lewis

XIV.' His antagonist replies, that since the time of Francis I.

the Turks have made great acquisitions, having added, at the

expence of the Venetians, both the More^ and the lfle of Crete

to cheu territories. That since Lewis XIV. tney have sustain

ed no loss, the Crimea and the Cuban having been occupied

by the Russians during peace ; thus the furks had not ceded

their possessions, but bad actually entered on a war m order to

recover them. It is the interest, therefore, of every independ

ent state in Europe, but more especially of such states as take

the lead in her affairs, to hinder this immense mass of empire

from augmenting the strength, already too formidable, of Austria

and Russia. The interests of the French commerce in the

Levant, in which their nation enjoys many privileges, ought to

rouse them particularly to the defence of their anc ent and ge

nerous ally. Their trade with the Turks amounts to above

sixty millions of livres j and this trade continues to tncrease :

R r 4 nor
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nor ought they to sacrifice such an advantageous commerce

Without absolute necessity. 5 "»"™wcc

In the limits prescribed for this article, we cannot follow

these disputants through the labyrinth of their reasonings and

contradictions. M. de Volney thinks the ruin of the Turk

ish empire certain and near at hand. M. de PEYSsoNHELiudges

the fame event to be distant and doubtful. The former fays

that in two campaigns, the allies will be under the walls of*

Constantinople; the latter thinks that two campaigns will pro

bably exhaust the resources of these allies, and oblige them to

make peace. The former compares the Ottoman power to an

old tree, that, notwithstanding some fresh branches, is rotten at

heart, and being only supported by its bark, will be thrown down

by the first blast of the tempest. The latter compares the fame

power to a tree exceedingly strong, which might wither under

the care of an indolent and ignorant gardener, but which, with

proper management, will recover its strength and beauty and

raise its proud head over the loftiest trees of the forest.

The events of the war seem as yet rather favourable to M

de Peyssonnei/s opinion of the Turks. That nation is nal

turally brave. They still feel, in its full force, the religious en

thusiasm by which their ancestors were animated to great and

successful exertions; and when discipline, which they must ac

quire by experience, and which they will learn at length from

their enemies, is added to their native fury, their arms may again

become irresistible. M. de Peyssonnel resided many years in

Turkey j and in point of general information respecting the

state of this empire, appears to have had the advantage of his

antagonist To sallies of fancy, and slashes of eloquence, be

opposes solid argument and stubborn facts. What Demosthenes

said of Phocion, M. de Volney may say of M. d« Peys

P^in Phot/p^SJ^'7 ^ harMgU"' ™ *~*** "■*«•

*.* For our short account of M. de Volney's. « Con

siderations on the War with the Turks,' fee Review for July

1700, p. 00. J 1

Art. VIII.

Ccsalsaun jeu. Prince Sec. i. e. Advice to a young Prince who

.. (ensible of the Necessity of repeating his Education! And" Let!

C/ sc" 5°/*""^ William III. King of Prussia, 00 *e

beau. ,;g7. The Place where published i, not mentioned.

WHAT presumption is it in a private man, to suppose

that a monarch of France should ever be sensible of a

desicency ,n pom t of education, OT that the king of Prussia

should
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(hould need his advice in the administration of his government !

Yet we have read these pieces with pleasure, because, not being

the parties advised, we can allow that an abhorrence of oppres

sion, a love of truth and social order, and an affectionate regard

for the happiness of mankind, which seem to have inspired these

pages, will apologize for the freedom of address that character

izes them.

The Advice to a Prince is only a fragment, particularly cal

culated for the meridian of France; but it is such as every

Prince may accept with advantage to himself. It relates chiefly

to his conduct as a man of the world, the influence of whose

manners on the circle that immediately surrounds him, must

form those of his court, and thence extend to the rest of his sub

jects. Hence delicacy in the choice, together with propriety

and temperance in the pursuit, of his pleasures, a strict attention

to the external decencies of behaviour, affability and dignity of

address, and a constant command of his passions and temper, are

particularly recommended. These subjects are certainly not

new ; but they are here treated in a lively, pleasing manner,

and illustrated with anecdotes taken from the memoirs of former

reigns.

The Kings of France, whom the Author recommends as mo

dels to his pupil, are Henry IV. and Lewis XIV.; but the Count

has too much judgment to bestow indiscriminate praise ; he ex

poses their follies and errors, as well as their good qualities; and

points out those parts of their character and conduct which

pugbt to be avoided, as well as those which deserve to be imi

tated. Of Lewis XV. he fays little, and seems to hold his cha

racter in no very high estimation.

Of the influence of women in forming men for public busi

ness, the Count talks like a courtier in the reign of Lewis XIV.

and sets too great a value on the graces of external address ac

quired by an early intercourse with them. These are certainly

of excellent use to recommend solid knowlege and useful en

dowments, but ought not to be substituted in their stead ; and

we cannot think a sentimental intrigue with a coquetish politi

cian in petticoats the most eligible way of forming rhe under

standing of a youth of fifteen. However, the Author observes,

that the ladies of the last age were very different from those of

the present; for, after the accession of Lewis XV. they in a

short time lost all pretensions to influence.

The Count's instructions with regard to the advantages to

be gained from conversation, are just and liberal. Every man,

he observes, has some kind of merit, some degree of knowlege,

and, most probably, some talent, that, if properly employed,

might be useful. The grand art of government consists in the

discernment of it: in this respect, princes possess a peculiar ad

vantage,
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vantage, as, by asking questions, they oblige the persons inter

rogated ; by doing this with propriety- and judgment, they not

only accumulate knowlege, but also acquire popularity.

He justly advises a prince to discourage the calumniating re

ports which so frequently abound in a court, and to suspect the

integrity of those who are officious in depreciating the characters

of others. These are, in general, the means by which the am

bitious and designing, who wish to monopolize the royal ear,

endeavour to prevent the competition of those, whose merit

might rival their own pretensions. Lewis XIV. he observes,

knew the value of a man who thought candidly of others. He

vas at dinner in public, when he received the news of the death

of Bonttmps, his first volet de chambre Tears started into his

eyes, and the manner in which he expressed his regard for the

character of an old and faithful servant, reflected honour on

his own. " 1 have now lost," said he, " a man, to whom

I have listened for these fifty years ; whom I have always be

lieved, and I always had reason to believe; and who, during

all that time, never spoke ill of any one."

The Count de Mir abe au complains of the many false re

ports that have been circulated to his prejudice, and fays that,

among other things equally groundless, he has been accused of

addressing a libel on the immortal Frederic II. to the reigning

King of Prussia. Of other accusation* we can take no cogni

zance, as they come not properly before us : our business is

only with this letter, which he has published in his own vindi

cation, and which, as hire printed, does not deserve to be

considered in such a light: for, though he very freely points

out the errors of his late Majesty's administration, he does jus

tice to his great qualities, and addresses the present King with

the respect due to his rank, but, at the fame time, with the

manly freedom of one zealous for the welfare of his fellow-

creatures, and conscious of having truth on his side. He in

forms us of a fact, which we relate with pleasure, because it

does honour to the heart as well as to the understanding of his

present Majesty, viz. that the King acknowleged the receipt of

this letter, and expressed his thanks for it to the author in writ

ing ; and that he afterwards condescended to treat him with

distinction in a pubi c assembly. ' I mention this,' fays the

Count, ' because the magnanimity os loving truth is more ho

nourable to a Monarch, than that of declaring it can be to a

private citizen of the world.' This leads us to hope that the

Count's advice may not be entirely rejected ; for we will ven

ture to. predict, that, in proportion as it is adopted, the subjects

of Prussia will te happy, and that Frederic William ill,

will thus acquire as just a claim to the appellation of Great,

as even his lllustiious predecessor,

After
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After congratulating the King on the favourable circumstances

in which he ascends the throne, and on the advantage he enjoys

in the counsels of his uncle, the Count advises him not to aim at

governing too much ; but, by leaving to able ministers and ma

gistrates the business which properly belongs to their depart

ment, to reserve to himself that freedom of mind which is ne

cessary for the direction of those important concerns which re

quire the attention of the Sovereign. The power of the King,

he observes, should never be seen to interfere, when the puiT

poses of civil government can be answered without it.

He then proceeds to enumerate the several abuses of govern

ment which ought to be reformed, and the improvements which.

should be made : some of these, he acknowledges, require time

and mature deliberation, in order to be properly effected ; but

others are so obvious, that they ought to take place imme

diately; by which means his Majesty will engage the love and

confidence of his subjects, and thus facilitate the entire reform

ation of his government. Under this head, he intreats the King

immediately to abolish the slavish obligation to military service,

tQ put his army on a more liberal footing, by giving better pay,

and forming it on a plan something similar to that of the Swiss.

He implores him to give all his subjects full liberty of egress ;

to grant the citizens freedom of purchasing and possessing lord

ships, &c. ; to abolish the oppressive prerogatives of hereditary

nobility; to establish a gratuitous administration of justice ; to

assign a higher rank, and better salaries, to the civil magistrates,

to treat them with greater respect than his predecessors did ;

and thus to shew that he considers himself, not merely as the

general of his army, but also as the first magistrate of his peo

ple ;—to abolish the office of licenser of books, and grant full

liberty of the press, only obliging every printer or bookseller to

prefix his name to the works he publishes ; to establish the most

unlimited toleration with respect to religious opinions, and to

grant the Jews every civil right that other sect* enjoy. On this

subject the Count hints, that doubts have been entertained con

cerning the liberality of the King's intentions, and entreats him

to dissipate them by an early compliance with his advice. How

far these suspicions were founded in truth, we presume not id

determine, but leave them to the judgment of those who have

perused his edict concerning toleration. He also earnestly re

commends the establishment of public workhouses, for the pre

vention of idleness, and the encouragement of industry ; the abo

lition of lotteries, which tend to introduce a spirit of gaming;

together with every regulation that ran promote the freedom of

trade, and the advancement of manufactures; particularly an

tHtire abrogation of the Traite Foraine and the Droit d' Aubaim.
. . . S. ..... . u
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In his review of the internal government of Frederic II.

the Count very freely censures the indirect taxation, the unrea

sonable prohibitions, minute regulations, exclusive privileges,

and numberless monopolies, which prevailed in his reign; for

many of these, however, he accounts from the circumstances

of the kingdom, when he mounted the throne, and from that

consciousness of his great abilities, which rendered him impa

tient of opposition, inspired .a contempt of mankind, and led

him to direct and regulate every thing himself. After pointing

out the different circumstances of the present reign, he advises

the King to moderate the duties of excise, and other indirect

taxes, the deficiency of which may be compensated by a land-

tax, from which no estate should be exempted ; and to encou

rage agriculture, by parcelling out his own domains into small

farms, in which he might settle cultivators, by advancing what

was necessary for stock, and investing them with a property in

the land, on their paying a perpetual quit-rent.

Art. IX.

Vtrhandilingtn •van htt Bataafich Qenoolfchap, &c. i. e. Transactions

of the Uatavian Society at Rotterdam, Vol. VIII*. 410. Rot

terdam. 1787.

THIS volume, the introduction to which comprehends

the transactions of the Society from August 1783, to

August 1787, contains three prize dissertations. The first is

by Dr. M. Van Marum and M. A. Paets Van Troost-

wyk, in answer to the following questions, proposed, some

years ago, by the Society, viz.

" What is the nature of the several noxious vapours arising

from marshy grounds, mud, necessary houses, common sewers,

hospitals, prisons, mines, wells, graves, wine and beer vaults,

peat, &c. What are the most efficacious means of preventing

or mitigating their pernicious effects ; and of recovering those

who are suffocated by them ?"

By a note, in Dr. Van Marum'j Continuation of Experi

ments performed with the Elelirical Machine in Ttylers Museum

(of which we gave an account in our Review, voi. Ixxvi. page

581), we are informed, that the dissertation before us was deli

vered to the Society in February 1783. Its having lain thus

long unpublished is a considerable disadvantage to it, especially

as it is on a subject which has lately been investigated by several

writers, who have favoured the public with their observations

on it.

The question itself, and the experiments made in consequence

of it, seem to have been suggested by those of Dr. White, of

* The former Volumes have all been reviewed in our work. For

vol. vii. fee Rev. vol. lxxiii. p. 519.

York,
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York •, related in the Philosophical Transactions, vol. Ixviii.

for the year 1778, part 1. The results are much the fame,

and our philosophers, in common with others who have exa

mined air thus vitiated, found if, in all the cafes here men

tioned, to consist of a mixture of fixed with inflammable air ;

in which the former was considerably predominant.

Concerning the means of preventing or mitigating the perni

cious effects of these exhalations, Mess. Van Marum and

Van Troostwyk have given some sensible and judicious ob

servations ; but most of them have been anticipated by other

writers, and are now well known to those who are at all con

versant with the subject.

For the recovery of persons apparently suffocated, they re»

commend inflating the lungs with dephlogisticated air, by means

of a bladder and tube, contrived for this purpose. In this

manner they recovered several birds and rabbits, after they had

been confined, till apparently dead, in air vitiated, either by

respiration, or by the fumes of peat. This mode of treatment

was also successful with these animals, when they had been shut

up in fixed air, yielded by fermenting malt liquor ; but it was

attempted in vain, when the suffocation had been caused by

fixed air produced by the effervescence of chalk with the diluted,

vitriolic acid.

In the second prize dissertation, M. Van Troostwyk

appears again a victorious candidate, associated with Dr. Dei-

man. The subject was proposed by the Society, in the follow

ing questions :

" Have the variations, which continually take place in the

electricity of the atmosphere, any perceivable effect on our bo

dies, either in health or in sickness ? What are the diseases in

which electricity may be of service, either to remove or alle

viate them ? What is its mode of operating in these cases ?

And what is the best method of applying it for this purpose ?"

From the assertion of the Authors, that simple electrification

remarkably accelerates the pulse, and from their taking no no

tice of the experiments made by Dr. Van Marum to deter

mine this points, in which he informed the public, that he

was assisted by them, we suppose that this Dissertation also has

Iain a considerable time in the hands of the Society, and, hence,

like the former, it appears to some disadvantage.

From the facility with which our bodies conduct the electric

fluid, and from our being in constant contact with other con

ducting substances, these writers conclude, that the changes

in the state and degree of electriciiy in the atmosphere, with re-

* See Review, vol. lx. page 409.

t ■■ vol. lxxiii. page $$3,

lation
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lation to the earth, are generally produced in a manner so gra*

dual, as to have no perceptible effect on us, either in health or

sickness. From this conclusion, the cafe of lightning is ex

cepted, in which they suppose, with Lord MaHon [dow Eart

Stanhope]* that mischief may be done by the returning stroke*

as well as by the immediate explosion.

The disorders in which electricity is here recommended, may

be reduced to the following classes : those which proceed either

from a diminution, or from anomalous operations, of the vital

principle ; those that arise from an obstructed circulation of

the fluids, and from impeded perspiration ; and, lastly, every

cafe in which a strong concussion is required.

In answer to the last branch of the question, the Authors

describe their apparatus for the application of medical electri

city ; the principal part of this consists of Mr. Cuthbertson's

alteration of Lane's electrometer, by substituting a graduated

slider instead of a screw, which renders it much more simple

and convenient. They also give some directions and cautions

concerning the manner of electrifying patients, which are now,

we believe, generally known.

The third Dissertation is by M. Hendrik Verhees, Land"

surveyor at Bois-le Due, on the expediency and advantages of a

Canal from Beis-U-Duc to Tongres, which is three leagues from

Liege. The expence of such a Canal, supposing it to be from

60 to 70 feet broad, is estimated by M. Verhees at 2,367,000

florins.

The volume closes with an account of the effects of lightning

on board a Dutch outward-bound East India ship, Feb. 20th,

1785, in S. lat. o° 21', long. 358° 28', communicated by

Jacob Cobnelis Radermacher Esq. Member of the Coun

cil of Batavia.

The lightning exploded on the main- top- gallant-mast-head,

and, in its passage, rent large pieces out of the main and top

mast, killed three men and wounded ten, beside greatly da

maging the ship. From this melancholy event, M. Rader

macher takes occasion to recommend conductors on board

of (hips, especially those which are destined for the southern

climate j where these are wanting, he advises wet ropes, reach

ing the sea, to be suspended from the mast-heads and yard-

aims, on the approach of a thunder-storm. He also gives

an extract of a letter (rom on board the Thetis, a Dutch fri

gate, containing an account of the damage which she sustained,

on the ift of April 1787, from lightning, by which the mag

netism of all her compasses was destroyed ; and which was fol

lowed by a smell ot sire that continued abore fourteen hours.

ARiy
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A R T. X.

Ayetn Akbtty : Or the Institutes of the Emperor Akber. Translated

from the Original Persian, by Francis Gladwin. 4to. 3 Vols.

Calcutta. 1783-4-6.

THE emperor Jilaledeen Mahommed Akber (the

contemporary of our celebrated queen Elizabeth) was uni

versally esteemed a great and good prince*. He was also suc

cessful in war, having in his reign made several conquests, and

reduced to obedience almost all the provinces of Hindostan.

which had revolted from his father, and predecessor, Hema-

jooN;and his political talents, together with his unremitting at

tention to the happiness of his subjects, are sufficiently apparent

from the regulations which he established for every department

of the empire. He was born at Amercote, A. D. 1542, was

proclaimed emperor in 1556, and died at Agra in 1605, after

a reign of 49 years and 8 months. The history of this po

tentate has been written, with great elegance and precision, by

the vizier Abul Fazel. It comes down to the 47th year of

Akber's reign, when the historian, who was a favourite with

his sovereign, was murdered by ruffians, employed by his ene

mies.

Abul Fazel^s history was entitled Akbernameh; to which

the Ayten Akbtry is a kind of supplement. In fact, however,

the latter is a complete work ; it contains the emperor's regula

tions for every department of government; an historical and geo

graphical description of the twelve Soobahs, or Vice-royalties,

of Hindostan ; and a full account of the religion of the Hin

doos, their books, their several sects, and the ppints in which

these sects differ from each other.

Such are the general subjects that are discussed in the Ayten

Akbery; and when it is considered that the book was written by

a man of learning, who was perfectly acquainted with the em

pire (as Abul Fazel undoubtedly must have been, both from

the high office he held, and the confidence which the emperor

placed in him), historians and politicians are the more obliged to

Mr. Gladwin tor the trouble he must have had in translating so

voluminous and difficult a work. They ought to think them

selves still more obliged to him, when it is also considered that

Abul Fazel did not write in the style of the modern Persic,

but affected to imitate that of the earlieji Persian authors after

Mahommed; which, as Mahommed Shereef Motamed

Khan, an Author who wrote only 15 years after Akber's

death, fays, ' is a style not only harsh and unpleasing to the ear,

* He was the sixth in descent from Tamerlane.

but
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but such ts cannot be read or comprehended by the generality of

readen, without great difficulty.'

Mr. Gladwin enjoyed the patronage of Governor Hastings,

whom we have frequently mentioned as a zealous patron of ori

ental literature; and he has, in the present instance, been the

promoter of a work, which cannot fail of being acceptable to

every one who wishes to be possessed of an authentic account of

the constitution of the empire of Hindostan, and of irs immense

resources and expenditure under the reign of one of its most

powerful monarchs.

The first volume is divided into three parts, containing re

spectively the regulations of the emperor's household, of the mi

litary department, and of the revenue.

Before we give an analysis of this work, we shall copy the

beginning of the preface, as a specimen os Abul Fazel's

manner :

* In the name of the most merciful God !—O Lord ! all thy mys

teries are impenetrable. Unknown are thy beginning and thy end.

In thee both beginning and end are lost. The name of both is

lost in the mansions of thy eternity. It is sufficient that I oiler up

my thanksgiving, and meditate in astonishment. My ecstacy is suf

ficient knowledge of thee. He is the most commendable who strives to

perform meritorious actions, rather than how to utter fine speeches;

and who, by delineating a sew of the wondrous works of the Cre

ator of the world, acquires immortal felicity.

< Abul Fazel Moberek returns thanksgiving unto the Al

mighty, by Gnging the praises of royalty ; and for the instruction of

those who search after knowledge and prudence, he records a few of

the institutes of the lord of the world* ; thus transmitting unto all

ages a mode) of wisdom. Since the sum of his intentions is to set

forth the laws of royalty, it is necessary that he speak something of its

exsl|ed dignity, and describe the conditions of those who are assistants

in the great office.'

' After defining, in the most amplified manner, through se

veral pages, the qualifications of a sovereign, he thus concludes

his preface :

' Praise be unto God ! The exalted monarch of our own time is

fe endowed with these laudable dispositions, that it is not exaggera

tion to fay he surpasses all the sages of antiquity. From the light

of wisdom he discovers the ranks of men ; and by the rectitude of his

conduct, he adds splendour to his understanding by the performance

of laudable actions. Who is it that is able to measure' the extent of

his virtues I—Those who are versed in ancient history wonder how

kings of former times governed without such a wise rule os con

duct!'

In the first part, the Author describes the royal treasury, the

jewel office, and the mint; with a particular account of the

* Akber.

coins,
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coins, and the prosit which merchants gain by bringing gold,

silver, and copper to it.

The next chapter, on the production of metals, may be re

commended to alchemists ; but that immediately following, on

the specific gravity of metals, merits the attention of the philo-

fiphtr ; who will find that the Hindoos understood as much of

the subject, as their contemporary European metallurgists, and

perhaps more. Three tables are added to this chapter, the first

specifying the quantity of water displaced by the immersion of

a certain weight of each substance •; the second specifies the

weight of these substances in water; and the third, their weight

compared with an equal bulk of gold : but the European must

lament that these tables are useless to him, as the translator has

not reduced the Hindoo weights and their subdivisions, to any

standard known in this part of the world, or even stated the

proportion which these subdivisions bear to each other.

From these philosophical subjects, the Author proceeds to the

description of the Haram, or Seraglio; a building of such an

immense extent as to contain separate apartments for every one

of the women, whose number exceeds five thousand, r Every

one,' says the Author, ' receives a salary equal to her merit.

The pen cannot measure the extent of the emperor's largesses ;

but here stiall be given some account of the monthly stipend of

each. The ladies of the first quality receive from 1610 ru

pees t down to 1028 rupees.'

Details of the emperor's travelling equipages, with regula

tions for the encampment of the army, and for illuminations,

&c. afford not much that can entertain our readers ; the fame

observation holds good with respect to the description of the

royal seals, and of the camp-equipage, if we except the follow

ing passage, relative to the method of furnishing the emperor

with cold water during the encampment :

' Salt-petre, which in the composition of gunpowder, supplies

heat, his majesty has discovered to be also productive of cold. Salt

petre is a saline earth. They fill with it a perforated vessel, and

sprinkle it with water, and collecting together what drops through,

they boil it until it crystallizes. A quart- of water is put into a

gugglet c-f pewter, or silver, or any other clean metal, and the

* Eighteen different bodies are contained in each table.

+ Upwards of 200I. sterling per month, valuing the rupee at

2s. 6d. exclusive of the most costly apartments, luxurious table, and

numerous attendants. These ladies appear to have been kept, in

conformity to the custom of Eastern princes, merely sor pomp and

ostentation ; ffer our historian, in another part of the work, tells us,

that his majesty took ' no delight in sensual gratifications.'

Art. Rev. Vol. lxxjx. S s mouth
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mouth stopped close. Then is thrown into a vessel two and a half

seers * of salt-petre, with five seers of water ; and the gugglet of

water is llirred about in that mixture for the space of a quarter cf

an hour, by which time the water will be sufficiently cool.'

The next chapter relates to the kitchen, and begins thus :

' His majesty even extends his attention to this department, and

has made many wife regulations for it. He eats but once in the

course of the twenty-four hours, and he always leaves off with an ap

petite ; neither is there any fixed time for this meal, but the servants

nave always things in such readiness, that in the space of an hour

aster the order is given, an hundred dishes are served up. What is re

quired for the Haram, is going forward from morning till night.'

The regulations of the kitchen are described, and the chap

ter concludes with 30 receipts for dishes of various kinds, the

prices of several sorts of provisions, and catalogues of fruits,

spicery, iic.

The perfumery and the wardrobe are next described, and are

followed by an account of the royal library. The books are

such a* arc scarcely, if at all, known in Europe. We shall

transcribe a few articles of the catalogue.

New astronomical tables by Ulugh Beg.

The Mohlibharot.' One of the most ancient books of the

Hindoos translated into Persian f»

The Ot'horto, which, in the opinion of the Hindoos, is one

of the four books of divine authority.

The Vakiat BabtryJ: translated from the Turkish int»

Persitn.

The description of the library is followed by that of the pic

ture-gallery. After which we are conducted into the armoury.

The artillery seems to be much superior to any thing that

we could have imagined. * Some pieces of cannon,' fays the

* A feer equals 30 oz. avoirdupoize.

t Mr. Gladwin fays, ' this Persian version, though it consists of

zooo folio pages, is no more than an abstract of the original, and

that very indifferently executed, many beautiful descriptions and epi

sodes being entirely omitted. Mr. Wilkins, at the persuasion os

Mr. Hastings, has begun to make a complete tranflation of it

from the original Shanfcrit, and is considerably advanced in the

work.' Part of it hath already appeared in our journal, see Rev.

vol. lxxvi. p. 198, under the title of Bbagvat Cetta, which is an epi

sodical extract from this voluminous poem. The poem itself is af

firmed to have been written above ^.coo years ago, by Kreeshna

Dwytayen Veias, a learned Brahmin ; and it is still venerated by

the Hindoos as divinely inspired. For farther particulars, fee the

Rev. as above quoted.

% The emperor Bauer's commentaries on himself.

Author,
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Author, 'are so large as to carry a ball of 12 maunds*; a

convincing proof that the Hindoos were acquainted with fire

arms at the close of the sixteenth century.

The next article is the establishment of the royal stables.

Here we are presented with some curious particulars respecting

the elephant; which animal being a native of Hindostan, and,

when tamed, much employed by the Hindoos, must necessarily

be better known to them than to Europeans; and for that rea

son we may presume that Abul Fazel's account is more to be

depended on than those that have been given by travellers.

The particulars are too many to be transcribed ; we shall there

fore insert only tho'e passages which contradict the opinions of

European naturalists, or which contain facts that we do not

recollect to have seen noticed by modern writers.

* The price of an elephant is from ico to ico.coo rupees; those of

5000 and of 10,000 are not uncommon.

' There are four kinds of elephants. Behder is that which has

well-proportioned limbs, an crest head, broad breast, large eyes, and

a long tail, with two excrescences on the forehead resembling large

pearls. These excrescences are called in the Hindovee language

Guj Manick, and many properties are ascribed to them. Another

kind, called Mund, has a black skin, and yellow eyes ; is bold and

ungovernable. That called Murg, has a whiter skin, with moles,

and its eyes are of a mixture of red, yellow, black, and white.

That called Mirh has a small head, and is easily brought under

command; its colour isa mixture of white and black, resembling

smoke ; and from mixtures of the above kinds, are formed others of

different names and properties.

' Formerly it was thought unlucky to allow tame elephants to

breed ; but his majesty has surmounted this scruples.

' The female goes with young eighteen lunar months J.—In ge

neral, an elephant has but one young at a birth ; but sometimes ihe

has two. The young one fucks till it is 5 years old, after which

time it feeds on vegetables. At this age it is called Bal; at ten, it

is called Point ; at twenty, Dek ; and at thirty, Kclbch. It undergoes

some change at every one of these periods ; and arrives at maturity

in sixty years.—The natural life of the elephant is, like that of man,

1 20 years ||.'

* A maund equals 761b. avoirdupoize ; so that the cannon here

mentioned carries a ball of 9121b. and its bore must be above 18

inches. But this piece seems inferior in size to that belonging to

the Grand Signior, mentioned by Baron de Tott : fee Rev. vol. Ixxiii.

p. 241.

f M. de Buffbn expressly fays, that they cannot be made to breed

in a tame state.

\ M. de Buffon fays two years.

|| M.de Buffon fays elephants live 200 years. The Hindoos ap

pear to br'loriger lived than Europeans.

Ssz The
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The natural history of horses, camels, oxen, and mules,

which are also kept in the royal stables, contains nothing ma

terially different from the common accounts.

The next chapter, describing the manner in which the empe

ror spent his time, may amuse the generality of our readers.

* It is his majesty's constant endeavour to gain and secure the

hearts of all men. Amidst a thousand cares, and perplexing avoca

tions, he suffers not his temper to be in any degree disturbed, but is

always cheerful. He is ever striving to do that which may be most

acceptable to the Deity, and employs his mind on profound and ab

stracted speculations. From his thirst after wisdom, he is continually

labouring to benefit by the knowledge of others, while he makes no

account of his own sagacious administration. He listens to what

every one hath to fay, because it may happen that his heart may be

enlightened by the communication of a just sentiment, or by the re

lation of a laudible action. But although a long period has elaps

ed in this practice, he has never met with a person whose judgment

he could prefer to his own. Nay, the most experienced statesmen,

on beholding this ornament of the throne, blush at their own insuf

ficiency, and study anew the arts of government. Nevertheless, out

of the abundance of his sagacity, he will not suffer himself to quit

the paths of enquiry. Although he be surrounded with power and

splendour, yet he never suffers himself to be led away by anger or

wrath. Others employ story-tellers to lull them to sleep, but his

majesty, on the contrary, listens to them to keep him awake. From

the excess of his righteousness, he exercises on himself both inward

and outward austerities ; and pays some regard to external forms,

in order that those who are attached to established customs, may not

have any cause for reproach. His life is an uninterrupted series of

virtue and found morality. God is witness, that the wise of all

ranks are unanimous in this declaration.

* He never laughs at nor ridicules any religion or sect. He ne

ver wastes his time, nor omits the performance of any duty; so that,

through the blessings of his upright intentions, every action of his

life may be considered as an adoration of the Deity. He is continu

ally returning thanks unto Providence, and scrutinizing his own

conduct. But he most especially so employs himself at the following

stated times : at day-break, when the fun begins to diffuse his rays ;

at noon, when that grand illuminator of the universe sliines in full

resplendence; in the evening, when he disappears from the in

habitants of the earth ; and again at midnight, when he recom

mences his ascent. All these grand mysteries are in honour of God;

and if dark-minded igno.ant people cannot comprehend their sig

nification, who is to be blamed? Every one is sensible, that it is

indispensably our duty to praise our benefactor, and consequently, it

is incumbent on us to praise this diffuses of bounty, the fountain of

light ! And more especially behoveth it princes so to do, seeing that

this sovereign of the heavens fheddeth his benign influence upon the

monarchs of the earth. His majesty has also great veneration for

fire in general, and for lamps ; since they arc to be accounted rays of

the greater light. ——

« He
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* He spends the whole day and night in the performance of his

necessary avocations, excepting the small portion required for deep.

He takes a little repose in the evening, and again for a short time in

the morning. The greatest part of the night is employed in the

transaction of business. To the royal privacy are then admitted phi

losophers, and virtuous sofees, who feat themselves, and entertain his

majesty with wife discourses. On these occasions his majesty fathoms

the depths of knowledge, examines the value of ancient institutions,

and forms new regulations; that the aged may stand corrected in

their errors, and that the rising generation be provided with fit

rules for governing their conduct. There are also present at these

assemblies learned historians, who relate the annals of past times,

just as the events occurred, without addition or diminution. A con

siderable part of the night is spent in hearing representations of

the state of the empire, and giving orders for whatever is necessary

to be done in every department. Three hours before day, there are

introduced to the presence, musicians of all nations, who recreate the

assembly with vocal and instrumental melody. But when it wants

only about an hour of day, his majesty prefers silence, and employs

himself at his devotions. Just before the appearance of day, people

of all ranks are in waiting, and, soon after day-break, are permit

ted to make the Koornish *. Next the haram are admitted to pay

their compliments. During this time various other affairs are trans

acted, and when those are finished he retires to rest for a short

time.'

The second part of this first volume contains, chiefly, the re

gulations for the military department. Toward the end of it,

we have the following curious accounts of the modes of hunt

ing. For catching the lion,

' They make a large cage, strengthened with iron, into which they

put a kid, in such a situation, tli.it the lion cannot come at it with

out entering by the door which is left open. The cage is put in the

place which the lion frequents, and when he enters to seize the kid

the door shuts on him, and he is taken ; or an arrow is set in a bow

of a green colour which is fastened to a bough of a tree, and when

the lion passes under it, the motion discharges the arrow and kills

him. Or they fasten a sheep to the spot which he frequents, and sur

round it with straw, worked up with some glutinous substance, so that

when the lion attempts to seize the sheep, his claws become entangled

in the straw ; on which the hunters, issuing from their covert, either

kill him, or take him alive and tame him.—Sometimes a bold reso

lute fellow feats himself on the back of a male buffaloe, and makes

him attack the lion, and toss him with his horns till he kills him.

It is not possible for any one, who has not seen this fight, to form an

adequate idea of 'the sport it affords, nor to conceive the boldness of

the man, who seats himself erect like a pillar, notwithstanding the

violent motions of the buffaloe during the bloody conflict.'

The Author describes the leopards as animals remarkable for

their provident and circumspect conduct. They are taken in

■ ——^——^——^——^^^

* A peculiar mode of salutation.

S s J • traps,
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traps, and are afterward tamed, and one species of them are

trained for hunting*. As the method of hunting with them is

described by many European writers in nearly the fame manner

as by this Author, we shall pass it over, and give our readers the

following singular method of hunting deer with deer.

' They fasten a snare about a tame deer, so that wh?n a wild one

engages him, he is entangled by the horns or ears ; on which, the

hunters ifl'ue from their coverts aDd seize him. If the tame deer is

overpowered, or the snare breaks, he returns to his keeper. SultaV

Firoze Kuljie had some idea of this manner of hunting; but it is

only now brought to perfection. They will now hunt in the night,

and if the wild deer runs away, or the share breaks, the tame one

obeys the orders of his keeper, and comes or goes just as he directs.

—Formerly, only two or three people partook of this sport, and for

fear of frightening the wild deer, used to disguise their persons or hide

themselves in the grafs, but his majesty has introduced a method

whereby upwards of four hundred people may go together. Forty

cxcn are taught to move slowly and in such a manner as to conceal

the people who are behind them.'

The third part of this volume relates wholly to the revenue,

excepting the introduction, which is a learned account of the se

veral æras used by different chronologers and different nations;

and the conclusion, which contains instructions for the several

great officers of state. The chronological part admits not of

abridgment, and the others would afford no entertainment to

our readers, in general.

In the fortieth year of Alcber's reign, his dominions consisted

of 105 provinces and 2737 townships. The empire was then

parcelled into twelve grand divisions, and each was committed to

the government of a Soobahdar or viceroy.

The second volume contains a succinct description of each Ses-

bah f or viceroyalty, with its history, and the lives of their re

spective Viceroys ; and as it cannot much interest the European

reader, we shall enter into no detail of its contents, but proceed

to the consideration of the last volume,—which contains, as we

mentioned in the beginning of this article, an account of the re

ligion and philosophy os the Hindoos.

The intrinsic merit of the introduction, which is truly philo

sophical, will be a sufficient apology for our transcribing it, more

especially as it gives an account of the contents of the volume.

« I had long set my heart (says the historian) on writing something

of the history of Hindcllan, together with an account of the religious

opinions of the Hindoos. I know not if my anxiety herein proceeds

* This, as we learn from other accounts, is a smaller kind of leo

pard, named the cbetab.

. f Europeans often confound Soobah for Soobahdar; and the title

of the viceroy is commonly writ,en Subab.

sr from
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from the love of my native country, or whether I am impelled by the

desire of searching after truth, and relating matter of fact.

* At first my head was silled with the idle tales of Benaoutty,

Hafez Abroo, and other ancient authors, who have written stories of

things that never existed but in their own imaginations ; but at length,

becoming sensible of the ignorance of mankind, and of their evil dis

position toward one another, I resolved to endeavour to establish peace

and amity. However, multiplicity of business occasioned delay, until

I undertook to write this work, which has run out to great length;

and having finished the history of the Soobahs ( including a good

part of the history of Hindostan), I thought this a sit time for carry

ing into execution my long-concealed intention.

* Before this period I had acquired some knowledge of the subject,

but deeming that insufficient, 1 had again recourse to those who were

capable of instructing me, and renewed my former studies. From

my ignorance of the signification of the Hindoo terms, and the want of

an able interpreter, my researches became painful ; as I was obliged to

make repeated enquiries after the fame thing. At length, by the

will of heaven, unremitted assiduity has obtained the object of my

wishes.

* It is now come to light that the generally-received opinion of

the Hindoos being polytheists, has no foundation in truth; for al

though their tenets admit many positions that are difficult to be de

fended, yet that they are worshippers of God, and only one God,

are incontrovertible points.

' In order to establish what I have here advanced, I shall set forth

the various faiths and ceremonies of this immense multitude, that the

necessary proofs maybe found collected together, and strife and ani

mosity be thereby moderated.

' Although there have never been wanting in the world men of up

right and honest intentions, yet from the following causes there have

always been dissensions regarding this religion.

' First. The difference of language, which has prevented the

Hindoos and those of other nations from comprehending the meaning

of each other, and occasioned much strife.

* Secondly. The remoteness of situation, which has prevented

the Hindoos from having any intercourse with the learned of other

countries. Or if it happened that one of each met'together, no com

munication of ideas could be effected, for want of an intermediate

person, it being very difficult to find an interpreter so well acquainted

with the depths of science and the various philosophical doctrines, as

to be able to explain himself thereon in a satisfactory manner. Even

now, notwithstanding his majesty has taken soch pains to assemble

the learned of all nations, who aid and assist each other in their re

searches after truth, the inconvenience still remains unremedied.

Where then is a person to be found possessed of the qualifications re

quisite for this task ?—

« Thirdly. The subjection of mankind to their corporeal senses,

insomuch that they will notallow any thing to exist, which they them

selves have not felt.—

* Fourthly. The indolence of mankind, which induces them to

prefer the little they actually possess to the prospect of increasing it by

S s 4 the
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the fatigues of commerce, which inclines them to adopt ease and re

ject labour, and forego the pains required in searching after know

ledge ; contenting themselves with disputes about appearances only,

regardless how far they are consonant with truth and reality.

' Fifthly. The habit of imitation, which people of all nations

fall into, without asking why or wherefore. Whatever they have re

ceived from their father, tutor, acquaintance, or neighbour, they con

sider as the rule of conduct molt acceptable to the Deity, and stamp

those who differ from them with the name of Infidel.

' Sixthly. The reserve which prevents a candid communication be

tween persons of different persuasions, and to this it is owing that do

instance can be produced of two or three persons meeting for the pur

pose of discussing the tenets of their respective creeds, and of ascer

taining the principles on which they are sounded.—Even monarch;,

deeming the investigation unimportant, have either treated it with

indifference, or, actuated by the pride and self-conceit of sectaries,

nave prohibited free discussion and enquiry. A regard for self-pre

servation, therefore, induces men either to be silent, or to express

themselves in obscure language ; or compels them to conform to the

temper of the times. But if princes had evinced a disposition to pro

mote the search after truth, many illustrious men, having no grounds

for fear or apprehension, would have published to the world, with

freedom, their sentiments and opinions. The monarch's example

is a law to all ; and thus every sect becomes infatuated with its par

ticular doctrines; animosity and distension prevail, and each man,

deeming the tenets of his own sect to be the dictates of truth itself,

aims at the destruction of all others, vilifies reputation, ltains the

earth with blojd.and has the vanity to imagine he is performing me

ritorious actions. If the voice of realon was attended to, mankind

would be sensible of their error, and lament the weakness which mis

led them to interfere in the concerns of each other. Persecution,

after all, defeats its own ends ; and obliges men to conceal their own

opinions, but produces no change in them.

' Seventhly. The success which too often attends the wicked and

ill-dispersed , from the facility with which the profession- of virtue and

rectitude gain belief. Hence a variety of evils are derived, and truth

lies buried under a load of errors. Enough, Abul Fazel, enough :

the various forms of divine vengeance are inexplicable ; the history

of them is long and intricate : proceed to execute your original de-

lign of attempting to establish peace and unanimity.

'.Although some will be disturbed with the information they re.

ceive, others will embrace it with satisfaction.

' Thanks be unto God, who hath no equal, I am neither of the

number of those who are ready to condemn the ignorant, nor averse

to praise those who know better.'

What a noble-minded man was this historian of the East !

After giving a succinct view of their religion, the excellent

Author proceeds to describe the state of science among the Hin

doos. He more particularly enlarges on their knowlege of astro

nomy and geography ; and in these parts of the work, the

Translator has received much assistance from our ingenious coun

tryman;
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tryman Mr. Reuben Burrow, who is now in the East, applying

himself, diligently, to the study of the Sanscrit language.

The moral philosophy of the Hindoos is so mixed with re

ligious fables and so obscured by metaphysical jargon *, that it is

in reality a compound of a very peculiar form, and it is, per

haps, held in veneration as much for its intricacy and obscurity

as for its pretended divine original : we shall only observe, in gene

ra), that it contains- many important truths, and that its practice

seems well calculated to promote the happiness of mankind. .

The laws which are established on its principles have the general

recommendation of equity ; though, perhaps, some objection

may be made to those which compose '.he ceremonial code : some

of them, however, like those of the Jews, are calculated to pro

mote the health of their observers, by compelling them to go

vern their passions, and by prescribing a wholesome diet.

Having now gone through the contents of the Ayttn Akbery^

our readers must fee, that, in several points of view, it is a most

useful and interesting work. To the historian, it must be pe

culiarly acceptable ; more especially as all the accounts that have

been transmitted to us, either by ancients or moderns, of this

(hitherto little known) peopje, are replete with evident contra

dictions: We are now presented with their history, manners,

religious creed, laws, ceremonies, philosophy, and government,

by one who lived among them ; and for this acquisition we are

obliged to the zeal of an Hastings, an Halhed, a Wiikms, and

a Gladwin, who, with the powerful assistance of the East-India

Company, have, at least in part, removed the veil, which con

cealed the literature of the Brahmins from European eyes. By

promoting the study of the eastern languages, and by encouraging

an intercourse between the learned of the different nations, they

have enabled us to read the Hindoo bonks, so that we are no

longer obliged to credit, implicitly, different travellers, who,

unacquainted with the language, and having little or no com

munications with the natives, must, in course, give imperfect

accounts of the country, and misrepresent, perhaps through ig

norance, the manners of the people, together with their religious

and philosophical tenets. But beside the advantages that the

cause of literature may derive from the labours of these gentle*

men, an intimate acquaintance with Hindostan and its inha

bitants, must, in a commercial and political view, be a matter

of considerable national importance ; for trade and social inter

course can never be so well carried on with a people of whose

real character, and modes of thinking, we are, in many respects,

ignorant, as with those whom we intimately know; and the

better we know them the more advantageous will the commerce

* For some particulars of it, fee p. 591. in the article of the Ba-

gavad«m%

become.
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become. Humanity, also, rejoices to fee, as we now do, by the

assistance of our translators of the Hindoo books, that the inha

bitants of these distant countries are not an ignorant people,

but men endowed with strong natural faculties,—men of learn

ing and discernment,—men who have inculcated the obligations

of morality, and who, in regard to sincerity in the practice of

what they profess, are, at least, on an equal footing with our

selves.

In fine, the Ayeen /fibery will be admired by the scholar, as

a literary curiosity ; it will be" consulted by the historian as an

authentic record ; and ought to be perused by all who have any

commercial, or other, connexions with the country to which it

relates.—To this end, it is to be hoped, that either the work

will be reprinted here, or that a sufficient number of copies, of

the present edition, will be transmitted to England. At pre

sent, we have not heard of more than one other copy that hath

been imported from Bengal, beside that which now lies before

us * ; for the use of whjch we are obliged to a worthy friend.

The subscription was 40 rupees per volume; or about £15

sterling, for the set.

Art. XI.

Jttchercbet Pbih/opbiques fur les Greet : i. e. Philosophical Inquiries

concerning me Greeks ; by M. De Pauw. 2 Vols. 8vo. Berlin.

1787. [Imported by Messrs. Roblon and Clarke, London.]

THE gratitude with which the learned of every age have

looked up to Greece, as the nurse of arts and sciences, has

sometimes inspired an enthusiastic partiality in her favour, and

led them to ascribe to her more wisdom and virtue than she really

possessed. To counteract prejudices of this nature, to strip facts

of those delusive ornaments with which poets, orators, and even

historians, have embellished them, and to represent them in the

less flattering, but more useful, light of truth, appears to be

M. de Pauw's design in these volumes; in which he has,

with no small degree of critical sagacity, detected many misre

presentations in ancient, and many errors in modern, writers ;

but there is, in the whole of his work, a supercilious, dogmati

cal manner, which disgusts the reader ; and he treats those from

whom he differs with a contempt which is the less excusable,

because, from the nature of the subject, he, as well as the au

thors who fall under his censure, is often obliged to have re

course to conjecture, in order to supply the want of historical

evidence.

* Exclusive of such copies as may have been brought hither, by

subscribers, who have lately returned to Europe.

Tht
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.

The work is divided into four parts, three of which relate to

the Athenians, to whom, more than to any other nation of

Greece, we are indebted for arts and sciences ; whose pursuits

and studies tended to instruct later ages, not only in the cul

ture of the liberal arts, but also in those more important objects

of philosophy and legislation, without which mankind may in

deed exist, but cannot be truly happy or respectable.

M. DE Pauw's inquiries relate to the following particu

lars : the country of Attica, and the city of Athens ;—the

physical constitution of the Athenians ;—their moral and in

tellectual character; — their education; — the schools of the

philosophers;—the distinctions of rank among them;—their

luxury ;—their commerce and finances ;—their laws and tri

bunals ;—their political constitution, and their religious insti

tutions.

These subjects have indeed been often discussed ; but M. de

Pauw's diligence in collecting every article of information that

can be gathered from the works of orators and dramatic poets,

as well as from historians and politicians, has enabled him to

consider some of them in a light in which they have not gene

rally been viewed ; and his peculiar turn of thought and expres

sion gives him an air of originality, even where he follows the

opinions of preceding writers.

According to the accounts collected by this Author, Athens

could not have been a very beautiful or elegant city. Aristotle

informs us, that the upper stories of their houses projected over

the streets, which must have destroyed their symmetry, and im

peded the free circulation of air *. We are told by Dicæa,rchus,

that, on entering the town, a stranger had reason to doubt whe

ther he was really in Athens ; that the streets were remarkably

irregular, the city ill provided with water, and the houses, in

general, mean f. Indeed, the nature of the government, as

M. de Pauw well observes, prevented the wealthy from dis

playing any great magnificence in their town habitations ; and

it is remarked, with approbation, by Demosthenes, that in the

best times or the republic, the houses of Themistocles and Aris-

tides could not be distinguished from those of their neighbours.

Hence the nobles of Attica conceived an aversion to the city,

and chose to indulge their taste for splendour in a solitary villa,

or retired village, rather than to live undistinguished among,

what they styled, an insolent populace, whose pride it was, to

crush that of all others. But the circumstance which must have

been most detrimental to the beauty of the city, was the spaces

which, Xenophon tells us, were left vacant, wherever bouses

had been either destroyed by fire, or razed by a decree of the

——■ ' ' ■

. * Aristot. Oeconomic. lib. ii.

f Dicasarch. Fragment, cui titulus BIOS 'eaaaaOZ.

people ;
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people ; for tbe ground on which these had stood being deemed

fatal and execrable, none were permitted to build on it.

With these defects, M. de Pauw observes, Athens could

not be rendered a beautiful city. The great magnificence dis

played in the temples and public buildings, made the meanness

of private houses appear more conspicuous. The eye was ra

pidly carried from one extreme to its opposite, without discern*

ing any intermediate point on which it might repose; and as

there was neither proportion nor connection between the several

parts, there could not be beauty in their assemblage as an whale.

The three thousand statues, erected in the public places, and

under the porticoes, of Athens, could not atone for the deform

ity of the streets ; because ornaments cannot atone for defects.

Among the Athenians, beauty of person seems to have been

the portion of the male, rather than of the female sex : tbe lat

ter, however, disdained not the assistance of art, to improve

those charms, of which, in M. de Pauw's opinion, nature

had not been very liberal. Their morals were under the in

spection of the Gynaconomi, who were always members of

the Areopagus ; and their dress, under that of another tri

bunal, the magistrates of which were distinguished by the ap

pellation of Gynacocosmi, who punished, with great severity,

those that were careless and slovenly in their external appear

ance : hence the ladies ran into the opposite extreme, ruined

their families by their expences in dress, adopted the most extra

vagant fashions, and at length plaistered their faces and bosoms

with paint, in a degree so disgusting, that it has never yet been

equalled in any civilized country. Quære, Has M. de Pauw

visited Paris lately ?

Dr. Gillies, in his History of Greece, has dwelt with a de

gree of enthusiasm on the advantages, both natural and moral,

resulting from the gymnastic exercises and public games : but

'the present author is of a very different opinion, and asserts that

nothing could be more pernicious, or tend more to enervate the

human race, than these exercises. With respect to the moral

advantages of the public games, what Dr. Gillies has said is ra

ther eloquent declamation than solid argument ; but, on the

other hand, we cannot help thinking that M. de Pauw, in

his estimation of their medical effects, shews but little know-

lege in physiology, and represents the accidents which sometimes

happened to the athletæ as the natural consequences of their

exercises.

From comparing the several accounts of the population of

Attica, in the time of Pericles, of Demosthenes, and of Deme

trius Phalereus, M. de Pauw conjectures, that the number of

citizens was preserved nearly at the same level, in consequence

of the adoption of strangers, to repair the extraordinary devasta-

2 tions
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tions of war and disease, and of emigrations, when the number

exceeded that which the rules of policy had established : this

was twenty thousand men ; and he supposes that there was

an equal number of women. In the time of Demetrius Pha-

lereus, the strangers settled in Attica amounted to ten thou

sand, and the Haves to four hundred thousand ; so that the

whole may be estimated at four hundred and fifty thousand, to

about eighty- six square leagues of territory, or above five thou

sand, on an average, to each square league. This, M. de

Pauw observes, is a much greater population than that of

France, which, according to M. Necker's calculations, con

tains not more than nine hundred inhabitants to a square

league.

Of the Athenian matrons this Writer gives us no very fa

vourable ideas. The retirement in which they lived before mar

riage deprived them of the advantages of education, insomuch

that the courtezans, who could frequent the schools of philoso

phy, were much more accomplished than married women of the

first quality, few of whom could even spealc their own language

with tolerable propriety. After marriage, however, their con

finement was by no means so rigid as some have supposed. Xe-

nophon (in the Dialogue between Hieron and Simonides) fays,

that provided their conduct was mild and peaceable, the mo

thers of families were treated with great respect ; that much

compassion was (hewn to the infirmities of their sex ; that a

first instance even of their conjugal infidelity was easily pardon

ed, and a second soon forgotten. On the authority of Athe-

neus and Plutarch, M. de Pauw represents them as addicted

to drunkenness, and the most dissolute sensuality ; he says, that

they were turbulent and quarrelsome, and that, notwithstanding

all the concessions of their husbands, domestic p.ace was very

seldom found in their habitations. It is certain that the feasts

of Bacchus, and some other religious institutions which the

women claimed a right to celebrate, could not tend to inspire

either gentleness of manners or purity of morals.

In his observations on the distinctions of rank in society, M.

de Pauw has introduced a judicious comparison between the

nobles of Athens and of Rome ; and has shewn how greatly su

perior, in this respect, the constitution of the former was to that

of the latter, where the oppressive power of the patricians was

an inexhaustible source of civil discord, and of every evil which

can result from that worst kind of government—an ill-confti-

tuted republic. He ascribes this superiority, in a great measure,

to the regulations established by Solon, according to which, the

Archons were excluded from the command of the army, and the

office of Senator was limited to a year, instead of being held for

life : it was likewise owing to the mediocrity of fortune pos

sessed
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sessed by the nobles, and to the custom of not being distinguish

ed by familv names, which prevented all those cabals that arise

from a fam ly spirit, and which are so dangerous to a republic.

The Athenians were the greatest manufacturers and traders

of Greece ; but their commerce would have been more profit

able, if they had not been necessitated to supply Athens

with grain from foreign markets, which carried vast sums of

money out of their country. As merchants, honesty does not

appear to have been any part of their character ; for all the

arts and frauds which are known among the modern commer

cial speculators, were practised by the ancient Greeks ; whose

ingenuity was so fertile in evil, as well as in good, that they

rendered it impossible for posterity to invent either new vices, or

new virtues. The merchants, who frequented Athens and the

Pyreum, understood the art of disseminating false reports, in or

der to raise the price of grain. They imported their corn chiefly

from the Taurica Chersonesus, or what is now called the Cri

mea ; and the hist idea of bills of exchange is supposed to have

been occasioned by the danger of the seas which they were obliged

to navigate, and the depredations of the pirates who frequented

them. Isocrates, in his oration intitled rfoursgirtxot, informs

ut, that a stranger having brought a cargo of corn to Athens,

gave a merchant there, whose name was Stratocles, a bill of

exchange on some place on the coast of the Euxine sea, where

money was due to him. But, as the Greeks placed no great

reliance on each other's honesty, Stratocles secured himself by

means of a banker in Athens, who was to reimburse him, if

the person on whom the bill was drawn should refuse to pay it.

It is uncertain whether the insurance of (hips, and their cargoes,

against the dangers of the sea, was ever practised among the

Athenians ; but, from an oration of Demosthenes against Zeno-

themis, it appears that baratry was not unknown to them ; that

owners of ships borrowed large sums of the bankers, under pre

tence of purchasing cargoes, and then fraudulently loading their

vessels with stones and sand, found means to sink them at sea.

One of the causes of the flourishing state of commerce in

Athens, was, that trade was perfectly free ; that the state con

stantly refused to grant any exclusive privileges, or to favour

any individuals by concessions contrary to the political equality

of all. Here M. de Pauw takes occasion to make some ob

servations on the East Indian companies of England and Holland,

the justice of which we shall not dispute; but we fear that the evil

is too deeply rooted, and too universally extended, to be ever

redressed, at least while the dictates of natural equity, and of

political expediency, are so widely different.

Among the Greeks, the principal banks were held by the

priests of Jupiter, Apollo, and Diana, in the temples at Olym

pus,
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pus, Delphos, and Ephesus. In Rome, the temples of Saturn,

of Juno, and of Castor and Pollux, were used for a similar pur

pose. On the ruins of these, M. de Pauw observes, are now

founded the Datery's Office, the Apostolical Chamber, the

Bank of the Holy Ghost, and whatever the wit of man can in

vent to enrich individuals at the expence of the community.

On the constitution of Athens the Inquirer bestows the high

est encomiums ; but he is not blind either to its inherent vices,

or to its incidental inconveniences. He justly distinguishes be

tween the democracy, as established by the laws, and that tur

bulent laocracy into which it too often degenerated ; a distinc

tion much neglected by the partizans of governors, whether

monarchical or aristocratical. To urge the confusion and mi

sery of a laocracy, as an argument against the possibility or ex

pediency of a democracy, is as unfair, as to confound the mo

narchy of Great Britain with that of Turkey, or the political

constitution of the United Provinces with the oppressive aristo

cracy of Venice.

From M. de Pauw's observations on distributive justice,

especially in criminal cases, we apprehend that he is unac

quainted with this part of the English constitution ; which,

though not without some incidental inconveniences, is perhaps

as near perfection as any human institution can be; and much

more so than those which he so highly praises : at least we can

not help thinking that juries, under the regulation of our laws,

constitute a very competent tribunal, infinitely better adapted to

a regular and equitable administration of justice, than the court

of fifteen hundred judges by which Demosthenes was tried.

He exposes, with great judgment, the defects of the Amphic-

tyonic council, and concludes his account of it with the fol

lowing sensible observation : To a want of power in this assem

bly to enforce its decisions, and to the conclusion of treaties by

different states, without its knowlege or sanction, may the ruin

of Greece be ascribed ; but to this ruin no nation of Greece

contributed so largely as the Lacedemonians, who were conti

nually in rebellion, ever in arms, and always overbearing. At

last the Greeks expelled them from this assembly ; but this ex

clusion ought to have taken place several centuries before, from

the moment that the Lacedemonians, contrary to every prin

ciple of equity and justice, presumed to make war on the Messe-

nians, who were a confederate state.

' Warlike nations,' fays M. de Pauw, * are generally th« ob

jects of the most extravagant admiration ; and historians, who are

seldom philosophers, discern nothing in antiquity so grand, as the

pretended exploits of the Lacedemonians; who, nevertheless, ought

to be ranked among the barbarous nations, as they cultivated nei

ther arts nor sciences, and had no knowlege, except that df forging

arms to pillage those who were less powerful than themselves ; tilt

they
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they rendered the city of Sparta what Plato calls the Lion's den, in

which all the treasures of Greece were amassed. It was easy to

trace the paths by which this immense wealth was conveyed thither,

but it was impofliblc to discover any marks of its return.'

M. de Pauw mentions, with great contempt, M. £>e

Gourcy's dissertation on the Lacedemonians, which, he fays,

was crowned by the Academy of Inscriptions, much in the

fame manner ai the tragedies of Dionysius were crowned at

Athens. It is difficult, he adds, to find words sufficiently strong,

to expose the sully of his enthusiasm concerning Lycurgus,

which betrays a total ignorance of ancient history, in which no

person was less known than this supposed lawgiver: nor is this

astonishing, as his pretended Institutions were never committed

to writing ; nor have we one of them extant, the authenticity

of which is confirmed by such evidence as will stand the test

of sound criticism.

Hellanicus, the most ancient Greek historian, as quoted by

Strabo, denies that Lycurgus was the legislator of Sparta. Long

before his birth, Lacedemon bad been subject to a dyareby,

and the five annual Ephori were not created till 130 years after

bis death. The Dorians, before they conquered Laconia, had

a senate of old men, an institution common to all savage na

tions, and which, in a state of nature, seems to he pointed out

by instinct. The most piobable story is, that Lycurgus, having

been in Crete, introduced among his countrymen, some of the

military customs and exercises that he had observed in that island,

w! ich was inhabited by a number of independent tribes, who

were always engaged in war among themselves. These institu

tions were well adapted to the circumstances of the Spartan:,

who were few in number, and lived in a country which they

held in subjection, by reducing its ancient inhabitants to a state

of slavery; so that they were as much in dread of their slaves,

as the Cretan states were of each other. Their treatment of the

poor Htlotes was too notorious to be mentioned here, and too

inhuman not to be detested.

M. DE Pauw shews that the pretended equality of possessions,

which has been ascribed to the institutions of Lycurgus, never

did, and never could exist. According to him, all that M. de

Manly has advanced concerning the Spartans, is destitute even

of probability ; and he observes that this mode of writing en

subjects, of which little can be determined, with certainty, in

stead of contributing to the progress of literature and knowlege,

is an obstacle to both ; as it tends to substitute chimeras for rea

lity, and conjecture for fact. We ought, he fays, to judge of

the nature of political institutions, from the effects they produce

in the country where they are established. Wherever we behold

cities successively falling into poverty and ruin, we may conclude

that
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that the government is oppressive and unjust; because, instead of

creating, it destroys j and incessantly passes from one state of de

vastation, to another, worse than the preceding. Of this, the

description of Laconia affords a striking instance. This coun

try, after having long been under the dominion of the Spartans,

instead of flourishing, as when under the ancient Achaean?, bore

the appearance of a wretched land, depopulated, stained with

blood, and covered with the ruins of its cities. Such will ever

be the fate of governments purely military ; they rife to sudden

greatness by m?king conquests, and fall as suddenly by losing

them. All this happened to Lacedæmon, in consequence of a

series of events ; an attention to which is sufficient to detect the

delusions, of both ancients and moderns, on this head.

The moral character of the Lacedæmonians is here represented

in a very unfavourable light, and even their valour is degraded

below that of the other nations of Greece. It appears, fays the

inquirer, that, without reckoning those cases in which their

armies were panic-struck, and routed even by women, they lost

full as many decisive battles as they won, and, of these, many

were gained by corrupting the generals of the enemy. They

were what the Greeks called Thrafydeiki, bold in stratagems and

ambuscades; but cowardly in the open field; and were formi

dable, rather from their ferocity and perfidy, than from any mi

litary virtue. They were so corrupt, that, in whatever cafes

it was disgraceful to give or to receive money, they gave and

received it. Pausahias asserts that they were the first among the

Greeks, who rendered victory venal. It was by corrupting

Aristocrates king of Arcadia, that they conquered theMessenians,

and by corruption they terminated the Peloponnesian war. Aris-

. totle, distinguishing the Ephori by the appellation of "HNIOI,

or vena], says, they were destitute of every fense of honour, and

in Greece, the Spartans were generally termed Aifflowfai, or,

greedy of dishonest gain.

Piato observes, that even the best politicians could not define

the government of Lacedæmon : for this, M. de Pauw accounts,

by remarking that it was unequal, and varied with regard to the

several classes of men who were subject to it. With respect to the

Helotes, it must be considered as entirely despotic ; they were the

most wretched of slaves ; for, beside being forced to till the foil,

and serve in the army, they might be murdered with impunity :

and with respect to the tributary inhabitants of Laconia, who

had no vote in the national assembly, nor any fliare in the civil

government; the constitution of Sparta was an oligarchy, that

is, a few oppressed the many, as the nobles of Venice oppress the

citizens, and the inhabitants of the continent ; but, when con

sidered with regard to the Spartans of the Doric race, who were

the predominant nation, the constitution was an imperfect demo

cracy, fettered by the authority of two hereditary generals, under

App. Rev. Vol. lxxix. Tt the
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the title of kings. That the government was constitutionally de

mocratic is evident, because the people alone had the right of giv-

ing a si" lion to the laws, of making war or peace, of creating

senators, and of electing the Ephori. The confusion and misery

which resulted from a form of government thus wretchedly con

stituted, are well illustrated by a short recapitulation of some of

the principal events of their history.

We have been, on the whole, agreeably entertained by the per

usal of thele volumes ; as we have been by the former productions

of this lively, wild, and fanciful, yet diligent investigator.

*%* For our account of M. de Pauw's Ricberchts Pbile/o-

phiques fur Us yfmericains, &c. fee Rev. vol. xlii. p. 515.

Art. XII.

Flora Rojp.ca, siu Stirpium lmptrii RcJJici per Eurcpam et Ajiam zndige-

narum De/criptionei et Icones. JuJJ'u iS ,4ufpiciis CathakiRæ if.

Aucustæ edidit P. S. Pallas. Tomi I. Pars I. Royal Folio.

Peterfburgh*.

TsLOR/i is literally the goddess of flowers ; but by modern

■*■ botanists her name is used to signify a book containing de

scriptions of those plants that are indigenous or natives of cer

tain countries or districts. It cannot therefore be translated but

by a periphrasis, although universally received and understood by

botanists.

Tre variety of climate, situation, and soil, in the vast extent of

the Russian empire must necessarily afford a variety of vegetable

productions. The northern provinces contain few plants that

are not to be found in other northern parts of Europe; but the

southern provinces, which stretch out toward the Caspian and

'Euxine seas, and are parched by the fun, produce plants that

are not only common to Germany and Hungary, but many,

especially in the dry and salt deserts, that are natives of Spain,

Asia Minor, and even of Arabia. Toward the east, Siberia, oc

cupying the whole of the northern part of Asia, furnishes plants

that are peculiar to it ; and in warm situations, such as are com

mon to Tibet and China, and Kamtschatka, the eastern boundary

of the empire, contains many vegetables well known in America.

Hence the great extent of the vegetable kingdom in the Ruffian

dominions is sufficiently apparent, as is also the magnitude of

the work which M. Pallas hath undertaken.

The abilities of this indefatigable naturalist are so well known

in Europe, that his name alone stamps a value on any work to

which it may be prefixed. The merit, however, of the superb

publication now before us, is intrinsic : and the character of the

Author and the value of the book may be said mutually to sup

port each other.

* Imported by Mr. Sewel), London.

The
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The volume contains the descriptions and the uses of 100

plants, of which about a fifth part are unnoticed by Linne, il

lustrated with 50 most elegant engravings, coloured from nature ;

exhibiting, beside the general appearance of the plant, the parts

of fructification in their natural, and, where necessary, in their

magnified, size. The Author follows no particular system *; he

describes each genus together with its indigenous species, begin

ning with those genera which contain trees or shrubs. Of those

plants only that are not common to other countries, or that are

rare and curious, engravings are given, of which 600 are pro

posed and already finished for the work.

M. Pallas acknowlege9 to have made frequent use of the

works of Ruffian or other botanists, where he has found any

thing in them that; would suit his purpose; and, in his preface,

he gives a short biographical account of each writer from whose

works he has made extracts; the chief of them are, Schober,

Buxbaum, Messerschmid, Gerber, Heinzelmann, Amman,

Gmelin, Steller, Krachenninikof, Lerch, and Laxmann ; with

others of less note. He mentions also the persons who have exe

cuted the drawings and engravings, on one of whom, M.Knappe,

he confers a large share of praise.

It cannot be expected that we should enter into a minute exa

mination of every article in the Flora Rojsua : the observations

that are the most curious, relate chiefly to the economical uses

of the native plants, and are therefore in a great measure local.

'The medical qualities of the Oleum Betulinum ( 1 e. the purified

oil of the white bark of birch distilled per descensum) and of the

leaves of the Rhododendron cbrysanthum [chrysanthemum], are

much enlarged on ; and from what M. i'allas says of their

virtues, they seem to be very valuable additions to the materia

mtdica : our druggists will, therefore, very probably, import

them.

This splendid national work is published under the auspices

and at the charge of the Empress, who continues, with unremit

ting zeal, to patronise all literary and scientific labours. The

expence indeed must be very considerable, for if the whole num

ber of Ruffian plants be as fully described as the hundred con

tained in this volume, the work will consist of at least 20 volumes;

as our Author fays, that the number of plants spontaneously

growing in the Ruffian dominions, amounts to upwards of two

thousand distinct species —In a word, the munificence of the

Empress and the indefatigable labours of M. Pallas will stand

recorded in the Flora Roffica, which must remain as a monu

ment of the high cultivation of natural knowlege in countries

but lately emerged from a state of barbarism.

* A systematical index, which is promised, will obviate any ob

jections that may be made to the arrangement.

Tta Art.
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Art. XIII.

W. X. Jansek, Phil, tt MeJ. Do8. dt Pelagra, Morlo InMtdicIamenJs

Dumto endemio. i. c. Dissertation on the Pelagra, an er.Jcmial

Disease in the Dutchy of Milan. By W. X. Jansen, Phil, and

M. D. 8\o. Lryden. 1788.

1 rpHE Pelagra, or, as the Italians call it, Mai del sale,

!_" seems to be peculiar to the Dutchy of Milan j by some it

is supposed to be a new disease, and our Author says that he

has not met with any description of it among the ancients ;

but, however this may be, it is. certain that, within a few years

past, its ravages have increased to a most alarming degree, and

threaten to depopulate the country. On this account, the pie-

sent Emperor has founded, at Legnano, about fifteen miles

from Milan, an hospital appropriated for the relief of those

afflicted with this malady, which contains forty patients; and

he has ordered that the hospitals of Milan and Pavia shall be

obliged to receive each ten patients under this disease, that the

physicians of these cities may have opportunities of investigating

its nature and cure. From observations made in these hospi

tals, and the information communicated by the physicians who

preside over them, Doctor Jansen has collected the intelli

gence which he here lays before the public.

This disease, to which the peasants are more liable than any

other class of people, generally makes its first attack early in the

spring: a red shining Ipot, something resembling the erysipelas,

but without much pain or itching, appears on the back of one

or both hands, sometimes on the legs or on the neck, but very

seldom on the face; a number of little pimples of various co

lours rife around it, the skin becomes parched, cracks, and

falls off in white furfuraceous scales; the red spot, however,

still remains, but gradually loses its colour, till, toward Sep

tember, h is no longer discernible. Except this cutaneous

symptom, and that the body is more lax than usual, the patient

experiences no inconvenience; the appetite is good, and the

secretions are regular: during the whole winter, the disease

seems to have entirely left him, and he appears to enjoy perfect

health ; but no sooner does spring return, than the red spot

again breaks out, and is frequently attended with more formi

dable symptoms. In some patients, however, the disease re

turns in this its first stage, during six, eight, or even fifteen

years, without making any further progress, and disappears

again on the approach of winter ; but in most cafes, the spots,

which return the second or third summer, are larger, the skin

is more parched, and the fissures in it more numerous j the

patient is afflicted with violent pains in the head, becomes timo-

;ous, dispirited, remarkably affected by every change of wea-

* ~ " tiwi-j
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ther, averse to labour, and, oil the least exertion, oppressed

with lassitude ; he is, however, still able to go abroad, his ap

petite remains good, and the disease generally intermits during

the winter, but returns in the following spring with renewed vio

lence; the strength and spirits diminish daily ; and the deepest

melancholy succeeds; in some, these symptoms are accompa

nied with sweats peculiarly fœtid, the smell of which resembles

that of mouldy bread. During all this time, the patients have

no symptoms of fever, the appetite and digestion are still good,

and all the secretions regularly carried on ; but as the disease

gains ground, the nervous system is more debilitated, the legs

and thighs become paralytic, a drowsiness and delirium ensue,

that at length terminate in complete madness, which appears,

in different patients, in all its fad variety of forms ;. but in

which a desire to drown themselves is common to all. This

madness is attended with an atrdphy, and with a colliquative

diarrhœa, which no medicines can suppress, and which, in

some cases, commences before the delirium. The appetite sud

denly fails, but sometimes returns with such voracity, that the

patient is eager for food, even amid the most violent convul

sions, which, in this stage of the disease, are dreadful beyond

description ; nor is there any kind of spasm with which the

sufferer is not attacked, till nature is entirely exhausted, and

death closes the mournful scene.

With respect to the cause of this disease, various conjectures

are made by the several physicians under whose notice it has

fallen: it has been ascribed to bad food, hard labour, the heat

of the sun, and the exhalations of a marshy soil; but these

circumstances, though without doubt highly prejudicial, being

common to other countries where this dreadful malady is un

known, are not, in Dr. Jansen's opinion, sufficient to ac

count for it ; and he justly observes, that it is better to acknow-

]ege our ignorance, than to assign hypothetical causes, which

may perhaps lead others into error. Whether the Pelagra be

contagious or hereditary, is a point on which the Milanese phy

sicians are by no means agreed ; but the facts here related seem

to indicate that it is not infectious. It is often combined with,

other disorders, as the gout, rheumatism, scurvy, phthisis,

dropsy, and fever ; but the last, instead of assisting nature in her

efforts to throw off the disease, only serves to weaken andfrus-

trate them.

A few individuals have recovered from this malady, but the

instances are so rare, that no method of treatment can be re

commended from experience of success; and Doctor Stran-

CHI, physician to the hospital at Legnano, acknowleged to the

Author, that he never yet saw a cure of the Pelagra, that could

with certainty be ascribed to any particular medical treatment.

T t 3 la
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In the first stage of the disease, the bath has generally been pre

scribe' ; but, in most cases, without any good effect; and the

physicians of Milan confess that they acquiesce in the use of it,

rather to comply with the notions of the people, than from any

hope of success. Frictions and diaphoretics, together with cor

roborants, are also recommended. Bleeding and purging are

not to be tried without the utmost caution ; but sinapisms, blis

ters, issues, setons, and, above all, the moxa, are applied as

the most efficacious remedies: opiates and mercurials, instead of

affording any relief, are found to exasperate the disease. Dr.

Jansen thinks that several other medicines might probably be

used with success, and advises a trial of the Cicuta, Hye/cyavuu,

Belladonna, Arnica, Hellebore, Cantharidis, Viola tricolor, Gal

lium aparint, Eleclricity, Inoculation of the itch, and other re

medies of the like kind, which have been found of service in

disorders, where the symptoms are analogous to those of the

Felagra. It does not appear that any attempt has been made to dis

cover the nature of the disease by dissecting those who have died

of it; or if any such anatomical observations have been made,

Doctor Jansen has omitted the account of them; which we

have no reason to suppose he would have done, as be seems

fully sensible of their importance.

Art. XIV.

Description Physique dt la Contree de la Tauride. I. e. The Natural

Hillory oftJrim Tartary : intended as a Continuation of the His

tory of Discoveries made by several learned Travellers in Russia

and Persia. Translated from the Ruffian j with Notes. Sro.

pp. zgS. Hague. 1788 #.

THE peninsula of Crim Tartary was not only known, but

held in a considerable degree of celebrity, by the ancient;

under the name of Cber/onefus Tawica. Its history, we pre

sume, is so well known to most of our readers, that a recapitula

tion of it would be superfluous. We shall therefore only ob

serve that, from a Turkish province, it became part of the

Russian empire in 1783.

The original of this work was published in the Ruffian lan

guage, in 1785, by the Academy of Sciences at Petersburg;

with the view, not only of describing the country, but of point

ing out, in a scientific manner, the most probable means of im

proving this new province. The author, through motives of

modesty, as the translator observes, in his preface, has con

cealed his name; his work, however, would have reflected no

dishonour on it.

Imported by Mr. Dilly in London. Price c s. sewed.

It
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It is divided into three parts, the first of which is employed

in describing the country, the nature and properties of its foil,

waters, and other objects of the mineral kingdom.

The description of the country is somewhat obscure for want of

a map ; more especially as the author has not paid much attention

to the situation and distances of the places which he notices. The

face of the country being naturally divided into plains and moun

tains,, induces him to consider each of them separately. The

soil is, in general, fertile, and produces an abundance of vege

tables proper for pasturage ; but the rivers and brooks are ge

nerally muddy, and the waters are ill tasted. The wells,

if not sufficiently deep, afford a brackish water, impregnated

with different salts according to the nature of the soil in which

they are funk. The most extraordinary phenomena which the

author mentions are thesalt lakes. These he points out as ob

jects that merit peculiar attention, not only to naturalists as

curiosities, but to the inhabitants as advantageous in commerce.

They are at different distances from the sea, but generally in its

proximity ; and they yield considerable quantities of excellent

salt, which is spontaneously formed in the summer months.

The crystallization takes place at the bottom of the lake, and

the crystals unite into a solid mass or crust about two inches

thick. As the lakes are shallow, there is little difficulty in loosen

ing the crust, and raising it out of the water ; any impurities

of mud or sand are at the same time washed off, and the salt

needs no farther purification.

In describing the mountainous part of the peninsula, the au

thor enumerates the situations of the chains, their height, the

earth or rock of which they are composed, the plants and trees

which are best suited to the different parts of the hills, and

several other interesting particulars.

In the island of Taman, the author describes, among many

other natural curiosities, the salt springs that contain naphtha,

and the hillocks* which emit salt mud. The last are found on

the tops of mountains composed of argillaceous earth, and are

at a small distance from each other : some of them are at present

in a state of inactivity, but others throw out a mud or slime

mixed with petroleum, which spreading itself all round, forms

an hillock. These hillocks are generally round, with a small

opening in the middle of their summit, whence the mud just

mentioned continually flows, and, falling down the sides, makes

a perpetual accumulation. The soil in the neighbourhood of

the hillocks is quite barren, and covered in several places with

* The French word is gouffre's,' but hillock1 seerns to express the

idea better. . _ . * ■ '

Tt.4 . an
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an efflorescence of Glauber's salt, which is also found in tht

mud : it is full of cracks and openings, and shakes under the

traveller's feet like a bog or quagmire : the air feel* warm,

though the mud, at the time of its emission, is cold to the

touch ; and a greater quantity of it is thrown out in warm than

in cold weather. The salt springs are not far distant, and wholly

occupy a valley about 300 paces in diameter ; they have a round

opening, and some of them throw out a small quantity of mud,

but in general they are full of muddy salt water, on the surface

of which the petroleum or naphtha swims, forming a scum about

a soot thick '. The soil near these springs is marly, and in

some places forms itself into a greyish or yellowish aluminous

schistus, impregnated with petroleum. From this schistus,

which, by exposure to the air, falls into thin laminae, alum may

be made.

These curious phenomena might have been more fully de

scribed : we do not remember to have met with any account

of them in the writings of modern travellers. The country

indeed is but little known ; if, however, its present possessors can

be brought into a greater degree of civilization, it may become

less dangerous for naturalists to visit them, and give a more cir

cumstantial account of the curiosities with which the country

abounds.

The second part of the work contains a catalogue of the native

plants, with descriptions of such as arc either curious or useful.

The author does not merely describe the indigenous plants, but

such as may be cultivated in gardens, or in the fields ; he enu

merates also the trees which seem best adapted either to the cli

mate or the soil, and gives some general hints toward im

proving the face of the country, and enriching its inhabi

tants.

In looking over the catalogue of indigenous plants f, we ob

serve that, in general, they are such as are natives of the south

ern parts of Europe; some Asiatic plants occur, as also such

as are peculiar to Alpine situations ; most of them appear to

be the fame which Tournefort describes as natives of the

opposite shore of Natalia. Their variety is, doubtless, a proof

of the excellence of the climate and the fertility of the soil.

The third and last part is appropriated to the enumeration of

native and domestic animals of the country. Among the first

are wild horses, antelopes, elks, fallow deer, wild boars,

wolves, foxes, bares, with others which are common to the

* The width of these wells or springs is not mentioned.

f The Linnean synonyms which are given in this catalogue ar?

very carelessly printed. Typographical errors are indeed obtervable

in mpst parts of the book,

south
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south of Europe. Among the latter. ire dromedaries, horses,

cows, astes, goats, and slieep. Of the last mentioned, the au

thor particularly notices a variety peculiar to the country be

tween K,ajlovj and Pericop. Their skin is remarkably fine, and

the wool of a grey colour ; but if removed to another part of the

country, they degenerate. The author therefore justly attri

butes the variety to the effect of the salt marshes, and the

saline plants on which the slieep feed : and in confirmation of

this opinion, he fays, that these pastures ameliorate the breed of

slieep in general.

Birds, fish, amphibious animals, and insects, have each a sec

tion allotted to their description. The account which the au

thor gives of the mullet may serve as a specimen of the manner

in which he treats this part of natural history :

' The mullet is one of the best of sea-fish ; and is caught, in great

quantities, on the coasts of the Black Sea, especially in the neigh

bourhood of Koslow and Kasfa. Its length is from one half to three

quarters of an Archini * ; its figure is long, small, and almost round;

its head, broad and flat ; the scales are large, prominent, and of a

stiver white, except those of the back, which are deep coloured. Its

flesh is white, fat, of an agreeable taste, and almost free from

bones; it is good when salted and smoked ; and from its spawn is

prepared a dish much esteemed for its fine flavour, known in Italy

by the name of Bctargo. In the towns above mentioned, it is made

in the following manner : immediately after the mullet spawns, the

spawn is put whole into a strong brine, and slightly simmered;

when it is thought sufficiently done, it is put into pots, and co

vered with melted wax, to prevent it from spoiling ; and it will

thus keep for a long while, and may be conveyed to very distant

countries. The times for catching the mullet are in spring and au

tumn ; like the herring, it migrates annually, pursuing the following

course : at the beginning of the spring it enters, by the straits of

Constantinople, into the Black Sea, in large shoals ; and keeps on the

western coast till it arrives at the mouth of the river Don : thence ic

steers directly to the peninsula of Crim Tartary, and is, in general,

first seen in March, in the neighbourhood of Koslow ; three whole

months are employed in coasting the peninsula, after which time ic

departs, by the straits of Yenicale, into the sea of Azow, where it stays

* The French translator has, through the whole work, used the

Ruffian measure, for the sake, as he fays, of avoiding the fractions

which would have occurred had he reduced them to French measure.

We subjoin a table of the Russian measures, with their value in Eng

lish feet and inches.-

Feet. Inch.

A Vtrste contains 500 Sajenes ■=. 3532 - 4.5

A Sajene 3 Arcbines = 7 - O.777

An Archine 16 Verjchacs = . 2 - 4^259

frY'r/cboc — = 1.76$

r.o
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no longer than the months of June and July; it then goes back by

the fame way that it came, and employs about three months more

before it again arrives at the Straits of Constantinople: hence it ,«•

passes into the Mediterranean, where it is taken in great quantities. ,.

' With respect to the manner ofcatching it on the coasts of Crimea, _

the Tartars generally use the sweep-net; and as the mullet, like'

the anchovy, is attracted by a light, the fishermen chuse the night- '

time for their expeditions, when they go with torches or refin-

oas pine stakes; and the fish, decoyed by these lights, are brought'

into the net. The management of the net, especially in drawing it,

requires a peculiar dexterity, which can only be acquired by habit.'

To enumerate the many other particular animals that inhabit ,

the country and its seas, would take up too much of our space ;

we shall therefore conclude this article with informing our read

ers that the book hath afforded us much satisfaction in its per

usal. The naturalist may think it defective in some particulars,

but he must consider, as we have before remarked, that the

country is little known : it is therefore to be hoped, that future

travellers will bring home farther particulars, and still 'more in

teresting intelligence.

A r t. XV. '

Hijitirt del Mtmbris dt VAcademit gjancoijc, &c. i. e. History of

the Members of the French Academy, who died between the

Years 1700 and 1771, by the late M. D'Alembert. 6 Vols.

121110. Paris. 1787.

THE first volume of this vork contains the Elogei published

by the late Secretary himself, in 1779 *. The five other

volumes appear now for the first time.

The 1st article in the 2d vol. is not entitled an Elegey but an

Jfology for Fran, de Clermont-Tonnerre, Bishop of Noyon, and is

rendered extremely pleasant by the account of the good Prelate's

ruling passion, Vanity, which is described in all its forms and

combinations, illustrated by numerous traits that are extremely

characteristic.

The sublime ideas which he entertained of his own dignity

and importance, gave birth to the following Epitaph :

Here lie, and, still more strange ! here humbly lie,

Of great Noy on the whole remains }

For now this little monumental Ay

'■ The Prelate's mortal part contains.

When Paradise he view'd, and none espied;

But fouls of meek and humble kind,

He soon withdrew, and, scornful, cried,

** There's nought but black-guards here, I find I"

—

* See Review, vol. Ixi. p. 556.

In
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In the notes are some admirable reflections on the unbound

ed adulation that was paid to Louis XIV ; but alas ! their force

is much diminished by the Author's own flattery of the late

King of Prussia, then living, and in correspondence with the

Secretaire perpetuel of the French academy.

Much amusement and sound criticism are to be found in the

2d article of this vol. the Eloge de Segrais, the Poet. Segrais be

gan his career by pastorals, and translations of Virgil ; if the as

sistance he gave to Mad. la Fayette in her two celebrated Ro

mances of the Princess of Cleves, and Zaide, be excepted. In this

last Romance, M. D'Alembert speaks with great ardor of the

new and affecting situation of two lovers, who, being forced to

separate, and ignorant of each other's language, set about learn

ing it, and carried on their correspondence in the new dialect.

But Shakespeare had this idea long before Zaide was written,

in the scene between our Henry the Vth and Katherine. The

compliment paid to Segrais as a translator, in his Epitaph, is

strong, but ingenious flattery : Virgil meeting him in the Elysian-

Fields accosts him in French, and tells him that *• he had

taught him to speak that language."

The most interesting part of the 3d Eloge, which is bestowed

on Cbarpentier, relates to the discussion of the question, whether

inscriptions on public monuments should be in the living lan

guage of a country, or in Latin? and to the unhappiness of

men of letters. Vigneul Marville has given a lamentable list of

unfortunate members of the republic of letters, who have

been either starved to death, or died in extreme indigence.

* Urban VIII. (fays he) founded an hospital at Rome for the,

retreat of poor gentlemen late in life. It were to be wished

that one were founded for authors of known abilities who are

dying with hunger.' Here follows a long catalogue of indigent

writers of eminence, and a recommendation of a book to the peru

sal of his readers, intitled De Jnfortunio Literatorium, where they

will find a great number of unpleasant facts onihe lame subject.

The list, says M. D'Alembert, might be greatly augmented

in our own times by the names of those who have died in

wretchedness, and been buried at the expence of their friends,

or the parish. But in presenting this melancholy picture to their

brethren, it would be but just to accompany it with the ani

mating, though not very numerous list, of writers whose works

and talents have been productive not only of fame but of for

tune. \( would be likewise expedient to examine whether the

chief part of the misfortunes of literary men has not been occa

sioned by their own imprudence. The advantages and evils of

the profession of Literature form an interesting question, which

well merits the discussnn of all learned societies.

Charles
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CharUs Perrault is the next academician whose merits have

been the subject of M. D'Alemeert's disquisitions ; and here it

is but equitable to observe, that though these Eflays are caJJed

Eloges, they are nothing less than indiscriminate and insipid pa

negyrics ; as the author never loses an opportunity of censuring

the foibles of his predecessors, and the bad taste or injustice of

the age.

Perrault, in his youth, quarrelled with the regent of his

school, and began to teach himself: which second education,

sayj M. D'Alembert, was beyond all comparison the best of

the two; and he asserts (in defiance of our proverb, which

fays, that " he who teaches himself has a fool for his master"),

that what we learn alone, without assistance, makes a deeper

impiession than what we are taught by others; and perhaps we

only know perfectly, what we have learned in this manner.

How many great men of every kind might be enumerated, who

have had no other instructor than themselves, and who have

been the more celebrated on that account ?

Perrault's apology for writing his Eloges des Hcmmes illuflret,

in so simple and unadorned a style, is admirable. ' I ienow I

might have acquired more reputation by attempting more elo

quence ; but 1 was thinking of the fame of others. I know

that funeral orations arc in general rather panegyric; on the

preacher than on the defunct ; and though the Author's reputa

tion may be increased by it, he generally leaves that of the de

ceased where he found it.'

The controversy between Perrault and Bs'ilcau concerning the

comparative merit of the ancients and moderns, is fairly exa

mined, and illustrated with many admirable reflections. And

the late secretary, in most of these Eloges, appears more in the

light of a faithful historian and an acute critic than a pane

gyrist. It has long appeared to candid Frenchmen, that the

Perraults, as well as Quinault, and many other men of genius and

science, were hardly treated by the sour satirist Desfreaux; and

posterity is now doing them that justice which their contempo

raries denied them.

We pass over many Eloges of academicians whose names are

little known to the generality of English reajers, and which

would soon have been forgotten in France, but for this publica

tion ; which is embellished and enlivened, after the manner of

Plutarch, with anecdotes, aphorisms, and Ions mots, applicable

to the persons and things under consideration.

In the 3d vol. we have notes on the Eloge of Nicolas Boileau

Despreaux, which had been published in 1779. A freedom

of discussion appears in these notes, and in those of all the last

5 volumes of the present edition, which seems to have rendered it

necessary
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necessary to publish them in Holland, though the 1st vol. was

printed at PaTis. '

Many of our. readers will, perhaps, be surprised that the

stern, proud critic and satirist, Boileau, after having been truly

ennobled by his writings, had th: silly vanity to pique himself

upon the high antiquity of his lineage. Lewis XIV. in 1695,

having established a commission of enquiry into the validity of

titles afljumed .by the pietcnded noblejse of his kingdom ; in the

severe scrutiny that was made, a suit was commenced against the

family of Bcileau, who pretended that "John Boileau, their an

cestor, was eqnob'cd in 1371 by Charles V. King of France.

The poet, in a letter td his friend and- commentator, BroJsettey

boasted oT his having' gained his cause with flying colours.

' I have now (fays he} the patent in my pbflrssion, which

allows me a .nobility of 400 yeass antiquity.' However (fays

D'Alembert), some persons, very welrinforrrted- arid worthy

t>f credit, have assured1, me that the sentence pasted in savour

of Boileau 's nobility was in consequence of his reputation as a

poett honoured with the protection of the King; that the tstles

had been fabricated by(a man of tfie name of 'Naudiquer ; and

that many years after the transaction, a receipt had been sound

among his papers for 20 Louis d'ors, paid by Boileau for his

share in the titles which, HauAiquer had forged. The friends of

the poet will doubtless fay that this money was not given as a

bribe to an impostor, but as a reccmpe'nce toa t-;cnra!dgrst ; while

others, prone to scandal, may say that he acted 6rV the prudent

'and well-known axiom in law, that ' a judge well paid is always

clear-sighted.' Be this as it will, obscure ancestors could add

nothing to the merits of Despreaux ; it is himself that gives a lustre

to- them ; his own writings are his best Lcttres dc Noblesse.

Boileau had several brothers of very si.igular characters : James,

a doctor of the Sorbonne, and canon r.f the holy chapel, well

known by a number of works in a peculiar style, some" of

which were not remarkable for decency j hut these he wrote in

Latin, lest thcB shops he said, should understand and condemn

them. This Doctor loved the Jesuits no more than his brother, the

poet j he described them as men who lengthened the Creed and

Jhntened the Commandments. As dean of the chapter of Sens, he

was appointed to harangue the celebrated Prince' of Conde

when he passed through the city. This great commander had

a particular pleasure on those occasions, in disconcerting his

panegyrists, and tried to stare them out of countenance ; but

the Doctor perceiving his intention, counterfeiting great confu

sion, address.d him in the following manner: * Yaur Highness

'will not be surprised, I trust, at seeing me tremble in your pre

sence, at the head of a company of peaceful priests ; I shoujd

tremble still more if I was at the bead of 30,000 soldiers.'

Another
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Another brother of Despreaux, Boileau dt Puimorin, was a

man of wit as well as James, but was too much addicted to

pleasure, and too idle for study. The answer which he made ts

Chapelain's bitter invectives, who told him that he could not read,

has served for a point to one of the satirist's epigram*:

Shall a scribe, cold and harlh, who deserves to be flead :

And who knows not his letters, at my faults be squinting?

Alas ! f<T my fins, I but too well can read,

Since the nonsense you write is so frequently printing !

The death of Puimorin is ascribed to a very singular cause.

He and some friends agreed that the first of them who should

die, would give the other an account of his situation ; and

one of them dying soon after, Puimorin imagining that he had

appeared to him in the night, was seized with a deep melan

choly, which soon put an end to his existence.

Little is said of a third brother of the poet, strom* Boileau,

Register of the Parliament, except that he was a great gamester,

and when he was unfortunate, a great blasphemer. He married a

capricious woman who was a violent vixen, and whose cha

racter is described by Boileau in several parts of his Satire against

Women. The Poet however lived in the fame house with her,

after the decease of her husband ; but she was not his wife.

Defprcaux, when a boy, was regarded by his father as heavy

and stupid, and was so hardly used by him, and by his elder

brothers, that he often declared if he could be restored to in

fancy, on the hard conditions he had experienced, he would

not accept them ; and he always disputed the common opinion,

that infancy is the happiest period of our lives. ' Can that

time,' fays the Poet, * be regarded as pleasant, in which we are

never allowed to be free agents i It is in vain to fay that all this

restraint and tyranny is for our good; of what use is it to be

told the value of our chains when we have got rid of them, if

we arc insensible to all but their weight while we carry them ?

It is but a poor kind of happiness that cannot be perceived, and

it is still more worthless, if it seems a misfortune.' Not that

De/preaux thought the other parts of his life more happy than

his infancy; all appeared to him equally miserable: youth tor*

merited with paiuons, maturity with cares, and old age with

infirmities; and he seemed nearly of that philosopher's opinion,

who, when he was asked, what was the happiest period of a man's

life, answered, that which is past. * It would be difficult,' said

Dejpreaux, ' to determine this question ; we are sure, however,

that it is hardly ever the present time.'

The Due de Montaujier, himself a Cynic, who had long

spoken of the severity of Boileau s personal satires as intolerable,

and injurious to society, was gained over to the Poet's party by

a single
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•a single stroke of. flattery, which verified, says D'Alembert,

the lines of La Fontaine :

Amuse the Great with adulation,

Your praise to all their faults extend,

Wliate'er their former indignation,

The bait goes down, and you're their friend.

Boileau was fond of relating what pasted between him and

his priest, concerning his satires, at the time of confession.

- What is your occupation ? fays the priest. I am a poet—a vile

trade, fays thepritst; and of what kind is. your poetry?—Jktire.

—Still worse. And against whom do you write vour satires ?

—Against the authors of operas and romances.—Oh ! for that

matter, fays the confissor, I fee no great barm in what you

have done ; and he gave him absolution immediately.

For the honour of Boileau, according to M. D'Alembert,

he made a proper distinction in his satires between folly and vice,

never attacking bad taste, and dunces with any other arms

than ridicule, while vice and profligacy were treated with in

dignation.

After this, we have some excellent reflections on the genius and

originality of Boileau, which have been disputed as well as those

of Pope. Voltaire, who frequently denied the equity of the deci

sions of Dtspreaux in matters of criticism, says, in a letter to Hrf-

vetiut, ' I agree with you that Boileau is not a sublime poet ;, but

he executed admirably whatever he undertook. He is clear, easy,

happy in his expression ; he seldom rises very high, but he ne

ver links. Beside, the subjects he treats are not of a kind to re

quire great elevation. 1 shall therefore always warmly re

commend that kind of writing, which he has so well taught,

that respect for the language, that quick succession of ideas, the

art and facility with which he conducts his reader from one

subject to another ; and above all, his simplicity, which is the

fruit of true genius.'

The natives of France now fee, and can venture to censure,

the vanity of Lewis XIV. and the gross flattery of his pane

gyrists. The rest of Europe had long seen the excess of both ; but

perhaps the splendor of the prince, and the pensions of his poets,

were objects of envy to other princes and other poets. The in

exorable Boileau, who boasted that his chief study and glory

were to censure every thing else, became, he said, a faithful

historian, in speaking of this prince, even before be was pen*

stoned. But who would venture to swear that the first enco

miums were not to gain, and the subsequent to keep, his pen

sion ? M. D'Alembert's reflections on this subject are those

*>f a philosopher not much contaminated by monarchical ideas.

: Adulation was carried to a more ridiculous excess by the

.flatterers of Lewis XIV: than by those of any. other prince of-

6 modern
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modern time*. Voltaire compares him to -a man who wai

smothered with rose-leaves. When the monarch complained to

the Abbe d'Ejlrces of the loss of all his teeth, one after another :.

• Sire,' fays the Abbe, * who has any teeth ?' And in his 60th

year, when his majesty asked another courtier what was his

age—' Oh Sir,' fays the courtier, * the age of every body : I am

sixty.'

It was the opinion of Father Hardotiin, that most of the classi

cal productions of ancient Rome had been written by the monks

of the 13th century. c I know nothing of all that (fays

Boileau) ; but though I am not very partial to the monks, I

should not have been sorry to have lived with Friar Tibuihrs,

Friar Juvenal, Dom Virgil, Dom Cicero, and such kind of folk.*

Boileau was the first who formed the national taste of France, and

by his translations and imitations gave his countrymen a true re

lish for the epistles and satires of Horace, which before his time

used to be much less esteemed than his odes.

Many of D'Alembert's critical remarks and reflections are

local, particularly in speaking of the quarrels and controversies

relative to the comparative merit of his countrymen. It is cu

rious, however, to fee the vicissitudes of taste and manners in

a few years ; and how small a number of the decisions of the

most respectable members of the republic of letters of the last

age, have been confirmed by posterity. Voiture, whom nobody

reads at present, had an honour conferred on him at his de

cease, by the French academy going into mourning for him,

which has never been bestowed on any subsequent associate.

Boileau t Satire against Women, the most bitter and outrageous

of all, is said to have arisen from his having early in life been

jilted by a young person to whom he was going to be married,

and who ran away with a Mosquetaire. If this will not con

sole the fair-sex, let_ us try what we can do further in ac

counting for his enmity. Racine the younger, and son of his

particular friend, fays that he never had a mistress, nor ever

thought of marrying. Here is a natural and confirmed insensi

bility which rendered him as unfit to judge of female charms as

a deaf man to speak of music, or a blind one of. painting. The

exaggerated vices and foibles of a few are made general, and in

thole blandishments and virtues which captivate the rest of man

kind, he was an inveterate infidel.

For the honour of French gallantry, he was attacked from all

quarters, on the first publication of this satire. His friend Racine

•consoled him as well as he could. * Courage !' fays he, ' you

have attacked a numerous corps, which is all tongue ; but the

storm will blow over.' Indeed the storm did cease aster some

time, but the subsequent Calm was of no great service to the

wotk; and this satire against women, says M. D'Aiembert,

has

7
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has always borne the marks of violence with which it was

brought into the world. Indeed, if we may judge by his writ

ings, his lore of mankind was limited to a very small number.

But though blunt, ha;fh, and austere by nature, he seldom

carried his severity into society, where his conversation was

mild and gentle, and as he used to say himself, without nails or

tlaws. Many actions of benevolence and generosity are recorded

of him, and it has been said, that be was only cruel in iwfe.

At the death of Colbert, the pension which he had given to the

poet Corneilk Was suppressed, though this great man was poor,

old, infirm, and dying. Bcileaa, on hearing of his loss, flew

to the King, in order to try if he could get th- pension restored ;

offering to transfer his own to Comeiue, and telling the mo

narch, that he should be ashamed to receive his bounty while

such a man was in want of it. He bought Patru's library,

as the Empress of Russia did that of Diderot, leaving him the

use of it, to the time of his death. When Defpreaux died, he

bequeathed almost his whole possessions to the poor. He was at

tended at his funeral by a great number of persons of rank and

literature, How came this man (cries a woman in the street)

to have so many friends ? They fay he never spoke well of

any body in his life.

Beileau and Perrault, after injuring the reputation of each

other by epigrams and reproaches as much as they were able,

till the public began to be tired with their disputes, were recon

ciled by the good offices of their common friends ; which should

have been put in practice sooner.- The reconciliation was sin

cere on the part of Perrault; and Boikau addressed to him a

writing, which he called a letter of reconciliation, but in which,

through all the forced compliments with which it abounded, it

was not difficult to discover strong remains of spleen and sar

casm, which it is so hard for a professed satirist to eradicate.

This letter was so equivocal, and like a new attack, that a

friend of Defpreaux said to him on reading it, " I hope we are

on lasting good terms together; but if we do happen to quarrel,

let us never attempt to be reconciled : for I dread such repara

tion much more than abuse."

Personal satire soon loses its salt and piquancy ; and the satires

of Boikau, as well as the Dunciad of Pope, are less read now

than any of their other works. Abuse and indecency are equally

unworthy of such writers, and unnecessary to their fame. Sa

tire, fays M. D'AlemberT, will be always a ready resource to

men of no genius ; because, whether keen or coarse, gay or

splenetic, gross or subtle, it will be always offensive, and con

sequently read, and perhaps secretly abetted, by the pretended

friends of those to whom it is addressed. A writer from whom

so little is expected, can never be in want of a subject ;

Asp. Rev. Vol. lxxix. U u For
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For satire to friends and to seei is such food,

As, provided 'tis spiteful, will always be good *,

An anecdote is inserted at the end of the eloge on tbe Abbi

£ Abcille, which ought to have had some effect 00 satirical epi

grammatists. This Abbe, who was a kind of amateur among

authors, had written several plays, which had been received wn

various success. Being at Rouen, in the suite of tbe Alarejchal

it Luxembourg, Governor of that city, be found there a poet

who had written a very abusive epigram on the failure os his last

play. The Abbe, instead of shunning him, or returning tbe

blow, made him a visit, and presented him to the Governor,

with such encomiums as gained him a very flattering and unex

pected reception. At length the poet was so penetrated with

the Abbe's zeal to serve him, that he cried oat in the violence

of remorse, " Ah Sir ! what an uncommon kind of vengeance

you are exercising on me ! and what a lesson you have given

me .' It will completely cure me of satire as long as 1 live."

The writer of the epigram, who communicated the anecdote to

M. D'Alembert, told him, that though be had often related

the story to young poets, in hopes of checking their rage for

this wretched and mischievous species of writing, yet be believed

toe adventure had never been of use to any but himself.

In his notes on the Eloge de Regnier Desmarais, M. D'Alkij-

riERT relates a circumstance that will doubtless surprise some

of our readers. The learned Menage, author of the celebrated

Etymological Dictionary Dili' Origini dtlla Lingua Italians

(where he undertook to refute some of the natives themselves in

particular refinements of the language), durst not venture to

speak Italian, though he was much in the practice of writing it.

** There is a great difference," fays he, " between knowing Ita

lian, and knowing Italian words j" and he only ranked his know-

lcgc in the latter class. He added, with equal courage and mo

desty for a man of erudition, that " it was the fame with an

cient idioms; that the best modern scholars could only flatter

themselves with knowing afew Latin ondGrcek words."

Among the notes in Vol. III. op tbe Eloge of the cele

brated Fenelon, Archbishop of Cambray, is inserted an inedited

letter addressed, by that most worthy prelate, to Lewis XIV.

about the year 1694., wherein he predicts all the calamities

* M. D'Alembert fays, ' I am far from wishing wholly to de

prive mediocrity of this resource, or the public of the pleasure

which such writings may afford them : all must live; and the world

roust be amused.' Tac late secretary of the academy was more cha

ritable than Compte D'Argenfon, the secretary of state, who when the

Ahbi Desfontainei was taken up for writing libels, and said in ex

cuse—' I must live, Sir'——.' I see ao.necei&ty for it,' replied the

Count.

it which
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which afterward befel that prince in his reverse of fortune.

Whether this letter, of which D'Alembert had seen the ori*

ginal, was ever perused by the monarch, is uncertain ; but it is

written with the zeal, eloquence, and freedom of an ambassador

from God, pleading before an earthly sovereign the cause of bis

people. There is an energy and a vigour in this letter, without

deviating from the respect due to royalty or truth, that renders

it fit for the perusal of every vain, splendid, and ambitious mo

narch in the universe. The miseries which Lewis had brought

on his people, by his ambition, luxury, pomp, profusion, per

secution, and even conquests, are related, and censured with

such freedom and undissembled indignation, as Icings but sel

dom meet with from so dutiful, virtuous, and eloquent a

subject.

Unluckily, Lewis XIV. did not love Fenelon, and only re

garded him as a bel esprit, a name by which he affected to call

him. Madame de Maintenont with more penetration, persuaded

this prince, in spite of his prejudice, to appoint him preceptor

to his grandson, the Duke of Burgundy. In the end, both Ma-

dame de MainUnon and the monarch repented of this choice :

Madame de Maintenon% because when the preceptor was con

sulted about the King's marriage, he dissuaded him from it; and

Lewis, because he loon had the mortification to find, by tbe

principles which Fenelon instilled into the Duke of Burgundy,

that his education was an indirect satire on his own reign.

But the source os this repentance was a strong proof of the wor

thiness of their choice.

The gentle and benignant author of Telemachus had ideas of

government and civil liberty that were not likely to. please so de-

Jpotic a prince as Lewis : '* A wife sovereign (fays he) should

only wish to be the guardian and dispenser of the laws, under

the guidance of a supreme council to temper hi* authority.'*

And he quoted, in support of his principles, tbe example of two

of the best kings which the history of France can boast. Lewis

XII. absolutely forbad his parliament to register any edicts that

appeared to them unjust; and Henry IV. who in 151,6 con

vened anrasstmbly ot notables, opened it with the following

memorable speech from the throne: " I have assembled you

here to receive your advice, and to put myself under your tui

tion I Tis a wish, perhaps, which few victorious princes,

with grey beards, like myself, would form ; but the desire of

rendering my** people happy, makes the measure easy and ho

nourable."

We meet with much entertainment in M. D'AlEMBEftT'i

account of La Matte. This writer, the fiiend of Fententlle, and

the opponent of Madam* Daeier, in the famous dispute con

cerning the ancients and moderns, which occupied the learn d

U u x throughout
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throughout Europe about the beginning of the present century,

had the courage, during the life of Despreaux, to communicate

to him some of his objections to Homer. " I remember (fays

he) in mentioning to him one day the ludicrous and indecent

manner in which the bard had employed his divinities, that he

disdained to have recourse to allegories in defending him ; but

confided to me a very singular idea, which seems peculiar to

himself, though, however persuaded he may have been of its

truth, he never ventured to publish it : he supposed that Ho

mer, fearing to tire with an uninterrupted tissue of tragical

events, in the description of battles, and the fatal effects of ha-

man passions, had enlivened his poem at the expence of the

gods themselves, by assigning to them the comic characters in

the interludes with which he had furnished his fable for the

amusement of his readers between the acts."

Though this solution of the difficulty was far from satisfying

La Matte, he did not venture to publish either his own Iliad, or

his criticisms on Homer, and the ancients in general, till after

the death of Boileau ; and he then had the critical Amazon, Ala-

dame Dacier, to encounter, who attacked.him with so much acri

mony, that the most zealous admirers of the ancients were

ashamed of her violence, and exclaimed,

You injure our cause by fanatic excess ;

You'd have serv'd it much more by defending it less.

Perrault, La Motte, and FonteneUe, the modern chiefs, had

more wit than talents for poetry. But talents and taste arc dif

ferent attributes. A man of taste may discover defects in a pic

ture or a poem, without being able to use a pencil, or produce

food verses. Indeed, after the death of Boileau, the moderns

:em to have had all the wit on their side in France, while the

ancients, however good their cause, were but awkwardly de

fended. Bolhau himself was too much enlightened not to allow

that the apologists for antiquity were not always worthy either

of the gods to whom they sacrificed, or the chiefs under whose

banners they fought. He laughed at the fanaticism of Dader, a

mere translator and pedant. " By depreciating the ancients

(soys he) you debase the only coin in his costers." He had not

more respect for another enthusiast, who, in the heat os the dis

pute concerning the Iliad, had made a vow to read every day

two thousand verses of Homer, as a reparation for the injuries

which he had received from infidels, and as an amende honorable

to appease his manes. :

Dacier, in receiving M. de Boze into the French Academy as

successor to Fenelon, attacked those who had refused adoration to

the ancients with great hear, in his official discourse. La Matte

answered him at the same meeting with his fable of the Crabfijh

Finlosaphert who advises his companions to try to moveJorwtrd,

* ■ -■ like
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like other animals, that their limbs might have the benefit of

their eyes. But he was treated with the utmost contempt by the

old Crabs for making so absurd a proposition :

The sage was hiss'd from place to place.

By all who gloried in the grace

And ease of backward motion;

For ev'ry counter-marching blade

Thought all advancement retrograde,

Was wisdom and devotion. ' >

From ancient errors let's withdraw

All blind and superstitious awe.

And sift whate'er is new ; <

Excess in both will lead astray, ,

But reason never lost her way ;

Let's keep her full in view.

The fables of La Matte have neither the wit nor the original

humour which abound in those of La Fontaine; but they are re

plete with good sense, knowlege of mankind, and philosophical

maxims ; many of which are become proverbial in France.

Such as : It is safer to please than to serve mankind. VEnnui

is ihe child of uniformity—Hatred h watchful, friendship drowsy.

Whoe'er corrects and gives no pain

Of head and heart, may well be vain. 1

Contempt provokes the meanest elf;

No clown but feels its sting :

For ev'ry one is fond of self,

And is, in pride, a king.——

On Alexander the Great, after his conquests :

As yet you pow'r alone can plead ;

Govern us well, you're king indeed.—

In conq'ring, all his time was spent, ,

He had none to spare for government.—

So have I seen an infant cry

Because he was not six feet high ;

But on a table plant the dunce,—

He thinks himself a man at once.

At the dress of a sage the Grand Turk made a pother ;

Yet the one was a man, and a puppet the other.

His fables, however, were severely criticised, even on the

stage, by Fuftlier, in a comedy called Momus turned Fabulist,

Tii is piece ran 30 nights when it first came out, though it was

little noticed on its revival in 1745, long after the death of La

Matte. But, fays M. D'Alembert, ' the occasion was for

gotten, and public malignity had no living victim to sacrifice.'

La Matte isWaid to have been the best prose writer of all the

French poet9, except Voltaire. The politeness with which he

answered Mad. Dacier's abusive address, gave occasion to the

saying, that he had been treated a la Grecque, and the lady, a la

Franfoifc. His prefaces are regarded as matter- pieces of elegance ;

U u 3 and
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and his Eloge on Lewis XIV. which he pronounced in the

Trench Academy after the death of that Prince, is the only one

of all his funeral orations that has not been long forgotten ;

though all the pulpits in the kingdom resoundtd with the fame

praises ofthis monarch at his death, with which be had been in

toxicated when living.

La Mr.te had the peculiar art of reading his works in so cap

tivating a manner at the French Academy, or rather reciting

them (for when between 30 and 40 years old he lost his fight),

that those productions which were afterward the most severely

criticised, were heard with rapture. His enemies applied to

him, on these occasions, an epigram which had been made on

St. Amand, who probably read bis bad verses in the fame sedu

cing manner as that with which La Motte had transformed medio*

crity into excellence.

Thy verses, pronoune'd by thyself, are enchanting]

Without thee, they're nonsense indeed ;

As thy arts of recital so often are wanting,

Write something which others can read.

His memory was so tenacious, that when a young author had

read to him a new tragedy for bis approbation, he told him that

his piece abounded with beauties, but he was sorry to fay that the

suit- it scene in it was stolen. The poet, extremely surprised and

shocked at this charge, begged him to authenticate his assertion ;

when La Motte, after a short enjoyment of the author's astonish

ment, cried out, " Come, come, do not be discouraged ; jour

scene was so beautiful, that I could not help getting it by

heart.'*

La Motte was so patient under abuse, that Qacon, the most

virulent of all his enemies, unable to extort a reply tp anyone

of the many scurrilous pamphlets which be bad written against

him, told the poet's friends, that he would get nothing by his

iorbearance ; for, fays he, " I am going to publish 4 work in-

titled, Ah answer ta thesilence of M. de la Matte."

Having received a slap on the face for treading on a man's

toes in a crowd, he only said, *' Why do you put yourself in a

pission ? I am blind."—It was the determination of his friend

FonteneiU, never to dispute. ♦« Every body has his way of

thinking, and every body is in the right." And as he was

averse to disputation, he was. still more so to quarrelling. "Men

(fays he) are silly, vain, and spiteful ; but I am obliged to live

with them, and \ have long known on what conditions." La

Motte Jived in Arid friendship wuh fontentlU till the time of his

death, in 1731, at 59 years of age,

We must now quit, with regittj M. D/Ale Hubert's agree

able work, though we have advanced no tuither than the 4th

volume, indeed (he eminence and various talents of the per

son*
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sons celebrated, with the wit, good taste, and found criticism of

the author, who, though a great geometrician, did not despise

and reject the assistance of grace and elegance, have seduced us

into an article of an unusual length, for which we shall make no

apology j for as Garth said of his Preface to Ovid's Metamor

phoses, " It is in every reader's power to make it as short as he

pleases.**

~i ■ - . 1 11

Art. XVI.

Atstbetische Gtspratche, Sec. i. e. An Enquiry into the great Poetical,

Prejudices, Rhyme, Metre, and Machinery. In Four Dialogues,.

1 2 mo. Breslaw and Leipzig.

THE preface to this work points out its importance, and the

author's satisfaction in having accomplished it; as he ex

pect1) nothing less from its influence than a total revolution in

poe'ry.

In the first Dialogue, he endeavours to (hew the absurdity of

introducing Beings into Poetry whose existence is neither be*

lteved by the reader nor the writer. It is time, he thinks, to

divest ourselves of the ancient prejudice of Greek mythology,

which is now so worn-out, and childish, that even school-boys

should be no longer plagued with it. The machinery of the

Christian system, of angels, and devils, k but seldom appli

cable ; nor can ghosts be often introduced, or long remain as

agents in the business of a poem. But the chief part of what he

fays on this subject is borrowed from chap. I. vol. 8. of Tim

Jonet ; however, he is so candid as to allow, that " Fielding

defends his opinion very ably." It is pity that Fielding did not

kslow, when he was writing this chapter, the service he Was

rendering to a German author, and the honour that would ac

crue to him for ir, forty years after 1

In the lid Dialogue, the author points all his artillery against

Rhyme, His ammunition is chi' fly furnished by Milton in the .

preface to hie Paradise Lost. One argument in favour of his

doctrine, he dr&vvs from the difficulty which a good actor finds

in concealing the rhymes in which French, and many German

plays are still written ; and he fancies that our G irrick was

equally embarrassed by them.

La Motte vainly tried in France to get rid of rhyme in ,

tragedy; but either habit, or the want of dignity in the lan

guage, makes the French regard a tragedy in prose not only as

unpleafing, but unnatural, if our Teutonic author had known

bow disrespectfully Pope has treated rhyme, in a letter to one of

his friends, he would have thought his triumph complete. " I

should be sorry and ashamed (says our admirable countryman)

to go on jingling to the last step,' like a waggonei's horse, in the

U u 4 sane
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same road, and so leave my bells to the next silly animal that

vill be proud of them. A man make* but a mean figure, in the

eyes of reason, who is measuring syllables and coupling rhymes."

But this was written in an ungrateful and splenetic fit, in 1714,

before the bard had been so completely absurd as to produce his

best works.

In the II Id Dialogue, the writer having, as he thinks, dis

patched the rhvming throng, and left them sprawling, proceeds

to attack the nutrient tribe. We have often met with rhyme

without reason, and reason without rhyme, but never with no

minal poetry, without measure. In a drama be thinks blank

verse as grear an enemy to probability, and good declamation, as

rhyme. Dr. Johnlon has said, in his Lives of the Poets, that

*' the variety of pauses so much boasted by the lovers of blank

verse, changes the measure of an English poet to the periods of

declamation." And on this text our author seems to preach.

He al'ows, however, that rhythm m*y have its use in music, in

phrasing th<* melody, and rendering it more symmetric.

In the IVtb Dialogue, he pretends to have discovered that

the Eng'ish language is total. y u fit for metrical verse; and he

builds bis opinion on the following passage of Dr. Johnson :

«« Poetry may subsist without rhyme, but will not often please;

nor can rhyme be safely spared except when the subject is able to

support itself. Blank verse makes some approach to that style

which is called the Lapidary Style, but has neither the ease of

prose nor the melody os numbers, and therefore tires by long

continuance." This testimony, and the ill success of Sir Philip

Sidney in endeavouring to render English verse subservient to the

feet and metrical laws of the ancient Greek and Latin poetry,

convince him that his new species of poetry will be particularly

applicable to the English language.

Beside the want of novelty in treating these subjects, the au

thor's perfect self-complacence in the midst of pedantry and an

affected style, place this work in that numerous class which, for

our many- fold sins, we aie obliged to read, and in which we

derive our chief pleasure from the finalperiod.

At the end of the book we are presented with specimens of the

author's new- invented poetry, which is literally prose run maiL

We will endeavour to translate a part, to shew our readers boys

well it suits the Englijh language.

* Ode to the High Priests of the German £jrf.

* Powerful singing magicians 1 - .

Another name I do not give ye,

Ye high priests of German harps !

Ye, whole words of thunder,

Singing of battles,

Sounding jubilees,

Shake
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Shake the hearts of men more

More

Than the ruinous rage of furious tempests,

More

More than the rocky noise of tumbling cataracts !——»

' Ye whose tuneful silver throat

In bridal songs, and vernal hymns

Dissolves each human ear

Till liquid it becomes,

And thawed and melted

In tender sympathy

Like the virgin's bosom

Heated by a lover's scalding tear ■

* Ye powerful singing sorcerers !

Oh sweep new harps !

The singer of holy Nature

Consecrated them for you.

Glorious they are, and full ofsound.

Not yet debased by vulgar hands,

Nor hung with ivy branches, or with rhyming bells.——*

Strange as this may seem to sober readers, we will venture to

fay that it is less nonsensical than the original.

Art. XVII. v

he Re-viluzioni del Teairt musicals Italiano, Sec. i. e. The Revolutions

of the Italian Opera, from its Origin to the present Time 5 by

Stefano Arteaqa. Concluded.

IN conformity to a promise which we made to our readers

last year *, we return to this work ; of which we then had

only room for the skeleton, or table of contents. Though this

history of the Musical Drama has been much read in Italy, we

And, by several posterior publications, that neither the Literati

nor the Musicians of that country are quite satisfied with the.

Author's decisions, or his manner of treating the subject. In

the first place, he is a Spaniard, and partial to the poetry of his

own country ; and in the next, he is not allowed to be either s

practical musician sufficient to judge of the composers whom

be mention-., except by tradition, or deeply read in the history

of the art, or the professional talents of individuals. He writes,

however, with elegance and sire, particularly in speaking of

Lyric Poetry, which he seems to feel with much more enthu

siasm than music. But disdaining all discussion of the theory or

practice of the art, he confines himself chiefly to what he calls

its Rhetoric and Philosophy.

In his preliminary discourse, Sig. A&teaga has charac

terized his predecessors in a summary way. He allows but four

r. ; ' 1 - ■ I

* See App. to Rev. vol. lxxvii. p. 547.

who
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who have written expressly on'' the musical drama: S>uadria%

Algorotti, Planelli, and Napoli Signorelli. He calls the former,

* A nan of immense reading, but on whose learning, taste, or

criticism, no dependence can be placed, lie has filled half an huge

volume of his Stsria i ragiont J'cgna Pocsui with titles, dates, and.

names of authors, heaped promiscuously one on the other, in such

a way as to frighten memory, and destroy the most determii ed pa

tience. The celebrated Count Algarotti, in his Saggio del!' Ofera i*

Jllujfea, has manifested taste in his usual flowery llyle, enriched with

all the embellisliments of his own language, and of that of foreign,

countries. His reflections on the conduct of modern dramas' are

generally elegant and judicious; but he has not sufficiently mounted

to the source and principles of the musical drama, to Reserve the name

of a complete critic. The Cavalier Plantlli, ia his Trattato delP

Optra in Mufica, is more profound, learned, systematic, and con

sequently more useful; embracing the object of bis work in its

whole extent. Vet, notwithstanding it is the best didactic book on

the subject, it seems as if his reflections on lyric poetry were neither

so just nor deep a the rest of his performance, nor has he sufficiently

distinguished opera from tragedy; and he fails still more in the histo-

lieal than in the critical part.

* // Dottor Pietro Napoli- Signorelli, in his Storia critica dt' Teatri,

disappoints his readers in speaking so little of modern times, after

being so diffuse on the ancient. This brevity has led him into hasty

and ill-founded decisions on national merit, and inaccurate state

ments of facts. All these defects, however, have not prevented the

Author from producing a learned and captivating book, nor his

readers from hoping that he will soon publish his Si/lema drama-

two, which he has promised, and which will perhaps furnish those

lights for which we vainly seek in his History.' '

This last period and character are wholly omitted in the

second edition ; previously to the publication of which, a con

troversy broke our, and was carried on with some asperity, be

tween the Spaniards and Italians, concerning the antiquity and

comparative excellence of the dramatic productions of their seve

ral countries. Napoli Signorelli, who had spoken irreverently of

the Spanish dramatist.*, in his Critical Hifiory of ancient and mo-

oern Theatres, awakened Spanish patriotism, and gave birth to a

work entitled Saggio Apologetico, or an Essay in defence of the

Spanish Drama. This was immediately answered, with con

siderable abilities, by Napoli Signorelli, in his Difcorfi Storico-

Critico, of which the reasoning and facts are enlivened with so

much wit and sarcasm, that the Spaniards are less likely to for

give the author for being right than wrong. This seems to

account for the suppression of ArteagaJ& eloge on Signorelli.

The first chapter contains a well-digested analysts of the Mu

sical Dramas, pointing out the specific difference between them

and other kinds of dramatic compositions. The author fays

truly, that the word Oi'£K a cannot be beard without remind

ing
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ing us, not of a single uncompounded production, but an ag

gregate of poetry, music, and decoration. He has not ad

mitted, among the constituent parts absolutely essential to a mu

sical drama, Dancing, which many spectators regard as the first

requisite : but ballets being seldom analogous or incorporated

in the texture of a drama, he regards them in no other light

than farces or intermezzi. In every other dramatic composition,

Poetry is the absolute mistress and sovereign-, to whom all things

else are subservient ; but in the Opera she it not the queen,

but the companion of music and decoration, partaking of their

fate, whether prosperous or unfortunate. So that all subjects

of poetry, which do not contribute to please the ear and eye,

are banished from rhe Opera. But music being generally re

garded as the most essential part of this kind of drama, poetry

must be subordinate to its powers and effects.

The union, therefore, of music with poetry, is the charac

teristic difference between an opera and a tragedy or comedy ;

nor is the union so absurd as is of en pretended, on account of

the necessity of heroes and heroines rejoicing, grieving, con

versing, and reasoning, in song. It is but transferring tbe sen

timents of the poet from speech to melody, a more sweet and

sonorous language.

What the author fays concerning the necessity of avoiding

long discussions, moral sentences, or subtil arguments, in a

musical drama, is reasonable and convincing. 1 he progress of

the piece should be rapid ; for is the poet becomes circumstantial,

both the composer and performer will find it extremely difficult

to excite in tbe audience that degree of interest and passion which

amounts to rapture ; there should be an easy and quick transi

tion from one situation to another, unincumbered with trivial cir

cumstances j and an artificial combination of lively and pathetic

scenes, in which the few words that are used, want no other

comment or illustration than what is in the power of music to

furnish. It is for declamation in tragedy to multiply words

and embellish circumstances, and for the musical dramatist to

aim at precision in sentiments and rapidity of plot. Meropc,

in the French tragedy, makes a long and eloquent speech to

Polyphonies, in calling for her son ; but Metastasio makes a

mother, in similar circumstances, explain herself in four lines;

Rendi mi U Figlio mioy 5?c. *

It is the painter's business to seize one interesting moment for

the subject of an historical picture; and the poet and com-

• When Mattei sung this air on our stage, in the opera of Cir«

ritonezeiuta, it had an effect which it would be difficult to produce

by 490 lines of declamation.

poser
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poser should be equally careful in selecting the precise point of

time when an air is to be introduced in the scene of an opera.

The frequent change of measure, situation, and sentiment, in

lyric poetry, ii essential and necessary to its genus. Music is

the language of passion, and the augmentation and refinement of

the cries of nature, harmonized, and divested of the harsher and

more violent effects ; adopting such only as penetrate (he hearts

without shocking the ears of the audience.

Playful and placid images, however, may likewise have ad

mission in the lyrical complaints of lovers j such as in Meta-

stasio :

Placido Zefiretto

Se trtmi it caro eggttti,

Digli cbt Jei Sofpim,

Ma nun gli dir di cbi, &c.

Gentle Zephir, if you spy

The charming object of my flame,

Tell her you're nothing but a sigh,

Yet say not from whose breast you came.

Or in Quinaut's lsis :

Le Zepbir fut ttmoin, Vondc fut attentive

Quand la nympbtjura de ne changer jamah,

Mais le Zefbir leger & 1'onde fugitive

Ont enfin emforti Us fermens qu'elle a fait.

Gay Zephir was witness, attentive the stream,

When the fickle nymph swore that her love ne'er should fade ;

But restless alike, change a blessing they deem

And have hasten'd away with the vows which she made.

The immense distance between the pity and affection of

Misero Pargolttto ;

and the horror and dread of

Chi mat dell 'Erebo, kc. in Orpheus, points out the

numberless shades of passion, and endless variety at which mu

sical expression may aspire, without quitting its own limits and

native powers.

He fays that

< Song being the voice of passion, whoever sings is in some mea

sure out of his calm and natural situation ; as a man in a sudden

transport is said to be out of his mind or fenses. So that musical

language can never be compared with common speech, unless with

such as a man would use on extraordinary occasions. At least we

may allow the lyrical language to be highly figurative, in order to

express and lead to those effusions of sentiment and passion which

uncommon situations require. Indeed Metastasio seems to have been

the first and almost the only lyric poet who has known the true and

genuine bounds of musical imitation and expression.'

13 To
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To this opinion, as lovers of music, we readily subscribe ;

and further, wil.' venture to add, that the writings of that ex

quisite poet are so happily calculated to display the varied mea

sures and powers of vocal melody, that its symmetry and refine

ment, during the present century, are perhaps more indebted to his

versification, than to the genius and labours of all the composers)

who have made it the vehicle of their strains.

We have dwelt the longer on this part of the work before us,

as it seems better executed than the rest, and more worthy the

attention of our own lyric poets.

The lid chapter contains a history and eloge of the Ita

lian language ; but the chief and best part of what the Author

fays in favour of its vocal properties, is copied irom Reujseeu't

Lettre sur la Mufique Franfoise, without once condescending to

name him, though other musical and philosophical critics are

cited, such as D? Members, Buommattei, Bourdelot, BettineUit

Ex'meno, Gravina, and even Father Bohours, whose weight in

the dispute will not turn a straw.

In Chap III. he makes the fame furtive use of Dr. Burney's

property, in speaking of Guido, 'John de Muris, and Franco, and

of Father Mene/lrier's, in his account of the origin of mysteries

and moralities.

Chap. IV. he gives a sketch of the invention of secular music,

and the first application of music to modern languages, but seems

wholly unacquainted with the works of old masters, or the pe

riods when they flourished, of which his account is very innaccu-

rate and confused.

Chap. V. An account of the first attempts at dramatic music

in Italy, compiled chiefly from learned men, ignorant of music;

nor does he seem to know of what kind of music the first operas

consisted.

In the Vlth Chap, after silently transcribing RoxjJeau*s Re

flexions on the Fondness, during the last Century, for Ancient

Mythology and the Marvellous, and the puerile Passion of the

Italians for Machinery, when the author has the courage to fay,

tale fu A mio giudizio, ' such was, in my opinion, the origin

of the wonderful in musical dramas,' he loses all our esteem, and

makes us unwilling to allow him the least merit of originality*

If we had never read before what is contained in this work,

we should have regarded it as one of the most ingenious that

music could boast.

Chap. VII. gives an account of the numerous attempts at the

musical drama in Italy, and several other parts of Europe, dur- '

ing the last century.

Chap. VIII. The author returns to the machinery and mar

vellous of the operas that were occasionally represented in the

several courts of Europe, in celebration of royal marriages, and

ether
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Other festive events. The description! of many of these splendid

exhibitions bave been taken from Pcre Mtneftriir't Treatise fur

h; Dramts en Aluf.qut ; but without naming him. Practical

music all this while made but a small progress. The Flemish

style of Fugue, and elaborate contrivance, still subsisted, except

on the stage, and there, neither genius nor science appeared

during the first fifty years of the musical drama. Signor Ar-

teaga has got the names of several musical writers at the ecd

of his pen, and has sometimes read the preface and index of a

musical tract, but seldom more. He knows nothing of their

intrinsic musical merit. If they are eminent scholar;, and write

in a good style, it is taken for granted that their reasoning is

good. All the prejudices of Isaac Vtflivs and Bapt. Dim' in favour

of the ancients, and the pedantry of Meibemius and Bentempit

are regarded as oracular, while the compositions of Cariflimi aud

Stradella seem to be little known to him.

In speaking of the origin os the opera Bufsa, he unluckily in

stances two dramas, which have not the least title to the name

Of opera. The Anfiparnaso of Orazio Veccbl, which Alaratari

and others have styled the first comic musical drama, was fung

throughout in chorus, without solo airs or recitative ; and /<*

Raminga, which was a satirical morality, or comedy, wholly

declaimed without music. In this chapter he likewiie gives a

list of early opera fingers, whom he merely names, without at

tempting to describe or discriminate their several talents t the

tery defect which he has censured in £>uadrie.

The title of Chap. IX. is very alluring : ' The golden age of

Julian Music. Progress of Melody. Great Italian Composers.

Celebrated Schools ot Singing and Playing, with their different

Characters.' These are splendid promises, which we must allow the

author to have taken some pans to fulfil. But the wantofpractical

knowlegein counterpoint, singing, and playing on instruments, as

well as in musical chronology, has rendered this chapter the most

confused and unsatisfactory in his book. His information has

been hastily acquired, and adopted without sufficient examination.

The historical part is indigested, and the reflexions are more de

clamatory than scientific. There is eloquence and energy in

his style, and in speaking of poetry a degree of enthusiasm that

implies taste and feeling. His Etogt on Melody is animated. He

gives the preference to music, as an imitative art, over painting

and sculpture, ' the effects of which are only jkin deep ; whereas

the most grateful imitation to the heart of man is its own sensi

bility. Melody penetrates the very sou), reminds it of its exist

ence, stimulates its activity, and paints its most subtil and secret

modi si ations.' His simile of Pygmalion and the god who ani

mated bis statue, is an ingenious encomium on melody. But

what he fays of sculpture seems more applicable to lyric poetry,

which,
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which, till animated by the propitious divinity Music, is but a

cold marble figure. ( It is melody that confers on it the power

, of breathing, palpitating, timid looks, seducing sighs, ingenu-

otis smiles, and ail the indications of life which flattered the

lover's hopes.'

' The art of singing, during his golden age, neither destruc

tive of poetry as in the 1 6th century, nor aspiring at the war-

. bling of birds, as at present, consisted in imitating the natural

accents of passion' &c. Here we have a string of mechanical

reflections, which a man without ears or experience can make, as

well as a judge ami lover of music. Other parts of the author's

book convince us that his seeling is not very acute, nor his

judgment very profound. But such is the beauty of the lan

guage in which he writes, that when he recommends the study

of 'expression, interest, illusion, and delight, those great sources

of theatrical magic,' he is worth reading, though he often

only repeats, in more musical and sonorous words, what has been,

said by others.

As Sig. Arteaga not only feels but understands poetry

much better than music, the articles concerning the two prin

cipal melodramatists of Italy, Apojioh Zena and Meta/iasio,C\\ap.

X. and XI. are treated in a manner superior to the rest of the

work. We (hall therefore conclude this article with bis cha

racter of those celebrated lyric poets.

He truly calls Apojialo Zent

' An indefatigable man, an intelligent journalist, and a diligent

collector, learned without pedantry, an unaffected antiquary, and

the Cerneille of the Italian lyric theatre. ' Among the many enter

prises by which he rendered himself useful to his country, one was

the improvement of its drama. He undertook to correct the licen

tious, or rather meretricious, manners, with which it was infected ;

and in the vast field of history with which he was acquainted, wherever

he found examples of patriotism, a love of well-earned glory, stedfast

iiiendlhip, constancy of assertion, compassion, fortitude, prudence,

courage, and other human virtues, he displayed and rewarded them

on the stage. These he painted discriminately and happily, after he

was 60 years ofage, though his general employments were very remote

from poetry. His style is correct and compressed, his invention va

rious, the conduct of his pieces superior to all that were produced

before him, and the whole supported with regularity. Sacred sub

jects were particularly well treated by him in his oratorios, and

such deceucy and decorum observed as were unknown to his prede

cessors, though sacred dramas had been written from the time of

Sa* Filippa Ntri ; but till now they had been abandoned to me <a.

and trivial writers. Aj-cjlalo Leno clothed the sacred subjects which

he treated, with a dignity worthy of the Holy Scriptures, and, till

the time of Mctajlafio, Italian ears had not been accustomed to such

nervous and roDult poetry. But with all his excellencies, this poet

is very far from having auained perfection, He should rather be

• . called
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called a man of talents thin genius ; and there is as much difference

between his poetical compositions and those of Mitastafio, as be

tween the prospect of a rich and beautiful country by moonlight, and

in a bright and clear morning during the month of May. The

baste with which many of his dramas were produced, for, according

to Maffii, some of them were written in a week, led him into

inaccuracy and inelegance of style Not considering the rapi

dity of incidents necessary on the lyric stage, he has crowded as

much business in a single scene, as would furnish materials for two

er three entire dramas, and this ever occasions languor and tedious-

ness, not only in the action, but in the music of the piece. Nor was

be gifted with an ear sufficiently delicate; as not only his recitatives)

ore harsh, but some of his airs. We meet with a few, however,

sow and then, that seem to have been cast in the Metarlasian mould.

His names are uncouth and unfortunate, and his scenes of paffion.

sot philosophically painted.'

What toe author says, at the end of this character, concern

ing machines and decorations in the lyric theatre, is luminous,

and worthy the attention of opera managers, throughout Europe :

' During Apoftch Ze/io't time, dramatic perspective and decora

tion were greatly reformed in Italy by the famous Bibbuna of Bo

logna, who, quitting mythology and fantastic forms, gave true

representations of nature : rapidity of change, intelligent disposition

Of lights, and, above all, that great help to illusion, of leaving

something to the spectator's imagination. The great secret of the

fine arts is to present objects in such a manner that fancy shall not

finish with perception and the limits of the senses, but shall always

have something lest to be imagined, which can neither be seen by

the eye nor heard by the ear. Thus deviating sometimes from the

right line of perspective at the extremity of the view, excites the in

dustrious and restless imagination of those who are at the most remote

parts of the theatre. This put an end to the reign of childish ma

chinery, and melody began to shine with a splendor which it had

never known among the Greeks. However, to render it complete,

it wanted still the great Metastasis*

The taste, eloquence, dignity, and propriety of character, in

the works of this exquisite poet, are praised by this author with

energy and feeling ; but, fays he,

* That which above all forms his peculiar characteristic, which

renders him the delight of souls gifted with sensibility, and which

Chiefly commands the gratitude and tears of his readers, is the art of

moving the affections. His eloquence is what Horace calls the lent

tormentum, applied to the heart. And for this matchless quality, the

author was allowed, in speaking os his own lyre, to fay :

' SlutHa cetra ah fur tu/ti,

Che adJoke git affetti mici,

Che d'ogni alma afvo talents

D'ogni cor la via I'apri.

* 'Tis thine, companion of each lonesome hour.

The sweetest pleasures to impart,

Thy tones o'er t\'ry seeling soul have pew's,

And find the way to ev'ry heart.

' No
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* No other poe* in, or out of, Italy, is comparable to him in this

particular. Racine only, is, perhaps, able to dispute the prize with

him ; and some will allow the French writer higher finishing in hi*

scenes, greater truth of expression, characters stronger marked, more

theatrical, plans better arranged, scenes more connected, and pas-

lions better traced and supported. But without denying these excel

lencies to Ratine, considering the different species of writing, it does

not seem easy to determine the question between them.

' Tragedy is designed to operate on reason and the heart. Hence

the texture of scenes, variety of action and pomp of dialogue, require

particular elaboration ; and in all these Racine is admirable, 'she

opera, inseparable from music, song, dance, and magnificent decora

tion, has for its object not only to satisfy reason, but to delight the

ear and please the imagination. Hence, to render the style more. lyri

cal, there mould be greater theatrical illusion, less complication in

the plot, more contraction of circumstances, and greater rapidity of

change from one situation to another, in order to render the action

more interesting and brilliant : all which the imperial laureate has

so happily accomplished, as to enable Italy to oppose its Metastasio

to any poet which France can put in parallel against him.'

Signor Arteaga next considers Metajlasw's manner of treat

ing the passion of Love.

' Before his time, the romantic ideas of chivalry, which exalted

every female into a divinity, and the ideal passion of Plato, supplied

books and poets with unnatural, impracticable, and abstruse notions

of love, till Ariojlo, Aretino, and others, erected the standard of sen

suality and voluptuousness. This prevailed for some time, till op

posed by Bembtt, Speroni, Castiglione, &c. who tried to bring man

kind back to Platonism, and to make the celestial virgin, Cha

stity, who had served Petrarca for a model, descend once more on the

earth. But this spirit penetrated no further than songs and dia

logues. The age, wholly devoted to licence and voluptuousness*

was abandoned to the government of poetical fables, and the ro

mantic passion of kniglus-crrant; and the visionary reasoning of

these idle writers was sent to the regions of the moon, where the

senses of Orlando, the services of dependants on the great, the

speeches of politicians, with female tears, and the hopes of cour

tiers, have so long been preserved.

• Metastasio "has happily steered between the extremes of spiritua

lity and sensual imagery, by purifying passion and combining reason

with sensibility, and the attractions of virtue with those of beauty.

The extreme delicacy and purity of his sentiment" on all subjects are

such as encourage the most chaste, spotless, venerable, and digni

fied personages openly and avowedly to read his works; in which,

without the least offence to modesty, or insult to dignity of character;

all may see their own situation artfully delineated. In perusing

Metastasio, men find a faithful copy of that original which is in their

own breast ; and women, the surprising power of that beauty which

governs mankind. No writer has possessed so large a portion of

the eloquence of the heart as Metastasio. ,His strokes of passion- are

always those of a great master : at onee elear and profound, tender

and sublime. Sportive as AnacrioH, delicate as Tibullus, insinuating

App. Rbv, Vol. lxxix. X x as
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as Racine, and great and laconic as Alcaus ; uniting with the?

melody of the Greek lyre, the force of the Romans, the urba

nity of the French, and the sensibility of the Italians Mttafta/u

will be always the great luminary of his nation, and the first ivric

dramatist in the universe. Greece would have deified him, as ic did

Linus and Orpheus.'

Art. XVIII.

Lovis Erneste, Due dt Brun/wic el Lnnebourg, lie. Rapport £tu-

tbentique dt la Conduits quon a ttnut a Vegard dt ce Seigneur, &c,

i. e. An authentic Account of the Proceedings relative to the

Duke of Brunswic, during the whole of his Administration of the

important Offices of Field Marshal, Tutor to, and Representative

of, William V. Prince of Orange and Nassau, &c. By Augus

tus Louis Schi.o7.er, LL. D. Translated from the German,

fay C. Jerome. 8vo. 2 Vols. Gotha *. 1788.

PARTY spirit, or faction, may not unaptly be termed the

opprobrium of government ; since the best-regulated state*

have been at all times obnoxious to it. In different constitu

tions, indeed, the disease appears with a different degree of ma

lignity. In one it may be deemed a simple ajseflion, while in

another it is the fever of the mad. The opposition in the Dutch

republic, for instance, is founded on very contrary motives

from those which actuate the protesting members of the British

parliament : with these it is a matter of principle^ with those it

is a palpable crime. For it is an undoubted fact, that in Eng

land, nothing is at any time endeavoured to be wrested from the

Prince : his privileges are sacred and inviolate, while in Hol

land, the very men who arc appointed to a share in the exe

cutive government, have generally been the first to aim at the

annihilation of the higher power—in other words, to compass

the destruction of that chief magistrate, whom it is their incum

bent duty, both morally and politically speaking, to affist, de

fend, and protect.

Many of the political feuds which have so long distracted the

republic of Holland, are reported, by the mal-content party, to

have been in a great measure occasioned by the perverseness and

obstinacy of the Duke of Brunswic, who (say they), after an

unsatisfactory administration of many years, and when called

on by the people to resign his employments, in consequence of

the odium he had generally incurred, refused to comply ; ap

pealing to the Prince of Orange, whose minister or counsellor

fae had long been, for a vindication of the whole of his pro*

ceedings.

To set the entire matter in a proper light, and thence to

prove, or to endeavour to prove, the innocence of the Duke of

* Imported Jby Mr. Dilly in Lundon, pike 10 s. 6d.

Brunswic,
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Brunfwic, as to the accusations brought against him, is the pro

fessed object of the work before us.

' It contains,' fays the Editor, * an authentic and chronological

relation of the conduct of Lewis Duke of Brunfwic, from the year

1750, the time of his first arrival in Holland, until 1784, the period

of his final departure from it : together with a large collection of

papers illustrative and explanatory of the whole.'

This publication opens with some letters, written anno

1748-9, by the- Stadtholder William IV. to the Duke of

Brunfwic, at that time in the service of the Imperial court, in

viting him to assume the charge of the army of the States ; to '

which proposition, after many solicitations, he acceded. These

are followed by a short account of the ' glorious administration'

of the Duke ; that is to fay, from the death of William IV. at

whose desire he undertook the management of affairs, until the

accession of the Prince his pupil.

We must here take occasion to observe, that immediately on

this event (the majority of William V.), the Duke of Brunf

wic manifested a craft and subtlety in his proceedings, highly de

rogatory from his honour. His power, as Regent, had entirely

ceased ; he therefore caused an instrument to be prepared, in

which, by a formal convention, the Stadtholder agrees to re

ceive and entertain the Duke as minister and counsellor in all

affairs of state, declaring him amenable to no person or body

of men whatever, during the Stadtholder's life; and granting

him, at the fame time, a general indemnification for the whole

of his conduct in cafe of his (the Prince's) demise. This fa

mous compact of the Duke's, and which indeed is nothing less

than daring in authority with the Prince of Orange (a privi

lege which the Stadtholder, constitutionally speaking, could not

grant, and which the minister could mt receive), gave particular

umbrage to the Hollanders, and has been (he foundation of a

criminal charge against the high contracting parties. Why, fay

the people, was not the Duke of Brunfwic appointed Privy

Counsellor to the Stadtholder, and in the usual forms ? To this

his Highness makes answer—// ne convient pas quun Due de

Brunfwic porte le nom de confeiller prive d'un Stadtholder de Hol-

lande. The haughtiness of this reply, together with the con

tempt so openly manifested in it for the Stadtholder, (hews at

once the temper and disposition of the man. But this assump

tion of the princely power (for it is ridiculous to think of ex

plaining it away), if not altogether criminal, as the high repub

lican party have styled it, is certainly censurable in no small de

gree. He must have known that the measure was unconstitu

tional, and, with a very little foresight, have concluded that it

would ultimately involve both the Prince and himself in dis

grace. But the Duke was blinded by ambition, " vaul.-ing

X x 2 ambition
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ambition which o'erleaps itself,"—for, whatever his Highness

may have thought of the matter, he would have acquired much

more reputation in the post of Privy Counsellor to toe Prince of

Orange, than he could possibly be entitled to as Co-StadthoMtrt

the station which he, very impoliticly, so long enjoyed.

Thus much may suffice with respect to this very unpopular

act. We are next to consider the situation in which the Duke

unfortunately stood toward the close of the year 17S0, when the

States of Amsterdam presented a memorial to the Prince of

Orange, in which the minister was represented as the primary

cause of all the troubles so long subsisting in the republic, by

reason of his pernicious counsels; and in which they formally

demanded his dismission. With this demand the Prince refused,

in positive term;, to comply. And here we cannot but remark,

that the Duke of Brunswic, finding the voice of the people

against him, should, however upright his intentions, and how

ever greatly he might have the welfare of the nation at heart,

have thrown up his employments without delay. To this he

would perhaps have answered, that such a proceeding must be

considered as a tacit acknowlegement of guilt ; or that it were

cowardly to abandon his post, when acting honestly and for the

public good.—The latter consideration, however, will only

hold with respect to the first magistrate.—It was not an ordi

nary saSlion which had attacked him ; the magistrates of the

principal cities had voted for his proscription. We contend not

for the justice or reasonableness of .their requisition on the score

of criminality. They certainly exhibited malicious charges against

him, particularly that of an attachment to England and its inte

rest, without any consideration for, or attention to, tht welfare os tot

Dutch*. This charge, we observe, was wholly unfounded.

But

* The Duke of Brunswic is said to have retarded the preparations

for war at the time of the rupture with our court in 1781. But how

ever this may be, it is notorious that, whenever opportunity served,

he made a partial advancement of his countrymen (the Germans) to

places of honour and piofic, to the almost total exclusion of the na

tives, particularly in the army department. The hatred which he

thereby incurrred, will be seen by the following extract from the

work of a very ingenious and well-informed writer:

" The spirit of discontent at length rose so high, that once ata

review of the regiment of guards, which the Duke himself com

manded, no less than seventeen balls were fired at him by some os

the privates, who, incensed at the injustice with which they con

ceived that they and their fellow-soldiers and their fellow-citizens

were treated by him, loaded their pieces with ball in order to destroy

him ; by whi h, though he escaped unhurt, some officers were kill

ed, many were wounded, and among the rest the Baron Pic VeaZo-

leu, a Colonel in the army, a nobleman of Guelderland, and Cham

berlain
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BiK when he answers, that he would not abandon the Stadt-

holder to the fury of the storm with which he was threatened,

his answer is no way satisfactory. It seems to imply an extrava

gant idea; an idea, that no man could be found of equal abili

ties with himself to become the counsellor of William the Fifth.

We must here be allowed to repeat, that in every point of

view he appears to have been wholly wrong.—A contrary

conduct might have conciliated the affections of the people to

their Prince;—we speak not of the anj?ocratical, but of the de-

tnocraticaI party, by far the most reasonable one^. Such a con

duct, we say, must have done him honour, because it would

have shewn an inclination to establish the public peace, inde

pendently of any personal consideration or advantage whatever.

Nay, considering the matter in the very light in which the Duke

himself has placed it, that is, acknowleging that the magistrates

who opposed him were likewise traitors to their country, he should

still have retired from his post, on the well-known principle

of the poet f ; for, we must again observe, it is not with the

Minifter as with the Prince. It is the duty of the former to yield

to the remonstrances of the people (for it may be remarked, that

the people, collectively taken, are seldom totally wrong) ; and of

the latter, to remain unmoved by popular fury. It is his to

brave, to withstand its utmost rage. It is his, in fine, to " ride

in the whirlwind and dirctl the storm." That is, so to direct if,

as that it (hall be as little injurious as possible to the state. The

minister of whom we speak was not, indeed, to be ranked

among the novi of the land ; neither had he been advanced to his

office suddenly, and persaltum, as a celebrated statesman of the

seventeenth century expresses it ;—he bad been entrusted with

business by the Prince's father ; and hence, we presume, he con

ceived the injury done to him was the greater. But we must re

member, that the longer his administration continued, the better

were the people enabled to judge of it, and, consequently, of the

propriety and even necessity of his removal J.

berlain to the Prince of Orange." Introd. to the Hist, of the Dutch

Rep.*.

Much of the clamour raised against this nobleman was on account

of his being a foreigner. It was insisted on almost all hands, that

he never had, and never could have, the real interests of the country

in view.

* See Review for November 1788.

f " When vice prevails, and impious men bear sway,

The post of honour is a private station." Addison.

X This long-solicited removal at length took place. The Duke

left the Hague in 1782, at the pressing instances of the Stadtholdei ;

and in 1784 he voluntarily resigned his employments, after having re-

fided iu Holland thirty-three years and ten months, He died in 1788.

X x 3 M.ScHLO-
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M. Schlozer, in the course of his work, has frcquentiy

likened hii hero to Phocion, but not very happily. The

Grecian stood up for the rights of (he people, the German was

apparently an enemy to them. Plutarch, in bis life of Timo-

leon, observes,

" Two of their popular orators, Laphistias and Demænetas, at

tacked Timoleon ; and Demxnctas, in a full audience of the peo

ple, laid several things to his charge which he had done while he

was General. To this he made a spirited reply ; but Shortly after

retired from his command, unwilling to be concerned in the broils

and tumults of Greece, or to expose himself to the public envy,

that fatal rock which many great commanders run upon, from an. in

satiable appetite of honour and power."

The conduct of this renowned General might have served

as a model for the German Prince. We mean not, however,

that he should have sat down quietly with the stigma set on

him j exactly the reverse.—And his secession must have answer

ed a two-sold purpose : it would have satisfied the people, and

afforded the better opportunity of vindicating himself from the

charges preferred against him by his enemies.

£ut however rigidly, however severely, we may be inclined

to judge of the usurped power of (he Duke of Brunswic, and

consequently to vindicate the magistrates in their proceedings

against him, we yet are unable to pardon the behaviour of

those magistrates toward the descendant of the illustrious house

of Nassau : a Prince, whose privileges (while he himself infringes

not the fundamental laws of the state) should be strenuously

supported by every lover of order and good government ; and

who should be carefully protected against the fickleness and in

stability of the Hollanders ; a fickleness which has so repeatedly

shewn itself on the subject of the Stadholdership;—for (hough,

in consequence of (he troubles of the times, and finding them

selves wi.hout a ruling power, or centre of union, they, about

the middle of the present century, called William IV. to that

high and important office; they yet, witbin nine or ten years

immediately succeeding, began to express their aversion from

the establishment of such a power; and ever since the year 1779

they have regularly continued their persecution of its present

possessor. The difficulty and danger of ruling over such a peo

ple are easily seen. But the Prince's authority is once more

acknowlrged throughout the provinces ; and we sincerely hope

that his right to exercise it will not again be impeached by the

majeste marchande of Amsterdam (as our Editor has contempt

uously styled its magistracy), or, indeed, by any of the other

states.

Art.
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Art. XIX.

BJsai fur la Vie et le Regne de Frederic II. Roi de Prujse, &C. ; i. e.

A Sketch of the Life and Reign of Frederic the Second, King of

Prussia. Intended to serve as an Introduction to the Berlin Edition

of his Prussian Majesty's Works. 8vo. Printed at Berlin by

Authority. 1788*.

WITH much satisfaction do we now receive, from the

hand of authority, an account of the life and reign of

Frederic the Great.

The work before us, which comes from the pen of the Abbe

Denina, a gentleman of eminence in the world of letters f, is

chiefly confined to the political and military history of the Prussian

monarch, and exhibits him in the double capacity of a statesman

and a soldier. It is to be followed by another publication, in-

titled, La Prujse Litteraire, ou s Etat des Lettres et des Arts, /bus

Frederic II. in which we are to fee him in his literary character.

This, we doubt not, will be at once both curious and interest

ing; and we expect it with the highest impatience. With re

gard to the present volume, there is little in it which can

properly be termed new, for the matters on which it touches

have been repeatedly before the Public. Yet as it places the

most important of those matters in a light very different from

that in which they are usually seen, it will undoubtedly com

mand the attention of mankind.

The Abbe commences this his sketch, (Ebaucbe) as he very

modestly though not very properly terms it,—since the book de

serves a much more distinguished title—with an abstract of the

history of the House of Brandenbourg: an history which we

long since received from the pen of the Kings (though we did

not then believe him to be the author), and which it is unne

cessary to dwell on here. He then proceeds to give a relation of

Frederic's battles ; we cannot fay, indeed, with all the " pomp

and circumstance of glorious war," but with a degree of clear-

nets and precision which will no doubt be satisfactory to the

general, if not to the professional reader. His majesty's right to

some particular provinces in Silesia, is fully and incomrovertibly

proved : the causes of the seven years German war are inquired

into, and stated with fairness ; and the partition of Poland (that

commonly reprobated measure ) appears to be not only defenjible,

but even to have been a work of necessity;—a necessity occasioned

»——■ 1 • ' . 1 .«

* It is imported by Messrs. Robson and Clarke in Lon 'on.

f See, particularly, our account of his Rcvoluzioni d' Italia, Rev.

vol. xliii. xliv.—Of his work on the Ancient Republics of Italy, Rev.

vol. xlix. ; and of his Iftoria politico e Uteraria della Grecia, Rev. voj.

Jxvi. See also Rev. vol. xlv. p. 414.

I See Rev. vol. iv. p. 201.

XX4, by
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by. the actual state of the country, torn as it was by civil

dissensions, and eager to change its masters.

We have already delivered our sentiments, on the preceding

particulars with frankness ( fee Rev. for December last, p. 485,

et seq.), and are happy to find them every way coincident with

those of the present well-informed, and, generally speaking, im

partial narrator*. It is therefore needless to speak more sully to

them, except in one particular instance.—It is urged, by the

enemies of Frederic, that his infraction of the articles or" the

treaty of peace as settled at Dresden in [745, is altogether un

justifiable: for that though the courts of Vienna and Saxony bad

entered into a confederacy for their mutual defence, and in oppo

sition to the power of the King j yet the casus sœderis being al

ways with proviso of an attack on the part of Prussia, it remained

entirely with that power either to maintain or dissolve the peace.

But this stipulation, this conditional article, as M. Denina

has well observed, exhibits merely the shadow of justice; for

what could be more easy, whenever those courts were disposed

for war, than to drive the King to extremities, and force him,

as it were, to become the aggresspr? Nay, such, in fact, was the

conduct of the Empress- queen ; for when Frederic, alarmed at

the warlike preparations of the court of Vienna, and having ac-

* We observe with no little pleasure, likewise, that this writer en

tertains the lame opinion which we have taken up respecting the Baron

Trenck ; ( sec Rev. vol. Ixxix. p. 255 ) ; and that, as was the cafe

with us, from nothing but a perusal of his history as penned by the

liaron himself. His words are to the following effect:.* M. de

Trenck assures us, in his Memoirs, that the accusation brought against

him of holding a traiterous correspondence with the enemy, was ahe-

fether unjust. Be this, however, as it may, those very memoirs i'uf-

ciently prove the necessity which the king was under of arrest

ing the Baron, whom he carefully kept in prison during ihe

whole of the wars in which he was engaged.' Setting aside the

traiterous part of the business, in the first instance, and considering

him as punistu-d for a misdemeanor only, (though it must not be for

gotten that after his escajt from confinement at Glatz, he took up

arms against his sovereign, and for which, by the way, a less mer

ciful sovereign would, on seizing him, have taken his head)—the

matter is simply this. The King of Prussia and Baron Trenck were

contending for consequence; ( a notable contention!) neither being

willing to submit to the other. Such, however, is tlie fact. " I

would not a(k pardon of the king; my resolution increased his obsti

nacy. But in the discussion of the cause, our power was very une

qual." Life of Trenck. We cannot better illustrate this fact than

by quoting an old saying, When tivo men ride upon one horse, erne of

them must ride behind. So says honest Dogberry. Baron Trenck was

for riding foremost : with what propriety we leave to the reader to

j^ge. ^ "

fually
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tually in his possession copies of the papers of the secret negoci-

atioos and conspiracy entered into against him with the court of

Saxony, and which he had obtained by means of bribery*:—,

when, we fay, he demanded from Maria Theresa a formal decla

ration of her intentions, at the fame time offering, if {he would!

discontinue such her preparations, to bind himself by the most

solemn engagements, to a due observance, on his part, of every

particular in the articles of the aforesaid treaty, she gave him an

haughty and unsatisfactory answer, at the same time augmenting

her army, with a diligence and rapidity rarely seen.

As Frederic has been censured by many for his seeming predi

lection for war, we will lay before our readers the sentiment of

the great Lord Bacon on the subject os necessary wars : a senti

ment which may properly be considered as a state maxim,

founded, as it undoubtedly is, in truth.

" Nobody can be healthful without exercise, neither natural body

nor politic; and certainly to a kingdom or estate a just and honour

able war is the true exercise. A civil war indeed is like the heat of

a fever, but a foreign war is like the heat of exercise, and serveth to

keep the body in health : for in a slothful peace both courages will,

effeminate, and manners corrupt."

That the Prussian monarch would be aut Casar aut nlL'd—

in other words, that he strove to be supreme in all things (though.-

from a very different principle to that which actuated this

Roman, in his career of glory)—is evident from the whole of«

his history. It should at the fame time be remembered, as is>

just before hinted, that there are two kinds of ambition: one

which has virtue for its basis, and another which is established in

vice. The first is an undaunted spirit leading to great and ho

nourable undertakings: the second is merely a restlessness which

repines at the successes of others, and originating in nothing bur

a love of conquest and tyrannic sway. But enough of this. We

will now dismiss the hero, and attend to the man and the king.

The political, legiflative, and commercial history of Prussia,

is, in the present volume, detailed with admirable perspicuity

and neatness. It is here, indeed, that the character of Frederic

rises on us, to an astonishing height ! Nothing that could be

any way conducive to the welfare and happiness of his people,

appears to have been neglected by him. Himself a lawgiver;

himself a director and referee in judiciary proceedings ; scarcely

any one bad ever occasion to murmur at his ordinances, or at

his final decrees. In a word, his humanity, and love of jus

tice, together with his attention to domestic regulation and in

stitutions of every kind, are almost sufficient to make us ena

moured of despotic power, while, as Englishmen, we can have

* See a paragraph or two from these papers, in Rev. for Dec. last,

P- 488' " u-
nothing
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nothing to say in its commendation. We may, however, ob

serve, as we proceed, that as it is only in a limited government

that the subject can be truly secure, so it is only in an absolute

one that the sovereign can be truly great. How unbounded, -

then, should be our praise of him, who having the power and

the privilege, and, it may be, occasionally, the temptation, of

doing wrong, is only ambitious, in proportion to the greatness

and extensiveness of that power, of exercising right !

Though it is the intention of M. Denina to give the literary

history of Frederic, and of the Literati with whom he associated ;

he yet, in the present performance, has touched on the merits of

the King as an author, and on the state of learning in Ger

many, with no inconsiderable degree of acuteness and care.

His majesty's attachment to the literature of France is accounted

for on just and rational principles ; as originating in refinement

and elegance of taste, and not in whim or prejudice of any kind.

The Abbe acknowleges that his royal master was as well ac

quainted with the German language as most of the princes of

the country ; but that it was impoffible for such a man as Fre

deric to be pleased with its writers, whose works, with the ex

ception of only five or six, were, at the time of his accession to the

throne, considered as the dullest and most insipid in the world.

We now, however, begin to perceive, among the German au

thors, the emanations of genius ; and the examples of a Gesner,

a Klopstock, &c. will probably lead to something which may

place them above the rank of simple glojfateurs, as our author

terms them; the only line in which they have hitherto been

principally known.

After the King had settled the peace of Dresden, he composed

his History of the House of Brandenbourg, &c. and at nearly the

same period he revived the Academic des Sciences *, founded by

Frederic I. and which had been abolished by his son and sue*

cesior. On his attention to the advancement of literature and

science, M. Denina justly observes, that, amid the most

weighty and important concerns of state, his majesty never en

tirely relinquished his literary pursuits.

In what manner Frederic had offended his father, who, it

may be remembered, earnestly laboured to bring him to the

block, has never been thoroughly known. His intention of

quitting Berlin, and for which he was unexpectedly arrested,

must have involved in it something of a criminal nature ; since his

younger brother, Augustus William, was the favourite of the

King, who, in consequence of such his partiality, had frequently

* Leibnitx was originally at the head of this institution, and, after

ward, Maupenuis. On the death of the latter, the King himself be

came its president.

urged
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urged Frederic, as M. Denina assures us, to resign to him his

pretensions to the crown. A simple removal from the court or

kingdom would therefore, it is highly probable, have been

rather agreeable to the monarch than otherwise : at any rate, it

could scarcely have exasperated him in such a manner as to in

duce him to institute a formal process against his son, and to (hew

himself particularly desirous of taking his life.

It is remarked by M. Denina, that one of the commissioners

appointed to the trial of Frederic, and who voted for his deca

pitation, lived unmolested by him in Prussia for the space of

thirty years after his accession to the throne : a circumstance

at which many have expressed their astonishment. But in this

we perceive an extraordinary greatness of mind. 'He had, indeed,

a fort of precedent for this moderation, in the conduct of the

nephew of Louis XIV. who, when asked, on his assuming the

regal power, why he did not resent the behaviour of certain per

sons toward him when only Prince,—replied, that it would

ili become the regent of France to take vengeance for injuries dene, or

endeavoured to be done, to the Duke of Orleans. A fine example

of self-command, and well deserving the attention of kings !

The king of Prussia's loveof authority, as recorded by M. De

nina, is very remarkable. He never used the expression, by

and with the advice of our council, as is common with other mo-

narchs ; he even appears to have been unwilling to share his

power with his Creator, since, in every act and deed in which the

specification of his titles was necessary, the words by the grace of

Cod, as employed by his predecessors, were uniformly omitted.

Wholly devoid of religion, and indeed in no fort pretending

to it—for hypocrisy was not the vice of Frederic—he bad a

truly tolerant spirit. He was alike the favourer of every sect.—-

And in return for this toleration, fays the Abbe, somewhat plea

santly, he required nothing more than that they should tolerate

his incredulity. Thus much is certain, whatever may have been

insinuated to the contrary, that he never interrupted them in the

exercise of any of their religious duties. He piqued himself on

being the friend and protector of all.

The Abbe Denina, like many who have spoken of Frederic,

talks much (and in terms of disapprobation) of his jealousy at

every appearance of excellence in others, particularly in any line

in which he himself was desirous of gaining renown. But they

have never sufficiently distinguished between jealousy and envy,

and on too many occasions have confounded them together. "Jea

lousy is merely an emulative principle—envy, on the contrary, is a

passion which aims at the destruction of the object with which it

contends. The former is common to the noble mind, the latter

is peculiar to the abject soul. The king of Prussia might be jea

lous, but envious be could never be. It may further be remarked,

4 that
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that in almost every action and every circumstance of his life, we-

perceive the spirit of ancient times. Hannibal concealed poison

in the ring which he .wore on his finger, in order to destroy

himself, should he be taken prisoner. Frederic carried pills of

corrosive sublimate in his pocket, and with a like design.

Let it not be imagined, from what has gone before, that we

are se greatly dazzled by the splendour of this monarch's charac

ter, as to be wholly blind and insensible to its defects. Specks

are undoubtedly discoverable in it ;—yet being for the most part

such as are common to human nature, we shall pass them with

out a comment of any kind : closing our account of him with

a quotation from an. elegant writer,—the fame with which the

Abbe has closed his book :

«' Think you that your father, the great Ulysses (said Mentor,

addressing himself to Telemachus); Ulysses, who is a pattern, a model

for the kings of the earth ; think you, I would ask, that he is exempc -.

from error?—from the frailties and imperfections of his kind i Enter

tain not the vain idea! yet, notwithstanding the several weaknesses,

the various failings to which he is subject, the world has ever bestowed

on him the most unbounded admiration and applause:—A thousand

brilliant qualities cancel and obliterate them all !"

We cannot dismiss this article without observing, that the

present volume has afforded us great pleasure in the perusal : yet'

as the Abbe Dbnina has been generally engaged in the study of

the Belles Lettres, it is highly probable that in the Work entitled

La Pruffe Lettiraire, he will appear to still greater advantage. He

will have occasion to speak of many truly eminent men.

Art. XX.

Otwvres PoJIhumts de Frederic II. Roi de Pruffe, &c. Le. The.

Posthumous Works of Frederic II. King of Prussia. 15 Vols. 8vo,

Berlin. 1788*.

THE works of a King form a rare phenomenon, at least in

modern, and even in ancient times. Since the composi

tions of Solomon, we have had very few royal publications ; and

so much the better ; for, however agreeably we may be struck

with the brilliant singularity of authorjbip on the tbrone, yet, if

it became a mode, it might bring Kinship a peg lower in dig

nity ; and embolden Authors, perhaps Reviewers, nay even

Booksellers, to form over-fond ideas of the affinity of their vo

cations to Royalty. Some such notion lay perhaps latent in

that maxim so often applauded by Voltaire, and his brethren of

the quill, that mankind would be happy, if Kings were Philo

sophers, or if Philosophers were Kings,

• Imported by Messrs. Robson and Clarke, in London.

However
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However that may be, the publication before us has, in many

respects, an undoubted right to our admiration. If it is also

adapted to excite sentiments of a different kind, we shall not

disguise them, in the proper time and place. It is really amaz

ing to fee fifteen volumes, containing not only political negoci-

ations,—military science and exploits,—wife and acute observa

tions on legislation and internal policy ; but also elegant pro

ductions of Attic wit,—grave discussions in the line of minute

philosophy and metaphysics,—poetical performances,—-a very

extensive epistolary correspondence on subjects of polite litera

ture and useful arts,—and all this issuing from the pen of a Mo

narch, who fought so many battles, conquered so many coun

tries, and was his own excellent Prime Minister, Chancellor,

Lord Chief Justice, &c. in the government of them all.

A work from such an Author, and enriched with such a va

riety os materials, must not be reviewed in a hurry, and will

therefore occupy more than a single article in our Journal ; and

this the rather, as its bulk will prevent its being universally read,

and as it contains many things which it may be useful for every

one to know. Among these we may place the new, and, at

least, presumptive proofs in favour of religion, arising from the

unkingly and unphilosophical manner in which it is treated in a

correspondence between the great Frederic and his philosopher

D'Alembert.

The first Volume of these Posthumous Works is introduced by

a splendid Preface, in which the credibility, or rather the uncer

tainty, of general history, is discussed, the merit of historians

and memoir- writers, ancient and modern, appreciated, and a

peculiar degree of credit secured to the fidelity and accuracy of

the history of his own time, transactions and campaigns which

the Royal Author here lays before the Public. He sets out by

telling us, without mincing matters, that * most histories are

compilations of lies, mixed with some truths.' He then observes,

that of the prodigious number of facts which have been trans

mitted to us, those alone can be looked on as certain which have

been the epochas of the rife or fall of empires ; such as the defeat

of Darius by Alexander, of the Carthaginians, Antiochus, and

Perseus, by the Romans, and others of that kind. The civil

wars of the Triumvirates are allowed, nevertheless, a high de

gree of credit, on account of the authenticity of the contempo

rary writers by whom these events have been related ; and no

doubt can be entertained concerning the downfall of the western

and eastern empires, since it is well known bow many kingdoms

were formed from their ruins. ' But when,' continues our Au

thor (if we may speak so familiarly) * curiosity goes a-gossiping

into a detail of the facts of these remote times, we are involved

in a chaos of obscurities and contradictions, and find no clue to

lead
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lead us through it.—This is a reflection that bears harts on

many voluminous compilations ; and so it seems intended by hit

Majesty, who maintains that the whole history of the Lower

Empire is a motley heap of fiction and darkness, excepting the

Memoirs of the daughter of the Emperor Alexius Comnenus,

who related the events of which she was an ocular witness.—It

may be so {—but when wit, eloquence, panegyric, and satire,

agitate the mass, as the poet fays, and pervade agreeably the

enormous body *, we read with pleasure, or admire, without read

ing, by hearsay ; and as the events are long past, and the

greatest part of them interest us but little, we do not much mind

whether they be certain or doubtful.

In more than one place in this Preface we are told that the

work, is designed for Posterity.

» This,' fays the Royal Author,' sets me free from the restraint of

respecting those who are now alive, and observing certain menage-

mens which are incompatible with the bold frankness of truth. I

shall represent Princes in their natural colours, without partiality for

my allies, or resentment against my enemies. I shall speak of my

self only where it is necessary, and always in the third person, aster

Cæsar's example, to avoid egotism.'

In all this the King keeps his word to the full, and often

more strictly than was expedient ; but if he does not spare

others, he is candid enough to turn, on several occasions, the

severity of his censures on himself. He avows his faults in the

cabinet and in the field: in the former they are very rare; in

the latter they are the faults of a great genius.

As we are desirous to get to the work, we pass over in silence

several things in this curious Preface, which would otherwise

highly deserve notice. It abounds with acute and wife reflec

tions on the duties of Princes and their ministers ; on the prin

ciples on which wars ought to be undertaken and carried on j

and on the rules which ought to be observed in the execution or

the violation of treaties ; though with respect to this last ar

ticle, we think too much latitude is given for subterfuges and

evasions.

The first and second volumes are entitled, The History os my

own Time. This History is divided into fourteen chapters, of

which we shall point out, successively, the contents.

In the first and introduclcry chapter, we have an account of

the state of Prussia at the death of Frederic William, in the

year 1740.—The characters of the Princes of Europe, of their

Ministers aud Generals.—A view of their forces, of their re

sources, and of their influence in the affairs of Europe.—The

state of the arts and sciences.—And the circumstances and mo-

p — —

* Meks agitat me/em cif magno ft eorfore mistet. ViRG.

tira
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fives that occasioned the first war between his Prussian Majesty

and the house of Austria.

The greatest part of these objects are too recent not to be

more or less known by the enlightened class of our Readers.

They nevertheless derive a very interesting aspect from the

manner in which they are here described. They are presented

to us with that noble simplicity, that ease and elegance of dic

tion, which distinguish the Commentaries of Cæsar; and this

chapter unites, in a very high degree, instruction and entertain

ment, by the value of the materials, their luminous arrange

ment, beauty of style, and the fine touches of pleasantry that

strike us, here and there, in certain epithets, similitudes, and -

turns of expression, which make the reader smile, without dimi

nishing the kingly tone of the narration. The great man (for

such certainly he was) writes, as he fought, with spirit, precis

sion, and facility, we had almost added, with amenity.

We see here what the Prussian monarchy was, when Fre-j

deric II. succeeded to the crown ; its revenues amounted to*

between seven and eight millions of dollars ; its population to

between two and three millions of inhabitants ; its army to

76,000 men, of which 26,000 were foreigners. The savings of

the late King amounted to near nine millions of dollars, which

he left to his successor, with his finances in a good state of ad

ministration, but with scanty resources in the country for their

improvement, as the balance of commerce lost annually above a

million. Such was the fortune of our hero when he entered

on the theatre of the world ; and what he made of it, and in.

what state he left it, when he went behind the curtain, we all

know.

In describing the situation of the states and powers of Europe%

at his accession to the throne, he draws, with an able pencil,

the portraits of the ministers and leading men who directed their

counsels. These portraits are not all highly finished j but the pre

dominant lines are sketched with energy and precision.—A few

specimens of the Royal Writer's talent for moral and political

painting will not, we think, be unacceptable to our Readers.

* The Emperor Charles VI. had received from nature the qua

lities which constitute a good citizen, but not one of those which

form a great man. He was generous, but without discernment. He

was capable of effort and application, but void of genius, parts, and

penetration ; so that he laboured much, and produced nothing. He

was well acquainted with German law, spoke several languages, and'

particularly the Latin, with fluency and precision. He was a good

farher and a good husband, but was bigotted and superstitious, as

were all the Princes of the house of Austria. He was educated to

obey, an.1 not to command. His ministers amused him with the de-'

cilion of law-suits in the Aulic Council, and the punctual observance

of ajl the minute formalities of the ceremonial of the house of Bur

gundy;
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gandy , and while he was seriously employed in all these ba^atellt;,

or was losing his time in the pleasures of the chace, they made

themselves, really, the sole masters of the government, and managed

despotically all the affairs of the empire.'

Now for our late King :

« Geoige II. Elector of Hanover, was at this time King of Eng

land. He had virtues, and capacity ; but his passions were quick and

lively in the extreme. His ceconomy had thecharacter of avarice. He

was firm in his resolutions, capable of application, incapable of pa

tience, violent, and brave ; but he governed England with a constant

eye to the interests of his electorate, and was too little master of him

self to rale a nation whose idol is Liberty.'

We can perceive a likeness in this portrait ; but it is not a

flattering, nor even a fair one. The defects come forth in the

glaring colours of Fufeli, and the virtues are feebly pronounced.

George was radically an honest man, true and faithful to

every principle of integrity and honour. Jf he managed parsi

moniously his own purse, he never swelled it with the plunder

of his neighbours ; and if (at ail Kings must and ought to do)

he rewarded the men who co-operated in the execution of hit

plans for the honour and advantage of the nation, he never

once attempted to encroach on its liberty or its constitution. The

idol remained unmolested : but Liberty, Sire, is not an idol,

(he is a goddess.

Elisabeth Farnese, Princess of Parma, and Queen of

Spain, who acted a part on the political scene, is represented

with vivid colours in the following portrait:

« Spartan pride, English obstinacy, Italian cunning, and French

vivacity, were combined in forming the character of this singular

woman. She went on audaciously to the accomplishment of her pro

jects. Nothing could disconcert her ; nothing could stop her. She

Could not breathe but on a throne, and (he wished to rule the world.'

The characters of the then ministers are not delineated with

less judgment and spirit than those of their maflers. Sir Ro

bert Walpole is only sketched. Cardinal Fleury is highly

finished, and ths tenor of his administration is described in a

manner which discovers an extensive knowiege of the French

cabinet in his time. The ways and means of these and other

Viceroys are sagaciously pointed out by Frederic, who was an

able minister as well as a great monarch, and kept a (harp ksk-

out on the transactions of the fraternity.

Some samples of the Royal Author's account of the state and

characters of the European nations will properly follow the pas

sages we have selected relative to their sovereigns and ministers;

' England was (in 1740) the most opulent nation in Europe.

Her commerce extended to all parts of the world. Her riches were

excessive, and her resources almost inexhaustible. Yet with all these

advantages, (he did not hold that rank among the powers of Europe

that seemed to belong to her.' This is attributed to the weak ad-

2 ministration
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ministration of Walpole ; ' who knew nothing of foreign affairs, and

was principally employed in captivating his mailer by accumulating

savings in the civil list, which garnished th» coffers of Hanover, and

secured a majority in the House of Commons. Being once pressed

by some ladies to a party of cards, he told them that he had given

Over whist and Europe to his brother Horace.'

The people, however, got the better of him, and the occasion

of their victory was, fays the King, a pair of ears which the

Spaniards had cut from the h;ad of an English smuggler. Hrs

Majesty is very arch and pleasant on the subject of these earsj

telling us, that the bloody robe of Cæsar, held up by Mark

Anthony to the people, did not produce such a violent and

vindictive sensation at Rome, as this pair of ears, exposed to

view in the House of Commons, excited at London. The outcries

against the Spaniards were violent^ and the minister, who was

bent on peace, was obliged to enter into a war against his will.

This story about the ears is three times repeated in the space of

twenty pages j—the Historian thought, perhaps, that a good

story can not be too often told. So favs ihe proverb.

What is said of Holland requires some correction in one im

portant passage, which runs thus :

* The Hollanders, as citizens, abhor the Stadtholderfliip, which

they look on as a step toward tyranny ; and, as merchants, they

have no politics but their interest.'

Here is a strange mistake ! The very reverse of the pro

position is true. From the moment that the sceptre of Spanish

despotism was broken by an incensed nation, with that immor

tal hero zt its head, wh.-m all aues will revere, the Sudlholder

was regarded as the Man of the People, and the lo»e of the people

was the true basis ot his influence. H s eminent and highly po

pular office was interwoven, by tha union of Utrecht, in the

fundamental constitution of the republic. It war designed as a

centre of union to the confederacy, an instrumtr.t of activity ill

certain executive branches of government, and an additional

suarce of protection to the interests 2nd well being of the people.

In a word, it was designed to correct the defects and incon

veniences of a form of government purely ariitocraiical, and

being kept distinct from the essential powers of sovereignty, was

never suspected of a tendency to despotism, until a lae ambi

tious faction attempted to inflame the imaginations of the people

with a phantom of liberty, with a view to crush the Sradt-

holdcr, and divide the plunder of his prerega::ves among them

selves.

After giving a very interesting account of Russia, the Royal

Historian observes, that Peter 1. had only time to sketch the out

lines of its commerce.

' Under the Empress Anne, the merchant-fleet of the Ruffian*

was nothing in comparison with those of the southern states. Never-

Avv. Riv. Vol. lxxix. Y y theless,
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theless, every thing announces a remarkable increase of population,

power, opulence, and commerce, in that empire.'

The national character ascribed to the Ruffians, in the lines

thai immediately follow, seems so little adapted to produce such

a brilliant change, that we are tempted to conjecture, that the pre

diction now mentioned was inserted in this place after the event

happened.

' The spirit of the nation is a mixture of diffidence and cunning.

The Ruffians are dexterous in imitating, but are quite destitute of an

inventive genius. The nobles are factious ; the guards are formi

dable to their Sovereigns ; the people are stupid, selfish, lazy, drunk

ards, superstitious, and miserable.'

In justification of the famous partition of Poland, which

about seventeen years ago made such a noise in Europe, we

may here refer to the account, given by the Royal Historian, of

the government of that republic, and of the character of its in

habitants :

' The kingdom of Poland is a perpetual anarchy. The great fa

milies are all divided by separate and opposite interests. They sa

crifice the public good to their private and selfish views, and never

unite but in the cruel oppression of their subjects, whom they treat

rasher as beasts of burthen than as human beings. The Poles are

vain, haughty in prosperity, abject and cringing in adversity. They

will stick at nothing to amass riches, which, when acquired, they

lavish with a puerile prodigality. Frivolous, and destitute of solid

judgment, they are always ready to adopt a party with precipita

tion, and to abandon it without reason or reflection ; and by this in

consistency of conduct, they involve themselves in the most distress

ing embarrassments. They have laws, but they are not respected nor

obeyed, for want of coercive justice. The party of the Ring ac

quires a temporary weight, when a considerable number of vacant

employments are to be filled ; but loses ground when he has filled

them.—The women are sagacious, and full of political enthusiasm,

and are intriguing in affairs of government, while their husbands

are getting drunk.'

The sketch of the state of letters, arts, and sciences, is deli- '

neated with spirit, elegance, and, generally, with precision ; and

the reflections on the changes which the power and weight of

the several states of Europe had respectively undergone from

the year 1640, are not only solid and judicious, but are ex

pressed with singular beauty, energy, and simplicity of style. It

is one of the finest political portraitures which we have seen.

The second chapter commences with the reasons that engaged

the King to enter into a war with the Queen of Hungary after

the death of the Emperor Charles VI. We (hall leave these res-

sona to the discussion of our Readers,—of those, more especially,

who are learned in the law, which is a bottomless pit. The

King laid claim to the Duchy of Bergues ; but as ic was not

convenient for him to assume it, without the concurrence and
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■adjudication of other powers, whose support he wantrd, and

could not obtain, he put in a claim to Silesia-, as Matthew

Stradling versus Stiles did to the Pyed Horjes, and supported this

claim by marching an army into that country, under many

disadvantages, and the threatening aspect of a formidable oppo

sition. Other reasons, beside territorial acquisitions, engaged

him in this perilous step, which fliew the man. He was ani

mated by several motives to give, at the commencement of his

reign, proofs of vigour and resolution that would renJcr his

name and nation respected and respectable in Europe. The

Prussians had hitherto little reputation, and their late King was

not respected by the European powers, as h« deserved to be.

Our Royal Author explains this in a manner that does signal

justice to his father, and great honour to himself :

' The wise and cautious conduct of the late King was looked on

as weakness. He had misunderstandings with the Hanoverians and

the Dutch, which he terminated amicably. These instances of mo

deration led his neighbours to conclude that he might be insulted

with impunity. They thought there wai more appearance than

reality in his military force; that instead of able officers he had

feocing-maslers, and that instead of valiant soldiers he had only

mercenaries, without public spirit. The world, which is superficial

and hasty in its judgments, gave credit to these notions, and they

were generally adopted. The glory to which the late King aspired,

snorejust (N. B.) than that of conquerors, had for its object the hap

piness of his country, the discipline of his army, and a wife œco-

nomy and order in the administration of his finances. He avoided

war, that he might not lose fight of chese excellent and salutary

plans of conduct; and thus his reign was rendered peaceable and

happy. It was, however, on this account that his character was un

justly appreciated, and that bis allies often treated him with as little

respect as his enemies.— George II. King of England, used to call

him bis brother the corporal.—His allies formed plans and changed

measures without consulting him. His recruiting officers, who, in

consequence of the privileges vested in Electors, raised men in the

Imperial towns, were thrown into dungeons, and treated as the

vilest banditti : and even a miserable Bishop of Liege refused to ad

mit his envoy to an audience.'

All these, and other considerations, persuaded the son of this

pacific Monarch, that moderation is a virtue which ought not',

on account of the corruption of the age, to be always (Inctly

practised by princes and statesmen ; and that, more especially

at. the beginning of a reign, it is rather expedient to display a

spirit of vigour than a spirit of mildness. Accordingly, the

Royal Reasoner marched into Silesia, and, soon afier, the sig

nal of war was given throughout Europe.

[To bt continued.]

Y y 2 Art.
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A R t. XXI.

Dispen/atorium FuUenst, ire. i. e. The Fulda Dispensatory, in three

Parts, adapted to the present State of Practice. By Fraxcis

Antony Schlereth, Phil. & Med. Doct. &c. 8vo. pp. 327.

Fulda. 1787.

AL L Europe seems now employed in improving- the prac

tice of physic, by the application of the modern disco

veries in chemistry to pharmacy. Most of the active medicines

now in use, are taken from the mineral kingdom, and the pre

parations of them wholly depend on chemical processes, which,

within twenty years, by being better understood, are greatly

simplified : it would therefore be unpardonable in medical che

mists to continue the unscientific, and in many instances erro

neous, methods of preparing or compounding the most material

and active medicines, while it is in their power to avail

themselves of the improvements, which the labours of Berg

man, Scheele, Black, Priestley, and other discoverers,

have suggested.

Doctor Schlereth, privy counsellor and chief physician to

the Abbot of Fulda •, hath taken on himself the office of com

piling a national dispensatory, a work which, in most European

countries, has been performed by colleges or societies of learn

ed men ; and we do not hesitate to declare, that the Dispensate-

rium FuUense, though the work of an individual, contains more

scientific chemistry than any collegiate Pharmacopœia that we

have yet seen. We hope to prove the propriety of this gene

ral assertion bv the following analysis.

• Tne Dspenfatory is divided into three parts ; the first contains

the Alattna Medica; the second, preparations or compounds

which are not liable to be soon spoiled, and which ought to be

kept in the shops; and the third, such preparations as are easily

made, and which cannot be long kept.

The Matv'ta Medica is in alphabetical order; each article

consists of the officinal name, the synonym os Linns, and the

German name ; to these are added, the qualities of the simple,

its uses, and, in some cafes, especially in active medicines, its

dose, and the form os administering it. We (hall copy a sew

articles as a specimen :

* Aloe soccotrina, off. gummi-resina. AU'i per/eliata Linn.

variat. (3. jfeine xUOC.

* Fulda, the capital of a district of the same name in the circle of

the Upper Rhine, lies about 40 miles south of Caflel, and ;o miles

north-east of Francsort. The abbot is lord of the town and coun

try; a prince of the empire, primate of Germany, and perpetual

chancellor to the Emprels. His revenue is about 30,0001. sterling

perann. and he can raise 5000 men.

« Vim
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* Vim purgz.ntem calefacienrem, sanguinem fundenfem, emme-

nagogam & lumbriros enecantem, poflidet, data interne a gram's

aliquot ad duodecim. Externe vim balsamicam, mundificantem

& consolidantem exhibet, in carnosis præsertim partibus.'

c Hrrba spigeliæ, cum radice, off. Spigelia Anthelmia. Linn.

£inerifcaitisc!K£ (L&lunn&rauc.

* Vis anthelmintica, & in nimia dosin arcotica. Dafur in pul-

vere ad scrupulum unum, in infuso autem aquoso ad drachmam

unam, duas vcl et trts, pro ratione Claris.

* Radix FMladonnæ, off. Atropa Belladonna. Linrt. '(EoU*

fefcCcljeu lajoinuitcjjcntouncL

4 Visquidem loxica, virosa, narcotica, acris ei inest, prudenti

tamen usu, insignem sopiendi & resolvendi vim commonflrat, &

miasma rabiosum, non tamen sine turbi-, per sudorem expellet.

Datur in pulvere a grano uno ad duodecim.*

The list of the Materia Medico, is ample; we do not however

find many redundancies, nor do we observe any material omis

sions.

The second part, which prescribes the methods of preparing

and compounding medicines, is, like the Materia Medico, in

alphabetical order; and at the end of each article, are added the

qualities and uses of the compounds, with their doses. To

give a 'description of every formula would be to copy the whole

work; we can only, therefore, select such as we think of the

greatest importance, ei'.her on account of their novelty, neat

ness, or such as shew the chemical abilities of Dr. Schle^eth

either to advantage or disadvantage.

The acttum radicak is directed to be made of the terrafoliata

tartari and concentrated vitriolic acid. This elegant method of

obtaining the acetous acid was suggested by us, on a former

occasion *, as preferable, both medically and chemically, to that

of procuring it from verdigrcase.—The distilled vinegar is dis

carded, and its place is supplied by atetum vim concentratum,

which is ordered to be prepared, either by freezing good fra

grant wine vinegar and throwing away the ice, until the re

maining unfrozen liquor saturates three times its weight of dry

fixed vegetable alkali ; or by evaporating, with a flow fire, good

vinegar, to one third part of its quantity. We formerly re

commended the freezing method, and by fresh experiments, we

find it capable of being made even stronger than that above

specified.

The next preparation which is worthy of notice, is the ari-

dum tartari crysiallisatum, s. sal ejsentiale tartari. It is a most

agreeable salt, and of singular use in inflammatory fevers, or in

other cafes where thirst requires to be quenched. Dr ScHLE-

• See Rev* vol. lxxviii. p. 4.53, for June last.

Y y 3 RETH
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reth orderi it to be made thus : Boil feu- of erean. of tartar

in ten of water, for an hour} add to the liquor, while on the

fire, as much (it requires about nine ounces*) prepared oyster-

shells f as is necrfliry for a complete saturation, or till the

effervescence ceases ; let the mixture stand for half an hour,

until the tarurrous selenite be settled to the bottom : pour off

the lixivium, and wash the selenite on a filter, till the washings

have no taste. The decanted lixivium and the washings eva

porated and crystallized, yield about isi ounces ot tanarus tar-

tarij'atus. Mix 10 ounces of concentrated vitriolic acid with as

much pure water,* and phee the vessel containing them on a sand

heat ; add to this mixture the tartareous selenite before obtained,

and let the whole stand in a gentle sand heat for 24 hour?.

Pour off the lixivium, and wash the residuum on a filter. This

residuum is gyps. The last lixivium and washings are to be

evapora:cd ad cuticulam, and be set in a cold place for three or

four days, that any rem»ining selenite may crystallize: filter

again, evaporate to the consistence of syrup, and set it in a cool

place to crystallize. The produce will be about 10 ounces.

Such is the substance cf Dr. Schlereth's prescription; it

is founded on true principles, and is a beautiful experiment to

shew the doctrine of affinities. There is nevertheless a method

of conducting the process so as to make the produce about a

third greater, and yet exhibit more curious phenomena respect

ing the affinities ; and that is by substituting burnt oyster- (hells,

i. e. de crated Jitne, for the prepartd shells. Such a quantity

must be used as will fully saturate the tartareous acid of the

cream of tartar, and then the lixivium will be cauflic vegetable

alkali I, and not tartarus tartarifitus ; for the tartareous acid has

a stronger attraction to the lime than to the vegetable alkali;

the acid will therefore unite to the lime, and quit the alkali. By

expeiiment, we have found xo parts of cream of tartar to re

quire four of dry quicklime. There is an absolute necessity for

ascertaining the quantity of vitriolic acid to be used ; but as

this is difficult on account of the various strength of the vitriolic

acid, the proper quantity used may be known by the following

test. After the tartareous selenite is added to the vitriolic acid,

take a small quantity of the liquor, and put into it a few drops

of concentrated extract of lead ; a white precipitate will imme

diately appear; if this white precipitate vanishes on the audition

of a few drops of nitrous acid, then the liquor is perfectly free from

any vitriolic acid : but if, on the contrary, the precipitate does hot

d.fsppear on the addition of the nitrous acid, it is a sign of tbe

* These weights are divided in the fame manner as our apothe

caries weight is.

-f- Levigated without calcination.

X Who would make sclt of tartar by the ordinary laborious way of

eakinaaoii, when it may be thus easily procured ? '

presence
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presence of the vitriolic acid, and in this cafe it will be necessary

to add more of the tartareous selenite to the mixture.

The general direction for distilling the simple waters is to

suspend the flowers or herbs, whose water is to be distilled, in a

linen bag over the water in the still, instead of macerating them

in the water. This method will certainly prevent any empyrew

ma from taking place.

The elixir soetidum appears to be a most excellent antihysteric

and antifpafmodic medicine : it may indeed be used either in

ternally or externally. The formula is, ' R Castor. Rujs. ^ss.

AJpesœtid. :rii. Opii Jfss. Sal volat. c. c. 3L Spt. vin. retliftcat.

31V. Mixta, et per quatuor dies in vase beiie claufo digcsta, per

finteum colentur.'

The Floret Benzoi's is called sal volatile Benzoet, and is prepar

ed by boiling the powdered gum in six times its weight of water,

and placing the filtered liquor in the cold to crystallize: the re

maining gum, if any, is to be again powdered and boiled with a

fresh quantity of water (the fame water, after crystallization,

would surely be preferable), and the filtered liquor to be again set

to crystallize. These crystals are said to be of a silver colour

(argentei coloris), and consequen'ly perfectly free from the pun

gent oil, a circumstance which renders them much superior to

the ordinary Floret Benzo'es. We have not repeated this experi

ment, but we perceive that Dr. Lewis has mentioned it in his

Mat. Med. p. 129. edit. 0/1761. h is certainly a much better

method than the ordinary one of sublimation : the process is

easier, and the crystals are more pure.

The lapis caujlicut is simply an inspissation of the caustic lixi

vium of vegetable alkali. How much neater, and how much

more powerful, is it than the paste that is made by thickening

the lixivium with powdered lime ?

In the direction for making magnesia, the washing is ordered

to be continued rill the water from the filter is not precipitated

either by a solution of quicksilver in the nitrous acid, or by the

extract of lead. This direction may, at first sight, be thought

to favour of chemical pedantry ; but, on mature consideration,

it will be found absolutely necessary, because the salt contained

in the washings is of very difficult solution, and consequently

riot easily discoverable by the taste in a (mall quantity.

The calomel, under the name of mercurius du/cit, is prepared

according to Scheele's method, by the hiirr.id process. The

corrosive sublimate is also made via humida. The formula for

it is, to dissolve a pound of purified quicksilver in a sufficient

quantity of aq. fort, and mix it hot with a saturated solution of

a pound and a half of common salt. A precipitation imme

diately takes place, and red fumes arise; the precipitation how

ever is soon Te- dissolved, and the liquor, when cool, deposites

Y y 4 on
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on the bqttorn and sides of the vessel, sharp, three-fided, prismatical

crystals, which are true corrosive sublimate. Should, however,

any cubical crystals appear, which are soda nitrata; they can

only be separated by subliming the mercurius muriatui in the

common way.

An aether is prescribed under the name of Naphtha Aceti, to

be made from equal parts of radical vinegar, and rectified spirit

of wine: the mixture must stand for a few days, until it does

not smell either of the vinegar or of the spirit, and is to be then,

distilled till half of it is come over: to the liquor in the receiver

;s added a solution of vegetable alkali in water ; the naphtha,

separated by this means, swims on the top of the liquor.

The process for malting vitriolic æther is new. Two pounds

of rectified spirit ot wine* are ordered to be mixed with half a

pound of concentrated vitriolic acid ; and the mixture is to

stand, tightly corked, in a cjol place, for a month, and then

to be distilled with a very gentle sand head, until the black

foam btgins to rife in the retort. The liquor in the receiver is

the Spt. vitriol, dulc. or Liquor anodyn. mineral. Hoffman. To

the black residuum, left in the retort, a pound of red; fled spirit

is added, and a fresh receiver being applied, the distillation is

repeated till the black foam begins to rile : the receiver is

then removed, and another pound of rectified spirit is added to

the residuum in the retort, and the distillation repeated as before

for ten times, a pound of fresh spirit being added each time.

The æther, or naphtha, as it is here called, is separated from the

phlegm," in the respective retorts, by lime water, or by a caustic

alkaline lixivium. The phlegm that remains after the separa

tion of the naphtha, may be put into a retort, and a considerable

portion os naphtha will be further obtained from it by gentle

distillation.

The pure mineral alkali is obtained by decomposing Glau-

bet's salt with the fixed vegetable alkali. The vitrioiated tar

tar formed by the mixture of these two salts is crystallized, and

the mineral alkali remains in the lixivium ; but it does not appear

that this lixivium, after the crystallization, is perfectly free

Jrom the vitrioiated tartar. Dtierated terra ponderosa would be

preferable to the vegetable alkali tor this decomposition.

We might give several other proofs of Dr. Schi-lreth's phar

maceutical knowlege, an<J of the neatness of toe formula which

he prescribes, especially those in the third part of the work,

which contains a number of excellent extemporaneous com

positions. We must, however, remark, that some of the re

ceipts may "be thought rather to belong to books on the art of

cookery and confectionary, as white wine whey, milk whey,

pfppt;rmint drops, chccolate, bans- born jelly, with a few

* By this is meant alkohol.

others ;
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Others; but allowance must be made for the customs of the

country : the duties of the German and English apothecaries

are very different ; the former are under the necessity of being

chemists* it were to be wished that the English apothecaries

would pay more attention to this essential part of pharma

ceutical knowlege. The operative chemists in this kingdom

have been the principal cause why apothecaries neglect che

mical inquiries ; and indeed the necessity which our apothecaries

are under of acquiring a knowlege of medical and surgical prac

tice, leaves them not much time for studies which are not

absolutely necessary.

We shall only add to the general opinion which we have

already given of the Difpcnjatorium Fuldenfe, that were it reduced

to a systematical form, it might serve as an excellent text book

for a course of pharmaceutical chemistry. In its present form,

it is extremely convenient for the operator, because the alpha

betical order precludes the necessity of an index ; and, in a

book that is intended only for occasional consultation, the form

is of little consequence, if the different articles can be referred

to with ease and expedition.

Art. XXII.

Verhandelingtn uitgegecvtn door de Hollandsche Maatscbappyi der Wet'

tensebappen te Haarlem, i. e. Memoirs published by the Philoso

phical society at Haarlem. Vol. xxv. 8vo. Haarlem. 1788. '

THE first piece in this volume* is a most prolix Differ'

tation on the Hydrops Pecloris, by J. Veirac, M. D.

Member ot the Imperial Academy of Physics, and of the Philosophical

Societies of Zetland, Utrecht, &c.

Had this paper been put into our hands as the thesis of a can

didate for a medical degree, we should have bestowed praise on

his diligence in reading, and his attention in filling, his com

mon-place book ; but whether this be the kind of merit required

in a prize dissertation, can be determined only from knowing

the particular design of those who proposed the subject. If

their object be to have a complete treatise on this dreadful dis

ease, compiled for the instruction of village apothecaries, who

understand no language but their own, and have no opportu

nity of consulting the best medical writers, Dr. Veirac has

fully answered their intention ;■ and an abridgment of his work,

printed separately in a cheaper form, may be of excellent ser

vice. But if he has written for tne information of those who

are supposed to be conversant with medical studies, a great part

of his labour might have been spared, and he need not have

* For our accounts of former volumes, fee Review, vol. lxxvii.

p. 526.■ ' filled
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filled above two hundred pages with a collection of observation?,

which nay be found, though not indeed in so many words, in

almost every book 00 the practice of physic. His directions for

the cure of the disease, though by no means new, are judicious.

He disapproves of drastics, and thinks the milder cathartics are

pot only left dangerous, but more efficacious in promoting the

evacuation of the water : the diuretics, on which he makes the

greatest dependence, are squills, and millepedes: to the neutral

salts he ascribes no great virtue; and is of opinion that sudo

rific* are not to be given, unless nature should indicate an

effort to (hake off the disorder in this way. He advises an early

performance of the Paracentbefis Thoracis ; and, from various

writers, gives instances in which it effected a complete cure.

His directions for palliating the sufferings of the patient in the

last stage of the disease, are minute, and indicate an humane

, perseverance in the duties of his profession, by endeavouring,

even to the last moment of life, to alleviate the pains which

medicine cannot remove.

jinfwer tt a Question proposed by the Society concerning the Irregu

larities of the Satellites of Jupiter. By the Abbe Paul Frisi.

The object of this ingenious astronomer is to reduce the ana

lytic theories of Mess. Baillv and La Grange to a more

simple and convenient form, by means of the synthetic cal

culus.

Dissertation on the most convenient Method of applying M. Vohas

Condenser to the Purpose of investigating the Electricity of the At

mosphere. By Jacob van Breda, M. D. Member of tht

Philosophical Societies of Rotterdam and Utrecht.

After trying several substances, both simple and compound,

for his electrical condenser, Dr. Breda found that nothing

answered this purpose better, than a plate of gyp, or plaiflers of

Paris, the surface of which was covered tint with I in Iced oil

applied boiling hot, and afterward with a very thin coat of var

nish. The apparatus, by which this instrument is applied to

examine the electricity of the atmosphere, is here minutely de

scribed, and the description illustrated with a plate. It is suf

ficient to observe that, by means of a wire, or wet packthread,

the upper plate of the condenser must be connected with a pointed

conductor of lightning, which should be at some distance from

any building, and be, at least partially, insulated ; a small wire

must connect the conducting plate of the condenser with a stand,

on which, under a glass receiver, are two. electrometers ; the

one with a graduated arch like that of Mr. Henley, but more

light and sensible, the other constructed of a single thread and .

pith-ball. From the observations made with this apparatus, it

appears that the electricity of the air, during a thunder-storm,

was much oftener found to be negative than positive.

\ Memoir
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Jllemoir on the following Question, " What must be thought of that

gradation, which many philosophers, both ancient and modern,

havesupposed to take place among natural Beings 5 and what de

gree ofcertainly can we acquire concerning the reality of this gra

dation, and the order which nature observes in it ?" By J. A.

DE Luc, Reader to the £>ueen of Great Britain.

We have been particularly careful to give a literal translation

of this question, from the programma of the Society, because

the directors inform us in a note, that this memoir being deemed

unsatisfactory as an answer to the prize question, the gold me

dal was not adjudged to its author: that a silver one however

was presented to him, on account of some very good things

contained in it; and that it is here printed in a smaller letter,

pot as an answer, but as a dissertation.

By thus publishing this memoir, the directors have obliged

the world at their own expence ; for, with all due respect be

it said, they have exhibited a striking instance of their own

fallibility, If this memoir be not an answer, nay, if it be not

a very accurate and decisive answer to their question, we know

not what the Society can deem such. The Directors now tell

the world, that they required an answer deduced from natural

history, and give us to understand that they reject this, because

it is metaphysical. But this limitation is not expressed in the

terms in which the question is propased ; beside, M. de Luc

has very plainly proved that it is a metaphysical proposition,

and cannot be accurately answered in any other way. This

we think will fully appear from a short account of the memoir,

for which, we are certain, our philosophical readers will deem

themselves obliged to us.

The question, as here proposed, says M. DE Luc, is ad

dressed to the philosopher. The naturalist classes natural

beings as they are perceived by man, and, from him, the phi-,

Josopher must receive his first lessons. Without facts, there can

be no philosophy. But to reduce facts under general heads, tq

establish fundamental principles for the examination of particu-r

Jar theories, to foresee what future improvement we may expect

in science, is beyond the province of the mere naturalist; this

is the task of the philosopher, The question, as here stated, re^

lates not to minute disquisitions, nor to facts, nor to systems of

physiology ; but solely to the system of some philosophers, who,

conceiving only abstract ideas of beings, supposed it either ner

cessary or ht, that they should be connected, with each other by

an insensible gradation.

The question is naturally divided into two parts, each of

which is here separately considered ; but M. de Luc judi

ciously inverts the order in which they stand, and examines, in

the fijfl part of his memoir, whether such, a gradation can really

he
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be inferred from observations already made, and whether, by

continuing these observations, we may expect to discover, with

certaintv, the actual existence of this gradation.

The distribution of natural bodies into three distinct king

doms is one of the first ideas that occurs ; but this, which might

be supposed simple and easy, is attended with uncertainty, from

the difficulty of exactly determining the line which separates

each of these kingdoms from the other. If we are ignorant of

the mechanism of nature in the formation of some of those be

ing*, which appear to be intimately related, on whaf shall we

found our determination that no line of boundary can be drawn

between them ? If we know that, in consequence of more ac

curate observations, the mineralogist and the botanist have been

enabled to decide their respective claims, concerning several of

those beings which had contributed to this uncertainty, what

reason can we have to deny the existence of such a boundary?

And since a greater degree of knowlege has, in many instances,

removed these difficulties, which hence appear to have been

owing to ignorance, why should we maintain, that a still greater

degree of knowlege, if attainable, may not enable us to define

the exact limits of each of the three kingdoms of nature ?

The boundary which separates the animal from the vegetable

kingdom, appears exceedingly uncertain. Some plants offer

more signs of life than certain beings which are considered as

animals. But is it not possible that those, in which we observe

such signs of life, may really be animals, and thaf these, which

appear less animated, may really be plants ? This question at

once destroys the supposed continuity of the chain of beings; for

a system, which cap be supposed only by our ignorance, has

properly no foundation at ail.

The intermixture of characters among different species of the

fame kingdom, has also been urged in support of the gradatien

in question. There are men, we are told, who appear to be

inferior in rational and moral character to some of the brute

creation. And are we hence to conclude, that there is such an

insensible gradation from the man to the brute, that no exact

line can be drawn between them ? But, in this instance, it

will not be pretended that the human species is compared with

any species among the brutes; the utmost that can be inferred

from i', is the relemblance of some individuals to each other,

and even this inference is extremely fallacious, because founded

merely on exrcrnal appearances.

Let us suppose that some accident deprives a man of memory,

or reduces him to a'stdte of iijiotism. Are we acquainted with

the cause of this change ? Do we know whether that, which,

in other men, is the principle of memory or of judgment, is de

stroyed in him ; or whether it may Dot be only an alteration of

some
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some external part, that disables him from exerting these facul

ties, though they still exist ? Now if these faculties still exist

in him, though reduced to a state of inactivity ; if they exist

even in one born an idiot, though concealed by some defect of

organization ; there can be no real resemblance between these

individuals of the human species, and the most perfect species

among the brutes, because none of the latter ever had those

faculties, whiefc man in a healthy state displays. Accidental

circumstances may alter the appearance of man, but cannot

change his nature : and it is the real nature of beings that must

be considered, in order to form any well-founded determination

concerning their rank in the universe.

It is further urged, that a great degree of confusion it

observable among Ipecies generally considered : the mineralo

gist, the botanist, and the zoologist, find it not less d.fficult to

subdivide their kingdoms, than to define tneir several bounda

ries. The least attention to these studies, shews the insufficiency

.of all our systems, with lesptct to the distribution of the beings

of each kingdom into classes exactly defined. But these systems

are the effort of art, to supply the defects of our memory and

the narrow limits of our capacities; true science must be ac

quired by contemplating the objects themselves. The philoso

phical naturalist, who will not be satisfied with a mere nomen

clature, will at length confine his attention to the species.

Those beings, in which ail the apparent characters are alike,

be will.arrange under the fame species; of those, in which he

observes any new characters, however faintly these may appear,

he forms new species ; nor will the number of these discourage

him ; because he knows that, in this way alone, he can ac

quire just ideas of nature : by pursuing this method, he wiil

avoid the want of distinction supposed in this argument ; the

cause of which must be sought, not in the nature of the objects,

but in our inattention to form a sufficient number of distinct

species, under which they may be arranged.

From these principles, M. de Luc judiciously concludes that

an insensible gradation of beings is not, and cannot be, demon

strated by arguments a posteriori: because all observations, in

proportion to their accuracy, have a tendency to afeettajn arid

define distinctions; but the difference of character, on which,

thelie distinctions are founded, must be perceptible ju order to be

discovered; and where no such differences can be discerned, we

have reason to conclude that there is, not gradation, but uni

formity.

In the second part of his memoir, the ingenious author exa

mines the question itself, and inquires, whether arguments

a priori can be, advanced to justify the supposition of an insen-

liDlt gradation of bejngs. iU observes, that atheists are un-

c worthy
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worthy of a philosophical answer, because their system, if such

it can be called, is founded on no philosophical principles. He

therefore constitutes Theism, as the foundation on which his

reasoning depends. This fundamental principle at once evi

dently dissolves that continuity, which an insensible gradation

supposes ; for, whatever perfection we may ascribe to any

created being, the distance between the creature and the Crea

tor must still be infinite. Hence we are neceffitated to consider

the idea of an imperceptible gradation as relative only to created

beings ; but here a very obvious distinction arises between some

which are endued with sensation, and others, which are insen

sible. Against this division no objection can be urged a posit*

riori, because it is founded on observation ; neither can it be

argued a priori, that God could not create beings void of sensa

tion, or that insensibility is incompatible with existence. Is it

then possible to conceive that these two classes are connected

with each other, without a solution of continuity ? Sensibility

and insensibility are qualities directly contrary, which, there

fore, necessarily exclude each other: the difference between

two beings endued with sensibility, the one in the highest, the

other in the lowest possible degree, is nothing when compared

with the difference between the latter and an insensible being.

A difference in degree is always finite, but a difference in na

ture is infinite.

In the class of insensible beings, we distinguish the vegetable

from the mineral kingdom : between these, there is a very ob

vious solution of continuity. A vegetable is an organized being

which propagates its kind. Every being therefore of this class,

is produced from one or two beings like itself: it is at first

small, and, from its organization, grows to a larger size. A

mineral is a being produced individually by some physical cause, very

different from it/els, and, therefore, cannot produce its own

kind. If these definitions of the vegetable and mineral be just,

the difference between them is absolute. A being either is, or

is nor, organized for the purposes of propagation. The reality

of this distinction is not affected by our inability to apply it in

all cases : for if we could discover any insensible beings, which,

without entirely belonging to either of these kingdoms, had the

distinguishing characters of both (which the Author considers

as impossible), we should only discover a new kingdom, as

distinct from the former, as these are from each other : for it

cannot be maintained that some common properties can con

stitute this pretended continuity, where there are, at the fame

time, other properties entirely distinctive.

M. db Luc proceeds to shew that, in each kingdom, the

several species are really distinct from each other, and observes

that their difference becomes evident, if we define eacb species

by
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by its distinguishing characters. If the Creator had thought

fit that beings should ascend by an imperceptible gradation,

this would be discovered among the species : a few degenerate

individuals can never be designed to constitute those links, by

which different species are supposed to be connected. Is these

links were necessary, they would be permanent; but perma

nence is found only in the species.

Again, should it be granted that, as the infinite number of

parallel sections of which a pyramid is supposed to consist, in

crease in surface by imperceptible differences, so beings rise

above each other by an insensible gradation ; still our philoso

pher asks, to what does this gradation refer, and in what re

spects are beings here compared with each other ? This must

be explained, before a meaning can be assigned to the idea of

gradation ; for no connection of co-relative degrees can take

place between heterogeneous qualities, and an abstract gradation

among beings is inconceivable.

But M. de Luc further observes, that nothing can be more

indefinite than the worJ Being, as used by some philosophers,

especially when they treat of the order of beings in the universe ;

nor is it certain, that, when they speak of a gradation of

Beings, they are agreed concerning the idea which they mean

to express1.

The distribution of beings into the two classes of material and

spiritual substances, forms an insurmountable objection to the

hypothesis of an insensible gradation, which cannot possibly take

flace between things so essentially different as matter and spirit,

n his view of the material world, M. de Luc argues against

the law of continuity, which Leibnitz supposed, but which,

so far from allowing it to be universal, he thinks applicable

only to the divisions of time and space, and to motion, as it re

lates to these.

In answer to those, who may think that his opinion is con

trary to the harmony of the universe, he observes, that our idea

of this must be derived, not from imaginary worlds, but from

nature : if we consult this, we shall find that harmony consists,

not in an insensible gradation of beings, nor in an absolute con

tinuity of the causes of their several successive states ; but in the

direction of every thing, so as to produce, without doubt, in

the greatest possible degree, the happiness of sensitive beings,

in a manner suitable to the proper class or species of each.

The result of all these observations and arguments is, that

there exists One First Cause of all ; that the universe, created

by him, is composed of dijlincl beings, which may be distributed

into the two grand classes, of inanimate and sensitive, relative rb

each other, as (he means to the end j that the harmony oTthe

whole
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whole if effected, neither by continuity, nor by insensible gra

dation, but by prrceptibl ■ <i stinres of place and actions, and

by an absolute difference between the several species of beings.

Art. XXIII.

Diflicnaire complet Francois 13 Ruff?, tec. i. e. A complete French

and Russian Dictionary. By a Society of literary Gentlemen.

4'.c. z Vols. Petersburg^ printed ; and imported by Sewell in

London. 2I. 2s. Boards. 1 7S6.

UNDER the auspices of the Empress of Russia, a literary

society have resolved, for the sake of fixing the Ruffian

language, and making it more generally known throughout Eu

rope, to publish several dictionaries of .this kind. That which

at present engages our attention, and which is to be regarded as

the first fruits of their undertaking, is a Dictionary of French

with the corresponding Russian word?. The French words are

taken from the last edition of the French dictionary published

by the Academy os Sciences at Paris; and the equivalent Ruf

fian words, with synonyms, are given on authority, and ac

cording to common usage. ■ The plan is extensive, and includes,

a great variety of technical terms, both in the arts and sciences,

as well as in trade and commerce.

From the Preface, we learn, that the fame society will speedily

publish the continuation of their labours ; for they have pro

mised a Russian and French dictionary, in two volumes, quarto;

a G?rman and Russian dictionary, three volumes, quarto; and a

Russian and German dictionary, also in three volumes, quarto.

The utility of these great works is evident, and the manner

in which ihe publication seems to be conducted, reflects honour

on the country in which it is undertaken.

Art. XXfV.

Colleflion des meilleurs Ouvrages Franfiis, composees par des Femmer.

Vols. xi. and xii. iivo. Paris. 1787 and 1788.

THE ingenious and industrious Mademoiselle de Keralio

has added two more volumes to her collection of the prin

cipal productions,of celebrated French-women*. They present

us with a continuation of the Letters of Madame de Scvigre,

which loiters have been Cvnlidcred , as models for the epistolary

style. Wit and humour are d;/cc verable in many of them ; but

nothing appears t,o be forced ; nothing studied, or laboured into

gaiety and ease :—they are evidently the dictates of the heart ; and

* See Rev. vol. Ixxvii. p. 547. aud vol. Lxxviii. p. 630.

in
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irt writing them to her daughter, we perceive, as Voltaire has

justly remarked, that (he intended them onlyfor her daughter—

unlike to those of Madame de Maintenon, which seem to have

been written for the public eye. Amid a great deal of what the

French call babil, and which we usually denominate tittle-tattle,

some anecdotes are found in both these collections, which are

well worth preserving, as they regard the secret history of the

times. The former lady, too, as the writer a|ready mentioned

further observes, had the art de confer des bagatelles avec grace ; aa

art which was sufficient to secure to her the notice and even the

approbation of the generality of mankind.

We learn, from an advertisement prefixed to the present vo

lumes, that Mademoiselle de K. has been for some time indis

posed. This illness, she says, has occasioned a delay in the

publication of her work, but that, on the re-establishment of

her health, (he means to prosecute her labours with assiduity, in

return for the encouragement she has received from the Public.

We sincerely hope that (he will be enabled to act in conformity

with her wishes. In the present age of frivolity and dissipation,

a character like that of Mademoiselle DE Keralio is truly esti

mable, and cannot be too particularly favoured by the world.

— ,. .1 - .' , .i- . 1 ■ 11 ■— ■ —. — - ,— 1 — ■».-. i.i ■ 1 1— ■ ^

Art. XXV.

Oplnlone it Fra. Paolo Sa rp i, toccante il Go'verno della Republica Fe-

ncziaaa. 8vo. 3s. 6d. Nicol. JLondra. 1788.

THE preface to this publication informs us, that * a gen

tleman, fond both of literature, and of promoting, to

the utmost of his power, its beneficial tendency, happened, in

his travels through Italy, to meet in a convent the following

hitherto unpublified and very curious work of the celebrated Father

Paul Sispi.' That * he was assured on the spot, by persons of pe

netration and knowlt-ge, that it was undoubtedly an original per

formance of the imniortil author of. the History of the Council of

Trent ;' and he apprehends that ' the sagacious reader, in perus

ing the work, will easily perceive the peculiar style of the great

Father Paul, marked every where by. his " extensive learn

ing, without ostentation *."

What is said, as above, concerning the merit of Father Paul,

is no more than a just tribute of praise, to the memory of that

great man ; but the editor of the present work has fallen into a

mistake, with respect to this treatise on the government of Ve

nice. He doubtless knew not that the work was publijhed many-

years ago. We have now on the desk an Englijh tranflation of

it, printed at London, in 1707, for J. Morphew. The transla

tion is a good one, for the time when it was made ; and it is

* Wotton, as quoted by Dr. Johnson in his Life of Father

Paul.

Apr, Rev. Vol. lxxix, Zz intro
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introduced to the English reader by an ample and judicious pre

fatory discourse, abounding with just observations on the cha

racter and writings of the excellent author of the original. It

also contains a short historical account os the manuscript, and of

the printed impression os it, which was privately* made, a few

years before the date of this translation ; of which, probably,

but a few copies were thrown off, as the book continued to be

so very scarce, that Amelot de la Houssai, who made a

diligent search for all the books that treat of the government of

Venice, and who has translated i n to French several ot Father Paul's

works, rouM never procure this discourse, which would have

been to him of great importance in the prosecution of his design.

We have examined this new edition of F. Paul's treatise rela

tive to the government of Venice ; and it appears to us that the

English translation of 1707, was done from a more correct copy

than the present impression in Italian ; which circumstance may

serve to clear the editor from all suspicion of having designed to

mislead the public : he certainly knew of no other copy than

that which fell into his hands, in the manner above related.

* The Venetians used all means, lawful and unlawful, to suppress

it; but, happily, this inestimable work was preserved.

Art. XXVI.

[N'OTITIA LlTERARIA.]

Conspeilus Criticarum Obstrvationum in Scristores Gra-cos et Latin*!,

ac Locos Antiqua Eruditionis edtndarum, una cum Enarretienibm,

Collatioribu/que "Jtterum Codicum MJforum, it Syllogt Anccdottrum

Gractrum. 8vo. L yden *. 1 708.

THE title of this Conspeilus exhibits neither the names of

the author, nor of the printer, nor of the publisher. At

the conclusion, however, stands the name of Mr. Burgess of

Oxford, on whom the learned world have long looked with high

respect, for his talents and erudition as a scholar, and with a

feeling better than respect, for his candour as a critic.

We cannot but congratulate the learned of all nation?, while

we contemplate the advantages which this little book prepares

them to expect. Every scholar in England remembers with a

conscious kind of pride, that the Miscellanea Observatitnei,

edited in Holland by the elder Burman and Dorville, were

indebted for their origin to the Miscellaneous Observations on Au

thors, published in London by Dr. Jortjn. To enumerate

the excellent remark?, and valuable collations, which have

bern preserved in this collection, would be foreign to the pre

sent purpose ; but we cannot help encouraging the flittering

idea, that the Crit.ca Objervationes ma}-, in process of time,

emulate the celebrated Journal which we havejust mentioned.

• To be had, gratis, of Mr. Elmiley in London.

Every
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Every number of this work is proposed to consist of several

divisions, according 10 the number of the subjects which it con

tains. Every division is to be paged separately, so that each of

the various collections may in future be bound distinctly.

We shall give an abridged view of the heads which Mr. Bur

gess has enumerated ; to each of which one division is to be

assigned : x

I. Loci Critic* Narrativa, in which the difficulties and pro

perties of words will be explained and illustrated.

II. Loci Critics Emendatriris, in which the faults that have,

crept into ancient writers will be pointed out and corrected.

III. Loci Criticee Philosophic^, ubi inquiratur in taufas difcipli-

narum, artium, linguarum, et in rationcs rerum, qute Us conti

nents.

IV. Criticcs Miscellancee Disputationes, which cannot be re

ferred to any one of the three lormer heads, but seem in some

measure to comprehend the whole.

V. Collations of manuscripts, and accounts of them.

VI. Anecdota Graca, Philological.

VII. Poetical, historical, and chronological.

VIII. Philosophical.

IX. Sacred.

We shall now present our readers with a list of the inedited

treasures which Mr. Burgess has already accumulated :

* 1. a. Disputatio de ii«, qua; Josephus super Herodis Templo

Hierosolym. scripfit.—$. De quibusdam !ocis Aristotelis libri de

Poetica,—z. «. Tunstalli Emendatiooes in Longinum.—0. Wardii

Emendationes in Hermogenis Progymnasmata.—y. Reinholdii Emen

dationes in Platonis apologiam.—J. P. Vulcanii Emendationes &

no tata ad Demetrium Phalereum.—t. Conjectures in Æschylum,

Sophoclem, Euripidem.—£ Conjectural in Aristotelis libris de Poe

tica & Rhetorica. — r,. Conjecture in Demetrium Phalereum.-—

S. Conjectutæ in Graca Novi Testamenri — 3. a. Disputatio de

causis incrementisque lingua; Græcæ.—3- De Tookii inventis, qux

dicuntur, in Etymologia, & Ss^ia linguarum. — y. De ratione

Aristotelis libri de Poecica —4. a. Litteræ Bentleii, Bernardi, alio-

rumque ex MSS. Bodl.—.?. Uptoni Obscrvationes in Xenophontis

Memorabilia. — y. Sanctamandi Obscrvationes in Xenophontis

AttzŒaeui. —■ $. Excerpta ex SanctamandiaDis in diyersos scriptores

Græcos & Latinos. — 1. Obscrvationes de quibusdam locis Sopho-

clis, Euripidis, & Horatii Epistolæ ad Pisones. — 5. a. Variæ

lectiones Æschyli, e Cod. Med.—g. Variæ Lectiones Aristotelis lib.

de Rhetorica e libris Bernardi.—y. Variæ Lectiones The'ophralti

Charac. e MS0 vetusto, rarioribus edd., & e Stobxo excerpiæ a M.

Maitcario.—L Enarratio Florilegii Græci inediti Barocciani.— i. Va-

ria; Lectiones & Supplementa Tryphonis n^j HaSwr, e Codd. Baroc.

i Harl.—f. Variæ Lectiones [Aristotelis libri de Poetica, Cod. Reg.

Par.]— r.. Variæ Lectiones Dionysii Hal.de Thucydide & Demosthe-

ne, Cod. Reg. Par.—$. Variæ Lectiones quorundam Josephi Ioc.

Cod. Reg. Par.— i. Heraclidis Potitici, Cod. Nov. Coii.— x. Epic-

Z»3' teti,
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teci, Cod. Nov. Coll.—x. Novi Test. Gr. Cod. C. C. C—^. Aris-

totelis A>aXirri«wi L. I. Cod . C. C. C.—r. Var. Lat. & Supplement

Quinti Curtii, Cod. C. C. C— 6. a.. Hermogenia Progymnasmata.—

$. Libelliisde Metris Harleiamis.—y. Excerpta ex Heiodiano, Cod.

Baroc— «. Philemonis Lexici Technologici magna pars.— 7. a. Jo-

annisTzctzis n^i J.*fojt> ncir-r^r, ejusdemqut Epillola Epiphanio.—

£. Philæ ;i5 y^xvi 9i\vnifnf.—y. Imperatorum Constantinopoliran.

Synopsis Chronologica Cod. Baroc ex apogr. Th Hearne. — 8. 3.

Sententiæ Philosophorum.—$. Prolegomena in Platonis Philolo-

phiajn.— y. Damasdi rist-i *(■/*■> magna pars. — 9. Opuscula excerpta

e Collectancis Langbænii Bodl.'

The reader will easily perceive that great utility to «U scholars

in general, and more particularly to suture editors of the ClafEc;,

will be derived from this work, and how much it will contribute

to extend the correct and critical knowlegeof the Greek language.

Mr. Burgess next proceeds to solicit the assistance of tbe

learned, and intieats their communications. He requests, in

the fiist place, to be favoured with their own labours ;—then with

any posthumous productions of departed critic?, or with accurate

accounts of their inedited remains: next with collations of :,?•

tollated MSS. But above all, Mr. B. wi(he< to be supplied with

any unpublished compositions of ancient Greece, of which great

numbers are pieferved in most of the public libraries on the con

tinent as well as in England.

Mr. Burgess has already received from Mr. Loveday,

Uermogenis Prtgymnajmata inedita, cum variis Uct. Cod. Rtf.

Parifitnf. and Professor Ward's Animadversions.—Larches

has supplied the Variæ Leiiiones in Dionys. Halic.—Ruhnkek,

the learned and communicative Ruhnken, has presented Mr.

Burgess with the Sententiæ Philojcpborum ex Cod. Veffiane, and

Philemon's Lexicon Ttchnologicum — Anonymi Prolegomena in Pit'.*-

nem. — Santenius, the editor of Bueman's Pi opertius, has like

wise been liberal in promoting the success, and enhancing ih:

»alue, of the Criticœ Observations .

If there be any part of the plan which does not meet with our

full approbation, it is the length of time, which is proposed tc

be suffered to elapse, before the publication of the first number.

We think that Mr. Burgess is perfectly in the right, in not

hurrying ; fejlir.a lente—but at the fame time we are decided in

our opinion, that he ought to print and publish the first number

as soon as he has materials for two parts, ready for the press ; ami

X\\t second, when the third is prepared, and soon.—If the appear

ance of the* book itself be delayed too long, after the publication

of this Conspeclus, the curiosity of the learned world, whicn

muR. now, as it ought, be awakened, will inevitably die awaj,

and the struggles of course necessary at the editing of any ne»

periodical work, must be repeated,—though it is highly proba

ble that they will lose great part of their effect, while every

effort must be attended with additional difficulty.

Mr.
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Mr. Burgess will, we are well convinced, pardon this hint,

which we are induced to give, from our respect for his abilities,

and our earnest wishes for the success of bis laudable and useful

undertaking.

At the conclufion of the Con/juclus, the editor informs hr»

readers, that the emendations and observations of the late

learned, and still much to be lamented, Mr. Tyrwhitf, on

Aristotle's Poetics, are in his possession. These notes, with the

aid of some inedited collations of MSS. and other assistances,

will accompany a new edition of this Greek text, which has so

long and so frequently exercised the ingenuity, and defeated the

erudition, of modern critics.—Mr. Twining's translation of

the Poetics is also soon, as we arc informed, to appear ; so that

we are tempted to flatter ourselves with the hope, that this ad

mirable and admired treatise will at last be rendered clear and

intelligible ; and no longer be deemed inaccessible by young men,

who, in defiance of their wishes to enlarge their stock of Greek

erudition, and to cultivate their taste, have been deterred from a

frequent perusal of this work, on' account of its numerous dif

ficulties.

As we are now laying before the public" a view of what they

are to expect from the labours of Mr. Burgess, we cannot for

bear informing them, that another learned and ingenious Oxo

nian is engaged in collecting the fragments of the AnteNicent

Fathers, whose complete works are now lost, and whose remains

owe their preservation to the authors by whom they have been

cited.—The following is proposed as the title of the work :

Reliquiæ Sacra ; Jive Opuscula et Fragmenta EccUfiaJlicorum, qui

tempora Synodi Nuæntc antecedebant, et quorum Scripts, vtl apud

Opera alienaservantur, vet cum varii generis Aucioribus edi solent>

Our theological readers will feel no common pleasure, when

we inform them, that this collection is undertaken by Mr.

Routh, who not long since favoured the public with an edition

of Two Dialogues of Plato. The lovers, however, of compo

sitions in the purer ages of the Greek language, and the admirers

in particular of the Platonic philosophy, will, abftt invidia,

envy the triumph of Theology, while they lament that the taste

and erudition, which illustrated the Gorgiai, should be trans

ferred to the fragments of ecclesiastical writers, however ancient,

ijnd however respectable.

Mr. Routh has printed a short view of his plan, from which our

information has been gathered. In the course of it, he thus requests

the assistance of the learned : « Peto autem a te obnixi, Chrtftiane

et erudite lettor, ut quicquid in hoc genere alicubi latere noveris, id

mihi impertias vel demon/ires, quoniam digna funt vei minima harum

atut um fragmenta, ut ex bibliothecarum ctaujiris in lucem Jiudiojtf*

funi proferantur,'

Zi 3 CORRE
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CORRESPONDENCE.

A Correspondent, who dates from Oxford, and signs himself our

' Weli-wilher, and Constant Reader,' inquires i/obttt tbe vo

lumes of the Monthly Review first ' began with the year?'—The

answer to this question is, that our sixth volume began with January

1752 ; since which time they have regularly commenced and ended

half-yearly. A''. B. The seventh volume appeared without an index,

the only instance of an omission of that kind during the iong course

of our labours.

As this Correspondent thinks {bat the knowlege of the periods 1?

which our first five volumes began and ended, may prove useful to

those who wish to collect the earlier volumes of the Review, in order

to complete their sets, we here subjoin an account of the dates of

the volumes above mentioned ; viz.

Began in Ended with

M. R. Vol. I. May 1749. ■ October, fame year.

II. Nov. 1749. • April 1750.

III. May 1750. October, fame year.

IV. Nov. 1750. ■ May 1751.

——V. June 1751. ■ December, fame year.

For the hint of this public notice to our Readers, we are obliged

to our Correspondent's letter; in which are a few other particulars

that demand our attention. First,He promises us, when he can ' re

cover some papers,' a list of irrata.—For any detections of this kind

we are always much obliged. Secondly, He mentions an account of

Brunei's edition of Sophocles, which, he fays, has been drawn up by

a learned friend of ours. But we can inform our Correspondent, oa

the best authority, that the critique to which he refers was never

completed. -7 hirdy, He intimates some dissatisfaction in regard to

our account of Mr. Berington's Lives of Abeillard and Heloisa ; to

which we can only say, that the article is before the Public ; and to

the Public we always submit, as we ought, our opinions, and con

duct, in (.he discharge of our critical office : at the same time assur

ing our Correspondent, that, in general, we think very highly of

Mr. B.'s publications, his genius, principles, taste, and * elegant

imagination.' Fourthly, ' When is Professor Reid's last work to be

noticed V Ans. The Professor's book will be noticed in iff turn;

but some other works, of good consideration, have waited longer;

and many must wait till the limits of our Journal are enlarged.

Lastly, We shall at all times be glad to hear from this friendly Cor

respondent.

*** One of our Correspondents mentions, incidentally, but

does not name, ' an eminent B*********, whom he style,

« as great a r 1 as any in the trade :'— adJing, ' into whole

hands, by the bye, I hope you will never fall.'—This is quite un

intelligible to us, and must remain so, without an explanation ;

which is requested.

fi+ Cur iosus, after desiring us to ' excuse the impertinent curio

sity of a young man' (a request which ought not to be granted), »fk=,

' under
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' under what authority we make use of the word Goliah, in p. 461 of

the Review for November, that name being differently spelt,' &c.—

Notwithstanding the magnitude of the subject, we own that we have

paid very little attention to the name. Sometimes, when the giant

hath appeared before us in all his altitude, we have respectfully

allowed him hisr, but on other occasions his highness hath been forced

to stalk off without it;—just as he hath been often served before by

Calmet, and other learned compilers of lexicons, concordances, Sec.

who, like us, have capriciously, or heedlessly, written it Goliah, or

Goliath;—in the choice of which, for his own use, Curios us may

please himself, without sear of displeasing the tall Philistine.

~\%% We can now inform our 'Constant Reader*,' that accord

ing to some private intimations from abroad, we are not to expect;

the completion of Jam's Horace. Some accounts fay, that he has

been so disgusted by a very learned but abusive perstriftion of his

work, in the Bibliplheca Critica of Amsterdam, that he has resolved

to discontinue it. Others have suggested, that preferment may pos

sibly have abated his industry ; which is not an unusual consequence

among the learned.

* We hare lately had several letters, from different Correspondents, with this sig

nature.

*\* We have, in vain, enquired for Cornish'j Essay en the Di

vine Manifestations, &c. which we believe to be out ot print. It was

published about eighteen months ago, but escaped our Collector's

vigilance.

||§|| A letter from Dr. Kippis has informed u?, that we have

charged him unjustly with a false quotation, at p. 397 of our Re

view for Novembers, where we say, ' It is remarkable, that al

though this note is said to be near the conclusion cf Captain Cook'j

second voyage, and notwithstanding the volume and page are refer

red to, no such note is to be found there. A note, the fame in

every respect, except that Captain Cook says t<v;o mistakes, instead of

some, occurs at p. xxii. of the Introduction to that Voyage.' Dr.

Kippis observes, ' The edition of which I am possessed is the fourth,

printed in 17S4.' Since the receipt of the Doctor's letter, we have

procured a fight of that edition, and find his quotation exact in every

respect. But having thus done justice to Dr. Kippis's accuracy, let

us do justice to ourlelves, by observing, that in our edition, which

is the first, and printed from Captain Cook's own MS. it stands

precisely as we have stated it. When, or by whom, the alteration

was made, signifies little : we ate ready to acknowledge that, with

respect to place, it is an improvement ; but in regard to form, we

think it much otherwise, as it has defeated a principal design of the

author, who had a particular reason for restricting the mistakes to two.

We must add, that the subject was not introduced by us from the

puny motive of noticing an inaccurate quotation, as we then sup

posed it to be : that was merely accidental, arising from our not

finding the note in the place referred to; and we were induced

to look for it, by finding it quoted in a form which we Knew it

f In the article of Cook's Life.

Z z 4 , , ought
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ought not to have borne. Our motive for taking notice of the

passage was, to clear the memory of a much valued, and now

departed friend *, from the odium of having been the author of an

ill-natured and unfounded paragraph, which, as it appeared to us,

was again attempted to be fixed on him, after he had publicly

declared it to be false, and had positively and repeatedly affirmed to

many of his friends, that he had not given occasion for a single word

of it.

• We rray h-rr, with pride, proclaim our acquaintance and fiiendfcip with Cap

tain Cook;—good in his private and moral character; and great, most tmir.eauf

• 1 1 AT, in hit professional linr, in respect both os abilities and conduct !

J§J The short Catalogue article, relath'e to Mr. Wr-'s Dialogue,

was written, and sent to the printer, several months before the re

ceipt of his latter dated in January, in which he reminds as of his

publication. Had Mr. W. known of the great number of articles

which have waited much longer, and still wait, to be mentioned in

the Review, he would not have supposed his performance ' neglect

ed,' whether approved or not. No new productions of the British

press are nigkiltJ, although many fail of obtaining that commenda

tion which cannot be indiscriminately bestowed on all, where the

merits and demerits are almost infinitely varied.

4-'| The letter signed Whitlienfit chanced to come to hand, not

withstanding it was misdirected. If the writer had paid the postage,

we should have less regarded the impropriety and frivolousness of its

contents. It is unfair for an unknown individual thus to make

free with both the time and money of others.—Who can this Whit-

liensis be I His letter has the Warrington post-mark.—We have,

of late, been too much annoyed with impertinent and expensive let

ters.—People who have nothing to do, should have some consider

ation for those who have useful employment for every moment.

f*y+ Mr. Pye's translation of Aristotle's Poetics will be reviewed

with all convenient speed.

Ut'l The letter from Portarlington, in Ireland, dated November 12,

1788, is received, and will be duly attended to.

ERRATA in VOL. LXXIX.

P. 82. Art. 52. tit. for • Ballad,' r. Ballet.

— 256, 1. 5, for ' partly,' r. purely.

— 268, 1. 32, for * ounces,' r. ounce.

— — L38, for 'water,' t. fixed air.

— 362, 1. 7, put a comma after business, and dele the three quota

tion commas.

— — 1. 21, for ' us,' r. me.

— 480, 1. 18, for « that the fewer,' r. that though sewer; and put

only a comma at * •vegetated.'

— 481, 1. 3, dele the word 'as.'

— 482, 1. 18, for « attended with,' r. attended te with.

— 509, I. 14, for « nor,' read and.

INDEX
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To the Remarkable Passages in this Volume.

N. B. To find any particular Book, or Pamphlet, see the

Table of Contents, prefixed to the Volume.

ABEILLARD, his conversation with

*^ Heloisa, on the subject of marriage,

105. His retirement from the world,

ic.6. Great number of pupils resort.

ing to him, 109.

jtbul Faxel writes the institutes of the

iimperor Akber, 615. His noble sen -

timents, 624.

Acadtmy, Royal, in Ireland, its history,

203. Of Arts and Sciences in Ame

rica, its history, 385. Royal Society

of Edinburgh, its history, {32.

Atid, nitrous, produced from inflammable

and drphlogisticated airs, 327,

■ tarta'eoui, an excellent remedy in

ardent fevers, 6S5. Ordinary prescrip

tion for making it, ib. Improved,

686.

Audi, experiments on their frcrzinir, 32;.

Acidity, observations on the principles of,

•526.

jilamt. Dr. the American statesman, his

comments on Nedham's Excellency of

a Fret State, 290. His observ. relative

to the American Constitutions, 291-297.

Al her, an improved method of rr.aJc.iug

it, 688.

Air, inflammable, and dephlogifticated,

does not produce water, 327 ; but ni

trous acid, ib.

— phosphoric, described, 587.

— sulphureous, described, ib.

■ 'pump, on a new construction, 39s.

Alikir, Emperor, abstract of his life, 615.

His haram, 617. His library, 618.

His manner of spending his time, 620.

Aiembt't, M.d' his excellent remarks,

reflections, and anecdotes rel. to many

eminent men of letters.&c. 64.1—654.

Americans, inquiry into their original de

scent, 580.

Anatomy, proper method of studying, 303.

Ought not to attempt a description of

the sou), 304},

Anderson, Dr. his experiments on the eul.

ture of potatoes, 4-73. On feed corn,.

480. On cultivated grasses, ib.

Animal:, brute, cruelly treated by man.

kind, 31;, Children most apt to be

guilty of this crime, ib. Parents cul

pable, for not teaching them better,

316. Hunting, an inhuman pastime,

ib. Cruelty, of confining birds in cage*,

ib. Of angling wih live baita, it.

Of over-driving pasl-borfes, 317.

—— how thei» species are diflinj; (01.

Antelope packet, cast away on the Pelew

islands, 110. Subsequent adventures of

the captain and crew, 11 1, Sec.

Antimotnal wine, improved mtthod of

making, 24.

Antiquities of various kinds, described,

298—jnj. 511—515.

Aristotle's Poetics. See Twinine.

A'tiliery Cmpuny, account of, 333.

—, history of, 419.

Arundtlian marble. See Parian Cbron.

Athens, inquiry concerning, and the man.

r.ers of its ancient inhabitants, 627.

Population, 619. Manufactures and

commerce, 630.

"DACON, Ld. his Essays modernized,

** 274. His life, by Dr. Willvmote, ib.

His opinion concerning war, 673.

Baillie, Col. narrative of the imprisonment

and sufferings of bis detachment, in the

East-lnoics, 86.

Saidwin, Mr. his account of a curiotii

electrical appearance, 37*9,

Barbcrir.i vase, described, 425.

Baremetert the causes which produce inac

curacy in measuring heights with it, 32.

A new formula for barometrical mea

surements, 33, A portable one des. 20*5.

Mairinvtcn, Mr, his observations on card-

playing, 301.

Bath via.trs, n:vr ideas concerning, 267.

Beauty.
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Beauty. See Cyprus*

Stct.tr, Sir Thomas, on the culture of the

turnip root-d cabbage, 477. Ot" the

scarcity-root, 479.

Beings, natural. See Dt Vac,

Bcltfarius, his greal character, 14.

Belles Lttirtt not sufficiently encouraged

in England) 531. Reason! why, ib.

Be»(ai, present flourishing slat; of, under

the English establishment, It.

Bousues, a new way of making iti slower!,

687.

tills us Exchange, great commercial cj'jes.

iron relative to, 559.

Bingbam rceki, described, 41a.

Bifiept formerly served in the army, 331.

Curious anecdote of one, 331.

Bloedeu, Dr. on cooling water below the

freesring point, 313.

Boileau, the poet, anecdote* tel. to, 644.

Of his two brothers, 64;. Epigram

by one of them, 640—649.

Inu-wlajH, M. the Polish dwarf, ace. of,

63. Hn progressive growth at diftneut

periods of hit life, ib.

Btargo, bow prepared, 641.

Biurde', M« hie philosophical principle

rel. to navigation, manoeuvres at sea,

&c. 500.

S'oivitt, John, poetical translations by,

at it years eld, from various authors,

Greek and Latin, 359.

Brtnstuic, Duke of, hu adminislra'ion in

Holland censured and defended, 4167.

Bjcclrugb, Duke of, meteorological diary

kept by, at Branxholm, 36.

But* wheat, experiment on its culture,

481.

Bit'gess, Mr. CinfptBus crlticarum Qi-

strvationum, 690.

Bursar mucus* delchbed, 497. 57}.

CABBAGE, turnip.rooted, its culture,

477-

Calvmrjm, the principles of, cold, unphi-

lofoph.cal, and unpoeticil j furnishing

no pleasures to the imagination, 103.

Carters, method of palliating the pain

which they occasion, 377.

Ctunara, &c. the cavea there, described,

4*3- ...

Cards, origin os the different games of, 30s.

Caritatitra, in pointing, disapproved, ti.

Vindicated, 6a.

Carrctt, their culture. 47S.

Carnwigbt. Mr. his abstract of the regu

lations of the East-India Cirrtpiny rela

tive to the officers, tec. of their ships,

illicit trade, &c. 373.

Cattle, a disease in their horns, described,

391. Cure of, ib.

CaujUctn, of the French chemists, de-

scribed, 5?6.

Cr.ali'■ , M. on the methed os aseer:ain'ng

the presence of small quantities of elec

tricity, 319.

Cavendijb, Mr. his experiments on frees

ing the nitrons and vitriolic acids, 315.

Cenlrifatal street, theory of, algebraically

demonstrated, 244.

Cbartemmt, Earl of, on the antiquity of

tbe woollen tnajiofact. in Ireland, 51Z.

Charles VI. Emperor, bis character, 679.

Chelsea College, history or", 417. Abuiet

in its management, 418.

Cheltenham waters, their qualities, a68»

Chemijiry, atomend atrjre of it adapted to

the French system, 74. The different

systems of, compared, 163—16 j. The

present state of, in Fraoce, 59a.

Christianity, its doctrines incomprehen

sible by human reason, 340.

Church, primitive, free remarks on the sire

and progress of its doctrines, 1 7.

Cburcbts, observations on, 301.

Cicero, obs. on his literary character, 43;.

On his oratory, 436. Fine passiag* from

one of his orations against Verres,

translated, 438.

Clegborn, Dr. hit account of varioos sub

stances found in an ovarium, 206-

Clergy, invective against, 337, 338.

Clover, obs. on different crops of, 4S0.

Cold, oblerv. on-a remarkable degree of,

34. Cause of, on high mountains, 311.

Callus, Mr. his epistle to Sir Thomas

Haumer quoted, with respect to Shake

speare's characters, 81. His or on

the superstitions of the Highlanders,

53J- 5SS-.

Ctr.be, Dr. hit obstrv. on some antiquities

found in Lombard-street, 301.

Comet of 1789, history of, 318. Diffi

culties in calculating its return, ib.

That of Jan. 1785, 573. Of April

I78S> 574-

Condinjaiiou of vapours, productive ofheat,

3«-

Condtrcet, Marquis de, on the population

of France, 574.

Conscience, court* of, remsrks nn, 5P4.

Consumption*, r.ew observations on their

causes, 178. And on the me^h-.d of

treating them, 179. Cured by external

embrocations, 1S0.

Ceoi, Capt, birth and edaca'ion, 39 r.

Preferment in the navy, 306. His

jirsl voyage round the world, 397. His

jecor.d voysge, 3J8. His tbtrd, 399.

Hi; character, ib.

Cech, Mr. his drill plcw recommended,

480.

Courts martial, their history, 416.

C'tiiuford, Dr. his theory of heal attacked

by the Fiench chemists, 588. De

fended, ib.

Crimea described, 638. Now a Ruffian

piovir.ee, ib. Its natural curiosities. 639.

Criawmli
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Crimindts onder sentence of death, doubts

relative to the expediency of giving the

most profligate of them too great a por

tion of religious comfort, 2S6.

Critical days, not to be neglected in acute

diseases, 55.

Occm'41 leilure, account of one by Dr.

Fordyce, 146.

Cruelty to brute animals, horrid nature of,

Crystals, their structure, 578.

Curl, a disease in potatoes, 47 ;.

Curvet, their quadrature, 106.

Cyprus, visit to, by a gentleman now

Jiving, 519. Account of a most bea«v-

tiful woman there, $2©.

JT)AJRIES, observation! on, 481.

Darhnrji, uncommon, described, 388.

Darv>in, Dr, his frigorific experiments on

the expansion of the air, 311.

Dearborn, Mr. his description of two

pumps, 391,

Debtors, inlolvent, rem. on the impolicy

4: injustice of their imprisonment, 467.

Denne, Mr. his observations 00 dome's-

dav book, 413.

Diaphragm, wound in, not always mortal,

Dickjon, Dr. on the pemphigus, 206.

Distillery, in Scotland, review of the laws

respecting, 265.

De hue, M. his theorem for barometrical

measurements confirmed, 33.

1 —, on the gradations supposed to

exist among natural beings, 691.

Dress, proposals for preventing waste, and

unnecessary expence, in that of men,

Drill culture, experiments on, 479.

Dmidical temple fount! in Jersey, 41S.

Durham, city of, and cathedral, deiciited,

52*.

J?ARTH, a new theory of, 36. Shewn

■ to be defective, 37. The ratio of ics

two diameters, 73.

Earthquakes, conjectures concerning, 389.

East- India Company, orders and r:gulatiocs

of, in regard ro illicit trade, Ice. 373.

Ellipse, a lunar one observed bj Dr.Usslier,

»o6.

Electricity, methods of discovering small

quantities of it, 319.690. The man

ner in which glass is charged wi h it,

320. Jts effects on the human body,

6t3. See Baldwin. See Caval'o.

Elements, natura', shewn to Keenly three,

because earih is demonllraied to be a

compound, 591.

Ehpban'a, ace. ot the caves there, 423.

EUphamt, particulars, of their natural His

tory, 619,

£/ran> fœtitLm, an excellent prescription

for making it, 687.

Elixabetb Q. of Spain, her character, 680.

Elliot, Mr. his improved method of cor

recting the observed distance of the

moon from the sun or a fixrd star, 35.

England, state and character of, by the late

Ring of Prussia, 680.

Equations, the method of reducing them

when they have two equal roots, 144,

Analysis of indeterminate, 570.

Ether, of Sir Isaac Newton, adopted by the

modern chemists, 585. Different mo

dification! of it the cause of light and!

heat, ib.

Eufatius, St. capture of, in the late war,

not yet beneficial to the captors, 378,

Plan for a division of the prize-money,

ib.

JpENF.LON, Archbishop, anecdotes re

lative to, 650.

Fermentation, theory of different specie! of,

5*9-

lire arms, when first used, 333. Reasons

why not earlier introduced, 334,

Fijber, Mr. his cafe of an abdominal tu

mour, 392.

Flattery, striking instances of its being

used with success, 647. La Fontaine"!

verses in recommendation of, ib.

Fleming. Mr. on the agitation of the

waters of Loch Tay, 35.

Fluents, found by infinite series, how cor

rected, 145.

Freexing, experiments on, 311—326.

Faurcrey, M. de, on the smoking oil of

vitriol, 576, On the mucous capsulae,

578.

Fulda, a short account of the town and

country of, 6S4.

fANNET, Mr. on the Aurora Borealis,

390.

Centire, M. le, on the analysis of indeter

minate equations, 570.

Ge-orvanon described, 459.

Gerrge II. bis charader, 63o.

Gctrttum Sidus, its motion, orbit, and ele

ments determined, }8. Tables of its

places, ib. Its opposition in 1785, 173.

German ode, without thyme or metre,

trails] .teci, 656.

Gibbon, Mr. his mode of historical compo

sition, 111. His account of the By

zantine empire, 123. Of the establish

ment of the Popes, 125. Of the Cro-

sades, 223. Defects ot his work, 233.

His style commended and criticiled,

Gibraltar, good policy of restoring that

sot t reis to Spain, for an equivalent,

Class,
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G.'afi, Dr. on the affinity nf certain words

in the lanpuape at the Friendly iilands,

with the Hebrew, 299.

G/cbti, useful in illustrating the theory as

astronomy end geography, but not in

solving nice problems, 459.

Giver, Mr, his loetry glanced it, 515.

Specimen of hii Alrneid, it.

Gnt, new therrr of, 404.

Grtdatitx among natural beings. See Dt

Lye.

Grajsn, their culture, 480.

Ora imie, a noble instance of, 44T*

Gravel, and flone, new theory of, 404.

Gram, Mr. author of anecdotes ot Srei-

slone, 201. *

Gra~; Dr. on the mar net in which (fast

it charted with e'ectikal flnit, 310.

Grtrery Vll. Pcpe, account of hit usurped

domination and tyranny ovrr ihe po

tentates of Eu.opc, jcS. Refteuom

on his ch.ir ic:er and conduct, ib.

Greek fm, used in war, 119. Its terrible

efVecti, ih. Competition unknown, 419.

Greenfield, Mr. on negative quantities, 33,

GrmuptJ. Mr. on the degeneracy of fruit-

trees, 4*1.

Gal'tinan Ufiart, read at the College of

Physicians, br Dr. Riotlay, 267.

C*»f*mdtr, «t invention, 410, Corns0-

oi.iV.. on of, ib.

ZT-ISTINGS, Mr. inadvertency in the

conduct of his trial, 267. Patroniacs

the Rudy of Eastern litcraiure, £16,

lltar, mutability of it in the atmosphere,

31s. Experiments on 11, 323. Ot ani

mals, new theory of, 376. Dr. Craw

ford's theory of, attacked by the French,

e,88, defended,' it,

llf.trdiu, Dr. his tab'e of the mean heat

at I.nion, for 10 years, 149.

IMiiJj, her speeches to Abeillard, declin

ing his offer of marriage, 10$.

Hnotitii particularly described as it ap

pears in India, 1 i ] j Its method of core,

181.

hernia, incarcerated, an improvement in

the operat on far its cure, 499.

ht'niic, practical ob'eri/ations on, 269.

llemeii, rev. Mr. his excellent character

and death, 441.

himdici, account of their books, 618.

Worship only one Gol, 623. Are in

telligent people, 615.

H ar-fr*p, eblervatione on, '4.

hovmrtb, his merit as a painter appreci

ated, 61.

Vollandefi, their character by the K. of

Prussia, 681.

U:a e\ ode to spring, translated by a boy

only II years old, 360.

Uanitr, Dr. his obi. on tie heat of wells

in Jamaica, 148.

Humtimf, in Hindoftan, described, Sit.

tJaitirjrfri'i ode to silence, translated by

a boy only It yean old, 360.

Htttcbinson, Mr, his generous rffer to the

fubscribera to hit History of Durbaan,

514.

Union, Di. on the theory of rain, 31.

Tbeorv of the eanh, j.6.

Byet-efi ftBt.ru, the diease described,

689.

JAMES, Dr. 1 curious anecdote con

cerning his meiho.i of adrninisterinf

his fever «owdcr, cc8.

Jbmmral, M. on rbe passage of the moon

over the meridian. 570.

Jivm, their first introduction into Eng-

lanJ, 418.

Indaa reiifKn, abstract account of that of

the Bramini, 596. Duties of the Bra-

mint, 597. Their abhorrence of idol

atry, 598. Their ideal of future pu

nishments, 599.

hdieu East. Sec Bengal; fee Baiclit; fee

Maiibnvi\ fee Camvriwtt ; fee jitter,

Emperor.

I*fcrij tit/t, a curious one in a rock at Sim

, raganfet Bay, in North America, 414.

On a Roman altar at Tinmoutr-, 416.

Of an Irish chief, 511.

Jtaa, Mr. his account of West river

Mountain, 390.

Ireland, controversy in that country, res

tive to tithes, 45;. The. question rel. to

the vitljtitn of itearttttet ej Liawuk

reviewed, 54,.

hijt ncjJfiry, hi history, 103.

ben, a mass of it found, native, in Ame

rica, 148.

Irrimiility in veg'tables, a -8.

Jupiter, the theory of that planet, 575.

Jujiiman, emperor, celebrated as a great

legislator, 16. His example recommend

ed to imitation, it.

Jr*E/i7E, Mr. editor of capt. Wilfon't

ace. of the Pelew islands, bil respect

able character, 20s.

jfiari, rarely distinguished as Authors,

6-6. The late K. of Prussia's are-

eminence in that respect, 677.

Kits Cotry-ituse ueferibed, 514,

Knight't-fee expla ned, 330.

Kcumih, a Tartarian, wine, method of

making, 35.

^/ICEDEllWA'MNS, said to have con

tributed more toward the ruin of

Gierce, than any other nation, 63s*

Their mural character unfavourably re

presented, 633.

La Ft* o'vtt, bis verses on adulation, 647,

La ftU'tt, anecdotes tel, to, 632. V tiles

of, translated, 652, 654.

Learned
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Lettrred men, danger of their being wise

in their own conceit*, 519.

£« 60c, son to the Pelew king, accompa-

nies capt. Wilson to England, and dies

of (he small pot, 191.

Light, objections to the Newtonian dot*

trine of, refuted, 387.

Lightning, its effects, 389. On • Dutch

Bali India (hip, 614. A ready conduce

tor applicable to ships, ib.

Limerick, articles of, whether violated or

not, 547.

Lincoln, Mr. hs miscellaneous observa-

tions on natural history, 390. On in

grafting fruit trees and vegetation, ib,

Liont, huw caught in Hindostan, 621.

Loth Tar, a remarkable agitation in itt

waters, 35.

Logarithms, compendious method of cal

culating (hem, 144.

Lttdlam, the late rev, Mr. his respectable

character, 185.

%fjKjfHONI, that character defined,

and poetically displayed, 157.

Mocgvwan, Mr. hit register of the wea

ther, 39.

Mneguire, Mr. describes a new portable

barometer, zo6.

Macneil, Mr. his ace. of the caves of Can-

nara, Ambola, and Elephanta, 423.

Madness, methud of preventing it after

the bite of a mad dog, 180.

Mai delsole, a disease endemial in Milan,

636. Cure of, 638.

Marinet, origin of that corps, 334.

Marim, Dr. Van, on noxious vapours,

and the methods of preventing their

pernicious effects, 612.

Master*, Mr. on an ancient painting on

staff, 426.

Mjsls of /hips, curious remarks rel. to,

Marhews, general, vindicated, with regard

to his military conduct in Hindcflan,

161.

Mayer's tablet, in error in them correct

ed, 571.

Mtasuret, Russian, of length, reduced to

English feet, 641.

Medicines, the most active of them taken

from the mineral kingdom, 684.

Mercury, its operation on the human bo

dy, 269.

Messier, M. his obs. on the occultations

of the Pleiades by the moon, 571. Of

Venus, 573. Observations on (he comet

of I785, ib. On another comet, 574.

Me'astasio, beautiful lines of his trans

lated, 660. Elegant complimentary

verics ro, 664. His hippy manner of

treating the passion of love, 665, A

great matter of the eloquence of the

heart, 665.

Metaralogtcal Diary at Branxholm, 36,

At Ha«khill, 39. In London, 249.

Observations on the mode of keeping,

3»8.

Microcosm, a periodical work, written by

some Eaton scholars, HI. Specimens

of their prose, 113. Of their poesy,

114. Lait will and teftam nt nf the

supposed author, Gregory Griffin, 116.

Rial names of (he writers, ib.

Militia, when first established, 331.

Milton, the most learned of all our poets,

I. His juvenile poems appreciitcc, 2.

Mr. Warton's edit, of, its design and

conduct, 4. His Lycidat criticised, 5/

Obf. on his other pieces, 9-12. Cri

ticisms continued, 97. His imitations

discussed, 99. Vindicated against the

charge of Puritanism, tor. His Latin

poems comrr.ended, 343. Story of his

flagellation at the university controvert,

ed, 348, His Lycidas farther illustrat

ed, 350.

Monnier, M. le, on the conjunction of

the moon with the Pleiades, 571. On

the opposition of the 7th planet, 573.

Conjunction of the moon with Venus,

ib.

Montagu, Ed. Wortley, not the author of

the book on ancient republics, published

tinder his name, 469. The rev. Mr.

Foster said to have been the real au

thor, ib.

Moon, a new nvthod of correcting its ob

served distance from the sun or a fixed

star, 35. JtS conjunction with the

Pleiades, 571. Occultation of Venus

by it, 573.

Motion, muscular, said to be independent

on the nerves, 24b. This doctrine re

futed, 147.

Mountains, formula for measuring their

height, 33.

Mulberry, a proposal for propagating it by

seed, 4X4.

Mullet, its natural history, and migra

tions, 641. Manner of catching1, 642.

Mushrooms, difficulty of describing them,

460.

ftTARSES, the eunuch, distinguished al

a statesman, and warrior, 15.

Navigation. See Bjurde.

Nedham, Marchamont, his " excellency of

a freeslate** controverred, 290.

Negative quantities, their use in Algebra,

.33- .

Negroes, their slavery in the W. Indies

extenuated, 69. Thrir liberation not

advisable, 73. X,aws lately made by

the
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the assembly «f Jamaica, in their

fifour, 165. Poems in commisera

tion of thtir slavery, by two very

young ladie", 554.

iVervet, their agency in producing muscu

lar motion oenied, 146. Thii doctrine

proved to be false, 146, 147,

aVwson, Sir Isaac, a new demonstration

of bis first rule for the quadrature of

curvet, 106,

Mrbolas V. Pope, hit great patronage of

learning, 130. Formi the Vatican li

brary, ib.

Koaagefimal degree, the method of finding

its altitude and longitude, ]i6a

Kyom, bishop, his epitaph, 64*.

QBSERrATORT, at Dublin, described,

104.

Optra, Italian, anecdotes rel. to celebrated

composers of, 657.

Orange, Prince of, his Drone claim for

support in the office of StaJtholdcf,

670.

Onbir.ii, plan for improving, .]Sr.

Crdial, trials by, instances of, 109.

Orfbtui, account of, 134, His hymns ex

pounded, AVc. 135.

OjcilUiing bodies, tbeir fore* on the cen

ter of suspension, 146.

Cjian, the authenticity of hit poems; testi

mony in favour of, 511.

Cvjrivm, the contents of a diseased one

described, 106.

T)AR !■IN Chronicle, its authenticitjim-

peached, 351,

Par'ip Registers, observations on, 199.

Parfnifs, their culture, 479.

Pastm, Mrs. her curious letter, concerning

her son's education, 49,

Paul, Father, his treatise on the govern

ment of Vayiice lately printed in Eng

land, 698. A translation of it formerly

printed, ib,

Piarjom, Dr, his invention of the Jotla

fboffbtraia, 507.

Ftggt, Mr. his history of the asylum or

ecclesiastical sanctuary, 29S.

Ptlnv, islands of, inhabitants of, their

friendly behaviour to capt. Wilson and

bit crew, shipwrecked there, 113. 193.

Affecting ace. os the patting between

them and the English, aoo.

Ptmfbigui, an uncommon disease, de

scribed, 206,

Peribelion, a remarkable one describ. 205,

Perraul:, anecdotes relating in, 644.

Peirilrum, description os the spring . yield

ing it, 639.

Pryrtiuft, M. an ace. of his voyage, 571.

Pbarmacrfah, observations on the last

published by the college, 463, Trans

lated by Healde, it. By Moaro, =05-

Errors in it pointed out, 5c 9.

Pb/ofistn, observation en it, 316.

Pliu, M. de la, on the population of

France, 574, On the theory of Jupi

ter and Saturn. 575.

Phnefi, observations on, 572.

P/ay/air, Mr. on barometrical measure

ments, 31.

Hit in, their conjunction with the moon,

371. Occultations, »S.

Pf«W, char, of, by the K. of Pruflia, 68*.

Pttfit Comratui, explaioed, 330.

Pt.iarc.ii, rheir culture, 473—477. See

also Curl.

Pinonol, Governor, his account of Roman

antiquities, 299. 427.

Trusty, Dr. his experiments on the prin

ciple of acidity, composition of water,

and phlogiston, 316. His doctrine of re

spiration misrepresented by the French,

388. Defended, ib.

Prime numbers, some properties of, 57c

Primrt, a fashionable game at cards in Qj_

Elixabeth's time, 301.

Prince, Mr. his account of an air-pump of

a new construction, 391.

Printing, thoughts on its origin, 413.

Prisoners ef mar, how ciuelly treated ia

former times, 421,

Prujjia, late K. of, vindicated with regard

to his imprisonment of Baron Treacle,

256 ; aod in respect to his invasion of

Silesia, 486. 683. Hia seizure of ihe

archives of Dresden defended, 287. H.s

concern in the partition of Poland jus

tified, 490. Hit unbounded toleration

os religion, 675. His pofthum. works,

676. His character of the Emperor

Ch. VI. 679. Of Ceo. U.K. of Eng.

land, 680. Of the Q^of Spain, ib. Of

the English nation, ib. Of the Dutch,

681. Of the Ruffians, 68s. Of bit

nvn falber, 683.

Purveyor to the King's houfhold, bis of

fice, 426.

Pyment, its water, and its situation, de

scribed, 179.

QUADRUPEDS, oviparous, different

"^-kinds ot, described, 601.

Quebec, grievances in the province of, with

regard to the English government, 67.

"DAIN, theory of, explained, 32.

Reason, human, incapable of coropte-

hending the Christian religion, 340.

Absurdity os this notion, ib.

Registers, observations on those of differ*

. nt parishes, 299.

Rcl'gion, faults ol distensions <n, 623.

Rbodn, Miss, answers objections against

the
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♦he breeding of silk worms, as an un-

healthful employment, 483.

Rhubarb, cultu'e of, 479.

Rhyme, and Mart, improper for poetry,

654. A German ode wi.hout cither,

translated, 6;<5.

Robison, Mr. on the orbit and motion of

the Georgium Sidus, 38.

Rocbet/e Sail, composition of, 5C6.

Roman Reads, obscivations on, 500.

Rooie, Mr. his description 0/ Bingham

Rocks, 411. Of two Reman villa: near

Mansfield, 427.

Routh, Mr. his Reliauia: Sacra announced,

701.

Rcyal Socifty of Ireland, its history, 203.

RuJJia, produces a greater variety of ve

getables than other countries, 634.

Measures of length there adjusted to

their agreement with English seer, 641.

Ruffian, their national character, 68a,

O/IL Martis, method of knowing when

it is genuine, 23.

Sail, spontaneously formed in Crim Tar-

tary, 639.

Salt-pet, e, used for cooling water, 617.

Sarttuary, or asylum, ot ancient times,

described, 296.

Saturn, the theory if, 575. The ele.

merits of its orbit, 576.

Saxom, military establishments among

them, 329.

Scotland) fume parts of, characterised, 312.

Song.*, Sec. o( the Highlanders, 313.

Edinburgh described, 5 19.

San, their or gin in Britain, 312.

Stpreii, the poet, anecdote of, 643.

Stjour, M. on, on the population of

France, 574.

Series, infinte, their use in finding flu.

ents, 145. How transformable, 146.

Sermons at Westminster Abbey, charged

wiih inlipHity, 337. Invective against

the tier* y in general, on a similar ac

count tb,

Sevigne', Madame de, a continuation of

her Letters, 696.

Setual, Mr. his magnetical obsrrvir. 390.

Shakespeare, his principal characters, &c.

fine subjects for the paintrr, g t.

Sbtnftone, Will, anecdotes tel.t. to, 262.

Silk-tvorms, breeding them not an un

healthy employment, 484*

Slavey of the Negroes, obscivat. relating

to, 69. Abolitionp', 'inadvisable, 70.

'she abolition contended for, ib. Thac

scheme opposed, 71. Account of the

manner in which slaves are procured in

Africa, 238. One good efi.ct Horn

this trade, 141.

Smith, Dr. his ubfrrvarinns on the itrita.

bility ot' vegetables, 248.

Soda Phosphorate, a new purging firs, 50?.

Soldiers, their uniform in Henry Vlli.'s

time, 415.

Spain, our alliance with, peculiarly de

sirable, 154. Gibraltar to be refioreel

to, for an equivalent, ib.

Spasm, the doctrine of ir defended, s6.

Sleet, art improved method of making it,

392.

Stairs, Dr. aflifls Dr, Withering in the

Botanical Arrangement, Sec, 544. 368.

the notes.

Stone. See Gravel.

Sugar, analysis of, 182.

Sulphur Prenifitatum, a new method of

preparing it, preferable to the old, 34.

Swallows, their torpid state during the

winter confirmed by facts, 391,

(JBEODORA, Empress, her dissolute

character, 13.

Theedsrie, Emperor, flory of his guilty

conscience, and remarkable death, 13.

Tinmiu:b, Roman inscript. ar, expl. 426.

Titles, argum. pro and con, re!, to, 453.

Tortoises, different kinds of, described, 604.

Trenek, Baron, his sufferings during a tea

years imprisonment, 257. Not unjustly

treated by the K. of Pruflin, 672.

Trtcjhwyk, M. Van, on noxious vapours,

and tbe means of preventing their per

nicious effects, 611. On the electri

city of the atmqsphere, 613.

Turnips, experiments on their culture, 478.

Mcth. of preventing the fly in them, ib.

Turtle, a new species of, described, 602.

Turtles, their manner of living, 602,

Breeding, 603.

Twining. Mr. his translation of Aristotle's

Poetics announced, 701.

Tyrvibitt, Mr, his notes on Aristotle's

Poetics, left in the hands of Mr. Bur

gess, 701.

TfAN Mams, Dr. on vapours, 612.

l'tin Troofliayk, M. on ditto, id. On

the electricity of the atnolphrrc, 613.

Vatican library, by whom sirs! mat!e a va

luable repository of learning, 230.

Vegetables, their irritability, 24S.

Vegetation, observation on, 390. Its phe

nomena better known than under

stood, 39s.

Venus, in conjunction with the moon, 57c

Occupation of, ib.

Virgil, said to have drawn his images, ii

the 4th Eclogue, from the Hebrew pio-

pherf, 305. Bishop Lowlh's objection!

relative to some opinions on this subject

answered, 307. His Æncid considered

in the li^ht os a prophetic woik, 310.

Vitriol, lit smoking oii analyzed, C7S. .

Vyages, .
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Vojagn. disease* of soldier! in, 179.

U'jhtr, Dr. hit account of the observatory

at Trinity Collerc, Dublin, 104. Of-a

lunar eclipse, 106.

Tf/JLKER, Dr. his experiments on the

sap in tree*, J 1.

Wtlfa-', Sir R. hii character by the King

ot Prodi', 6*0.

Wal-cn water, its analysis, 88.

Waring, Dr. on centripetal forces, 144.

Wtrtan, Mr. T. bis edition of Milton's

Jmallcr poems cntitiied, 4—it. Far-

ther criticism, 97—104. Criticisms

concludes, 351. Letter to Mr. W. on

tbia subject, 380.

Wjht may be cooled below the fretting

pin', 113. Composition of it denied,

316.

tfm'iri. mineral, of Walton, analyied.gg.

Us Bath, ts>7. Of Cheltenham. »6g.

JPr Igiooed, Mr. h'S mortars and other

vessels, recommended toaporhecaries.ac,

Hii thermometer misunderstood by the

Fciieti, 164.

«_-. , emp'oyed incopyine the ce

lebrated Barherini vase, 41 i, lie neli.

H'liU, the heat of ibe water in them as

ci ruined, and then<« the natural iem-

perattirr of iheea.th eslimated, 248.

What, Indi.in, culture of, 39a.

Wtiinrd, Mr. on the nun.geuinal degree,

386. Hit table of equations of ecnjai

altitudes for Cambridge, it. On the va

riation of the compass, 390.

Wiltumi, Mr. on the latitude of Cam.

bri- ge in New Eneland, and the varia

tion us the compass, 386. Account of

an uncommon darkness, 388. Conjec

ture! on earthquake, 389.

Willit, Mr. hit observations on Roman

roads, 300. On the battles between

Ironside and Canute, ib.

Wiljtn, Captain, of the ActcJope, snip-

wrecked on the Pelew lll.nds, no.

What befel him and his crew while

they remained there, ill. Friendly

intercourse with the natives, 113. Build

a vessel to depart in, 1 18. Manner) and

customs of the Prlew ludi. ns described,

119, 19a. Affecting account of the

parting between Capt. W. ar.d tbech;el'a

or Pel e iv, 100. Arrives at Mac«o, it.

Some objection! to his conduct answer

ed, aoi,

fPil/tm, Mr. his observations on cold and

hoar frost, 34.

WutimJIdaRufaSarc, its anciquitv in Ire

land, 511.

Wauxi, a remarkable gun-lhot one de

scribed and cured, 391,

YOUNG, Dr.

curves, 106.

on the qnacra'.me of
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